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PREFACE

This publication is one of a group of handbooks prepared under the auspices
of the Engineering Handbook Office, Duke University, as part of the Engineering
Design Handbook Series. Presented in this handbook are the basic information
and fundamental principles essential to the design and development of infrared
systems for military applications.

A great deal of information already has been published describing time-
proven IR systems and technology; whereas, little or no information has ap-
peared in open literature, such as this, describing the significant recent advances
in IR technology and systems development. Therefore, the approach to this
topic departs from the time-honored treatment of the subject of infrared tech-
nology. No attempt is made to present a complete exposition of the overall
infrared discipline, but rather, most of the material is devoted to the significant
technological advances of recent years....-

Recent requirements for tactical nighttime surveillance and detection
capabilities have introduced new challenges. The result has been the successful
development and 'application of multi-element arrays of IR detectors for re-
connaissance and surveillance. This approach has increased considerably the
effectiveness of IR systems in the field of combat as well as in global defense
systems. Noteworthy advances have been made in the areas of low-light-level
television and long wavelength infrared. The implementation of IR searchlight
and laser sources has further improved the range capability of IR systems, and
has added a new capability to infrared technology--direct measurement of
range or distance. It is in twhr, light of these advances that the bulk of this book
has been prepared. This handbook, therefore, is intended to comp!ement the
previously-published IR literature by bridging the gap between the historically-
proven, well-documented technology and the advan-ing state-of-the-art.

The material is presented in a form which will be most usetui to tne giadu-
ate engineer who must become informed about the technology and operational
performance of present-day JR systems and who appreciates their attendant
advantages and limitations. This handbook is a-so intended to aid the professional
engineer concerned with the design and development of new systems.

The information contained in this handbook consists of contributions from
many infrared specialists engaged in. the design and development of IR systems
and associated hardware at the Electronics Division of Aerojet-General Corpora-
tion, Azusa, California. A list of contributors is given on page xxx. Special credit
should be given to I. M. Maine, Program Manager. and to the following principal
investigators: M. L. Bhaumik and M. A. Levine for Chapter 2, S. J. Halasz for
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Chapter 4, and S. T. Braunheim for Chapter 5. A credit should be given to
J. A. Lopez, who edited the various sections of the book and made it possible
that a consistent list of symbols be available for each chapter and for the entire 4,
book.

Particular credit goes to Mr. R. R. Entwhistle, Mr. S. L. Hall, and Miss
Peggy Nash who patiently and accurately edited the entire manuscript.

The material is organized in a logical structure, which, I hope, will result in
maximum usefulness of the information. The reader is introduced to the funda-
mental elements of IR radiation, the basic laws governing the nature of infrared
radiation and transmission. The target and background infrared signatures are
then outlined and the techniques for signal detection and background discrimina-
tion are described. Each discrete element of the conventional IR system is dis-
cussed including optics, detectors, signal-processing electronics, and associated
support systems. Passive as well as active IR systems presently in existence are
described. Design considerations and optimization techniques are presented.

The essential equations which describe systems operation are drawn from
sound and proven sources and are presented without proof. References are
included at the end of each chapter. A selected bibliography is presented at the
end of this handbook.

Chapter I gives a short history of infrared technology and the significant
military applications.

Chapter 2 introduces basic infrared terminology and describes the sources
of IR radiation, laws governing this radiation, atmospheric transmission and
absorption, radiation from targets of military interest, and bazkgc.Ind radiation,

Chapter 3 describes the basic tools needed for the transmission and detec-
tion of infrared signals. The optical elements are analyzed as are their charac-
teristics and basic design parameters, thermal as well as mechanical. Sources of
target illumination, including lasers and their applications, are noted. The
characteristics of IR receiving systems, including various infrared detect.ors, are
studied in terms of fabrication techniques. cooling requirements and, finally,
performance. Signal-processing techniques (including spatial filtering, scanning
aperture, and temporal filtering) and display also are discussed in this chapter.

Chapter 4 describes tne operation of the most commonly-used passive anI
active infrared systems. The discussion includes the principles of imaging systems
(including scanners), image tubes, viewers, and sights, Search equipments di.s-
cussed include trackers, radiometers, interferometers, spectremeters, and hybrid
systems. Active systems include illuminators, viewers and sights, range finders,
communication, data transmission, and weapon epplications.

Chap: er 5 discusses system design approaches and operational requiremrnts.
Systems aralyses entail target and background definition, baseline design con-
cepts, and trade-off techniques. The design of a sample infrared system is
analyzed at the end of this chapter.

A separate publication, AMCP 706-128, has been prepared in order to
present ciosqsified information dealing with target signatures of military interest,
IR technology, and classified military systems.

K. Seyrafi

Xvi
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The Engineering Design Handbooks fall into two basic categories, those
approved for release and sale, and those classified for security reasons. The
Army Materiel Command policy is to release these Enginpering Design Hand-
books to other DOD activities and their contractors and other Government
agencies in accordance with current Army Regulation 70-31, dated 9
September 1966. It will be noted that the majority of these Handbooks can
be obtained from the National Technical Information Service (NTIS).
Procedures for acquiring these Handbooks follow:

a. Activities within AMC, DOD agencies, and Government agencies other
than DOD having need for the Handbooks should direct their request on an
officiWl form to:

Commander
Letterkenny Army Depot
ATTN: AMXLE-ATD
Chambersburg, PA 17201

b. Contractors and universities must forward their requests to:,(
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CHAPTER 1
) INTRODUCTION*

1-1 DEFINITION OF INFRARED H~zschel's discovery opened a new frontier in
SPECTRUM optical science. It did nct lead to any further

The infrared (IR) region of efect.'omagnetic advancement for almost twenty years, however,
radiation consists of that portion of the spec. due primarily to the rk of detetors moreStrun located between the longest visible wave- sensitive than the thermometer. Although prog-lengths and the shortest microwave wavelengths. ress durLng the nineteenth and early twentiethlenghs nd te sortst mcroavewaveenghs. centuries was not dramatic, sign.ificant ad-vanob-
The IR spectral band is many times as broad as
"the visible optical spectrum which ranges from ment has been made during the past 30 years.
about 0.3 to 0.72 micron. The IR band is, In 1830, L. Nobili d'.veloped the thermo-
therefore, divided somewhat arbitrarily into the couple which detects IR radiation with a higher
following three regions for convenience: degree of sensitivity than does the thermometer.

T n b n 1 iWithin five years, M. Melloni developed an even•, 1. The near IR between i0.72 - 1.2 microns
2. The intermediate JR between 1.2- 7.0 i- more sensitive sensor by integrating a large

crons number of thermocouples and called it a "ther-

3. The far IR between 7.0 - 1G00 microns mopile". The development of the thermocouple
and thermopile are considered to be the first

Recently, many IR systems have been developed important steps in the advancement of IR
for operation in the 8- to 30-micron region. This technology.

* region, which is a subclass of the far IR region, is During 1830-1840, Sir John Herschel, the sonSconventionally referred to as the Long- Drn 8014,SrJh eshl h o
conaveengtionalWly rferred tgon. asthof Sir William Herschel, continued his father's
wnrwork and supported his father's conclusion

S M E N N H D Lregarding the nature of IR radiation. He main-1- MI TO NS INF R THEC ELOP N tained that IR radiation and visible light are
O R T Osimilar in many basic respects. This opinion was

This chapter contains a cursoLy survey of the the cause of considerable controversy until 1847
significant milestones in the advancement of when Fizeau, Foucault, and Knoblauch illus-
infrared technology and its application. A more trated that IR radiation exhibits interference
detailed account of the development and appli- effects in exactly the same way as does visible
cations of IR technology is given by Smith, light.
J -,nes, and C-h-amer' t and by Arnquist-2.nIn 1843, E. Becquerel discovered the photo-

The actual discovery of infrared radiation was graphic ancl phosphorescent effects of IR india-
the result of Sir William Herschel's pioneering tion. In 1880, S. P. Langley invented the first
experiments in 1800 . While investigating the bolometer which is considerably more sensitive
distribution of thermal energy among various than the thermopile. A bolometer consists of a
colors of solar radiation, Herschel found that thin wire whose ohmic resistance changes as the
thermal energy increased toward the red end of result of the heat generated by the incident
the visible spectrum and continued beyond the radiation.
visible region. He concluded that rndiant energy In 1920, T. W. Case 3 developed the photo.
exists beyond the visible region. He called this conductive "Thalofide Cell" detector which is
radiation "invisible radiation". Further experi-ment by ershel ndiatedthatIR adiaion more sensitive and has faster response character.
ments by Herschel indicated that JR radiation tcshateroupeanbomtrsAlistics than thermocouple.3 and bolometers. A!-
obeys the same laws as does visible light. though the principles of photoconductivity were

discovered by Willoughby Smith4 in 1873 using
seienium, Case should be credited for actuallyWritten by K. Serf,.d,'pn zdipeetn h h'cn

Superscript nuernrs refer to References at the end of dciping and implementing the pho'con-
each chapter. ductor detector for use as an active IR infrared

1-1
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transmitter and receiver system having an opera- In 1959, Lawson"0 described the first pseudo-
ting range of over 18 miles'. His device stimu- binary detector (mercury-cadmium telluride) as
lated widespread interest in IR in this country having a spectral response that could be ex- ,.
and abroad. tended to 40 microns. This detector, in contrast

18 A snv t to other LWLIR detectors, required cooling only
In 1876, Adams and Day discovered thethe aoai7a°Klltyiofnhighly-

photovoltaic detector (selenium) and in 1934, n 4
Klkoin and Noskov developed the first p'loi.;-- Today, because of the availability of highly- k

electromagnetic detector (cup.-ous oxide). sensitive detectors in the range of about 0.7 to
40 microns, the most useful part of the IR '

Inroer e (he Latonin sn be detected with almost the same r
property of lead sulfide (galena). Later on, in sensitivity as visible light.
1917, during a routine investigation of 162
materials, Cases reported the photoconductor 1-3 MILITARY APPLICATION
properties of lead sulfide (PbS). Although IR has been part of the scientific

Jn 1944, Cashman developed the first practi- world for over 150 years, its application for
cal PbS detectors in this countryd . Lead sulfide military purposes has only taken place within
detectors had been previously developed by the last 40 years. Secure signaling, detection of
Gudden' in Germany during the 1930's and objects in the dark, and detection of and homing
were used in some of their IR systems during on military targets by their natural IR radiation
World War I1. Cashman's development marked are a few of the many military applications of
the beginning of a rapid expansion in IR IR.ystems. During World War I. the Americans,
technology and systems application in this coun- British, and Germans produced IR devices which
Yry. were, for the most part, experimental.

Later on during the late 1940's and early In 191?0, S. Hiffman" described a passive
1950's, Cashman, McFee, and Levinstein ex- imaging system wlhch utilized a thermopile and
tended .PbS technology into lead sel,-nide galvanometer. This system could detect a man at
(PbSe), lead telluride (Pb're),, and indium anti- 800 feet and an airpLkne at nearly 1 mile.

monide (InSb) detectors. During the 1930's, IR systems found their
Another significant technological advance was way slowly into the military arsenals. The

the development of a pneumatic IR detector by advent of World War II, however, accelerated the
Marcel Golay in 1946. The Golay detector is still tempo of activity in this area. During 1940-
considered the best detector for long-wavelength 1941, thc Optics and Camouflage Branch of the
IR applications because of its uniform spectral Natkinal Defense Research Committee and
sensitivity. O'ffice cf Scientific Research and Development

During the late 1940's, the first extr'n.oic vas assigned the responsihil+,, for developi r
photoconductbr detectors were diacoverect by the military potential of optics and IR systema.
Burstein'. The spectral response of detectors
such as gold-doped germanium tGe:Au), zinc- During 1947-1955, the growing military de-
doped germanium (Ge:Zn), and copper-doped mand for IR systems necessitited close technical

germanium (Ge:Cu) was found to extend to coordirnation between the military and contract

about 40 microns. Later on, the discovery of a groups of the rapidly developing Southern Cali-

mercury-doped germanium detector (Ge:Hg), fornia infrared community. Consequently the

having a high-sensitivity response up to 14 Office of Naval Research (ONR) Branch Office,
microns, was reported by Borrello and Levin- Pasadena, California, sponsored a series of
stein". Most of these detectors required cooling meetings under the leadership of W. N. Am-
to temperatures ranging from 40 'o 40 0 K. quist'2 . Initially these gatherings were called

"The Conference on IR Instrumentation.", and
then, as the emphasis shifted to systems, the

* Patent -755,840. "Detector For Electrical Disturb- "Guided Missile Infrared Conference". An effec-
ances," Jagadis C. Bose, Calcutta, Ir.dit. asignor of tive information exchange and discussion forum
one-haif to Sara Chapman Bull, Cambridge Masa., filed
Sept. 30, 1901, Serial No. 77,028 (No modýel). were thus provided for the relatively new work-

1.2
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4
U1g ••oups in the area. The attendance at these implementing this latter capability in aa opera-conferences grew at such a rapid rate that by the tional systemi.,-' mid-1950's it was no longer possible to continue In this country, milon such an informal basis. Instead, formal fie~d reached its peak after World War IL TheS3 ~meetings, called "Syr-:posiums"; replaced the most successful developments in the 1950's wereinformal conferences within the necessary secu- the Navy SIDEWINDER air-to-air missile andrity regulations. in November 1955, the name the Air Force FALCON homing misfless . The"Infrared Information Symposium" (IRIS), was SIDEWINDER missile is 5 i. in diamet, 9 ft

formally adopted. IRIS symposiums have beenconvened regularly at least once a year ever long, and weighs 150 lb. It can be i.rried by asince. IRIS has provided an effective means for variety of aircraft, including the F$4, F-104, andexchanging L-iformation and s-mulating new FJ-4. 'Iideas for the advancement of IR research and The FALCON mLq-iie was developed by thetechnology. Other activities of ONR that stimu- Air Force to complement a radar-guided missile.lated developments in IR, especiaLly during These missiles are about 6-1/2 in. in diameter,1950-55, were Project Metcalf, a comprehensive about 6-1/2 ft long, and weigh slightly morereview of the Navy's IR program and special than 120 lb. Usei in F102A and F-89?3 inter-liaison with the British through ONR's London ceptors, the missile's tracking capability is
Branch Offilce". that it can be launched many miles from theToday, various basic types of 1R systems target.used in conjunction with tactical weapons in Beginning about 1958 aid exten-Jing to themilitary arsenals throughout the world. The early 1960's, the REDEYE missile was developedbrief sumnary which follows is a description of for the Army, to provide the foot soldier with asome of the more notable applications of IR defense against low-flying aircruft. The 20-lbsystems. missile, which is less than 3 in. in diameter and 4ft long, is aimed and fired from a shoulder-1-3.1 IR IMAGING SYSTEMS mounted launch tube.

-• Development of the RCA infrared image tube FIRE CONTROLS
by Morton, Ramberg, and Zyorykinr is consid- - Nered to be the most significant IR development The first IR fire control system for search,in ihe United States during the 19 30's. The acquisition, and tracking became operational indevice converts IR radiation into visible light, the mid-1950's. A gunsigbt wa. leveloped at this

The first and most notable military appli- time for the F-104 aircraft, and the AAA-4 IRcation of near-IR technology during World War fire control system was deve!oped in the earlyII involved use of the IR imaging tube mounted 1960's by the Navy.on small arms for use by foot soldiers" . Named An early version of a down-looking (3 to 5the Sniperscope, it was used successfully during microns) IR reconnaissance system was devel-night operations. Infrared illuminators and re- oped by the Air Force in the early 1960's.ceiving devices were used for night driving andbattlefield surveillance by 0l1 the major powers. Recent breakthroughs in the fabricating of
large arrays (consisting of LWIR sensors, cryo-1-3.2 INFRARED MISSILES genic coolIng, and LWL optics) have further
increased the potential capability of TR K'-gh-res-Chronologically, the next step in the advance- o!ution fire-control systems, unmatched by anyment of IR occurred as a result of its succes.ful o'ther system at this time"-'6 . Forvard-..okingapplication for air-to-air and air-to-surface mis- IR Reconnaissance (FLIR) systems, designed forsile guidance. The Germans developed an IR mounting on airborne platforms, provide anna-antiaircraft missile detection system during the merit system operato.s with IR target detection,early 193 0's, to the point 7-here piston-engine acquisition, recognition, and angle information.bombers could be observed at distances up to The FLIR systems, developed specially forfive km. However, they were not successful in nighttime use, provide real-time display of the
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"terrestrial scene within the field of view of the 1-4 ADVANTAGES AND DISADVANTAGES
sensors. OF INFRARED SYSTEMS

1-34 TAIL-WARNING SYSTEMS Infrared systems offer a distinct advantage
over other detection devices, such as radar or

Infrared systems are also used for detecting visible optics, by being able to operate in the ,
missile plumes. An IR search system for use in passive mode. This makes IR system.4 impervious
the detection of attacking missiles was devel- to detection and countermeasures by methods
oped by the Air Force as a tail-warning system which are effective against active systems such as
for a fighter aircraft and became operational in radar. In addition, the passive IR systems are less
the mid-to-late 1960's. complex by the absence of transmitt&er hard-

ware. The fact that most natural objects radiate
1-3.5 SPACE APPLICATIONS in the IR region makes IR wavelengths most

The first spaceborne high-resolution IR tern- attractive for passive systems.
perature mapping system was launched aboard A summary of the advantages of IR systems
the Nimbus 1 satellite into an earth orbit in includesZ
1964". The Nimbus infrared letector, sensing 1. Small size and lightweight compared to
in the 3.4- to 4.2-micron region, provided the comparable active systems
first nighttime cloud pictures with a ground 2dresoutio of bouttwo mi.2. Low cost compared to active systems

* resolution of about two nmi.
Nimbus 1 performedi temperature 'neasure- 3. Capable of passive or active operation

ments with a resolution of about 10 K making it 4. Effective against targets camouflaged in
possible to map gradients in ocean currents, ice the visible region of the optical spectrum
caps, land masses, and cloud formations. Fur-
thermore, because of the correlation between 5. Day or night operation

cloud temperature and cloud altitude (a 1*K 6. Greater angular accuracy than radar
temperature change is comparable to a 1000-ft *1
change in altitude), the IR picture provided a 7. No minimum range limitation
simple and effective method of determining 8. Minimum requirement for auxiliary
cloud altitude. equipment.

1-3.S SPECTROSCOPY The performance limitations of IR systems

Infrared spectroscopy plays a key role in are imposed mostly by atmospheric conditions.
detection systems for nilitary applications. Eval- Humid atmosphere, fog, and clouds present
uation of targets and backround in terms of ,serious limitations. The problems can be briefly

tcsummerized as follows:
spectra. intensity has proviled considerable in-

. formation for use in the design of effective 1. Lack of all-weather capability (in opera-
detection and homing systems. It has also tion within the atmosphere)
provided an enormous amount of information
S about the sun, planets, and rars. New low-tern- 2. Line-of-sight detection -apability only

perature stars have been dsscovered". Terres- 3. Requirements for cryogenic cooling dur-
trial atmospheric phenomena and the atmos- ing LWL operation.
pheres of other planets are being investigated. Notwithstanding these inherent limitations,

In biology and medicine, infrared techniques IR technology faces an ever-expanding future
are continually finding new uses and applica- made possible by the recent dynamic advances
tions. Spectroscopy has made possible the study in the development of components such as
of plant diseases as well as the characterization solid-state detectors and detector arrays, cooled
and identification of fossils, optics, cryogenic electronics, and IR lasers.
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CHAPTER 2

INFRARED PHYSICS*

2-1 BASIC IR SYMBOI.S 2-2 RADIATION LAWS
AND DEFINITIONS

2-2.1 KIRCHHOFF'S LAW

During tne advance of IR technology, various Kirchhoff's La-.v rtates that, for any tempera-
symbols have evolved as "standard" symbols fure and any waveength, the emiusance of an
while others have been used at the whim of the opaque body in an idothermal enclooure is equal
authors. The system of symbols used in this to its absorptance. Thur.
handbook is based on the recommendations of
the Office of Naval Research'. Special care has e (X, T) a (X, T) (2-1)
been given to distinguish intrinsir material prop-
eities such as absorptivity a from total sample
properties such as absorptance a. Some symbols
occ asnally have two functions. For instanr;e, t This law is a consequence of the Conservation
can mean either time or total transmittanc-e. of Energy which requires that the energy emit-
Where confusion might possibly occur, the terms te.1 by the body be equal to the eno"rgy absorbed
are carefully explained ui the accompanying by it under isothermal conditions. Thus
text. The standard zymbols are given in Table

i 2-1 . W ..'itted e e W Is af a W aB W b.,bd- (2 -2 )

Table 2-2 is a dictionary of the basic radio-
metric terms used in infrared physics. Spectral

* radiometric terms are the same as the corre-
sponding radiometric terms but are defined per For a blackbody, e = a = 1 by definition. For
unit wavelpnrth, per unit frequency or per unit real materials emissance depen~ds on the material
wavenumber. They are evaluated at a specific and the finish (see Table 2-4).
wavelength, frequency or wavenumber. Symbols
for spectral raJiometric quantities are formed by
adding suhscripts X, v, or P, respectively, referring
to where tht. quantities are to be evaluated. For More generally, the Conservation of Energy
examp.z, Hx is the irradiance per unit wave- says that light incident on a surface is either
length evaluated at wavelength )X. Typical units reflected, transmitted, or absorbed. Thus
would be w cm-n A -1. The relation between H
andHA is r+t+a=1 (2-3)

i2 H
1 =Hx 4Xor H, = a;-

where AA is a small waveiength interval about X. For an opaque object, t 0. Therefox'e

Table 12-3 is .a list of the most commonly used
physical constants for infrared physics. The r +-c (2-4)

standard ý;ynbols for the constants is also given.
A complete list and discussion are given a Ref. 2.

Using Kirchhoff's Law, Eq. 2-1 gives

r=3 - e f2-5)

•Writter byr M. L. Bhaurnik and M. A. Levine for an opaque object.

2.1
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TABL 2-. STNDAD SVBOI

SYMBO NAETPCA NT

a absorptance %

2 -

e abisorance%

E photon energy erg
GB graybodyWC2
H irradianceWc

Jradiant intensity w s-
N radiance w ar' cm 2  ¶
P power w
r reflectance
S line intensity (absorber content)-' cm-
T absolute temperature *
t transmittance %nv

V volume cm3
W radiant emittance (flux density) w cm-2, pJ SeC' cm- 2 )
w absorber content "datm-cmn", "pr-cm"

absorbtivity cm-
e emissivity%

waveleng~h erm
frequency Hz, (sece`
wavenumber cm'1

P density g CM-
rtransrmissiviLy cm'1

solid angle sr (siteradian)
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TABLE 2-2. BASIC RADIOMETRIC 'ERMS

TERM DEFINITION

= Absorber content The equivalent pathlength through a gaseous absorber (par. 2-4)

Absorptance The fraction of irradiance that is absorbed by a sample placed
in the path of the incident light

Absorptivity The absorptance per unit pathlength through a material

Blackbody An ideal radiator or absorber with unit emissivity

Emissance The fraction of radiant emittance of a real surface relative to a
blackbody surface

Errissivity The fraction of radiant emittance of an ideal surface (opaque,
optically smooth, flat) relative to a blackbody surface

Energy density The energy per unit volume contained in the electromagnetic
fields

Grayboi.y A radiator or absorber with constant emissivity less than one;
i.e., eGB < 1 for all X

Irradiance The power per unit area incident upon a surface

Point source A radiating surface toth characteristic dimensions of which are
small compared with the source-to-observer distance

Power Energy per unit time

Radian The unit of angular measure, which is the angle for which the
-' subtended arc length of a circle is equal to the radius of the

circle (Fig. 2-i)

Radiance Radiant power per unit solid angle per unit area of source
projected normal to the solid angle

Radiant emittance The power per unit area, or the energy per unit time per unit
area, radiated from ns surface. Radiant emittance is an energy
flux.

Radiant intensity Radiant power per unit solid angle from a point source

Reflectance The fraction of irradiance that is reflected from a real surface

Reflectivity The fraction of irradiance that is reflected from an ideal surface
(perfectly smooth and flat)

Steradian The unit of solid angular measure, being the subtended surface
area divided by the radius squared for a solid angle at the center
of a sphere (Fig. 2-2)

Transmittance The fraction of ir-adiance that is transmitted through a sample
placed in the path of the incident light

Wavelength The distance betwleen two successive crests in the electromagnetic
fic'd of light traveling through a vacuum

Wavenumber Rec:procal of wavelength in centimeters. Wavenu.inbers are pro-
poertonal to the photon energy of the light (E = hc') where

12
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TABLE 2-3. PHYSICAL CONSTANTS

Planck's constant h 6.6256 X 10' w sec2

Speed of light c 2.9979 X 1010 cm sec-1

Boltzmann's constant A 1.3805 X 10- w sec *K-'
8.617 X 10"'eV)°K-'

Stefan-Boltzmann 5.6697)× 10'= w X-2 °K"
constant 1.354 X 10-12 cal sec-' cm-2 -K-4

3.658 X 10-" w in.- 01K4

Wein's constant a 0.28978 cm *K

Electronic charge e 1.6021 X 10-19 C

Capacivity of vacuum E 8.8543 X 10-" F m-1
0

Permeability of vacuum 'o 41 X 10"' H m-1

Electron mass m 9.109 X 10"13

Proton mass rn 1.673 X 10-4 g

Avogadro's number NA 6.023 X 1023 per g mole

1 electron volt = 1.602 X 10-" w sec

Energy of V°K = 8.617 X 10' eV)

X (1 eV) 1.24,u

2-2.2 PLANCK'S LAW A plot of Wx vs A will result in the familiar

The spectral energy flux, or spectral radiant blackbody radiation curves for various tempera-

emittance WA from a blackbody was derived tures (Fig. 2-3).

empirically by Planck" who had to postulate 2.2.3 RAYLEIGH-EAS W
that radiation consisted of discrete quanta of
energy hci/A in order to fit a smooth curve to the For long wavelengths (far IR) at not too low a
experimentally measured spectral distributions temperature,
of radiant emittance from blackbodies. The
expression he derived was itgT^ c I (2-7)

_C 1
= , w cm (2-6) which permits the exponential to be expanded

in a power series. Thus

The constants are

C, = 27rc h = 3.7415 X 10" w cm 2  W = 2r•ckT/), 4  (2-8)

C2 = hc/k = 1.4388 cm "K

c = speed of light
h = Planck's conistant which is the Rayleigh-Jeýis Law. Notice that it
k = Boltzmann's constant does not depeod on h and therefore is not of
X = wavele,)gth, cm quantum mechanical origin.
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TABLE 2.4. EXPERIMENTAL VALUES OF EMISSIVITY*

KRD14p RADN.
ONL300K RADN. TRN.° 2930K RADN. 273°K RADN.

MATERIALON 20KS E ON 78°K ROOM TEMP.4 OLISHED ON 90 0 K ON 77*K
S SURFACE' SURFACE6  SURFACE'

SAl-clean
polished foil 0.02 0.04 0.011 0.055 0.043

Al-plate 0.03

Al-l'ighly
oxidized 0.31

Brpss-ciean
polished 0.029 0.03 0.018 0.046 0.10

*i Brass-highly
oxidized 0.6

• • Cu-clean

polished 0.015-0.019 002 0.0062-0.015 0.019-0.035
S~Cu-highly

oxidized 0.6

Cr-plate 0.08 0.08 0.065 0.084

Aa-foil 0.010-0.023 0.02-0.03 0.026

Au-plate 0.026

Monel 0.2 0.11

Ni-polishcd 0.045

Rh-plat- 0.078

Ag-plate 0.008 0.02-0.03 0.023-0.036

Stainless steel 0.048 0.074

Sn-clean foil 0.013 0.06 0.013 0,038

Soft solder 0.03 0.047

Glass 0.9 0.87

Wood's metal 0.16

0 Note: Reference is msde in columin heads to references listed at end of Chapter 2.
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2-2.4 WIEN'S LAW where a is a constant. Eq. 2-15 is Wien's
Displacement Law. Solving the transcendental
equation numerically for k,. T gives a

For short waveleagths, 0.2898 cm *K.

hc/AkT)- 1, (2-9)
4

S hence Planck's Law rediuces 2-3 RADIANT ENERGY TRANSMISS.ON

2irc 2 h , , 2-3.1 RADIANT INTENSITY FROM A
, x exp -hc/(Xk J (2-10) PITSOURCE

A point source is a radiator all the dirap'nsions

which is known as Wien's Law. of which are small compared to the sc'urce-to-
observer distance. There are two basic types, the

2-.isotropic point Wsorce and the Lamb etian point
S 2-2.5 STEFAN-BOLTZMANN LAW source.

The radiant emittance from a blackbody Wee
can be obtain--d by integrating Eq. 2-6 over all 2-3.1.1 Isotropic Point Souc .

wavelengths. Thus The isotropic point source radOiates uniformly
in all directions, thus the radiant intensity J is

W -fWdX= (27rk 2" k.vT 421kI

sahw/ (2-16)

41rasv
which is the Stefan-Boitzmann Law. The Stefan-
Boltzmann constant a for various units is listed where F is the total 05ower radiated by the
in Table 2-3. source.

2-2.6 WIEN'S DISPLACEMENT LAW Geometrically, te importance of an isotropic
point source is tl.at it presents the same rzdia-

The maximum value of W; occurs at some X ting area to the 'iewer when looked at from any
called )Xram " Wx in Eq. 2-6 is of the form direction. It i.' assumed, of course, that the

source, being'smail, has a uniform temperature.W), x -" A(xT). (2-12),

Setting 2-3.1.2 Lamr'artisn Point Source

d Wx A Lambertian, "point" source is flat and does
= 0 (2-13) not present the same area to the viewer from all

X Xm directions. Since the color does not ch.nge with
the position of the viewer, he must assume that

gives the radiant emittance is proportional to the
apparent, or projected, area of the source. Thus

X T (2-14)
max din f X dP

d (XT) J = kWA cos 9 (2-17)
m ax

For a given temperature T, evaluating X at Xmx

is equivalent to evaluating XT at X,,,axT. Hence where A is the area of the source, 0 is the angle

5 of the viewer with respec* to the normal, and k
x T = =a (2-15) is a proportionality co.nstant (Fig. 2-4(A)).

mx d (In f(X)] Integrating Eq. 2-17 over a hemisphere above
d (XT) the plane of dA (Fig. 2-4(B)) one gets the total

X-max T radiated power

2-8
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The factor 1/2 is beense half the energy density
.P = kWA cos0 d2l (2-18) is from irradiance and half from emittance as

-ha, ,kre,, noted above. Integnating Eq. 2-22 oler the hem-

isphere of Fig. 24(3) gives

= WA cos 0 (21r sin 0 dO) = (ak) WA V =uc (2-23)

Since P WA, thereiore k =-'. Thus Thus the energy densty wjthiq an isothermal .1
enclosure is

WA cos 0
SI w sr-' (2-9) 4W (224C = • (2-24)

This is called LIambert's Law. As an exampie, consider a 300'K isothermal
enclosure.

2.3.2 RADIANT ENJERGY DENSITYS4PV 4aT4 4 X5.67×X 10-12 (00)4
Radiant energy density is the quantity of u .. . .. . X (3

radiant energy per unit volume. 3 X 1010

2-3.2.1 Energy Density for Collimated Irradiance = 6.1 X 10" J c-

Collimated irradiance means that th - flow of As a second example, consider the energy
radiant energy is neither divergent no. conver- density above the earth's atmosphere due to the
gent. Hence the energy flow down a rube of sun. The solar irradiance is about 0.13 w cm-'
cross section dA is uniform and the enerly and is nearly collimated- Therefore
density is constant. Therefore, for a tube of
length ct, where t is the length of time during H 0.13 i0_.C•. =-= • =4.3 X 0"J cm -'

* which energy entered the tube, and c is the c 3 X 10"
speed of light,

2-3.3 TRANSFER OF RADIANT POWER
U HtdA _ H (2-20)

u-= V - ctdA c 2-3.3.1 An Object in Spa*

Thus the irradiance on any cross section of the An object in space receives energy from warm
tube is celstial bodies and radiates energy into space.

Space c"n be considered a perfect absorber with
H = uc (2-21) no emittance, i.e., space is cold. Therefore, for a

uniformly painted metal plate suspended in
This is also the radiant emittance from the same svace near the earth and normal to the sun, the
cross section. incident energy is 6A X 0.13 w cm-', neglecting

2-3.2.2 Enery Density Within an Isothermal radiation from other sources. The emitted
Enclosure energy is 2eA.aT', where the 2 occurs because

both sides of the plate emit. Thus, at equilib-
The temperature within an isothermal en- rium,

closure is a constant. Therefore the energy flux
uc is a constant regardless of direction. Other- eA X 0.13 = 2eAoT'
wise, there would be a net transfer of energy 0.13 = 2X 5.67X 10-'1 X T 4

along some direction indicating a temperature T = 3274K
difference somewhere. Theref)re a calculation
of the energy density next to a wall of the If one side of the plate is black (e = 1) and the
enclosure is sufficient, other is unpainted (e = 0.1) then, with the black

side facing the sun,
The radiant errittance is given by 1 fi A s 0

1 X A X 0.13 = (I + 0.1) AoT"

dW ( c (2-22) 0.13= 1.1 X 5.67 X 10-,1 X T 4

d 2 4,•T = 380oK

2.9
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With the shiny side facing the sun,

0.1X A X 0.13 - 1 + 0.1)AaT4SY0.013 - 1.1 X 5.67 X 10-12 X V"

T- 213*K

2-3.3.2 Transfer Between Two Infinite Planes

For two opaque plane-parallel infnite surfaces
with emissances el and e2 and tVmperr, tures
T2 > TI, one can calculate the net radiant
emittance W2., from surface 2 to surface 1.
Surface 2 has a radiant emittance e. aT2'. Of
that emittance eI e2 a T4 is absoroed by surface
1 and (1-e,)e2 uT, is reflected. Then
(1 -e 2 )(1 - el )e 2 oT isreflected back toward
surface 1. Of that radiant emittance,
el (1- e2 )(1 - el )e2 aT2 is absorbed, etc. Thus

Sele 2 + t e 2 )(1el)e 2 eel e.+(-

Summing the series gives

Wt..: oT :i(1e,(1e2)

Similarly,

1 e,01 e2 t(2-27)"- Wt•= =T? 1 (1-el)1 e2)

Theref.,re W2  is given by

K W e- e, 1 (2-28)
j= W2-. , -W,-+2 -a(T• - T•) I- (1- e,)(1- e 2 )

A more extensive study of the transfei of

radiant power is given in Ref. 4.

As an ex2.mple, consider a black plate (e1 = 1)
at 2°K fac.ng an electropolished copper plate
(e2 = 0.01) at 4'K. The net radiant emittance
from the warmer copper plate to the cooler
black plate is

5.6 7 10-- (4" - 2 ) X 1 X 0.01
= ~1.36 X 1l- 1 1wYcxn 2W•'•'t = 1 - (0) (0.99) =I3 O•wc'

Note •hat the commonly accepted formula,
'.v- a(e 2 7'- e2 Tj ), y~eIds"-aI0" -2
1+,,:4 = - 7.6 X 10 w cm indicating that

the c,.ler p)ate 's heating up the warmer one.

2-11
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2-&4 IRRADIANCE AS A FUIJCTtON OF RANGE 2-3.,.2 Ext+ende Source 4

2-3.4.1 Point Soure. The concept of radiant intensity cannot be
usefully applied to an extended source (one

A small receiving area dA is oriented normal that subtends a finite solid angle to the viewer).
to the line of sight at a distance R from a point However, in calculating irr.dianceH the extended
source It subtends a solid angle df& - dA/R 2 . source is divided into elemental areas dA and an '~

From the definition of radiant intensity J aA the expression is obtained for the radiant intensity
power radiated per unit solid angle from a point of each. Contributions from each elemental
issource, the power h'cident on the receiving area source area to the irradiance are then integrated
is to obtain the total irradiance.

dP -JdS J - (2-29) If 0 is the angle between the line of sight and

the normal n I to one of these small areas, and 0
and the power per unit area is the irradcince H is the angle between the line of sight and the
given by normal n2 to the surface at which th Larradiance

dP J is being determined, the irradiance is calculated
H (2-30) az

As an example, consider the irradiance at
400 cm from a 2 cm radius sphere with emittance H = f os f wdA case
W= 3w cm- if the receiving area is slanted 6 0  " iR• 2 oA 4

to the line-of-sight. ( 1S~(2-31)
JdA/R' Jcos0 WA u,,e cos0

H =dA/cos 0= .R = 41R2

For example, assume that a plane circular aro.
Thus, P1 of radius a has an eoittance W. What is the

3X 41r2 2 
X 1 irradiance at a point located on the axis of the

3.75 X 10• • c -
2  circle at a distance h, in the plane P2 parallel to

47T(400)2 the source:

* */
R n2;: nI

e b

dx
dA =2 x dx

2-12
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SLi-ce the receiving surface is parallel to the Using Eq. 2-19 with 9 =0 gives
emitting surface, 0 - •. The elemental area
consisting of an annular ring of diameter x and J
width dx haa an area dA = 2wxdx therefore

"which is the same as EI. 2-30 as expected.

H f. 2ffxdx
x2 + b2  2-3.5 CALCULATION AID.,

Since equations such as Planck's are difficult
- w to use directly in actual calculations, several

ox 2+b2)J(x2 + b2) devices have been specifically devised. These'

(2-32) include, in order of incteasing accuracy, nomo-
Wgraphs, radiation slide rules, blackbody tables, or

Let y - x1 + b2; then dy = 2xdx. When x = 0, computer storage data.
y -bW; when x - a, y -a' + bl. The integralbecomes Nomographs are multi-scaled graphs designed

so that a straight line drawn through a known

point on each of two scales will provide an
2' b• 2 dy•2 unknown's value on a third scale (Ref. 9, p. 20).

dH fW b 2 W Nomographs are not used extensively because of

b W b 2 their inherent inaccuracy.
The General Electric Radiation Calculator

b___ 2__a__2 (Ref. 1, pp. 11-17) is the most commonly used
M W 6-M W 2 of various radiation slide rules. Radiation slide

S(2-33) rules are sufficiently accurate for preliminary

In the case where the receiving surface is very design calculations.
close to the emitting surface (b ( a),H = W which Blackbody data (Ref. 1, p. 21) are available
simp!y illustrates that all the radiation emitted for use in calculating more precise values than
by unit area of the source passes through unit are possible with slde rules, but these data
area of the receiver. At the opposite extreme, tables are more difficult to use.
where b a

Precise radiometric calculations require the
Wa2  WA use of highly accurate computerized data and

direct, conventional calculation methods.

2.il
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!- 2-3.5.1 Use of GE R~acvon Calculator • pars. 2-2 and 2-3 can be calculated by means of2da a special slide rule such as the General Electric

Radiation Calculator shown in Fig. 2-5. At a

Many of the blackbody expressions gpien in single setting, the following data can be read:

INDEX TEMPERATURE

(1) CENTiGRADE °C
(2) KELVIN OK = `C + 273 9
(3) FAHRENHEIT OF = (0 C + 40) •-40
(4) R"ANKINE OR= OF+ 460 5

RADIANT EMITTANCE

(5) w = WATTS/SQ CM Total emittance, W0-- for various emissivities
(6) WATTS/SQ IN. (emissances) and in various units
(7) BTU/SQ FT/HR

SPECTRAL EMITTANCE

(8) W WATTS/SQ CM/MICRON Spectral emittance at ?±max with e = 1.
•' AX, AT MAXIMUM

!W (9) vs X Multiplying (8) by (9) gives spectral emittance at

i:_. 'A with e = 1.
: ~W0 - X(10) 0 vs X Multiplying (5), (6) or (7) by (10) gives f WA dX

Wa --
for any given emissivity used in (5), (6) or i7).

(11) MAX vs X Wavelength X at which W is a maximum.
(Note: This is maximum energy flux per unit
wavelength interval. It is not maximum photon
flux per unit wavelength interval.)

(12) WAVES/CENTJMETER This scale converts X to PV .. X •

S!RRADIANCE

(13) INCIDENT ENERGY IN WATTS/CM2  Multiply (11) by source area (cm') to find
FOR 1 CM2 SOURCE AT INDEX irradiance H at ranges from 1 meter to 1000
TEMPERATURE nautical miles.

vs
RANGE (CENTIMETERS)

(NAUTICAL MILES)

(14) TRANSMISSION SPECTRA OF THE Transmission coefficient t vs wavelength N over
ATMOSPHERE 2000 YD (1 SEA MILE) 1 nautical mije horizontally at apl)roximately
OF 17 MM PRECIPITABLE WATER 80% relative humidity, 80'F. This graph is inde-

pendent of index temperature setting,

PHOTON EMITTANCE

(15) PHOTONS/SEC:CMý Total photor. flux for a blackbody at index
temperature.

(16) PHOTON ENERGY AT Xm IN E hc
ELECTRON VOLTS X i

There is also a C, D scale slide rule for simple calculations.

2-14
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2-3.5.2 Sample Cacltions Determine the total amount of radiartS energy falling below each waveler~rth

The following sample problems ore stated and eneraling blaw eah aven
solved by direct calculation or by using the GE 0y integrating Plantks equation owve.

the interval ,0toeachgi, wave.X
SRadiation Calculator. length (O - 2.5 or k - 3.0). The .,swer is

Example I the difference between the two radiant

Setup: A blackbody being used for testing is 2. uti iGE Radition Cau-
set to a temperature of 100C"C. (A Solution (using the
blackbody aperture of 0.6 in. dia Sator): t
(approx. 2/v in. dia) is assumed.) Set he CENTIGRADE poir ter of the

TEMPERATURE scale to 1COO0 C posi-
Problem A: Calculate the radiant emittance tion. Observing the scale which

of the blackbody. Wt..
1. Solution (by direct calculation): indicates the "Percentage increment, of

a. Convert °C to K: energy falling below any wavelength for
1000°C - 1000 +273 a blackbody at temperature 2"', note

" 12730K that 45 percent falls below 3p and 31.5
b. Using the formula for the Stefan- percent fals below 2.5y.

Boltzmann Law: Since the total energy -14.9 w cm"2

- 5.67 X 10-2 X (1273)4 W,% = 14.9 X (0.450 - 0.315)
Answer: W - 14.9 w cm-2  - 14.9 X 0.135

2. Solution (using the GE Radiation Calcu- Answer: Wk - 2.00 w cm-1 (approx.)
lator):
Alignr) CNM roblem D: Determine the wavelength at theAlign CENTIGRADE pointer of TEM- point of peak radiation of the

PERATURE scale with 1000 scale indi- 1 ofrpea d
cating W - WATTS/SQ CM. Since the
radiation source is a blackbody, read the 1. Solution (by direct calculation):
indication at on the EMISSIVITY scale. Using Wien's Displacement Law:

Answer: W - 14.9 w cmf 2897
Problem B: Calculate the radiant power of 7

the source. 2897

Solution (by direct calculation): 1273
a. Convert aperture size in inches to area Answer: ?,, = 2.27p

in cm 2 .
A =~l 2. Solution (using the radiation calculator):

1,741) Retain TEMPERATURE at the same
A =sqin. setting. Read MAX print on WO.A scale.
Swo..=

X 2.2Since 1 sq in. = 6.45 cm2  r =2.27jni
SA = 2.05 c2 Example 2

Setup: An oxidized steel graybody is heatedb. Uc;7 ... , .. fof muia fo- radiant power ess

a iunction of -adiant emittance: to 2000°K.
Problem: Calculate the radiant emittance of

P = WA (all cthn. Aýr q reraain-thobe.
ing constarnt)

= 14.9 w cm-' X 2.05 cml 1. 1-olution 1 (by direct '•alculation):
Answer: P = 30.6 w a. Calci.late the blackbody emittance of

Problom C: Calculate the spertial radiant 2000°K using the Stefan-Boltzmann
emittance W). in the wavelength Law.
interval between 2.5 and 3p. W = a.7,

1. Solution (by direct calculation): W = 90.8 W cm-"

2-16
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b. Using emissance tables, determine the 2.4.1 EXTINCTION COEFFICIENT

emissance of oxidized steel. (e of The spectral transmittance t(A) through a
Soxidized steel • 0.8). ppath x of uniform atmosphere is I

c. Transpose the formula for emissance:
e -W to W - e WB- exp [-K(X)x] (2-36)

W 20.8 X 90.8 where K(X) is the extinction coefficient at the
W - 72.6 w cm°2  discrete wavelength x. K(x) is the sum of the

Solution 2 (using the radiation calcu- molecular absorption coefficient a(), and the
lator): scattering coefficient ?(X). Thus Eq. 2-36 can be

Set the KELVIN pointer to the 20000
position. The radiant emittance a. the t(X) = exp - [a(X) +go)IX
0.8 position of the EMISSIVITY (emis-
sance) scale is approximately 72 w cm-2 . = p exp [- 3(X)x]

(2-37)
Example 3

The scattering and absorption coefficients, andSetup: The irradiance H at a point 5 ft from athrfeteetitonceiindpndn

Sradiation source is 20 W cm-..
r o 2wavelength, atmospheric density, and the atmos-

Problem: Determine the irradiane at a point pheric composition. Care must be used when20 ft from the source (disregarding applying Eqs. 2-36 or 2-Z7 since the properties /

atmospheric attenuation), of the atmosphere, and hence its absorption,

Solution (using the Inverse Square Law): may change over the path x. To account for
these changes, Eq. 2-36 can be written in inte-

H D gral form asH-/'2 = H,(~L FD.-2

- 2020/5. t(X) = exp Kx(X) (2.38)

= 20 -H16/ Ifa finite wavelength interval, AX = X2 - XI , is
-= 5 mcoiaidered, then the average transmittance t in
H-, = 1.25 w cm- the interval AX is

2-4 ATMOSPHERIC TRANSMISSION 1 \2

In pawsing through the atmosphere, infrared ) - X, X (2-39)

energy is attenuated before it is detected and
measured. The two main causes of attenuation
are molecular absorption by several minor con- Eq. 2-39 impli-citly contains Eq. 2-38 and is hard
stituents of the atmosphere and scattering due to evaluate exactly. Therefore, various approxi.
to the presence of particles of matter in the mations Wo Eq. 2-39 are used, depending on the
atirosphire (aerosols). Molecular absorption wavelength region and attenuating medium con-
occurs mainly in several more or less narrow sidered. In certain cases, either scattering or
absorption bands, and is due to the ability of molecular absorption is negligible, and one need
certain molecules to go from one state of only consider one attenuation process. Since the
vibhation-rotation to another, thereby absorbing transmittance due to scattering is a slowly
(or emitting) a photon. In addition, scattering varying function of wavelength, it will often be
causes attenuation of an incident taan of justified to take that part of the transmittance
radiation because in the scattering process the due to scal-tering out of the integral and replace
energy is riadist.•:Luted into all directions of it by an average value, especially if the interval
propagation PJ lost to the observer. X, - X2 is small.

2.17
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2-4.2 MOLECULAR ABSORPTION

24.2.1 Absorption Coefficient C
Radiation traveling through the atmosphere

undergoes attenuation, defined here by absorp-
tion coefficient a, which is a function of the
wavenumber P (or wavelength X = 1/01. The
transmittance of a beam of light passing through
a given amount of absorber w in the atmospheric
path is given by

t(V - exp [-a(-) J (2-40)

For gases, the units of a (PI and w are unusual.
The generic term for the units of w is "absorber
content", a unit of length. The simplest absorber *1
content unit is the "atmosphere-kilometer". An
atm-km is one kilometer of pathlength through
the atmosphere at standard temperature and
pressure with the "normal" amount of absorber
present-suh as O, C01, H2 0, etc. Since
"normal" is difficult to ascertain, the atm-km is
usually normalized to the "atmosphere-
centimeter". The atm-cm is one centimeter of
pathlength at standard temperature and pressure
(STP) through the absorber alone. For example,
"normal" atmospheres contain 3X 10-" parts by
volume of CO2 . Thus 1 atm-km of air with the
normal amount of C00 is equivalent to 30
atmn-cm of C00 alone.

Water vapor is still further ncrmalized to
"precipitable-centimeters". Water vapor in units
of precipitable centimeters is the thickness in
centimeters of the water along the path if it
were condensed to liquid. Thus

w(pr-cm) = (pathlength in cm) X [p(H 2 0 vapor) in g c-m-] (2-41)

Water vapor concentration is also found in

units of g(H2 O)/kg(air) at STP, called mixing
ratio. The conversion from g/kg to
pr-cm(H2 O)/km(pathlength) is

&(H, 0) = 352 FP(atm)1 F pr-,m (H, O)1 (2-42)
kg(air) L-T(K)j Lkm(pathlength)j

The dimensions of a are (absorber content)'
such as (atm-km)', (atm-cm)Y , (pr-cm)'. Note
that these are actually units of reciprocal length.

The wavenumber dependence of the absorp-
tion coefficient a is extremely complex in the
IR. IR absorption bands cons:st of many narrow
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absorptior. lines each corresponding to a partic- lations of exact line positions on a high-speed
"ular transi'tion of the absorbing molecule from computer' .2  .Computers are pro~grammed
one vibratlon-rotation state to another. Trans- to perform high-resolution transmission calcu-
missi')n cakicult&.n--%- .Ll usually rely on band latiors which can then be averaged to provide
modeAs wkt ich take into account the band transmission curves for lower resolution. A
structwe pt'rameters such as .ine w.Ath, spacing detailed discussion of this method is containedbetween lines, and line intensities, in Ref. 10. The application of this method to

There ,ire three basic methods of calculating H2 0 and CO2 transmission is described in Refs.
atmospheric absorption values. The first requires 11 and 12. The second method entails esti-
high-resolution spectral data or theoretical calhu- mating, from a theoretical standpoint, the

0 I- CO! 100

0 
CH4

100 , . , , ' 1

0 

NO2

So ov-
1 0 0 , _ _ _. . ..__ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ .. . .

0 ~u

100
0Wy H200( Iirkr solar

100 i\ .k AlSpectrumf

8000 5000 3000 2000 1400 1000 300

WAVENUIrBER (cm ), I I I I I I I I. I I I I... .I I ,

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15
WAVELENGTH (w)

FIGURE 2-6. The Near-;,nf'ared Spectra of Solar Irradiation and of CO, CH4 . A12 0, 03, COQ, and H 2 0
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transmission in a small wavelength inter- monoride (CO), and methare (CH4). Fig 2-6

val containing many absorption lines as a illustrats -ine IR transmissiorn characteristics of

function of certain band parameters 13 . The the atmosphere due to these constituents. Be-

numerical values of the band structure param- tween 14 microns and the microwave region of -

eters can, be determined from experimental the spectrum, water vapor is a stong absorber

observations, and the resultant absorption and practicaiy no transmission would be appar-

effects then determined for any path length. ent in this regriv. Ref. 14 surveys th' measure-

This method is particularly useful for estimating nrents of conceitration of the minor absorbing

medium-resolution (Ai× 10 to 50 cnr 4 ) trans- constituents in the atmosphere.
mission curves and provides the envelope of the For most problems of practical interrst, at-
absorption bands rather than their fine struc- mospheric concentrations of CH., CO, N1 O,

ture. The theory behind this method is discussed and CO2 are assumed to be consta.t. Sinall
in par. 2-4.2.3, while the data and its application variations of a few percent occur for CO),
are considered in par. 2-4.2.4. The third method especially near the ground" . Concentrations of
involves the use of formulas which are derived N2 0, CO, and CH4 are found to be the most
empirically to fit available data. It is applicable variable (deviations ranging from 50 to 100% are
to low resolution systems for which the spectral not unusual). However, because of the relatively
bandpass completely encompasses one or more low dersity of these miner constituents, the

olecular bards. These formulas, which can be variation does not significantly affect transmis-
used to predict transmissions for a wide range of sion calculations. The concentration of ozone,

opresented in which is variable, peaks between the altitudes of

24.2.2 Absrbe C 20 and 30 km where it is p.-oduced through the
photodissociation of oxygen by ultraviolet

Molecular absorption in the atmosphere is radiation"'. Ozone diffuses and is convected
primarily due to carbon dioxide (CO 2 ), water downward by atmospheric turbulence and
vapor (H210), and ozone (03). Other minor winds". Upon reaching the ground, it reacts
constituents which also contribute to the ab- upon organic materials. Ozone can also be
sorption include nitrous oxide (N2 0), carbon created near the ground due to various chemical

Sumer - Autumn minimum
Winter when 0 is 'ising

40 Spring maximum

V Average ozone

ca 30 - 0.282 cm -

0.308 cm---
20- 0.356 cm-

10 1
2 6 10 14 18 22 26

OZONE x 10 cm kmi

FIGURE 2-7. Smaonal Variation of the Vertica OiDtri'bution of Ozone
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agentL rypical ozone profiles are shown in Fig. content cease to decrease. Good measurements
2-7. Total ozone content depends on !atitude of water vapor content above the tropopause areS) and,•ason (Fig. 2-8). difficult to make because this content is so

I-- nsmall It therefore is not surprising that the
The water vapor concentration is highly van- maueet bv h rppueslomeasurements above the tropopause seldom

tol1e, especially near the ground. The water agree. It is assumed that the volume mixing ratio
vapor profile is closely related to the tempera- of water va.r above the tropopause is either
ture profile of the atmcsphere. These two cost'pconstant (dry stratosphere) or increases as theprofiles (temperature and wean H: 0) for the temperature rises (wet stratosphere).
Gutnick'" standard atmosphere are presented in

,'# Fig. 2-9. The third profile included in Fig. 2-9
corresponds to a saturated atmosphere. The Table 2-5 lists the mean values of absorber
water vapor content decreases rapidly with concentrations in the atmosphere and the ab-
altitude up to the tropopause (- 12 kin) above sorber content along a 1 km pathlength at sea
which both the temperature and the water vapor level

i' 0.50
--%80 ON

o . %

I/

/! \ %0.45[ %0 °N 1%

0 - 60 NI. ..
50% N

0.40 //1111"a

30N.U 40° 8r- •- N

0.35 /-' 0 °N

0 0

o - -

iO0

JAN FEB MAR APR MAY JUNE JIM AUG SEPT OCT NOV DEC

FIGURE 2-8. Annual Variation of Toral Ozone for Each l0o of N. La•,tide
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V TABLE 2.5. ABSORBER CONCENTRATIONS IN THE ATNOSHERE

REF. CONSTITUENT MOLECULAR MASS, CONCENTRATION, CONTENT IN 1 KM PATH
G/MOLE % BY VOLUME AT SEA LEVEL

15 03 48 Variable 1 - 5 X 10.- atm-cm
(10-)

14 CO2  44 3.2 X 10-; 32 atm-cm

4 14 H 2 0 18 Variable 0.1 - 2 pr-cm
(1- 10-3)

14 CH., 16 1.7 X 10"4 1.6 X 10-1 atm-cm
14 CO 28 1.2 X 10 1.2 X 10-2 atm-cm

15 N,0 44 5X 10-1 5 X 10-2 atm-cm

2-4.2.3 Absorption Models where

The theoretical models used for the computa- S = line intensity, (absorber units)" - cm-1
tion of medium resolution transmission (W, = 10 7 = half-width at half maximum, cm-'
to 50 cm-1•) are discussed in the following P0 = position of centerline, cm-n
paragraphs:

The Lorentz line shape is shown in Fig. 2-10.
2-4.2.3.1 - Absorption Due to a Single Line The integral of a(P) over all wavenumbers is
2-4.2.3.2 - Absorption Due to an Astiembly equal to the line :ntensity S. The line half-width

of Independent Lines - depends on the pressure P and the absolute
2-4.2.3.3 - The Elsasser Band Model temperature T as"
2-4.2.3.4 - The Goody Model
2-4.2.3.5 - Other Less Frequently Used

Models (2-44)
2-4.2.3.6 - Selective Absorption of Plume

Radiation

24.2.3.1 Absorption Due to a Single Line For most H1 0 and CO, lines at S'TP, -Y ranges
from 0.03 to 0.15 cm-. "

In the lower atmcsphefe, all lines constituting
an IR band are assumed to have the Lorentz line
shape for which the absorption coefficient is The Lorentz line shape, arising from 'nlec-
given by ular collisions, is valid only for low altitudes.

Above 30 kin, the line shape for CO and 11 0
become Gaussian'`. For CO0 it is questionable

=SI (2-43) whether the wings of Eq. 2-43 are valid even at
p - F"), + 7', low altitudes, i.e., when (0 - i0o)'• .
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... ABSORPTION COEFFICIENT
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(atm-cmc )

Try 1

S_ __ -WAVENUMBER (co" I)"•~' o+Y
40 0

FIGURE 2.-n Lorentz Line Ship*.

I

The total absorption aAPin a band,1o centered
at •0 -and due to a single Lorentz line viewed
through a constant temperature, constant pres-
sure pathlength containing an amount w of
absorber--is

" (2 Pi expF -Sy~ ~ c'(2-45)

where a represents the average absorption over
the interval A•. If AD >-y, then Eq. 2-45 can be
approximated by

=1.- {- exp L(V- 00) 2 + ]•2 dD, cm" (2-46)

Although Eqs. 2-45 and 2-46 c-a be evaluated ;n
terms of Bessel's functions20 , i. is more usual to
make weak and strong line approxL-ntions.
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iI

rThe weak line approximation corresponds to , i ins
vathlengths and line intensities such that the i% I
e..uonent at the center line Swifr7 is much less aAP (
thai. one. In that case, the exponential car. be )(2-50)
expanded in a power series. Keeping cnly zhe (Sonw)"2  ftrong lines)
first two terms, the integral then easily yields

"( If the lines %ean average line strength S and
Q aAP = SW, cm" (2-47) an avee spacing d in cm-', then the average

Thus, for the wealk line approximation, the total ahb6rptance is
absorption depends linearly on pathlength w. wS

In the strong line approximation Sw/nir> 1,, the (weak ines
line saturates for several half-widths about it- a S,, 1$ 2 (2-51)

c-".ter. The absorption is so great that only on (strong lines)
the wings of the line can any shape be seen.
Since (P-> 0 ) 2 y I2 before the exponential be- 24.23.3 Me Emsaw Bund Mode

comes important, the 9f in the denominator of The ElMasser absorption band model22  is
the exponent can be dropped. Eq. 2-46 is then comprised of a series of regularly spaced, iden-
integrated to give* tical Lorentz lines. It is applicable to the IR

tOcmbands of symmetric top molecules2" ; i.e., CO,
=2(w)cm" (2-48) CO2 , N2 , CH 4 . The lines comprising the IR

Thus, for the strong line approximation, theStotal absorption dtpends on the square root of Their intensities, however, vary20 . Hence onlytoa pathsen ptio deedw. h qaroto portions of the bands can be represented accu-
paheghw rately by the Masaser model. The absorption

For pressures less than 1 atmosphere, and for coefficient of an Elsasser band is obtained from
most IR absorption bands of interest, the lines Eq. 2-43 by summing over all the lines. The
S constituting the bands may be considered as average absorptance in an interval containing
strong under path conditions resulting in any many lines, in the strong line approximation
appreciable absorptance (20% or more). The Sw, lir found22 to be
noted exception is ozone whose lines cannot be \f7

assumed to be strong even at 25 krn altitude ' 2dW \
except for very long psthlengths. a = errf 17 (2-52)

2-4.2-.22 Absorption Due *,o in A.sembly where the error function (erf) is defined as
of Independent irnes

x

If the total absorption of a band is due to the erf(x) = f Se- t2 dt
sum of the total absorptions of the lines in the 0

band, then the lines are considered
independent 2" . Thus independent means where d is the spacing between !ine3. Eq. 2-52 is

n 2,-ri,.a
S ((4 valid only if the overlap parametert"-•' is much

aAP = Z I(AAP ) =iýIctiair, (2-49)d

smaller than 1. The error function is tabulated in
Summed over all n lines !n the band. The many standard matheniatical tables",". A fit of
individual lines themselves may be either strong H, O transmissio.-<measurements to the error
or weak and still may be independent. Thus function isssh-6wn in Fig. 2-11. If the argument

*The integration is done by: (1) letting X i-;
(2) changin• .o y ( -; inserting an integrating fac- is referred tona the overlap parameter because it

tor a in exponcnt; (4)difterentiating with respect to a. contains the ratio of the line half width -r to the
(5) integrating with resp t to y. and, (6) integrating (average) s•acing between lines d and expresses the
with respect to n, wer týhe range 0 to 1. extent of "overlap" between lines.
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of the enror function is much smaller than 1, any appreciable absorption (a' 20% or greater
i~ere, is little overlap between lines and Eq. 2-52 ior most bands at sea level). Therefore, Eq. 2-52•i reduces t- is vwlid in most cases of interest. When the con- ,,

____2(2-53) dition 1 does not apply, the transmittance ]

will be a function of the two parameters2,r"and
Thus, the absorptar.ce varies proportionately d
with the square root of the path length. The S n

2w')' a (Ref. 22). Tdble 2-6 lists these band parameters
condition -• I1 holds for the IIR. bands of for CO transmission. The coefficient yo that
CO, CO2, N2 0, CH4 if the pressure is less than 1 appears in Table 2-6 is defi:.e.d by Eq. 2-44 and

Sw corresponds to a pressure P0 = 1 mm of Hg and
atmosphere. The condition > 1 will hold for to a temperature To = 300 K.

lo-100 T 1  I
10 0.086 TOTAL 0.172 TOTAL

80- prcm PRESSURE 80 pr PRESSTJRUE

S(=7 Hg) 6 H (M Hg)
ii6 73312 100125

40 40
60 160 20P

SPARTIAL 6 H2 0

PRESSURE PRESSURE
- 10 tM Hg 1- Hg

"1200 1600 2000 1200 1600 2000

0.344 TOTAL - -0.687 TOTAL
S80 -pr cm PRESSURE - 80 p cm

H (mm Hg) -o HM\\
60 736 - 60- 736 -

312 _ 312
125 1

40 125 125
4 r H20 63 10

PARTIAL ATA
20h ,~, PRESSURE20 9 SUR

V~~~ lMmM lmHg01 1/ 0 1W1 /// I I

1200 1600 2000 1200 1600 2000

-1WAVEIIMBER (cm-)

FIGURE 2-17. The 6.3-micron Band of H220
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I- TABLE 2-. BAND PARAMETERS Sid AND Zrja/d FOR CO,
WAVELENGTH,J 

Sid
* d

2.6434 O 5 0 E O *2", 0.3300E-03 ** 0. 4 550E-05C .65&o4 .• 6 00E-02 .3750E-04
2.6674 .3 7?OE+ 00 •135C2 -03
2.6724 .50o0E+00o •50o0E-032.6738 • 5000E +cO -6300E-032.6802 •5500E0 +•lO00E-02

*2.6831. .88o@Cý-;"00.
2, •8l • 80•E00 •6236E-03

2.-6882 . 8 6 o0oE+co .3256E-03
2.6912. 

,5O00E+ 
.3612

2.690 .8 00E0 .2955E-o32.6969 .5200E+00 .6250E-032.7027 .700OE+O0 . 4 929E-032.70C56 .74 OOE4OO .3784E-032.71317 •620OE-+00 .7177E-O3

2•. 7211 . 'ooz •x. 88 64E-042.7322 -1500EtCO . 6667E-04
2.7397 .25001• E-0000E-03
2.74 •760OE-O1 .986 8E-03
2.7548 .3600E-1 007222-03
2.7R79 -550oiC400 -75255E-03
2.7609 •458 0OEo 0 597E-03
2.7663 •5300E+00 .2 4 53E-032.7685 •3300E+O0 02 4 55E-032.7739 .2600E*+0 .9231E-032. 778 •':50E+OO ,666E-3

2.780Q .4 700E+o0 .5764 5E-03
2.7855 .44ocE+00 -3750E-03
2.791T7 .2900E+00.2.7941 •.16OOE+oo 3500E-032.8o027 .130o0+oo .-2692E-032.8129 .700E-0. 

. 1200E-032-8153 •3700E-01 .1568E-032.8177 •2700E-O1 .14h&EO32.88241 •170CE-01 .1176E-032.8281 •500OE-02 •3300E-032.8345 •3000E-02 .5167E-032.84533 •39OOE-02 .5041E-032.8514 •3300E-02 •5OOE 052.8555 .2 4 ýE.-02
2.".20, • 0 2. 450lE-03IOOOC- -0

2.8752 eý..3233E-022.87.52 . oc00CB.-Co .0oooo0 co2.88io .CCO0-04.i4,o .cCoCE-o00 c CIO +0oo

.260CE-03 000F.OE-05
4. 16 70 • CC0.-C2 .5oooE-o5
4.1750 •2LCOE-00 PocE-•4

The values in this column corrVspond to a presure of 1 mm Hg.S s leve.conditios the lues in t.his column shou!d bq' multiplied by 760.0,3300g-03 ,,0.30X 10-2
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rABLE 2-4 (Continued)

,WAVELENGTH, S/d

d
4.1840 0.9940E-01 0.1815E-02!4.1930 .98o024oo .7368E-03
4.2c10 5046E+01 .7632E-034.2210 .1464E402 .8026E-034.2190 .272EO2 .1852E-02

.03363E-.02 .150OE-024.2370 .5363E-+<02 •1553E-024.2460 .2562E+02 .1605E-024. 2550 •:1344E+02 .i684E-024 .2640 .2316E+02 • 1576E-02
4.2830 .2472E+02 .1355E-02S4.2920o1 5 E 0i .20 70E +02 1.PIE-o2
4.3010 .1698E-+02 .1435E-02
4.3100 •1219E+02' •1263E-024 -3190 •'7300E-01 .1316E-O2
4.3290 .5000E+01 •13 16E-024.3380 .2915E+01 .1L48E-024.346o .2020E+01 •1342E-o24•3570 .1298E+01 .1i48E-O2
4.567o . 6 860E-+00 .1290E-02

S4.3 760 • 3762E +00 • 1302E-02

-.436o .4599E-+00 .8289E-034.5960 .609-E+OO •5527E-03
4.4050 •5890Eh+c0 .50OOE-03
4.4150 .5610E+o00 . 4 342E-034.4250 •3833E+00 .480E-03
4.4350 .2 4 96E+00 .6851E-03
4.444o i-855E-+rO .9218E-034.45340 .8 6 24E-01 •1013E-02

'The values in this column correspond to a pretsure of 1 mm Hg.For sea level conditions the values must be divided by 760.
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24.114 The Goodw, Model

The statistical, or Goody, absorption band
S Model16 '"2 is best suited for aisymnmetric top

* molecules23 , Such as ozone and water vapor,
whose line positions appear. randomly distrib-
uted within a band, and whose line intensities
vary widely. This model assumes that botký
absorption~ line positions and intensities must be
specified by probabiity functions. The absorp-
tion in an interval AP is then calculated by a
statistical averaging process. The selected inter-
val A-P must be sufficiently large to give validity
to statistical averaging. However, since the statis-
tical properties of an absorption band will
usually vary from one absorption region of the
band to another, the Ast interval selected must
not be too large. It is assumed that there is equal
probability of findng a line centered at any

haveelength inside the interval AP; that all lines

havrthe same half width sy; and that the
normalized probas.ility of a line having intensity
S kP(S).

If the line intensities have an exponential
distribution with average value So, than p(S)
1f -i and the average absorptance in

I .the interval r A is found to ber

wS0a exp[ /w o 2~l (2-54)

where d is the average space between lisnes.

if the line intensities are all equal,

Sf iz W( +

When the lines saturate at their centers, Eqs. 2-54
and 2-55 reduce to

- d +(2-56)

when there is little overlap between lines,

and Eq. 2-56 is reduced to Eq. 2.53.
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The band parameters relevant to the Goody lines. If the emitting gas is the same as one of
oelEs5 a a These the minor constituente of the atmosphere (CO 2

d 27it. or HO, for example), the target radiation will
parameters for H20 and 03 are tabulated in Ref. be subjected to selective absorption by tLe
14. These values for H20 are reproduced in Table atmo.;phere. The result will be higher average
2-7 (for sea level conditions). The coefficient -f absorptance for this radiation than for black-
that appears in Table 2-7 is defined by Eq. 2-44 body radiation. If the emitter is sufficiently hot
and corresponds to a pressure Po  Imm Hg and (T> 6OO0 K for CO, and T'> 1200°K for H20),
to a temperature To - 3000 K. or thick enough so that its emissance approaches

one; then (1) this selectj,,: absorption of the2-4.2.a$ Other Les Frequently Used Models atmosphere will be 1 small 28 ; (.) the emitting gas
Other band models developed are variations may be assumed to radiate as a graybody insofar

of those mentioned above and do not differ as transmission calculations are concerned; and
sufficiently to justify a detailed discussion here. (3) the results of the previous paragraphs may

The random Elsasser mAel is a model in then be ipplied.

which several Elsasser bands with different line 24.2.4 Abomptlon CMlCU~Oi
spacings and intensities overlap in a given wave-
leneth interval. In order to apply the theoretical analysis of

S In the doublet model, one considers the par. 2-4.2.3 to the actual calculation of molec-
ular absorption in the atmosphere, two more

absorption due to two Lorentz lineb of the same points need examir.ation: (1) spectral location
intensity which overlap, and bandwidth of detection system, and (2)

The Curtis modei is a variation on the Elsasser conversion of actuai paths through the atmos-
band model in which the line intensities are not phere to equivalent sea-level paths.
equal. The ideal situation would be that in which the

Another model takes into account occasional spectral resolution of the detection system is the
gaps which may occur between lines in a band same as that of the liboratory data available.
and which have a strong influence on the The direct use of laboratory data is then
transmission behavior of the band f'jr very long possible. But this is rarely the case. In general,
paths. In this model, a gap of varying width one must refer to !aboratory data of higher
between two random arrays of lines is consid- resolution than that of the detection system. If
ervd and the transmission characteristics are the bandwidth of the system is larger than 50
re'.ated to the gap width. cm"', the band models discussed in par. 2-4.2.3

can be used to calcuiate the (average) transmit-
The quasi random model is the most compli- tance at each waverumber inside the bandwidth

cated in that it takes into account the fact that of the detection s-Istem and the average trans-
lines are neither uniformly spaced nor cor- mittance over t-e band can be derived by
pletely randomly spaced. A detailed knowledgestrutur isreqire an th ai of averaging. If th',- spectral bandwidth of theof the band struter is eqien dheadf detecting systeri is so large that it completely
an electronic computer is essential. encompasses cne or more absorption bands,

Most of the band models are discussed in Ref. transmission calculations can be simplified by
23. calculating the total absorptions of the bands
24.23.6 Selective Absorption of Plume Radiation rather than Ine absorptances at each wave!ength.

The previous discussion applies only to the The nar ow band absorption data to which
absorption of graybody radiation. In some appli- band m:>d.,-s can be applied are discussed in par.
cations, however, the emitter (target) is a hot gas 2-4.2.4.1. The use of wideband absorption data
(i.e., plume or flame radiation), and thc emission for the d 2termination of total band absorption is
spectrum is composed of many narrow emission presentEd in par. 2-4.2.4.2. Justification for the

use of equivalent sea-leve! paths and their
method of calculation arc given in par. 2-4.2.4.4.

SNote that the overlap paramete, is the ratio of Some sample problems are worked out in par.
these two parameters. 2-4.2.4.4.
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lopj I

Extensive tabulations of CO2 , and H2 0 trans' pressed in Table 24.) The experimental data on
"--. mittances for various atmospheric paths and CO, at 2.7 microns in Fig. 2-12 is fitted to an9 absorber contents have been compiled"I,19 error function curve.

Ref. 14 contains a desmiption of a computer
program which ca be used for calculating
transmissions between I. and 20 microns.

2-4.2.4.1 Nanrow-ond Absorpdon Data

Narrow-band absorption is that for which the Ij
spectral resolution of the measuring instruinent 2 4is 10 to 50 cm". This iesolution is sufficiently 2-4.24.2 Wide-band A rption Data

narrow such that only a small portion of an Wide-band absorption is that which is meas-
absorption band is measured, but sufficiently ured by an instrument with a spectral bandwidth
wide such that the theoretical considerations of completely encopuassing an absorption band.

) par. 2-4.2.3 (Absorption Models) apply. A great For example, if all lines of a given band are
amount of laboratory data on absorption by between the wavelength limits of 1.75 and 2.00
CO2l", H2 030, and by other minor atmos- microns, the wide-band absorption would be
pheric constituents"9 J' except ozone are avail- measured by an instrument with a spectral
able. Unfortunately, only little laboratory data passband between 1-5 and 2.5 microns. To avoid
on ozone are available" 4 3  . Other data for the problems with instrument passband width,
atmosphere as a whole"'3 5  are available for which for the above-mentioned band could
sea-level paths of various lengths. extend in width from 0.25 micron to infinity,

wide-band absorption is measured in absolute

Many attempts have -een made since the units, microns. An absorption of 0.1 inicron

publica tiony ofla borat ory been ade s the would mean that the integrated absorption in
publication of laboratory dataisu d ee to fitable the band would be equivalent to total absorp-
data to the band models discussed here. Tables tion in a 0.1-micron interval. Thus, for the 1.75-
2-8 and 2-9 give a summary of the data and to 2.00-rmicron band above, total absorption can

*) references to invest4ators who reduced the data. range from 0 to 0.25 micron. The wide-band
absorption data for the various bands of carbon
dioxide and water vapor are listed in Tables 2-10

The band parameters derived for CO, and and 2-11. These table list the effective pressure
H. 0 fro-n the experiments in Refs. 29 to 31 are as total pres -e plus the absoreer partial

listed in Tables 2-6 and 2-7. From these param- pressure. For atmosphere transmission problems,
eters, it is possible to calculate the coefficients the absorber partial pressure can be neglected.
entering in Eqs. 2-52 (CO2 ) and 2-54 (H- 0), and
to compute the transmission at any wavelength
if the amount of absorber w is known.

2-4.24.3 Atmospheric Windows
•n example of tnlE, data available on the As illustrated in Fig. 2-6, attenuation by the

6.3-micron vapor band, taken from Ref. 30, is atmosphere is weak in the following window
shown in Fig. 2-11. The curves in the figure regions:
ropreprent absorption across the band for a single
water-vapor path-length as a functinn of total
pressure. Table 2-9 from Ref. 14 lists the
absorption bands and absorption data "ource Mcrons
references. 1 - 1.1

1.2 - 1.3
An example of the use of these data for 1.5 - 1.8

finding the transmission curve is given in Fig. 2.1 - 2.4
2-12"s . (Note that units on the abscissa of Fig. 3.5 - 4
2-12 are expressed in "atmospheric kilometers" 4.5 - 5
rather than "atmospheric centim.'ters" as ex- 8 - 14
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TABLE 2-7. BAND MODEL PARAMETERS S/d AND S/(27rto) FOR H2 0

WAVELENGTH, u S/d S/(2nfo )*

2.16000o 0.7030v--03**
2.18000 .9430E-03 .1157E-+01
2.20000 .168C)E-o2 .2078E+01
2.24000 .7590E-03 .9356E100
2.28000 .3070E-01 .379I.E+02
r2.33100 •56508-01 .679OE+02
2.33645 .5660E-01o .68OOE+02
2.34192 .7930E-01 .8210E+02
2.34742 .7980E-01 .7880E.+02
2.35294 .8390E-01 .8240E+02
2.35849 .8820E-01 .8640E+02
2.36407 .9310E-01 .8670E4+02
2.36967 .9890E-01 .9270E+02
2.37530 .a4O0E-+00 .9910E+02
2.38095 .1090E+O0 .9920E+02
2.38663 .150E+00 .1030E+03
2.39234 .1210E+00 •1050E-+03
2.398o8 .1250E+00 .1050E+03
2.40385 .9580E-01 .5260E+02
2.40964 .1370E-+00 .9790E+02
2.41546 .1500Er+00 .1030E+03
2.42131 .1620E400 .9810E+02
2.42718 .1860E-+o00 • 060E4+03
2.43309 .2180E+00 .1320E+03
2.3902 .2490E+00 .1690E+03
2.44•99 .2910E-+00 .1760E +03
2.4c5098 .3970E-+00 .2490E+03
2.45700 .646oE+-m .4390E+03
2.46305 .749oE-,+o .4850E-+03
2.46970 .4380E+01 •5U0E+05

2.474o0 .2530E-01 .2320E-+05
2.48020 .665oE-+01 .2110E-05
2.48320 -5280-r+01 .3920E-105
2.48760 •5630CE+01 .3140E-+05
2.49380 .1000E+02 .2150E+05
2.50130 .986OE+01 .1670E +05
2 50500 .1030E-02 •5090E-+05
2.50880 .1590E +02 .3630E-+05
2.51180 .1390E+02 .3070E+05
2.51890 .2 6oEo+02 .2480E+05
2. 52400 .3 4 c50E+02 .1730E-N+6
2.52840 •5160E+02 .9290E+05
2.5/610 .9200E+02 1150Eo+06
2.53940 .7220E +02 .1030E-H6
2.54450 .144OE+03 •1520E4+6
2.54970 .9060E +02 •5650E-+06
2.55620 .1120XE03 .2700E+06

"The values in this column correspond to a pressure of 1 mm Hg.
For sea level conditions the values in this column should be multiplied by 760."* 0.7030E-03 0.7030 X 10-'.
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TABLE ,2-7 (Continmel)
WAVELENGTH, u S/d S/(21r7o )*

2.56280 0.1410E404 o.6690E+07
2.56610 .4570E+03 .8500E+O6
2.57070 .2590E+03 .1310E+06
S2.57730 .2320E+031 .1150E4+C0
2.58400 .8130E+03 .2300E+07
2.58930 •5980E+03 .7880E+C6
2.59200 . lO20E +04 •1310E+07T
2.5974o .2880E+03 • 310E+06

2.60210 .4950E+03 .2020E+0C6
2.60890 .2940E-+03 .1270E +C6
2.61440 .40TOE +03 .1360E+o06 I
2.62190 .2510E+03 .1740E+06

2.62880 .2380E403 .6220E+05
2.6337o .965oE0+2 .49ooE-o05
2.63990 .1260E+03 •5670E+05
2.64340 •1103E403 .703OE405
2.65040 •1930E+03 .7880E+05
2.66740 .6180E +03 .1530E+06
2.607240 .4890E+03 .1190E+o6
2.67380 .6090E+03 .1850E4c6
2.6802(, •3050E+03 .804oE405
2.68310 •3090E+03 .8640E+05
2.68820 .2150E+03 •7070E+05
2.69110 .2590E+03 .7980E+05
2.69400 .3070E+03 .8880E+05
2.69c690 .147ob-403.40E5
2.70270 .1310E •03 .4830E+05
2.70860 .2490E-+03 .3050E405
2.71370 .2130E-+03 .1200E-+06
2.72110 •5790E+03 .3090E+o6
2.73220 .124.E +03 .7180E-+f05
"2.73970 .4950E+03 .2020E+O6
2.747-30 1390E+03 .6150E+05

2.75480 .2780E-03 .6890E+05
2.75790 .2730E+O3 .1100E+06
2.76090 .2660E+03 .1520E+C6
2.76630 .2940E+03 .6'•CE +05
2.76850 .2500E+03 .6040E+05
2.77390 .1710E+03 .1 460E4+05
2.77780 .190OFO3 .7200E+05
2.78010 .1COE+03 • 7630E+05
2.78550 .23C0EB-O3 .38L0:E0 5
2.79170 .1150E-L03 .6270E +05
2.79410 .8740E+02 .497oF +0 5
2.80270 .2550E +03 .1320E+0c6
2.81290 .100EB-03 .1150E+06
2.81530 .10504E-03 .9170E -05
2.81770 13560-E +03 .9230E+05

" The values in this coluran correspond to a pressure of 1 mm Hg.
For sea level conditions the values must be divided by 760.
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-c- TABLE 2.7 cc -inod

WA VELENGTI I, p Sld S/(2r70 )*

2.82410 0.81ToE-402 o. 13o0E-+06 C
2.82810 .6J.20E-42 -98a0
2.83450 .2070E+403 -6000E-+05
2.84330 .37)40E+02 .624oE4i05

2.8514o .6000E+02 -5740E+05
2.85550 -8030E-+02 .688oE+05
2.8686o .2830E4,03 .5200E+05
2.87520 .1530E-402 .1800E 405 ~
2.87770 .14I90E.4.02 .16ootE+05
2.88JC;0 -1500E+i02 -1780E-+05
2.886ou lr52 .OE+02 -7930E-10c4
2.89440 -5910E+01 .8930E+,40
2.90280 -3890E-+02 .5700E+05
2.9104o .8030E+01 .1J.3E405
2.914-60 .873otE*05 .1070CE405
2.91630 .8160E+ol -1550E+05
2.921*0 .26o0E-i-2 .2480E+05 I
2.93080 .4- 14oE401 .4-920E+o4.
2.932-60 .3810E-+01 .9710'E+o4
2.9412o .7170E+01 .6610E401J
2.94810 .156CE+02. .3020E+05
2.95070 .1210E+02 .5430E-i05
2.951510 .1160E+02 -1720E+05
2.96120 .2320E4i)1 .247oE+o4
2.97620 .1340E+C2 ip130E+~05
2.97620 .1340E-i.C2 .2130E-05

f2:98950 -2050E+01 .6270E+04
5.994o 310b0o .1630E+~05

3030.6850E-iO"1 .3000E-r+05
3.00750 .8010E-o2 .8370E-+05I3.01390 .471.40E-101 -1500E+i05
3.02110 .1120E+02 go,2oE+o4
3.02480 .7C0E--0 .5220E+i05
3.03030 .8140E-~o0 .1490E+05
3.03580 .9810E-+O1 .6650E+c4
3.03950 .8430E+01 .24,50E+05
3.f'4410 .1010E-402 .2390E+i05
3 -04-880 .167cE-o2w -1770E+05
3.05340 .76ocE-i-1 .3210E+05
3-0-ccO .8280E+01 a1940E-405
3.06750 .9680B-i,,l .1)90E4-0 5
3.07220 .'T 1 C IC E41 48B5
3.07790 .12801-+02 .2190,E405
3-08'760 .7030B-E01 .1050-E1-5
3.-08830 .8 8 6 r-o i .701C0E-04
3.094L10 .863OE4-.01 .3130'1+05
3.09890 .620rE +C.1 .49ocE-i-4

*The values in this column correspond to a pressure of I mm Hg.
For sea level conditions the values mrust be eivide.d by 760.
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TABLE 2-7 (Continued)

WAVELENGTH, Sd S( 2 7o )*

3.10750 O.9860E+05 o.166OE+05
3.11620 .6 4 30E 101 .UI50PE4-06
3.12110 .978CE• +01 .144a0E+05
3.12500 .8120E+01 .9550E+04
3.12990 .2200E-+01 .2480E+O4
3-13480 .1 4 20E+01 .1470E- o4
3-13970 .7670E+01 .938oE-+04
S3.14-47o .7100E +01 .7250E+04
3.1496o .4280E-+01 •3540E +04

3.15460 .9240E-+CO .8140E +03
3.15960 .4570E+40o .2300E+03
3.16460 .2700E-+00 .1260E+03
3.16960 .2290E-+00 .1020E-+03
3.1746o .4260E+oo .3300E+03
3.17970 . 1.300E +01 .1310E+0o4.
3.18470 .1560E-+01 .1280E4+0 4
3.18980 .7340E+01 .8010E o -04
3.19490 .1130E -R2 • 1380E,+05
3.20000 .1100E-+02 •769oE+04o
3.20510 .1I000E+02 .8070E+04l
3.21030 .1290E+02 .3.100E-+05
3.21540 .iliE +02 .1000E-.05

S3.22060 .129CE+02 .1070E+0,
3.22580 .1450E-02 .7960E4,O4
3.23100 .1110E+02 .6420E+o4
3.23620 .8780E+O0 .5260E+03

3.24150 .4870E+01 .8410E+0o4
3.24680 .102OE-02 .14OCE +05
3.25200 .6470E+00 .5070E+03
3.25730 .4350E+01 .9140E-+04
3.262t0 .150OE+02 . 6lOE+0 5
3.26800 .3 335 0E01E+4
3.27330 .6400E+00 .415CE+03
3.2 7 57 0 .12oOE4+01 .107GE +0O
3 28• 8 1-0O- .64S(OE+GO •5820E •03
3.28950 .19OE.10E-04
3.294050 .1480E+2 .159GE +05
3.30030 .8470'E,-O1 .888oE+0c
3. 30580 • 5 !.OE+ 01 .4654cE+04
3-31130 .383oE+01 .L•orE+o4
3.31670 .2ClBE+01 •3860E+04
3. 32230 .1-470E+01 1350E+o4
3. 2780 .17!O CO • E9100-EO2
3.33330 .1090BC+c .6100 +02
3.33890 456o --oo .505o0B03
3.34450 41c7o17-C1 .2780E+02 4
3.35000 .2P0OE- C0 • 1670Ef33
3.35570 . 5C90B+00 .550 _

" The vadues in this column correspond to a pressure of 1 mm Hg.

For sea level conditions the values must be divid,.d by 730.
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TABLE 2-7 (Continued)WAVELENGTH,ju Sid S/(2, 7. )*3.36130 0.5300E+01. 0-.9430E+043.36700 •1120E +01 •1150E"+043.37270 •1130EE+O1 Io090E+O43.37840 .2020E4•00 •131CE+03
3.38410 . 8 970E+oO .122oE+o4.3.38980 .179oE+o1 .2220EE+f043-39560 • IT3OE+OI .2150E+04
3.40140 .2480E+00 •1640E403
3.40720 .1 ...
3.413oo • 8310E+00 .1050E+04
3.4188o • 1L7OE+O0 .10E-+04
3 .424TO .3Co +00 .280E+O33.43050 •2C30E +00 •1330E-+033.43640 .3060E400 .1980E+03
3.44230 .5290E+00 •5510E+033.44830 .2090E+00 .1590E403
3245420 .1720E+00O .9160E-i023.46O2O •1130E+00 •5260E+023.4662c .111OE+O0 .8360E+023.n722o .2280E+o0 .1600E.+033- 7830 .119• EX00 .5210E+023.48430 .5310E-01 .361OE+023.4904O .8 090E-O1 .4•l60E+023.49650 •1130E4+00 •7350E+023.50260 •914oo-oi .7050E+023.50880 . 8 84oE-O1 • 3830E+O2

3.52.10 .862OE-O1 .3520E+025.52110 •1290E+00 •.4,=+02"

3-52730 .8300E-01 .5230E4+023.533560 • 8390E-01 •540oE-+023.53980 . 8 380E-01 •5270E+02
3.5-610 •5250E-01 •3780E+C023.55240 •14 9OE +00 . 6 220E+023.55870 •7 6 30E-01 .4 830E-+023.56510 . 4 390E-01 .2310E+023-5710-O •1550E+o00 •531OE+023.5 5780 •1300E-soo .7100Er+023.5842c .11 40l7E+o0 •7830E4023.59070 190CE -00 • 1270E4033.59710 •3280E-01 .3700E7-O2

3•60360 . 4 26 C0E-01 •4600E.+023.61010 •7 6 80E-01 .4 6 70E+027.61j60. 8 30E-o0 .2 6 2oE +c23.62320 ." 4 E- .__3.62980 •5920E-01 •54 10E+023.63640 .4 99CE-0o1 . 4 06oE +02
3.643CO •3820E-01 •28 30E+023.64960 .5970E-01 .3140E+023.65630 .4700E-01 •3650E+02
* The values in this column corr.spond to a pressure of I mm Hg.

For sea level conditions the values must be divided by 760.
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T_ _ -_ _:

TABLE 2.7 (Continuedl
WAVELENGTH, P Sld SI(2ff-y0 )

3.66300 0.557CE-01 o.629c,;E+02
3.669,fo .3780E-+00 .2020E+03
3.67650 .392CE+00) -1070E4ý03
3.68320 .l142CE+00 .4~180E-;C02
3.69000 -8360E-01 .221'0E4C2
3.69690 .5330BP-01 .173CE-i02
3.70370 .354oE-ol .2590E+02
3.71060 .558CE-Ol .4,030E40
3.'71750 .3530E-01 .3110E--.02
3.72ý440 .2320E-01 .374oE+02
3.731LO .68cxoE-02. .5990E4ý02
3.73830 .100E-CýJ. .426cE+02
3.74530 .5380i?-01 .1230E+s03

3.75940 .588oE.-0J .4l92oE+l02
3.76650 .2320E-01 .38S0E-~o2
3.-7736 0 .442C)E-Cl .4390E+02
3.78070 .7J.20E-Ol .525CE+02
3.78790 .2710B-.01 .5420E+02
3.79510 .2290E-01 .2650E-+02
3.80230 .594oE-ol .4740E-+02
3.80950 .412aE-oi .4130E+02

3.160.23,90E-01 .2 7 6 a +4r
3.32410 .5480E-0l .3410E-f-C2
3.S83140 .478oE-01 .3550E+0.2
3.83880 .2050E-0J. .2970E-l.02
3 .8L620 .2070E-01 .2980E+l02
3.-8 5 "60 .,7790E-01 .3000)E402
3.86100 .290)GB-Cl .2920E+C)2
3.86850 .194oF-oi .3000E-02
3.87600 .2380E-ci .3280E-l-02
3.88553.1coC .2620E+02
3.89110 .2400E-0l .3350E-fC2
3.89860 .194cE.-01 .4070Eh-02
3.90630o .2220E-01 .2830E +02
3.9rI1590 .227GB-Cl .2450E+02
3.92160 .27,0GL-01 .3510E4.02
3.902930 .199GE-Cl .5 5 CCB-02
5.93700 .212GB-Cl .277OF-402
3.94)4--- .201GB-Ol .3i8c4-~02
5.9"5260 .223GB-0l -5290E+4t02
3. 9CGLO .196G-Cl .34002 -02
3 - ;683o .212G-Cl-0 .3420E-,.02
35.97610 .1L9.B-C1 -387CE-402

2.941 .2L("-;I, - .5750E-+02
35.99-Q213 .218GB-Cl ~ 3 8 - E40B2

4COCCCG .2LC- -0 -393CE-C2
4.ccoco .21ICE-Cl .4200E+02
4.oiSc~o .2000E-C1 .412CB+02

The values in this column correspond to a pressure of 1 mm Hg.
For spa level conditions the values must be divided by 760-
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TABLE 2-7 (Continued)

WAVELENGTH,M Sld S/(2it-I0
4.0o24oo O.2090E-01 o. 4 160E-f-02

*4-03260 .3400E-01 .6320E+02

4.04000 .2570E-01 .4680E402 ~
4.04900 .21.50E-01 .4190E+o2
4.05700 .2260E-01 .4o90E+02
4.06500 .2200E-01 .4oooE-+02
4.07300 .49 -oE-ol .78I0E402 "
4.08200 .3280E-01. -5280E-t.02
4.08900 .2200E-01 .3910E+i02i
4.09800 .2610E-01 .3880E+02
4.10700 .497oE-ol .7320E-+02
4.11500 j16E0
4.12400 .2490E-o. .67..ý0
4.J3200 .234oE-01 .416oE-~o2
Lt.141oo .3190E-01 .4770OE+02
4.14900 .2740E-ol .3870E-i-02I
4.159ooo .23S0E-01 -3770E-+02

*4.16700 .2560E--01 . 48io0E02
4.17500 .3550E-01 .',-820E--02
4.18400 .499oE-ol 06 2-J1E +0 2I
4.19300 .2T50!-01 390ElC
4.20200o .2800E-oJ. -3570E+02
4.21100 .2530E-01 .405013-+02
4~.21900 - 536OE-.01 .6,9 70E- 0 2
4.22800 -1170E+00 .2070Eý03
4.23700 .3ý½80E-01 .3700E4C;2
4.24600 .3360E-01 .3860'E4f02
4.255,00 .2980E-01 .336oE+02
4.26400 -3190E-01 .3490E-i02

*The values in this column correspond to a pressu?-e of 1 mm Hg.
For sae level c~onditions the values must be divided by 760.
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f TABLE 2-10. WIDE-BAND A3SCRPTION OF CARBON DIOXIDE 3o

) Band and Limits Total Absorption (aA0 in M`') Remarks

151A; 11.7 - 1 8 .5, -0.15 + 1.24 log w + 1.06 logpC Also see Refs. 29, 31

: 0.4p and 9.4A For data see Ref. 29

5.2,u; 5.05 - 5.35,u 6.5 X 10' wzup"A4  Also see Ref. 31

4.8y; 4.65 - 5.051A 2.75 X 10" w` 2 p*,' Also see Ref. 31

4.3m; 4.0 - 4.65M 0.051 + 0.063 log w + 0.058 logp, Also see Refs. 29, 31
2.71; 2.66 - 2.82u -0.100 + 0.056 log w + 0.050 logp, w < 4 atm-km

- 0.126 + 0.078 log a, + 0.067 log pC w> 4 atm-km

-0.012 log w log p, Also see Refs. 29, 31

2 .0m; 1.92 - 2 .11 + 1.97 x 10-4 w 12 p-9 Total absorption < 0.02wi

-0.2144 + ().0552 log w + 0.0456 logpC Total absorption > 0.0 2p
Also see Ref. 31

1.6m; 1.52 - 1.66,u 1.61 X 10-l wIn p0-3 Also see Ref. 31

1.4m; 1.38 - 1.47w 1.14 X 10' w"I p0i` Also see Ref. 31

NOTE: 1. All logs to the base 10.
2. w = atm-cm; p. = mm Hg.

2-d 3
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TABLE 2-11. WIDE.BAND ABSORPTION OF WATER VAPOR o

Band and Limits Total Absorption (a 0 in •- )_Remarks__ __ _

6.3ju; 4.75 - 8.'7u 1.21 + 0.87 log w + 0.62 log p, Questionable validity for
w < 0.001 pr-cm or '•
p, < 10 mm Hg.

Also see Ref. 31
3.2p; 3.08- 3 .5 7 y 0.041 w" 2Ip: Also see Ref. 31

2.7m; 2.3 - 3 .08u 0.23 w 1 2 
'P Valid for total absorption

< 0.15M

0.246 + 0.180 log w + 0.109 log p, Valid for total absorption
> 0.15U
Also see Ref. 31

1.871u; 1.67 - 2.0811 0.053 w " p, Valid for total absorption
< 0.097

0.0445 + 0.0810 log w + 0.0505 log p, Valid for total absorption
> 0.097
Also see Ref. 31

1.381t; 1.19 - 1. 5 6 9 0.0304 w" 2p- Valid for total absorption
< 0.067

0.0384 + 0.0875 log w + 0.0376 log p, Valid for total absorption
> 0.067

1.1p; 1.05- 1.19P 0.00375 w 1tp.j•

0.94p; 0.89 - 1.00 p 0.00335 wp"

NOTE: 1. All logs to the base 10.
2. w = pr-cm; p, =mm Hg.
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FIGURE 2-12 ExPe~rentWl Fit of Butch and Williams Data to Error Function Absorption at 2.7 Microns

By far the largest window extends from 8 to 14 may exist in the window and is only important
microns. Elder and Strong"' and Streete 39A for short paths. The continuum absorption
have related the wide-band transmission in each coefficient a is the sum of the contributions of
window to the amount of watei vapor in the all the distant water vapor lines in the nei;gh-
path. Their data should be used % ;th caution boring bands and is a slowly varying iunction of
since it is difficult to eliminate the effect of aero- wavelength. The measurements of Ref. 39
sol scattering (especially at wavelengths less than clearly show the effect of the exponential in Eq.
5 microns) from absorption due to water vapor. 2-57 and the exponential variation of transmit-
The transmittance inside a windo% region is tance with w. Careful measurements in the 8- to
expected to vary as follows: 14-micron window have been performed in Refs.

40 and 41 to separate the effect of water vapor
t = (I - CVT-) exp [-(ow + ý(0X)j (2-57) absorption from aerosol scattering. A plot of a

in Eq. 2-57 vs wavelength A is shown in Fig,.
where 2-13. Transmission curves in the 8- to 14-micron

C = constant to be determined window taking into account all these effects can
a = continuum absorption coefficient d'ie to be found in Ref. 42. Recent unpublished meas-

water vapor urements by Burch indicate that absorption due
w = amount of water vapor in the path to water vapor in the 8- to 14-micron window is

= aerosol scattering coefficient strongly dependent on water vapor partial pres-
(par. 2-4.3.1) sure. Thus at altitudes abovc a few kilometers

X = path length whPre this partial pressure is down by an order
of magnitude as compared to sea level, absorp-

The second term on the right hand side of Eq. tion due to water vapor should be negligible.
2-57 is due to the few water vapor lines that This should apply also to the other windows.
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2.4.2.4.4 Equivalent Sak.evei Path To evaluate the iaegrals in Eqs, 2-58 and
Theprobemofatmospherc2absorptions , it is necessa to know n(h), T(h), and

compicatd bythefactthatin ost asesthe p(h). A discussion of ,.hsorber concentration was
compicaed y th fat tat n mct csesthe given in par. 2-4.2.2 and ý(h) can be obtained

paths considered are slant paths along which the fo al -. At.2eltmeauepoiei

given in Fig. 2-9 and the pressure, which can be
and results in the previous paragraphi assumed to decrease exponentially with altitude,
to the case of constant pressure and :.emperature s given by
paths.

2-4.2.4.4.1 Equivalent-patd Absorption Calculations p = exp (-h175), atmospheres
where h iz in km and 7.5 km represents the

It is possible under certain condi.ions, how-
ever, to reduce a slant path through the atmos- average scale length ef the atmosphere.

phere to an equivalent sea level path in which In the case of thE Goody model, it can be
pressure and temperature are constant. The shown44 that the absorptance is given by an
reduction can be easily justified if either the equation analcgous to Eq. 2-54 which holds in
weak line or the strong line approximation both the weak and the strong line limits.
holds2" . If the line intensities are not too
dependent on temperature, the results are asS 2-1
follows:=1-ep /+sx"j

(1) Weak Line Approximation:
The equivnient, ab--rber contnt is w

given by where p is defined by Eqs. 2-59 and 2-60, and w
by Eq. 2-58.

w = f •(h) dh (2,58)

Pt cos 6 2-424.4.2 Equivalent-padi Absorber Contents

Swhere ý(h) is the absorber concentratio.1 A typical atmospheric measurement situation

(atm-cm km' ), h is the altitude (km), and 0 is is illustrated in Fig. 2-14, in which observer A, at
the zenith angle. The absorptance will he given an altitude h,, views object B, at altitude h2 ,

the first of Eq. 2.50. along a slant path, at zenith angle 0. The exactby tcalculations of absorber content along this path
(2) Strong Line Approximation: ,re quite complex. There are certain simplifica-

The pressure and temperature corrected ti-ns however, which, for most problems, will
Rbsorber content in a slant path is defined by" permit rapid estimates of absorber contents to

be made. If the zenith angle 0 is less than 85

'2 deg,.'.he curvature of the earth can be ignored
W = f1(h) p-h ) ,I-F273 (2.59) and absorber contents estimated by dividing\cos JT(11)J vertical path contents by cos 0. Values for w

(uncorre%.ted curve) and w- (pressure-correctedcurve), fo, a vertical path extending from any

uW altitude to i point ouiside the earth's atmos-
f -(2-60) phere, may ho obtained from Fig. 2-15 for any

gs with consk'nt mixing ratios iCO,, CITl,
etc.). Values for.'ý and w- are given in atm-kmwhere p(hT is the pressure in atmospheres at but may be convert& to atm-cm by using Table

altitude h, T is the temperature in degrees Kehvin Warv owan auecnbebtid
and v isgive by q. -58.Traninision 2-5. WVater -vapor w and i.'vallues can tbe obtained
and L' s geii y E. 258. ranmision from Fig'.2-16 for a dry model atmosphere and

through a slant path can then b,h obtained from
a wet raodel atmosphere"s .

any of the models discussed above (see the
second part of Eqs. 2-50 and 2-56) either by Another situation which lends itself to sim-
replacing w .,%herever it occurs by u,, or by plified calculations involves slant paths near
replacing -t by -yP where y is the line half-width horizontal and path altitudes which vary only
at sea level. slightly (they can only occur for path lengths
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less than 100 ki). In this case, for a uniformly h = path altitude, km
distributed absorber such as C01, = absorber content for the same path length •

at sea level

i w 0 wexp [- h/7.5] (2-62) Absorber values w for ozone and water vapor

and may be approximated from Figs. 2-7 and 2-9,
respectively. It should be understood, however,
that values for any actual problem can vary

FvP w.exp -2h/7.5] (2-63) considerably from those given in these figures.
Approximate values for w for ozone and water
vapor can be obtained by multiplying the w

where values by exp (-h/7.5).

B
h2

A hl

FIGURE 2-14. Gerometrical Re1ti'on Between Obsever A and Object 8
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2-4.2.4.5 Eximples of Amno~heric Transmission Problem 2: Determine the L-ansmittance of
Calculations the atmosphere between 1.65 and 2.15 microns

S Problem 1: Compute the absorptance of CO2  over a 20-km path at an altitude of 10 km (no

at 2.7 microns along an atmospheric slant path clouds).
* extending between 15 and 20 km altitude for a Solution: The broad band approximation of

zenith angle of 60 degrees. Tavles 2-10 and 2-11 provides the simplest

Solution: The discussion of CO 2 transmission method of computation. (Tables 2-10 and 2-11
(par. 2-4.1,.3.3) indicates that for pressures less show 'hat the 1.65- to 2.15-micron region

than atmospheric and for appreciable absorption compleray encompasses the 2-micron CO2 band
(i.e., the Atrong line approximation, the error and the 1.S-micron H2 0 band.) At 10 kin, the
function cefines the transmission curve. In Fig. atmospheric pressure is 200 mm of Hg, the CO2

2-12 just such a function is implemented using path length is given by Eq. 2-62; the path can be

2.7-micron, CO, transmission data obtained transformed into atm-cm by means of Table 2-5.

from laboratory measurements. The problem is, w7
therefore, reduced to finding the appropriate w - 20 exp (-10/7.5) 5.28 atm-km
CO2 path length. - 5.28 X 32 - 169 atm-cm

The equvalent sea level paths a to be used in These values are used in the approximation in
the st'ong line approximation is given by Eq. Table 2-10 to detrirmine the total absorption

2-59. As discussed in par. 24.2.4.4.2, the &
values can be determined from the pressure aA# = 1.97 X 10-4 W112 

(pF)O.
9

corrected c,.irve in Fig. 2-15. Over a vertical path
between 15 and 20km = 1.97 X 10' (169)"2 (200)°,.9

0.068 - 0.018 = 0.05 atm-km = 0.0202 micron'

Since the path in question has a zenith angle of This value for aA10 is sufficiently close to the
.60, w for the path will be absorption limit of 0.02 micron-' wherein this

approximation is valid, thereby, me'.ing thiis an
cs 1acceptable value.

Fu = ,/cos 600= 0.1 atn-krn The mean water-vapor content for a 20-km
path at 10 km is determined from Fig. 2-9 as
as 0.022 pr-cm and from Table 2-11

R:ferring to Fig. 2-12, then, the absorptance of
CO2 ai. 2.7 microns is 0.42. Alternatively, the AP = 0.053 (0.022)4/2 (200)0-3
transmittance t can be determined from the = 0.0385 micron-'
band parameters for CO2 listed in Table 1-6. At
2.7 microns, Sid equals 0., and Since a.j7 is smaller than 0.097 anid, therefore,
21r 7-./d = 4.923 X 104. From the last column of in the range of the approximation used, it is
Tabie 2-5 ti can be converted to atm-cm, acceptable. The total absorption for the two
0=0.1 X 32 = 3.2 atm-cm. The argument of the bands is 0.0385 - 0.0214 - 0.060 micron. The
error function in Eq. 2-52 is transmittance for the 1.6.3- to 2.15-micron

region is thus

(2-64) t = 1 - 0.060 0.88
$0.7 -4.93 10-4 (2.15 - 1.65)

msý, ~ X___ '< 7j=07X1.3X1 60 X 3.2
d4 2 2-4.3 SCATTERING

= 0.42

Therefore, As a beam of radiation tý'averses a medium, it
is attenuated by scattering processes as well as

t = 1 - erfv (,042) the absorption processes previously discussed.
Scattering occurs whenever a scattering center

= 0.35 (drop of water, particle of dust, molecule, etc.)
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causes the spatial'redistribution of the radiation X - wavelength of the radiation, cm
incident on it. Scattering processes which occur 6 - depolarization factor for the medium
include nonresonant . i ouid The most recent depolarization data (a table(

electronic or molecular systems, (2) diffraction
of radiation by the scattering centers,(3) refiec- of 8 is given in Ref. 53) givcs a value of 0.035.

tion of radiation from the surface of the scat- Due to the -4 dependence, molecular scattering

tering centers, and (4) refraction of radiation becomes negligible compared to aerosol scattering
tw for wavelengths getrta prxmtl"tbrough the scattering center. The first two greater than approximately 1

processes deal primarily with scattering centers micron

that are small compar.d to the incident radiation Theoretica~ly, aerosol scattering can be cal-
wavelength, while the second two processes are culated by means of the Mie scattering theory
applicable to large scattering centers. The two in the following manner:
"general categories of molecular scattering and The aerosol scattering coefficient • is given
aerosol scattering are discussed in this paragrnph.

•~2-4.3.1 Scattering CoefficientThe scattering coefficient is related to atmos- 0.(h,X) frf "•xr 2 M(,,r)K(x,n)dr

/ pheric transmissiont in the following manner. rmM7

Neglecting all absorption processes, transmission
to) defined as the ratio of the transmitted where
radiation intensity to the incident radiation
intensity over a path length X is given by r = particle radius, cm

M(h,r) = number density of particles at altitude
tOX) = exp [-i, (h,X)X] (2-65) h as a function of r, cm"1

K(x,n) = efficiency factor defined as the ratio
of scattering cross section to geometri-

where g,(h,,) is the total scattering coefficient. cal cross section
The total scattering coefficient ;, depends on x = size parameter defined as the ratio of
the altitude h and the radiation wavelength A. It the circumference of the particle to
can be considered as the sum of the two separate the wavelength of the radiation
scattering coefficients, g,, (h,X) the molecular, n = index of refraction of the particles

scattering coefficient, and 03 (hz.X) the aerosol The vaue of M~hr) is discussed in Refs. 48, 49,
scattering coefficient. Since molecular scattering and 50. The value of K(x,n), given by the Mie

deals with light scattered by paicles much or, is the exact mathematical solution toSsmaller than the radiation wavelength, the Ray- thoyisheeatmhmtclsluono
smle hnte aito aelntteRy an infinite, plane, monochromatic, electromag-
leigh scattering theory is used to determine the neticiwave scater froma ticpherecofanyi va ue f • m H ow ver aer sol sca teri g w ich netic w ave scatteredl from a perfect sphere of any

v radius and any index of refraction. Since K(x,n)
involves scattering particles that may be com-parale n sze o te rdiaionwavlen'•h is a very complex function, this integral is
parable in size to the radiation wavelength generally not evaluated (Ref. 16 is an exception).
follows the Mie theory". Assuming that the size distribution of the par-

The molecular scattering coefficient ,, is the ticles remains constant with altitude"|, an experi-
product of the Rayleigh scattering cross section mental approximation for determining 0,(h,X) is
a. and the number density of molecules M. A giver by

.. . ..~ . .. . . .. .. . . ,... .. .i given in R ef .
47. The scattering cross section UR is given by

7r (n ; - )2 1 6~,X = .o , ) - -o (2 -6 8 )
OF' 3X4 -Vj (2-66) a(Q)

where
where •(o,,) X= scattering coefficient at sea level, crr.'

n, = in6ex of refraction of air at STP Al(h) = aerosol number density at altitude h
M = molecular number density at STP, cm-' M(o) = aerosol number density at. sea level
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Since both 0,(oX) andM(oh) depend on the
geographical and meteoroloical conditions, only
representative values of 3a(h,X) are determined
and some general trends noted. A representative
value of 0,(o,X), derived from data given in
Ref. 48 for a clear atmosphere (meteorological
range = 25 kin), is given by

M0 (o,X) = 0.124 k-o4, km ` (2-69)

where X is in microns. This wavelength depend-
ence of 0, is only applicable for wavelengths
less than 2.3 microns and meteorological ranges
greater than 9 km. For wavelengtis between 2.3
and 10 microns, the wavelength dependence
seems to disappear. Beyond 10 microns, the
scattering coefficient decreases with wavelength*.
The constant, 0.124, increases as the metecrolog-
ical range decreases (par. 2-4.3.2). For a light fog,J :• the value of the scattering coeffIcient is about 0.7. 4

Representative values of the normalized aero-

sol number density M•h) can be determined
M(o)

from experimental data Lound in Ref. 52 for a
clear atmosphere and are shown as a function of
altitude in Fig. 2-17.

As an example, for X - 2 microns, 0(o,2) =

0.092 km'. At an altitude of 5 km

3~h -X 10_.
M(o)

Therefore,

(5,2)= 2.76 X 10-3 km',

S...For comparison, the molecular scattering
coefficient is calculated from Rayleigh's theory
of scatteri'ng under the same conditions. Here,
the molecular number density M at 5 km is
1.53 X 10"9 cm" and the index of refraction n is
1.0002729 for X = 2 microns'. Therefore, since
M 2.547 X 1019 cr- 3,

8 (5,46X 10')2 16 .10o5\
(f V I -

4  ~4, 157- (15 X 1 '9

=3.86 X 1 0-"° cm'

= 3.86 X 10' km-'

Since molecular scattering is negligible com-
pared to aerosol scattering (and ignoring absorp-
tion) the transmission t(X) over a 10-km path X
"at 5-km altitude is given by, Eq. 2-65,
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t(.) exp -O.X] The angular deviation of starlight due to its
i =exp[- 0.028J passage through the atmosphere causes a blur-

ring of the telescope image of that star
97% (independently of the optical resolution of the

telescope itself). This phenomenon of unage
2-4.3.2 Meteorological Range dancing is evident when high-resolution optical

Meweorological range is defined as a 2 percent systems are used and long atmospheric paths
contrast between a distant nonreflecting, non- exist. Short exposure times tend to improve

emissive target and the horizon sky. Contrast s image quality by "freezings the temporal fluc-
the absolute difference ir sky and target inten- tuations of the atmosphere. With this technique,
sities divided by their sum. The condition of 2 an image may be shifted from the optical axis of

the imaging system or possibly distorted but thepercent contrast corresponds to the average i a e b u il b e u e . T e ef c s o
person's capability for distinguishing a large
S back object from the horizon sky. The meteoro- atmospheric turbulence on the formation of

giacl rane images of exo-atmospheric objects can also be
o gR, can be further defined minimized by operating at high altitudes so that

3.9 the atmospheric path is reduced. Also, atmos-
R = -, (2-70) pheric turbulence is diminished at night when

which relates the meteorological range R, in thermal gradients are less pronounced. The
mto the scattering coefficient pin km- (Ref. 1) atmospheric limitation to optical resolution oZ

Thus, meteorological range is a convenient exo-atmospheric objects is about 1 sec of arcI.
parameter to describe atmospheric scattering in In addition to image dancing, the intensity of
the visible region. received radiation will fluctuate as inhomogene-

ities of the atmospheric index of refraction bend
2-4.3.3 Autrospheric Scintillation portions of the radiation away from the finite

Localized as well as large-volume "nhomogene- collecting aperture. The larger the collecting

-...... ities in the index of refraction of the atmosphere aperture, the less will be the relative effect of
will affect a beam of radiation passing through atmospheric scntillation. Fig. 2-18 illustrates

teatmosphere. Small or Icclized variations in the dependence of stellar intensity scintillation

the refractive index caute portions of the beam on aperture size 5 .
to be refracted away from the direction of the A detailed theoretical analysis of wave propa-
main portion of the beam. These small index gatior in the turbulent atmosphere can be found
variations also affect the wavefront (cross- in Ref. 52. The degradation of images by the
sectional relative phase) of the propagating atmosphere and the restoration of such images is
radiation. Large scale variations in the atmos- thoroughly treated in Ref. 56.
pheric index of refraction cause the entire beamto b reraced.These same atmospheric t~urbulence effects
to be refracted, also cause destructive interference to take plaze

The spatial variations of atmospheric index of within a collimated laser beam as it propagates
refraction, caused by atmospheric temperature through the atmosphere"' and, therefore, intro-
and pressure gradients, fluctuate ir. time and duces an intensity modulation on the beam.
space. This condition of a turbulent inhomoge- Here, atmospheric index of refraction heteroge-
neous atmosphere causes intensity fluctuation as neousness disturbs the wavefront of a propa-
well as angular variation in a collimated beam of gating laser beam so that some portions of the
light propagating through it. This time variation beam interfere witii other portions. Therefore,
in intenzity of the received beam is termed instead of receiving a beam whose cross section
scintillation, while the degradation of the image has a uniform intensity, the beam is spatially
formed with the received radiation, due to the broken up into many filaments of light"8 . These
angular variation, is termed image dancing. filaments vary in intensity and position with
Pernaps th.e two most common manifestations time so that the energy received depends on
of these atmospheric effects are the blii-ring of exposure time and on the size of the collecting
stellar images and the propagation and detection optics, i.e., on the amount of temporal and
of laser beams. spatial integration of the received energy. If
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integration time is short (or if a short pulse of since heterodine detection depends on a definite
energy is to be received), turbulence may break phase relation between the signal an~d local

V • up the beam so that no energy is incident on the oscillator beam, tle random phase distortion of
Sreceiver. The temporal fluctuation of laser the signal beam caused by atmosphe,-ric turbu-, •

energy received over a 90-mile atmospheric path lence increases the noise in die heterodyne
by a 3-in. aperture is depicted in Fig. 2-199 . process. The smaller the cn~lecting aperture, the
This amplitude modulation due to atmospheric more uniform the phase of t:'e radiation across
turbulence must be considered when attempting it; therefore, increlsir,; the diameter cf the
to detect information carried as an amplitude collecting aperture d beyond f. critical diametet
modulation on a light beam. d. results in very little inprovement in the

S t c ustsignal-to-noise ratio 60 . Fig. 2-20 illustrates the •S~~~~~Since atmospheric turbulence distorts the dpnec fd pnwvlnt n
Sphase of a propagating wave, a receiving systemandphs of a prpgtn ae eevn ytm atitude h of the collecting aperture for hetero-
employing heterodyne detection of an optical

a etdyne drtection of ccherent exo-atmospheric
"signal will a eadversely f y u radiation. The scale ozi the left ordinate of Fig.

' lene (heteroayne detection is discussed in Chap- 2-20 pertains to nighttime conditions, while the
ter 3). If there were no atmospheric turbulence, the right pertains to daytime conditions.
a plane wavefont would be received, and the
"signal-to-noise rati would increase - proportion Ref. 61 contains the results of an intensive
to the amount of energy collected. However, survey of the literature dealing with scintillation.
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FIGURE 2- W1. Scintillation vs Taeescopq Aperure
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2-4 TRANSMISSION OF INFRARED RADIA- electromagnetic wave phenomenon. The spec-

TION THROUGH OPTICAL MATERIALS trun of infrared radiation is between the visible!
I Infrar-d radiation can be described as an and microwave regions. (See Fig. 2-21.)

4 /
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2-5.1 MAXWELL'S EQUATIONS The Lorentz farce F on a charge q, moving

Electromagnetic waves am described mathe- with velocity v, is given by
) maticaly by Maxwell's Equations6J,'2  (+

These equations are where

F - force (vector), newton = kilogram-meter
V-D "• (2.71) second-2 (N = kg..'MsC 2 )

q - charge (scalar), coulomb (C)V X--j+ 3 (2-72) :H( a velocity (vector), ineter second` (m-sec-')

V = B -For a medium with rIo free electrical charges,
at • •- •--•- (2-73) p = 0 and J = 0. Thms Eqs. 2-71 through 2-74

V-2 0 (2-74) reduce to
S(2-74)

where V.D 0 (2-78)

D - eo E+ P EE (2-75) V X B = 3e-- 2-79)

Moa tS.....H_ = 1 B- M ff B (2-76) •

H o 1A 7VX I - -t- (2-80)anat

V -B 0 (2-81)

2-5.2 UNITS
D - displacement (vector), Maxwell's Equations in par. 2-5.1.1 are in

coulomb meter-I(C-m 2 ) "rationalized inks units". Other systems of units

P = polarization (vectoa), are possible and, of course, P'l give the same
coulomb meter-'(C.m•-) physical results. The other popular system is
e iGaussian units. 1I1 Gaussian units, Eqs. 2-71SE =electric field (vector), truh27 r ~tna
volt meter' (Vm-) through 2-77 are writter. as)

B = magnetic induction (vector), V -D = 41,p (2-82)
weber meter"2 (Wb-m-)

41r 1 aD
M = magnetization (vector), V X H - 4P (2-83)

* weber meter- (Wb.m
1 aB

H = magnetic field (vector), V X E C at (2-84)
ampere-turn meter-'

J = electric current density (vector), V -B = 0 (2-85)
" amperemeter-(Am) D = E + 4irP = LE (2-86)

p = charge density (scalar),
coulomb meter 3 (C- m-') II = B - 4-,M = B (2-87)

,= permittivity of free space (scalar)
107 F =q1E + u X B) k2-88)- farad meter (F.m-') c4rrc-'

uo = permeability of free space (scalar)

= 4r X 10- henry meter' (H.m-')

c = speed of light The conversior between the units for the various
= 2.998 X 10' meter sec-' (m.sec-) quantities is g: ;en ia Table 2-12.
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TABLE 2.12. CONVERSION TABL;'- OF PHYSICAL QUANTITIES

PHYSICAL QUANTITY SYMBOL RATIONALIZED MKS GAUSSIAN*

Capacitance . C 1 ft-xad (F) -9X 10" cm

Ch&-ge q 1 coulomb (C) =3X 10' statcoulombs

Charge density I C m- = 3X 103 statcoul CM-3

Conductivity a 1 mho m-1  - 9 X 10' see-'

Currer~t I1 amp-ere (A), (C sec-') =3 X 10" statamperes

Current density J 1 A m`- = 3 X 101 statamp cm-2

Displacement D 1 C M-1 = 121r X 101 statvolt cm-'
3 X 101 statcoul cmf

Electric fielt R 1 volt m-1 (V m-1 1/3 X 10-4 statvolt cnf

Enprgv w, u 1 jou.le(J) lo-ergs

rorce P 1 newton (N) = lO'dynes

Inductance L 1 henry (H) 1/9 X 10-11 stathenry
Length 1 1 meter (mn) 102 centimeters (cm)

Magnetic field H 1 ampere-turn m-' =41r X 10-' oerstedIA

Magnetic flux 0, F 1 weber (Wb) = 108 giv.uss cm- (maxwells)

Magnetic induction B 1 Wb m-1 =!0`gauss;

Magnetization M 1 Wb m` 1/4ff X 104 gauss

mass mn 1kilogram (kg) = 10,grams (g)

Pularization P 1 C m = 3 X 101 statcoul cm,

Potential (b, V 1 volt (V) = 1/300 statvolt

Power P 1 watt (w) = lo" e -gs sec'

Resistance R 1 ohm = 1/9 X 10-"1 sec cm-1

Time I 1 eccnd (sec) = 1 second (sec)

Work W 1ljoule (J) =l10"ergs

*Except for exponents, all factors of 3 should be replaced by 2.997930 0 .000003 for accurate v-ork.

2-5.3 BOUNDARY RELATIONS
(D 2-D 1 )-n =0 (2-9C)

In solving electromagnetic problems, it often
is necessary to relate vectors in medium 1 with (112 -H1  X n ý- 0 (2-91)
vectors in m.-diurn 2 across an interface with (B2 -B, )-n = 0 (2-921)
normal n. These can be derived from Eqs. 2-71 Fo meiwthfeýcarspeenn
through 2-74 or from Eqs. 2-78 through 2-81. Forua maedia winaedwrthfr e charges peet an
For uncharged media, the relations are uuulcs c nrrdwrtecagsa

the interface, both moving and static, affect the
(E2 - E,) X n 0 (2-89) boundary relations. The relations are
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(.... )Xm-•• R-0 (2-93) and .\k

,((Di- A)'a- a 12-94) BO Eo - g/7E* (2-106)

Eq. 2-105 says that a,, e2, ad h am muf-ally
(B2 "B )-n -0 (2-96) perpindicular.

where o is the surface charge density and 2s is
the surface current density at the interface.

The Poynting vector S is esset.dally the energy
2.5.4 PLANE WAVES flux. In an unchangel medium,

To see the wave nature of Maxwel's Equation, S- E X H* = EXH' (2-107)
substitute Eq. 2-79 into the curl of Eq. 2-80 thus
obtaining where * denotes the complex conjugate. Sub-

V X (VX E).n e a's stituting Eqs. 2-101 and 2-102 gives I
S(2-97) 1 k

*11S =(c X e 2 ) EoBo -EcBo 218In one dimension, this i, asily seen to be S - ) - (2-108)

¶ U - e (9E Thus, the time average value S of S isa- a " -. e (2-98)1 1

which is a wave equation with propagation S2 -O 0 = ~ E 2  (49
velocity 1A/-pi". Note that since S is power per unit area and E0

The plane wave solution to Eq. 2-98 is is in volts per unit length, is an impedance.

E Eoe#z.I""t (2-99) i im

where 2-6.6 REFRACTIVE INOEX

- -•- • (2-100) The index of refraction n is the ratio of the
V speed v of waves propagating through a real

i - ' material relative to the speed c of waves prop-
agating through free space. Thus

By analogy, in three dimensions the plane n = = (2-110)
wave solutions of B and E are: I

E(x,t) = e l•o -X -Jt (2-101) In a slightly conductive medium, the electro-
magretic waves are damped due to joule heating

B(0,0 e2 Boeih• -Wt (2-102) of the medium. To show this, Eva. 2-101 andS2-102 are rewritten as-.
where el and C2 are the unit vectors denoting 2 a w s
the polarization. Substituting Eqs. 2-101 and E(x, t) = e, e-0" Eo el'-"• t  (2-111)
2-102 into Eqs. 2-78 and 2-81 gives B(x, t) = e e-m Bo-•'f't (2-112)

e2 • k =0, e • k =0 (2-103) where n is a unit vector in the djirection of k, and

Thus E and B are transverse waves, i.e., their k + j (2-113)
polarizations are normal to the direction of
propagation k. Using Ohm's Law,

Substituting Eqs. 2-101 and 2-102 into Eq. J = aE (2-1141
2-80 gives

S[(k X e) - eB~eJ =-t =0 (2-104) for isotropic media, and substit-ating it into
I hus Eq. 2-72, one can solve Eqs. 2-71 through 2-74

k Xe 2 with p =0 to get

h = e= (2-105) [.- (u 2+jiuaw)JE=O (2-115)
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Thus E - exp~j' (,x sin i +~ z cos 1) - J*W t] (2.123)

k2  (uIEW 2 ) + j(;ZCW) pf (1 + j--
Teeo(116) exp [i• (x sin r + z cos r) - 1w't] (2-124) k..,.!

Therefore At the interface z = 0, the incident vectors and
* I the refracted vectors must have the samie phases.

(Otherwise the boundary relations, Eqs. 2-89 to
2-92, could not possibly be satisfied everywhere
on the interface.) Therefore

a6 = iVy sin i sin.__r. (2-125)
S2 -- 2- o, I

• (2-117) SRewriting Eq. 2-125 in terms of 1? and 77, gives

Sometimes, the index of refraction is con- Snell- s Law:
sidered the complex quantity. The index of
refraction is then written as sin/= !-L (2-126)

(sin r 772n~ -k =c.=(a + jO) (2-118)
n0 -4V) = j If sin i> 7,/7?2 ,then sin r> 1 which cannot be.

Therefore, for sin i > i, I /ir there is no refractedwhere K is the absorption index. Therefore light beam. This is called total internal reflection.

2-5.8 IEýLiCTION COEFFICIENT

2 V2 In the .r :ation of paz. 2-5.7, the reflect-ýd
n ca j vectors are of the form

L 2
(2- ) B' e:.P,-,p (x sin i' - z cos 0) - jcot] (2-127)

(2-119)
a At z = 0, this expression must match Eq. 2-123.

9 ew Thus

+ + 1 = i (2-128)
(2-120) To find the amplitudes of reflectcel vectors E1 ,

2-5.7 SNELL'S LAW and B3 ,, the boundary relations. Eq. 2-89 to
Eq. 2-92, must be used. There are two distinct

Consider light incident at an angle i upon an cases that must be considered; when the electric
interface of two media, l and 2, with the incident vectdr E, of the incident light ir (1) in the plane
light being in medium 2. (See Fig. 2-22.) For the of incidence, and (2) perpendicu.ar to the plane
incident light, both the E, vector and the B, of incidence. Fig. 2-22 is drawn in the plane of
vector vary as incidence.

R eihi.ziit (2-121) The results are 62 .

(1) E, parallel to the plane of incidence:

Similarly, the refracted light varies as E,- sir, 2i - sin 2rSEj
Ej' - e'j, ._,i (2-122) sir, 2r + ( -,) sin 2i

(2-129)

E - -2 P '2 E 2 s i n 2 i
Taking the x-direction parallel to the interface, 2E, = 14, s, 2i
the y-direction also parallel but normal to the sin 2r +
direction of incidence, and the z-direction normal
to the interface, then Eqs. 2-121 and 2-122 can
be written explicit~y as (2) E; perpendicular to the plane of incidence:
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, t1 l.._A For normal inc*dence, i = r 0. Thus from
tan r Eq. 2-1.33,SI ~Ej tan 1

•,tanr .. P = 72 (2-137) j
B, 2

, E p2 tan• i(2-130) 2-5.9 BREWSTER'S ANGLE
1+(230

J, t~an r There is the possibility of incident 1%ght being

The B vectt•rs can be obtained from Eqs. 2-105 refract "- with no reflected -.?ve. From Eq. 2-131
and 2-106 for each medium. it is cleaL that *

In general, for infrired optical materials, -0 fori+ rir/2 (2-136j *1

u, = ;,. i.e., infrared materials are usually non- E
magnetic. Then Eqs. 2-129 and 2-130 reduce to:Sfor incident light wi-.h the electric ve'cto." Ej

(1) Case 1: para.1el tu the plsane of incidence. This pzi.icular

E_= tan (i - r) angle of incidence is called the Brewster'i antg'e

Ej tan (i + r) iB. From Snell's Law, Eq. 2-126, the Brewster's
i~~i E, = 2 cos i bin r (-3) agei

Ssin(i+ r) cos(i- r) i(3= arctaniIls (2-139)

(2) Cae 2: Since at i ig the parallel compcnent is

Ell sin (i - r , entirely transmitted, the reflected component
E, sin (i + r) must be entirely perpendicular. Thus, reflection

E, 2 cos i sin r (2-132) off a surface at the Brewster'. angle -s a means of

Z, sin (i + r) obtaining linearly polarize light, if light with
the electric vector E,, in a single, fi: ad d rection. :1

For normal incidence, i = r = 0. rhen both 2-5.10 POLARIZATION
cases redt,.e to

A light wave is linearly (or plane) polarized if
E -' 771 - 7 , Fr. = 2?72 (2-133) the end of the electric vector moves in E. straight
Ej 7 + ,7, E, 77 + 772 line (the electric vector moles in one plane).

A light wave is circularly (eliiptically) polarized
if the end of the electric vector moves in a circle

The reflectivity p is defined as (ellipse). If, when looking along the dir'-etion of

S:. IE/•\2 propagation from a fixed point in space, the
P = - E, - (2-134) electric vector rotates clovkwise it is right-handed:S, \if counterclockwise, thr-n it is left-hand ed.

Thus, for s2 = M,, This is described muthematically by separating

=tan(i-r), sini - r)2 the electric vector into components as

II tan 2(i+r) I sin 2 (i+ r)

E =(RE +Ee )eJ'-i e a '2.140)

For unpolarized ligLt, i.e., light with an equal where
probability per unit time of E, being parallel or
perpendicular to the pla:e of incidence, (C --- (c1 ±je2 ) (2-141)

1 + p) 2-136
2i -" and e, e2 are orthcgonal and perpendicular to

11 Eq. 2-135 is substituted into Eq. 2-136, then
Eq. 2-136 becomes the Fresnel formula for e3  -, the direction of propa_•tioi orE. The
reflectivity, standard types of polarization t hen are
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* linear: E - E media of Fig. 2-22 and obtaia a proper imred-
right circular: E, = 0 ance match with no ref!f.ctions. The three
left circular:' E_ 0 impedances are

, right olliptic: F,< E_
* left elliptic: Z.< E. (2=142)

V e' , 3

2-5.11 ANTI-REFLEC rION COATINGS - To be correctly matched,
73 = 2 Th'•• (2-143)

In par. 2-5.5 .•t was noted that had the The quarte:r wave refers to one-quarter wave-

dimensions of an linpedane. With this analogy length in medium 3.
to transmission lines estanlished, one can insert a This approach is discussed in Ref. 63, Chapter
quarter-wave matching section between the two 7. - ',

x
MEDIUM 2 MýE IUM I

r.r

~ z
NCRMA L

FIGURE 2-22 Incident, Refrar~ed, and Reflected i (ght Beam.! at the Interface of Two Media (drewn in the plane of
incidence)
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24.12 DIELECTRIC WAVEGUIDES ANJD CAVITIES to the other. In optical fiber ima~ing devices,
this is one source of optical crosstalk.

For most apr i cations, the sizes and/or torr-
ances of the boand.,nes of the media through The study of dielectric waveguides .'s basically
which the infrated light is propagating are, in by analogy with conventional waveguiies. Max-

• • | ge,-eral, large compared to the wavelengths of wel'Ws Equations are solved subject to th s- bound-

the light. Two important exceptions are dielec- ary conditions of the guide. Nodes ar., deter-
trio waveguides (optical fibers) and laser cavities, mined, propagati;un modes numbered, etc. Ref.

inrreg..roa.tsd.. a.ile.i 62, Charnte: 8, contains a good introdctoryS!Infrared light propagates down a dielectri discussion.]

wzvegpide Izy internal reflections cff the outside
i' surface of the dielectric fibei. This requires a In a relativeiy short length of dieletric

nonabsorting dielectric with a high index of waveguide, if the ends are reflecting, then •he
refractior.. The nonabsorbing characteristic is guice becomes a dieled-ric, or optical, cavity.
required so that the transmission will be high. Optical ca.,;ties form the resonant circuits of
The hi,,4h index of refraction is needed so that isers.
the lirhs must hit a suiface at a small angle to 2-6.13 SPECTRAL TRANSMISSION
the rormal in order to escape. OF OPTICAL MATERIALS

U7 two dielectric waveguides are placed within Typical sp-vctnd transmission curves for rep.
about one wavelength (in the external medium) resentetive, useful IR optical materials are shown
-if each other, then there will be radiative in Fig. 2-23. Additional information on these
coupling and energy will be lost from one fiber and othe: materials is given in Fig. 2-24.
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24- SOURC'ES OF NATURAL RADIATION ground. Beyond 4.5 microns, the background is
24.1 BACKGROUND RADIATION dominated by thermal emission from esrth and

air objects (near 300K). Between 3 aid 4.5 (
Background radiation can be due to self- microns, background radiation is at a minimum.

emission and reflected or -,cattered radiation The radiance of the earth beyond 5 microns, as
from terrain, sea surface, the atmosphere, and seen from a balloon at 37 kni, is shown in Fig.
atmospheric objects (aerosols) or celestial 2-26. Atmospheric effects are seen to have' a
objects, or it can be due to various combinations strong influence on the shape of the radiance
of th.ee. curve beyond 5 microns. The radiance is larger

The groas features of background radiation in, the atmospheric window (8 to 14 microns)
from earth, air, and sea sources are shown in an than in the atmospheric absorption bands at 6 to
idealized fashion in Fig. 2-25. Below 3 microns, 15 microns. This is because the earth is warmer
fn-e background is dominated by reflected and than the surrounding atmosphere; therefcre,
scattered solar radiation, In t&is region then, the emission from the atmosphere in its strong
ipectral distribution of radiation will approxi- emission bands (at 6- and 15-micron bands) is
mate that of a 6000°K blackbody, and the weaker than emission of radLition from the
actual radiance will depend upon the reflection earth, which escapes with hardly any atte-r'a-
and scattering properties of the particular back- tion in the 8- to 14-micron window.
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FIGURE 2-25. Ideulized Background SPectrum
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2-.6.1 Terrain with the surrounding air, andi Aiater surfi.ces
Terrin aditio inthedayimeari at (lakes, -rivers, ocean) which have iiarge hiat

.2 wvelegth shoterthan4 mcron i 'mintel capacities will radiate fairly evenly during the
by sunlight and by the reflectivity of the objects daannghFi.28 aw tycldirl*variation in radiance frnnvarious terrain back-
constituting the teri:!in. The reflectivity of rud'Dyaeseta aine rm1t
background objects at wavt.1-ngths shorter than 6 microns o.' vrous tcýrrin featre 72  ae
3 microns ranges from 0.03 (uara ground) to soni ~g -9 uhas hw ag

0.9 (feshsno)'5 6 8 Beyond 4 microns the spread in radiance values at wavelengths shorter
rdiation frio~i the terrain is dc.-inated 1)y thn3mcoswresaeigofoj 'd-

rrai sef-eisson hichdepndson he ern tion predominates. Beyond 4 mncrons the radi-
perature of the terrain ob.Jects and on their ac auso h aiu eri etrsdfe

emisivtie. Tble2.1 lstsemicivty nd e- little. Ccncrc~e and a brick wall have a higher
nectance values of some typical hack~round ta rs n ait oea

objects in the IR'5 . This table clearly shows~ teprtr tha ps P aicrn.ate woeave
tat most terrain obie'-tz oeyond 3 zmiciuns wiil lntssodrta ieosso sa
yeVmsiiylrerta .. Tbe21 excepllent scatterer of solar radiation arnd gives

ts ifraed rnisiv~iesof nowandice the highest radiance values while grass, or, the
pricloýslS . In the daytime the temperature of

objctsis elaed o teizoptcal contrary, has the smallest reflectivity to sur"-,,ht
at wavelengths shorter than .1 microns and yieldsproperties in the visible and IR regions (6 to 15 ah mletrdac aus

theos) background a cntc with the ail', qnday adac e reet rheaieeatnc esren.tsae other hatcoiduc~vty ndcapacity"'9 . Assum-
ing that temxumirradiance of a back- iir motnet ytmdsgest~ h

groud ojett du~ t suligt is0.1 w m~, n1i35tireinlnt of radiance itself. Of particular
and iLbat the baclkground object is a perfect th-a.n7ihtwe h'setrlrdacsoI- absorber in vl'>e visible and a perfect emitter in iirn eri etre r dniaadwe
the IR, the object can he expected to reach a contrasts aee therefoie :it a minimumn. These
temperature of 900 C. In reality since few objects tmsaecle rroe ie.Maueet

directly~~~~ ~~ inotesn n easeo e crossover times of various terrain features
conduction in the body and thermal contact cniee w ytohv enmd n
with the surrounding air, a maximumr tempara.. these '.ind are foun two hviy wideny drependin

tu~e of 50"C is not at all unusual. Assuming 1.hat ontebecs'idrd Sealcmps
the surrounding air temperature is 15*C, the aepresentea in Figs. Z. 1;1 2-31, and 2-;32.
expected maximum contrnist of a background is Cnrssi t' pcrlrgin -~Jn e
shown in Fig. 2-27. ('rhe contrast can be4mirnae ta iiumo -

somewhat greater ;i1 t~ie 8- to 12-micron window cod rao an as
where an object with high reflectivity and,
therefore, low emissitivity oaI- rc~flect the cold Wnat is coasidrled az a background or as

radiation from the sky but make no, 'thermal terrain to oi-e pemson inay he con-iidered as a

contril-ition of its own.) The cooling rake ýý& target or a field ,f operations to another. it is,

backgrounid objects at nigfttime will depend on -tncrefore, not su.-prising that a considerabl!e

q their heat capacity, heat conductivity, thermal amowit. of nieaz:urements and iifrainon

Tonta,-t v.-th the surrounding air, IR emissivity the infrared ra-ý'urce of terrain is cias..'fiýd.

in the 8- to 12-micron band, atmospheric humid- Among tnis classified information mare infrared

ity, and cloud c'over"'9 7 
. in a very dry location photographs of t-rrain during the day and night

when there is no cloud cover, all the thetmral at low and high altitudtz. ;tud-iel- of the diur~n1
radiation in the 8- to 12-micron band will be and season'al variation of radiation fromi terrain,
radiated into space and objetcs will .,ool down and studies of the seasonal dependence of 'he
rapidly. Vegetation which is in close contact crossover Doints"'0 7 3

-
7 9 .
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I SNOW CLEAR DAY ,
A MB. TEMP. = 4.7°C

RED BRICK WALL
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OVERCAST DAY
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FIGURE 2-29. Daytime Soec, "I Rad;anre or Miscellanea's Targeer
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TABLE 2.13. REFLECTANCE AND EMISSIVITY e OF COMMON TERRAIN FEATURES*

9" .7 - 1.0 p 1.8 - 2.7,u 3- 5g -_--13_•F

Green Mountain Laurel p = 0.44 e= 0.84 e 0.90 e = 0.92
Young Willow Leaf (dry, top) 0.46 0.82 0.94 0.96
Holly Leaf (dry, top) 0.44 0.72 0.90 0.90
Holly Leaf (dry, bottom) 0.42 0.64 0.86 0.94
Pressed Dormant Maple Leaf (dry, top) 0.53 0.58 3.87 0.92

Green Leaf Winter Color - Oak Le:af (dry, top) 0.43 0.67 0.90 0.92
Green Coniferous Twigs (Jack Pine) 0.30 0.86 0.96 0.97
Grass - Meadow Fescue (dry) 0.41 0.62 0.82 0.88
Sand - Hainamanu Silt Loam - Hawaii C 15 0.82 0.84 0.94
Sand - Barnes Fine Silt Loam - So Dakota 0.21 0.58 0.78 0.93 ]
Sand - Gooah Fine Silt Loam - Oregon 0.39 0.54 0.80 0.98

Sand - Vereiniging - Africa 0.43 0.56 0.82 0.94
Sand - Maury Silt Loam - Tennessee 0.43 0.53 0.74 0.95
Sand - Dublin Clay Loam - California '5.42 0.54 0.83 0.97
Sand -- Pullman Loam - New Mexico 3.37 0.62 0.78 0.93 i

Sand - Grady Silt Loam - Georgia 0. 1 0.58 0.85 0.94
Sand - Colts Neck Loam - New Jersey 0.28 0.67 0.90 0.94
Sand -- Mesita Negra - lower test site 0.38 0.70 0.75 0.92
Bark - Northern Red Oak U.23 0.78 0.90 0.96
Bark - Northern American Jack Pine 0.18 0.69 0.88 0.97
Bark - Colorado Spruce 0.22 0.75 0.87 0.94

* Estimated average values of reflectance p, or emissivity e, 1 - p.
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... . ',TABLE 2-14. TOTAL EMISSIVITY OF SKIOW AND ICE PARTICLES . .'

;; '• •NO. OF
MATERIAL TEMP, -F EMISSIVYlY NO.EOF

MEASUREMENTS

Snow

Fine particles similar to froc.
" * particles in size.

(1) Depth 3/8 in. on aluminumfoil 11.5 - 19.5 0.825 20
S(1- De-pth 3 ̀ 8 in. c n aluminum foil 15 - 19.5 0.820 9

Ice

Plane sheet l16-in. thick 8.E 0.964 2

Artificial 0.8- 18.9 0.97 10

Coarse particles 1/32-in. diameter
(approx, granular snow 13.0 - 21.0 0.887 12

Artificial ice crushed and refrozer'
.11particle size approx 1/116-in. d~arnctcr 12.9 0.950 4

Frost

Fine 0 - 20.0 0.985
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FIGURE 2-32. Relative Cont,rs 0'a L&.aSl Asphalt-surfacdd CoCretr 3rid0e to ma ,Aiphat ;oadway

2-6.1.2 See a- measured by various sat*-.Rites, has been found

to be about 7 percen.rt." 2 '1 . It should be
The gross features of the spectral radiance note,, however, t a,. :"fi tiv.•:y and emissivity,

curve for the sea background is similar to the partic. ,lrly near the i5cinzon, will be a function
background spectrum shown in Fig. 2-25. Be- of the sinoothness of thh -',n.ter surface. This can
yond 4 microns the radiation is due to thermal be seen in v!. 2-3384 which give,; the albedo of
emission &.nd, because of the opaqueness of the sea versuL solar angle. Since the average
water"°, the effective r),ackbody temperature reflective proptriies of water in the 2 to
will be that of the first 'ew millimeters of the 15-micron band approximate closely those in
sea surface. The emissivity of the sea is substan- the visible, Fig. 2-3• -an be usd to estimate
tially unity for all viewing situations except reflected sky radiance L-om the sea in the
those in which the line of sight is nearly parallel infr.. ed. Fig. 2-34 shows the reflection coeff-
to the sea surface' . Below 4 microns, sea cient versus wavelength of ?. plane water surfsce
background radiance is due io reflected sky for various angles of incid Ance. This coefficient
radiance. The reflectivity of the ocean (albedo), was calculated from normral reflectivity data.
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NOTE:

Reflection of solar radiation from. flat surface, • - 0.
Reflection from surface roughened by a Beaufort 4 wind: e = 0.2
Albedo R varies from 0.02 for a zenith sun, a - 00, to unity

for sun at horizon 9 - 900 on flat sea surface.
For a rough surface, shad-,wing and multiple reflections become

important factors whe,. sun is low.
The upper and lowei" branches of curve • - 0.2 represent assump-

tions regarding the effect of multiple reflection.
True values are expected to lie between the indicated limits.

FtGURE 2-32. Reflectivity of Solar Radiation Ys Sun Angie for Vx:.ý-s S•a-surface Roughrne•f
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FIGURE 2.34. Reflectamc of a Water Surface at 0*, 60, and 8?° Angle of Incid•a" -0

2-6.1.3 aouls The general envelope of cloud radiance is
*,illustrated in Fig. 2-25. Below 4 microns, clouds

Clouds can affect the operations of optical reflect the incident sunlight, and appear as
systems in two important ways. The radiance of 6000°K graybodies. This radiation will, of
the clouds due to scattered or emitted radiation course, be modified by atmospheric, liquid
can be sufficient to prevent proper operation of water, and ice crystal absorption. Beyond 4
the system, or .he physical presence of the microns cloud radiation is principally due to the
clouds can mask the zadiation from the objects thermal radiation of the cloud itself.
which the system was designed to detect. Table 2-16 gives albedos, the ratio of light

There are ten main classifications of clouds: reflected to that incident, for the 0.5- to
c'-rus, cirrocumulus, cirrostratus, altocumulus, 0.7-micron region for various cloud types, as
altostratus, nimbostratus, stratocumuius, stratus, measured by TIROS" . A typical spectrum for
cumulus, and cumulonimbus, These ten genera the 1.2- to 2.5-micron region, for a high altitude
together with their characteristic cloud base ice cloud i3 presented in Fig. 2-35. Minor
heights, thicknesses, and microstructurps are absorption in the 1.4- and 1.8-micron region is
listed in Table 2 -15"• . It should be noted that due to water vapor, and the dips at 1.5 and 2.0
che cloud base heights listed in the table varv microns appear to be characteristic of ice crystal
somewhat with altitude, particularly for high clouds but not of %ater droplet clcuds" . A
clouds in polar regions where base heights can be typical cloud spectrum for the 2.5- to
2 to 3 km lower than those listed'. Cloud top 3.5-micron region is given in Fig. 2-36. Atmos-
heights are extremely variable, particularly for pheric absorption can be noticed at 2.68 and
cumulonimbus clouds, which occasionally reach around 3.3 microns and, in conjunction with ice
to the tropopause"6 . absorption, at 2.8 microns.

2-8
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TABLE 2-16. 0.5- to 0.7-M;CRON ALBEDOS FOR VARIOUS CLOUD TYPES 11
S' ... . •NO. OF

TYPE ALBEDO COMMENTS NO.EOF•.. MEASUREMENTS

i -4
Cumulonimbus 0.92 Large and thick 9
Cumulonimbus 0.86 Small, top - 6 km 1
Cirrostratus 0.74 Thick with lower clouds and 7

precipitation
Cirrostratus 0.32 Alone, over land 1
Cirrus 0.36 Alone, over land 2
Stratus 0.64 Thick, - 0.5 kin. over oc.•an 14
Stratus 0.42 Thin, over ocean 2
Stratocumulus 0.60 Masses within cloud sheet over ocean 4
Stratocumulus 0.68 Masses within cloud sheet over land 3
Cumulus and Stratocumulus 0.69 Masses within cloud sheet over- land 4
Cumulus of fair weather 0.29 Masses within cloud sheet over land 2

TABLE 2-17. CALCULATED THICK CLOUD EMISSIVITIES I
WAVELENGTH, MICRON DROP RADIUS, MICRON EMISSIVITY

4.6 6 0.722
7.0 6 0.809
8.5 6 0.847

10.0 1 0.983
10.0 2 0.939
10.0 6 0.897
10.0 12 0.803
11.0 6 0.960
11.9 6 0.960
13.5 6 0.944

* Beyond 4 microns, cloud radiation is due to regions to that of a +10°C cloud to reach the
the thermal emission of the cloud itself and to measuring instrument.
reflected earth radiation. Table 2-17 presents
som• calculated emissivities for thick clouds
composed of droplets of various sizes"9 . Even There are various methods of estimating the
thin clouds can cause cn appreciable radiation, probability of cloud-free lines-of-sight through
Measurements made on cirrus clouds that were the atmosphere"2 . Most of these deol with data
thin enough that they could rot be seen visually, on cloud cover (percent of sky filled with
show-d radiation in the 8- to 13.5-micron region clouds) such as that found in Ref. 1 and regular
of some 1- 5 X 10' w cm 2 sr"0 . Fig. 2-37 shows Weather Bureau rep-orts. Some measurements are
a cumulus cloud spectrum based on measure- available, however, and the srmetimes surprising
ments taken from Pikes Peak-' . The ambient results cast scme doubt on the validity of any of
temptfrature of the cloud was - 10'C while that the above-me;ntioned approximation methcds9 3

of the observatory was +10'C. The effects of Fig. 2-38 depicts the combined ciear lines-of-
atmospheric absorption and emission around 6 sight data for die Northern Hemisphei-. Five
and 15 microns are clearly i4dicated by the viewing angles, from the nadir to 4900, are
approximation of the radiation in these spectral represented for meas,,ring aircraft attitudes of

2-S3
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.from 4,000 to 40,000- ft. Figs. 2-39 and 2-4,} ft. Fig. 2-39 is the pobability of a clear
present clear line-of-sight probabilities for winter line-of.,ight to the horizon and Fig. 2.40 of a
in the Northern Hemispherc. Measurement air- clear line-of-ight at an angle 30* above the
craft altitude was between 25,000 and 35,000 horizon.

10,00O0
Date: 13 September 1964

Loc: Massachusetts
Cld. Type: Cirrus
Cld. Alt.: 38 kft
A/C Alt.: 40 kft

1010

064 & 710Y: 00 
,

e•9: : 1160 & 1090

1,000 S.S.W.1 : 0.007/0.013
. Spectra: 8.

> ,0

1. 1. 1.. . .2 0 2.4

WAEENT (micron

FIGUR 2-345 yc 1.2- t .o 2.0-nco Cirru Clu.4etr
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-DMte. 19 September 1964

Loc. Hurricane GladyA
SCUd. Type: Cirroform

[ Cld. Alt.: 47 kft
"A/C Alt.: 50 kft

S:800
a,: 390
V. 1 0 9 0

860
S.S.W. : 0.01LP
Spectra: 5

1 100

Il ~+0 -
1 10

i Ii

>

2.4 2.6 2.8 3.0 3.2 3.4 3.6 3.8

WAVELENGTH (micron)

FIGURE 2-36. Average Spectrum of Gladys I
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FiGURr ,2-37. Cloud Cpe•trim
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FIGURE 2-38. Probability of Clear Lins-of.eight over Northern Hem 'Where for All Seawm Combined
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24.1.4 ~Csaetial EAckground -the ineasureznent'data hin this failhion gives te
C' : At very high altitudes, the main sources of infrared designer access to the grat quantity of

background rad n ae the stars, ostar observation data which b; classified by

and planets. All of these sources produce radia- means of visual magnitude.
tion by self-emission. The moon and planets also The problem faced by the hifra~red designer in
reflect a relatively large amount of solar radia- deriving his data can best te visualized by

tion due to their lower temperatures. Actual referring to Fig. 2-4194 which shows the spec-
measurement data covering the entire spectral tral irradiance of several of Vie brightest visual
reg:on of these sources is uot available; however, and red stars as a function of wavelength. The
such data can be derived by assuming that the vertical line centered at 0.5 miiron designates - !
source of radiation is a blackbody emitter, the visual magnitude m, of the star where the
Radiometric -bsefvations of celestial sources at vertical line intersects the irradiance curve for
several wavelengths indicate that this is a valid that star. It can be seen from Fig. 2-41 that stars
and practical assumption. having the same visual magnitude may possess

Modt observations peiformed in astronomy greatly different irrpdiances at infrared wave-
have been made with the eye and are classified lengths. Conversely, stars may possess the same

•:in terms of visual magnitude. For infrared work, irradiances in part of the infrared regioo but

"it is convenient to be able to convert from visual possess different visual magnitudes. This is true
magnitudes directly into irradiance at some because blackbody curves are determined by
desired infrared bandpass. Being able to convert two points. One point, the peak irradiance, is

109[y

10o•O -4-

b, i r iI SIRIUS

"-"10 ACHERNAR
PIGAL

z MI RA4 CRUCIS
S~~ALTAIR,

12 BETELGEIJX
7 -- VEGA

1/_ _ ANTARES

A V1 POLLUX

tANITARES
t0"4 ,6- -T- CAPELT-A ,
0.1 0.2 0.5 1.0 2.0 5.0 10.0 20.0 50.0 100.0

WAVELENGTH (micron)

FIGURE 2-41. Spectra' Irradiance of The Brightest ViaM and Red Stars As a Function of Wavelength
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determined by Wien's Displacement Law, Eq. graphical solution fcr the krediance over any

* 2-15, par. 2-2.6. The other point, the visual spectral band can be obtAe by drawing a
msgnitude, determines the point of intprsection similar marve for any source. However, a more
of the irradiance curve with the vertical line at direct method whicj does not involve plotting a
0.5 micron. A similar curve can be drawn for the new curve for e*h source can be employed.
moon and the planets; however, radiation from This method illustrates the point that only the
these sources has component. of self-emission temperature and the visual magnitude are neces-
and reflected surishirne as shown !n Fig. 2-42. A sary as explained in the 3ubsequant paragrap)hs.

VISIBLE LWL IR

EMISSION
JUPITER I ' MERCURY

MARS

10-
10 -- VENUS

-

SMERCURY MARS

10 2,-SATURN --

[ 'I

[ I3\ I, JUPITER

- 10 ' I

14 ___ n SATURN

II

1 0 0. 1J 10 100

WAVELENGTH (.iicron)

FIGURE 2-$2. M/ior Planet 3olar Raffection and Emi/son
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TABLE 2-18. VISUAL MAGNITUDESAI'D EFFECTIVE TEMPERATURES- T
VISUAL MAGNITUDE EFFECTIVE TEMPERATURE

T, "K

Moon and Planets
1. Moon (full) -12.2 5,900
2. Venus - 4.28 5,900
3. Mars -2.25 5,900 *,

4. Jupiter - 2.25 5,900
5. Mercury -1.8 5,900

" 6. Saturn -0.93 5,900

Stars
1. Sirius - 1.60 11,200
1. Canopus - 0.82 6,200
S. Rii:,ei Kent (double) -0.01 4,700
4. Veia 0.14 11,200
5. Capella 0.21 4,700
6. Arcturus 0.24 3,750
7. Rigel 0.34 13,000
8. Procyon 0.48 5,450
9. Achernar 0.60 15,000

10. B. Centauri 0.86 23,000
11. Altair 0.89 7,500
12. Betelguex (variable) 0.32 2,810
13. Aldebaran 1.06 3,130
14. Po!liux 1.21 3,750
15. Antares 1.22 2,9S0

.16. a Crucis 1.61 2,810
17. Mira (variable) 1.70 2,390
18. B Gruis 2.24 2,810
19. R Hydrae (variable) 3.60 2,250
20. RMonocerotis" - -
21. Orion JR Star" 660
22. Cygnus IR Star' 700

A list of the brightest visual and red stars, m, = visual magnitude
their visual magnitude when brightest, and their I,, = visible irradiance from a zero source,
effective temperatures are tabulated in Table w cm-2

2-18. The data in Table 2-18 come from Ref. J = 3! X 1O- w cm", visible irradiance
94 with the addition of data of some of the from a zero magnitude source

more recent!y measured infrared stars. The
spectral irradiance curves for infrared stars are Eq. 2-144 is plotted in Fig. 2-46 as a furnction

shown in Fig. 2-43, 2-44"' , and 2-459s . The of visible irradiance.

brightness of celestial bodies is designated in Since the visible irradiance refers to the capac-
visual magnitudes m ard is a function of the ity of radia.ion to produce the sensation of light
visible irradiace received from the source on the standard eye, it is nc- P. convenient quan-

2-. (2-.44) 'ity to use when applying the results to infrared
. = - 2.5 Icg~ (2144) detectors. It can, however, be expressed in terms

where of more fundamental q;arnt:'ties
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1 . ,[HBB (T)] [F.(T)], w cm-2  (2-145) where

where WEB (T,k) = blackbody emittance, w cm-
ba odi..e c�R, m) = spectral response of standard eyei:, Hae ~(T) - blackbody irradiance of source, w Cm" =wventhmirn

HR8 (T = wavelength~, microns
F•(T) = visual fraction of the total blackbody T = sorce temperature, K

irradiance "
T = source temperature, °K

The function F,(T) is evaluated by computing
the following integral and is plotted in Fig. 2-47 Substituting Eq. 2-145 into Eq. 2-144 and
as a function of temperature: r3asrranging terms, the solution for the black-

bo)dy irradiance is found by:

F,,(T) [W" 4l.~ (T,xrR )dj
(2-146) 3.1X 10' -0

[Waa (T,X,)jdX Ha (T F,(T) [antilog~o(.4mn,) (2447)
(2-147)

L .2

SUN R. MONOCEROTISS1.0

z 0.8

0.6 -

N

o t

0.2f

0.2 0.5 2 5 20 50

WAVELENGTH (micron)

FIGURE 2-43. Normalized Specrral Irradiance of R. Monocerotis As a Function of Wavelength
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FIGURE 2-44. fNcralized Sp~ectral Irredianco of the Orion Infrared Star As a Function of Wavelength
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FIGURE 2-45. Spectral rradiance of thMe C Oou n I/frar ad Star As a Functinn of Wavelength
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Eq. 2-147 illustrates the fact that the total H55 (T) - blac:kbody irradiance of source,
blackbody irradiance is determhled by the visual w cm1-2

magnitud'e and the temperature of the rource. Fd (T) = detected fraction of the total black-
The source temperature is used in conjunctiun body irradiance
with Fig. 2-47 to ob.air the value of the visual T - source temperature, 0X
" fraction F(T). The function Fd(T) isevrluated by computing

In the design of infrared systems, the- designer the following integral and is plotted in Fig. 2-49
is concerned with the irradiance in a specifild as a function of source temperature for various
spectral band in either the detector band or a spectral bands using a mercury doped germ, nium
narrow filter band. In order to obtain the detector:
irradiance in a spectral band, Eq. 2-147 is used
in conjunction with Fig. 2-48"'. Fig. 2-48 is a ; .WsB(TX)] [Ro(A)]dX
plot of the fraction of irradiance below a Fd V ,i . (2-149)
specified wavelength as a function of source [W,, (T,?-.)' d)
temperature at various wavelengths. This same
inforn~itaon can be found on a radiation slide where
rule. The relationship of the spectral class of the
stars to star temperature is also shown in Fig. R (A) = spect response of detector and
2-43. The percent of irradiance below a specified D () i
wavelength for a source at a known temrnerature A =velengt microns
is found by the intersection of the temperature T source temperature, 0 KSline with the wavelength curve. For the p-,cent
of 3radiance within a spectral band, the differ-
ence is taken of the percentages corresponding
to t;Ce wavelengths of the band limits. The values TABLE 2-19. ESTIMATED NUMBER OF STARS
obtained from Fig. 2-48 are expressed in per- BRIGHTER THAN A GIVEti
centages. The 100-percen. value in Fig. 2-48 MAGNITUDE
corresponds to the value obtained from Eq. NUMBER OF STARS
2-147. MAGNITUDE PHOTOGRAPHIC VISUAL

Table 2-19 contains a list of the number of 0 2
stars brighter than a given magnitude 9". It is 1 12
also of interest to obtain a similar list of stars 2 40
which applies to the infrarea wavelengths. Such 3 140
a list can be generated by count.ing the number 4 360 530
of ,tars brighter than a given irradiance calcu- 5 1,030 1,620
lated at the infrared wavelengths. The calcula- 6 2,940 4,850
tion is described in the paragraphs which follow 7 8,200 14,300
and is based on the detected irradiance. 8 22,800 41,000

9 A2,000 117,000It has been previously stated that the visible 10 166,00) 324,000
irradiance is not a convenient quantity to apply 11 431,000 870,000
to infrared wavelengths since it refers to the 12 1,100,000 2,2'00,000
capacity of radiation to produce the sensation of 13 2,720,000 5,700,000
'ight on the standard eye. There is, however, an 14 6,506,000 13,800,000
infrared counterpart which is detected irradiance 15 15,000,000 32,00000u
,7,. Detected irraciance refers to the caparitv.3. - 3- 1 .6 33,000,000 71,000,00")
radiation to produce a response .t detector. 17 70,000,000 150,0C0.000

18 143,000,000 296,000,000
19 275,000,000 560,000,000

H, d[f, (" [F, (T)] w cm (2-148) 2C 50j5,000,000 1,000,000,000

wher 21 890,000,000
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Having determined the bh-ckbody irradiance of interest because of the atmospheric window
HBB (T) from Eq. 2-1,47 and the detected at this band and because the presently available I

fraction Fd(T) from Fig. 2-49, we compute th LWL detector (mercury doped germanium de-
detected irradiance for any star by-ubstituti~rg rector) has its maximum response over this
Sthe values into Eq. 2-148. SiL.- HB, (T) *is region. Having chosen the 8- to 14-micron band,

determined by the tcmperature and visual mag- it is possible to restrict the calculations to only
nitude of the star, it would be necessary to those stars in the K and M spectral classes. This is
compute a new value of H., (T) for each visual justified by the fact that the K and M stars w42!
magnitude and each spectral class. It would also contribute the greatest part of the infrared
be necessary to determine a new value for Fd (T) radiation hi this spectral region. By the same
for each spectra, clas. It is, possible, however, to token, there are possibly a large number of
simplify these calculations once the spectral infrared start missing fro'- the count by virtue
region iL chosen. of the Iact thzt the cooler stars have so little

radiation at shorter wavelengths they might have
The 8- to 14-micron band is an infrared band never been observed.

5.0 3.6 3.0 2.6 2.2 1.8 1.4 1.2

403.45678 2. 20 1- 6/ 0-915 01MICR9ON

1 0.9 I.0 0C0

U 80 -0,,

> 40 0 .72 0i 21 4 1 71 92

209

TPEIRAF.T'RHE IN THOUSANDS OF OK

M 0 K 0 Ga F0 A0 0

CUASS OF STAR

S~FIGURE 2-48, Rplative Spectral Distribution of Stellar Radiation As a Function of Star Class
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Table 2-20 contains the result. of carrying out great detail about the surface temperature, it is
t he calculations just described. Column 1 con- worth mentioning that measurement of the

- t rains the visual magnitude. Columns 2 and 3 are lunar surface was accomplished by Surveyor I
"the star count of K and M stars from Barnhart which made a soft landing on the moon on 2
and Mitchell'8 . Columns 4 and 5 contain the June 1966. Fig. 2-51 shows the temperature

detected irradiance produced by each star having curve for the lunar surface at the Surveyor I

that magnitude for the K and M stars. The next site99 . It can be seen from this figure that at
N stap is to add up all X an~d M stars having a given local noon the temperature reaches 390*K. By

detected irradiance or greater, the results of one day past local sunset the temperature
which are shown in Fig. 2-50. dropped Wo 130°K. The actual moon irradiance

, * Due to the proximity of the moon, a lot more which reaches an instrument will depend upon
.can be said about it than simply representing it the particular sun-moon-instrument-target geom-

as a blackbody source. Without Cetting into etry.

10

102

z ~ 10

iO

-is8 17 16 15 14
10 10 101-to 01

IRRAD2ANCE (W cm_2)

FIGURE 2-50. Number of K and M Stars in the 8- to 14-micron Band Exceeding a Given Irradiance
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The solar spectral radiation curve is shown in background level- G Neugebauer and Robert.
Fig. 2-52'°. Fraunhofar lines are observed in Leighton" have generated an hifrared map of
the visual and ultraviolet portions. In the infra- the galactic center measure( at 2 to 2.4 microm- 'i
red, however, very few Fraunhofer lines arc eters. The results of their survey are shown in
present and the sun emits as a uniform 6000°K Pig. 2-53. Related to this paint is the spatial
blackbody. distdibution of Ohc stars. Such a list is given in

Extended celestial sources of infrared are of Table 2-21 which shows the number of &,tars
interest to the system designer as they could brighter tian a given photographic magnitude as
affect the system sensitivity by raising the a function of galactic latitude.

V

1400

00

300

t•1

to

z
E-4

• 200

LOCAL
NOON SUNSET

0 2 5 8 11 14 17

DAYS (JU;E 1966)

FIGURE 2-51. Lunar Temperaurv Measured by Surveyor I
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2-6.2 TARGET RADIATION features, atarget in one situation may well form -
part of the background in another. Certain

From the standpoint of infrared physics there objects of military interest frequently fall into
*. can be no real distinction between targets and the category of targets and will be treated here -

backgrounds. The interest of the moment is the insofar as security restr'.ctions will permit. Inev.
* only c~iterion for such classification and, partic- itably this treatment must be of a generalized

ularly in the case of structures and terrain and fragmentary nature.

PROPELLANT
CHAMBER

CONDITIONS

S[ NOZZLE

ECHAMBER 
GEOMETRY

STKR!•EHEICACALCULATIONS,

DISTRIUTIONOUPUTC

GAS FLOW FIE).D POEIE

" l PARTICLE PLUME STRUCTURE,, MCE THEORY I

0PARTICLE PLUME
OPTICAL PROPERTIES

GAS PLW,-f-P

RDAIN1 PARTICLE PLUME
(S PECTRAL) GE ITR RADIATIOIN (S PECTRAL,)

OUTPUT OUTPUT

FIGUtA f5.?.• Flow Chart for Plume Radiarron Calculations,
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I 24.2.1 Rockets and Missiles faces, the waike of hot ablation products, and

Rockets and missiles act as infrared sources in shock heater air are strong sources.

) a variety of ways, varying in importance accord- 2e
ing to the stage and type of flight. From launch
to sustainer burnout (powered phase), the most Determination of the radiant flux from a
intense source oi radiation is the exhaust plume plume is a complex probletu in
(see par. 2-6.2.2). The structure and radiance of (1) Fluid dynamics and thermochemistry,
the plume depend strongly on the ambient to Fuid dyathermodynamical snructure and

atmospheric pressure and velocity, a particularly chemical composition at various altitudes, and
S~relevant point when considering those devices

which fire over a range of altitudes. Base hea2.ing (2) In physical optics, tc find the net
by the plume can cause parts near the rear of a spectral radiance of the resultant heterogeneous,
rocket to radiate significantly as graybodies. In nonisothermal, nonisobaric gas mass. Fortu-
addition, radiation from the hot exhaust nozzle nately it appears that, except at very high
and combustion chamber itself may be directly altitudes, these two aspects- may be considered
observable in the rear aspect. Scattering of this independently. Some idea of the steps necessary
radiaton by solid particles in the plume, the in a first principle's calculation of this type are
searchlight effect, may contribute to the radi- illustrated in Fig. 2-54 and some qualitative
ance in other directions too, especially for solid remarks are included in the subsequent
fueled devices, paragraphs.

Aerodynamic heating at supersonic velocities 2-6.2.2.1 Chemical Composition
will cause the surface of the vehicle to radiate as
a graybody. During exit from the atmosphere The spectral distribution of •he plume
this will be significant, if at all, only in the radiation depends on the constituent molecular
forward aspect in which the plume is partially species. A representative selection of liquid
obscured. During re-entry much higher tempera- fuel/oxidizer combinations is given in Table 2-22

- tures are attained-aerodynamically heated sur- together with their major and minor combustion

TABLE 2.22. COMBUSTION PRODUCTS FOR A SELECTION
OF LIQUID PROPELLANIIS

FUEL OXIDIZER MAJOR PRODUCTS MINOR PRODUCTS

Hydrazine (N2 H4 ) Chlorine Trifluoride HF, N,, HCI H, ,A, Cl
Hydrazine (N H4 ) Fluorine HF, N, H., 1', H
Hydrazine (N2 H4 ) Hydrogen Peroxide H, 0, N., H, H, OH
Hydrazine (N7 H4 I Oxygen H2 0, N2 , H2 H, O4

Hydrogen Fluorine H,, HF H
Hydrogen Oxygen H2, H_ 0 H, OH

RP-I (CoH,,1 ) Oxygen CO, H,0O, CO., H, H, OH, O, O,
Ethyl Alcohol (C1,HOH) Oxygen H, 0, CO, CO, H, H, OH, 0
UDMH [(CH, )2NH, ] IRFNA (HNO. -1 NO, H• 0, N,, CO, CO, H, H, OHM 0, NO, HF

+ N, O + HF)-
501,50 (UDMH + Nitrogen Tetroxirie H, 0, N:, CO, H, H, OH, 0, NO, 0,

Hydrazine) N, 04 )

Pentaborane (Bs Hg) Nitrogen Tetroxide H,, N,, HBO,, B2 0, H, BO, H, 0, •, 0, OH,
(N: 04) 0, NO

Note: UDMH u unsymmetrical dimethyl hydrnzine
IRFNA = inhibited red Fuming nitric acid
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products under practical c•-:ditions. Thf- ex- other solid matter due to ablation of the nozzle;

haust composition, particularly for minor con-- also, -burnrate controllers in solid -fueb: can
stituents depends on the oxidizer/fuel ratio and introduce particles such as ferric-oxide.
the operating conditions of the motor. As an For more detailed information on the calcula-
example of this dependence, Table 2-23 gives tion of exhaust jet composition and on specificth comusin prouct copoito onIP rplSthe combustion products of LOX/RP-1 propel- fuels the reader is referred to Refs. 101, 102,
lant for various oxidizer/fuel ratios. It should be 103.
noted that, for most efficient operation, rocket
motors are run fuel rich, so that a considerable

{!ii • amount of the exhaust will be combustible :-

material. This will mix and react exotheimi-ally
with atmospheric oxyger to form the aftr. T 4.FORMETIZE SODS~~FOR METALLIZED SOLID •"
burning zone, which is characteristic of rocký £ PROPELLANT POLYURE-
plumes at low altitude, and cause an increa..e in
plume temperatures of as much as b00 K.

Afterburning does not always occur in the
immediate vicinity of the nozzle. This ignition Species H,0 CO, CO H, HCI Al0 3 N2
delay is due to the fact that the mixed region Weight % 4.8 3.8 35.1 3.4 20.2 24.6 8.1
has to reach a finite minimum thickness in order
to support combustion. As the altitude increases
the degree of afterburning must decrease as
atmospheric oxygen decreases. 2-6.22.2 Plume Structu•r

In addition to the molecular species, therc A typical low eltitude plume structure for a
may be a number of particles present. While the motor burning liquid propellant is depicted in
amine fuels are relatively clean, the hydro- Fig. 2-55. Immediately downstream from the
carbons produce varying amount of carbon nozzle is a region known as the undisturbed
particles. Solid fueled rocket exhausts are rich in cone where the composition is essentially ho-
particles. The combustion products of an alumi- mogeneous and isothermal. Outside this cone,
nized polyurethane are given in Table 2-24. Note mixing with the ambient atmosphere occurs and
the large proportion of Al2 03 which may be in is accompanied by afterburning.
the form of solid particles or liquid, perhaps in a As the altitude increasses above the design
supercooled state"' . The efflux may include optimum, the gases at the nozzle exit become

increasingly underexpanded compare<d with the
ambient atmosphere. Outside the undisturbed
cone they expand rapidly and the kinetic tem-TABLE 2-23. LOXiRP-! COMBUSTION PRODUCTS

IN MOLE PERCENT CALCULATED perature falls. The soit of variatvin to be
AT CHAMBER RESSURE 1000 PSIA, expected i3 depicted in Fig. 2-56. For a clustered
EXIT ?RESSURE 14.696 PSIA engine configuration the situation is complicated
WITH SHIFTING EQUILIBRIUM by the mutual interaction of the individual jets.

Fig. 2-57 illustrates the temperature and pres-
sure structure calculated for the near field of a

O/F RATIO Saturn IA exhaust. In the far field the plume
structure will be similar to that for a single

SPECIES 3.0 2.6 2.2 1.8 motor.

H 2 0 42.52 40.17 31.70 18.28 Any efflux of particles will modify the plume
CO, 30.92 22.96 14.94 10.70 to some extent, though it is believed that there
CO 17.92 27.43 35.65 39.90 is only weak coupling in two-phase flow, and
H2  3.71 8.12 17.68 31.14 that the situation is adequately represented by
OH 2.08 0.33 - --

considering the effect of the gas plume on the
H 0.38 0.01 03 - parlicles, but not vice-versa. The temperature
O, 1.64 0.01 - - and velocity of the particles at the nozr7½ tend

to lag that of the gases, i.e., the temperature will
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tend to beý highe, and the velocity lower. In the contained and the modification of these stream-Plume they segreate according to size, which is lines with altitude--is illustatcd in Figs. 2-58.',g'nerally of the order of microns but may vary and 2.59 respectively. Typical near and far fieldby more than in order of mZitude. This isothermns are shown in Figs. 2.60 and 2-61.segregation---jefineJ by th-' limiting stream. Note that shock heatin1 at tb-ý Mach disc reheat&lines 'Within which all particles of a given size are the particles.

UNDISTURBED CONE
I.' RrFLECTED SHOCK

JEET BOUNDARY

FIG U R E .- 5 L. .......Plu .e.S ..11,
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S ¸ , I
!, ] 2-.12.3 IfadEhi shows a cluaespectrm fo-ten~rfiel ofa rocket burning an aluminized solid propellant,

The spectral radiance of the plume will and demostrates the importance of the particles'
coz•iat of molecular band emissions super- role in such plumes.imposed upor. a continuum due to emission aa!scattering by any particles present. The centers

oi the main infrared emission bands of molec- While it ir Dot too difficult to predict the
ular species commonly appearing as combustion local radiance of small homogeneous volumes of
products are given in Table 2-25. Fig. 2-62 is a the plume in thermodynamic equilibrium, pre-
spectra of the near field of a LOX/RP-1 exhaust dicition of the total spectral radiance as seen by
shiiowing the strong H2 0 and CO emission a distant observer is extremely complex. As
characteristic of hydrocarbon fuels. In Fig. 2-63 opposed to trangmission problems which may bean emission spectrum of HF is shown. Note the treated by a relatively simple absorption rela-
presence of significaiht emission in the (3,2) and tion, the calculations for the emission/
(2,1) bands at this temperature, in addition to absorption problem require solution of the
the (1,0) fundamental. Of particular interest is radiative transfer equation. For a discussion of
the fact that this molecule emits quite strongly this equation, and the utility of various band
in the 2.3- to 2.4-micron spectral range where and plume models in its solution, the reader is 4
atmospheric transmission is comparatively good, referred to open literature, e.g., Refs. 104 and
especially at. high altitudes. 105.

Since their diameters are of the same order as At high altitudes most of the radiation comes
the infrared wavelengths of interest, the particles from the undisturbed coie. The plume signature
cannot be expected to emit exactly as gray- may be aspect independent, apart from the
bodies, but rather as Mie particles". Fig. 2-64 highly directionai continuum radiation due to

the nozzle and combustion chamber. The degree
of anisotropy will depend on the size and
number of any particles scattering radiation into
other aspects. The plume head shock may also
contribute. In the launch phase the afterburning
zones are strong sources particularly in the
vicinity of the Mach discs"" . In general the
radiance will decrease as the altitude increases.
The radiation in the molecular bands, emitted

TABLE 2.25. MAJOR EMISSION BANDS by the hot zones of the plume, will be modified
FOR COMMON MOLECULAR by absorption in the cocler outer regions. The
COMBUSTION PRODUCTS radianee will thus depend quite strongly on the

emission in the wings of the bands since absorp-
tion there decreases rapidly with temperature
while increasing in the centers.

SPECIES APPROXIMATE BAND CENTERS,
MICRON

H2O 1.14, 1.33, 1.88 2.66, 2.74, 3.17,6.27
CO, 2.01, 2.69, 2.77, 4.26, 4.8,C, 15.0 Figs. 2-65 and 2-66 are spectra for small
HF 1.29, 2.52, 2.64, 2.77, 3.44 liquid and solid fueled rockets, respectively,
HC! 1.20, 1.76, 3.47 showing variation of the radiance with altitude,

and also the differenc.s between near and farNO 1.57, 2.35, 4.66 field radiation""7 . Note che relative intensities of
NO 2.67, 5.30
OH 1.43, 2.80 the 2.7-micron CO2 + H2 0 band and the
N02 4.50, 6.17, 15.4 4.3-micron CO2 band in the relatively cool farNOO 2.87, 4.54, 7.78, 17.0 field as compared with the ratio in the much

hotter near field, particularly at high altitude.
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246.1.3 Re~ntry Vehicles the particle size distribution can be adequately

There are always four possible sources of determined from labortoryr simulations. How-
raditio fro a ody e-eterig te atos- ever, from the chemical composition of the .~eat

*phere: (1) the shock-heated air in front of the shield, it can be determined whether or not
bod, () te hate boy srfae, 3) blaion enough particulate matter will be produced
body (2 theheaed ody urfce,(3) blaion during ablation to dominate over the radiation

products injected into the boundary layer from the hot surface- It has been round that A
around the body, and (4) the wake behind the 2

only certain purely organic heat shields producebody. In the IR region the dominant radiation is
almost always from the second and third sources; svr ha tesIpsddrn eety l
only in the visible and ultraviolet is the contribu-

tionfro ~h setedairsignficnt.Thesurace other materials (phenolic silicates comprising the
usually reaches temperratures in excess of lretfml)rti hi uems aes

Conseuentl, they intrduc..rmarly..se

2500K and solid particles (mostly carbon) may con
be sheared off into the boundary layer whichienth the b d ler.thes gase pdeat

can b stil hoter.intense ratiation which, like that due to air, is
observed in the visible and ultraviolet"'s. CO,
GO:, aTd H, 0 are indeed gaseous products from

The radiation from the ablated particles can- ablation, f ust as they are from missile foel
not be accurately calculated because neither the combustion (par. 2-6-9.2), but the amounts
rate c-f particle formation during ablation nor formed are orders of magnitiide less.
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For calculations of the aerodynamic flow flow are deteri ined, the hbAt must be tran&
around a hypersonic body the reader is referred ferred to the body surface via convection-,Sto Refs. 109 or 110. The essential steps are radiation, and conduction. Mathenwitical rela-

outlined in the paragraphs whicb follo-v. tionships for each case are available. Essential
inputs include the density, thermal c¢#nducdivity,

mst of rthebody ncsuface wl betoeried wiethr and heat capacity of the heat shield-properties
normoat of ohe body surface will be covered with ahich will var; during the cours# of re-entry.
normally or obliquely shocked air. The bomy The heat transfer calculatious pro-ide a thermalSshape determines this, as illustrated in Fig. 2-67. map of the surface. Only in rarc cases will the

If the body is blunt, the boundary layer is fed surfac e sisothennal, althougc this is often
by air traversing the zone A 1 where the shock is assumed at the altitude of peak beathig. i
nearly normal to the body surface and, there-
fore, strongest. For slender bodies, A 1 is negligi- In order to convert the thei mal map of the
ble in comparison to A2 , a zone where the shock body surlace to observed rac iation, the map
is much weaker, due to its oblique angle with must be divided into , numter of isothermal
respect to the body surface. Air from AI is very zones. By use of the blacibody slide rule,
hot (several thousand degrees Kelvin) and rel- radiation from each zone in tae direction of the
atively slow moving; the opposite is true for A 2  observer can be calculated. An emittar.cx of 0.9
Although techniques nave been developed for is usually satisfactory in '.he IR unlh more
determining the thermodynamic prcperties of accurate data are availale"''. In order to
air under either condition, different methods determine the angular disribution of radiation,
must be used for different altitude regimes. the surface is usually ass' med to be LazrAberdan

Once the properties of the boundary layer in the absence of better *nformation.

*A :A BLUNTj LEN
SLENDER

FIGURE 2-67. Flow FP Id A vund Blunt and Slender Vehicl.s
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2-4•24 Airaft hot parts become blocked from view. Thus,
Tfrom the side and front, aircraft radiation is low

and due mainly :o exhaust gases in the plume.r tMost radation in the plume is due to H2 0 and

1. Hot metal parts of the turbir Ž section and Co0 molecules, the major combustion products
exhaust nozzle of kerosene fuels. The main emission thus occurs

in the 2.7-micron 002 and H2 0 bands and the
2. Exhaust gass 4.3-micron CO. band. Under rilit'ary power,
3. Aerodynamically heated surfaces exhaust gases are the result of lean fuel; there-

fore, very little, if any, afterburning takes place
S4. Reflected sunlight in the plume. At the relatively low temperatures
The twj modes of engine operation, without involved, the gasca are poor radiators. A typical

afterburner (military power) and with after- plume spectrum, under military power, would
burner, should be considered separately. Under be similea to that shuwn in Fig. 2-68 but with
military power, the most significant source of the 4.3-micron CO, band much more intense
radiation is the hot meta! parts inside the than the 2.7-micron H2 U band. When observed
tailpipe. This source generates high emissivity from a distance, this radiation will be strongly
graybody radiation. However, being ins.de the abso.rbed by atmospheric CU2 and H2 0 mol-
tailpipe, these parts are visible only from the ecules. Thus for all practical purposes the
rmar. As a side aspect viewing angle 1. ap- effective plume radiance is in the wings of the

proached, aircraft radiation drops off rapidly as bands.

. 1 .

(A) JNDER MILITARY POWER, (B) WITH AF-ERBURNER

FIGURE 2-68. Typical Ra•ianr Signature of a Jet Aircraft
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Aerodynamic heating is not significant at the •of the infrared radiance of the atmosphere ahead
low speds involved under military power, of an aircraft indicates the presence of such (
except perhaps at nose aspect, when most of the turbulence and, if the spectral bandwidth X..
plume is obscured. The resulting aircraft radia- accepted by the instrument is carefully chosen,
tio.l signature due to these sources is shown in the detection ranges may be of the order of te:,;
Fig. 2-68(A). of kilometers. The spectral region chosen is

commonly around 13 to 14 microns, the high-
In the afterburning case, the plume becomes frequency wing of the 15-micron CO 2 band. In

the most significant contributor of radiation at the wings of a band the em'ssivity, though small,
all aspects. Radiation will peak in the side ,rll be a signifidant change in emissivity even forsmll
" laspect, .wheRethappartion awi eak o the slide depends strongly on the temperature,. and theregraspet, whrethnoe appaent, area of the plume is .,Db infcn hnei msiiyee o
greatest. At nose aspect, most of the plume is the small temperature changes of the order of
blocked by the aircraft, and radiation will be at :.C associated with turbulence. At the same
"a minimum. At these higher pluire temperatures time the atmospheric abso-ption in this region is
the 2.7-micron band will increase in importance low enough that the variation in radiance can be
relative to the 4.3-micron band. In fact, for any
plume radiation, the 2.7-micron band will be sn over long path lengths.
much more sensitive to temperature variations 2-6.2.6 Ground Tar"ets
than the 4.3-micron band due to the nature of
blackbody spectral variation with temperatures. Infrared radiation from ground targets, under
Furthermore, the higher plume temperature passive surveillance, is due to thermal emission
broadens the emission bands, which is especially and reflected solar energy. Most surface targets
significant since the widths of atmospheric will be opaque or nearly so, and many objects of
absorption bands do not vary.Fig. 2-68(B)illus- interest--such as roads and bridges having no
trates the signature that results from the after- internal heat supply-will be close to the
burning plume. At high Mach numbers, aero- ambient temperature. For these, the radiation is
dynamic heating becomes a higher significant exactly as described in par. 2-6.2 and the
source of radiation and exhibits graybody emission will be different from that of the
spectral distribution, background by virtue of different emissivity or

Dgr osmall differences in temperature. For example,.:•:Determining the solar reflectior from an
* aircraft is a highly complex problem. The since small surface area per unit mass tends to~~arrf isuc aeprtr flucuatons conplex proadsTh

spectral distribution of reflection will resemble reduce temperature fluctuations, concrete roads
that of the solar 6000'K blackbody radiation may be expected to be cooler by day and
Smodified by atmospheric transmission. The warmer by night than gravel or dirt roads. The

magnitude of such reflection depends on: (1) recent presence of stationary vehicles or camps
may be detected by its "shadow", where thethe angle between the sun, aircraft, and observers, nd tempera

(2) the shape of the reflecting surfaces, (3) the ground temperature may remain different from
type of reflecting sur-face, i.e., diffuse, and/or the surroundings for some time after the vehicle

or camp itself has been removed. In real time
specular, and (4) the reflectivity of the surface. r camssaitelfhe remo ved. In realitime

reconnaissance,the recognition and identification
Helicopter radiation is very similar to that of such targets must depend, to a great extent,

from aircraft operating in the military power upon evaluation of other factors such as shape,
mode. Hcwever, the radiation signature may size, and cuntext. Near ambient temperature
differ since the engine does not necessarily (300°K) biackbody emission is a maximum
exhaust to the rear. around 9.5 microns and the maximum variation

of spectral radiance with temperature is in the
2-6.2.5 Clear Air Turbulence region of 8 microns. For detection of targets of

reasonably high emissance, it is therefore
Advance knowledge of atmospheric turbu- advantageous, given suitable detectors, to use

lence can be ertremely useful to a pilot. Clear the 8- to 14-micron atmospheric window. In this
air turbulence may be detected in advance, using spectral range the emissivity of most unpolished
remote infrared sensing devices by virtue of the objects is quite high. For example, dirt has an
fact that it is accompanied by sharp temperature emissivity of 90 to 95% while O.D. paint and
gradients"'. Observation of sharp fluctuations oxidized metals have emissivities of 75 to 85%.
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B II

_ Few objects are truly gray and multispectral Many ground, targets-such as buildingi
remote censing--Le., simultaneous measurements vehicles, and personnel-have an internal lieat97 of albedo in several spectral channels-shows supply and may be much wanner than their

considerable promise as a reconnaissance tecn- surroundings; also, parts of a truck or tank will
rique and has been applied in photographic IR remain hotter than its surroundings for several
for some time. By measuring reflectance or hours after use. A factory chimney stack or
emissance as a function of wavelength, to obtain cooling tower may be a very strong infrared

,' a "spectral signature", less rliance need be source. In all cases, howeveýr, thc emissivity mustplaced on the existence of temperiture dif- be considered.
ferences, and definition of shape and context.
SThis technique presently shows particular Special low-emissivity paints can greatly
promise as a means of remote determination of reduce the radiation from a hot surface of a
ground conditions-such as type of vegetation, vehicle or building. However, simultaneous
type of soil or rock, and degree of wetness (e. g., camouflage against both visual and infrared
Refs. 113 and 114)-which affect the traffic- detection throughout the spectrum is extremely

• ' ability of terrain. A compilation of a large difficult. This apphies not only to structures and i

number of spectral sign&tures may be found in vehicles but to personnel as well. Fig. 2-69 shows
R.115 for both natural and manmade an idealized reflectance signature for a uniform

Sobjects. fabric that provides protection against visualobservations and near infrared photographic
tranAcopadetection by afay, and sniperscope detection by

!,60 I•-night"•. Comparison with the reflectance signa- i
• •00 DAY ture of a typical Army uniform cloth shown In

- - -Fig. 2-70 is instructive. Compare also the reflec-
50 -,tance characteristics of humrn skin in Fig. 2-71.

40

I -30 100:10

z 80

10•o " 4011--------------

S20-z 40 -

"400 o00 800 1000 1200 0 1 / ii I
WAVELENGTH (nanometer) 0.3 1 5
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FIGURE 2-69. IdeaIized Reflectance Curve ofa Uniform
Fabric to Afford Camouflae Protecticn
Over a Soarral Range from 0.4 to 1.2
Microns FIGURE ?.70. Reflectance from Typical Uniform. Cloth
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CHAPTER 3

JR SYSTEM COMPONENTS*

3-1 INTRODUCTION a. Long wavelength IR (LWIR) multi-sensor

arrays and asaociated electronics attained the
level of development %hich now makee possible

The arius ajorcomonets ad tch- thermall mapping of terrestrial expanses in the 8-
niques which enable active as well as passive IR 1-m nreo.ThueofL Rarysi
systems to emit, focus, detect, and process IR space for object detection and in satellite
signal o n fanme fedue r commuiutcation systems represents a major
discussed here. The interrelated functions of the achievement in space technology.
individual components when joined to form a
variety of standard as well as specialized JR
systems are then analyzed in Chapters 4 and 5. b. Cryogenic electronics have been developed

for use in processing the output of higls-sensivity
A thorough understanding of the function of LWIR sensors. This electronic advancement is

these components is essential in order to make traeheeitecoexofheouonxt
possible the economical design of an operation- discussion and in AMCP 706-128 in term.. of
ally optimum 1R system. The functional rela- Ssytems application.
tionship of tbe major disciplines of JR tech-
nology and the associated design specialties are
indicated in F4:. 3-1. The essential elements used c. Other components such as laserr, iilun'ina-

-' in JR system,! atre identified and discussed in the tars, and displays are discussed in fairly detailed
following paragraphs within this chapter: form because of their novelty and ,he increasing

interest- ix their application. Thrt advent of the
lasers and, espec.ially, the recent. development of

3.2 Optics high-power IR lasers; has opented new frontiers in
*3-3 Emitters an~d Illuminatars optical range finding and detection. The relative

3-4 Detectors novelty of hisers, compared to other JR coMpo-
*3-5 Cooling Systems nents, is responsible to- the lack of detailed

3-6 Signal Processing published data on the subject; consequently, a
3-7 Data D-Ispiay and Recording comprehensive discussion is included here as the
3-8 Testing JR and Associated Equipment preface for the design criteria discussion on laser
3-9 Ancillary IR Components and EMI systems. The remainsing material included in the

Rejection Techniques lasers chapter appears in current IR publications;
however, an attempt is made here to update that

An atemt ismad in hischaper o upate material by ine~uding mry new significant devel-

information previously published regarding tViese
componwnts and techniques. Specifically, recent
technological advancements in the f:)llowirg d. The requirement for real-time observation
areas are thought to merit special attention: of high data-rate IR Linformation in performing

surveillance and tactical tasks has prompted
detailed discussions of display systems,
man-machine interface considerations, and
human engineering techrniques. These are dis-
cussed partly in this chapter iPnc partly in Chap-

*Written by K. Seyrati. ter 5.
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3-2 OPTICS 1. Metal-backed epoxy mirrors can be success-
fully fabricated by- a molding (replication)

3-2.1 OPTICAL MATERIALS technique. Aspheric surfaces can be readily
produced, thereby, resulting in components

* 3-2.1.1 Material Types which are generally adequate for condenserI • systems.

3-Z 1.1.:- Refractive Materials

Infrared transmitting materials include various
types of glass, crystals, and plastics. In the glass 2. Polystyrene has a large number of stable
category are the oxade (regular optical, high nasrrow absorption bands in the IR region. This
silica and fused quartz, and special oxide glasses) ckaracteristic makes it an excellent standard in
and nonoxide materials. Although physically the form of thin sbeet for wavelength calibration
suited for IR applications, the tranmnission of I R spectrometers and related instruments.
range of oxide glasses is limited to wavelengths
of 6 microns or less. Oxide glasses usually The indexpOf refractiOn for alleCommercially

exhiit bsortio in he .7. o 33-miron available plastics ranges between the limits 1.49exhibit absorption in the 2.7- to 3.3-micron

region due to the water content in the material; *or Lucite or Plexiglas to 1.59 for polystyrene.

however, some "water free" types have been
developed. Nonoxide g!asses which transmit to
longer wavelengths (some to 20 microns) tend to
be softer and have lower softening pointe.

Significant improvements are being made in the 3-2.1.1.2 R,'#'ective Materials
nonoxide chalcogenide (sulfur, selenium, and
tellurium) glasses'. Results of investigations of
many combinations and variations of glasses are The limited seiecýiuis.f zuitab!e IR t• n•rnit-
reported in some of the open literature listed in ting materials along with limiting size considers-
the bibliography. tions have promoted the use of reflective eie-

ments in IR systems. Substrate materials used
Crystalline materiais can be either single include fused quartz, Pyrex, low-expansion

crystalline or polycrystalline. The single crystal fused silica, glass-ceramics and metals (especially
materials have been used primarily at the longer beryllium -:d aluminum). Vacuum-deposited
wavelengths, but available size, cost, and unsu:t- aluminum is most frequently used as a reflective
able phyrical properties have been limitinj fac- coating, although silver, gold, copper, and rho-
tors in many eugineering applications. The num- dium are also effective. Protective coatings of
ber and size cf polycrystalline materiaL have silicon monoxide or magnesium fluoride, which
increased significantly during recent years. may also increase the reflectivity of the primary
Among these are chiefly IRTRAN*materials coating, &:e usually applied.
made by Eastman Kodak and KRS-5 materials.

Beryllium, stainless steel, aluminum, and
Plastic materials, *n general, are considered fused quartz are used in fabricating mirror

unsuitable for use as optical components in IR substrates for cold optical devices which must be
instruments-mainly because of poor mechanical cooled to cryogenic temperatusies to avoid be-
properties, low scratch resistance, temperature coming performance-limited due to background
instability, instability due to water absorptior photon fluctuations. From a thermal standpoint,
and difficult surface finishing characteristics, the mirror substrate material must have high'
The following exceptions should be noted: thermral conductivity and thermal diffusivity

characteristics and, if possibL2, low thermal
capacity. These combined characteristics deter-
mine the ease with which the optical element
can be cooled to the required operating tem-*ITRAN is a proprietary name of Ea~stmian Kodak Co.patean mitiednathr lgrin-

for optical materials which transmit in the 3-5 an perature and maintained in a thermal gradient
2 -144 bands, free coidition.
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The fact that the structure which supports the plete information is contained in Refs. 2 i
optical element is usually made of the same, or through 17.
very similar, material as the mirror substrates, th . i a ( '
makes ceriain mechanical properties mandatory. disprsinves represeetngthe characteristicsdof an
These properties must exist at the extremely low ninpersof vteru mreuefuh cR marteril sf ar

Stemperature at which the device is designed to number of te more useful ., marials are

operate. The material must be rugged (insen- given in Figs. 3-2 and 3.3. mr s

sitive to notches or stress concentrations) to Data pertaining to some of the mirror sub.
* avoid brit:le fracture when subjected to nigh strate and support materials are listed in Table

loads of high strain rates. A high strength- 3-2. Pyrex, Vycor, and Pyroceramn are trade-
to-weight ratio is required of cold optical marks of the Coming Glass Works; CER-VIT is a
devices used in the em'ironment of a sounding registered trademark of Owens-Illinois, Inc. Table
rocket, balloon, or sate.lite. 3-3 illustrates the reflectivity characteristics of

the most frequently used mirror coatings.
3-2.1.2 Material Properties

3-2.1.3 Anti-reflaction Coatings
Table 3-1 lists the significant properties of the

more common IR materials and illustrates graph- Transparent materials have a general property

ically the transmission ranges of the materials, of reflecting a portion of the radiation beam as

The transmittance curves are arrangred in increas it pasces through a boundary between the media
ing cutoff-wavelength order. The approximate of different indexes of refraction. The greater
cutoff point is indicated where detailLd curve the index difference, the greater wili be the

data are not available. Dotted lines indicate reflected po-tion. The reflection will be 4% at a
variations in transmit tance for different samples. single air-giass (index 1.5) interface. Two such
A transmission curve only is presented for surfaceb (as an a lens) will reflect approximately
denoting the general classification of various 8%. A lens made of germanium (index 4.011,
types of glasses. Many variations of each type which is a widely used IR material, may reflect
glass are available and no attempt has been made as much as 55%, depending on the wavelength of
to give partic.,!ar code names or provide curves the radiation involved.
for each variation. Fused quartz-variously called In optical instruments of all types, surface
fused silica, quartz glass, or vitreous silica--can reflection represents at least an auno-ance re.

be obtained either with or without the 2.7-i quiring careful design to avoid serious degrada- .
micron vapor absorption characteristics from tion in perfcrmanca. In IR systems the high
several manufacturers. percentage of reflection loss would ordinarily

The "% REFL LOSS" column lists the loss preclude the use of many materials having other
for the two surfaces at a median wavelength. high:y desirable pronerti..-- Thus, all modemr
This is an indication of the amount of improve- high-performance svstem. -.,ake use of elements
ment in transmittance which might be expected which are coated with films thai, act to reduce
if an anti-reflection coating were applied to both the surface reflections, while producing a corre-
surfaccs. sponding increase in transmission.

The dimensions listed in Table 3-1 denote the The principle upon which this action takes
thicknesses of the material for which the trans- place is one of destructive int;erference. A film
mittanco values are given. The transmittance has two interfaces, one between itself and air
values listed cannot be effectively extrapolated and the other between itself and the optical
to other thicknesses since the absorption coeffi- element, each of which produces a reflection. If
cients are not given (not available in mrst the film thickness is equal to 1/4 wavelength of
instances). Where such data are required, the the irradiance, the reflection from the second
manufactuier is usually the best source. interfare will arrive at the first interface 1/2

wavelength behind the incident radiation, there-
The information in the Table 3-1 should be by being 1/2 wavelength out of phase with that

used only as a gencral guide in comparing one reflected at the first interface. If the amplitudes
ma.erial with another and not as an ultimate of the two reflected waves are equal they wiil
source of detailed and precise data. More com- cancel each other by destructive interference.
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However, since the energy cannot be destroyed, In addition to the proper index, a coating
it will appear in the transmitted beam as an r'aterial should be resistant to chemicals and
increase in transmission, abrasions and have good adhesion properties.

In order to make the amplitudes of the two Unfortunately, the few materials available with
reflected waves equal, the film must have a an index below 1.4 do not have t-he most
ref.-aclive index which is the geometric mean desirable physical properties
between that of the air and the material of the One material which has betn found univer-
optical element"'. For air and g!ass (index 1.5) sally suitable as coating is magnesium fluoride.
this is VU 1.5 = 1.225. For air and germanium Although its index does not quite match that of
it is i/lX4 = 2. The 1/4-wavelength thickness the lower index component materials (1.5 to
can be correct for only one wavwlength and for 1.75), its initial reflection losses are not very
radiation which is incident on the surface at the severe anyway, so that less than complete
normal. At inclined incidence the path ler-th suppression of reflection is still acceptable.
through the film and back to the interference
poiit is changed because of a cos ¢ factor in the For germanium and other high-index mate-
path diff.,rence equation (0 beirg the angle of rials, the coating materials and processes bave
the ray relative to the normrel within the film). not yet been standardized. In addition, many are
Howeý er, since the cosine of small angles does proprietiry with the firms which specialize in
not change rapidly, the effectiveness of the film coating.
coating remains high over a considerable angular As an ex×.rn.le of tL;e effectivene.ss of aiti-
range. reflect-ion coating in i-mproving the transmission

S ome improvement in ,he wavelength range of IR materials, a typical set of transm.ssion
cmrves for germanium is presenteh in Fig. 3-4.

(bandwidth) over which a coating is effective re
can be made by use of multiple film !ayer of When specular reflection must be maintained
alternately high and low index material. The in cold optical devices, the substrate _,s cften
several layers are designed for pe.nk action each coated with a few tl-ousandths of an inch of
at a different wavele7ngth so that the overa!l Kaniven®. an electroýess nickel -oating devel-
'.ffect is that of increasing the bandwidth. oped by the General American `ransportation
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Corporation. This material is amorphous and 3-22-3 Filters
polishes by material flow sn'ilarly to glass, thus
obtbterating the crystalline -tructure of the The purpose of a fier s to attenuae the
slubstrate below, energy of an optical beam either uniformly or in .

r te hcertain-selected wavelergth rcgions. A filter
" Unorunately, the 'ermal coefficient of usually consists of thin layer,; of solid material

expansion of nickel i- greatly different from deposited on a substrate or or. the surface of an
most substrate matetials, The hi-metallic strain optical component.
produced is readily apparent optically for even Filters which attenuate unifcrmly over a given
modest changes in temperature when only one spectral region are called "Nettra; Density Fil-
side of the base material is coated. Normally ters". These are usually prodtced by metallic
both sides of a aiirror substrate are coated with deposits of a controlled thickn.ss. This permits
an identical thickness of Kanigen in order to part of the beam energy to be transmitted and
balance the bi-metallic stress. part reflected, while a small p.rt is absorbed.

Neutral density filters are not the only means of
3-2.2 OPTICAL COMPONENTS attenuating an electromagnetic be ML In infrared

technology it is common practicm to use a wire
3-2.21 Types of Lenses and Principal screen or a lattice of holes in an opaque plate

Charnctrwistics with a set percentage of open space. However,
this is only useful when diffracticn effects can

Lenses serve as the refracting components in be ignored, which is usually not the case.
optical systems. They change the convergence or A neutial density filter, set at an angle to the
divergence of the optical ray bundles as re beam and with both the reflected aoid transmit-
quired. Convergence is the characteristic of a be d with both f lctedo a n t he
bundle whereby its rays are directed toward athe
point. Divergence means that tne rays appear a optical system, acts as, and is called, a "Beam

originate from a point. The rate of convergence Splitter".
or divergence is measured by the angular size Spectral filtering depends on the interference

(full-cone angle) of the bundle. Positive power effects of thin transparent coating layi.rs which

lenses, or simply positive lenses, will increase the permit transmission of certain selected wave-

rate of convergence or change a divergent bundle lengths while attenuating others.

into a convergent bundle. Negative lenses in- Materials and processes have been developed
crease the rate of divergence or render a conver- whicn make possible the production of a wide
gent bundle divergent, variety of spectrally selective filters. These are

often classified according to their characteristics
as indicated in Fig. 3-7. Spike filters, Fig. 3-7(C),

The power of a lens, or the degree to which it as n as 27 of te wigel3-7(C)
can be made as narrow as 2% of the wavelength

will change the rate of convergence or diver- at which transmission occurs for wavelen
gence. is a function of the surface curvatures and

shorter than 20 microns.
refractive index; the g'eater curvatures and
refractive indexes produce the higher powers. Interference filter design and fabrication is a

A variety of lens types along with their chief highly specialized science and techiiology, muchAcvaracteritics oans tes along witathedir chie of which is proprietary with the manufacturer.
characteristics and uses are illusirated in Fig. Anitouor team tofhesbcts3-5. An introductory treatment of the subject is
3-5. given in Ref. 19, and some advanced techniques

are described in Refs. 20 thruugn 23.
3-2.2.2 "rypes of Mirrors Spectral as well as neutral density filters are

Minors perform the same fbnction as do also produced in the absorbing type. Either the
lenses (although in a differert manner) in substrate itself or a coatinr.g may perform the
changing the rate of cor.vergence of ray bundles, absorbing function. In th:s type, the spectral
The most useful feature offered by a mirror is its characteristics are dependent entirely on the
freedom from chromatic aberration. Some typ- selection of materials for the substrate and
ical mir-ror shapes and corre-poneing character- coating. Kcak's Wrattan filers ar? examples of
istics are illustrated in Fig. 3.6. this filter.
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CONVEX CONVFGING,: GENERAL USE, MAGNIFICATION

PI FLANO CONVEX CONVERGING: USED OFTEN IN OPPOSE.) DOUBLES
TO F.EDUCE ,PHIRICAL AýBERRATION

MENISCUS CONVERGING: REDUCED SPHERICAL ABERRATION

ICONCAVE DIVERGING: GENERAL USE, DEMAGNIFICATION

j 7 PLANO CONCAVE DIVERGING: USED IN MULTI-ELEMENT COMBINATIONS

I• MENISCUS DIVERGING: REDUCED SFHERICAL ABERRATION

<DOUBLET CORRECTED FOR CHROMATIC ABERRATION

MULTI-ELEMEN"T HIGH OR.DER OF ABERRATIONS CORRECTION:
USED IN COMPLZX SYSTEMS

ASPHERIC CORREJ.2ED FOR SPHERICAL ABERRATIONS:
USED IN CONDENSER SYSTEMS

FIGURE 3-i. 8asic Lens Forms
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CONCAVE SPHERICAL CONVERGYNG: GENERAL USE

CONVEX SPHERICAL DIVERGING. GENERAL USE

PARABOLOIDAL ACCURATELY FOCUSES A PARALLEL BEAM OR
Ix- PRODUCES A PARALLEL BEAM FROM A POINT

SOURCE

ELi CON IDC A REFOCUSES A DIVERGING BUNDLE AT ANOTHER
ELLIPSOIDAL POINT (P) DISPLACED YROM THE POINT OF

ORIGIN (0)

GENERAL USED MOSTLY IN COMBINATION SYSTEMS OF
ASPHERIC TWO OR MORE COMPONENTS

PLANE CNANGE DIRECTION OF BEAM

FIGURE 3-6. Basic Mirror Foems
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3-22.4 Prium - combination, Fig. 3-8 (E), has the property of
Prisms are flat suaced inverting an image carried by a beam of radia-

c ponents (Fig. 3-8)mage origially formed in an inverte
used in optical systems to perform the following At byage orignall f eion oa tecA
variety of important optical functions: position by the conventional action of a tele-

1 r i r i e scope or binocular objective may be restored to
, 1. Dispersion. Since the refraction of elctro- its erect position by this Porro ccmbination.

magnetic energy rays at an interface between
materials of differing densities varies with the 7. Pt length Chning. th sack Porro
wavelength of the radiation, the wavelength pnsin, in folding the optical path back and forth
Scomponents of a composite beam passing several times, will reduce the total length of the

sp strument of which it is a part thereby making
thasit more compact. The energy loss at the inter-separated. This action is called dispersion (Fig. nall reflectin surfaces is nearly zero. 4
3-8 (A)). It is useful in analyzing radiances from
various sources and, ultimately, in identifying 8. Constit Argle. The Penta prism, Fig. 3-8S~~and describing the sources. ,
n i s(F), is uniquely capable of turning a beam

2. Beam Deflection. The face formed on the through a fixed angle (in this case 900) without
hypotenuse of the 450 triangular prism (Fig. 3-8 it being precisely positioned relative to the
(B)) has the property of "total internal reflec- beam. Its primary use is in rmigefinders, where it
tion", when the material index of refraction is is required to compare the parailelism of two
greater than 1/sin 450 or 1.4142. Thus, this face spatially separated beams. A similar requirement
acts as a mirror on a beam entering througb one often occurs in many testing and alignmer t
of the other faces. The beam directed out devices.
through the third face is considered to be 9. Retro-reflectioL An unusual type of con-
S deflcted th~rough 900. The advantage of this stant deviation prism is the cube comer, Fig. 3-8
device over a plane mirror is that tnere is no
e s e s h(G). This device will rtnmi a beam back on itself
energy loss at the reflecting surface. The enter- regardless of its orientation (within the limitedi. ~ ~~~ing and exi'mg faces can, furthermore, be coated rneo bu 5)rltv oteba.I

range of about 15') relative to the beam. In
to reduce surface reflection loss such that the

Si net efficiency of the device can be brought close coniandomissieso between earth Sites,
totion and missiles or between earth and satelites,

such retro-reflec~ors can return a maximum
of,3. Reversion. As with a mirror, the elewents signal intensity from the unit (satellite or mis-
of a beam in the prism of Fig. 3-8 (B) are sfle) being probed or interrogated.
transferred from left to right and vice versa. This
action is called reversion. The image transitted Display screens made of a multiple array of
•' by the beam wll be reverted, cube comer reflectors can produce a high-bright-

* •ness display over a limited region.
A 4. Beam Splitting. Two prisms with theirShypotenuse surfaces in contact can be made into 10. Deviation. A thin prism, Fig. 3-8 (H),

hypoer~se urfice incontct an e mde nto called a wedge, is used in devices where it is
an efficient beam splitter, Fig. 3-8 (C). In this
device the totai internal reflection property is necessary that a beam or an image be laterally
Ssuppressed, and a thin metallic lila' which deviated by a small amount. Two wedges in the
Sreflects partvilly and transmits partia•Iy i same beam closely spaced and arranged to rotateirposet bertweeand treacntacting urface is. The counter to each other, Fig. 3-8 (1), form theinterposed between the contacting surfaces. The basic unit of an imoortant type Iof infrared
advantage gained over a conventional flatplate
beam splitter is the elimination of the ghost scanning mechanisin.

image usually formed at the second surface of 11. Par-alel Displacement. If a beam is direct-
such a plate. ed at an angle through a plate havi~ig parallel

5. Double Revirsion or Inversion. An Amici faces, Fig. 3-8 (J), it will be displace-d but its

or roof prism, Fig. 3-8 (D), has the property of direction will not be changed. This property is
used in the design of a rotating multi-facet prismreverting a beam •.id the image it carries in two
used in high-speed .notion picture cameras todirections, which is equivalent to an inversion. produce the "stop action" -without mechanical

6. Erection or Inverion. The Porro prism interruption of the film motion.
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illustration only.
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j { 12 Image Rotation. There ure two basic 3.2.17.2 Otject
tarp:I of prim available for pr.-ucing an an ud An object is the nominal source of the

S* rotation of a beam or of the image it car,2ies. Fig. ra n onj whic the opical syste oper-radiation upon which the optical system oper-

3- (K) shows a Dove prism and Fig. 3-8 (L)a ates.ThatiLeachrayisconsideredtoorginate
Pechan prism. In both types the beam axis at the at some point in the object. The ultimate souri e

entranre is in line with the axis at exit. Alao, of the radiation, however, may be consit;ee-abl
rotation of the prism on the beam axis produces removed fom the object.
a double speed rotation of the image.

The Dove prism should be used only in a 3-2.3.1.3 image
collimated beam of radiation since otherwise the An image is the grouping or assemblage of
inclined entcance and exit surfaces will int rays in a localized region in space. It represents
duce severe aberrations into the irnige. With the the numinal tedminal point of the Iradiationsn

Pechan prism these sLurfaces are normal to the which is pas,-d by an optical system. Unless
beam, and they affect the image to a consid- absorbed by physical means at the image, the

erably lesser degree, radiation will, nevertheless, continue beyond

The Pechan p-•. is made in two parts this terminal point.
sepamrted by an si gap of about 0.002 in. The
beam is initilly incident on the air pgp layer at

an angle steep enough to produce total internal The direction of rays in an optical system is
reflec.on. At the second encoun'er, ite beam is from the object, through the system, to the
normal to the same and will be transmitted image. All the space on the front side of the
through. At the third encounter, it is again system (where the object is located) is known as
totally reflected. object space. All the space on the side where the

Image rotator prisms are often used in dynam- image is located 'a the image space.
ic display systems (panoramic scanners, per- 3-2315 P
iscopes, etc.) to maintain the image erect relative
to a particular observer. Most of the analytical work in optics deals

1onwith the imae produced by an optical system13. Polarization. The phenomenon of polari- from a point (infinitesimally small) object.
zation is explained in another chapter of this
book. In this paragraph it is intended only to The image of a point, however, is never as
make note of the use of special prisms to small as the object due to the physical nature of
separate the two polarized components of a the radiation that forms it \diffraction) and to
composite beam. Details of the construction and itnperfections in the optical system (aberra-
action of two types of polarizing prisms, Nicol tions). It is nevertheless called a "point image."
and Rochon prisms, are found in Ref. 24, Ch.
24. 3-2.3.1.6 Extended Image

3-2.3 OPTICAL DESIGN An extended imape, L•i ,.,rrespondence with
an extended object, 1% co-isidered to be an

3.2.3.1 Definitions, Notations, assemblage of an infinite number ol point
and Sign Conventions images. Since these images are finite in size they

must necessarily be conceived as overlapping
3-2.11.1 Optical Systems each other, and each point in the extended

image is built up with contributions from many
In abstract concept, an optical system i3 a point images.

mathematical or geometrical construct which
describes the relationship of object space to 3-2.3. 1.7 First-uwder (G&usian) Optical Theory-
image space. Physically it is an apparatus which Paraxial Region
makas use of and controls a beam of electro-
magnetic radiation for the purpome ofi establish- The First-order Opfizal Theory is a logical
ing and maintaining the object space to image disciplire describing the relationship of ba ob-
space relationship. ject and an image in an idealized setting. The
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theo.y does not depend upon, and does not take In first-order theory, a quantity u is defined
into account, the physical behavior of electro- as the sloue of a ray relative to the optical axis,
magnetic radiation, wherein the slope has the usual connotation of

As applied to an optical system which i being the ýangent of the angle which the ray

symmetrical about an axis, the first-order maUi? makes with the axis. Since an angle and its
ematical formulations describing the object- tangent are nearly equal up to about 0.1 rud, u

and tan u are often used interchangeably inimage relationship are very precise when re- formulations pertinent to the extended paraxial
stricted to the so-called paraxial region which is
an infinitely narrow region around the axis. For region.
practical purposes, it has been established that 3-2.21.9 Sign Conventions
the same formulas are valid to a good degree of
approximation when applied to a region of finite In the present exposition of first-order optJcs,
extent around the axis. This may be called the the following conventions apply and the accom-
exti aded paraxial region. panying notations and signs are used:

1. Radiation is assumed to progress generally
from left to right (Fig. 3-9).

3-3.3.1.8 R.y-Sope of a Ray" 2. The direction of the axis is generally
In geometrical optics, the concept of a ray has positive toward the right.

been effectively usod to describe the characteris- 3
tics and properties of systems, even though the
fundamental nature of electromagnetic radiation center of curvature is to the right of a gven
does not admit to the existence of such. The surface.
"basic characteristics of a ray are its infinitely 4. Distances measured from left to right are
narrow width and :r propagation along a positive. In diagrams, the direction of measure-
straight-line path in homogeneous media. ment is indicated with an arrow.

+

U +

AXIS

UAYG

FIGULRE 3 9. Conventional Geometry in First-order Ootics
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- 5. DL'-tances measured upward frcn & hor.. bYMBOL DEFINITION
zontal axis are positive.

6. Each flope angle is designated by a curved
.,,,Tow starting at the axis and extending tu the n Index ofmfractior of first medium,dirnensiovles

, Ly. The sign of the ang!e is positive if the hrrow Index of refraction cf second m-
• raows a clockwise rotation. dIndex sionless

dium, dimensionless
7. Angles of incidence and refraction are

measured from the normal to the surface. fhe Pi, P2 Principal planes. The intersection
angles are positive if the measurement is coun- of the parallel rays in an idealized

terclockwise. Note the variance relative t system with the converging rays.
This is nomina~ly the region where
the optical action (refraction or

8. the index of refraction is a positive reflection) takes place.
number greater than 1. A vacuum has an index
of 1; a&r, slightly greater than 1. A reflctive P1 , P2  Principal points. Intercepts of theof ; irslghty reterthn 1 Arefeciv optical xi and the principal, plan~es.
surface is considered to be equivalent to a
refractive medium having an index of (- 1). r Radius of curvature of a surface

S, 8' Object-imh e distances from princi-
3.23. 1.10 Nomenclature pal planes

t Thickness of an element, i.e., theSYMBOL DEFINITION
spacing betwn!en surfaces

BFL Bcrk focal length u Slope of a ray; angle between a ray
and the optical axis

c Surfvace curvature, equal to I/r, cm
x, x' Object-inmge distances from focal

d, d' Principal plane distances from refer-ence surfaces pit
""encte sfcesy Ray heigiK measured from the axis

to the my at or near a refracting or

f , f2 Focal points. An optical system reflecting iarface
characteristicauly acts to change a
bundle of parallel rays so that they All mensurable quantities listed are in terms of
converge toward a point in space length units, unless odierwise specified.
,Yhich is called a focal point.

f ,f'.b Focal lengths or focal distances. 3-2.3.2 First-order Thrmy-Formulations
Focal distances are the distances
measured from the focal point to 3-Z..2 1 Cardinal Poink of Optical Elements
the principal plane. The parameters which Aetermine the image-

FFL Front focal length forming characteristics of an optical element are
tne curvatures of the surfaces, the index of

h Object or image height; radial dis- refracion of the material, and the position of
tarnce from the optical axis to a the surfaces relati-ve to the object or image. The
point in the object or image field relatior.sh-p is a conplicated one. However,

Subscript dercting the number of these parameters can be converted to others,
a particular element or surface in a namely, the focal distances and principal plane
scries of such, integer spacings which to a &-st approximation define

the object-image relationship in a greatly sim-
Subscript denoting the last surface plified r.anner. The focal and principal points of
or element in a series, integer an elemeat or system belong to a family called

in Lateral magnification, dimension- cardinal points, which include also a pair called
less nodal points. Nodal points have a property such
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that if a lens is tilted or rotated on any axis Thick Lens: (Refer to Fig. 3411)I
through the same, no change in image position
results if the object is flied. For alens in airthe FFL = (f 11 _ ( t J;1(3-3)
nodal points and principal points are coincident. = nrl r k

-curvature of front surface
The location of focal points and principal j /nn\ 1(A

points is computed &s fellows~: Bn'r 2  ' 11 C2  34

For a single-surface elei,!ent: (Rlefer to Fig. -curvature of back surface
3-10) /F.1

ff

-~~n - n)--) (-)d -r~ + (3-6)

n'(r, - r:) (n' nFt
where W~> n

-rt
ard 4= I r (3-2) d '(-r)(nnt (3-7)

fb n'- n /'r . n ~

P1 & P2

RAY PARALLEL TO AXIS

OBJECT SPACE -*

RAY PARALLELr

a - bl

FI GURE 3- 10. Cardin2/1 P,,,ne ror SingIe-surfai Element
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Pt
1 P2

RAY PARALLEL
OBJECT SPACE d TO AXIS° /

IMAGE SPACE

f f

• !------ BFL

SFFL ] C2

- -f (EFL) f' (EFL)

FIGURE 3w1. CwnInal Poin& for Daoub1#-.SuaC Thick La.a Ea•,ýt

Thin Lens: (Refer to Fig. 3-12 for sample problem setup.)

A thin lens !3 defined as one wherein the
spFor the purpose of the ray trace, assume a light... spacing between principal points, P, and P2, isI

negligible compared with other parameters. beam parallel to the optical axis, i.e., let u, 0;
S Therefore, if we let t- 0 in Eq. 3-5 y = arbitrary value; f, A.... t. = focal lengths

of successive elements; d', dj .... dk = spacing of

I1EFL ( (3-8) elements as shown. The order of the operstions
7 f r2  is as follows:

which is called the Lens Maker's Formula. = U 1  - U2
(1) ul u + - ,

3.23.22 Multiple Element Systems

The location of cardinal points in multiple (2) y2 = y,- du'
element systems, Fig. 3-12, is determined most
easily by means of an elemenTary ray trace, using (3) u,1 = u,+ Y2 = U3

the pair of Eqs. 3-9 and 3-j0 at each element in (4) Y - du
succession.

""i j+ (3-9) (5) uL U3 4 f3

f t

y1+,= y;- d4ui (3-10) (6) BFL YI yu',, = U (3-11)

where (7) EFL =y,/u' = y, /u (3-12)

u, = slope of the incident ray rela-
tive to the opticzi axis

yj = height at which the ray strikes
trie element *Note: f2 is a negative number for the negative lens.
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2P (FOR THE CflMBINATION)

:P I P2 P '
d''

2
*- '- EFL

.7.f. ... ...... . . .. ... '

, 31

Y3.i

_._& _ _".-.... .. ..

FIGURE 3- 12 Systim Cardinal Pointz by Ray Traeing

Each optical system has two focal points arid Reference is made to Figs. 3-13, 3-14, andtwo principal plaes. Eqs. 3.11 and 3-12 locate 3-15.

only one of each of these. To locate the second Image Positicn
focal point and principal plane for the combina-
tion, trace a similar ray through the system 1 = 1 + GasinFrua (-3backwards. u3 X.f ... (

The BF'L measured from the principal plane xx"' ff' Newtonian Formula (3-14)
of the .ast element as shown is of value only to Lateral Magnification
the designer. The optician who will assemble,h's='test, and use the system needs to know the BFL m~ - .- L - - 3-5

d3'

as FGReasured from the last surface. By treatingthe thorc element sepmately as a thick lns, a where h and h' are the radial distances from the

distance d'3 may be calculated by subtracting optical axis to a point in the object or imagethe distanci (Eq. 3-7) from the indicated BFL, field, respectively.
thereby obtaining the required net value. An optical system rith strong positive power

will act upon the diverging ray bundles out of
3-2.3.2.3 Image Positin, Magnifimation, the object, and make them converge to form a

and Virtum l Image real mprange as in Fig. 3-13. A weaker positive

system or a negative system can only reduce orThe equations for image-object and magnifica- increase the divergence so that a real image
tion relationships apply to both single element cannot be formed. Inste-'d, a virtual image isand compound systeers. A single pair of focal defned at the regon out of which the re-direct-
poitts and principal ptnts may be defined for a ed rays appear to orignate as in Fig. 3-15. The
c__ompound system to flty describe Bts first-order virtual image, thus, is the equivalent of a
optical characteystics, re'ardless of the shape, daspeaced object. It to be noted that no real
inde:, or spacing of the individual elemenas. rays exist in the virtual image space.
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ANY PLANE THROUGH THZ AXIS
DIRECTION OF IS. A MERIDIAN PLANE

OPTICAL SYSTEM
LINE
OBJECT

LINNE

LIN PLANE1

CUVTRx N f

NOErbRR pc ~ mg

spceaINuermosd

distinTuih oNe from

the other.

FIGURE 3-174. Mferidisn Ptane Section of a Re f/ective Sys'nm
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fl Il £

!VIRTUJAL V
IMAGE;i I___ __ __

h, OBJECT !

x

OPTICAL SYSTEMI

ff

f!
SW

FIGURE 3- 5. V•mruM I,.•e Formation by an OPtkt Systwmn

3-2.3.2.4 Sine Condition-Lagrange Law This,.tatement describes Lhe relationship which
of Invariaane must exist if an optical system is to produce

perfect image points in the vicinity of the a-is.
The Sine Condition of Abbe and the Lagrange Thus, an image to be free of aberrations requires

Law of Inva~riance. are highly effective tools fo- constant magnification for all optical paths from
analyzing compklx optical systems. One applica- object to image. The ratio sin -t. / sin u, must,
tion of these isaemonstrated in Fig. 3-16, which
represents a typical optical relay system of k
stages. The Lagrange Law of Invariance i- similar to

Abbe's Sine Condition: the Sine Condition with u substituted for sin u.
It applies in the paraxial region where u - sin u.I (invariant) = n I h• sin u,

= n, h, sin u, If the system of Fig. 3-16 is ray-traced to
obtain uk, then the system magnification and
image height h', can be determined without

= ... n ,h, sin ui (3-16) reference to the internediate stages using the

From which is obtai-ed: Lagrange Law in the form,

=magnification m . . (3-18)

\nh Sill U~ From these, the parameters of overall focrA

sin u' (in air) (3-17) lengths, back &Ccal lengths, and location of
sin u pr.ncipal planes cran bp deAerriined.
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NMBER OF STAGESi

.1

',GURAE 3-16. A~pihcatio• of Sine Condition

"kk"

3-2.3.3 Limitation of Rays is the entrance pupil. Similarly, the image of the

Ttaperture stop formed by t;,e optics behind ,L isSThe aperture stop of an optical system is a

physical element which linits the size of the ry the exit pupil.
bundles that form each typical image point (see
Figs. 3-17 and 3-18). At the position of the As may be observed in Fig. 3-17, the entrance

aperture, all the image-forming rays are corn- pupil is not always located at the first element
pletely intermingled. The principal o€ chief ray of the assembly. In this system its size is
passes through the center of the aperture stop, equivalent to the clear aperture diameter of the
hence, it is the central ray of each bundle that first lens, but its position is coincident with that
forms an image point. Each principal ray zrosses of the aperture stop L,- uind the second lens. In
the axis at the apertume stop and possibly at Fig. 3-18 ýhe entrance p. pil is in front of the
several other points. Each of these altenate assembly, but its size is considerably smaller
crossing points locates an "image of the aper- than that of the clear aperture of the objective
ture". and each such image point could be lens.
selected as the position for the physical ap2rture

stop, so that with suitable size adjustments, the Field angle and aperture angle (ray bundles)
system performance will remain unchanged. computation should always be bascd on the

In a compound optical system it is possible to entrance and exit pupils as references, not on

locate an image for each lens element in the the real aperture stop.
series. Some of these will be virtual imagFs. A
physical stop (called a field stop) may be placed
at the position of any real image to limit or 3.2.3.3.2 Relative Aperture, Speed, f/no.,
define its size. This then also defin•s the field and Numerical Aperture
angle or viewing angle of the system. The
half-feld angle is measured at the entrance pupil Relativeý aperture, speed, and f/no. all refer to
between the axis and the chief ray which the same characteristic of an optical system, i.e.,
intersects the outermost point (edge) of the the angular size of the image-forming my
image. bundles. It is clear that this size determines the

energy density arr-ivng at the image. Thus, from
3.2.3.3.? Entrance Pupil-Exit Pupil the efftet of energy density on a photographic

In any optical system there is defined an plate, the concept of speed has ben derived.

image of the aperture stop for-med by the The clear aperture of a system is defined as
portion of the system in front of that stop. This the diameter of the entrance pupil.
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The f/no, of a bundle iss determined from the In a well-corrected system where the optical

effective focal lengdi (EFL) and clear aperture path length from all portions of the exit pupil is
(CA) of the stetaken asa ratio, which constan so that
incidentally approximates the reciprocal of the
cone angle of the bundle in radians. Thus, for a

* system witl' an object at infinityItCN
Relative Aperture = f/no. =EFLICA si u= iFL i(e ig -9

Numerical Aperture (IVA) is defined as tile and if n is for air, than
sine of the halfeone angle u of the image
formaig ray bundles -multiplied t.y the index of NA =sin u
refraction of the image space, thus1IA

NA -n sin u (3-19) k T-V

This is, likewise, a measure of the same 1( G-20)
characteristic as f/no. 2 (f/nio.)

//EFL

CA

LA~I PRINCIPAL PLANE OF THE
OPTICAL SYSTEM (SPHERICAL)

-EFL-

FIGURE 3-19. PClarion7Shi;' of Clear Ape'tur. and Erfe:rive Focal Lengthl
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3-2.3.4 Abomtions in Third-order Optics Law of Refraction, n' sin r= n sin I, and the
Law of Redeckion I = ].These are illustrated in

.341A.1 Tird-czr T"heory Fig. 3-20.

The First-order (Gausz~an) Theory of optical Snell's Law can be stated in the form:
Imagery is based on a purnly mathe~natical or
geometrical structure which relates an object In)

space to an image space. It describes, thereby, sin r = sin I

the object-image relationship of perfect or ideal- from which it appears possible to have sin /'
iz,,d optical systems. Real optical systems, ho-,v- oeater than 1, if n is greater than n'. This occurs
ev;er, are always imperfect and generally are the incident ray is in the denser of the twowhen teicdn a si h esro h w
afflicted with de,,'tons from the ideal. These mediums. A limiting incidence angle I exists for
Sare called aberrations, which P is 90 deg, and this is called the critical

The exact behavior of rays in a real optical angle. If the incidence angle is greater than the
system is described by two basic laws: (1) Snell's critical angle, the ray will be totally reflected.

14ORMAL "'"•

10 NORMAL

(A) (B)

REFRACTION OF A RAY REFLECTION OF A RAW'
AT AN INTERFACE BETWEEN AT AN INTERFACE BETW4EEN
MEDIA OF DIFFERENT INDICES MEDIA OF DIFFERENT INDICES

n n

NORMAL

(C) ~ /

TOTAL INTERNAL.
REFLECTION / 5"

FIf;'JRF 3-20. Geometrical Presentation a1 
Reframctd and Rafiectmd Rays
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Using the basic laws of refraction and reflec- expansions and truncating these at a low order
4 tion, along with the geometry of the optical level. It has been found that inclusion of

comporents of a system, it is possible to trace third-order terms of the series, only, will provide
the exact path of any number of rays through a reasonably accurate accounting for the aberm-
the system and determine from these the per- Uors.
formonce of the system. Well-established and T -hnique of analysis represents the
standardized ray tracing formulas can be found
in almost any optics text book (e.g., Refs. 2L third-order theory of optical imagery.

and 26). Analysis of optical systems by direct 3-2.3.4.2 Monochromatic wberrations
ray tracing had been a tedious and time-con- In third-order theory, the deviation of a
.suming process until the recent advent of representative ray in an optical system from the
high-speed digital computers. As a consequence, path described by the Gaussian theory is ex-
a body of theory has been develuped in past pressed as a polynomial consisting of five terms.
years by means of which the ray tr~cing for-
mulations are compared directly with the ideal- Each term describes a different type of iberra-
ized formulas of the Gaussian theory so that the tion. Accordingly, any term which L euaI to
nature and magnitude of the iberrations may be zero represents the absence of a p.-ticular type
closely examinedtand analyzed. in the optical systrm. In a perfect optical system

closly xamied nd aalyed.all the terms are zero.
This type analysis is further aided by using, in

place of certain tiigouometdc functions in the These five Seidel aberrations (named after theray tracing formulas, their equivalent series investig.tor who first described thenm) inchAde:

TRANSVERSE
SPHERICAL
ABERRATION

HIGHEST CONCENTRATION
OF ENERGY IS AT THZ VIEW A-A
CENTER (lox)

MERIDIAN PLANEOUTER ZONE
(EXIT PUPIL) R.'f

RWSPHERICALABERRATION

AXIS [ AXTAL RAY

YPARAXALINNER ZONZ , [ FOCUS OF FOCUS

RIM RAYS

W4EN RIM RAYS FOCUS TO THE LEFT OF THE PARAXIAL FOCUS,
THE SPHERICAL ABERRATION IS POSITIVE (+), PER DIAGRAM.

WHEN RIM RAYS FOCUS TO THE RIGHT OF THE PARAXIAL F()2US,
THE SPHERICAL ABERRATION IS NEGATIVE (-).

FIGURE 3-21. Optkl Disern Iliuv;'ringq S.hpkcaAberration
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C C COMA

HIGHEST CONCENTRATION
ISYSTM OPICALAXISOF ENERGY AT APEX

MERIDIAN PLANE
------- SAG ITZAL

I
3T

PLAN7V R-C s VEW A-A

(EXIT PUPIL) __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

COMA IS POSITIVE IF THE APEX

OF THIE FLARE IS '.JOINTING

TOWARD THE OPTICAL AXIS.

FIGURE 3-22. Gp dcal Diag,,rarr Con., Abemrraion

1. Spherical Aberration (SA). When the rays (offense against the sine condition) by
in the outer zones of a bundle come to a focus Conrady25 .
at a point axially displaced from the frccus of the 3.Atg tim()Thsaerio ocu

ray che t th axs (araial, te rsul IS when the rays of a meridiancl fan come to a
spherical aberration. It is measured in either the focus at a pint which is longitudinally disr laced

longtudnal r te trnsvrse iretion as from the focus of the sagittal fan of rays. Each
show in ig. -21.focus is a short [ine. and the two lints are

rotated "-O deg with respect '10 ,'ne another (Fig.
2. Cma C Wen he rys n te oter 3-23). The linear displacemnent between .he T

2.ne Com an (C).xj Whe te rayus inthe poute and S images is a measure of the astigmiatism
zoneh s of span of-di both dlaerfocsl a an pon irtl which is ;)resent. However, in some instarict-s it

dinally from the focus of ',he rays, in the inney isncenfsion btowe-er. ain th. ifir the f/no ofte
anu central zones, coma i; said Ito exist (Fig. bonundeion knowen, T iarnde S.f this bln.r circle
3-2n). Coma is measured by the degree of candbe caclae knwasda-e o hsbvrcrl
deviadion of the ray intc`rcept~s in the image cabcluatds
plane from a nearly perfect imagc poi nt defined I~ XLstjgmatism(31
by the sine condition. This is called 0sc (flFno.)) 2
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* ASTIGMWTISM

_DCONFUSION -. t~ IM{AGE

ASTIGMATISM IS POSITIVE IF

AT ION PROPAGATION.

IF THE f/no. OF THE BUNDLE iS KNOWN,
THEN THE DIAýMETER OF' MINIM¶UM CIRCLE OF
CONFUSION IS GIVEN BY

I AST'.G
(f/no.) x 12

FIGURE 3-23. Optical Diagram Wit strraing Artigmatism
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t/

;P B .

T S
SOBJECT A-?:IS

T - TANGENTLAL IMAGE SURFLZE

S = SAGITTAL IKAGE SURlrACE b , 3a

P - PETZ'AL "..FA..

B - NORMA!, PLANTE TO AX5S

FIGURE 3.24. Field Cuature..

4. Field Curvature. Field curvature is a de- Jo not follow the path prescribed oy the
parture of the off-axi, image poirts from the Gaussian theory, the result is an image which is
normal plane through the paraxial focus point, no longer similar in every detail to the object.
Fig. 3-24 shows the loci of tangential and Barrel distortion occurs when magnification
sagittal off-axis image points for a simp!e optical decreases toward the outer zones of the field.
system along with a reference surface P called Conversely, pincusnion distortion occurs when
the Petzval surface. The Petzval surface is fixed magnification increases toward the outer zones.
by the overall parameters of an optical system This distortion is measured as the spatial differ-
and usually cannot be changed significantly by ence between a point in a particular region of
shifting or bendin2 the lens elements. The T and the image field and a similar point in a perfect
S surfaces, however, can be changed by such image (an image which is exactly similar to the
manipulation but always in suchi a way that all object). The percent distortion is the ratio of tWe
tangential image points are three times as far amount of distoi-ion to the distance of the
from the Petzval surface as are the correspond- selected image point from the o:jticrl axir. The
ing sagittal image points. In simple optical point usually selected for distortion specifica-
systems the three itated surfaces are usually tion is at the extreme edge of the field. In Fig.
paraboloics of revolution. 3-25

5. Distortion. Distortion is an aberration
which affects mainly the principal rays of an %(distortn 1
optical system (Fig. '3-25). Wbenever these rays
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7_1

• B IMAGE- PINCUSHION i

KI'l
I
i

A~~r1

B ~IMAGE BARRCELIO

S"-- L...•DISTORTION

Sgl~FGURE 3-25. Examp•les af Pincushion anod a"~e Diroroaa

3.2.3.4.3 Chromatic Aberration expected to opertea., and define the i-mage
displacements for those wavelengths as ,.he

Chromatic aberration is really a first-order chromatic aberration.
effect due directly to the variation of index of 3-.4. orconfAbrtis
refraction of the elements of the optical system. 3-.44CorcinfAbraos
The two ty-,ws of chronatic aberration3 rec- It should be noted that the various aberra-
ognizzed arellongitudinai ana transverse. Longitu- tions are characteristics of the representative
dinal chromatic aberration is a difference in imag~e poinja which an optical system produces.
focal position between imrages formed by two andi not of ei,_• lotical system itself. They are,
difzferent wavelen•,•.hs of radiation. Transverse how-,ver, fun.-tions of ihe optical. systemn pa-
chromat':c aborration at the off-axis image points rameter.,, and often. can be explicitly stated as
is character';zeal by i lateral displacement be- such. Ir these functional ra!ationships ar'e
tween im-ages, formed by two different wave- k-nown, 4. becom-i possibl-? to cor~tzrl t',Ie
lengths of radiation. aberrations by the judicious selection and i=djust-

ment of the system parameters. The more
parameters available, the higher the degree. of

It is converitioi~al practice to select two control obtainable. Thus, the more perfectly
wavelengths which rmpresent the ends of the corre~cted systerts tend to have many ejements,
spectral band over which the optical system is each cý,.-.ýýiuting i•ts own set z•f paramieteýrs.
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3-2.14.5 Relation of Aoerrations two surfaces of an element in parallel while
to Optical System Parametars . maintaining the net curvature or, power of the'

The basic parameters of an ortical sstem combined surfaces. (See Fig. 3-26.)
include: (1) index of refraction of the elements, Also in both refractive and reflective single-
(2) spacing of the elements, and/or spacing of element systems, the spherical aberration can be
the surfaces (thickness), (3) curvature of the reduced to zero by making the surfaces aspheric.
surfaces, ard (4) object cr image distance. A paraboloidal reflective element, for example,

In simple optical systems (one or t sur- shows no spherical aoerration A'or an objec& atIn smpl o~icalsysems(oneor wo ur- infinity.

faces), the effects of these parameter variations
on optical aberrations are observed directly and 2. Coma (C) and Astigmatism (A). These
an immediate cause-and-effect relationship can aberrations can be reduced by lens bending,
be established. changing the element spacing, and adjusting the

stop position. Since generally, element spacing1. Spherical Aberration (SA). In a system affects astigmatism much more than it does

which contains a single refractive element (two coect astigm ti mu sh more than it does
surfaces), ard with the object at infnity, the coma, an opportunity exists for differentially
spherical aberration can be changed by "ben- adjusbing these aberrations.
ding" the lens until minimum F'erration is 3. Petzval curvature (PC). This condition is
obtained at one ';articular configuration. Bend- fixed for element of given power and index
ing is a process of changing the curvatures of of refractf a. The PC can be approximated by

2 cm

OBJECT
AT co

II I I I I
1.0

.75

Z Z

-2 -1 0 --1 +2

SHAPE FACT'R

FIGURE 3-26. Lens Bending for !,,nin7um ý pricvl Aberration
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"(3-23) positive elements wu be different from those of
the regative elements, so that a combination can"where n is the refractiv. index of be designed to cowel 'the aberrations while

and f is the focal length of the element. wa-ataining a given t power.
For more. comple systems, &l.e relationship

The Petzval curvature can be changed by o o oecm~ rtmterltosiThe etzal urvztue cn b chnge by of aberrations to optical parameters has been
varying the index and adjusting the surface f brrationd to optica paters has beenformalized into se t of equatior-s whikh showcurvatures to maintain a fixed focal length or the contribut•un c each set of component
power parameters to each o the aberrations in the final

4. Distortion. Small amounts of distortion image. The total (amc) aberrations are the al-
can be controlled by locating the aperture stop gebraic sums of the individual cortnbutions.
at a given point in a system, Pnd Ly arranging These are known as Seidel Sums..
the system elements symmetrically around the
stop. In wide field angle systems, where the .ne equations for the 'idel Sums (net
distortion cannot be effectively controlled, it aberrations) are given in term-s other than tue

maybe expedient to ccept whatever degree of basic element i3n.mmeters defined so far. Thetmaydbe exists aept whater d re terms used are more immediately descriptive of
distortion oists after the othei a.errations are the total system and particularly of the ays
balanced out.whc te" ~which traverse the sygem.•

5. Clromtit. 2-btrration. Control of chro-
matic aberrations can be acheived by the corn- It is necesswry to begin with an e!ementary
bination of two or more elements; the positive ray txace of two representative rays as shown in
power for introducing positive abenratcns and Fig. 3-27. A new set of parameters asscciated
negative power for introducing negat'ie aberrn- with each surface, i, is thus calculatEd according
tions. By using suitable lens materials, the to the listed forula. Subscripts k identify the
aberrations per-unit-power pertaining to the fin.l surface.

A PERTURRE
PARAXIAL RAY
(MARGINAL)

FGURE 3.27. EtenvowtraK Rm/ Trsc• AR~quwrd .or Com~uirw 1 SeideJ Aberritions
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* Parameter Identity

Sl l'ri oSurface curvature for radius r

N, ni/n; Index ratio for media on opposite sides of the
surface

u; cy,(1" N1 ) - Nju, Slope of refracted ray

ut1 U, ... Slope of incident ray on fo!lowino surface

Y-.1 , Y- iU'i Ray height after a spacing equal to t4 between
surfaces

it = CY1 - ui Angle of in,'ident ray at the surface

ip*= ciypY - upi Angle o! incident principal ray at the surface

1 = (uyp- yuP) Invariant-to be computed from parameters of
sturface N-o 1. Note: yj = 0, if aperture coincides
with surface No. I

h* - Image height. The distance from the optical axis
to the f-arthest point of the image

h. n u---- mage height at last surface or element in a series

Bi - nyj(u,- if)( - N&)/21 Parame'• r

B= niy,,(u• - ip,)(1 - Nj)2I Parameter B associated with principal ray

The final formulas for Seidel Sums are given as:

Parameter Identity

BSC =B hk/ uk Longitudinal spherical aberration (3-24)
contribution

z CC = B4i h,' Coma (sagitt.A) contribution (3-25)

BhAC =0,1. /u; Astigmatism contribution (3-26)

= N (,) Pe,.zval curvature contribution (3-27)
2n

ZDC = [BjjiP + (W1• - u' )!21h] Distortion contlibution (3-28)

ELchC = yi(An - NYn')/(uý )2 Longitudinal chromatic ccntribution (3-29)

Z TehC = yi( An - NAn')u'4 Transverse c.romatic contribution (3-30)

where -,In = n,- n, and n•,,n, are indexes for two
wavelengths spanning the spectral range in whicn
system operates.
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These formulas were developed particularly include six ray coordinates (three positicaal and,
for axis-centered systems of spherical surfaces, three directional) at each surface and at the

- to which class the t:ast majority of practical image, as well as at a number of arbitrarily
cptical systems belong. However, with some designated stations.
extensions to the set, it is possible to analyze by
this technique optical systems which include 2. Detailed listing of Seidel aberration values
aspheric surfaces of revolution (pp. 274-278, and sums

SRef. 27).e3. Overall cardinal points, ptuF effective focal

length
The Seidel Sums dezcribe the aberratio.ns as

they euxist at a maximum image height h. 4. Spot diagrams, as many and as detahied as
corresponding to the interi,>pt with the final required
image plane of the princinal or chief ray 5. Modulation transfer function data
intxoduced at y,,. It is not valid simply to
change hk in the formulas to determine aberra- 6. Energy distribution plots
taon3 at intermediate heights. Instead, a com-
plete new ray trace with an intermediate value Sophisticated programs are available which
of y, must be made and a complete new set of peimit a more rigorous analysis by automatically
parameters determined from th,?se. adjusting the input data to optimize tLie dosign.

This involves the assignment ard !se of special
merit rit-eria ,.dfor logical sele-ti.)r -rograms,

3-2.3.5 Ray Tracing which may vary widely and depenm '. vily fhr
their cffectieness on thO ing(nt. ,, cf the

3-2.3.5.1 Use of Computers program designer.
for Ray Tracing

It is obvious tat the optical designer 1.9

In modem technology, it is no longer eco- longer needs to have an uiid.)rstanding c-f detaU-
nomically sound to produce optical eesigy.ns by ed ray tracing technic. es. Instead, he r..-xý.2s only
so-called "longhand calculation", using desk to learn the relathely simple program input
calculators and slide rules. hI addition to making routine to become adequately proficient in
possible the high-speed processing of established conventior-I optical design.
ray tracing formulas and aberration analysis,
large-scale digital computers increase the scope For a detailed treatment of ray tracing,
of the analysis by multiple and iterative proce- reference is made to some of the many texts
dures. available on ttis subject",'"5 .

3-2.35.2 Gtaphvc-! Ray Tring
For example, the orecise nature and extent of

aberrations can be determi.,ied by exact tracing Although la-go-scale compLters are extremely
of a large number of rays in the aperture and useful for analyzing optical systems which have
covering the entireI field to provide a comprehen- been tentatively established, thr'y cannot yet besiveraccolnteef theerte amdperaormance.dCoa- used effectively in the initial synthesis of anI
puters will even generate a display of the data in opti--ai design. At this stage, the designer's
the form of e-sily inadabie plots (spot diagrams) epeice design. iti ag th a basie¢•f he ry inercets t th imae plneexperience and .'neenuity. along with a basic !

t teunderstanding of the laws of optics are pre-

A typical computei program will accept the dominant.
basic geometrical wad physical data pertinent to System synthesi3 can often be 2xp'-,ited by
an optical system and produce the followirg System sy t an oe ne ex p te

perfomancedata.graphical ray tracing '.echniqties which help theperformance data, designer visua!ize the projected performance of

an errbryoric optical system. Se'L:-,;l such t-ch-
i. Detailed traces of a prescribed number of niques are illustrated in Figs. 3-28, 3-29, and

rays in the entrance pudi and in the field. These 3-30.
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pREFRACTED RAY

INCIDENT NORM TO
RAY SURFA~CE

(A)

(B)

Kn'

CIRCLES OF RADII
PROPORTIONAl. TO

FIGURE 3-28. Grephical Ray Tra-e7
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LOCATION OF TANGENTIAL AND SAGITTAL IMAGE POINTS ALONG THE CHIEFRAY OF AN 114FINITELY NARROW BUNDLE IN A REFLECTIVE SYSTEM.

"OBJECT St
<d

* I

K ___ •NORMAL TO ITE

, SURFACE

•6 26

S ~~S TA NGE 1£A L

I IM.GE
SAG ITTAL
IýLAGF.

PROCEDURE:

S2. DRAW THE CHIEF RAY ACCORDING TO THE LAX OF REFLECTION. f

ERECT A PERPENDICULAR TO THE !NCIDErJT CHIEF RAY THP.U c.

S4, ERECT A PERPENDICULAR TO THE SURFACE NORMAL THRU d.

S5. A STRAIGHT LINE THRU S AND K INTERSECTS ThE IEFLECTED
CHIEF RAY AT S'

6. A STRAIGHT LINE THRU S AND c INTERSECTS THE REFLEýC'?D .
CHIEF PAY A7 S'

MATHEMATICALLY S' AND S' CAN IE LOCATED WITIH THE FOLLCWrNG EQUATIONS:

FOR TANGENTI AL IMAGE:

1 1 2
S S' cos"t

FOR SAGITTAL IMAGE:

1I 2 co5 i

r

FIGURE 3-29. Graphical Ral Tracing. lýrface Ma', Bo Convex, Flat, or Concave
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\V.

~L 0 
AITL ,

E2 TANENTIAL IMAGE

4 Sa

S~CONSTRUCTION OF TANGENTIAL AND SAGITTAL IMAGE POINTS ALONG T•E CHIEF RAY

•F AN INFTNITELY NARROW BUNDLE IN A REF~RACTIVE SYSTFJm.
!i PROCEDUR?:

I Z 3 4 DRlAW THE SURFACE ,ANb TRACE "'H,• •"HIEF RAY ACCORDING TO

FIC. 3-2 8
3 •R~OU•HDA THE CENTER OF CUrRVAfl4 EUAc ERECT A

PERPENDICULAR TO ThE INCIDENT CMIEF RAY.

7 DRAW ATHROUGH c TOOFORM

• ~~~~~THEITES'TO k

8 A STRAIGHT LINE THR•OUGiI S AND k WILL INTERP'ECT '.zLE
REFRACTED CHIEF RAY AT S

9 A SHRAIGHT LINE ITHROUGH S AND c WILL INTERSECT THF
REFRACTED CHIEF RAY \T S'.

IN MULTIPLE SURFACE SYSTEMS, IF ThE INTERM4EDIATE S't AND S's POINTS TEND
TO BECO~i~ REMO¶F. AND INACCES'£1BLE, T :E PKFJ?,ESS OF LOUATING THEM CAN BE

CARRIED ON MATHEMATICALLY BY USING ¶%HE FOLLOWING EQUATIONS:

FOR THE TANGENT•IAL IMAGE:

F~t -• -,C • i 0 - • O

SI S •8.

-- s

SFI~PGUW.. 3-3C. Gr,:P :¢ai F.•' Tr.M.an Surf,. MA•y 'Ia Concave. F1.t'. (,r Con,t-

S~3-50
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Procedure: Determination :f the diffraction effect be-I- comft rapidly mcre complicated wlhen the sys-
1. Draw the normal to the surface through p

e the point of incidence.not cilar. For moat '. ,
2. oraw an ailenc y however, the circular equivalent of t!-e given2. Dr w n uxl ar d ag ar.(B c nsi a perture m ay be used to estim ate first-ord e r '

ing of two concentric circles of radii proportional pe
to the indices n and n'. diffraction e±!.cts.

S3. Driw • parallel to the incident ryr 3-2.2.6.2 Geometrical Effects-Image Blur
through the center o.

4. Draw %.t parallel to the normal through The combined geometrical aberrations of a
the intersection . system produce a single effect termed image

., 5. Druw 3 through the intersection q and blur. Energy within this blur is usually distrib-

the center n. uted in a characteristic patte-ni coristing of a
6. Draw the refracted ray in (A) parallel to high-level concentation in a iocal spot with a

IN zthrough the point of incidence, rapid, end not necessarily uniform, fall-off in all
aircti',ns. The lower level outer regions of this

blur may exiand a considerable distance away
3-.Z3.6 Image Quality in Terms of Resolution, fo h ihlvl••in fe aigidifficult to define the effective size of the blur.

Spot Size, and Energy D n One arbitrary measurement assumes that the

The quality of an optical system is usually a effective size is a circular area which contains 84

measure of its ability to produce an optimum percent of the energy arriving at the image,

point image from a point object, the optimum similar to the measure of the diffraction effect

image beirg defined by the diffraction effect by the size of the Airy disc, exc 2pt that there is

limitaLlon which the system euhih'ts. no well-defined edge to the central "hot spot".

J323.6.1 7he Oiffracrion Effecr-Airy Dis' 3-Z3.6.3 Overall ELect

Mathematica12y, the geometrical and diffrac-

The diffraction effect is an •ntp.rference phe- tion effects can be combined by convolution to

nomer.oa which results in an energy dimtsibution pr'xiuca an :,,erall image blur. This complex

pattern at the image. The pattern consists of an mather-_t: 2al operation, orriinarily done on a

intense central disc surrounded by alternate high-speed computer, is eccnomically feasible

rings or zonee of progresshieiy lesser energy and only on the most precise optical system designs.

zones of zero energy. For ordinary systems, it is customary to simply
add the diameters of the two blur circes and

I: a geometrically porfert system (no aberra- assume this sum to be the nominal diameter of
tions). thi cz'.Arat disc (Airy disc) contains 84 the overall blur circle.
percent of Lle total energy ainving at the image
and its diameter is con5,:dered. *herefore, as the The performance of an optical system is

nominal effective diameter of the image. described in teums of one or more criteria based
on the characteristics of the overall image blur.

The size of the Airv disc depends only on the Most common criterion is resolution, others are
wavelength and on the diameler of the aperture energy distribution and frequency response.
and is expret-sed in terms of angular units
(rdians). The raaius 0 of the Airy disc is ?.2.3.6.4 ,.wution
calculated using the fcUo~ving equation: The resolving porer of a system is defin.ed as

the sma'Iest separation between two point-
ir:gc. as ,, :;ih the system will detect that

0 = 1.22i/ (2-31) there are two images instead of one.

i!,th in A precise geometrical definition of this condi-
where X = wavelength the .ame tion for diffraction-limited systems (systems

a - aperture dian'etei length with insignificant geometrical aberrations) is
/units given by the sa-caqled Rayleigh Criterion. This
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criterion states that two equal diffraction-type object in an optical system, an image will be
point-images shall be considered resolved if their formed which is similar to the sine wave gratii;g
Airy discs ovwrlap to the extent of not more but at a reduced contrast (sine wave amplitude). I
tthan one disc radius. Thus, the energy peaks of The contrast may be measured with a radi-
the two images are separated by at least one disc ometer, or with a microdensitometer if a photo-
radius, graphic image is producnd.

The energy distribution of most point images If a grating of higher bpatial frequency (closer
is characteristically similar to that of the typical line spacing) is su!tLituted, a lower contrast level I
S dif•action image. This had led to the adoption will be obserred.
of the Rayleigh Criterion for application to all
types of images, provided only that an equiv- 3-2.3.6.8 Image Evaluation Y.

alent disc diameter can be assigned thereto. When the g•ometrical blur of an image is

S3-2.3.6.5 Geometricai Eergyl Di$,bution-- small compared to that due to diffraction, an
Si Spot %agram.s optical system is ,said .*, be diffraction limited.

Such optics represent the highest quality that

Energy distribution in a point inage can be can be achieved.
most effectively displayed by means of a spot When the geometrical and diffraction birs
Jiagram. A representative number cf rays evenly a-ae are in the same dimensional range, their individ-

spa•ed in the entrance pupil of the system are ual effects are often difficult to observe sep.traced to the image plane and plotted as a
Sgrouping of dots. The density of the dot arately. In fact, the geometrical aberrations do
groupings will bc a measure of the spatially not substantially increase the size of the Airy
distributed energy. A count of the dots and disc, instead they tend to feed energy into thedisribte energs Acutof the diffacio blr.Bcasdo

application of a percentage specification can outer rings of the diffraction blur. Because of
provide an estimate of the nominal blur circle sthis effect, an optical system in this condition is
diameter, which can then be used as a perform- diffraction limited itsdiameriterion, whihcnhenberesolution, by definition, is unchanged, but 4,'e

contrast in the image is reduced over that of a
true diffraction-limited system. .

3-2.3.6.6 F-nergy Distribution-Spref Function
A third level of image quality is that in whichThe distribution of energy in the image of a t' emtia brain rdmnt.I

the geometrical aberrations predominate. In
point may alsa be des-ribed by a "point spread
function" which is a plot of the energy density evaluating th, system, it is customary to ignore
vethe diffraction effect since the need for preci-
disribuspostions nthea imae plant .o f the en sion is lost among the gross system inaccuracies.! distribution is symmetrical, a plot of the energy

density along a line through the center of the
image tontains all the information. f the dir 3-2.3.6.9 Depth of Pocus
tribution is unsymmet-ical, plots along two lincs A perfectly corrected lens system will have a
at right angles to each other are ased. certain range called "depth of focus" through-

out which the image plane may be moed
3-2.3.6:7 Frequency Responwe withtout deteriorating the image 1,uyond the

The frequency respons,_ can be detennined b. Raole,,h limit.

using a series of g 'ratingns covering a range of
frequencies from that at which the response
(image) shows 100 percent contrast to that at Depth of focus -7 (3-32)
which the contrast i, effectively zero. This t (

function may be used directly as a criterion of wl;.r2
the optical system performance_.

A sine wave grating consists of uniformly u = angle of nrc: ray with
spaced lines and spaces with a density which i., the azis at the inav.,
graded from orc to the next according tea sine nr ;index of ri"dium in which
function. When such a grating is used as an imag., exists
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SExample, :,otical' path, as occurs in a periscope, it is
oA camera having a 2-in. aperture objective, in series in such a way that the image of one acts

.- and focused at an object 10-ft (120-in.) distant as object for the next one in succession. The
Shas a depth or focus: greater the width of bundle to be carried over a

0.000022 given total path, the greater will be the number
D f of component rays

X k120A typical relay system is illustrated in Fig.

= t 0.32 in. 3-32. The image is reformed three timeb. At each A

intermediate position, a field lens acts to change
Since X = 0.000022 in. for a',erage the direction of the image fcrming bundles so

white light that they will remain within the span of the next

n' = 1 for air relay lens. This is the characteristic action and
function of the field lens. It does not change theS1h of 2

U o20 image itself.

A field lens is alvays between two relay lenses
1 ad or between ape.-i.res of a system. It is, there-

120 fore, very useful to consider the field lens as a

sin u = - component which relays an image of the aper-
1 120 ture from one station to the next. A

3-2.4 OPTICAL SYSTEM DESCqIPTIONS
AND ENGINEERING In IR systems, this aperture relaying function

is used to define the field and stabilize the
3-2.4.1 Afocal Systems energy level at the detector as demonstrated in

Fig. 3-33. In such applications the field lens is
An afocal optical system is one wherein the designed so that it will also perform the demag-

Snet or overall :ocal length is equal to infinity. nification function. This will result in i higher
Both object and image are also at infinity (see concentration of energy on the detector while
Fig. 3-31). The focal lengths of the individual permitting the use of a lower power and better
components, however, are finite and the system corrected objective.
analysis, by use of the Gaussian equations on
the components, is valid.

3-2.4.3 Aplanatic Systems
The system has a characteristic magnification

which can be derived simply by cascading the An optical system waich produces no spher-
magnifications of each component system, thus ical aberration or coma in the imageois said to be

aplanatic. One outstanding example is a single-

in m , - = X or double-surface refractive system wherein the
s= S2  (3-33•) object and images are as shown in Fig. 3-34. The

limitations imposed by the given conjugate
but lira 1 as s'2 and s, approach infinity relationships prevent such a system from being

used to form a real image from a real object, but
m = s'l/s 2 fI if2 it is very effective for increasing or decreasing

powers or the field angles without adding
The value of ifocal optics in IR systems is in aberrations.

reducing the bundle size so that a large aperture
mrv be used with relatively smaller optics for
processing th? beam to the detector. The reduc- 3-2.4.4 Symnmetrical Cowibinations
tion in bundle size, however, is achieved only at An example of a symmetrical system often
the expense of the field width. used in relaying is shown in Fig. 3-35. The

system is particularly useful in illustrating the
3-2.4.2 Relay and Field Lenses techniques of adjusting the surface curvatures

In transporting an image over a long. narrow and stop position to minimize aberrations.
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(A) (C)

f2i

ASTRONOMICAL TELESCOPE

(B) (D)

GALLiLEAN TELESCOPE

(A), (B) REFRACTIVE TYPES

(C), (D) REFLECTIVE TYPES

FIGURE 3-31. Afacl Systpms
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OBJECTIVE

.FIELD!ANGLE AD

i)i IMAGE

THE OBJECTIVE LENS APERTURE (A) IS nWED
BY THE FIELD LENS ON THE DETECTOR (D).ALL ENERGY WITHIN THE CONSTANT FIELD ANGLEIS DELIVERED TO THE DETECTOR.

FIGURE 3-32 Optkwi Rw&uvss'uwm

FINAL IMAGE

R R

OBJECT

R RELAY LENS NOTE: Field lenses change direction of the ray bundles,
F = FIFLD LENS but not the character of the images.

Each positive relay unit inverts the image.

rIGURE 3-33. Exa"jp#* of Simrnpe IR R&diowntw
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c 7'"nr .rr ,-'s~ .l--' ,. rt'r 7 y't ¶ ~ ? .7 '-r" ,nf' ' "- ' ,r"'*W'' • ,

"CURVED IMAGE SURFACE

CURVED OBJECT
(VIRTUAL)

nn

PERFECT APLANATIC SYSTEM. ZERO SPHERTCAL ABERRATION. ZERO COMA.
GEOMETRICALLY, THE SINE CONDITION, n s':n u - n' sin u', IS SATIS-
FIED FOR ALL RAYS THROUG'! THZ qYSTEM.

Si

'Sn'R

n / nus

n- -R

n.

IMPERFECT APLANATIC SYSTEM. THE AXIAL POINT (P') IS FREE OF
ABERRATION, BUT IRE SECOND SURFACE S2 INTRODUCES A SMALL AMOUNT
OF COMA INTO OFF-AXIS IMAGE POINTS.

FIGURE 3.34. Geometry f arn Aptanotic Svstan
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! Li
"STOP

IMAGE .

OBJECT

:i

COMA, DISTORTION, AND LATERAL CHROMATrc
ABERRATION, APE CANCELLED BY SYM!I-RICAL
ARRANGEMENT OF ELEMENTS AROUND ThE STOP

FIGURE 3-31ý Symmertkal Relay Sygsn

As an initial requirement, each half of Jhe succeedin elements will drastically reduce the
system is designed for a minimum sphencal uverall spherical aberration and, in fact, by the
aberration, but with a sizable coma. Ordinarily use of materials of suitable index, it may be
this cannot be done with a single lens, while it is entirely eliminated.
feasible with a doublet or an aspheric !ens. When The reason for this seeming anomaly is that
the two halves are assembled, the lateral aberra- the spherical aberration is not a function of the
tions of coma, distorticn, and late, al color are optical element alone, but of the optical system,
cancelled due to symmetry. The spacing of the which includes object .nd image p• sition. Thus,
two halves, which is equivalent to adjusting the since the object which the second and succeed-
stop position relative to each, can then be used iing elements in the serics see is not at infinity,
to control astigmatism and field curvature, their contribution to the aberration
Spherical aberration will remain low since it is ticotbi t o td e system is

not affected by stop position.

The symmetry principle is also used quite 3 14.6 H•lective IR Optical Systems
effectively in the design of wide-angle s Reflecting systems are highly favored in IR

technology because they perform uniformly
3-2.0.5 Muitiple-element Systen-t over a wide spectral range, produce no chromat-

A sing•e lens element (two sphetical surfaces) ic aberrations, and are economical even in very
wll always produce positive spherical abe,.ration large sizes. The most common of all-reflective
i~ the image when the object is h.-d a optical systems configurations are shown in Fig.in te iagewhentheobjct i lcate It 3-37.
infinity. By bending the lens (Fig. 3-3b) so that
the principal plane approaches a sphere wi t h is
center at the axia! ýrnaae point, the spherical -2.4.6. 1 Si.,wle Mir
ahciration can be r.-.j-'d tc, i minimum. ýf two A simple mirror may be either spherical or
or more such elements are plwaed i•n series, it paraboloidal. If the stop is pl,.rqd at the center
might be concluded from a cursory examination of a curvature, the sphere wilt introduce only
of the arrangement that the positive values of spherical aberration which, nevertheless, is uni-

',er'cal aberration will add to produce a form over the curved image field. Since the
•,r~aaLr overall effect. Quite the contrary is true. image i. formed within the beam, a detector
In,!ead, the contribition of the secord aid array placed to sense it will produce a certain
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t C

APPROX.I °SPHERICALS! ~SURFACE {

3 41

*I

7 ,3

A SINGLE REFRACTIVE ELEMENT CAN BE "BENT" FOR
MINIMUM SPHERICAL ABERRATION. FOR AN OBJECT
AT INFINITY, TPE PRINCIPAL "PLANE" WILL
APPROACH A SPHERICAL SURFACE CORRESCNv,'NG TO
THE SPHERICAL WAVE FRONT OF THE CONVERGING BEAM.

MULTIPLE REFPACTIVE ELEMENfTS CAN BE COMBINED TO
PRODUCE ZERO SPHEPICAL ABERRATION SIMULTANEOUSLY
WITH A LOW RESIDUAL COMA VALUE.

FtGURE 3.36. R6.tucrion of Sheical Aben'atitn in Sere Lns Combinations

amount of blocking, which is det~zimental only 3-2.46.2 Fold-ed Sys$pn,.
to the exten: that it reduces tr amount of
energy which co- h.o co!lect.ýJ with an aperture If the detector array requires substsntial
of a given size. service support such as cooling -)r bnfflii'! and

possibly access space, one of the folded config-
A parz.bobi: . ,Yill produce an abeirptionless uratiors illustrated in Fig. 3-37 (B) anet (D)

imge pcir't on-axis, but off-axis it ir.rod=ices might be suitable. The image characteristics are
astigrnti.r.. and coma. For narrow rield •i•n's, unchanged, but blocking of the tjeam is li1 Ely to
these are, ften small enough to be tolerated, be increaspd.
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(A)

_______(B)

SIMPLE MIIRROR NEwTONI&N TELESCOPE

(C)

(D)i

OFF-AXIS PARABOLOID

CASSEGRA INIAN ECRN

PAIRED CONICS

FIGURE ~31. Rolecpyý Sx~srems
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3-2.4.6.3 Off-axis Configuration and spac>,:g permit the design to be optimized
S -axis over a 3ubstc-tisi field- Fabzication techniques

Ssli to ..... • h f pboloking rproblemsentits fnielegnt for conic surfaces of this type have no. yet been
Ssolution to the blocking problem, but its field i ,veloped to the point where they might be
more severely limited by coma and astirnatism considered economically competitive with the
thin, it is in concentric systems. The axial image axis centered surfaces. This configuration is very
point, however, is perfect. well &jited for condenser systems used for

detecting very long wavelength radiation.
3-2.4.6.4 Compound Refectors

The Cassavrainian and Gregorian syste3-2s (E) 2.4.7 Catadioptric Systwm:

and (F) of Fig. 3-37, respectively, are essentially Tne catadioptric system (Fig. 3-38) is a
the same except in the placement of tie combination of botn reflective and refractive
secundary. Their advant",es include compact- elements. Compared to all-reflective systems,
ness and a moderately wide fieid. Systems of they show superior image forming characteristics
this type result in considerable blockiLg of the over a wide field and at high speed.
: beam. The most common types use a large aperture

Conics spheyical reflector and modify its characteristics
34.4.6.5 Paired Cnc

by means of one or n:jre refractive "correcting"
Systems of this type are rarely ised for elements. The three distinct correcting methods

finage-forming optics, although the dual surfaces which follow have been developed.

MANG IN SCHMIDT
MIRROR

CASSEGRAINIAN SYSTEM BOUWERS
COMBINED WITT CONCENTRIC
1',NISCUS CORRECTOR

FIGURE 3-39. Cqtadioptric ysrtems
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3-Zi./. 4I Mengin Mirror c with a concentric corrector to produce a refine-

A Mangin mirror has a refracting element in ment of the basic Bouwers.
direct contact with the spherical mirror. In fact, 2. Either the concentric or Schmidt corrector
the system is usually made as a single optical can be made as a doublet to rid the system of

unit where the back (second) surface acts as the the strall chromaticism.

"* spherical reflector and the front surface of 3. A Mangin nirror can be used as a sec-
difcr•Ce.n.t. curvature acts as the corrector. The ondayj in an overall Cassegrainian system.
front surface changes the rmy paths twice. The 4. Mangin mirrors can be used as correciors
radius of the front surface can bc selected so in Nlaksutov systems.
that spherical aberration ard ccrnie. ai-e ccrrvct,-d
over a small field. 5. A so-called Super-Schmidt has an ach-

romatic plate corrector, a front concentric cor-

3-2.472 Schmidt System rector, and a rear concentric correcter.
3-l4.l thhie wieanlyssemtemuOpodc

The Schmidt system makes use of an aspheric All the wide-angle systems discussed produce
animage which is curved around the center ofrefractive corrector at the center of curvature of th e stop. is c ea o f no eat

the spherical mirror and its stop is located at the consequence since the detecms r array can be
saine poiin osqec ic tedtc!rarycnb

sa ne position. easily curved to math.
A spherical mirror alone will produce only

spherical aberration for any bundle through its 3-2.4.8 Rapid Estimation of Blur Size
center of curvature. The Schmidt corrector All the basic optical system configurations
effectively reduces spherical aberration without described in the preceding paragraphs have, of
introducirg any sizable amounts of other aberra- d
S tions, course, been ray-traced many times and their

. characteristic aberrations have been reduced to a
A. Schmidt system can be readily designed to set of simplified rules which are often very

perform admirably over a 25-deg wide field at a handy for the optical designer in assembling new
speed of f/1.0. systems.

"3-2.4.7.3 Maksutov-Bouwers System 3-2.4.8.1 Spherical Mirror, On-axis

The Maksutcv system makes use of a With the stop at the center of curvature, a
meniscus lens ok low negative power at or near spherical mirror produces only the following
the center of curvature of the spherical mirror to spherical aberration:
correct spherical aberration. It accomplishes 0.0078
basiP.aliy the same result as th., Schmidt co-rec- -angular blur P ,fno.), rad (3-34)
tor.

i for intermediate to high f ino.
.-A special form of the Maksutov system is the

Bouwers concentric, wherein the -:orrector is 0.0091
designed as two concentric surfaces, and the (f/no.),
centers of curvature are coincident with the for low f/no., e.K., /
center of the primary spherical mirror. This
makes the system uniform in its Derformance With the stop at the mirror itself, coma is
over an ex~remely wide field, although there
exists a smali residual spherical aberration plus a presnt to the extent
small amount of chroraLtic aberration. 0.0625 0

OMIT )2 , rad (3-35)
L'/n o.•

3-2.4.7.4 Hybrid ConfiguratioOs 1
0 =2field ang'.e

From the three basic configuirations 2

described, a large number of moje sophisticated and
systems can be assembled. For example: 0 2

1. A Schmidt corrccto: can be combined ,o rad (3-36)
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A typical mirror (10-in. fl - f/2) exhibits a is computer ray tracing.
spherical aberration of 0.0078/(2)' - 0.001 rad
"(Eq. 3-54). With the stop (4-in. CA) at the mirror, 3-24.8.5 Schmidt System

it produces (Eq. 3-35) The overall off-axis image blur for a Schmidt
system is given by the equation

,eomo, = 0.0625 (2)2 _ 0.0417 02S•~~~sMh.idt (fn.3,d (3.37) '

0.0039 rad at edge of ficld. (f/no rad

Iftv\i2 ficld angleAstigmatism = 0.5it (-± /2)2=

t10 /
- 0.0078 rad at edge of field Comparison of this equation with the equation

(Eq. 3-36). of a spherical mirror (Eq. 3-36) will indicate that
an improvement is obtained up o a width where

Total blur = sum, approximately
0.0078

= 0.001 + 0.0039 + 0.0078 0.0417

= 0.0127 rad O = 0.43 rad
3-24.8.2 pherical Mirror, Off-axis 24.7 deg -

It should be noted that the rays which define At 9 12.5 deg, 25 'deg full field. ih,h Schmidt
the spherical aberration blur never cross the aeis system produces a blur only one-fourth that of

Therefore, if a concentric system is cut ii half the equivalent spherical mirror.
through the axis, the size of the blur is also cut 3-2.4.8.6 Bouwes Concentrc Design

in half in the direction transverse to the cut. If
the half-system is again cut in half, each unit is The addition of the concentric meniscus

only one-fourth the original size and the aberra- corrector to a iornple spherical miror reduces
tion is proportionally reduced. Each quarter is,
by itself, an off-axis system. By utilizing this two orders of magnitude. There is some variabil-

sectioning principle, an estimate of the aberra- ity, depending on corrector thickness and place-

tions in the off-axis system may be derived from ment.
the equations for the concentric system. 3-2.4.8.7 Single Refractive Element

3-2.4.&3 Prb/oidal Mirror An element "bent" for minimum spherical
aberration is used as a standard reference.

The paraboloidal mz•ror has one unique image K
point on-axis which is geometrically perfect. spherical, o - (f/no.) ad (3-38)

For off-axis image points with the stop at the
mirror, aberration blurs are essentially the me K = 0.067 for n = 1.5
as for an equivalent spherical mirror, and the 0.027 2.0

same equations apply. 0.0129 3.0
0.0087 4.0

With ti'. stop placed at a point ona focal-dis- 0.06250
tance away from the mirror, the astigmatism for •3 ofO, (n + 2)(f/no.)2 ' rad (3-39)
off-axis image points can be reduced to a
relatively small value, but the coma ;s not i
changed. field angle

3-24.8.4 Off-axis Pa-aboloidal Mirror n = index of refraction
0.5 0:

The aberrations of an off-axis paraboloidal L,, fn , tad (3-40)
mirror are difficult to estimate because of the

many var'.'i.es involved. The most expedient = 1 ficid angle
means of obtaining the desired performance data 2
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Note the similarity ot these formulas to those point suspensior'", whereby any element is tied
for spherical mirres. to a rigid irzcture by means of three localized

constraints whi.,h, nmr:ertheless, have full angular
Chromatic freedom (2.g., ball and socket). Another tech-

Aberration P 2Wv/to.) rat: (3-41) nique is the use of a sling mount which is
nothing more than a strap around the bottom of

P reciprocal relative to a cylindrical element. Cf course, this fechnique
dispersioi. of the is not useble when the element is facing in any
material, direction but the horizontal-

Mangin Mirror: 3-2.4,16 Thermal Stability

Zonal Spherical 0 = 0.V'0025/(f/ .o.)4, rad High-quality optical sys-ems :equ-re careful 4
Sattartion to details in the design which involvechanges due tc tempefature variation. Tech-

Sagittal Coma •3 = 0.031 9/(fjno.)2 , radl nioues used include the selection of low-coeffi- J

(3-43) cient materials, or materials of mLt tched coeffi-
Astigmatism t 0.5 0 2/(f/no.), rad cients; use of massiv-3 elements; constraints with,.

(3-44) sufficient degrees of freedom for expansion;
S1 b ffles or conduction paths for control of heat;

C6v(fno.) and active heating or cooling of portions or all
((3-45) of a system. A detailed description of the

(All formulas fhr estimation of blur sizes accord- various methods of achieving tha r.quired tem--
ing to Ref. 27.) peratures is given in par. 3-5.

3-2.4.9 Mochan.Val Stability of Large 3-2.4.11 Establishing Opical Tolerances
Optical Sys'e.s In setting up tolerance specifications for

Weight is the greatest degrading factor of optical systems and components, guidelines are
stability in large optics. Unless adequately sup- presented in the paragraphs vhich follow.
ported. a large element will not maintain its
configuration through required position change:;, 3-24.11.1 Swace Oi•*1y
even from test stand to operating i-:stallation. A ua d
much-used rule of tnumb for proportioning such
elements dictates that the tnickness shaft be 1/6 grayness, or incomplete polish. The laf•er two

can be eliminated from any particular surface
to 1/4 of the diameter; even so, a support
structure of at least equ~L ilgidity must be sml hog diinlwr.Tefr wp rovided. oare to!eranced in terms of classification numbers
provided, such as 80-50, in which te number 80 repre-

In recent years, various kinds of lightweight sents a lmiting width of Amratch in microns,
structures for mirror blanks have been developed along with a limit on the totai seratch langths
in honeycomb, egg crate, ribbing, or lightening within a given area. Tht numbei" 50 represents a
hole configurations. The material foind most limiting size of digs, pits, or bubbhes in hun-
adaptable to this kind of .reatment is fused dretks of a millimeter. along with a limit on the
quartz. nvmber of these in a given area.

Vibrationi also degrades the performance of Typical scratch and dik qnpecificltions of
large optical systems. It is cften necessary to 80-5330 are relatively easy to achieve; 50-30
pcovi,.2 large seismic beds isoated from nearby requires s moderate ,mount of care in process-
"eoundations by means of springs or soft enervy ing, and 20-10 or 10-5 represent the hilhest
absorbin-g material. Many specialized vibration grades of surface finish. These grades are usually
damping devices and mounts are available on the auplied to field lenres or reticles wh,!re the
market. surface is to be focused in the image plane.

Mechanical strain on optical elements is often Surface accuracy is deilned as the degree of
av.'Jsed by t-e established technique of "three- de0-tion of a given surface from t, he mAthemat-
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I>
ically perfect sui'ace specified. Spherical and Way -e relaxed tc something which compart-

flat surfaces are often measur,:d by placing them with ordinary machine operations: from ± 0.003
in contact 'nth a standard surface or test plates, in. for precision work to ± 0.010 in. for routine
and o')serving the interference fringes which production. With modern equipment such tol-
fora. at the interface. Fringes are formed by erances do r-t present faLrication probl#.ms.
weoges betv, een the "contacting" surfaces at the '

raWt of one fringe, hiight-piak t. bright-peak, 3n
per 112 wavelength (about tl micro-rn-ýes) rf 3-2.4.11.3 Cpt,-ecranica/ Ce-iteiing

-'paration. Elements which comprise a single spher'cal or
cflat surface have no pre-established optical cen-Speci."ication by means of inte:rference fringes
ter or axis. Double-surface elements have an axis "

should include not only the spacing but also the defined by a line which connects the centers of
uniformity of the spacing, since a given spazig curvature. The objective of the centering o~era- i'
represents only a wedge condition, while a tur e The o ective of (defined by fa

variation in the spacing represents a difference in tion is to make the mecanical axis (defined by
the periphery of the element) coincide with theouticall pc wer of the two surfac•j. A typical otc, xs

tolerance for a 10-in. diameter flat surface might
read: "Accuracy: 4 fringes per 10 in.-fringe A conventional centering technique entails
spacing variation 112 fringe". spinning the element on a nominal axis and

In testing spherical surfaces, a difference in directing a narr -w beam through it. If the beam
tii radius between the test surface and the or the irnage it produces remains stationary, the
specimen surf'ace will produce circular f'ringes. spin axis aid optical awis are then coincident.
The tolerance limits on this difference may then Only the grinding of a -.c'ipher, on the element
be expre, s.i as "(n) fringes of optical power"'. If in the same setting remains to he done. Any
the fring.s are eliipt;ioal, the indicated astig- degree of accuracy within machining tolerances,

* ,niatisni can be limited by stating tolerable optical of about 0.C,1 in. car be achieved. For extreme-
pcwer in two directions. Conventional shop ly high accuracy a mic:roscope may be used in
practices can provide tolerancez to about 1 observing the beam wobble. For mounting a
fringe per inch of surface routinely, while centered element in its cell, a clearance of from
tolerances to 1 fringe per 5 inches are not 0.001 to 0.003 in. is conventional.
uncommon. Beyond this, great care and skill are
required. 3-2.4.11.4 Drik Angles and Dimensions

From a designer's viewpoint, the specificaticnr
of surface accuracy is more rigorous and inform- Angular accuracy requirements for prisms
ative if given in terms of seconds of arc rather vary widely according to their use, 1/12 sec of arc
than by fringe count. In these terms, cvery point representing a p=actical limit. Tolerances on
on the surface is specifi-ed -vith no lack of linear din, ensions should be comparable to those
continuity. A specification of this type relates of an equivnlent machined part.
the direcction of rays in the system to the surface
normal vector, so that the effects of inaccuracies 3-2.4.11.5 Materials
can be directly translated into image degrada-
tion. A relationship hetween angular measure The material properties which most criticaliy
and fhinge count, therefore, deserves to be kept affect optical system performance include the
handy for translation of design tolerances into transmission range, index of refraction, mechan-
shop toleraccs: ical perfection, and stability.

1 sec of arc = 1 fringe per 2 inches approx- On materials which have transmission hand,
imately that extend through both visible and iR region.

such as quartz and special glasses, toleance
3-2.4. 11.2 Thickness and Spacing specifica-ions on the properties indicated usually

In most optical systems the image forming follow the standards set by MIL-G-17,'A. The
pnoperties ,ve relatively insensitive to element specific tolerance values which follom h',ve been
thicgne~s a:ýd spa-ing. Consequently, tolerances ahstracted from that documnent.
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I?. Ine of Refraction will pzoduce- only a reduction intasmte

A standard tolerance of 0.001 is specified for eeg rprinlt h ecnaei h
.9va'ues of index below 1.600 and ranging up to optical beami which they obstrutct. As a general

0.02atinex1.."an aov.raie such obstruction should not exceed I I-
±~~pecn 0a0ntide .'Zan bv.d rfetbly should be held to 0.1I

Crystailire rnaferials .vhia index which is percent.j fixed by the moecular structure and, hence, Fousinfldessricsrotr J
need no tolerance sorecifications. Fruei il eiertceo te

components near an hinuge, the d~esigner must
Althougb no rtandard ~oerances have as vet decide the degree and type of cohstruct-lon that

can be tolerated.
* been establisheci for inaterials such as sili :n and 3241. umto fTlrre

germanium, it suould be expected that-s'ince
these are used at relatriely long wavelengths-theI
accuracy requirement will be propir rtionately When optical componerfs are used in series,
e8ss. the variance on the assermbly will generally be

3-24.1.5.2greater than that of any individual componen*,
3,24.1.5. ýnngingbut it will not be a direct arithmetic sL~n. The

For time ard temperature stability, large root-sum-square rule (based on statistical anal-

optics (usually reflective) require a high degree ysis) is used most frequently for such summa-
zr~~easuion in ofollows.

o freedcrr iz'om rpsidu;., str~ses. In materials tii afolw
whc-aetans~parenpt 'i tlhe visible re~in, this _

"biretinenc ofthemeteria", as differe~nce in
into lne f where T is the tolerance value of the assemnol y

and the af are tolerance values of the separate
plarization at right angietn to each other,.opnns

The units of birefringence are mi!xn~crons Individual tolerances may thus be acejusted so
(nm)(ofpat difernce pe cetimter(of that the totai does not exceed a prescribed valiwc.

*2 pathiength). An average high quality anneal is .50
nm/'-m, while the best which can be achieved 3-2.5 TESTING OF OPTICAL SYSTE-4S
(with fused quartz, for example)i is about 10 Trectgre fotclsse n on

* nm/cm.ponunt tests are generally recognized:
For the mate- 'is such as CER-VIT and large 1 aeilIseto et-ne frfa

IRTRAN blanks, annealing specificat'ons apper- 1i.n sateressl anpcind flawsne o r

* ently do not apply.
2. Calibiaticn-Measur~rnents of focal

3-2.4.11Z.3 Transmirss on Range tengths, radii Uf curvature, flatness, magnifica-

Transmission characteristics of IR materials torfetne n rnmtac
vary ''idely ar~d canr,)t be reLdily specified to 3. Image quality
tolerance. Where a specific value of transmission
in a particular item is required, this miaht be 3-2.5.1 Material inspection Tests
obtained by selecting the propelr material from a
number (;f samples. 3-2.5.1 ' Irdex of Refraction

3-2.4. 0.5.4 Irp-1cin The index of refraction of a material can be
determnined accurately by means of a specialized

-'e.striae, sleeks, and inclus~ons are instrumnent, called a refractometer, design~ed for
- ' he size and number which exist this purpose. G~enerally, a prism. must be cut

a grien volume, usually one c~ubic cen- from thc sample material arid polished to a high
tin.cter. of -he material. Thco tolerance levels aie degree of accuracy. The refrnctorneter is then
,lepena~ent upon the ;riterided use of the mate- used to rn sure the deviation innge of a laser
rial. In windows and in components located at beam aft-ar it is passed throuph the specimen
or near a systemn aperture, these imiperfectio)ns prism.
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)7. ...

On large blanks, for large lenses, o-r whidows, tions appear as shadows on the screen.
it is often important to determine die uniform- On opaque meterials, internal flaws can be
ity of the index of refraction #aroughout the examined by one of several established tech-
blank. Both sides of the bWaric must be first
ground and polished opticall flat. The blank is niques using X-rays orsonic •vaves.
then placed in a beam of collimated light and
the emerging wave fror. is analyzed with an 3-2.5.2 Calibration
interferometer. Details )n this type of measure-
ment are to be found '.n Refs. 28 and 29. 3-2.5.2.1 Focai Length Calibration -

For materials oibaque in the visible regior, a There are several ways of calibrating to ensure
similar technique may be used by replacing the the required focal length; the most direct and
sou:ce beam w"ih a beam of suitable wavelength convenient involve the use of a calibrated
and probirg '.ne interference field with a scan- collimat(r. An illuminated target is placed at the
ning detect, r. focal plane of the collimator and the output

radiation is directed into the optical system
3-2.1.12 tresw't and Strains under test. A screen used to pick up the image is

moved about until the image is in sharp focus (asOn blanks which are transparent in the visibie brebyhey).Tedtnc o eas
obsierved by the eye). The distance from the last

region~ the strain may be measured with a optical element to the screen is the back focal
polariscope, or alternately by placing the spec- length (BFL). The effective focal length (EFL)
imen between crossed polarizers in a beam of

can be det'ermined by measuring the magnifica-light and using a Babinet Compensator to tion ratio. A camera back (film plate) is placed
measure the path difference between the two in thiv established position of the focal plane,
polarized components of the beam, arnd the collimator target is photographed. Its

On opaque materials, this method of strain- s.7e is then compared with the target itself to
stress measurement cannot be applied, cf course, determine the magnification.
For these, a sample testing technique is about The EFL of the system being ested is a
the only way in which the adequacy of an function of (focai length of collimator) X
anneal can be determined. A small sample (magnification). (If the focal length of the
specimen is processed through the same fabrica- system under test is less than that of the
tion and annealing process as the blank under clitor te magnifiction W ba numbe
examination. A trial flat surface is then cut and llimanority.)
polished on the specimen which is constantly less than unity.)
monitored during fabrication with a test fiat. With refractive I. systems it. is, of course,
Undesirable movements of the surface will be necessary to use a blackbody source for irradiat-
observed as th.' polishing progresses and stresse ing the collimator target. Also a detector must
are relieved. A piece free of stresses will not be used instead of the human eye for probing
undergo such movement, the image position and size.

Temperature stability may be also observed
by cycling the specimen through an appropriate
range. For determining the radii of a curve, a

standard instrument called a spherometer is
3-25. 1.3 imperfections used. It permit. direct measurement of the

Visual examination, either direct or with thi chordal height of a spherical segment of given
g4 a diameter with micromet~er precision.

aid of mangifying devices, is usually the easies di
way of determining the imperfections in a p:ece An elegant technique e'ists for determining
of transparent optical material. On large pieces, the cun'ature of concz,'e spherical mirrors. A
the use ef a qhadow graph magnifier is recom- projection microscope such as illustrated in Fig.
mended. This cn:1sists of a point source i~lu- 3-39 may be used. Thin, projection microscope is
minator and scicn with the blank to be constructed so that an illuminated reticle is
examined placcd between them. The surfaces ý.f projected outward via a beam splitter and side
the blank must be flat and polished. Imperftc- source to form an image ct the front focal point.
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SPHERICAL MIRROR

4 MICROSCOPE

OPTICAL BENCH

RADIUS OF CURVATURE----

FIGURE 3.3S. Sowu for Deownmining the Cun,.ture of Concafv SOherkul M,,rors

When used as in Fig. 3-39, the reticle image is A knife-edge test setup for checking a simple
re-imaged back on itself by the specimen mirror spherical mirror is shown in Fig. 3-40(A). A
under test and can be seen through the eyepiece. pinhole source of light is positioned near the
When this image is sharp, the center of curvature center of curvature of the mirror and slightly in
of the specimen mirror is necessarily coincident the lateral direction. The mirror forms an image
with the microscope front focal point. The of the pinhole again near the center of curvature
location of the microscope base can then be but an equal distance in the opposite direction.
marked. Next, the microscope is moved close to The knife edge is arranged to be moved so ti1 at it
the specimen until it is focused on the vertex will cut across the image while the observer
point of the mirror surface. The distance from looks directly into it from behind. If the eye is
initial to final position of the microscope equals brought sufficiently ciose to the image, the pupil
the radius of curvature, will generally be much larger than the bundle of

rays which form the image and, therefore, the
entire aperture of the mirror will be observed

3-2.123 Reflectance and Transmittance simultaneousiy as a source of brightness com-

The reflectance and transmittance characteris- parable to that of the pinhole itself.

tics of an optiral system or of its components If the mirror is a perfect sphere and the
can only be adequately measured with spe- diffraction effect is ignored, all the rays which
cialized instrumentation, in the IR domain the form the image will converge to a point. As the
instriment may be a radiometer, spectro-radi- knife edge is moved across this point all the rays
meter, reflectometer, or gonio-radiometer. In- in the bundle will be instantly cut off and the
structions for the use of these are supplied by viewing field eclipsed. in a less perfect optical
the manufacturer, system the image will occupy a finite portion of

space and the ectipse will be less rapid. The rate
of eclipse, thus, is a measure of the perfection of

3-2.5.3 image Quality Measurements the optical system.

In a diffraction-limited system, every point in
3-2.5.3.1 Knife-edge Autocollimation the finite spot image receives energy from every

The Foucault Knife-edge Test is an extraor- point in the aperture. Consequently, the observ-
dinarily simp!e means for probing a point !mage ed effect of the knife edge excursion across the
and observing how it relates back to the optical image will be a gradual but uniform darkening of
,ystem which produces it. the entire viewing field.
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LAMP

PINHOLE I
0.005 in. CONDENSER

' LIGHT PIPE

SEYE #

(A) KNIFE-EDGE TEST SETUP
FOR SPHERICAL MIRROR

LIGHT PIPE CONDENSER

PINHOLE AUTOCCJLLIMATING

BEAM
SPLITTER

I .KNIFE iii

PARABOLOID

~EYE

(B) KNIFE-EDGE TEST SETUP
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If the system is geometrically imperfect the 3-253.2 Krife-edge Teting of Complex SYsWt
7 various portions of the image will not receive Fshnqn

energy uniformly from all points of the aper- I
ture, and a variety of shadow effects will oe an optical system of a compound form. Theo a f o cbasic required instrumentation is a diffractionobserved as the knife edge progresses across the limited source of collimated energy having aimage. Note that since the diffraction imnage
imae. ow a uion focal length at least as large as that of thenever shows any shadows, only a uniform specimen system. Such a source system is notdarkening, any shadows observed are a direct expensive to obtain or produce sinct its fieid
and certain indication of the geometrical imper- angle needs to be only minutes wide.
fections in the optical system.

S Propr iThe focal plane region of the specimen system
P'roper interpretation of the shadow effects must be accessible for placement of the knife

can yield a g:eat deal of information about the edge. Shadow patterns due to knife-edge probing
image being probed and about the system which
produces it. All of the various aberrations, are then interpreted in the conventional manner.

except distortion, can be readily identified and, Off-axis image points may be probed by
in a limited way, measured. In particular, these simply tilting the optical specimen system rel-
shadows delineate the surface irregularities and ative to the collimated beam.
inaccuracies in the system components so that
the information derived can be used effectively
to guide the figuring (final finishing) operation 3-25.3.3 Knife-edge Testing of a Hyperbola
on such components (see Fig. 3-41). A setup for testing a hyperbol. is shown in

Knife-edge probivg techniques are by no Fig. 3-42(B). The remote virtual focal point is
means limited to spheral mirrors. All kinds of simulated in real image space by retro-im aging it
image forming systems can be tested. Fig. in a spherical mirror via a beam splitter. A real
3-40(B) shows an arrangement for testing a image is thus formed at the other focal point
paraboloidal mirror and also demonstrates the which can be probed with a knife edge.
principle of autocollimation.

Rays from the pinhole source, located at the
focal point of the paraboloid, traverse the 3-2.5.3.4 Knife-edge Testing of Large, Flat Mirrors
system to the autocoilimating fiat. From here Lge, flat surfaces cannot be easily tested by
they are reflected generally back on themselves means of the customery test plates and interfer-
to the paraboloid and onto an image point. This
image point ordinarily coincides with the pin- ence fringf- effects because of the weight of the

parts which have to be moved around. Instead, a
hole but the beam is in•tercepted before it Ritche test setup as shown in Fig. 3-43 will be
reaches there by a 45-deg beam splitter so that a most effective.
portion of the energy is redirected Laterally to a
more easily accessible region. This is the regionwhich is to be probed w~th the knife edge. The reference spherical surface must have an

accuracy of higher order than that to which the

In order to avoid serious blocking of the flat is to be tested. It is then assumed that all
central portion of the paraboloid from view, the inaccuracies which the knife edge reveals are due
diameter of the beam splitter should be as small entirely to the flat surface.
as possible. This is accomplishei by locating the
beam splitter close to the pinrhole where the 3-2.5.3.5 Ronchi Grating (Fig. 3-44)
beam diameteris also sinall. If all rays in a bundle are converging to a

On wide angle systems it may then be point, it -nay bQ observed that any figure carried
necessary to view the image bý means of a relay by thp rays thecein must be geometrically similar
lens. No specific ouality requirement is indicat'-d at all positicns along the bundle. Thus, if a
for this lens since the knife edge has already grating of parallel lines is placed at a point near
generated an accurate shadow pattern at high the focus and viewe-d through the image point,
magnific:.tion, which the relay lens cannot sig- an enlarged undistoted image of this will be
m Icantly b1ter. observed at "A".
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J! the rays do not focus at a point, the lines at clearance may request access to the cla-sified
"A" will appear distorted to the degree which lit.•ature through their Contracting Officer or
the rays deviate from a perfect focus. Further- the Electronic Warfare and Commu-ications
more, the apparert location of the distorted Laboratory, Wright-Patterson AFB, Chic 45.,33.
elements in the aperture is an indication of the
location of irregularities in the system ior which A list of the symbo!3 used throughout par. 3-3
the apeiture is a front. is given in Table 3-4 along with the correspond-S• img deflinitions.

Only qualitative data can be obtained from a
Ronchi grating and its sernsitivity is rather lcw. 3-3.1.1 Flares

' 3-2.5.4 Resolution Targets 3311FaeThe IR radiation of an object depends not
The military services and industry have adapt- only in its temperature but also on it3 emissiv-

ed a "standard" type resolution target which is ity, as discussed in par. 2-2. Consequently,
widely used in the testing of camera systems high-temperature flames or incandescence are
oparating in the visible and IR regions. The not guaranteed sources of copious amounts of
target consists of a number of groups of parallel I. radiation. For example, a reaction producing
lines and spaces, wherein each group comprises metal or metal oxide particles at a high tempera-

Si six sets of three lines and two spaces each. The ture will not necessarily emit stronger in the IR
lines and spaces of the several sets are graded in since many of these materials have z. low

* I width from a dimension smaller than that of the emirssivity. Most gaseous reaction products are
least resolution element to be measured, to a poor radiators even though the temperature may
nominal value greater than the largest lemnenZ be quite high.
wnrth considering (see Fig. 3-45).

With this in mind, the flare designer must
The target which is simply exposed to the select a reaction with i high flame temperature

camera under test either directly or through a producing primarily sclid exhaust particles with
collimator is photographed. Upon examination a high emissivity. In addition, the chemicals in
of the photograph, it is generally possible to the flare must be starle at normal temperatures,
observe one set of three lines whcre it is just relatively nonhygrscopic, and cz~pable of being
barely possible to distinguish the three lines mixed and formed into a flare candle. Since:~mie from forme intor a flaren associaee Since
from each other. '1he spacing associated with gas-producing reactions suffer more degradation
this set is taken as the resolution limit of the at reduced pressures thal? do solid particle

camera system. reac*ions, Lhis effect must be considered for
flares intended for high-altitide use.

3-3 EMITTERS A•ND ILLUMINATORS Most flare chemical systems consist of metal

powders reacting with a suitable oxidizer. Emis-
3-3.1 SOURCES OF ILLUMINATION sion of these flares is sf•mi-blackbody with

Yadiation spanning the range frcmn vir~al light up
The theoretical as well as the practical aspe'cts to 5 ir 6 microns.

of incoherent and coherent sources of illumina-
tion are discussed to the extent possible without Specifics of flare construction depend upon
divulging classified information, specifically with the application. Typical 1R flares consist of
respect to flares. Considerable informa÷tion con- cylindrical flare grains encased in pizstic or
cerning the chemical systems and emissiorns of m.tal housings with an ernd seal. Since most
flares is classified; as a result, this Handbook flares are electrically igmited, an internal squih is
deals only superficially with the design probiems provided connected to an external connector in
involved in creating effective IR emission. Addi- the base of the cylindrical housing. Flares may
tional unclassificA inlofrnaton on these ,ubjects be held captive or may be assembled into a
is contained in Ref. 30. Persons or organizations dislpenser which ejects individual flares on corn-
having a need-to-know and the proper ,:ecurity mard.
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TABLE 3-4. STANDARD S"MBOLS FOR PAR. 3.3

SYMBOL DEFINITION SYMBOL c DEFINITION

A Angstrom L Separation between mirrors in

A, Area over which the phase of the laser caouty; length of laser cavity
wave i" correlated L, Coherence length

A.t Probability of electron falling m Exciced state of electrons
frtn state (i) to lower energy N. Number of excited states per unit
state (t) v~m.volumeL

B• Birefringent crystals NB Numer of electrons in the transi

B, Proportionality constant tion stage per unit volume

C Speed of light n Wavelength integer in calculating

c/2L Fundamental cavity frequency phase reversal of weve reflected
in laser cavity, index of refraction

d Distance from the optics to the of the medium
position Z of the point source P Net radiated power per unit vol-

dp Separation between two prisms ume
in frustrated internal reflected ,Power absorbed per unit volume
modulator - Prn

E Enr,,ny. of photon emitted by Eleczron power emitted sponta-

atom falling from 1st excited neously per unit time and unit

state to ground volume

Em Energy of photon in excited state P? Power emitt-A by stimulated e-
missior

E, Energy of photon in lower energy
state Q Quality factor of an optical res-

Criattof
f Frequency of photon emitted by

atom falling fror lst excited R Reflectivity of both mirrors in

state to ground laser eniacy

Resonant frequency of cptical S. A series of electro-optic switches -

cavity in digital light reflectors

S Opti".! f.equency S, & S2  Distances traveled 5y two radia-
tion waves

Bandwidth T Absolute temperature, OK

ht Planck's constant
t Trrisit time of reflection from

L Le;,gth of laser cavity one mirror to another

1, Incidont laser power t, Time during which radiation may

l�, 1& I,j, Maximum and minimum radia- be a pure sinusoid (coherence

tion intensity, respectively time)

Io Intensity of radiation pr-ior Eo Ur Photon density of radiation at
passing through a given volume the proper frequency

passbiitinghefrng-

1T Laser power transmitted through V Visibility of the fringcs

mirror VAn Half-wavelength voltage

Ix Radiation absorbed while passing wo Radius of the mode at the output
through a given volume mirror
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TA13LE 3-4. STANDARD SYMBOLs FOR PAR. 3-3 (Continued)7 ' :c, C -• .. C .'c "_ " •

SYMBOL DEFINITION SYMBOL DEFINIT'fiY,

x Distance traveled by rddiation Fiactlan of nhotons lost per

Z Point source transit by diffraction

Z Distance from the collimating X Wavelength 4

optics to the common focus of AX Difference beiween ene r?sonant
cavity mirrors wavelength and another

E Optical gain coefficient a Cross section for stimulated emis-

r (r) Autocorrelation of electric field sion or absorption

F 1.2 (r) Cross coirelation of electric field r Temporal coherence of oscillatioj

7 Radiation loss in passing through Solid angle
cavity

3-3.1.2 Lam;) also lowers the evaporation rate of the filament.
Lamps ate broadband sources which rmay be Evaporation reduces the cross section of the

used fcr illumination in the visible and near IR tungsten ,e and thus increases its electrical
regions of the spectrum. Most lamps produce resistance which, for a fixed lamp voltage,
continuous radiation on which line radiation results hn a lower power consumption and

*' may be superimposed. Filters or dichroic mirrors output by the lamp. The primary factor deter-
ar.. .. t.bok. mining the life ot an incandescent lamp is theSare use(; tc block ins~bi .a( ,,, "r---...

evapora~tuii ra~c ;: xL L'---t. which is a
where onty .-?. rti-iialio.. is desired. voa:ar•. " ? .. +wihiwifunction of the temperature. For gas-filled laraps

* 3-3.1.2-1 Tungsten Filament with filament temperatures of about 3C000K,
the lifetime is inversely proportionil to approx-

Tur.gsten filament incandescent lamps, which imately the thirty-fifth power of temperature"'
car be operated up to 3000° K, are high-radiance A small percentage of the evaporated tungsten is
srarces. The hot filament radiates like a gray- returned to the filament by collision of the
body with spectral emissivity as given in Table tungsten atoms with the molecules of the filling
3-5. gas (argon or nitrogen) while the remainder

The tunlgsten, filament may be in the forn of deposits --n the larrp envelope and reduces the
transmission of the envelooe. Collector screenseither a ribbon or wire. A ribbon-filament lamp

provides a source of radiant energy having a
large area of uniform radiance. Filaments as '*ungsten before it reaches the envelope.
large as 4-ram wide and 4C-ram Ion- are available l1 he introduction, in 1959, of the regenerative
for use as secondary c.iibration standards. Most halogen cycle to tungsten lamps allows higher
w ire filam ents are w ound in to a coil or helix in op eratongstes with reduced fi ghe r
order to reduce the apparent length and increase evaporation"m . The most important cf thesn
the apparent diameter of the filament, thus aps Ioi lampor . A smels
providing a more compact source. In some a L t.e •uartz-i
lamps, this helix is coied into another helix, amount of io,-ine added to the inert filling gas inlamp, tis e-1`x s ciledint anthe heix, the lamp causes a chemical reaction in which thLresulting in a f rther increase in apparent diam- gh e lam p on a hotion lb whiseter.tungsten depos;ited on the hot bulb wall is

returned to the filament. At normal bulb-wall
The filament nust be contained in an evac- temperatures (ý.)0 0 to 600'C), the iodine com-

uated or inert-r:. filled transparent enwPrlnn•. hines with the deposited tungsten to form the
usually glass or q.:1-tz. Employing an inert gas volatile compound t"Ingsten iodide. The high
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temperature in the neighborhood of th,. filament The arc stream is moPde luminescent by vaporiza.
causes the tungsten iodide to decompose into its tion of rare-earth salts placed in the core of the9 constituent elements with the tungsten being elect-ode. The spectral discribution of theflame
"redeposited on the filament. These lamps are radiat ion can be altered by changing the core
designed to operate with a bulb temperature of material and cursent. The visible portion of the
about 600°C and are, therefore, constructed spectrum is gen.rslly enhanced by this method,

j with i high softening, point material such as thus obtaining color temperatures of 5000* to
quartz. 90000 K.

A technique has been studied for reducing the A balla resistor is required in the electrical
input power to a- !ncande.;cent lamp while still to compensete fo the negav

power Srauicetocmes-efrtengivS* retaining itz output brightness for ust in projec- resistan e ti ofste con arc.S~resistanc e charactedstic of the carbon arc.

tion type devices, searchlights, and uther stop-
limite& optical systems". The technique con-
sists if placing the filament in the center of a 3-31.2.3 Gaseous Arc
spherical reflector which will reflec6 the radiated
energy back to the filament and thus maintain
its temperature with a smaPer input power. An Argon, krypton, and xenon gases as well as

Poerture in the reflector permits transmission of cesiuin, mercury, and rubidium metal vapors

that spaý component of the radiation which have been used in arc discharge lamps in the;) a v is ib l c o p o e n in ra e t ht r a i ti n w h c

can be effectively coupled into the optical visible -nd infrared spectral regions. At the
system. The study showed that a power reduc- present time xenon arc lamps are predominantly
tion of AO percent is practical by this method. used as illumination sources for near-infrared

night vision equipment. Input power for these
The uses of tungsten-filament lamps as night lamps ranges from 150 w to 30 ktw 3

vision illumination sources have ranged from a
truck-mounted night driving IR lamp of a few Fig. 3-46 shows the spectral distribution of a
w-occompact xenon arc lamp measured at four lamp
2,500 w. input powers- 2.6, 5.0, 7.5, and 10 kw37 . The

-3.1.322 Carbon Arc resolution for these curves is 0.1 micron. It can
be seen from this figure that the efficiency of

Two main types of carbon arc sources are generating near infrared radiation between 0.75
use•' for illimination: low-intensity incandescent and 1.05 microns decreases as compared to the
arcs and high-intensity flame arcs. In low-inten- generation of visible radiation. Fig. 3-47 from
sity arcs, the radiation is produced primnarily by the same reference shows the spectral distribu-
a shallow crater in the tip of the positive tion for a 10-kw xenon discharge with a resolu-
electrode, which is heated to its sublimation tion of 0.01 micron.
temperature by an electric arc. Additional radia-
tion is produced by a gaseous layer immediately
in f-ont of the crater. The radiant emission from Fig. 3-48 shows the spectral emission from
the crater appears to be close to that of a 0.35 to 1.1 microns of a 1OO-w xenon lamp
3800'K blackbody. The ratio of measured ra- normalized to the input power.
diance to that of a 3800'K blackbody is 95
percent in the wavelength interval of 0.63 to 4.2 Spect-al distributions of xenon lamps have
microns3 1 . bý-n measur-2d fo: various current densities. As

The radial distribution -if luminance across the the current densit-, is incrnsd from a few tens

posit;ve electrode drops to 90 percent of its of amperes per square centimeter to a few

center value approximately rle-half the radial thousand amperes per ;riiare centimeter, the

dotance out from the center and to 50 percent peak of the spectral aistributior shifts towazd

at about two-thirds the radial .:istance out". ti e blue and the visible intensity 'ncreases much
more rapidly than the infrared. Also, the line

In the high-intensity arc m!.t of the ,adiant enission in the infrared, while strong at low
energy is produced in the arc f. in:e with a lesser current densities, is almost completely masked
amount produced by the incandescent crater. by continuum at high current densities.
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A 20-kw liquid-cooled, compact xenon arc output intensities cf these lamps were much less
lax.p, shown diagramatically in Fig. 3-49, has than those of the pure xenon lamps even whenI been developed for searchlight applications37 . xenon was prz-sent in large amourts. A xenon
The electrodes of the lamp are internally cooled lamp, doped with tin iodide (SnL1 ), had the !
by a circulating liquid, enabling the lamp to be same intensity as a pure xenon lamp in the 0.8-
about the saae size as an air-cooled lamp of 6 to 12-micron region but was four t mes more
kw or less. intense than pure xenon in the 1.2- to

1.8-micron region39 .The electrode gap is 11 t2 mm resulting in a Either a ballast resistor or power supply
drop of 44.4 V across the lamp with a current of designed to have the proper wort-arpersp char-
450 A for a total power dissipation of 20 kw. A aesics is requie prope witharclapt

' 30tc .0 V sartng ulseis equred•o nitate acteristics is required fcr use with are lamps to30 tc "0 W starting Pulse is required to initiate compensate for the negative resistance char-
the esc discharge. The amount of lamp power acteristic of arc discharge lamps.
dissipated by ,arious means is as follows:

i4 3-1 1.2.4 Flashlamps
Cooling liquid 8 kw

.Flashlamps, which are pulsed, are rated by
Radiation (near R and visible) 10 kw input and output energy rather than input andConduction and convection 2 kw
C i c ioutput power as for continuous lamps. A.

Development of arc radiation sources using mentioned above, the spectral distribution in P.mixtures of xenon with argon, neon, cesium, xenon flashlamp is controlled by the current
and rubidium has been undertaken with the goRY density during the current pulse. Fig. 3-50 shows
of mncreasing the near infrared radiance over the spectral radiance normalized to input energy
pure xenon lamps of equal input power' . The of an FZ-47A flashtule manuiactured by

2.4 ,,,__

-- %~'2.3 DATN
-'2-, BLACKBODY RADIATIN

2.2- 1 1 DISTRIBUTIONS

0
S1.8 ik9400 K

c ' 1.6 , 7000

"1.. 5300 A/cm2

1.2-

',-

1700 A/cm

• 2 - :'

0"
.1 .3 .5 .7 .9 1.1

WAVELENGTH (micron)

FIGURE 3-5a Spectral Radiant Ener, n of FZ• 7A FIshtube Nortratzed " Input Power. Sbectral
Resolution Eqqual to 0.01 Micrmn
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EG&G. The spectral cresolution is 0.01 micron. higher energy. ThiE process is called electronic
The spectral radiance was recorded for two excitation, and tlhe higher energy condition is
pulsed current densities, 1700 A cm' and 5300 called an excited state. Excitations can occur
A crnm. The coarse broken lines are relative not only between the ground state and the
spectra radiance of blackbodies at 70000 and lowest excited state, out between any state and
9400' K which 6itermine the color temperatures a higher energy state. They may be caused by
of the source. The fine broken lines indicate that the capture of a photon having the right amount

U the measurements made in the ultraviolet are of energy to make up the difference between the
less accurate than those made in the visible and energies of the twa states of the electron, or
infrand. excitations may te brought about by collisions

that transfer energy to the atom.

3-3.1.3 Lasm Transitions also occur from higher energy
states to lower energy states. In these cases, the

3-3.1.3.1 Introduction exact amount of energy equal to the difference
between, thehihradlwreegstess

The word LASER is an acronym for Light higher and lower energy states is
Amplification by Stimulated Emission of released in some form. One wny of releasing

Radiation. The physical principle behind the eaergy is the emission of a photon. The photon
emitted by an atom falling from its fIrst excited:•laser w.•s advanced as a theoretical necessity by saet h r u d sa e w u- ei d si g ih

Einstein, but it was not until after the success of state to the gound state wouU be indistnguish-
t A ( w A coable from the photon absorbed by the electron

in its transition to the excited state. Its energy E
Stimulated Emission of Radiation) as a and frequency fare related by
low-noise microwave amplifier that the principle
was applied to optical frequencies. However, for
reasons that can be best understood by referring E = Em - = hf (3-46)
to Planck's Radiation La% (Chapter 2), the laser wa
is not a low-noise amplifier. Its I-rincipal value is where E. and E, are the energies of the two

as an oscillator, i.e., as a source of coherent states, and h is Planck's constant. Rather than
oemitting photons, some transitions release theSoptical fre-quency radiation.
quantum of energy to the surroundings in the

It has been increasingly clear, during the form of mechanical vibration which is then
struggle of radar engineers to develop systems transformed into heat.
designed to operate at shorter and shorter An electron may fall from an excited state
wavelengths, that techniques other than wave- (m) to a lower energy s;ate (t) spontaneously,
length-size metal cavities and waveguides would without any external influence. The probability
eventu,.Aly be necessary. The laser represents of this "spontaneous" emission occurring for an
such a techniqne. atom in an excited state per unit time is defined,

Before discussing specific laser devices, a brief for a particular transition, as
review of laser theory will be presented. The
treatment here is simplified, and subsequent Probability,,., =A,,,t (3-47)
study of the referencec listed at the end of the
chapter is recommended. Thus, if there are N?. of the excited states per

unit volume, the puwer emitted spontaneously
3-3.1.3.2 Laser Theory per unit time and unit volume is

Atoms are abie to store energy in discrete
amounts (quanta) in the potential and kinetic
energy of their orbiting electrons. Each electron The transition of electrons from one state to
is capable of revolving around the nucleus in another may also be induced by the presence of
more than one orbit, each having a definite a photon having the same energy as the differ-
amount of energy. When an electron in its ence in the energies of the two states. If the
lowest energy state (ground state) accepts direction of the induced transition is upward,
energy from some outside source, it changes its the process is called "absorption". The probabil-
orbit from its lowest ene.-gy orbit to one of ity of its occurrence is proportional to the
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number density Nt of atoms in the energy state taking place became of the presence of a photon

"from which the transition is to take place. a of the appropriate frequency. The exccss energy
J proportionality constant Bt,, and the photon in the transition is reieased in the form of a

density of radiation U, of the proper frequency phokon exactly like the one causing the transi-
f. Thus, the power absorbed per unit volume is tion, even to its poharization, its optical phase,

P" and its direction of propagation. All laser phe-
P.& = Bt,, UNthf (3-49) nomena are based upon this fact.

Similar to enera storage by atoms in elec-
If the induced transition is in the downward tronic states, as described aboye. molecules store

direction, resulting in the emission of a new eneg s mecribed abd m o tltore

photon, the process is called "stimulated emris- ener a mech l vibratin otaton.
sion". The probability per unit time and unit The mass of the molecule is cofcentred in the
volume of this event is also proportional to the the ass of the o on eten the

two atoms, and the bond between them may be
number density N. of atoms in the state from thought of as a spring. The molecule is thus able
which the transition is to take place a propor-tinlt osatBadtepoo est to vibate, the bond being alternately stretched
tionality constant B,, and the photon density and compressed, as the atoms move in and out.
of radiation U, of the frequency f. The power We know from quantum mechanics that the

S• emitted by this process ieienergy in such an oscillator cannot have any

SBmt UfNm hf (3-.50) arbitrary value, but must be a multiple of some
fundamental quantum of energy related to the
reseonant frequency f of the oscillator by Eq.

In the simplest case, that of distinct energy 3-46. The frequencies of vibrational oscillations
levels, of molecules tAnd to fall in the infrared and

= Bt,,. (3-51) microwave range of the frequer.cy spectrum.
S• In the same way 3s the electrons of the atomn

--. The combination of stimulated emission and move to different orbits by the absorption of

absorption gives a net radiated power per unit specific amounts of energy, the molecule absorbs
volume and stores discrete amounts of energy by going

into 'rger amplitudes of vibration. It may
/ release energy spontaneously, emitting photons

P = hf - N, B.t U, (3-52) corre-ponding to the energy differences between
vibrational states, and it can also exhibit stim-

Adding to this power the radiation due to ulated emission of these photons in the same
spontaneous emission, way electronic states do. Since the emitted

photons are coherent with those stimulating ther emission, we are able to build molecular lasers,
P hf A ,tN. + B.t Uf(Ng - Nt) (3-53) as well as those operating on electronic transi-"f 1tions.

We know from Boltzmann's Law (Chapter 2)
The proportionality constants Amt and B,E that the ratio of the number densities in two

were first derived by Einstein, and are known as energy states under conditions of thermal
the Eins-ýein Coefficients. They are related by equilibrium is given by

(Sirhf, Em1  (3E, (3-55)
A., ,-3--54)= exp1 _T

where k is Boltzmann's constant and T is the
where c is the speed of light and n is the index absolute temp!ratare in °K. According to this
of refraction of the medium. relationship, rt any temperature the density of

The process that is of primary interest to a the lower stawe is higher than the density of the
discussion of lasers is that of stimulated emis- upper state The second term of Eq. 3-49 is
sion. In this process, an electron goes from a always negative t.nder these conditions, rep-
higher energy state to a lower one, the transition resenting ;n absorption of power. Ratdiation
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passing through the volume under these conJi- tends not to take place, because of the quantum.
tions is absorbed at a rate proportional tn the mechanical rules governing transitions. Such

:ienergy density of the radiation and proportional transitions are ca~lled "forbidden tzansitions",

to the excess density of lower states. The and the states are known as "metastable states",
intensity of the radiation thus decreases accord- because they are stable for relatively long
ing to the relationship periods of time before decaying by spontaneous

emission. It is only in these metastable states
I 0I. exp [ ax] (3-56) that a large fracrion of the atoms in a volume

can be concentrated by pumping.
where 1 is the initial intensity, a is the decaySAtoms are seldom pum-ped directly into
constant, and x is the distance traveled by the metastab~ e states, as illustrated by simplified
radiation. The constant a is expressible in terms energy level diagrams n Fig. 3-51. Usually, the
of the difference in densities of the two energy energy accepted by each atom puts it in one of a
states as large number of higher energy states, from

Sa = a(N, - Nm) (3.57) which it decays rapidly by transferring energy

away nonradiatively until it comes down to the

where a is the cross section for stimulated metastable state, from which all transitions are
•: inhibited. To have a large population inversion

emission or absorption. This constant is related bited the a lare an invertbetween the metastabv level and some lowerto previously defined parameters by state, we now need oily make sure that the

lower level is not highly populated.
a (3-58) Fig. 3-51 shows pumping from the ground

state to the pumping levels, radiationless transi-
Our inte-et., in these relationships stems from tion to the metastable level, and transition by

the fact that they hold true whether or not the stimulated emission through the laser transition
atoms are in thermal equilibrium. If, by some to the terminal level. The difference between
means, the density of atoms in the upper state Fig, 3-51(A) and (B) is that in diagram (B), the
can be made larger than the density of those in terminal level is higher than the ground state,
the lower state, Eq. 3-52 tells us that there is decaying to the ground state through a radia.
more stimulated emission than absorption, Prnd tionless transition. Lasers of both types exist.
Eqs. 3-56 and 3-57 tell us that the intensity of Diagram (A) represents a three-level laser, and
radiation passing through the volume grows (B) shows a four-level laser. The difference may
exponentially rather than decaying. Since the be appreciated when it is recalled that most
photons gtnerated by stimulated emission are i, atoms are ordinarily in the ground state. To
phase and colinear with the radiation passing obtain a population inversion between the m
through, the volume ser:es as a coherent ampli- level and the ground state, it is necessary to put
fier for the radiation. (See par. 3-3.2.1.) more than half of the total number of atoms

into the metastable state since, otherwise, there
would be more in the terminal level than in the
metastable lEvel. In the four-level laser, on the

The nonequilibrium condition in which the other hand, all that is required is to put more
density (population) of atoms in an energy state atoms into the metastable level than there ate in
,.a larger than the density of atoms in a lower the terminal level. If the terminal !e.' decays
state, is called a "population inversion", since it rapidly to the ground state, an inversion may be
is the reverse of the usual distribution of obtained with only a small percentage of the
populations. The generation of a population total number of atoms excited.
inversion in a medium is known as pumping. An additional advantage of the four-levi aser

Most excited states of atoms decay by spon- is that it does not absorb strongly at the laser
taneous emission almost as fast as they can be wavelength when it is not pumped. This fact
pumped, and no substantial degree of popula.- may be readily understood by referring back to
tion inversion can be achieved. There are states, Eq. 3-49, in which the power absorbed by a
however, from which spontaneous emission given electronic transition was given as a func-
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FIGURE 3-51. Simplified Laser Enery-level 0.

' .ion of the density of atoms in the lower state of is made into an oscillator, i.e., by providing
• 'he transition. The three-level laser medium in appror.-iate feedbaeck. If the amplified radiation

San unpump.•d condition hass most of its atoms in is returned to the volume for additional amplifi-
Sthe ground level which is also the terminal level. cation, and the fraction fed back is large enough
SIt is thus in a position to absorb strongly at the to overcome the losses in the loop, the arrange-

laser wavelength. The four-level laser in the ment becomes an oscillator. As a rule, the
unpumped condition also has most of its atoms devices known as "lasers" are optical oscillators.

•- ~~~in the ground state, but few in the terminal Opiafedaksmotcnnetyp-
[ ~~~level, so it absorbs very little at the laser vddb en fmros irrhvn h
Sw avelength. There is a significant practical dif- d sr d r f e tvt t t e f e u n y o h•frec desre theetit car thhe mreqenc be taehensr•, frene ! thecar tht mut b taen t inure radiation is placed at each end of the volume

Sunfor pupin. I th thee-eve laer any having optical gain. The mirrors are aligned so
Sunpmpe orpoory pmpe porion ofthe that the radiation makes reflections back and

!medium may cause large losses in optical gain. forth t•etween them, being arnplifie-d by the
The four-level laser requires much less care in acie m d u echt e1 ~ ~~~ providing for uniform pumping since, although aciemduechte

Spoorly pumped portions of the medium may not A pair of mirrors arranged so that radiation
•; contribute as much as they might, they do nr.c reflects back arA forth between them is a
•"create losses. resonant, cavity, similar in 7-:.any respect to a

microwave cavity. The principal difference is
3-3. 1.3.2.2 Optical Cavities that optical wavelengths are smaller than the

The discussion so fýLr has described how a caiydenosbyevrlresofmg-
sutalecoletin fatmsma b pmpd o tude, while microwave cavities are typical'_y of
suitblecolecton f atms ay e pmpe to the order of a wavelength in size. One con-

form a coherent opigical amplifier. The most sequenceothsdfrncishadirain
useful laser devices, howev.er, are not amplifiers eo hsdfeec sta ifato

but ocillaorsplays a much smaller role in optical cavities, and
but scilatrs.they may be openi, rather than completely

One makes an opt•ical amplifier into an closed as microwave cavities are, In both cases, '
oscillator in the samea way as any other amplifier the radiation fields within the cavity must be a
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solution of Maxwell's Equation'% A con. Optical cavities are typically 104 to 101 wavc-
sequence of this is that a laser oscillator can lengths long, making n a large number, so the
oscillate onlv at discrete frequencies set by the resonant wavelengths are closely: spaced. An .

V • • size and shape of its optical cavity. Correspond. optical cavity thus has many resonant fre- _.
mg to each resonant frequency is a spatial quencies, given by
distribution of the electromagnetic fields in the
cavity. The resonant frequencies and the spatial (3-d2)
distributions are both spoken of as "modes of = (3 1 -62)

the cavity".

A convenient way of thinking about the These frequencý-:s are multiples of a fundam on-
modes of a cavity is that any solution to tal cavity frequency, c/(2L).
Maxwell's Equations for t'e boundary condi-

t• • tions represented by the cavity must be "self- There are, of course, many more resont
reproducing". That is, if a wave of radiation ofS• aparicuar requncyanda prticlarapaial frequencies corresponding to off-axis modes, but
a particular frequency and a particular 3;patial if the axial dimension of the cavity is mu --h
"amplitude distribution is launched in a given ig than theno n of the cavies are o iilarger than the otheri these frequencies are osilydirection in the cavity, the frequency and spatial slightly different from those of the axial mod, ,.,S1 distribution are those of a cavity mode only if, Any or all of these mnodes are capable of

ata later time, the wave returns to the same Ayo l fteemdsaecpbeoat a toscillation if the laser medium has sufficient
position with the same phase and the same optical gain at the c rresponding frequencies. It
amplitude distribution, differing at the most
from the original wave by a constant multiplier.Srare phenomenon, a•ii can he made to exist orly

Consider a wave launched parallel to tl- at discrete frequelv.ies. Kow, then, can tie
longest dimension of the cavity, which for matcn between cay-ity mode fhequencies and
optical cavities tends to be much larger than the laror transition frequencic be achieved?
other dimensions. The wave propagates to one
of the mirrors of the cavity, is reflected back Although electronic transitions are narrow by
along the axis, reflected again from the second standards applied to conventional light sources,
mirror, and finally reaches the starting point. I1 they do have a finite width. Even in the absence
we assume an exact phase reversal at each of external influences, an electron in tr'nsition
mirror, the requirement that the phase be the to a lower energy state emits a photon with a
same as the starting phase may be expressed finite spectr-d width, related to the lifetime of

the excited state. When excited atoms are
n= 2L (3-59) subjected to outside influences, such as colli-

sions with c.Ther atonis, th= Amitted photons
where n is an integer and L is the separation have much larger spectral widths. if atoms are
between the mirrors. Stated in words, the imbedded in a solid matrix such as a crystal or
round-trip distance between the mirrors must be glass, the fields due to neighboring atoms maySi an integral number of wavelengths, widen the emission line considerably hy creating

a distribution of photon frequencies. If the
For a fixed mirror separation, each value of n atoms are in motion, as they are in a gas laser,

Scorresponds to a different wavelength. The the motion causes random Doppler shifts in the
difference between one resonant wavelength and apparent frequency emitted by individual atoms,
the neighboring one is given by giving an effective increase in line width. Be-

cause of these mechanisms by which laser
2L( 1 2L (3-60) transition lines are broadened, many cavityn n + 1 n/ ' mode frequencies typically fall within the line

width, and simultaneous oscillation at many
Substituting from Eq. 3-59 frequencies is the rule rather than the exception.

Careful design of the optical cavity is required to
AX 1 (3-61) restrict a laser to a single opera.ing frequency

n when that is needed for particular applications.
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3-a 1.323 Condition for Threshold of Oscillation scattering in the minirs are neglected, this isTo .-. ve by
To achieve a steady-state oscillation of the -v b

- laser, it is necessary to feed back enough of 4he
emitted power to make up for the losses of the r -L (1- Aj (3-70)

system. Rewrite Eq. 3-56 with a positive sign so where IT is the laser porter transmitted through
that a is an optical gain coefficient rather than the mirror. To make the output power large for
anabsorption coefficient. afixed flm density in the cavity, one should use

SI.•,= [ exp fax] (3-63) a small reflectance. The optimum reflectance is a
Scompromise between having a low threshold and
coupling out a large fraction of the flux in, the

For a laser cavity of length L with incident laser cavity. In general, the higher the gain of the
power ,L at the mirror. the total optical gain per laser, the lower the optimum reflectivity of thepass is mirrors.

SL = exp[L] (3-f4, it is frequently more convenient to have the
Io output of a laser in a single beam instead of

For simplicity, we assume that the only losses having; output from both ends. This may be
in the cav-ty are those due to the imperfect done by making one of the mirrors as close to a
reflectivity of the two mirrors and both mirrors perfect reflector a. possible and reducing the
have a reflectivity R. The radiation passing reflectivity of the other. Eqs. 3-65, 3-66. and
through these min'ors is the useful output of the 3-67 are still valid for this case of R is taken to
Slaser. The intensity of the optical wave after be the geometric mean of the two reflectivities.
reflection from one eo the mirrors is Eq. 3-68 way oe generalized by adiing terms for

S(65 absorp-ion, scattering, and diffraction losses.S1,? = IL R (3-65)]
; J 3.~5,V. 1.2.4 H'eat Dissipation

For the case in which the gain during one pass
through the cavity just compensates for the loss '11e effic-enr•y of lasers is generally poor, and

IR during reflection from one of the :airrors, we most of the energy supplied for pumping is
S'- have converted to heat. It m necessary to remove this

I = 1. (3-66) heat because the range of operating temperature
for a laser i4 limited. The gain of a lhser"which gi es deureses with increasing temperature becau-e

R erp (-aLl (3-67) the width of the atomic transitior line increases,
and the gain at the peak goes down. The

We may put this in more convenient form by temperature of four-c iel lasers in particular
defining a loss factor -y ax must be kept low so that thermal popuisaon of

the terminal laser level does not occur, reducing
7 = - P A (3-68) the population inversion.

Substituting in Eq. 3-61 Tha methods for cooling depend greatly upon
S=aL (.3-49) the type of laser .rnvolved, and they will be

discussed in the paragraphs dealing with speefzic

This reiationship is the threshold condition. It lasers.
represents the minimum feedback necessary to
allow the laser to oscillate. It is clea" from Eqs. 3.3.1.3.25 Cavity 0 and Width of Resona,'ce4

3-67 to 3-6,9 that threshold may be reached at a
lower value of a - i.e., for a ima~ler population The Q, or quality factor, of ýin ý,tJical res-
inversion, and thus a lowe- pumping powp- - if onator is given approximately, for small lose., by
the reflectivity is high. One should not c-Iciude
from this that the refiectrnty of the min-ors Q = -- (371)
should be as high as possible. The useful power
from the laser i, the radiation that passes where fo,, is the optical frequency; t is the
through the mirrors and, if absorption and transit time from one mirror to the other: and 8
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: the rfaction of the photons that are lost per is not depleted by stimulated emission, and the

transit by diffraction, absorption in the medium gain may build up to a value limited only by the
filling the cavity, and by transmission through pumping rate and the rate of spontaneous

; • ~the mirrors.• - emission. If the optical path i hnsdel

The Q is related *o the sha'pness ofresonance restored, the flux density in the cavity builds up
very rapidly. Since the rate of rKimulai ion

ie a n na emission is proportional to the iux density and
,•: microwave cavities, i.e.,co e isethe emission adds to the flux, a regenerative

•k __ Ibuildup of flux occurs and the energy stored in
Q Q (3-72) the metastable states during the purnping proc-

ess is released in a very short time, usually 10 to
Thus, for the sharpness of resonance of an 50 nanosec. Higher pea-k power is obtainable
optical ca:ity, we have - using the relationship from a laser by this means than any other,
fot= LA, and Eqs. 3-71 and 3.72 - although tLe efficiency *.s not as high as in

coiwentional operation.

A2- (3-73
S2IrL 3-3.1.3.3 Laer Typcs

where L is the length' of tue cavity. For The most convenient classification of lasers is:

high-reflectance mirrors, the width of an optical (1) solid-state lasers, (2) gas lab,,..s, (3) injection
Scavity resonance may be of the order of lasers, Lld (4) liquid lasers. The term "solid-
Smegahertz, state" includes all of the crystal and glass host

* lasers, but does not include injection lasers,
If thie medium inside an optical cavity has which arp also made from solids, or liquids that!gain at a resonant frequency of the cavity, the are cooled until ýhey are glass-like. Iniection

effect is to compensate for the losses of the lasers are also called semiconductor lasers.
cavity. The fraction 6 of the photons that are Liquid lasers, usually employing dye solutions,
lost prr transit is replaced by stimulated emis- are of relatwely little importance-being ,zsed
sion, and this aiour goes to zero. The Q of *he principally as tunable sources foi' ab.iorption 3
system increases greatly, and the w'dth of the spect-oscopy. They will not be discussed fur-
resonance decreases correspondingly, perhaps to ther.
a few hertz. Under these conditions, Eqs. 3-71
"and 3-73 no longer app!y since the noise of 313.1.3.3.1 Solidstate La.•s-
spontaneour emission plays a dominant role in Solid-state lasers consist of ions embredded in
!. determining the width of the resonance, a crystal lattice or glass. The active ions are

"usually either transition metal. or rare earths,
3-1.126 3-switching and th-i crysWal lattice, are usually AO2 03,

In continuous steady-state oscillation, a laser similar oxides, or fluorides. The most common
finds a balance between the rate at which examples are Cr÷3 in Al2 03 (Ruby) and Nd* in
photons leave the cavity and the rate at which Y, Al5 01•2 (YAG) or in glass.
they are generated by stimulated emission. The Conventional solid-state lasers are optically
density of photons in the cavity builds up until pumped. The host mateial takes no part in the

the depletion of the metastable states of the lasing transition although the local fields do
atoms and the fi~hng up of the terminal states perturb the energy levels of the motal ion.
reduce the gain so that Eq. 3-69 is satisfied. prtur the en e level fte of ta ion.

Crystal lattce3 h ~' ? the,-dvantage of a ±elativeiy
There is an alternate method of operating a high thcrmnal conductivity, thus easing the p.ub-

laser by which much higher peak power may bc lem of heat dissipation and even allowing con-
generated. This technique, known as Q-switching tinuous wave operation in some cases. One
(or Q-spoiling), con-ists of temp-rarily inter- problem is the difficulty of preparing well-crder-
rupting the optical path inside the laser cavity ed, uniformly doped lattices. Glass lasers have
while the laser is pumped. Sevcral specific the advantage that they can be made ;nto shapes
methods for doing this will be discussed later. ranging from short, thin fibers x few microns
Under these conditions, the population inversion thick to large rods two meters long.
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S... Because the lifetimes of metastak le states of than t~his, but local heating during a pulse shifts

S i•-• ) ions embedded in lattices are relatively long (-I the spectrum. These thermarl effects ari. dte to

S msec), Q-switching techniques are successfully changes in refra..tlve index and linear expansion
mployed wih o!id-statlfthe rod. Ruby is a three-level laser, and will

! operate continuously only at cryogenic temr~era-

3 .. .1Rb "- tures.

Fig. 3-52 shows the construrtion of a simple 33. 1.1.1 1.2 Neodymium Ion Laseys
ruby laser. The location of the components andsaeothpupncaiyaescthtms Neodym~ium ion, in its many hosts, is one of

Sof the optical energy from the lamp or lamps isth motvrae ilsrcntuto.Te

focused onto tle laser rod. High-energy Iinear or emission wavelength is 1.06 microns in the near
! helical flash l~mps provide -intense visible radia,-nrrd ti ftrlvllsr

i tion, certain spcctral bands of which are absorL. Neodymium-doped glass has the largest

?d by tie active ions. Typical outputs from energy storage density of any known laser
: non-Q-gwitched ruby lasers are random I matetial. 1i_ many respects, it is similar ',n
microsec pulses occurring in bursts from 0.5 to operation to ruby; in fact, ruby and
1.5 msec in duration with total energies between neodymium-doped giass may be used inter-
0.1 to 1600 J. Q-witched output occurs in changeably in the same p'imping cavity with the
single pulseý lasting from 5 o 50 nanosec and same lamps and driving circuit. 'The fact that
having peak powers fr-m 1 mw to 10 Gw. gla-.- rods may be made as large as desired, in

Th.e characteristic radiation wavelength at contrast to the problems involved in growing

room temperature for ruby is 6943 A. At liquid ruby crystals of large size, has made neodymium

ritrogen temperature it shifts to 6934 A. the the choice for applications requiring very large

measured spectral line width is about 10 pico- energy.

meters (0.1 A). At any given instant, it is less In yttrium aluminum garnet (YAG) host, the
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neodymiuw Ion allows cw laser action at room atomic and moleilar !Jne spectra, the transi.
temperature. Multimnd output up to 60 w at tiois of which are well known a;d explicable by
room temperature ,as been obtained with prac- quantum mechanical analysis. Since gases are
tical pump lamps. and ur to 2.10 w with exotic nearly opaually homogeneous, theoretical -
pumping arrangements :Z Lh as a vortex-stabiiz- resonator-mode analysis gives a very satisfactory
ed plasma arc. preoiction of wiat is actually observed.

1.3.1.3 Because c! tie relativcy iow density of
. . 1.30• O s sm Hoavailablt atoms within the cavity, as well as the

Tab'e 3-6 provides a summary of some, of tJhe absence of ,ide absorption bands, gas lasers are

moie successful ion/host combinations, together rarely optically pumped. The most common
with the wavelength type of operation and form of excitation is collision with electrons in

hightest operating temperature achieved, an electric discharge.

Almost any gas has laser poten• LU, and the
a-3 1.3132 G• .a 41 '•'•' 4  

- available wavelengths are numerous. Table 3.7
lists parameters of the more commonly used gas
lasers. For the purpcses of describing the char-

Sfboratory work because they are the most acteristics and mechanisms of gas lasers, it is i
(.onvenient an.d coherent. Their chief lim~tttion co.:venient to divide them into three categories:
is their inability to produce high peak power. neutral tom, ion, and molecular laers. Repre-

The attributes of gas lasers are derived from sentatives of each of these kirJs of gas lasers will
the fact that they are essentially sources of be fiusIed.

TABLE 3-6. SELECTED SOLID LASERS

OHYPE OF OPERATION

ION HOST A, (Pulsed or Continuous Wave) T, OK

Ho÷ CaFj 0.55 p 77
Pr 3  LaF, 0.60 p 77
Eu÷a Y2 0 3  0.61 p 220
Cr 3  Al 2 O 0.69 p, cw 350
Sm÷2  CaF 2  0.71 p 20
Nd 3  CaWC 4  0.91 p 77
Yb ÷3 Y3 A15 0, 2  i.03 p 77
Nd• 3  Y3 Als 0. 2  1.06 p 440

cw 360
Tm ÷ CaF, 1.12 p 2-
Nd÷ CaWO, 1.34 p 3010

Ni ÷1 MgF2  1.62 p 77
Y3 Al 0 1 2  1.66 p 77
MgF2  1.75 p 77

Tm÷ Y3 Als O,, 2.01 p 300
,,'ý' c77i: Ho÷ Y3 Al O5 ,- 2.10 p 300
cw "/7

Oy Cap: 2.36 p 145
c',c 77

U .3 CaF 2  2.61 p 300
cw 77
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TABLE 3-7. COMMOJLY 'j.- 4 GAS LASERS I
TYPE OF OPERATION

TYPE )x, A (Puls - or ContinuouN Wave) MAXiMUM OUTUT

Ne 3,324 p, cw 15 mw cw
N, 3,324 p, cw 200 cw in 10 nanosec
Ar 4,579 p, cw lC wcw

4,658
4,465
4,880
5.017
5,145

Kr 4,762 p, cw 5 wcw
6,208
5,682

6,471
6,474

Xe 5,419 p, cw 1 wcw
5,971
6,271

He-Ne 6,328 cw 100 mw cw
11,523
33,912

He-N 2 -CO2  10,630 cw 5 kw cw

_" 3.3.1.ZJ.Z 1Neutral Atom Laser (Ht-ANe) the tot-i power output by increasing the tube

Nearly all neutral atom gas lsers operate in diameter, or b• more energetic pumping.
the infrared region. The notable exception is the
He-Ne red (6328 A) laser, the most useful laser 3-3.1.3.3.2.2 Ion Lam (lonizrr' Argon)
for work not requiring high power. Lines at 1.15
and 3.39 microns are also av"'ilable from He-Ne Laser trarsitions oi the noble gas ions-

inciurding argon, krypton, and xenon--fall
but the visible line, because ot its general utility, chiefly in the vosible and ultraviolet. The A

is usually preferred. The 3.39-micion line corn- lasfr is the most usefulbeause T c n
laser is Cie most useful because a continuous

petes with the 6328 A line and must be output of sveral blue-green lines greater than
suppressed to obtain the red Emission. 10 w can ber obtained

Neutral atom lasers are generally low power The active 10ansition of an icn laser is

devices, a continuous wave output of 100 mw between two enp-gy levels of the ionized atom.
being relatively high. An He-Ne laser with tlhat The atoms of gas must be first ionized, then
power is about two meters long and is usually excited. A iatheamotn, of power is required to
air-coo~ed, maintain the ionization of the gas, so the

In the He-Ne laser, collisions with electrons electrical excýifation muzrt be more energetic than
produce excited He metastables, which, in turn, for 3 neutral gis las,!r. The AI* laser is e:c:tod by
tr. ;•sfer their ,mergy to the upper lasing state of a hiEh-voltage. high-current dischargse, and is
Ne because of a near resonance in energy levels. usvally water-cooled.
Collisions. however, also tend to depopulite A cor,sequence -A the relatively high energy
oxcitecl states, so a delicate balaice is set up : .-.,.v n e.h terminal state of the laser is that a
hbetween ppor,-ing processes, placing narrow kirgc ,ra:tion of the energy stored in the upper
iimits orn pressvsxýc ard current densities. 'rhe level is necescarily waztd and, because of this
kinetic )rCý-sses make it impossible to incretse fact, tCie e.iiciency of this type of laser can
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never be high. Nevertheless, ion lasers find many excitation and to depopulate the lower level of
uses in applications not reqairinq high effi- carbon dioxide. Water molecules are capable of
ciency. performing the same function.

SThe principal advantage of the: "on laser is the Because the lifetime of the metastable state is
Srange of -A avelengths available. Neatral atom and ,elatively long (more than a millisecond), the
Smolecular lasers tend to operale only in the carbon dioxide laser can be Q-switched. Peak

infrared, but ion lasers offer a wide variety of power levels one or two orders of magnitude
visible lines at substantial power levels. Krypton, higher than the continuous power level can be
in particular, oscillates in so many visible spec- achieved.
tral lines simultaneously that 't can produce a
beam that appears to be whiteI .ght. 3-3...13t3 Injecrion Lasers'42, 4 5

* Ionized argon lasers may be operated in a Injection lasers operate by the injection of
pulsed mode at peak power levels higher than electrons into the crystal lattice producing local
the limit for continuous operation. The lifetime concent-ations of holes and electrons, which,
of the upper laser level is not long enough, upon recombination, emit radiation. The most

* 1however, to mak? Q.switching feasible. common method of injection is to place a
forward bias across a p-n junction; for this

• 3-±.1.3.2.3 Molecular Laser (Carbon Dioxide) reason, the term diode laser is also often used.

In the injection lasor, illustrated schematically
In a molecular laser, stimulated emission takes in Fig. 3-53, a semiconductor is usually sand-

place between vibrational excitation levels of the wiched between twc metal contacts which also
molecule. In the carbon dioxide Laser, the laser serve as heat sinks. One contact lies on the
transition is between two vibrational modes of p-type surface, the other on the n-type. The
the carbon dioxide molecule, both states lying at wafer linear dimensions are typically about a
relatively low energy levels. The consequence of millimeter. When a voltage is applied across the
this fact is that the efficiency is high compared p-n junction is a forward direction, excess elec-

Sto other lasers. Carbon dioxide lasers can op- trons that move into the p-type region and
erate at high-power levels with efficiencies of up excess holes that move into the n-type region
to 30 percent. Output powers of the order of a recombine in the narrow junction region, only a
kilowatt have bee.n achieved, and comr ercial few microns across. The wafer surfaces normal
units with over 100 w continuous output are to the junction plane are polished and serve as
available. As a rule, 60 to 80 w are produced for an optical cavit,.
every meter of length.

Small size and weight are the chief advantages

The carbon dioxide laser is pumped by an of diode lasers. In addition, the injection process
electrical discharge in a mixtuie of gases-usually is relatively efficient. Typical efficiencies of 15
carbon dioxide, nitrogen, and helium. The elec- to 20 percent have been achieved with liquid
trical discharge excites the iitrogen, which helium and nitrogen cooling. Modulation can be
hdppens to have a metastable level very closely achieved by varying the driving current qs well as
coinciding with a metastable level of the cprbon direct modulation of the output beam. Lifetimes
dioxide molecule. An efficient energy transfer are short, of the order of a nanosecond, so
occurs between- the nitrogen molecule and the Q-switching is not possible.
carbon dioxide molecule, thereby pumping the
upper laser level of carbon dioxide. As the upper The spatial coherence and beam collimation
level is depleted by stimulated emission, the of injection lasers are relatively poor. Typicrl
energy stored in the nitrogen is trai;sferred to it. beam spreads are about 2 deg in the jun"tion
Helium atoms serve to cool undesired rotational plane by 10 deg Perpendicular to it.
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FIUWRE 3-5• Injection Lair

SDirect laser action has been achieved with the amplitude, frequency, or phase, or by changing

following binary compounds: ZnS (0.33 p), its direction of propagation.
ZnO (0.37 y), CdS (0.49 pi), CdSe (0.68 p ),
CdTe (0.78 p), InP (0.91 p), GaSb (1.6 1), 3-3.31.14.I Modutor:m
InAs (3.1 p), PbS (4.3 p, InSb (5.2 p), A light modulator isadevice that controls the
PbTe (6.5,u), and PbSe (8.5 u).amplitude, freeu-.icy, or phase of a light beam.

In many cascs, two compounds containing There are sevf-ra types. Some of the principles
a common slement can be alloyed to produce a that will now

thatwillnowbe discussed as methods ofmixed crystal whose radiating wavelength lies modulation are also applicable to Q-6witches and
in between those of the two pure binary corn- beam deflectors.
pounds. In this way it is possible to create in-
jection larers operating at any desired wavelength 3-3.1.3.4.1.1 Mechanical Modulator
between the ultraviolet and far infrared. Com-
binations currently under investigation are: The simplest way of modulating a light beam
GaAs.P, (0.65 to 0.85 p). Ga4nAs (0.85 to is to interrupt all or a portion of it with a
3.1,p), InAsP, (0.91 to 3.1 u), Ga, In.Sb (1.6 mechanical shutter. Because of the inertia of
to 5.2 p), PbSxSe, (4.3 to 8.5 p), ZnCd.Te such a iievice, however, they are usable only at
(0.59 to 0.83 p), Cd•ZnTe (0.56 to 0.66 ', low freque,;cies.
Cd 2 . ZnSe k0.4 to 0.63 p), ard PbxSn.Te (6.5
to 20 p). The latter family has been made to .7-3.1.3.4.1.2 Frusrrazed-internal-
emit at 14.9 to 15.9 m, cooled to 12°K. HgCdTe reflection Modulator
systems also show promise in the far infrared. A frustrated-internal-refiectior modulator is

3-3.1.3.4 Beam Control Devices composed of two prisms in close proximity as
shown in Fig. 3-54. When the separation d,

Many laser applications -such as commu- between the prisms is greater than about 1.5x,
nication, radar, or display - require a mean,3 of PRism (-) acts as a totally internal-reflecting
controlling the ligit beam by modulating its prism. As the surfaces of the two prisms axe
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Scbrought closer together, the light begins to pass 3-3.-.14. 1.3 Acousi'c Modulator
through the junction. If the surfaces of the two
prism. were made perfectly flat and brought Acoustit. waves with frequenciez up to hun-
into complete contact, all of the light would be dreds of megahertz have been generated in
transm.tted through ýhe junction. The surfaces liquid, and solids. The waves are lotgitudinal
of the prisms cannot be made perfectly flat, of (compress'onal), causing local variations in the
course, and they must aLso be coated to prevent index of refraction. The pattern of varying index
the surfaces from adhering to each other when of refraction acts as a phase grating, diffracting
brought into contact. As a result, the transmit- light out of a beam passing through the medium.
sion through the interface never reaches 100 By varying the power to the acoustic driver, it is
percent. possible to change the amount of light dif-

Piezoelectric transducers, such as barium fi-cted, and thus amplitude-modulate the beam.
titanate, are used to contrcl the separation of The frequency response of the modulator is
the prisms. The mechanical inertia of the prisms determined by the time required for the acoustic
and drivers limit the response of this type of waves to travel across the light beam, and is of

modulatot to low frequencies. the order of 1 megahertz.

:I
(2)

()d

(A) (B)

FIGURE 3-54. ,crustr-tvd-intrnal-Reflection Modulator

ELECTRO-OPTICAL CELL

POTARIZR EANALYZER

LASER

FIGURE 3-55. Elmctro-opticl Alodulator
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-33.4.14 1.4 Electro-opc&,I MUvrr optical modulators. Modulation frequencies up II
An electro-optical modulator consists of a

:j polarizer, an electro-optical cell, and an an-.
alyzer, as shown in Fig. 3-55. With the po'larizer
and analyzer in parallel alignment and zero Frequency modulation cf many continuous

Svoltage applied to the cell, plane polarized light wLve lasers -my be accomplished by mountingSis .•z.Ansmitted through both. When an electric one of the cavity reflectors on a piezoelectric

fiehl is applied to the cell, however, it exhibits driver and modulating the length of the cavity.
birefringence, i.e., the index of refraction in the Frequency shifts of tens of megahertz may be

emociurn is different for light with one polariza- obtained at moderate drive voltages.
tion than it is for the other. Ar a result, a phase
shift between the components occurs, equivalent 3-3. 1.I.2 Q-si,ý.es

,. • for :,he proper voltage to a 90-deg rol-tion offor-he proper opolariation. at thie roltaetio -o The principle of Q-switching was discussed in
the plane of polarization. At this voltage. there- 3-1.1.3.2.6. Refer to Eq. ý,69 the equationfort, the light is blocked by the analyzer. A Par. -..... Rfrt q ;6;teeu~o
folath ighr is blot r ku~ed by the anpulyzer.A for threshold of oscillation, a laser may tem-
polarizer is not requted at the input to ýhe

* modulator if the light from the laser is polarized. porarily be pregented from oscillating by de-
s creasing a the gain of the medium or by

The electro-optical effect works by changing increasing r the loss factor. Both methods are
the natural birefringence or by inducing used. To be most effetive, a Q-switch must be
birefringence in certain isctropic solids and timed so that the laser is allowed to oscillate a' .
liquids in response to an electric field, A number the peak of the population inversion.

V of crystalline solids exhibit an electro-optical
effect directly proportional to the electric field. 3-a 1.1421 McWakicl Shuttar Q-Svitch
This is called the Pockels effect, or linear The edge of a rotating chopper wheel placed in
electro-optical effect. Crystals having a large the optical cvity of a laser acts as a simple
SPockels effct are KI-: PO4 (KDP), CuCI, GaAs, mechanical shutter. The opaque portion of the

whee: makes the cavity losses very large. As the
) Other materi'als, especially liquids, exhibit an orlen sector moves into the cavity, the losses are

electro-optical effect proportional to the square reduced to a minimum, permitting a large pulse
of the applied electric field. This is known as the to be produced.
Kerr electro-optical effect or quadratic electro-
optical effect. Examples of useful materials are 3-3.1.3.42.2 Rotatiq Reflector C-switch
potassium tantalate niobate (KTa.65 Nb.s 03),
strontium or barium titanate (SreTiO, BaTio03 , An effective Q-switch n-Ly be made by
and nitrobe'2zene (C6 Hs NO•2 ). replacing one of the ca'viy reflectors with a

The electry-optical effect is relatively fast tntal-interal-t'lect, g r':: rrs mounted ua a
compared to modulators requiring mechanical rotating shaft, t'A axu c w fli(h is perpendicularS~~to the roof line. T'he effective reflectivity of the I
motion or involving transit times since the effect t rocf in T he tie rivt of theprismn is maximum when the prism roof iris electronic or molecular in nature. Modulation perpendicular to the uptical axis and very small
f requencies of more than 1 GHz may oee eemotherwise. When peak population inversion and
achieved.j prism alignment occur simultaneously, max-

imum pulse power from the laser is generated. A
3-3.1.3.4.1.5 Magneto-optical (doca/ator roof prism is used so that precise alignment of

The planc of polarization of light is rovtIed the axis of rotation with the optical axis of the
when traveling through certain materials, such as cavity is riot required.
gallium-doped yttrium 'ron garnet, placed in
magnetic field3. Th• amount of light passing 3.1.3.4.2-3 Eleco-opical and Magneto-optical
through an analyzer then depends upon the -3.4. C-optca" ~Shutter C-Switch"

magnetic field applied. The heavy weight of the
magnetic coil and relatively high driving power The electrc-optical cells and, occasionally, the
requirements limit the usefulness of magneto- magneto-optical cells discussed as modulators
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are used also as Q-switches. p t csAcoustic beam deflectors are siinils r in opera-
tion to the acoustic modulators described in par. -combination with the polarizer and analyzer, iii 3-3.1.3.4.1.3. A train of compression waves iseffectively opaque within the laser cavity. Pump- established in a liquid or solid by means of an

"ing of the laser rod during this time will produce electro-acoustic transducer. The patterns of
the maximum population inversion. When the varying index of refraction act as a phasevotage mappiedm pultio n thevcrystl n. sudenl e -rog the mdu.Tecnennwi ograting, diffracting light out of a beam passing
moved, the Q-switch becomes transparent, and th the frcion The light tha is dr tSth e ene gy tor d wi hin th elas r ro is e mi ted w ith th e fraction of th e ligh t th at is d iffracted
the energ stored within the laser rod is emitted out of the beam, but the direction in which it is
as a large pulse of light. Switching of an diffracted. The direction depends upon the
electro-optical cell takes less than 5 nanosec.,: spacing of the grating, which in this case is
3-3.1.3.4.2.4 Pare wtchi determined by the frequency at which the cell is

driven. One can thus sweep the diffracted beam
Certain opaque materials, upon absorbing a in angle by sweeping the drive voltage in

sufficient number of photons, become transpar- frequency. The rate at which the angle can be
ent. If this material is placed inside a laser changed is limited by the transit time.
cavity, ii, inhibits lhser action while the rod is Electra-optic beam deflectors can be made
being pumped to a high-population inversion.
The growing spontaneous emision of the laser that are capable of high deflection rates, high
Smedium then begins to bleach the material. The resolution, and relatively large deflection angles.
incipient laser action regeneratively saturates the They can also give immediate access to any
material, rendering it transparent The ener display position and can be built with rugged,•~sld-tt components Thesrin devce trnsarnt be ne
stored in the laser is emitted in a single 10- t solid-state components. These devices can be
15-nanosec pulse. divided into two classes: those which give an

analog presentation and those which give a
Passive Q-switches do not require external digital presentation.

control or synchronization. The saturation level
Sof the material can be varied by changing its Analog deflectors depend upon the fact that athickness or changing the concentration of voltage applied across the face of certain crystals
absorbers. Therefore, a proper match of p will produce a change in their Index of refrac-

e yand Q-sitch absorption results in thresh- tion. The simplest of the analog deflectors is anlae ak i oprism with the electrodes on the triangular faces.At room temperatures potassium tantalate nio-

Passive 0-switch materials include organic bate (KTa. Nb. 5 O0), which is a mixture of
solutions and doped glass, which recover quick- potassium tantalate (KTaO 3 ) and potassium
ly, and thin organic-dye films, which do not niobate (KNbO 3 ), produces one of the greatest
recover and must be replaced after each use. changes in the index of refraction for a givwn

voltage of any material known. Dielectric break-
3-3.1.3.4.3 Beam Deflection down in this material limits the deflection to 1

deg and the number of resolvable positions of
the beam to 500.Laser applications, such as visual display, re-

quire a means of controlling and rapidly chang- Analog light deflectors 1-ive also been made
ing the direction of the output beam. The prin- using stacks of prisms of deuterated potassi"'m
cipal means of doing this are mechan.al, dihydrogen phosphatp (KDP), a material having
acoustical, and electro-optical beam defiectc-s, a large Pock,!- effect. For small angles, the

cleiection is linearly proportional to the app'ied
Mechanical deflection may be oinp~isied electric field and to the overall length of the

by reflectd:g the be•,- . rom a rotating or structure. Theoretical analysis shows that the
osciliating m`iior or prism. Because of the number of resolution elements obtainable is
ircrtia of the moving parts, these devices cannot directly proportional to the electric field
provide rapid, arbitrary positioning of a light strength, the length of the structure, and an
oeam. They can be used in applications where electro-optical constant of the crystal. It is
repetitive scans afe needed at limited speed, inversely proportional to the wavelength of thc
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light and the difference between the operating optic switches and birefringent crystals un-
* temperatre and the Curie temperature of the deflected and emerges at PFohP 1 . If, on the

other hand, the half wavelength voltage VN /2 is

dets abbtu i applitd to A z . the polarization of the beam is KSDilzt& deflectors may be built ut•ilizing a roatd9deanitasethogcrta •
combination of two effects. One is the phenom- rotateO 90 deg and it passes through crystal B 2

as an ey:traordinary ray. The beam is, therefore,

collimated light beam passing through a crystal the laterally.As by an n o volag to
such as calcite, splits into an ordinary and to Aw, the beam passes unchanged. Con-

Sextra-ordinary ray. These rays are linearly po- sequently, it also pastes through crystal B3 as an
larized with their planes of polarization per- extraordiryu- ray where it is further deflected,

- pendic'.lar to each other. At normal incidence, arving at P2 . In the digital deflector, theS~the ordinary ray passes straight through thethe ordinary ra ig through thickness of the crystals increases in a binary
crystal, wile the extraordinary ray is laterallyIn this manner, a
displaced by a distance proportional to the maximum of different output positions can be
length of the path within the crystal. The second switched by a minimum of switches; that is 2"
effect is the longitudinal electro-optical Pockels: positions can be controlled by n switches.
effect discussed earlier.

The basic principle of operation of a digital To obtain a two-dimensional scan it is nec-
light deflector is shown in Fig. 3-56. A small, essary to place a second set of switches and
linearly polarized beam of light is incident on a crystals in the light path such that the direction
series of electro-optical switches S, and of deflection is 90 deg from the f,_St. A
birefringent crystals Bin. The initial polarization polarization correction half-wave plate is inser.-

* is. nor.nal to the plane of the paper. If all ed between the x and y blanks to make the x
sri.itches are left in the open position, the light and y binary positions independent of each
beam (as an ordinary ray) traverses all electro- other.

A I B I A 2 B 2 A 3 B 3

P2

==4:

2 3
2 2 2

FIGURE 3-56. Digital Deflector
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3-3~ 1.1.V Nonlinear OpticsA period of time between the fluctuations. If the
spectrum of the radiation is limited to A f, the

37. LI5. I Haimonic Conwersion radiation may be considered to be a pu, ,

When light propagates through materials, i sinusoid for a period of time t
oscillating electric and magretic fields interact t= (3-74)
with the electronic charges in the atoms of the f

material. The el~ctronic charges oscillate in This time is known as the "coherence tme"." response to the electric field and act as radiating Within this time, the oscillations of the fi,!!d

dipoles. At low e!ectric field strengt•hs as en- may be assumed to be perfectly correlated.
countered in normal incoherent polychromatic

light, this effert is linear and is the cause of If the phase of radiation passing a point is

Rayleigh scattering. At the very high field correlated for a period of time t•, it is also

strengths encountered in laser beams, the correlated over the distance the radiation travels

coupling of the fields to the electronic charges during that time. This distance, called the

becomes nonlinear, causing the dipoles to have "coherence length", is given by

radiation components at harmonics of the orig-
inal light frequency. The efficiencies of conver- c t (3-75)
sion of light to its harmonics is a function of the
field strength. Efficiencies achievable at present This distance would be equal to the length of

•° ~each photon or wave train.

are 20 percent and I percent, respectively, for
second and third harmonic generation from laser Considering the fluctuation of the radiation at I
beams of 500 Mw power level. It is also possible a point to he a staticoaary random process, one

to mix the outputs of two or more lasers using may ask how well the amplitude and phase of
these nonlinear effects, generating sum and the oscillation at one time correlates to the
difference frequencies. amplitude and phase at other times. One may

form, for example, the autocorrelation function
3-.3.1.15.2 Raman Conwrsion of the electric field,

S~~~Another nonlinear phenomenon used to ()--,tr)')> 376
change the wavelength of laser light is the

Ran.an Effect. The vibrational energy of a
medium, usually a liquid, is coupled with the where E• is the complex conj'.gate of E•, and
laser output to produce new frequencies. These the sharp brackets denote a time average. This

e adp e o thquantity is also called the "self-coherence" ofi frequencies are displaced from the primary-beam

frequency by the Rarnan frequencies of the the field at the point and its value is a function

medium. Conversion efficiencies of 10 percent of r, a measure of the temporal coherence of the

are obtainable. If the Raman cell is placed inside oscillation.

the cavity of a Q-switched laser, conversion Carrying the analysis one step further, one
efficiencies of 50 percent can be obtained. This may compute the cross-correlation function j
type of laser is cailed a Raman Laser. between the electric fields in two different

radiation fields.
3-3.2 DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS ( )

r• :C,=(r) = <Ej (t + 7) E2 (t)> (2-77)

3-3.2.1 Coherence This function is known as tY-e "mutual co-
Infrared radiation may be characterized by herence function" of the radiation in the two

the degree of orderliness or "coherence" of the waves. When this function is normalized by
fields. If the radiation arriving at a point has a dividing it by the geometric mean of the two
narrow spectnrm of width Af centered at a intensities, it is called the "complex degree of
frequency f, the oscillation may be considered coherence" of tt, radiation of the two waves.
to be sinusoidal, but with random fluctuations
in amplitude and phase, the rapidity of which is r (3-78)
a function of the width of the spectrum. The v'.z(j (
narrower the spectrum, the longer theŽ average 11I1
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It is the real part of this complex quantity, j
, .2 (r), that determines the nature of the inter-

Sference at a point.

Suppose the two radiation waves have comeC
from the same source, starting off in phase with

, each other, but have traveled different distauces,
S3 and S&. The intensity of the light as a
function of the difference in path length may be
written in the form

, I(x) , W(x)+ 12 (x)+ 2VT((x)1 2 (x) .. r) (s.S) (3-79)

The difference in path length, S2 - S1, divided
by the speed of light, is equivalent to r in Eq.
3-78.

The degree of coherence is a number that
varics between pius I and minus 1. If the two

waves are exactly in phase and are nearlyI monochromatic, the value is plus 1. If the two

waves are exactly out of phase, the value of the
degree of coherence is minus 1. If two nearly
monochromatic waves of the same frequency
and polarization and equal intensity meet at a
point, Eq. 3-79 says that the resultant intensity
is between zero and four times the intensity of
one of the waves alone. The maximum is four

-- times the intensity of one alone, because the
resultant intensity is proportional to the square
of the resultant electric field, and the resultant
electric field is twice as large as fLr only one
wave present. The minimum intensity is zero,

because the electric field vectors of the two
waves may exactly cancel.

If two waves meeting at a point are com-
pletely uncorrelated, the value of the degree of
coherence is zero, and Eq. 3-79 says that the
resultant intensity is equal to the sum of the
intensities of the two waves.

If two monochromatic beams of equal ampl'-
tude and frequency are brought together at an
angle, the degree of coherence between the
beams will vary between minus 1 and plus 1
throughout the volume in which they are super-
imposed. If the two beams are from the same
source, the difference in phase of the two beams
as a function of position may be due entirely to
the difference in path length from the source to
each point In the volume along the two paths.
The differences in phase may, however, be due
to differences in refractive index of the media in
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the two peahs. In either case, there is a spatial waves of the same frequency superimposed on a i
pattern of regions hi which the electric vectors plane. The phase difference between the two

cancei (destructive interference). The loci of waves, at a point, is a function of position on
t' constructive and destructive interference are the plane. If a distance is chosen on the plane

known as interference fringes. In the most within-which the phase differentc L., relatively
genrral case, the fringes consist of surfaces on constant, the length of the distance is inversely
whi.h the electric vectors of the two radiation proportional to the angle at which the two
fields aed in phase or out of phase. If the beams meet. If th;s aigument is extended to light
radiation impinoes on a surface, such as a screen, that is convergent in two dimensions, Eq. 3M81
the intersection of the interference surfaces with results. Or-expressing Eq. 3-81 differently-
the screen causes the appearance of bands of if two waves strike a surface at different
high and low intensity on the screen. The term angles; the smaller the angular divergence
"fringes" is most commonly applied to these between these waves, the larger is the area over
bands. Because the electric and magnetic fields which the phase of these waves will be cor-
that make up infrared radiation are not directly relatec'.
obserable, ali that is known about them is
deduced from the behavior of fringe patterns in The term that denotes the degree of correla-
various optical experiments. tion between the phases of radiation at different

points in the transverse plane is "spatial coher-
* Since the intensity variations are directly once". Spatial coherexce of radiation depends

related to the degree of coherence, they may be upon the size of the source and distance from
used to measure it. The ratio of the amplitude ofStl e source to the point of observation of the
the modulation of the intensity to the average radiation.
intensity along a path cutting through the
fringes is defined as the "visibility" of the Radiation falling on an area A is spatially
fringes coherent if the source is small enough or distant

enough to appear to be a point source. A ws, of
v I•-Ima - 'mu, (3-80) this condition is whether a telescope at th-"

Im.r + Ii,, position of area A and having an objective lens
the size of area A could resolve the source.

If the amplitudes of two interfering waves are Naturally, the larger the area in question, the
equal, the visibility of the fringes is equva to the more severe would this test te
degree_ of coherence of the two waves. Although spatial and temporal coherence may

The property of radiation discussed above is be separated for purposes of discussion, both are
temporal coherence. t is a measure of the required fcr the production of interference
degree of correlation between the phase of a fringes. (It was tacitly assumed in the discussion
wave at one tVme and the phase at a later time, of the visibility of fringes that the two waves
or the correlation between the phases of two that were interfering had uniforn' phase in their
waves that have traveled different paths since transverse planes.) Th, visibility of the fringes is
they were in phase. Also, consider the correla- determined jointly by the spatial and temporal
tior between the phase of one point in a wave coherence, and the deg--ee of coherence must
and another point of the wave in the same include both properties of the waves.
transverse plane. It is oftei, imtortant to k.iow S), "Stimulated emission of radiation, the mech.
over what area in the transverse plane the phase anism responsible for the generation of laser
of a wave is strongly correlated, radiatiom, results in the generatioi of no w

The area A, over which the ph&ae -,f a wave is phlotons with th, samic dir2ction of propagation
correlated ic simply related to the sn.id angle . and the same phase as the photons inducing the
through which the wave arr.ved at the area. The emission. It is clear from the discussion of
relation temporal and spatial coherence rliat the new

photons are coherent &ith the original ones. TIhe
A X,2 (3-81) laser is thus adapted to the generation of beams

of radiation with unusual ability to make inter-
may be made p'ausible by considerng two plane ference fringes. Becaise of the narrcwness of the
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spectrum emitted by a laser, high-contrast curvature of the spherical surfa"? can be distin-
"fringes may be observed oiver -'ery large distances guished from a plane only if measurements are
compared to fring-s generated by conven:ional made over a large area.
sources. Because Lte radiation is generated with Suppose a plane wave could be generated, i.e.,
a very small divergence angle, it iz equivalent t an optical wane whose surface of constant phase

a very distant point source and the corresponO- is a plane. If this wave were perceived by the

ing area of correlaton in the transverse plane eye, it would appear to be a very distant point
may be very large compared to that of conven- of light.If the appediation wbere collected and

1. • tional sources.j passed through any optical system, it could be
The limitations on the achievable tempera- treated exaictiy as if the source :f the radiation

tures of thermal sources, the broad spectrum were a distant point. If a spherical wave were
typical of thermal sources at high temperatures, generated, it would appear that thc radiation
and the diffusn radiation pattern make it im- comes from a point located at the center of t"e
possible for thermal sources to generate an sphere. In other words, the apparent source of
intense beamr of high spatial and temporal the radiation is determined by the curvatu~re of
coherence, no matter what sort of spectral filters the wavefronts and may not be related at all to
or optical system is used. the physical size or location of the actual
3 . Ogeneiator of the radiation.
il 3-3.2.2Optical Design for flC 4 The uniqueness of lasers is that they are

and Coherent Sources capable of gcnerating plane or spherical waves

Incoherent sources typica:y radiate in all that are uniform in phase over the entire
directions and have a radiance limited by the aperture. Not all laser radiation has ,omplete
temperature of the source. The problem of spatial coherence, however. Therefore, two dif-
maximizing the amount of radiation power that ferent kinds of design problems may be distmn-
can be coupled out of the source for a specific guished; namely, the single-transverse mode, or
application involves collecting the rad.r'tion in diffraction-limited iaser and the multinode
the largest possible solid angie, measured from laser.

the source, and designing for optimum utiliza-
tion of the m"iation collected. The optics are Ir the single-mode laser, the radiami,)i has a
usually designed to form an image of the source constant phase over the entire aperture of the

I at the plane to be illuminated, laser; consequently, it 's equivalent to an ideal
For a fixed-source temperature, the to=•.zJ po-,t source, arid the radiation may be coUi-F - smated by one lens if the apparent location of

radiated power is proportional to the source the point sourc3 is p~laced at the focus of the
area. A large source area tends to produce a lens.
divergent beam, unless a correspondingly large
foWal tength is employed. Unless the aperture of The apparent position of the point source
the collimating txlescope is also lprge, the depends upen the resonator configurtion and
advantage of a larger source area will not be the dstance between the collimating optics and
realized. Thus, if the source radiance is fixed, the resonator. The apparent source for a laserincreased be~am power comet only through operating in a single transvere mode in as

scaling of the entire system to larger size.•, Fabry-Perot cavity (parallel fla. mirrors) is a

S.Optical design for laser systems is quite point at infinity if the collimating optics are
different. Because of the spatial coherence of clcs,r t) the laser. As the up'ics are moved away
laser emission, one rnist focus on the apparent fror the laser, diffraction--due to thc finite •;":
source of the radiatioo, not on the laser ap- o" ti- ,nertnre-begins to have an 6,hect, and
erture. thE ii~paren, position of the point source moves

For example, consider a point sourct radia- accoriing to the relation
t.ng in all directions. The surfaces of constant
phase from this source are spherical, %iLh the Z W, (3-82)
center of The pheres at the oc:tion of the d"(
source. As the spheres become very large, the
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where d s: the distance from the optics to the where fn is the solid angle to be occupied by the
position of the point source, Z is the distance beanm, and X is the wavelength .
from the optics to the output mirror of the The multi-mode c.se requires an altogether
lpe,. and Wo is the radius ot the mode at the Then approde The besam a
autput mirror. The beam d'vergence in this

case is not due to diffraction alone, but is due to
For a °hemispherical cavity, the apparent the presence of off-axis modes in the output

source is a point at the een.er of curvature of beam. Of-axis modes, each mode having a small
the spherical min )r, regardless of the position of divergence, riay diverge frcm each other much
the collimating optics. more rmpidly. A single lens could collimate all of

For a sp:erica! or coýnvex-concave cavity, thp the individual modes, but each mode would then

apparent source is a point a%, the center of be collimated in a different direction.

curvature of the inirrors, regardless of the One approach is n consider thLe collection of
position of the observer. poir' sources corresponding to the off-axis

modes as the "sou,ýr:" and design the system
For a cor-focal cavity, the apparent position andesig the systeaccodinly.Thedivergence cf the beam may beof the point source fof othes closer nito .th Gallea teecpiihsh emeteiga hthe preduced to any desired exte-t by the use of athe cenimtinr of ptics are mofvted close -- om ths Gallilean telescope with the beam entering at the

the poslimation ofs te a dawan sou e o dconcave r ens and icaving at the convex lens. The
laser, the position of the apparent source mov divergence of the beam is reduced by a factor
according to Eq. .3-82, where Z is now the equal to the magnification of the t~escope, the
distance from the collimating optics to the diameter of the beam at the objective lens being
common focus of the cavity mirrors, and Wo is increased by the same factor.
the mode raduius at the focus.e m a aThe design may be strongly affected by the

The effective diameter of the source is zero. radiat"on pattern from each of these points,
so the collimation that can be achieved or the howatio. patternnfromaeacheofothesecpoints,
diameter of the beam that it can be reduced to, ct, The donm ra diate topavey in
or the size of the spot it can be focused tr. is b
limited caly by d-ffractin and thM quality of angle compared to conventional light sources.

the optics. Scme characteristics of the laser tend to make/

"It is in dealing with such a source that the optical design easier, compen:rting to some
most stringent requirements on the quality of extent for the other problems. The spectrum ofoptical components arise. Ven y few optical a leser is typically extremely rarrow and optica!components come close to being diffraction, components need not be achr-omatized. Cornpo-limited. In many cases, the operation of a nents may also be more effect;,.ely an'i-reflec-

system mav depend upon maintaining uniform tion coated for a single frequency e', as a
phase across the optica! wavefront. In these result, lens designs involving more surfaces may

than tolraed incrasin the dfaeter ofy the circle oapplicatios, the usual errors in a lens-lather be tolerated. Thee two tactors may allow -'re
than ju~t increasing the diameter of the circle of advantageous balancing of the aberraticiis of a
confusion slightly--may make the lens unusable, lens for laser system use.
Bubbles and inclusions in the glass thet would be 3-4 DETECTORS
unnoticed with incoherent bgt may cause 3
unacceptable dif--ection effects such as concen- 3-4.1 DETECTOR TERMINOLOGY
tric rings and fringes.

An infra-.ed detector, in the most general
If we assume diffraction-limited optics, a �ense, is any device which indicates the presence

beam .nay be formed with any desired degree of of incident infr-d radiation. The detectors
collimation. The area A of the required lens or ..which are commonly ised in delctro-optical
mirror is giver, by the spatial coherence relation: inffared systems generally yield an electrical

signal to indicate the presence of i,.frared
A - (3.83) radiation. The terminology which applie' to

infr,,ed detectors is defined and explained in
Table 3 8.
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'. 34.2 DETECTOR CLASSIFICATIONS tfer. Photomultipiiers also have fast response
•"t'mes (a few nanoseconds) being essentially the

Detectors can be divided into two basic
categories: quantum detectoys and thermal de- transit time. A
tectors. In an ideal quantum detector, each c. Channeltron. A channeltron is a narrow,
individual incident photon that is absorbed evacuated glass tube, with a photocathode at one

. produces one or more countable electrons in the end and an anode at the other. Electrons
external measuring zircuit. In a thermal detec- emitted into the vacuum are accelerated down
tor, the energy of an incident, absorbed photon the tube. Due to lack of collimation, the
is used to heat the entire detector and thus el'Fctrons bounec off the wall of the tube. Since
indirectly cause an externally-measurable effect the wall is coated with a dynode coating, more

* such as a cI&ange in resistance, voltage, or electrons are e'itted from t'he wall than bounce
volumetric length in liquid thermometers, into it, thus producing gain as in a photo-

S Since thermal detctors are sensitive to the multiplier. G:dns as high as 10' are practicable.
',Bundles of haolow-glass-fiber channeltrons cn

amount of incident energy absorbed, their spec- Bunlsed to rAake ganfibae phannmltrone can
tral detectivity is relatively flat. On the contrary, je used to riake an image phctomultiplier.

the detectivity of quantum detectors, being a 3-4.2.12 Ptotoronductive Detect-7rs
function of the incident number of photons Phoronductive detectcrs are made from
absorbed, increases as the energy per photon semicgnductor materials. The resistance of the
decrea-es. Finally at the long-%avelength limit. semicoiductor decreases due to electrons and/or
"the pho;on has too little energy to cause any h. •, holes liber'ated by absorotion of incident

• ,, excitation at all.e t tphotons (Fig. 3-57(B)).

3-4.2.1 Quantum Detectors At absolute zero in an intrinsic semiconductor
3-4.2.1.1 Photoemissive Detectors all the electrcDn states in the valence band are

fillad and all the electron states in the conduc-
a. Vacuum Photodiode. A vacuum photo- titon band are empty (Fig. 3-59). The lowest

diode (GFg. 3-57(A)) is a vacuum-tube diode conduction band energy level and the highest
Swhi;:h contains a thin wire anode and a specially valence band energy level are separated by a

• - coated cold photocathode. Incident radiation on forbidden energy band called tne band gap E,.
the photocathode excites electrons into the In this condition, the semiconductor cannot
vacuum (Fig. 3-58). The electrons are accelerated conduct.
to the anode by the potential difference (or eleJ-
trical field) across the two electrode.s. At temperatures above absolute zero, some of

The photocathode is coated -i0h a spu-cial fhe valence band electrons are thermally excited
(low-work function) material tc facilitate elec- into the conduction band leaving "holes" behind
tron emission. A coating material designa',ed S-1 in the valence band (Fig. 3-60). Both the
is useful in the near infrxred regicn. The conductiun band electrons and the valence band
response time of vacuum r.hotodio&d-s, being holes are free to conduct.
essentially the transit time, is extremely fast (a An optical excitation occurs when the energy
few nanoseconds)4 •. from an incident photon is absorbed by an

b. Photcrnultiplier. A photomultitlier is a electron. In an intrinsic semiconductor this
photodicde wh`'ch has ,a bu-ilýn e-lectron ampli- produces a free electron and a free ho!e (Fig.
fier. Electron, rel•cd at the p.-otncathode of a 3-61). For efficient d&tection it is required that
vaccum photodiode a.-o attr-ctd to a dynode. A the rate of thermal excitatiors be small com-
dynode is a sp.cially coated anode_ which emits pared to the rate of optical excitations. (This is
more thrn one electron irnt, the vacuum per true for all quantur.n detectors.) The optical
each bombardin7 electror. These electrons, in excitation of an c!ectron into the conduction
turn, are acce!vrated to ý, second dynode, etc. A band where it can conduct freely under the
gain of 10' is possible using eillht consec,,t've influence of an electric field (Fig. L-62) makes
dvnodes4 9 . rhe by'iycde gains a-e achieved "he semiconductor an analog of the vacuum
undcr condiions of high irrput impedance with photodiode. Note, however that the holes also
far less nci.ci than in a conventional preampli- can conduct.
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FIGURE 3-57. S&he-rac Dizgrar. Showing Basic Types of Detectors
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FIGURE 3-59. Semiconductor Energy Levels at Absolute Zero
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FIGURE 3-60. Semiconductor with Thrmal/y Excited E!ecrtrons
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FIGURE 3-64. Semkinductor (P-type zxtrinsic Detector) With Accctors

Certain im-1"riti-s (Cu, H,-, Zn, Au, etc.) can a- Intrinsic Elemn.nts. Absorption is caused
cause traps within the forbidden gap. An elec- by excitation of a valence hand elect-on into the
tron caught in one of these traps cannot corduct conduction bpnd. Both the electron and the
since the impurity is not free to move. Optical resultant hole are free to conduct. Examples of
excitations of trapped electrons produce free intrinsic elements are Si, Se, and Te.
conduction electrorn- (Fig. 3-63). Optical ex b Extrinsic Elemerts. Absorption is caused
citations of valence electrons into the traps by Extain ofeae vlenceb an electronprodce fee h~es(Fig 3-61).either by excitation of a valence band electron

pto an acLeptor leaving a free hole or by

The following is a description of various types excitation of a donor electron to tho conduction
of photoconauctive detectors: band making a free electron. Examples of
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extrinsic elements are Ge:Hg, Ge:Zu, and compounJ and :he A-B system is the other half.• ;'_ Ge: Zn. Hence the rame pseudo-binary compound.
,• Mercury-cadmkni-telluride is an example.

c, . III-V Compoundsi. A III-V compound is a

binary compound having one element from Mercury-cadium-telluride *;an be ursed as an
/cclumn III and one element from column V of intrinsic photomnductive detector. The material

* the periodic chart of the elements per molecule is an alloy at mercury-tellurife and cadmium-
of compound. Semiconducting Ill-V compounas telluride. The band gap is a function of the
can be used as intrinsic photoconductive detec- mercury-to-cadium ratio. Either excess tellu-
tors. InSb is an example of a Ill-V photocon- rium or exces mercury-plus-cadmium causes
ductive detector, effective impeies. Other typical (A-B)C corn-

S, pounds include. ,Pb-,qn)Te and (Pb-Sn)Se.
* • . d. Lead Salts (PbS, PbSe, PbTe). Lead salts p

are intrinsic detect.rs but their exact operation 3-4.21.3 Phorosjaic Detectors
is complicated. Either excess lead or excess When opt.a excitation cccurs in the region
chalcogen (S, Se, Te) can cause effecti.'ve ir- of a p-n junction (Fig. 3-57(C)), a nole and an
purities. Generally, the material is made p-type electron are t free (Fig. 3-65). Due to the
ndu untilectronrappih i•r puriis achieved intro, built-in potentW gradient, they separate; the

,t hole going to te p side, the electron to the n
desired operating temperature. side. The external measuring circuit can measure

e. Pseudo-binary Compounds. A pseudo- this either as current or as voltage. A photo-
binary compound is an (A-B3jC compound. For voltaic detector operates with little or no bia-.
each atom of Type C there is one atom of A or Examples of photovoltaic detectors ae Si
B per molecule. Thus C is one half of the binary photodiode, Ga-s, InAs, and InSb.

ELECTRON
.>1 PPOTENT IALS.... --- ENERGY

DISTANCE

P n

XL

FIGURE 3-65 P-n Juncti6.,7 (Photovolraic Dev•'l
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FIGURE 3-66. Photo-induced HaIl Effect (Phowele.tromagnetic Detector)

34.2.1.4 Photoe/ectromagnetic Deteto•r metric change of the liquid is converted into a

A photoelectromagnetic detector o;nerates in change in length by a capilla-y tube. LiquidSthe-rmometers are relatively insensitive due Ito
accordance with the Hall effect using photo- therhoctr ae relatie iensitiv duet
induced carriers (Ref. 51 snd Fig. 3-66). Inci- the hi"7i heat capacitl of the reiervoir. Examples

dent radiation generates electrons and/or holes are mercury- and alcohol-in-glass thertometes.In 1800, when Herschel discovered infrared
mostly at th:) front surface of the detector due in 10 whe Herscec discoeredtnrar
to strong absorption. The electrons and holes, radiation in the solav spectrum, his detector wai

therefore, diffuse away from the surface. A a mercury-in-glass thermometer.
magnetic field is applied parallel to the absorb- 3-4.2.2.2 Golay Cell52

"*• • ing surface, deflecting the carriers and causing a
Hall-type current which is the signal current. radiGtion is absorb~c by a wall of a gas-chamber[ ~~~~InSb can be- used .as this kind of detector, aito sasr. y alo a-hmenwhich heats the gas causing incre•ses in both

3-4.2.2 Thermal Detecturs pressure and volume of tne chamber, thus
deforming a .neyabane which is another wall of

3.4.2.2.?t Liquid Terrom.ter the chamber. This change is measured by a
sensitive optical system using a reticle that is

Incident radiation is ahsc,rbed by a liquid either in-focus or out-of-focus depending on the
* reservoir cau.ing an increase in temperature membrane's position. The Golay cell is sersitive

which causes an increase in volume. The voiu- to mechanical shock and sudden changes in
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ambient pressure. Hence, its use in limited to ccat~ed with aii absorbent film. The resistaince of i
spectrographs in general. metal., Is nearly linear with temperature. At room

temperature, R1 s approximately equal to T'.
3-4.22.3 Calo~rierw, For room te~nperature metal bolorneters, R?

A calorimeter measures total heat introduced ~Xi~ 0 ' oontr t epnetmsa
into the calorimtder (in caloiies, for inst-ance). sota ncoe aebe aebtaevr
Calorimeters, although relatively insensitive de- fagl.
tectors, are suitable for use in calibrating lasers b. Semiconductor Bolometer. A se.niconduc-

(suen as CO-2 at 10.6 mnicrons). The power input tor i~i the sensing material of a semiconductor

temperature. A beal'er of water, a mercury-in- crease-s exponentially with tcr-nperature as
glass thermomreter, and a stopwatch are some-
times- all that are needed fi)r performing an P.= R,, e''. (3-81)
approx~mate power output calibratio~n. Tu

3-4.2.2.4 Thermocouple R1 =A'T- (3-86)

A therniocouple *s a I~i-metallic 'unction. Th.e where A' defines the change of resistivity as a
voltage generated across the junction of the two fur ction of temperature changc.. For germanium,
d.bssimilar met,.1 is L. function of the junctirn A' = 3000'K. Therefore, P -3 X 10 `~K

* temperatLre. For small temperature charnges (the (Ref. 49).
usual case in infrared radiation measuremcaits) Colnicraettemgiuef ,htte
the voltagc is ',roportional to the temperature rsstneqikybcesoohgtoear.
change. Norma~lv the voltage measured is the One solution is to use irnpurity-dc~ed semi-
difference between two such jur~ctions, one held conductors, lowering.A' but allowing much 'ower
at a fixed temperature. The response time is on T. Thus R6= 6 in Ge:Ga at 4.20 K.I- the order of milliseconds. An example is the
Sb-Bi junction. c. Carbon Resistor Bolotneter. At low tern-

peratures, the carbon rod in an ordinary carbon
3-4.2..?.5 T'hermopile resistor shows an exponential Jependence of

Athermopile consists of a series of similar resistance on temperature'. This is because
A graphito, is a semiconductor witJ a vEry small

thermocouples with alternate ones illuminated; badgpThcronestrhlo trsa
tea~peratured ges ap. Ths apciarb case stof the smemnicoucto

the others are held at a iixed tnprue.The
numerical value of the me-mured voltage is thus I
increased. However, the responsivity and detec-

tivty re hesam asfo a ir~le hcrnooupe. d. Tiherniistor. A semiconductor bolometer
Theit aresotne time is fosuall sinole than thpe. made of sintered semiconducting oxides is caflied
single thermocouple.athrio.

e. Phaqe Transition Bolometer. A phase tran-3-4,22.6 Solomerer sition bolorreter uses a matnal~ with a phase

A holometer is a device with a temperature- transition which occurs at the bolometer's
sensitive passive electrical bulk oroperty (F-g.9 teprI r h hs hnei

n oprtingtraeul but u cusoe
3-57(D)). Bolrima2ter responsivity R1 is defined r- o ntnaeul brp u cusoe

range --I about T,. If one phase- is high
,,,~resistivity and the other low, then the change ir

-. (3-81) resirtance with temnera~.ure about T can be ver-:
I? r.high. A typical semriconductor exarný,,e is vana-

;vnere the b~ulk, property R i,; usuaiiy resistance. di n- dioxide with '1., =68'C and 63 1

a. Metal Bojomwter. A thin metal wire ribbon, (ef5.
or film is the sensing mnac.rial in a metal holom- f. Superconducting Bolorreter5 6 . A phase
etpr. Typical metals are Ag, Al, Ni. and Pt. Since transition bolomoter usingr the superconducring
mf-tals reflec- infrared radiaition, the metal ii phase trans~tiorn is calleni a superconducting
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bolometer. For superconducting tin, the transi- gfrphic emulsions may be rendered infrared* ticn temperature 2' is 3.7°K and 6 13.5. sensitve. These emulsions can serve as bot
Special equipment is required to nmaintain the infrared detectors and display deices. By proper

transition temperature, hence superconducting optical design, a camera can be corstructrd for .
bolometers are used only as a laboratory intru- uze in the infrarea and emulsions, sensitive as far
ment. out as 1.350 microns are available. Most infrared

4 C photography is performed in the 0.70- to

3-4.2.3 Imagin, Devices 0.86-micron rmeion (Fig. 3-67(A)). Since longer
dyeh o velength radiation is scattered to a lesser

Imaging devices may be either thermal or degree than .-isible ligh.t by atmospheric par-
quantum in na'.urc, or both. tiCles, "ifrared photography produces much

clearer pictures tban ordirnary photograohy
3-4.2.3.: Photographic Fi'm when the scene is obscured by hare.

Through treatment with speciA dyes, photo- Currznt~y available infrared films and plates

THE SPE(,fRUN -
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FIGURE 3.67. Spocrral Range and Sensirivit-, of IR Mtorogra,,hic Alaterisl
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may be used in a manner not unlike that of recommended for films and plates. With high-
par.-:hrornatic materimls. Exposuies, however, speed infrared film, however, no sa(elight c:.n
, iust -be made with• a higher dpgree of precsion be-+ used. Soma plastics, hlack Dpaer, and haid

Sto obtain satisfactory results. The mate-rials rubber are not opdque to infrared radiation,

should be hanaled in n dark room with no white therefore, care must ')e taken to use a suitable
light prescnt. Where n safelight is iequired, the holder for the film if fogging is to be avoided.
K•dak Safelight Filter. Wratten Series 7, is Metal foil is adequate for this purposi.

TABLE 3-9. FILTERS FOR INFRARED 'HOTOG9APHY

MANUFACTURER NAME & NUMBER Or FILTER WAVELENG3TH BEYOND WHICH FILTER
TRANSMITS, microrn

"Eartman Kodak Co. Wratten 23A 0.560
25 0600
29(F) 0.620
70 0.670
89 0.680
89A 0.700
88 0.720
88A 0.740
87 0.770
87(C)

Agfa Agfa 42 0.600
83 0. 125
"84 0.75u
"85 0.830
87 0.840
"89 0.930

Iford 201 0.560
202 0.580

I2C 0. 00
205 0.630
206 0.660
L0, 0.760
207 & 813 0.800

Corning Glass Works 246 0.580
215 0.600
244 0.610
243 0.620
2,12 0.630
241 0.640
2.44 & 555 0.690
24.4 & '85 0.7-0
254 0.780
255 0.760
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Infrared film- is available in sheets of all
common sizes. Either normal or h;gh contrast is
available by proper adjustment '-,f the develop-
ment process. The filni is a&c available in
35-mm rolls. High-speed infrarm, fiuhn is available
in both 16-mm and 35-mm r-olls for use in
motion picture upplications. As shown in Fig.
3-67 (B), infrared materials are sensitive also to
the red and blue regions of the spectrum. It is
necessary, therefore, to use a red filter to
eliminate the blue portion if only infrared
sensitivity is desired. The best filter is the Kodak
Wrattpn• Filter No. 25(A). Other filters that may
be employed with satisfactory results are listed
ir Table 3-9. J

Because of their long wavelength, infrared
rays do not come to focus in tlx. ,-.Pme plane as
visible rays, therefore the lens-tc-!ilm distance
must be increas.d for infrared phc-ography. The
correction should neither exceAd 3.5 percent for
most lenses nor 0.35 percen, foi good lenses.
For best definition, the smalest iens opening
allowable by the conditions ;tvuld be used.
Special infrared optics shoid be used since
ordinary optics are not corre, ted for aberrations
in the infrared region and moving the lens
corrects only the longitudinal ci •r aberrations.
Reducing the aperture helps tr. .;i- •he magni-
tude of the off-Lxis aberrat.ons. Pecommended
exposure settings are listed i,. Tahle 3-10.

The smaller the specimen to hx' photog•riz,.,d,
the further the lens must be extended frum the
film plane. The effective aperlure may be much
less than the nominal aperture setting. The
effective f/no. fo- close-up work is computed by
using the following relation:

Effective f/no. = nominai f no.) X ×lens-to-film distance) (3-87)
focal leng-h

The lens-to-film distance is the focal length
plus the lens extension from its position for
infinity focus.

Infrared-sensitive fihn may be kept at room
temperature, but should be refrigerated if it is to
I)e stored for several months. High-speed infra-
r'-d film should not be stored at temperatures
above 50'F.

The speed of infrared film and plates can be
a...ost doubled by hypersensitizing immediately
prior to use. The hypersensitizing solution is
made by diluting 4 parts of 28 percent ammonia
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' I
TABLE 3-10. EXPOSURES OF INFRARED PHOTOGRAPHY 2

ASSUMING OPEN LANDSCAPE. SUMMER SUN.
CLOSEUPS, AND BRIGHT SUN

"MATERIAL FILTER EXPOSURE

Kodak Infrared Film Wratten No. 25, 29, or 70 1125 w, fi8g
Wratten No. 88, 89, or 89A 125 w, f1/6.3

2 Wratten No. 87 or 88A 1125 oer, f/5.6 |
none 1/100 , fill

Kodak Infrared Sheet Wratten No. 25, 29, or 70 I sae, fig
Wratten No. 87 or 88A 1/25 ne. f/5.6none 1/50 me, f/16

Kodak Infrared Sensitive Plates Wratten No. 25, 29, or 70 1125 see-, f/6.3
Wratten No. 88, 89, or 89A 1/25 see 45.6
Wratten No. 37 or 88A IM see, f14.5

none 1/100 me, f/1111

-with 100 parts of water. The plates should be The density E of the Jima increases with
bathed for about 3 minutes in such a solution at exposure. It is defined by theLrS.tioZidp

Sa temperature below 5C'F; then rapidly dried,
using a blower if possible, to prevent formation
of streaks. This must be done in total darkness. E = It (3-89)
Development and fixing are the same as for
ordinary films. where

WýVhen an emulsion is exposed and developed, I light incident on film
"the silver halide crystals affected by the expo- t time during which light is incident,
sure are converted to particles of metallic silver, i.e., exposure time
while those not exposed are removed in the
flyng bath. The photographic image consists of A curve of density vs logarithm of exposure,
large numbers of minute silver grains. The plotted for'an emulsion, is known as its char-
density D of grains determines the opacity 0 of acteristic curve. TViis curve usually contains a
the negative and is defined as the logarithm of straight-line portion, the Elope of which, called
the opacity. the gamma (-) of the film, is a measure of its

contrast properties. The higher the gamma, the
greater the contrast ratio for a given difference
in exposure. Some typical characteristic curves

D logO 3-88) are presented in Figs. 3-68, 3-69, and 3-70 for

where infrared emulsions. Time-gamma curves, giving
the gamma value to be obtained by a given

S=/ process time in the partcular developing agents
= light incident on film are also s. wn. --'harecteristic curves give the

light transmitte:l by fihn density of the negative as a functior of exposure
for the particular gamma obtained in the devel-
opment prmc7%s.
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i7
3.4.2..2 IR Vido $4.11.2 Det ecftity (DJ

A semiconductor film when cooled unt there Detectivity D is defined as the reciproc3l of•- • ame almost no thermally generated carriers be. NEp17.

comes a high-resistivity dielectric. Incident radia- D -(3-90)
tion absorbed by the film causes regions ofj lowered resistivity. If the film were the dielectric
of a capacitor, then the lowered resistivity 34.-1.3 SpecOific .J. i•ty (DI1
would allow leakage between the plates, t.us NE? and D are two detedw parameters
lowering the potential difference across the which vary as a function of. detector area AD
capacitor. An infrared vidicon operates on this and noise bandvidth Af, and as ach, AD and Af

- principle. muit be specified to makeNP aD mean.ingfuL.

"The generally high resistance of a cold semi- A. figure of merit D*. has beow amamalized for

conductor film effectively isolates each discrete detector area and noise bendwkdd based upon

point on the film as a separate capacitor. When the fact that NEP of dtects i Fmprtional to

an infrared image i focused on the film, the the square root 3f toe detectorm AD and the

voltage across the capacitor is a function of the square root of the noise equiret bandwidth

infrared intensity of the image at each discrete Af (Ref. 57). It in related t EP and D as

point. The voltage is sampled by scanning the indicated by the following oqadoimr
film with a low-voltage electron beam.

Either the beam current is measured directly D' - (3-91)
or the bean ctrrent is kept constant and the NEP (

reflected :.am is measured by a series of D*= v .T-"7 D fD
dynodeo,. The latter system is more sensitive. For
infrared work, the semiconductors used include For detectors whirl" behave accoding to these
doped germanium, doped silicon, and lead sul- normalizing conditions, the cvneept cf D* is
fide. valid.

The formula for calculating 0' from experi-

3-4.2.3 Imag Convrter mental data is

An infrared image is focused on a photo- (Vrm •_•
emissive cathode; emitted electrons are then D"= •-L" ' / ,cm Hz" w-'
accelerated and focused to a fluorescent screen. (Hrm,) (,VC)
Focusing can be accomplished by close proximn- (3-92)
ity, magnetic coils, or electro.itazic plate-. The
latter is preferred for best imaging. The 1P28
image tube is an example of an image converter. The numrnrical value of D* is the normalized

rms signal-to-noise ratio which wajk be obtained
frcm a 1 cm' detector with I w cmr- incident

3-4.3 DETECTOR PERFORMANCE rrns irradiance, measured in a I Hz bandwidth.
AND TEST PROCEDURES

Two basic types of D may be specified for
3-4.3.1 Detector Figures of Merit a detector; blackbody D" (D, 33) or spectral

D& (D*). The blackbody D* ., obtained by using
3-4.3. 1.1 Noise Equivalent Power (NEP) the total irradiance from a certain temperature

blackbody in the calculation. The spectral D* is
The NEP of a detector is definei as the obtained by using a monochromatic irradiance

amount of incident rmz infrared signal power at a certain wavelength in the caxculation. The
which causes an output signal-to-noise ratio of spectral peak D0 -e.,(D*P,*), is a special rLc c.
unity. Thus, the smaller the numerical valu2 o, X, where X , e wavzleittg of maximum
NEP, the better the detector, response for tht detector.
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The conditions under which the D* value is Dx.)= (3-95)
specified follow the D* notation in parenthesesheI QýX
us follows

D T or x, to) (3-J3) As can be seen from this equation, the BLIP
Dl *s inversely proportional to the square root

Therefore, D* (500'K, 1000) means that the D* of th,ý background photon flux.
is nieas~red_ usingi 50'0K blackbody source and One of the most common means of reducing
a modulation frecquoncy of 11n00 Hz. The D* the background level of a detector to inerease its,

(l~p 50) vaue pecfiesa sectrl D at D* is by "ccld-stopping" the angular field-of-
10 microns and at a 5090-Hz modulation fre- view of the detector to the extent that the
quency. The noise is either measured in a 1-Hiz detector views only the so~ic6 angle of interest.
bandwidth or normalized to a i-Hz bandwidth. When used in a telescope, the detector should

3-4.3.2 Thporetical Backgroun-d Limited Datectors ideally be "cold-stopped" so that it views only
the active optical ele nents, and not the tel-

When the inherent, internally generated nolise e-oewalls. "Cold-stoping" is generally
rif a detector is negligible compared to the noise acoplse wiha peruep laewihi

accomlishe wit ando aperturl plat whichrois
c~e~ byranom rrivl o bakgrund cooled to the extent that its photon emission .;s

photons, the detector is said to be background negligible compared to the photon flux throug!4
limiteo. This is optimum sensitivity fratec- the aperture. When a BLIP dctector is "coid-
tor because both the signal and the noi:,e of the sopd oacnclsldage etrdo
detector are established by the photon environ- the normal to the detector face, D* is related to
mernt, a.id the detector itself adds no aPppie the con.? apex angle 6 as follows:
'-iable noise to degrade the signal-to-noise ratio
A detector with such properties is said to be asi
BLIP (Background-Himited Infrared Photo- D-(61 )_ (L2'~-
detector)"' detector. This background namse, in Du, 2 \ (3-96)
semiconductor detectors, exhibits itself in f, (T
form of genezation-recornbination noise due to

phoonge~eatd arieswhere 9 and 0 2 are fwil-cone angles. This

This BLIP condition is an -itimate limit to relationship is true only for uniformly -radiant
D. The theoratical maxiimum Dý fior a photo- backgrounds.

condctiv detctor9 
isBaled upon the above angular depe~Adence for

D*(X~f)(3-94) BLIP D*, the figure of merit D** was intro-
hcVl 4Q(.-ýk. duced by R. C. Jones"' as a means of nor-

malizing D* to a 180-degree (hemispherical)
where field-of-view as follows:

D-1)J)=D* at peak wavelength, cm Hz`1 w`
=long wave-length cutoff of detector,= -

h = Planck's constant, J-se'c Th'r~fore,
c = speed of lighf. cm s.-

77= quantum efficitncy of detector 0"=D i (_S97)
= background pholcn flux density T i ~

from 0 to A, wavelongth,
photons ,m -' ýc Other rmbotds for reducing thie background

photon flux :cue
The- BLIP I)' for a photovoltaic derector is 1

highir by a factor ot ,/2 due to the absence -1 .'Cold spec-tral filters which pass only the

recombination not-~". !n- a photovoltaic detec- wavelengths of in~terest

Lor the carriers are collected at the electrodes 2. Cold optical elementst and telescopes (to
before they recornh'ne. Thus, the BliP D* limit reduce telescope emi Issi .on to an amnount v..hich is
for a photovoitaic detector is expressedc as small compared to external backgrýv-id)
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Most commer:ially available photoconductive matic fot determining D* or D* ,-pec-
"and photovoltaic infrared detectors exhibi4 tively.
background dependence over a limited range of 2. A 0 : Detector area. T may be eithet theSbackgrounds. The impurity-activatedi germanium

Sv aiaactual area or, in some cases, an effective area
"detectors, such as Ge:Hg and Ge:Cu, are the• such as wiith dewct-(-.s in integrating cavit:W
"most nearly ideal BLIP detectors presently
available, bding BLIP over a large range of
Liekgrvund photon flux densities. The D* of 3. Af: Noise equivalent bandwidth used for
these detectors under low photon-flux densities noise voltage me.,murement I
is classified and is discussed in AMCP 706-128.

:4 4. f,. Signal chopping frequency, fundamen-
,.4 tal component,

', 3-4.3.3 Meujrement of D*

To determine the D* of a detector and ., opeatn temperare

specify it meaningfully, it is necessary tu meas- 6. &.2--ourd conditions: Either the photon
ure the ratio of the rmns signal-voltage to rms flux density incident upon detector at all wave-
noise-voltage under a known set of conditions lengths from 0 to long waveleWh cutoff; or the
which include: detector field-of-view and effective background• ~temperatuný

I. H,,: Infrared signal irradiance at detector,
rms value of modulated component. This irra- A t: pical D* measurement set-up is shown
dirnce may either be blackbody or monoch:o- schematically in Fii. 3-71.

BLACKBODY
TEMPERATURE APERTURE PLATE
CONTROLLER

DETECTOR

DISTANCE -

BLACK- WAVE
BODY ANALYZER

CHOPPEk
CHOPPER WHEEL
DRIVE nDETECTOR _ CILLOSCOPEBIAS
MOTOR B

FIGURE 3-71. Block Di.ranm of D' Measuromfnt Apparntur
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In this setup, a cahlbrat~d blackbody of With the above appratus operating and the
known temperature serves as the infrared signal "ave analyzer iuned to the chopper frequency,
source. Its radiating area ABB is limited by an the rms signal voltage (V. ,,., ) can be measured.
aperture plate mounted in close proximity. To The blackbody aperture is then closed and the
mcdulate the infrared signal, a chopper whecl rms noise voltage (V,.) is measured under
with alternate teeth and spaces rotates in front the same conditions with no incident signal
of the blackbody aperture The d',tector, placed irradiance.
at a known distance d from the biackbody Since the signal-to-noise ratio sometimes
stopping aperture, receives this chopped in:ared varies with bias voltage, reveza] bias points
radiation as a signal. The H., 5.. at .he should be tried to maximize the s-'gnal to noise
detector can be determined in the manner which ratio. The bias for maximum signal-to-noise ratio
follows, is calld "optimum bias".

For a Lambertian source, when d is much
greater than the linear dimensions of ABE and In performing D* measurements it is impor-
AD and detector is centered on line normal to tant that all noise sources other than the detector
ARB, be negligibly small compared to the detector

noise, otherwise the D* would be limited by

W_ A_ measurement system noise and would not be
Has = 7rd (3-98) true measure of the detector.

where With the measured information, the D* is
= Tcalculated and specified as

Therefore, under the-e conditions
TA .D* (TB) = r(3-101)

__A _ = .____ (3-99) (H,.,,1 BB) (-/AD
The proper units for D* are cm Hz•!: w

In order to determine Hr... B, which is the This experimental setup can also be used to
rms vaiue of the fundamental component of the measure D, by inserting a calibrated spike-filter
chopped radiation, the modulation factor must in front of the blackbody aperture. This filter
be known and used as follows: transmits nearly monjhomatic radiation at

wavelength X. This causes Was to be reduced to
W,,t,, which is the total power density (w cm-')

HsE = A " (modu-atlnfactor) (3-100) transmitted by the filter.

As a result, H•,,. as at the detector is reduced
where the modulat;on factor for sine wave by the same amount to . This filtered

wher th modlaton acto fo sin wae uradiarce is then used in the D* formula as
chonping is 0.35 and for square wave chopping
is 0.45 (Ref. 62). JSee Fig. 3-72.) W;th the rms V
irradiance thus established, the detector is
coupled through appropriate biasing and pre- D( . .f (3-102)
amplifying circuits to display instruments for
reading signal and nrise voftag':. The most
commonly used insty-ament fur this purpose is a
wave analyzer which is basically a variable In order to make D* values meaningful,
frequency, narrow band vo!tmeter. A typical especially with background-limited detectors,
wave analyzer can be ,nree' ,-- center fre- the photon background conditions should be
quencies f., irom 20 Hz to 5) kHz, with a fixed stated along with the D* value. The preferre•d
Af of about 7 Hz. The display must indicate rmn method is to state the total incident background
voltages, preferably wsin, a true rms nmeter. photon flux density at all wavelengths from zero
However, for the narrow A f of 7 Hz, a ,,acak to the long wavelength cutoff of the defector.
reading meter which is calibrated for sine wave An alternate method is to state the field-of-view
rms vaiues is adequate with negligible error, and effective background temperature.
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- 0.35HHrms i

IRRADIANCE'

TIME

(A) SINE WAVE CHOPPING

I
"H H 0.45H

rms

iRRADIANCE i

TIME

(B) SQUARE WAV. CT!OPFING

FIGURE 3-72. Medoilaeion. tor for Sine 3rd Square Wave Chopping

3-4.3.4 Spectral Respons"ity A plot of spectral rebponsivity as a function
The responsivity 6? of a detector is defined as of wavelength is called a spectral response curve.

the ratio of ims signal voltage, measured at the This curie may represent eitner relative spectral
response, in which case the curve is ncrm.alizeddetector, to the incident rms infrared signal tots wn phik vale the 1 ere point,powr. l~ecomcnmis ae olt pe wat. to its oA,- peak wvale as the 100 percent point,

powr-f. The cornmacn iinits aze volts pc-f watt. or the curvo. may canry an absolute calibration of

tesponsivity vs wavelength.

For blackbody irradiance Since the curve represents the variation of V,

_Va •(3-103) with N, and V, is constant because the only vari-
6?B (Ha .. ),- able parameter is signal irradiance, the curve also

For spectral irradiance represents ' vs A. S ,

= - (3-104) D*, the spectral response curve also represents
(Hxk _,) AD the variation D* vs A.
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(B) SPECTRAL RESPONSE OF IDEAL THEROAL DETECTOR

FIGURE 3-7 Ideadizgd Spectral Reapoomm o Pofton •;,d Theirm•l DNwctors
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Spectral response curves are basically different relative signal response in the output beam of a
for thermal and photon detectors. This is calibrated monochrometer as a function of X.
explained in the paragraphs which follow. An alternate approach to determine the ap-

1. Photon Detector Spectral Response proximate spectral response is to measure the

As discussed in par. 3-4.2 a photon detector Q, of the detector at various discrete wave-
opeAtes byd iruct-d npabsrption o photons. d eto lengths, using a icies of calibrated narrow-bandSoperates by direct absorption of photons. The p c m fitr in ro t fabl k od s uce

energy of incidert photon, must be equal to or
greater than a certain threshold amount in order 3-4.3.5 Input-outpu Re nsip
to be absorbed. :"hotons possessing less energy
(long wavelength) will not be absorbed. Thus a The relationship between detector output
long wavelength cutcff for the detector's spectral signal voltage and the input radiation can be
response is exhibited. Photon energy is related to described as a function of frequency (frequency
wavelength as follows': response) or time (impulse response).

£ = L22 (3-105) 3.&.1&d Frequency Re• ons

where In this method the detector is exposed to a.
constant amplitude, variable frequency,

0 B - photon energy, eV (electron siusoidally modulated infrared signal. As the
volt) digd chopping frequency is varied through the

X = wavelength, micrn n frequency range of interest, V, of the detector is
Therefore, a photoconductor with a bandgap monitored and recorded. The results are then

energy of 0.1 eV would respond only to wave- plotted as V. vs f. This plot, when normalized to
lengths shorter than 12.4 microns. its peak value is called the fr-quency response or

amplitude response.
Photon detectors have nearly constant quan-

turn efficiency at wavelengths less than the long 3-4.35.2 r7n, Raponm
wavelength cutoff, so that the V, for equal In this method the detector is exposed to
Snumbers of signal photons at various wP,- pulses of infrared signal whose intensity vs time
lengths would be nearly constant. However, !!.e varies as a square wave function. The rise and
spectral responsivity (V/w) decreases as t+.e ,cay times of the radi~tion pulses are made
wavelength shortens because the energy per sm"l1- :ompared to the expected time response
S photon is increasing without causing an '• of the detector. The output signal voltage of the
i V.. detector is amplified and displayed on an

Fig. 3-73(A) illustrates the idealized spectral oscilloscope. The rise and decay times of the
response of a photon detector, output si;nal voltage pulses can be measurcd on

this oscilloscope, and represent the rise and
Spectral response curves for actual detectors decay times of the detector.

are shown in Figs. 3-74 ad 3-5 Some of the most important processes g,"-

2. Thermal Detector Spectral Response erning detector time response include:

The response of a thermal detector is propor- 1. Free Carrier Lifetime. The carrier lifetime
tional to the total photon energy absorbed. The in semiconductor photon detectors is a measure
response is limited only by the detector's ability of the average time that an excess electron or
to absorb photors of various wavelengths. The hole exists before recombination. Free carrier
inci dent surface of thermal detectors is generally lifetime is the major factor govwrning decay time
coated with materials which are highly absorp- of most semiconductor photo detectors.
tive over large wavelength regions. Therefore, 2. Thermal Time Constant. In thermal detec-
the spectral responsivity of thermal detectors tors the major process governing the time
tends to he constant as shown in Fig. 3-73(B). tos -ne i a t whics s gov er ath e canrespinse is the rate at which its temperature can

The spectral response curve of a detector may rise in response to signal power, and the rate at
be determrined e•perimentally by measuring its which its temperature can drop back to ambient
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when 1.e signal Li removed. This time is a response curve or an impulse response plot is
function of specific heats of the materials, required to describe the detector behavior in a
Jhermal impedance to the heat sink, mass, and meaningful manner.
geometry. Therrrd time con.•tar.ts are knera1y The frequency resnonse of a detector can be
fairly slo,.i, in thi. milliseconds to seccnds range. measured in the D measurement setup illus-

3. Resistance-capacitance (RC) Time Con- trated in Fig. 3-71 simply by varying the
stant. A detector can often be limited in its rotational rate of the chopper and monito-iaig
response by the :hunting effect of the V. on the wave analyzer. Due to the practical
capacitance of the detector and its surroundings problems involved in rotating choppers at high
(Fig. 3-76). speeds, this method is limited to about 100 kHz

The breakpoint fret.uency fb for a simple or less.

patsdlel RC time constant is expressed as Higher frequencies can be measured uing
forward biased semiconductor7 diodes such as

1 InAs and GaAs, which emit photons due to the

21,'C (310) direct recombination of minority carriers. The

where amount of radiant power emitted by these
diodes is proportional to the bhas current, which

A total parallel resistance, ohm may be modulated at high frequencies, resulting
C = toal paralle! capacitance, farad in high-frequency modulated infrared signals. In

this manner signals in the megahertz range can
ofC tio conspants cane an d bne tors. be generated to extend the frequency response
of low capacitaznce cables and connectors. measurement range. One drawback of the diode

The time constant of photon detectors is emitter is that it emits nearly monochromatic
renerally much faster than thermal detectors radiation, which may or may not be usable on
because thermal detectors work primarily on the the detector of interest.
basis of heat transfer which is a relatively slow Fast pulses of irfrared power can be gen-
process, erated by:

Mrany infrared detectors have a simple expo-
nential tihre resporse which can be described 1. Properly configured chopper wheels

with a sinle time constant. However, some 2. Square wave biased emitter diodes
detectors may have multiple processes simulta- 3. Rotating mirrors which scan a b.n of
neously determining a complex time response ifraed power across a detector rapidly
which cannot be described in terms of a single
time constant. In these cases, a frequency 4. Pulsed lasers

AMPLIFIER

FIGUPE 3-75. Equivalent Circuit I!/usriating Derectror-associated Caoaxitanc
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3.4.3.8 Dctutw Noin 3-.A1d3 GVenr4wwMfndtk NOiu

There are a number of basic noise-generating The statistical fluctuation in the carrier gen-
mechanisms in detectors. The most important of eration and recombination rates in semiconduc-
these sources are explained in the paragraphs tor detectors is called generstior-mreombination
which follow. (G-R) noise. If the generation of carriers is due

primarily to the temperature of the detector, the

r 4A16.1 Johnon Noise (also Nyquist or Therma/) noise is termed ther-mal G-R noise. If the
generation of carriers is due primarily to direct.

This noise, present in all resistom', is caused by photon absorption, the noise is termed photon
the random motion of charge ca&riers in a G&R noise. If the photon induced G-R noise is
resistor at thermal equilibrium. The rmt; value of the predominant noise from the detector, it is
this noise may be calculated as follows'3: said to be photon or beckaround-noise limited.

G-R noise has the same frequency dependence as
Johnson V,,,. - (4kTaflf (3-1.07) ,i*aI

, where aThe G-R noise for a photoconductor is

k - Boltzmann's constant expressed as follows":

The spectrum of this noise is flat up to very 2i(Af) V 3-0n
high frequencies (microwave freav.ncies). V Rloc V (3-109)

3-4.16.2 Taffpwatre Nois

Temperature fluctuations in the detector, where
caused either by the radiative exchange with the R detector static resistance, ohm

environment or conductive exchange w:'h the R - carrier lifetime, sec oh

heat sink, can cause output voltage fluctuations. n c hbarge carrier densir,,
In thermal detectors, if the temperature noise is dimensionless
caused by radiative ex'di:nge with the environ. af - noise equivalent bandwidth (must
ment, the detector is said to be at its theoretical be small compared to Lfequency f)
limit. mHz

The fcllowing relationship expresses the tern- lDC = dc current, A
perature noise variations for a thermal detector':

For photovoltaic detectors, V,,,,. is smaller
by a factor of \/2 due to the absence of

4kT" KIf (3108) recombinatiun noise.
K2± + 4rIf 30

where 3-..3.6.4 Shot Noist

-r =mean square temperature Although shot noie--vaused by the random
fluctuation fluctiations in the number of electrons emitted

k Boltzmann's constant, w sec ýK- by a cathode-occurs in most detectors, it is
T detctor temperature, *Ksometimes tne dominant noise in photovoltaic
K - thermal conductance, w 'K-t and photoemissive detectors. The rms vqlue of
C = heat capacity of the detector, ,hst noise m f Hz bandwidth may be calculated

w sec 'K- as folnowsed:

,f - noise equivalent bandwidth (I must

be small compared to frequency V... = R0t2q01C if)P,2 (3-110)
f), Hz where

q = charge on an electron,
The relationship between :iP- and V' ,., 1.59X 10-1"C

must be determined for each specific detector. Af = filter bandwidth, Hz
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FIGULRE 3-7?. Tykic Noi'e Volta.e Spectrunm end Si,9n. PMC.s. of a Photoconductot,
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-77

3.4.1.6.5 Current Noise ductor e!ement to a heat sink, and attaching bias

) This noise is characterized by a 1/1" spc.c- electrodes and wires.

trum', usually called 1/,'noise. The mechanisms A photovoltaic detector is made by diffusing
causing this noise are nox well understood and a p-n junction into a Semiconductor element,
probably encompass many causes. Some of the mounting it to a heat sink, then electroding and
factors influencing 1/f noise are contacts, sur- wiring it, Fig. 3-57(C).
face quality, crystailine dislocation, and bias If the detector requires eyogenic cooling, it Ls
current. This noise source is gener~dly i.ot
dominant beyond frequencies of a few hundred which is e. old win a Dow hihw
Hz. ch is equipped wi'b a window which will

admit IR signals.
Since several of these noise mechanisms m the critical parers involved inusually demonstrate- themselves simultaneously omakn of the critica parmetetrs involuded:

at various frequencies in a detector, it is drsir-
aible to plot a noise voltage spectrum for the 1. The purity, stoichiometry, and .rystalline
detector. This is a plot of absolute or relative perfection .-f the semiconductor material
V,.,, versus frequency. 2. Closely controlled amounts of the proper

The typical noise voltage spectrum and si;-.,al activation impurities in extrinsic photoconduc- A.
frequency response of a photoconductor are tors and in photovoitaic detectcrs
illustrated in Fig. 3-'47(A) and (B). The signal- 3. Careful surface treatmentc- such as lapping
to-noise ratio is represented by Fig. 3-77(C). and etching to minimize srface noise

The noise voltage spectrum of a detector can 4 Application of low-noise electrodes to the
be determined by measuring V,. rf, in narrow eleme ct o
Af increments over the frequency range of
interest. This can be accomplished with a wave 5. Optimum thickness for maximum photon
analyzer (narrow Af, tunable voltmeter). absorption

Arrays of detectors can be made by muunting
3-4.4 DETECTOR FABPICATION several individual detectors onto a heat-s-ink,

which is riracticable method if only a small
3-4.4.1 Gereral number _f fairly large detectors is involved. A

method which is particularly suited for fabrica-
Since the types of infrared detectors are so ting arrays consisting of large numbers of small

diverse, a thorough discussion of fabrication detector elements Anvolves forming the array
methods would be prohibitively lengthy for this from a single monolithic crystal using a multi-
handbook. Therefore, only some of the most hlade saw. Highlem nsity arrysvs can also mle

important electro-optical detectors will be dis-cussedproduced by photo-etching or scribing tech-
niques. All of these methods have been used to

form detectors as small as a few thousands of a
3-4.4.2 Photon Detectors squarc inch i, arrays consisting of hundreds ofelements".

Most infrared photon detectors are made
from semiconductor materials, both intrinsic 3-4.4.3 Thermal Detecturs
(such as Si, InSb, HgCdTe. etc.) and exmrinsic
(such as Ge:Hg, Ge:Cu, etc.). In some cases the The most common thermal detecto., are
semiconductor material is grown in large crys- thermocouples and bolometer. Radiation ther
tals; then sawed, lapped, and chemically etched mocouples are composed of a thin, black-

into detector elements. In some other c.ses, a ened, gold foil behind which is attached a
thin fi:m of the semiconductor material is thermoelectric junction of dissimilar metals. The
applied to a substrate by vapor-deposition, incident radiant power is absorbed by the

chemical precipitation, or epitaxial deposition. Mackgold foil and a temperature rise results
which is sensed by the thermocouple. Low- ma-r

A photoconductive detector, Fig. 3-57(B), is foils and junctions are required for fast time
made by applying a properly prepared semicon- reiponse.
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A thermistor bolometer contains a sensitive In general, thermal detectors are designed
element Which is a mixture of manganese, nickel, with (1) IoNw mass and good thermal conduct-on
and cobalt oxides. This element, which is a to the heat sink for the fastest time response,
temperature-sensitive semiconductor, is mount- and (2) thermal isolation from the heat sink for
ed to a heat-sink and electrodes and wires are maximum sensitivity. I
attached. The surface of tne sensitive element is
blackened for maximum infrared absorption. A
thermistor bolometer generaily consists of two 4

sensitive elements mounted to the same heat- 3-4.5 COMPARATIVE PERFORMANCE
OF INFRARED DETECTORlSsink, with oniy one cf them exposed to the

signal radiation. The other element acts x,- The comparative pe;formance of infrared
temperature-compensating load resistor. detectors is pre.ented in Table 3-11. 1
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3-5 COOLING SYSTEMS previously, optical bana. a and mirrors

satisfactory operation of the nR system. These
' 34-L RCOUIREMENTS temperatures are a necesay tcor in acheving

Optimurn performance in the intermediate- the required low-background noise levels for

and az-IP. .wvelength regions requires that detectors. Temperature gadlest in optical corn-

" solid-tate aei5Ctors and optical components ponents are extremely cri,•i since excessive

such ai telescope bariols, baffles, and mirrors be gradients can result in tie distoion of optical

operateid at very low (cryogenic) temperatures. or baffle surfaces, thereby, dmging the optical

Stable -ryogenic temperature levels are achieved characteristics of the systm. Optics used in

in the laboratories with relative ease by using space vehicles can be cooled pmavely by Ladia-

* gases stch a helium, hydrogen, ritrogen, :, -J tors on the vehicle.

oxygen whose boiling point temperatures when
liquefied are 4%, 20, 77, and 33°K, OFspec-
tively. Tie problem is to achiive and maintain 5.2 TYPES OF COALING S'SI1NZ

the required cryogenic temperatures in the field
with equipment generally enx.Lmbered by space, 3-6.Z. Direr Cwftd
weight, pvwer, and other lim~ations.

Direct-contact cooling meghcds which apply
In sddi ion to hardware limititions are per- the principles of heat of fion or heat of

formance .equirements bach as the temperature vaporization of a material, or at radiation from a
variation tolerances which generally range from uface, are reliable and rmlgvely simple to
100 to 150K. There is alsc the need to ensure analyze. Selection of solidi&e or liquefied
structural integprity and optical alignment of the coolant and of the heat twag mode is dictated
components and to minimize background noise to a major extent by the reqpsdd temperature.
during opeiation. Fulfilring these gcneral re- Dual cryogenic systems w- metimes cinsid-
quiremnts involves performing detailed thermal ered for Jong-life, minimum-weight applications
analyses; and evaluating methods of cooling, in which one cryogen ves a a protec-tive
transient flob characteristics of heat, and the jacket for the other. Cons t temperature can
eqciency of ;elected insulating methods. be maintained by melting or vaporizing the

c-olant through phase-chauge cooling methods.
Conductic•- and radiation cooing will provide

3-5.1.1 Detector Coo;L., stable temperature levels as long as the radiator

The data plotted in Fig. 3-7° illustrate the thermal environxsnt is constant.

sensing capabilities versus operati;. temperature
ranges of various detectors. Note that all of the 3-5.2. 1. LfqOid Cool W
de ,ectors aphieve maximum performance in the
crnogenir t&.mperature rarge below 200'K, and a. Description

that half have opernti.i, temperatures below (Gu-ing by means of a -liquid cooling"
77°K. system ertti,4ls maintaining thermal contact be-

Achieving thp required temperatures within tween the cooi.,nt and the device to be cooled.

the framework of minimum -:eight and volurne, Thermal contact can be achieved through the

reliability, and simple operation is task high-conductivity wails of the storage vesscl or

which confrort', Lhe designer. by means of a heat-cord.tior -'w (cold finger)
immersed in the fluid. Fig. 3-7.•, -va a diagram
of a typical liquid coolant system.

.;,.1.2 Cooling of IR Optics b. Thermodynawics

Although the cooling of optical compone'rts The thermodynaniics involved in the perform-
in an IR system does not involve the low anc, analysis of liquid coolant systems are
temperatures required for detectors, the• cooling relatively simple. The amount of liquid coolant
load is generally much higher because of the required can be cahculated from the heat balance
grpater mass and area involved. As mentioned equation
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COLD FINGER

VACUUM INSULATION FILL AND VENT LINE

; j

I

COOLANT • -•

FIGURE 3-79. Liquid Cryomn Cooling System

SW = 3.41Qt
.h. , lb (3-111) plotted in Fig. 3-80.

where c. Range of Application

W = weight of coolant required for the time The principal limitation to the use of the
of operation, lb liquid evaporative cooling system i in providing

Q - total heat rate to the r'w :,Ant (includ- a sufficiently long operating life with a given
ing that of the deteactors. insulation, heat load. In general, for flight-type IR cooling
supports, and fill- and vent-ports), w applications, thi, .ooling system c be used

t = time, hr only when the heat lbaa is low 4w when the
- latent heat of vapi rifition of the cool- operating time is short.

ant, Btu/lb d. Existing Problems

3.41 Btu/hr = 1 w The behavior of two-phase fluids in a vezret

that is subject to reorientation and to various

(These as well as additional symbols used acceleration forces is very comple-i ,n addition,
throughout this paragraph on cooling systems the vessel design and fluid propertie (viscosity,
ae listed in Table 3-12.) surface tension) are extremely cical. If the

thermal efficiency of the system is closely
The temperature level of an evaporative 4ool- dependent on the liquid cryogen interface being

ant can te varied to some extent by contrGlling adja,.,ent to the device being coAed. positive
&.e envi-,onment pressure in the ccolant-supply methods of controlling the liquld (such as a
tank. Iapor pressure curves vs temperature capillary structure for holding the liquid for
characteristics of the most common coolanL, are supercritical operation) must thean be applied.
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TABLE 3-12. STANDARD SYMBOLS FOR FAR. 3-5

SYMBOL DEFINITION TYPICAL UNITS

A Heat flow Pxea CM2
a Reflected solar energy from planetary bodies

(albedo)
C Thermal capacitance of a body w-hr/0 K
COP Carnot coefficient of performance
AT Temperature difference 0K
e Planetary emission *

g Gold
h. Heat of sublimation Btu/Ib I
h, Latent heat of vapor,/ation Btu/Ilb
i Current A
K, Thermal conductivity mw/cm°K
k Kovar
L Heat flow-path length cm
Pi Gas flow rate g/sec ]M Molecular weight g/mol
N, Compresior efficiency

Body inte'1-•al power generation w
P Pressur:L arbitrary units

Heat flow mw
(0 Toti1 heat rate w
Qý Absorbed incident solar reflectarne from

planetary bodies
"" Absorbed incident pia:iraJay emission w
Q, Body emitted energy to space w
Q. Absorbed inc.;ient solar energy wR Univeis! gas constant cal/g t!ol- 'K I
R, Elect .!cal resistance ohm
R, Therma; resistance °K/mw
r Radiation
S Seebeck coefficien t V/ 0 K
T Temperature oK
tot Total
t Time hr
Tý Cold-face temperature OK
Th Hot-face temperature 'K
U Thermal conductance w/°K
W Coclan'c required in weight for a given time
W.: Compressor power w
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- , lb (3-112)

Solid coolant system operation is based on
the absorotion of thermal energy through subli- W - weight of coolant required for the time
mation oo t solidified coolant. A typical "solie of operatioi,, lb
cooler" arrtngement designed for IR detector Q - total heat !rýe to the coolant (including 4

cooling is filustrated in Fig. 3-81. The tempera- detectors. hinulation, supports, and fill-
can!. level of operation is dependent on the vapor and vent-ports), w
pressure of the coolant. Vapor pressure curves of t - time of operation, hr
some potential solid coolents are given in F-g. h, - heat of sublimation, Btu/lb
3X82. The proolems due to the behavior oi liquid
coclant in a vessel during reorientation or to the 341,Btu/hr = 1 w
variaticn in the acceleration forces on the cooler
are ovoided by the ube of solidified coolant&.
Additional advantages of solidified coolants in-
elude lower temperatures than Liquids, more c. Range of Application
coolant per unit volume, and additional cooling Solid coolers are most promring for applica-
capability per unit mass. tions requiring very low temperatures. Limita-

tions include the size and weight of the cooler as
b. Thermodynamics dictated by the heat of sublimation and density
The overall thermodynamic performance of of the selected coolant, the ht-at load, and the

solid coolers is developed from the following required length of operation. The requirement
s:mrle heat balance relationship based on the for a continuous vacuum in this cooling system
heat of sublimation equation: may restrict its use in some aprlications.

VACUUM, FILL, AND VENT LINE

VACUU't.i INSULATION

THERMAL

CONDUCTION
DISKS

COLD FINGER

,:/!*•C•, ~-yr • '! ;ld / -• ,ý, n .•,,g SY-.rem
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3"&Z'.; P"i Coo/g low temperatures is commonly used ;n t•e

Passive, IR detector temperature-control tech- industrial manufacturing of cryogenic fluids. it
niques can be applied in an environment wb~re is the basis of many closed- and oper-cycle •, ,

advantage can be taken of the low, effective, cooling systems used fur detector cooling at
spce temperature The technique entl o- intermediate cryogenic temperature levels. The

trolling the balance of the absorbed external application of the Joule-Thomson principle to
heat loads and the emitted energy to space for low cryogenic temperatures for detector cooling
achieving the desired operating temperature. is being studied.

The heat balance equation for a body in space 3-K2Z ao Cycle
is as follows:

a. Description. The Joule-Thomson closed-dT

C- ! QL +Q p- r l3 cycle cooiling system is sho-vn schematically in
-Q.+ Q.+ Q.p Q, (3-113) Fig. 3-83. High-pressure gas from the compressor

where passes through regenerative heat exchangers to
the throttling orifice where, by expanding to a

C = thermal capacitance of the body, lower pressure, part of the gas becomes liquc-
w-hr/*K fled. The cold unliquefied vapors and the vapors

T = body temperature, *K from evaporation of the liquid during heat
= absorbed incident solar energy, w addition return to the compressor after flowing

Q - absorbed incident solar reflectan., U dzough the regenuative heat exchangers.
from planetary bodies, w

Q, = absorbed incident planetary emission, b. Thermodynamics. A temperature-entropy
w diagram of dhe Joule-Thomson closed cycle .s

p = body internal power generation, w shown in Fig. 3-84. The cycle involves isother-

Q, =body emitted energy to space. w mal compression from 1 to 2, constant-pressure
t = tim~e, hr cooling process through the regenerative heat

exchanger from 2 to 3, and adiabatic expansion

One of the most important factors influencing from 3 to 4 through at orifice, constant
the stability of passive, temperature-control temperature evaporation of the condensed liquid
systems intended for long-term operation in from 4 to 5, and constant pressure heating in the
space is the degradation of external thermal regenerative heat exchanger from 5 to 1.
control coatings. Sources of degradation are: (1) The Carnot coefficient of performance COP is
ultraviolet component of solar radiation, (2) expressed as
high-vacuum environment, (3) high-energy radia-
tion and particles from the Van A•llen belt and Cop = T3.1_•
the sun, (4) atmospheric ions, protons. and T.ben, - T•o3"
electrons. and (5) micrometeorite erosion. where boti temperatures are absolute.

Passive techniques for achieving detector The power required by the compressor can be
temperature control are limited, in general, to determined from Eq. 3-115
temperatures greater than - 1'8'F (- 100'C)
and, thus, are quite restrictive with respect to
the type of detector being cooled. W = /R, In , w (3-115)

Since it is not posb.;,, 't, adjust the operating ,(
temperature of passive cooling systems in orbit, where
a great deal of care and skill must be applied
during the design analyses and testing phases of compressor power, w

the cooler to assure the verification of the m gas flow rate, g/sec
required performance characteristics. R unihersal gas constant, cal,' mol-'K

T= temperature. 'K
3-5.2.2 Joule-Thomson . = molecular weight, g/mol

The22 Joule-Thomson o=N, = compressor efficiency
The Joule-Thomson princip of obtaining P = pressure. arbitrary units
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FIGURE 3-83. Closed Lvrle Joule- Thomson SySt•m
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35.22 O Cpen displacer retracting, inset (4), thus cooling the

Open-cycJe Joule-Thomson systems differ gas. The gas is finally transferred back through

from closed-cycle systems ii, that g i the regenerator to the warm chamber, insets (5)
from a high-pressure cylinder instead of a the Stirling Cycle
fromp s ahigdpeure cylinderga instead reofe method of cryogenic cooling is illustrated in Fig.
compressor, and expanded gas is not recovered. 3-86, where it is compared with three other

3-&.2.3 Expension Engine cooling methods.

Expansion of a gas in an engine where the gas 3-5.2.3.2 Claude Cycle (Reversed Brayton)
performs work in the expansion pracess lowers The Caude Cycle. Fig. 3-87, cools by means
the temperature of the gas. The cooling cycles of gTs expanded through a turbo-ate7,nator from

described in the subsequent paragraphs are based which useful electrical energy can be obtained.
on this principle. This cy,.le makes use of a staged compressor and

an expander with a regenerative heat exchangcr.
3-5.23.1 Stirling Cycle The compressor is separate from the expander

The Stirling Cycle cools by isothermal exp and can be located remotely.

sion of a gas in a smaller chamber called the cold 3-5.2.3.3 So/vay Cyc!e (Gifford-McMahon)
head. For increased coefficient of performance,
it. makes use of a regenerator which is a thermal Solvay Cycle operation is based or, gas corn-
capacitor which alternately absorbs he-4t from, pression and expansion processes similar to those
and rejects heat to, the gas stream and operates of the Stirling Cycle, but the compressor is
in four steps as illustrated in Fig. 3-85, The first iooated remotely and the .• yclic process is
step, insets (1) and (2) of Fig. 3-85, consists of achieved through valves located at the corn-
compressing the gas at room temperature with pressor. The system illustrated in F1g. 3-88
heat removal. The gas is then transferred to the is reiatively simple, and the weight of the
crold chamber through the regenerator, insets (2) refrigerating part of the system is competitive
and (3). The gas expands due Lo thz piston aw.d with other cooling sysitms.
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3-5.2.3,4 Vuh'Ieur-n.r C/cte foirn of electrical heat; isotope heat is also
possible for long-life space applications. The

"This he,.t-driven system h.:s only rece? diy Vuilleumier Cycle makes use of regenerators and
been consiedered seriously foy IR deector cool- displacers in much the same way as does the
ng appliration. The addition -)f heat replaces Stirling Cycle. A schematic of the system is
tUe conventional compressor and can take t'e shown in Fig. 3-89.
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FIGURE 3-89. Vuffleumiar ycl'e Cooling Systm

3.5.2.4 Thermioelectric The power required to obtain the above cool-

Thermoelectric cooling is baseO on the ab- incdatyscacatda
rorption of heat which results when an electric Powe? Required = I1R, + -(S'..)7 , %v
current flows through a junction of two dis- (3-117)
similar metalq. This is called the Peltier Effect
whereby th~e current createas a temperature Thermoelectric cooling systems at present
differential. Heat is absorbed at the low- achieve temperatures down to '2000K from an

tempratre uncton nd s r~cte atthe ambient-temperature environment Below this
high- temperaiture junction. temperature they are not competitive with other

systems in terms of power requirements anld
In the perfonrmance analysis of thermnoelectric weight, using existing materials.

elements, the coolin~g capacity of the eP~rnent is
expressed as 3-5.2.5 Other Cooling S,.'stems

Q s] ,hT The various othir types of cooling systemsQ ()1~ -.. (I IR, U(T -T (3-116) desc~ribed in the paragraphs which follow are
where potentially suited for lise in IR cooling applica-

Q heat pumped, w tions.
S Seebeck coefficient, V/0 K 3-5.2.5.1 Pulse Tube

I current. -\
T old-face temperature, 'K< In the pukýe tube cooter the expansion of a

R, electrical rc-sistarnce, ohm gas from a dead-ended tuhe is used to reduce the
Ui thermial conductance, w/' K temperature. The idealized performance of the
Th hot-face temiperature, 'K tcuise tube cannot be attained due to Va-1iotv~
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losses in tk.d system, including heat conduction different coolants, and life will also vary as a *
•' from thr' hot end of the cylinder to the cold function of the size of Cle system. z.
J end. r owever, the process has beeni demon-

stratewt, and the simplicity of the system war-
rants further study. 3-5.3 COOLING SYSTEM SELECTION

3-5.1.62 Vortex Tube L- order to select the proper cooling system
'.'he Vortex Tube, sometim'• called the for a particular application, it is necessary `_:

funke-Hilsh Tube, is a steady-state operating
df vice which operates on the samne basic physical
Y inciple as does the puise tube. its application 1. Anal,;ze cooling requirementa

:estricted to fulfilling thc higher temperature
.equirements associated witii cooling of optics 2. Compare performance Ltharacteristics of

rather than detectors. In its present stage of the candidate cooling systems with application
development, the Vortex Tube is not compet- eu~rements
itive in performance with other more con-
ventional cooling methods. Its efficiency is low,
and high pressure losses occur. 3. "elect systems which appear to meet the

requirements

3-5.25.3 Adsorption

Coolants adsorbed on a surface will decrease 4. Develop design data (weigh', volume,
in temperature when the adsorbent surface is rower requirements, etc.) pertaining to selected
exposed to lower pressures. This technique is of vstems :j
interest for providing the low temperaturesS req%-iied for "cooling IR detectors. It is simplet
ren d for g oodstndy ch.detectors. Iti5. Rate cooling systems in terms of applica-

S_ and has good standby chal-acteristics. to oetaS • ~t-ion potential.

S 3-5.2.6 Comparison of Cooling Systems 6. Select system which provides desired

S Table 3-13 lists the characteristsofthe characteris tics and requires fewest ýrade-cffs

various cooling systems discussed for compar-
ison. Many of the systems listed are highly
varieble in size, weight, power consumption, life, Various factors involved n sele:ng IR cool-ing systems are as described m the example
minimum obtainaLle temperature, and cooling which follows.
capacity. Thkb entries in the table represent
typical systems. For the most part, data wereS•~xarmple
obtained from available literature.

S Although the liquid coola~t system listed in Consider as a typical example, a cryogenic
hc "abi.! is a sh.irt-life device, it is possib•e to cooler inte.ided for use with an air-to-ground-

produc, liquid cooling systems which have missile system. The first step in the design of
lifetime ratings greater than one year. Col- such a cooling system is t.he calculation of heat
dohtim , r te tha on ya Ciol- loads. Assume a detector temperature of 27°K is
down time for the system thown is hiwhlt is

dcpedc~ on the inium erarratre. required with ambient temperature of 300' K.
'.elJium which i. used has •he lowest temperature The eiýht detectors comprising the IR sensor are

of all liquids, therefore it requii'es the longest to b- mounted in a glass Dewar which has an
•;ine for initial cooling. The choke Af coolant access channel 0.440 in. in diameter, 0.0,tO in.

depends, of course, on the temperature desired. ick, and 3.0 in long. Each of the eightdeLiectors requires an electrical lead and a
Ccolants different from thosc Hsted for commoAi grourd wire. These 0.040-in. diameter

liquil, solid, Joule-Thomson, aJ pulse-tube Kovar leads are attached to the detectors by
systems can b3 chosen, depending upon mission means of 0.002-in. dia:ueter gold paper wires
reqtirements. Temperatures will vary for the e.cb& 0.25 in. long.
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Notation for Example The thermal resistance R,, of the glass Dewar

A - heat flow area, cm 2  is:

L = heat flow path length, cm Rto = .. 1 2.42 Kmw'
=t, = thermal conductance, mow OK' K 0.41

K, = thermni; conductivity, mw cm-' *K-' AT = 300 - 27
Q = heat riov, mw

R, = thermal resistance, °K mw' = 2730K
T = temperature, °K

T.., = average temperature, 'K The total heat rate Q, is therefcre:
AT = temperature difference, *K

a = Stefan-Boltzmann constant. Q,. AT

5.67X 10- 2 wcm-2 K' _ AT

Subscrip ts 1,,
a = gold 273.42
g = glass 2.42
k = Kovar = :12mw
I = leadsr = radiation!

Conduction Along Leads

Conduction along the leads follows a similar
T, = (300 + 27)/2 = 1650 K analysis. The results of the analysis follow:
Thermal conductivity K,, of glass

at T = 165'K is: K,, = 120 mw/cm°K (Kovar at T = 165"K)

Kt, = 8.10 mw cm-1 *K' A,, = r(0.040)2 /4 = 0.00125 in?
Lk = 3.0 in.

The glass Dewar has an access channel of H = 9 (number of leads including 8 detec- "---
0.440 in. in diameter and 0.040 in. thick. This tor leads and 1 common ground)
gives a cross-secticnal area A approximately R,,, = (3)/[(120)(0.00125)(2.54)(9)]
equal to: = 0.877OK mw-I

Ag V ,r(Dfl,,+ 0.040) X 0.040- 0.0602 in? K, = 4300 mw cm-"K-1 (gold at T= 27°K)

The thermal conductance K,.•,• along the A. = r(0.002)2 /4 = 3.14 X 10' in2 .

glass Dewar is therefore: L, = 0.25 in.
K, (area) = 0.25;[(4300)(3.14 X 10-)(2.54)(9)]

Iyowal Kt X legh= 0.811'K mw-I
AT = 2'130K

8.1..(0.0692 2.5)30X 2.54) Q, = ArT!(R.k + R,.)
= 273/(0.877 + 0.811)

= 0.41 mw 'K" = 161 mw
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Radiation to D,,tecters I
- A i,= 3[0.44+ 2(0.04)1:/4 " 0.212 in?

St (Q,.),,,, AuG,(T)4

= (5.67 X 10-V)(0.212)(2.ý4)2 [(3 X 102)4- (0.2"IX 10)4]
= 63X 10-3 w .-.
= 63 mw

Total Heat Load

- Q, + QO+ (Qr),"x
= 112 + 161 + 63
= 336 mw

Cooler Selection k.
A closed cycle Sti-ling refrigerator would be

recommended for this application. It wvould -

weight 16 ib, measure 5 in. in diameter and 13
in. in length, and requirc 400 w of power. -

Justification for this choice is:

ItI
1 . Closed cycle coolers provide the most

trouble-free operation of all coolers, requiring
*i only power and perindic maintenance. i

2. Stirling refrigerators are the lightest, most '1
compact, and most efficient coolers made to
provide the reqt ired temperature of 27° K.

Alternative Cyoling Systems

Other methods for cooling detectors to 27°K
include two-stage Joule-Thomson expansion re-
frigerators and Gifford-McManon coolers. Both
were rejected for this particular application in
which the missile is not released from the plane
but held captive for a series of tests.

Joule-Thomson refrigerators were rejected be-
cause they are less comppct and less efficient
than Stirling Cycle coolers and present unique
contamination problems that require greater
care in handling and operating.

Gifford-McMahon coole,'- were rejected be-
cause they are also less compact than are the
Stirling coolers; their principal advantage being a
cold head assembly which can be remotely
locateJ from the compressor. For this applicA-
tion, such a feature is not an advantage.
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3-5,3.1 Des* Criteria mechanical design of the moving components in

It is important that the design criteria for which wear can occur.

cooling systems be established early in the 3 1,.
evaluation study in order to ensure that tle 3.8.37.4 Lo:iii
design effort is directed to the best suited Dependence of a system on ground support is
systeri. Because the large number of methods a major factor where readiness and remoteness
available for cooling IR systems otfar such a are involved. This becomes a major factor where
diversity of external reqwremests, design long standby conditions are required. The use of
features, and performance characteristics; many liquid neon or liquid helium would s£.riouslv
can be eliminated early in the application study handicap operation under these requirements
if realistic design criteria for the application have unless portable liquefiers were available. Where *
been established. stringent logistic requirements exist, use of

mechanical cooling systems which only requireThe criteria include independent parameters electrical power is most desirable. Logistic re-

such as temperature and total cooling load, ectcapwris otdsrbl.Lgtcre
wuhle othmersatre depedet parametel slg lo quiremnents are indeperidert factors dictated byweight and volume. Independent parameters _ a the application. Little can be done by the

set by the application and, therefore, must be coolant system engineer to improve these re-
met by any system that is considered in the cuirements.
evaluation. Dependent variables are flexible,
depending on the designer's selection of 36.3.2 Reliability
materials and arrangement. The simplicity of the evaporative or subli-

3-53JI. 1 #/iir metive cooiant systems implies the probability

For most airborne and space cooling systems, of highly reliable performance once the physical
weight is important. ?reliminary comparison of operation is verified wider actual or simulated
cooling Eystems for a given application wil operating conditions. The reliability of a me-

generally be made or- the basis of weight. The chanical system having reciprocating or rotating

lightest system would be selected from those parts will be a function of its mechanical design.
that mcet the general requirements. Operating times of 300 to 500 hr withoutmaintenance are now being achieved in the field

3-5.3 1.2 Volu'ne with closed-cycle systems. At present, reliability
of cooling systems has been obtained by over-

TSh volumc of a cooling system for IR design (large weight and volume). The contin-
applirations is frequently a major factor in the uing need to provide lower temperatures along
selection of a system. The compactness and the with the more stringent weight and volume
design arrangement of the IR system itself is of requirements for, IR cooling systems dictates the
primary irnoortance, and the cooling system is need for engineering advances which will result
gmerally a secondary factor in the ,verlU in a better compromise between these factors.
system design. In some installations the space
left fer J.E cooling system dictates that the 3-5.3.2. 1 Mechanical Design

,oiume be limited, and that it be installed in a Mechanical design of the cooling system must
particular arrangement. Mcaia eino h oln ytmms

consider the reliability of the design concepts

3-5.3.1.30 urab;;, used. Mechanical reliability of solid and liquid
coolant sy/stems with no moving parts will

Dur-bility b'!comes a factor when the systeim denend on the design and operation of valves
is ,ublected to long-term opf-ratioi r - t :ýý c!d for filling and venting of the coolant.
conditions. For long-term appli-ati,,ys. ne :Systfrs having reciprocating components must
simple evaporative or sublimative coo~ing ,,e (4-igned for hip!7 degree of freedom from
syscems are not suitable because of excessive failure caused by thermal and mechanical shock.
volume and weight. therefore, a me-hanival This is a particularly critical factor P r very
system would be selected. Duabiii~y of me¢.han- low-temperature operation where the ,ihctiliiv
ical s3stems is generally a function of the of most materials is poor.
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3-4122 Structural sysiorrs, bLu vdcuum by itself does not prevent

Structural reliability of cooling systems is of radiation heat transfer. Th usore, vacuum insu-

major importance where high-pressure operation gwit ste arrgera.
Sis encountered. Factors such as thermal stresses, with radiat.- barriers.

thermal shock, and fatigue must be considered 3542 , Shilds
i n,_ the structural design of each system. The

method of supporting coolant systems against Radiation rZ.A ding has been a primary meth-
"'g" loads must be done with consideration for od of reducing radiation heat transfer for
minimum heat-leak and minimum weight. vacuum-jacketed cryogenic systems. The

j •technology of fabricating and using radiation
I| 3- .1Z. '/ • shields has accelerated in the pest decade and, at 4

present, many materials are used for radiation
IR cooling systems are often subjected to shields depending on the application require-

vibratioral loads when installed in a vehicle. ments. Available material for radiation shielding
Mechanical cooling systems generate vibration include, from polished ahuminum to aluminum-
due to the reciprocating and rotary motion of or gold-coated Mylar as well as other very thin,
the equipment. it is essential that the cooling lightweight plastics. Typical -hield thickness is
systems be capable of withstandhig the external less than 1 rail, and blakets of rdiation shields
S vibration loads imposed on them. It .s ao with separators such as silk oi glass fiber may be
important that the cooling system frequprcte. I or 2 in. thick, typically.
not be harmonics of external frequencies which
would allow excessive loads to be developed. 3-5.4.3 Supa.insulation Mawiaft
Vibrational reliability of a cooking system can Superinsulation is made up of a large cumber
only be developed by means of environmental of radiation shields, sometimes as many as 100,
tests which simulate the conditions expect-d in arranged in the form oi a blanket which is then
the application under consideration. wrapped around the surface to be insulated.

High performance and lightweight characteristics
of superinsulations are a result of using thin,

Since IR cooling systems operate in the lightweight shields with high reflectivity in
cryogenic temperature rangs, thermal isotation conjunction with thin, low-thermaJ-condicting
of low temperature componerts from the higher spacers. Effective thermal conductivities for
temperature environment is a prerequisite for superinsulptions vary from 0.35 pw cmn'|°K" to
efficient operation. The lower the operating ten times this value, depending upon the mate-
temperature, the more critical this insulation rials used and the methods of applyir.g the
problem becomes. For flight and space vehiCies insulation to the surface being insulated.
this thermal isolation must be achieved with
minimum weight. The insulating characteristics of super-

insulating blankets vary as a function of pres-
A combination of several insulating methods sure. If the thin radiation shields are arran--ei

which, individu,.dly, provide a thermal barrier for very close together, they may contact each other
one mode of heat transfer is )-eing c:nsidered under pressure thus providing a ýhermal-
for insulation of cryoge-ic systems. Vacuum conducting path.
barriers are used to redl.ce convective and
conduction heat transfer between surfaces. 3-5.4.4 Support of Insulating Materials
Radiation traiisfer is reduced by using multipleradiation shieldls hetween two radiating surfaces Severe degradation in the overall performance
or between a surface and space. Low thermal- of superinsulating blankets can occur if judicious
conductwty materials are usped to reduce heat design of the insulation supports is not perform-
conduct., in materials whare physia toreduce hat ed. High thermal conductivity through the

eonductai(n in areas where physical contact mud t coolant container supposts car nullify the re-
be -ainta-ned to transmit structural loads. ed insulation performance. Successful

3-5.4.1 Vacuum Insulation support dosign requires the design of individual
supports to provide low heat leak and a contain-

Use of vacuum is prevalent for cryogeric er arrangement whereby a minimum number of
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supports are required. Total heat leak to an of the Fourier transform. This transform
insulated stuface can easily be increased by an Jescribes the input-output relationship in terms
order of magnitude if care is not exercised in of the system impulse response which is the1
insulation support design. transform of an input 6-function (i.e., the

response to a point source input for spatial
3-6 SIGNAL PROCESSING function and a time impulse for temporal

function). As mentioned previously, the ',,erall
3-41 INTRODUCTION system transfer function is simply the pruduct

To maximize the signal amplitude at the of the transfer function of each independent
output of an optical sensor with respect to the element (optics, detector, fiter amplifier, dis-
amplitude of backgTound clutter and system plays, etc.) as

noise, it is necessary to take advantage of the
following distinctions in the target and back- T,(W) =fl TA(W) (3-118)
ground properties: .i-1 where

1. Spectral radiance h

2. Spatial (geometrical) qualities T,(w) - overall system transfer function
T,(w) = transfer function of each ith

3. Signal frequency spectrum vs noise power element
spectrum Q. - frequency variable

The spectral rauiance of targets and back- n = number of elements arranged intandem
grounds is discussed in Chapter 2. The criteria
for design of an optinum spectrai filter is Since IR optical con-ponents are described in
described in Chapter 5. Par. 3-6 deals with terms of their snatial frequency response and the
techniques for target signal enhancement and electronic components by their temporal fre-
background discrimination on the basis of their quency response, the combined optical-spatial
spatial and temporal variations. The fist tech- frequency is multiplied by the scanning rate of
nique, spatial filtering, is discussed in par. 3-6.2 the IR system in order to determine the tern-
and the latter, temporal filtering, is discussed in poral frequency. For example, if the scanning
par. 3 rate i1 100 rad per sec and a target of interest is

Spatial filtering involves modification of the one cycle per rad, then the corresponding
signal by the telescope spread functions and by temporal frcquency is calculated as
the detector geometry. Teincrrnl filtering is a
result of the frequency response cf the detectors (1 cycle/rad) X (100 rad/sec) - 100 cycles/sec or
and electronics and. fisially, of the detection or 100 Hz
display circuits. Consequbntiy, the output signal
is affected by the transfer functions of all of (3-119)
these elements. Since th-e transfer function cf
most IR components is lineai, th, t,.tal system 3-6.2 SPATIAL FILTERING
trar.sfer function is obtained from the transfer
functr. pro-)dutct of the individual elements. Spatial filtering is one of the more ncve, -widfne functi:ons include: promising techniques for detecting objects of

interest in the presence of unwanted background

1. Spatial transfer function of the telescope radiation. As the name implies, spatial fileri:'g
invoP-,es detection and discrimination rn2. Spatial and temporal transfer function ofthe detector basis of shape and size of an object, ind u!* V'.e
surrounding background. By dividing :he field oi

3. Transfer function of the electronics view of che IR instrument into ireas that

4. Transfer funct~on of the detection or correspond to the size of the predicted target,
display circuits most background (extended source) objects are

rtjected sirce they are considerably larger than
The conventional tecO'niquo for describing Lhe the areas of the field occupied by the (point
transfer function )f each eiemen, entails the use source) target.
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Spatial fitering may also involve signal condi- real function. Asymmetric aberrations lead to
tioning whereby the fequency of the irradiance complex-valued transfer functions.

"• upon the detector may, if necessary, be convert-
Z• ed to whatever frequency can be detected and adte OTF is the rru!t of the diffraction effect

proesed it opimm esuts Ths s dneby and the aberration effect. Tne diffraction effect
processed with optimum results.Thisisdoneby s a function of the aperture s and the
chopping (interrupting) the radiation by mea io
Of a reticle thereby shifting the frequency, wavelength of light that forms the image. The

i• ~~wavelength of light Xt and the sm*Uaest dimension
typically from dc to a few hundred Hz. In the oavalengthtofelightrmiand the lenst sion
follow-up discussion, the transfer function of odefSfrequency (the lens transfer functionW to
the optics is described first followed by the u ( n s c fSdetector transtrm Pnd its spatial filtering effect. zero). The cutoff frequency,, which is inkd -dstrent of the aperture shape- is defined a ITV

S3-4.21 Optisi Transf Funien (OTFI radians where D is the diameter of a circularaperture or the smallest dimension of a slit or
The optical transfer function (OTF) is the other shape aperture, and X is the wavelength of

two-dimens~onal Fourier transform of the point the image forming light. The terms D and A are
spread function. Thus, if O(x,,Y) were the object in the same units. For heteao-chmmitic images
function, I(x',y') the image function, and S(xy) which form light, the longest wurelength gives
the point spread function; the non-coherent the largest or worst-cse value for the diffraction
image formation would be determined by the limit. .convolution integralc o o The aberration effect is the resdt of imperfec-

I(x, y') iJS(x'-x; y'-y)O(x,y)dxdy tions in the design and in the fabrication of the

(3-120) optical elements.

Eq. 3-120 can be expressed in the transform
domain as 3&2. 1. 7 Point Svead Function (PSF)

(,,) two-dimensional transform of The point spread function (PSF) is the two-
image intensity function J(x',y') dimensional Fraunhofer image of a point source,

"(3-121) normalized to unit volume. It is a mathernatircn
description of the illuminance distribution of

where the point-source imaige in the x- and y-dimen-
T(7w ,••,) = two-dimenzional transform of sions at th', image plane which is normal to the

the p•int spread function S(x,y) optical axis of the lens systems.
or transfer fuiction of thesystem

0(w,,w,) = two-dimensional transform of
object intensity function O(x,y)

=spatial frequencies in x- and Modulation transfer function (MTF) is the

y-directions, respectively, rad amplitude spectrum of the Fourier transform of
a normalized point spread function. It is the

In general, T(w.,c,.) is a complex quantity ratio of the amplitude at the output of an
optical system to the amplitude at the input as a

T ,) = 1 ,) exp~( , )] function of spatial frequency. The PSF and MTWe

where (3-122) of a difiraction limited optical slit are illustrated
in Fig. 3-90. Fig. 3-90(A) represents the trana-

IT(w 1 ,,wY)= amplitude function mission of the slit aperture. The Fraunhofer

and image of a point source viewed through the slit
aperture is shown in Fig. 3-90(8). The intensity

*(• ,o,) =phase function, distribution of this image, or point spread
function, is illustrated in Fi, ." ')0(C). The

In the special cases of an aberration-free Fourier transform of Fig. 3-90(C) is the optical
system or for on-axis symmetrical aberrations, transfer function whose amplitude function or
the transfer function has no phase shift and is a MTF is plotted in Fig. 3-90(D).
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"I'

3-42 .1.1.2 One.dimemdora/ image Anaiysk X, . 1 "22"k (3 2)

In the case of systems that scan in only one
direction, and for purposes of simplifled compu- = 1.22X (f/no.), in.
atinand practical measurements, the one- The diamrter of the Airy disc, also in inchei, is

dimensional image function is given as

The PSF can only be expres-sed in two- 2.44X
dimensional space, conmequently, an anrlogous Xd = (t U) (3-126)

function, line spread function (LSF;, is required (
for one-dimensional image analybis.

where
3-6.2.1.2 Line Spread Funcdon (LSF) f R = optical focal length

The LSF is a mathematical description of the For a slit aperture
illuminance distribution of the image of a line F t
source in the x-dimension at the image plane. 1* , rad (3-127)

The LSF, L(x') in direction x, is an integra- 4

tion of the total radiance of a section through X, =, (YR), Ii. (3-128)
the point spread function defined as

"3-6.2.2 Detector Spatial Filtering
L(x') = S(x',y')dy ' (3-123)Lf' ( 3 Spatial filtering car a1o be achieved by means

of spot scanning devices, reticles, arrays of
The Fourier transform of the LSF is a

complex quantity consisting of a modulus (or
amplitude) and a phase. The phase function is a The mathematical representation of fiiterirg
measure of the lateral displacement of the image effect of a detector is complicated by the
from the geometric center of the optical system one-dimensional (time) characteristic )f the
as a function of spatial frequencies. The detector output having to describe the three-
modulus of the transfer function is a measure of dimensional spatial-temporal scene radiance. rhe
the ratio of the amplitude of spatial sine wav', detector output is represented niathematicaly as
output to the amplitude of the spatial sine wav,-
input which is termed the moduhation transfer D(t) = ffS(x,y,t)R't)dxdy (--129)
function (MTF). The maximaum value of the where the scene radiance is represented by
transfer function amplitude T(w.), which occurs S(xyt) and the spadal filter is described by a
at w,, = 0, is assigned a normalized value of 1 weighti fn of spacer an timed by .
which denotes 100 percent transmission at z-r,) weighting function of space and time 9(x,y,t.

spatial frequency. The methods of analysis are described in the
subsequent paragraphs where examples are

3-6.2.1.3 Resolution Criteria and MTF given.

The anguplar resolution for a diffraction- 3-6.2.2.1 Analyses
limitod system ?s the angular subtense of the Spatial flitering for detection purposes can be
radius of the Airy disc. For a circular aperture, analyzed in the time domain as well as in the
the Rayleigh criteria of resolution in radians is
expressed a~s frequency domain.

3.-.2.2.2 Analysis in the Time Onmain
3.83X 1.22X

-D (3-124) Any known S(x,y,t) intensiiy function and.
_D(x,y.t weighting function can be analyzrd

where 3.83 is the first zero of the Begsel function simply by simulating Eq. 3-129 on i computer.
of the firt crder in radians, X is the wavelength The values of paiameters affectlirgR(xy,t,j such
of light, and D the diameter of the optical aper- as scan rates, slit widths, and detector arrays
ture. The radius of the Airy disc in inches i.s may be cheuged as required to determine their
given as effect, bhcreby, pern, itting the seleition of
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optimum values for the parameters. In a similar wIich are simple, yet practical. Excellent, thor- I
mariner the intensity function. S(x,yjt), can be o gh, and extensive treatment of spatial f•lter
varied to demonstrate the effects of input analysis by the frequency dcmain method is.
conditions, such as background or transmission contained in Refs. 67 and 68.
characteeristia. In additicn, the simulation can

inhlude the downstream processing through elec- 3-6.2.2.4 Spatial Filtering Neglecting the Time-effect
tronic filters, transmission, display, logic pro- "

ceasing, and decision making. This time-domain Assuming the scene radiance S(x,y,t) is itde-
analysis by simulation is widely t!5-. toxy on pendent of time, i.e., S(x,y), only; the Fourier
digital, analog, or hybrid computers. transform S of S(x,y) would then be

3-6.22.3 Analysis in the Frequency Domain

Detector spatial filters may also be analyzed S(kkkl) = r (e-J2
xkx•)(eJ

24ryy)S(xy)dxdy
in what is called the frequency domain. This -
consists basically of taking the Fourier trans- (3-130)

form of both sides of Eq. 3-129 with respect to
x, y, and t. This transformsn the independent This transform describes the intensity pattern
variables from x,y, and t to k•,k,, and f, where in terms of the spatial frequencies k,, k/,
k and k• represent frequencies of sinusoidal cycles/unit length.

sigrnals in x- and y-direction, and f refers to
sinusoidal signals in time. The advantage of this
method is that Eq. 3-129 is changed from an The Fourier transform R of the spatial
integration to a product of the transformed filter R (x,y) is
quantities, which is easier to analyze than an
ihtegration. An additional advantage of ther-- :-
frequency or transformed domain analysis i; R (kh..y) f (ei24W xi)(2Y*yvy)R(,y)dxdy
that both the input, S(x,y,t), and the output, 1)
D(t), are often described in the frequency (3-131)
domain. The optics can be described more
simply in terms of transformed quantities such This transform describes the spatial filter in
as the optical transfer or modulation transfer terms of spatial frequencies, k. and k,.. Both
function. The transform of S(x,y.t) is obtained R(ký,ky) and S(k,,k,) are complex quantities
by transforming the source or object intensity containing amplitude and phase descriptions.
times the optical transfer function. Also, the The detector input is consride-a as the sum
downstream processing (usually electronic) i5 of all spatial frequencies due to the integral of
often described in terms of its frequency re- the SR product. It must be noted that the detec-
sponse or transfer function. Thus, the output tor input due to any k,,k, spatial frequency
can be describeJ by the transform of D(t) times cannot be considered as simply the product of
the electronic transfer function. The entire S R, since the phasing may not be zero. Howp!:?r,
-ystem from irput source intensity to processed thp contribution to the detector canrno be any
output can be treated in the frequency domain, greater than the product cf th, amplitudes. This
which utilizes the analysis tec6niques developed establishes an upper !i"ntt so that any frequency
iii elect-onic s~gnal-processing applications. como'onent o, _ will not contribute more than

S . to the detector. Thus if R(k,,kh i is zero at
nt any -patial frequency h, ,k, ; the detector output

analysis is that the signals in the transformed would prtduce a zero amplitude at that fre-
domain contain the same information as is in the quency. This attenuation of spatial hequency
space and time domain; therefore, it may be signals in S by R(ký,ky) is similar to fi!Pering in
transmitted and the original scene reconstracted electronic circuits. The paragraphs which follow
by second transformation. describe some of the most comminly uzed spatial

The analysis of general problems involved in filters in IF. systems. ik.efs. 87, 58, a-d 69 give
the Lfequency domain method is quite complex. detailed descriptions and L-ansfer functions Gf
Prsr. 3-62.2,4 knd 1-6.2.2,5 describe two cases various spatial filters.
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FIGURE 3-91. Spatia Fulter Ampi~tuce Response of RectangJular betuecto,

3-6.2.2.5 Spatial Filter of a Detector Scanning 3-6.2.2.6 Rectangu/ar Detctor of Widtha
in One Dimension Only and Length b

Consider a simple spatial filter scanning in the The Fourier transform of a detector of width

x-direction at a constant velocity u, neglecting a and len~gth b is
y variations in Stx,y). The output of the detec- R2k,(y ¢=x t,+

to can now be written as - .k~k~ -(,2 ,:b2 \"e /Y)dt
S2

D(t) = fS(x)R(x - vt)dx (3-132) =J-, 2 (e'J 2 '*)d'x Jb,2 (cei 27rky)dy

Note that the detector output in the frequency sin ,•a~ / sin~~4 (3-13b)
domain is simply the transform of D(t). The =\-I z --k]" \ n4 y l

transform of the right hand side of Eq. 3-132 is or

shownr l_ ~/ iab~

k -- -U iv

where x and y are coordinates n the width and
where f is frequency in Hy;,S and R" are the and length direction, respe-ctiveiy;kx and k• are

one-dimensioaai tra.nsforms of S and R, respec- spatial frequencies in cycles/u uit in width and
tively, with flu suhstftutLed fcr k,:and R" is the

length directions, respectively. This transfer func-

cope kojgt o2 77.

cope-oigt fR tion means that sinusoidal components of the
ThusRE 3-9or scani st h e r outpu intensity function in the x-direction of frequency

Thus. Sprasialn~ Filte m, thf a Detector output, 3-... Retnua eetrosidt •ka,

in the frequency donx:;h is the product of the kb will he attenuated by- and similarly

transform of the inensity and the spatial filter for sine waves in the a-det e fidth

transform. Since many systems scan with thw
spatial filter at a constant velocity, Eq. g3-133 Note that the transfer functon has zerois for

yas viide application, T oa = n and ky b = m where n and m are integers.
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3-62.2_7 Plusminus D~ectwor

In many d~teclion systems, the spatial dis.
Scrimination technique can be employed due to

the use of multi-detector arrays. For detection
of a point source :arget, for example, it is desir-

* able to process the information through a bant!-
pass filter since the backgrourd-clutter-noise
dominates in lower frequency. One mei;hod of
e:iminating the low-frequency signals is to use

4• two detectors separated by a distance c between
Scenters and by connecting the detectors ir. oppo-

site polarity. The transfer fu.iction of the second
"detector is the same as the first detector multi-
plied by e-ix'e due to the delay c. Thus,

R(k=,.j•) (1 - e "\e~- 73rha, ]'szkb' (3-135)

i k /csin __d._a, sin .'k- bJ-170I-. i(sin -sin .z £2 \k- (b.\LhT

:: The term ,'-" being s,'.aply a phase function,
:: may be 'iopped. The filter amplitude responseis, therefore,

" R(kk, 2si*k ) ~' .•sinrk (3-136)

Fig. 3-92 shows the bandpass characteristic of
this type of spatial filter.

3-6"22.8 Circular Detectors

Circular detector; have the same characteristic
in all directions. The filter amplitude response
can be shown as

R(k) rJ, (27rh)

where

r = radius of the circle
k = spatial frequency in radial direction,

cycles/unit length.
J, Bessel function of tl - first kind ana

first ord,-Er.

Fig. 3-93 illustrates the normalized amplitude re-
sponse of such a circular detector.
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FIGURE 3-93. SPatia/ Amplitude Resonmse of Ckrulva Dowtowr

3-6.3 ELECTRONIC SIGNAL PROCESSING frequency spectrum is pre. determinable. Signal-
to-noise ratio and detection prob~ability are

Requirements for greater IR sy-stcm sensitiv- directly related in these cses and can be vastlyity have led to the developme-nt of highly die.yreadintsec sad nbevty
enhanced by relatively simple electronic filtering

sensitive (low-noise) detector performance. devices. The various signal processirng eltctronics
Indeed, present-day IR detectors are often back-groud-lmitd, sch hatallbut neligble applicable to these cases are discussed in the
ground-limited, such that all but a negligible paragraphs which follow.
amount of noise is the result of photon-induced
gene.tion-recombination. Consequently, if a Reproduction of an 11. detecteJ scene on a
system is to remain background-limited, the cathode ray display tube (CRT) recuires that the
noise of the processing electronics must be output of each detector he sampled periodically
negligible with respect to detector noise. and presented to the CRT iintensiiy control ,n a

time sequence correlated with the scanning
Quite often the electronic signal at the output beam. A typical example is the IR surveillance

of the detector is in the ordcr of microvolts. In
order to preserve the potential sensitivity of the system which frequently incoredorates arrays,
detector, this low-level signal must be amplified corse oerally he of indivdue
by whatever means will result in minimum noise
and distortions. Fundamental principles involved cases requires the appliation o• trre-division
in mechanization of this amplification function multiplexing tchniqurs discussed in par.

3-6.3.3.
are discussed in par. 3-6.3.1. Constraints such as
detector and circuit-limiting time constants 4. 3-6.3.1 Low-noise Amiplification
relegate most IR preamplification requirements
to the 1- to 20-kHz band. Consequently, amplifi- This paragraph is addressed to the problems
cation devices which operate at higher fre- confronted in preserving the signal-to-noise ratio
quencies are not discussed here. which exists at the output terminals of IR

IR systems designed to "detect" the presence detectors, while providing sufficinmi amplifica-
tion to minimize •he noise contributions of

of an object within a given field of view are

primarily concerned with the strength of the subsequent signal-processing stages.

signial from the object to not only internally Amplification of low-noise signals is achieved
generated noise but also to external noise due to almost exclusively by means of solid-state
fluctuations of the sc:;ne radiance. Usually the devices since low noise is associated with the
c&9racteristics and particulaxly the form of the lower operating current of solid-state devices. In
ezpected "signal" are known. Thus, the signal addition, stringent present-day pack,-ing re-
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quirementi dictate the performance of numer- In juncdion transistors, thermai noise is prina-
ous electionic functions with hardware that rily associated with the transverse current in the
requires minimum space, low power consump- base region, i.e., the ohmic base resistance ra.

, tion, and provides a high degree of reliability. Noise associated with ohmic resistance in the
Although the thecretical advantages of such emitter and collector regiors is almost always
techniques as transforrer coupling are men- negligible. In field-effect tr?,nsistor. (FET's),
tioned, solutions more amenable to micro- thermal noise is generated by the channel
miniaturization are emphasized. conductance.

3-6.3 7. 1 Therma.n Noise 3-6.3 1.2 Shot Noise

The makeup of thermal noise Ln electronic The p-n junction of a transistor is a source of
components including resistive elements and "shot" noise7". Both the emitter and collector
spymiconductor devices is similar to that of p-n junctions are sources of this type of noise.
detectors as described in par. 3-4.3.6. In Fig. Transistor shot noise is similar to that produced A
3-94, a noiy resistor is shown as a noiseless in a vacuum tube diode. In both cases, the
resistor plus a voltage (A) or current (B) mean-squared noise current i2 , is proportional
generator. to the direct current Id, through the diode, the

R

t t

(A)

0

S=-)F4 r B
R 'th R R

(B)

FIGURE 3-94. Characterization of Thermal Noise from (A) Votage Source, and (B) Current Source
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electron charge q. and the noise equivalent band- The noisL junction is represented in Fig. 3-95
width Af. Stated mathematicAlly as a resistance -which is equal to the dynumic

resistance of the junction in parailel with a
1,ha 2qlAf (3-138) noise-current generator. The value of the shot-

where noise current, although approximate, is suffi-
- c ciently accurate for most design purposes. A

q - charge on electron more rigorous representation is provided by ,
1.59 X 10-' C van der Ziel 7 1'".

S.r
1shr

(A)

2 2 2e 1 r
Sh sh

r = kT 25, ohm where I1 is measured
dc Ydz in mA

n =a constant = 1 for a transistor

FIGURE .395. .;Aacreri'ation of Shat-niise from (A) Cujrrent Source, an~d (8) Voltpr.j Source
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3-67.3 1if Noise tity at the input. An alternate form for NF i1

At low frequencies (usually below 1 kHz) given by

increases in noise power follow the 1/flaw, i.e.,
the noise-power spectru-n decreases with in- NF I-NA- (3-140)
creasing. frequency. This noise is sometimes
referred to as excess noise, surface-effect noise, where G is the gain So IS'.
or simply as 1/f (one over f) noise, iz occurs in
most solid-state devices and is generally .,rtrib- There are two apprcachas for determining the

-IF ýr general use. The classic approach entiails
uted to inhomcfeneiti-s or traps either in the

ebtablib,. lng an cquivalrt'. circuit composed of a
semiconductor atea! or on the suace of thember of known noise -etorstransistor. Since this type of noise varies with such as those discussed previously under noise
individua, devices, it is difficult to specify an suces. th iscap sac requsth any ofte
internal noise generator for use in an equivalent soces isoaproch ,uret be anyiof te
circuit. In practice, this parameter normally is s
established by direct mcLsurem3nt. from data sheets (or from measurements).

3-6.3.1.4 Performance Characterizadon A more recent approach which is gaining wide ]
acceptance invoive3 only two parameters for

The best insight into the selection and com- determining the noise figure, i.e., equivalent
parison of amplification devices and circuits for input noise voltage ar d current discussed iii par.
low-noise applications is provided by thei: 3-6.3.1.4.3.
"ncise figure" characteristics. The noise figur'-
(or noise factor) NF is a direct measure of the 3-6.3.1.4. 1 Crssic Approach
degree to which the amplification process pre- for ConI'entional Transistors
serves the signal-to-noise ratio at the outpit
terminals of the detector before connection of I:nternal noise in a transistor consists of
the amplification circuitry. thus mainly:

NF = i (3-139) 1. Shot noise in the emitter-base junction
S i[Ni

2. Shot noise in the collector base junction
where S/ IN, is the signal- to-roise-powet ratio at
the output and SIN! is the corresponding quan- 3. Thermal noise -n the base resiz;anct

csh

r es

e e) s bhCC

R ebth

e egihe c

---- O O -- 0

FIGURE 3-96. Cassic Conventional Transistor Noise-eouivalont Circut
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Fig. 3-96 illustrates the• eq.ivwelu
base circuit which includes these noise sources
where

ee - emitter shot-noise voltage .

i.,, collector shot-noise current "

et,, generator thermlJ noise voltage

e*tj base resistance (.?b) thermal voltage

= .1417,Trf
i, - collector current (at test frequency)

a = common-base current gain (at test
frequency)

r, - emitter diode resistance - 25/IL (low
frequency) where IE is measured in mA

RI - source resistance

Af -" noý*- equivalent bandwidth, Hz

By usp of the secoiud form of the definition of
noise figure Eq. 3-140, the noise figure can be
derived for the equivalent circuit:' 74 ,

_+ r + (R + re 1 + Ico + (3-141)
R , 21? 2a.R ~r. (rU ' 

*N-+ r1 T ,"

where
Is = dc emitter current - !
Ico= dc collector cutoff current.
hFE = common emitter dc current gain

rý = base rpsistance

R, = source rejs;tance

a, = low frequency alpha (not the dc)

f = frequency of mea.,urement

= frequency at which alpha has decreased
to a,/,F/2

By differEntiating Eq. 3-141 with respect ýo the
variable R, and setting the result equal tco zero,
an optimum value for R, is obttined as given
below.

P (,-,p) - (r, + r' _ (3-142)
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Examination of this equation reveals R,(opt) to The principal noise sources in FET's are:.
be frequency dependent. For most IR systems, a. Shot noise due to gate leakage current
f/f. is small and since r, is norm.aily small with expressed as
respect to rb, R 1 (opt) can be simplified to

i,,•s - 2qItAf (3-144)SR, (opt)=[(r~b)l +a 2"D . (3-143)
±,• a 2o where q is the electronic charge, I, is the gate

Asindicated in Fig. 3-102, the value for P. leakage current, and Af is the noise equivalentSAs nddate inFig 3-02,thevale fr '(Wp) bandwidth.

in typical devices i, not critical (i.e., a reasonably
broad range of values does act rignificantiy b. Thermal noise in the conducting channel
affect the noise figure). given by

Itisalso of interest to note that the expression elh - 4kT,'f/g (3-145)
for the noise figure is identical for the common
emitter configuration. Also since R,(opt) is close where g, is the trsconductance and k is the
to the common emitter input impedance, higher Boltzmann constant.
gain is possible in the common emitter configura- c. Generation-recombination (G-R) noise in
tion. the space charge layer. The G-R noise gives rise

to the 1/f noise power spectral characteristic pre-
As indicated earlier, the 1/f noise characteris- viously noted for csiwentional transistors and is

tics are not completely understood and the low- expressed by
frequency comer (Fig. 3-97) must be determined
by test. el =(e- 1 + LL) (3-146)

In the normal reverse bias mode of operation,
. .. Aproh Fthe gate leakage current for junction FET's range

Transistors from 10- to I0- A. For insulated gate FET's

Field-effect Transistors (FET's) exhibit excel- (e.g., MOSFET's), leakages are normally le.f
"lent low-noise characteristics. According to van than 10-"S A and, therefore, shot noise 'k. not
der Ziell, the equivalent noise resistance of sigrificant.SFET's is ",ibout a factor of four better than theFETshot-nois reboutafanct of faurm tubetr thaing t A noise model of the FET is given in Fig. 3-98.
shot-noise resistance of a vacuum tube hsving
comparable transconductance characterisitics". The noise figure of the FET" can be reduced to

NF 3dB/OCTAVE SLOPE

dB

3dB , PLATEAU REGION (Fp)
PPT\

f1L FREQUENCY

FIGURE 3-9Z Lowfr•,••,ncy (1/f) INojs. Char-•r.,istic.
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Lee

FIGUR6 3-&t FET Noise Equivalent Cimruit

+F R. 1 (3-147)
NF 115±C'.: Cd)+ - (Ch5 + 'dJ

where C,,1 and Cad are interelectrode capacitors
tvtwf~en gatf, and source, and gate and drain,
respectively: and w is the. electrical frequency
in mad/sec.

The optimum vuli'e of source resistance is

R,(opt) = 1(3-148)

For low frequencies (errurlinc h-e I1/f region),
the noise figure reduces to

NF1 , gR

3-6.3.17.4.3 en,, In, Approach for Convertiriala
Transistors

Noise performance can be disassociated from
the circu~t Parameters (i.e., source resistance) by
dealingt in terms of noise panameters. In g-oneral,
four such paramet-11s are required. Tbese are
ge-nerally taken to 5e the amplitudes of two
noise generators. plus a complex correlation
coefficient. Although numerous combinations of
parameters can be used. th'e most general co~m-
bination is E'ustrated in Fig. 3-2ý9.
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FIGURE 3-99. Z,, 7, Nois. Equivalent Citwuit

The "noisy" amplifier is represented by a
voltaga source J,, in series with the input of a
noiseless amplifier plus a current source I, in
parallel with the irput.; The parameters e,, and T,
are measured under input open circuit and input
short circuited conditions, respectively. The
total noise outputs under these conditions are
assumed to be due to e. and 1..

Preamplifiers for IR applications are usually
relatively low-frequency devices. Experimental
evidence seems to indicate that, in the ILw-
frequency region only, the correlation coeffi-
cient between the input voltage and current
noise generators is small for mo:t types of
junction transistors. This is particuhlrly fortu-
1tous in the e,, i, approach.

Fig. 3-100 shows a sm,: 1-signal amnp:ifier
which consists of a geneiatoai rhaing a sir-nal
voltage e. and an internal resista.ice R,. A
corresponding noise voltage e,. is connected to
the input ,of a noiseless amplifier together with
the two input noise generators e, and in,
respectively, and with a low admittance Y,.

The noise figure is given by'

NI' = 1 + -- • 1 R + R' i.Li -- 2( (3150)
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where it is sufficient in most cases to measure the gate
sour�ce �resi�stacerakage current and calculate i• by

R ' source resistance -T q. (-5)(
72' 2qI8 1 (3-154)

Z, - source impedance
generator r e where I,, is the gate lekage current.

c l n f n adAlso since the correlation coefficient for FET ,

F - correlation coefficient of ley and is small, the noise figure is given by".respectively_

For a resistive input impedance, Eq. 3-149 NF 1+ -- + R5 ) (3-155)
reduces to

S3-6.3. 1.5 IR ApplicaUon Problems
NF 1 + - e + ? RS + 2....Felefet4kTi'f 3.sL. J Conventiunal Transitor Characteriitics .

(3-151) Tue curves of Figs. 3-101 and 3-102 provide a
gross indication of the regions of applicability ofThe low-frequency correlation coefficient -1 also th todicsraiv ofeunyperm
the two devices relative to fr-equency spectrum

reduces to a value near zero for a resistive input and source impedance.
impedance. Therefore, by differentiatirg this
expression with respect to R, and setting the Genera4lly, FET'" can provide a lower noise
result equal to zero, the minimum attainable figure in applications where the lower frequen-
noise figure becomes cies (I to 20 Hz) are important. Also, in general,

optimum source resistanpce for bipolar transistors
NF~m i 1 + en (3-152) is in the kilohm region whereas optimum for

2kT FET's tends toward the megohm region. In~ernal
impedances of IR detectors for various applica-

(( tions cover the very wide range from a few ohms
R (opt) -- (3-153) to hundreds of megohms.

Although optimum source resistance is not
The e,, i,, approach for Lhe FET is identical to greatly significant where transformer coupling is
that presented for cooventional transistors. In possible, a signal processing system with
the FET case, the measurement of e, is straight- virtually hundreds of parallel identical amplifica-
forward, but that of i is difficult. Fortunately, tion channels, as in many present-day military

e e
R gn n

g

e -"I NOISELES

g n AMPLIFIER L

FIGUJRE 3.-0t. "7,, Anareach Noise Fipure Compuearional Model
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IR systems, limits the use of t-ansformers. The
transformer does not lend itself to the micro- To1 + (NF- 1)T- (3456)
electronic configurations thus demanded. It wao
should also be noted that, in general, trans- from roomdemperature toa op erting co.-
formers for low-noise and low-frequency appli- from room tmperature to actual operatington-

cations present very special design problems. ditions.

3..1b2True Noiwe-figure 3-,3 1,.6 Cryogenic Amplifiers

Amplifier-noise-figure data are based on the As described in par. 3-4, long-wavelengh
assumption that the source resistance generates extrinsic photoconductors are operated at
true Johnson (thermal) noise at a level caused by cryogenic temperatures. At the desired operating
a temperature of 290'K (see definition of noise conit tcepeteAt imedes open
figure in par. 3-6.3.1.4). If the only objective is conditions, the detector impedance is oftn
the comparison of amplifie' performance, this* i extremely high. Coupling of the detector to an

amplifier generally introduces finite cap: :itancea resonbleassuptin. owevr, C i is finput capac-tance as well as distributed load

necessary to determine the degree of perfection iupactance a w elas istribute oad
of the amplification process relative to the ca-pacitance) which rest'lts in a low cut-off

frequency. This, in turn, reduces the signal
d-?tectir capabilities, the actual type of noise output of the detector. In systems that are
generated by the detector (source resistance)geneatedby he dtecor (ourc reistace) preamplifier-noise limited, this capacitive load-

and its actual temperature must then be consid-
ered. At room temperature, det-ctors will gener- ing may be detrimental to the signal-to-noise

ratio. In order to reduce the capacitance associ-
ate noise greatly in excess of Johnson noise. To ated with detector wiring, it is often advanta-
avoid overdesign, i.e., specifying an unneces- geous to utilize preamplif ier circuits operating at
sarnly expensive low-nnise design, the actual the detector temperature and !ocated adjacent
conditions should be examined. to the detector on thý same cold sink. This

An amplifier having a published noise figure paragraph describes some of the considerations
of 2 (3 dB) might have an effective noise figure niecessary to achieve functional cryogenic elec-
of 1.1 (0.04 dB). On the other hand, many tronic circuits for use with infrared detectors.
prescnt-day IR detectors are cooled to very low
temperatures whereby normal noise figure data The development of preamplifiers which
would not indicate the extent cf degradation operate at temperatures between 4.20 and
caused by the amplificaticn p:,cess. An analysis 300'K has resulted from recent improvements in
of the actual situation might reveal the wisdom Eof specifying a more sophisticated low-noise FET technology. Silicon junction .. FET's

pecifn g operate at temperntures as low as 77^K, with
thermal de-lonization reducing the channel

carrier cunr-entrat-rn at lower temperatures.
Reference to the performance characteriza- Metal-oxide-semicondloctor FET's (MOSFET'b,

tions (par. 3-6.3.1.4) will show that the noise do not depend on thermal ionization for carrier'
figure NF is of the form in the channel; hence, these devices pru.'Ade

relatively consistent performance over the tem-

NF = 1 + A (3-156) perature range 4.2' to 300°K. In addition, the
T, high-input resistance and low-input capacitance

where T, is normally specified as room tempera- make thse devices suitable for use with high-
ture, or 300sK. impedance infrared detectors. Preamplifiers

using MOSFET's have been successfully used at
If the "actual" noise figi:re is defined as 4.2OK 8

NF, = 1 + A-- (3-157)

"T, Jui,:ticn FET's exhibit significant variations

where T, :s "he operating temperature of the with temperature bctween 3000 and 77°K. The
Jeteýctor, then combining Eqs. 3-156 and 3-157 behavior of the transconductance g,, and drain
yielr4:, saturation current 1

D.S for a typical device is
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illustrated in Fig, 3-.03. BotU parameters are relatively constant from 4.2* to 3000K. The
controlled by thermal scattering up to 300°K drain crrent and transconductance usually in-
and, therefore, are approximately proportional crease slightly from 300" to 77*K, and remain
to T'. Below 200' K, thermal deionization of constant or decrease ;t lower temperatures. The
impurities causes a sharp decrease in perform- noise in these devices is due to fluctuations at
ances. surface interface states and does not change

"significantly over this temperature range. Th'e
The noise of junction FET's exhibits a pecul- short-circuit noise vultage spectrum of a typical

iar behaviur at low temperatures. As shown in MOSFET can be compared in Fig. 3-105 with
Fig. 3-104, successive maxima and min.ima occur the noise spectra of an n-channel silicon junction
as the temperature is varied. This effect is due to FET. Notice that the MOSFET noise is approx-
carrier generation at Shockley-Read-Hall centers imately one order of rnzaitdtde greater than the
in the gate-channel depletion region' 9 . Individ. junction FET noise at low •.mperatures.
ual FET's behave differently; however, n-channel Some MOSFET's exhibit current-dependent
devices consistently exhibit a noise peak near noise oscillations which can be detrimental to

OG"K. Lower-noise performance near this temn- low-noise performance in the 77' to 4.2°K
ptrature is usually provided by p-channel devices. region. This mode of operation results from a

space-charge-limited conduction characteristic
The performance of suitable MOSFET's is near 4.2°K.

S50005
50n- CHANNEL

MIXtTION FEr
' - 2N° 308?A

'I.... -/
%, /*" "-, •% T2/3
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The noise of an FET is usually represented by restricted to the area of linear time-invariant
the e'quivalent noise voltage and current" (e, i) filters. The most important "langruage" used to ,
gererator method, discussed previously. In junc- describe such filters is the Laplace-Transform \ .....
.. tin FET's, , decreases to negligible values at Theory; several texts on this theory";"'
low temperatures, leaving e, as the dominant are available. The paragraphs which follow give
noise source for impedan-es as high as 101 some of its applications:
ohms. In MOSFET's the n.nise source e, is
dominant at all temperat.rcs and source ira- Two importart factors in the design of filters
pedances. Thermal noise due to resistive corn- entail determining the output response of the
ponents in the pieamplifier input circuit may be filter to a signal and the effect of the filter on
significant even at low temperatures and Tn' Y be noise. A distinction between response to signals
controlled by careful selection of component and noise is made here since noise by definition
values. is nondeterminab'e and must be treated some-

Since these active devices are not capable of what differently than signals. Fig. 3-106 showsthe filter response problem posed here. The
temperature-independent performance in this
cryogenic region, a source-follower circuit con- object is to determine the output signal e0 (t),and noise no,(t) if the input signal ei(t), noise
figuration is normally used to eliminate varia-
tions in voltage gain due to changes in transcon- n1 (t), and the filter transfer junction are given.
ductance. Such a circuit is best suited for use
with high-impedance photodetectors. From the transform theory, the Laplace 'trans-

form of the output is related to the input signal
In designing preamplifiers for cryogenic appli- transform by

cations, excessive power dissipation within the
active devices and passive components must be E.(s) = H(s)Ei(:.; (3-159)
carefully avoided. This is a particularly acute
problem in applications where large numbers of where
active elements are used. Active cryogenic de- Eo(s) = Laplace Transform of e,(t)
vices commonly dissipate approximately 5 mw,
due to the high-current density required in the H(s) transfer function or impulse
FET channel, response of the filter

Ei(s) = Laplace Transform of ei(t)

3-6.3.2 Electronic Filtering s = Laplace notation for complex
frequency

3-62.2. 1 Application and Response Analysis The time response of the output is given by

As indicated previously, electronic filtering the relation referred to as the convolution
plays an important role in determining the integral
effectiveness of the signal detection process.
Filtering may be defined, in ger-ral, as the eo(t) fe(7)h(t - r)dr (3-160)
process of removing or attenuating certain fre-
quency components from a given composite which may be solved graphically by techniques
input signal. The performance criteria for a given given in the literature"','",. The output may
task will, in general, determine the specific type also be determined by means of the Laplace
of filtering required (e.g., mnaximization of peak Transform tables.
signal-to-rms noise, faithful signal reproduction,
pilse time determination, etc.). The types of The noise at the output is determined differ-
fiUters required in IR systems range from the ently. The input noise n, is given in terms of its
simplest RC low-pass filters to the most sophis- power-density spectrum Ni(.f)I2 , the output
ticated state-of-the-art designs. noise power density spe!trum No f), is given by

The design of conventional filters is treated IN0 (f)!2 = INj(f);2 X IH(f)JI (3-it-,)
thoroughly in existing literature`°'" End. there- where H(f) is the transfer function of the net-
fore, is not discussed here. The discussion is also work.
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FILTER

e(t)

FIGURE 3-106 Model of Filter Relarirg Outut Resoonse e (W to Input eltl and Ou3,. N a to
Input Noise n. 0

3-6.3.2.2 Detection Filters X (f) = the conjugate of the signal

One of the most important and most frequent- transform of the input signal

ly encountered requirements in IR systems is IN. (f)I= the input noise power density
that of filtering for detection. The filter of con- spectrumtern here would be required to maximize the In many cases, such as thermal noise, the spec-
peak sigral-to-rms-noise r-tio with regard to trum of N•(f) is a constnt (white noise).
waveform distortion. The soiution to this prob-
lem entails using a matAched filter. The deriva- The matched filtering concept is imrortant in
tion of the matched filter is lucidly treated in the terms of measuring performance rather than as a
referenced literature" '9". The matched filter solu- basis for an actual filt,.r design. Practical !imita-
tion to the maximum signal-to-rms-noise prob- tions often dictate the use of a relatively simple
lew• is represented mathematically as filter. The problem then becomes one of deter-

mining how well a simpler ff.ter approximates
the perfnrmance of a matched filter.

H Yf) = K- exp [-j2,Tfti The examples which follow assume the
presence of white noise.

(3-162) In the first cases' , the input signal is shaped
as a rectangular pul.;e of width -, and the filter is
a simple RC stage as snomN in Fig. 3-107. The
results under these conditions are illustrated in

where Fig. 3-108. As shown, the single-stage RC filter
K = constant is only 1 dB worse than the matched filter. The

responsos of a Gaussian or multi-stage (two or
H(f) = the frequen!,y transfpr function more stages) RC filter and an id6•al low-pass

of the matched filter filter are also shown.
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FIGURE 3-107 Rectangular Pulse Input snd Simple RC Filter
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FIGURE 3-108. Peak S/IN for Various Filters, ComPared With Matched Filter (Rectangu gr Pulse Input)
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For the second case" 9 the input is a sinusoidal results sbown in Fig. 3-110 also indicate reason-
, pulse train and the filter is a zimple, second- ably good performance with this simple, tuned

•" order filter as illustrated in F,2. L'-109. The filter.

X(t)I

(A)

gR

INPUT L R2 OUTPUT

(B)

FIGURE 3-109. I.kput Sinusoidal PWse Train and Sarond-ordar PFetr

1.0

f-4

= 0.5

0.3

z zCAI on .2

cv 0.

1 2 3 5 10 20 30 50 100

TJNED-CIRCUIT QUALITY FACTOR Q

FIGUHE 3-113. Sign•-to-.oae P'ýrfo-,rancr for a Single Tun~t Circuit of Ou•ialty 0-filtgring a Train of

n-sinusoidal Pu/la;s
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3-6.3.3 Electrcnie Multiwljms The example which follows provides an in-
sight into the switching speeds reqaired. Assume

As pointed out hy Black" although not a matrix consisting of 400 vertical by 800
formulated with mathematicm rigor, soe th horizontal resolution elements. The linear array
fundamental conicept•, of inter-est hre are almost of detectors is verticaEy oriented, thereby,

as o toresultii'g in 400 detector elements with thei ,S as old as the e!ectrical transmission of tel.%,raph asoitdniiulamifrsadmtie:n
messages. For example, multiplexing by time- associated individual amplifiers and multiplex•ing

messges Fo exmpl, mutipexig b ti~~- swit.hes. The frame rate is set at 30' Hz to
division was conceived by an American, Moses wit h isuah fra ofte se. a uHth r
B. Farmer, in 1852. The patent awarded in 1853 Prevent visual "flicker" of the scene. Furth-r.

describes the transmission of a plurality of more, assume that the scene consists of alter-

telegraph messages over a single line by the nately bright and dark bands whose width is

process of allocating independenIt intervals of equal to the width of the resolution element.
S time to the transrris.ion of each message. To Fig. 3-111 illustrates the signal output of an
atrtindividual detector as the scene is scanned. From 3accomnlish this, Farmer utilized two rapidly
r i sthis illustration, it is apparent that the linearrevolving synchronous commutations, one at
each end cf the line. This is the essence of array of 400 elements must be sampled at least
tmonce during the time period t and in so doingS time-division multiplexing.

the sampling principle for this digital waveform
will be satisfied. The time t' availabl. for an

A fundamental issue immediateiy apparent is individual sample is
the question of the required speed of sampling.
The answer is found in the "Sampling Principie"
usually stated `6 as follows: t (FR) X AIXN -,sec (3.163)

"If a signal that is a magnitude-time function
is sampled instantaneously at regular intervals
and at a rate slightly higher than twice the where

ER = frame rate, Hz
highest significant signal frequency, then the
samples contain all of the information of the M = number of vertical elements
origial sigal." N = number oL horizontal elements

in matrix

It follows that, hi general, all the information
contained in a multiplicity of separate ampii-
t'.ide-time function channels can be ecl'.cted 1 see
and ý r')s-mitte-_d through a single channel ir. real 30 ,X 800 X 400'
tiro "%,, ad vantage of the unused portions
of th. sampling intervals. The clock rate f¢ therefore, niust be at least

1
= 9.6 MHz (3-164)

Where a system makes use of a device such as
t he cR-5ensitive i-age orthicon tube, multi-
plexing is ai-hieved by physically sweeping the
electron beam of the tube. Wnere greater sensi- Multi!'exers capable of performing efficiently
tivity is required, individual detector elements ard reliabiy at r ich speeds have only recently
are used in a linear army configuration. A scene become feasible. This can be attributed -1o the
can tre scanned with the array or the scene can development of more efficient, high-speed
be mpde to sweep across the array. In order to switching transistors, and to progress in micro-
reproduce the scene or a device svrh as a CRT, electronic fabrication techniques. These factors
the amplitude data from all resolution elements have been combined to achieve high-speed multi-
of the scene must be collected and time- plexing with the smallesý inter-component
seq-uncced. spacing.
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*-t sec. 5" eH = 30 x 800 sec

FIGURE3. I. Derector Output for One Framr

3-7 DATA DISPLAY AND RECORDING 3-7.2 TERMINOLOGY

Symbols used in par. 3-7 on displays are sum-
3-7.1 INTROOUCTION marized in Table 3-14. A detailed definition of

A display may be defined in a general sense a those terms most freraF'ntly employed in a dis-
a device for presenting visual information to a cussion of display techniques is given by the
human obserer. There are two basic formats for following:
displaying information: (1) alpha-numeric and a. Brightness(orLuminance)B. A photometric
(2) pictorial. The first category consists of measure of tihe luminous intensity (emitted oy
numerals, letters, symbols, and event indicators sn extended source) per unit area of the lu-
(binary code). The second display format recre- minous flux per steradian. It is expressed by 'he
ates an external scene in as full detail as relation,
desirablh. In both cases, the information must be
presented in a manner which can be viewed B(3-165)
comfortably, readJily understood, and not easily A
misinterpreted by the observer, where I, is the luminous intensity, and A i. the

Par. 3-7 p a brief look at of the area. The units most often employed for B are
provices esome the candle/ft- and the footlambert which is

display techniques and recording equipment 1
most frequent!y used in conjunction with infra- candle/ft. Other units in which it may he ex-
red s sterns and a short discussion of the design cressed include: s c e)'h prsed icld : tls (candle m' ). apoostilbs
considerations regarding display equipment. The (10 laibert). and miffilamberts (10fo~lowin- devices are described: (04lmet,-n illmet I- ab•

fe dwhich ;: approximat.elv I foc iarnbert.

b. Cont;'ast C, The contrast of an image is
1. Cathode Ray Tubes defined as
2. Storage Tubes
3. Characte. Geýeration Tubes ' (3-1661
4. Ihage Converter Tubes a,

5. Tape Recording Techniques where B, is the image brightness, and B6 is tih:'
6. Photographs average brightness in; the image plane. WhN,"
7. Holograms Bi - B, = _B is small, it is found that the samc
8. Projecton Cathcde Ray Tubes visu'1 sensaticn is produced for a constapt value
9. Multi-gu• n Cathode Ray Tubes of A a ide range of B , v-3ue-. Thls

.0. Electroluminescent Panels of o a
11. Photoem.tter Diode Arrays called Fechner's Law. It give.s tne value ,J
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required to produce equal contrast increments, scanred lines are spaced an integral number of 1
Over the useful range from a few footlamberts to line widths and every other line is s.,anned during

aB one field while the missed lines are scanned in •_
a few thousand footlanberts, the quntity B the succeeding fieid.
has a threshold value of about 0.02. j. Luminance. (See' Brightness.) A photomet-

ric measure of vqe luminous int,.nsity (emitted

c. Contrast Ratio CR . This quantity is a u: eas- by an extended source)/un-t project"'d area. It

ure of the brightness range of the display surface is expressed in either candle/ft2 or candle/cm2 .

and is given by the relation k. Lumrin-ous Fquivalent. The ratio of luminous
(3.167) flux to radiant flux expressed in terms of lumen/w

CR B mmi. of radiant flux.

where B,, is the maximum brightness, and B•, fx 2

is the mirimum brightness of the display. When 680JA f 1, Pd),

includi.ig the brightness effects of ambi •nt light- L s a
ing B ambienl the contrast ratio is expresse, as f(3-171)

CR = Bin• + B•., (3-168) (CRýBmin + Bamjbt !

where X 1, X2 is the wavelength inte~wal of the
d. Field. A.ingle scan through the display area radiation, Vx is the standard luminosity function

once in the chosen line pattern. It is one of the and Pi is the radiant flux/unit of wavelength.

two, or more, equal parts into which a frame is The factor 68C lumen/w is the maximum response
divided in the process of interlaced scanning. of the average eye where VN= 1.

e. Frame. A single scan covering all the resolu- I. Luminous Flux F. The quantity of visible
tion points of the entire display area. When using radiation passing/unit time defined in terms of
an interlaced scan, a frame is composed of two the standard luminosity function VN such that
fields. . ..2

f. Flicker. The fluttering sensation caused by F = .X VAP~dX, lumen (3-1i2)

the eye's response to a periodic visual stimulation.
It is expressed in lumens where 1 lumen is the

g. Gray Level. A unit employed to express flux through a unit solid angle (1 steradian) from

contrast which is taken as a factor %/T difference a point source of 1 candle.

in brightness between two sources. Thus, if B, m. Luminous Intensity I,. The luminous flux F
and B are two brightness levels which differ by a of a point source/unit solid angle Q2 subtended at
factorV', i.e., the source is called the luminous intensity and is

B = expressed as
= ~(3-169)B It=F

IT= , lumen/sr (3-173)
then the br.ghtness step from B, to B is one
gray level. It includes the power radiated over 'he entire

h. Illumirance E. The incident luminous flux spectral range of the source and is expressed in

per unit area in lumen/ft 2 (foot candle), lumen/r - candles.
(lux or meter candle), or lumen/cm2 (phot,

F n. Radiant Flux P. The radiant flux is the time
E = -- (3-170) rate ffiow of energy exp.-essed in radiated watts.

It is sometimes spec:fied as a function of wave-
where length PA.

A = area
o. Raster. A raster is a predetermined pattern

F = luriirous flux, lumen of scanning lines which provides substantially

i. Interlaced Scanning. The process in which uniform coverage of the display area.

3-1.•
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TARLE 3-14. STANDARD SYMWOLS FOR PAR. 3-7

SYMBOL DEFINITION TYPICAL UNITS

A Area ft2a Aspect or width-to-height ratio

B Brightness candle/ft 2 , footlambert
B' Brightness of phosphor screen lumen
B mScreen brightness
{B, image brightness
B6 Average brightness in the inage plane
BE,=2  Maximum brightness
Bmin Minimum brightness

Ba..bk.t Ambient lighting
B, Separation between plates m
BE, Magnetic field intensity Wb/m2

C Contrast 9
CR Contrast ratio 9
CRT Cathode ray tube
D Film deusity
.Di Screen diameter
D, Deflection of the spot on the

screen m
d, Mean diameter of the coil
E Illuminance of the screen lumen/ft 2 , footcandle
E Exposure
E Illuminance
EL Electroluminescent
e/m Electron mass ratio
F Luminous flux lumen
F Fraction of the scan line used for

information presentation
f Frequency, character regerneration

frequency Hz
Focal length of the coil

f/no. Aperture (focal length/diameter)
G Radiant power gain w/w
H Horizontal resolution TV lines/in.
I Electrical current A
I Intensity of incident i:uht
/P Intensity of light transmitted

Screen current
Iq Luminous intensity lunwn isr
IN Number of ampere turns
L Distance from the center of the

plates to screen m
L.E. Luminous efficiency lumen/pA
SLength of the deflection plates m
rn Magnification
NLR Nonlinear resistor
n Number of lines, number cf-

symbols to be displaycd

>-191
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TABLE 3.14. STANDARD SYMBOLS FOR PAR. 3-7 (Continued) /

SYBMOL DEFINITION TYPICAL UNITS

Width of each line is - times the

picture height
0 Opacity
P Radiant power w
P' Fraction of tirie the beam is on
PC Photoconduct'r element
PA Radiant flux/function of wave length
P.F. Power factor luxmen output/w input
PPI Plan-position indication
Pf Fraction of time available for

character generation
R Screen radius of curvature
R Repetition rate Hz
RF Radio frequency
R'. Character writing rate
S Electrostatic-deflection sensitivity

of a cathode ray tube m/V
SCR Silicon control rectifier
T Character writing time psec
11T Basic generation frequency required

of the sinusoidal signal MHz
V RMS applied voltage *2

V. Anode voltage, acce!erating
voltage kV,V

V. Screen voltage V
Vd Deflection plate voltag'c V
V•l Standdrd iumin,56ity function
7 Slope cf characteristic cu've

for an emulsion
e Transmission of the optical system %

Phosphor screen radiant efficiency w/w
A Wavelerth

Photocathode radiant sensitivity A/w
Tran-mittance %
Solid angle

p. Resoution. The ability to delineate picture defines a black-white bar pair as a line. We shall
detail is expressed in the number of lines resolv- employ the televi-sion standard unless stared
able on a test chart. For a nurnbe- of lines n otherwise.
alternately black and white, the width of each q. Scanning. The process of analyzing the
line is 1/n times the picture height. According to light values cf a picture element consisting if
television standards, a TV line. is taken to be the total picture area according to a predeter-
either a black or white bar. T he optical standard mhied method.
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FIGURE 3-117 Standcrd Luminmit/ Curve for the AverVge Human Eye

r. Standard Luminosity Function VA. Also screen and the cathode. The cathode consists of

termed "the relative visibility curve", the stand- a mixturv- of barium and strontium oxides. In
ard luminosity function represents the ratio of travcrsing the length of the tube, the eiect-ron
the power at the wavelength of the eye's greatest beam passes through a small circular aperture in
sensitivity to produce 3 given bri-htn. -s sensa- a disk-shaped metal electrode called the control
tion to the power at the chosen wvelength grid (GI ). Thu ,id operates at about -60 or -70
necessary to produce the same brightn'-ss sensa- V dc with respect to cathode potential and
tion. The function is plotted in Fig. 3-112. The serves as a control to increase or decrease beam
shift of the wavelength of maximum response intensity. Next, the beam passes through 9
toward the blue in feeble light is ýermed the circular aperture in the disk called the screen
Purkinje shift. grid G., which is at several hundred volts

positive compared with the cathode and serves
to accelerate the beam initially. After these,

3-7.3 TYPES OF DISPLAYS either an electrostatic lens or a magne1tic ccil is
used to focus the electrons into a narrow beam

3-7.3.1 Cathode Ray Tutbe (CRT) with a focal point on the phosphor screen.

The CRT is a thernionic vacuum tube con- Var-ying the potei,tial of the electrostatic lens or
taining an electron-beam source, focusing the fld strength in the coils allows the beam to

system, deflection system. .Lnd phosphor screen, be brought to a focus at different points along

The conventional focus and deflection systemns the tube axis. The beam is deflected in direc-

u.ed are of the magne-:ic and electrostatic type tions normal to the tube axis by use of

shown in Fig. 3-113. Ct-mmon to both types is electrostatic pla+es or magnetic coils. A final

the glass envelope (evacuated to IV mm of Hg accelerating voltage of 6 to 18 kV is provided by

pressure or lower), the electron-beam source a cylindrically Shaped electrode and a conduc-

(gun), and the phosphor screen. The electrons rive interior bulb coating.

are boiled-off from a cathode by el-ctrica] Several basic factors which should be conski-
heating in typical usage and accelerated w-,%Yard ered when evaluating the performance of a CRT
tie phosphor screer, by a large potential differ- are resolution, brightness, contrast ratio, focus
e,.:e (from 6 to 18 kV typically) between the and deflection sensitivitv.
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FIGURE 3-113. Two Basic rype, of Ca7:hode Ray ru@
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3.73. 1.1 Resolur,'on tube, a change of from 50 to 300 pA would
increase the spot size by a factor of 1.8. Under
normal operating conditions the anode voltageAbout 500-1000 TV lines are considered to will have little effect, if any, upon the spot size.

be a commercially satisfactory tube. High resolu- Increases in anode potential will increase bright-
tion tubes employ about 4500 lines. The res- ness which allows the beam current to be
olution is determined primarily by the size of reduced to maintain the same brightness. So, for
the spot prcduced on the phosphor screen by constant brightness, the spot size may be re-
the electron beam. Twenty- to fifty-mil spot c'uced by increasing the anode potential since
sizes acp typical in standard CRT's. Size depends the spot size varies directly with the bearri
upon phosphor thickness, grid voltage, and beam current as mentioned above. Deflection defo-
current. The 'hickriess of the phosphor screen _s cusilg is reduced with an increase in anode
held to a minimrum (about 2 microns per po•ential. For an electrostatically focused tube
kilovolt of anode supply during common usage) an additional increase in spot size is seen as the
since the electron beam spreads during its beam current is varied. This is corrected with
penetration into the screen in proportion to its dynamic focus control. Due to difficulties in
thickne-,s. This spreading is the enlargement of focusing very small beems, we generally do not
the beM a diameter as it penetrates into the find tubes larger than 5 in. in diameter with spot
phosphor layer. Spot size varies with Oe screen sizes below I mil. Beam currents must usually be
grid potential Vg2 (with screen grid in a m.anet- kept below 10 to 25 pA to achieve a small spot
ically focused tube) in a mrnnmor shown by the size. In extreme cases a spot size of 0.0005 in.
curves in Fig. 3-114. The variation of spot size can be attained but the useful screen area is
with beam current i:i shown in Fig. 3-115 for a small due to defocusing of the spot when it is
typical high resolution tube. In a conventional moved a short distance off axis.

Vg 2  320V V2 550V0.7

S0.4

c 0.2
0.3 -

0.1- l2_1
8 16 2A 32 40

Vg (vo11t)

FIGURE 3-.1 4. Chanr_ in Soot S,'ze •irh Vgo S'oo Siue vs Vg,; Anode Voltage V3 " 7000 V
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3.7.3.1.2 Brightness power input in wa,.ts) by its luminous equiv-
alent. These quantities are listed in Table 3-15When the electron beam strikes the phosphor for some commercially available phosphors.

layer, it produces an excitation of the phcsphors

resulting in the emission of light referred to as The luminous intensity varies with the applied
cathodlumines.ence. More commonly, engineers potential for constant beam current density as
refer to the orightness of the CRT screen. Screen shown by the curves in Fig. 3-116. With con-
brightness may be determined by using the stant applied potential there is a variation of
relation, luminous inten.ity vdth" beam current density as

-hown in Fig. 3-117. For voltages above 6 to 8
B,, = (P.F.) X I,, X Vý (3-174) kV, the free surface of the phosphor is coated

with a thin aluminum film to prevent screen

where Ba is the screen brightness, P.F. is the charging and to enhance reflection of light in the
power factor, ! is the scraen current, and .s forward direction. The relative outputs of alu-

minized ftd nonaluminized screens are pre-
the screen voltage. (It shouid be noted that

sented in Fig. 3-118. For voltages below the
screen voltage and current differ from anode cross-over point (- 6 kV)of the two curves, it isvoltage -and current due to effects of back- best to use an unaluminized screen; while for
scattering, secondary euis-sion, transmission higher voltages an aluminized backing is recom-
losses in penetrating"the aluminized layer, ther- mended. The frequently used phosphors include
rea] radiation, •.d other causes.) zinc sulphides, zinc silicate, tungstates, and flu-

To obtain the power factor (lumen output per orides with the appropriate impurity activators.
watt input) multiply the power efficiency of the "Table 3-16 lists the commercially available phos-
phosphor (radiated power in watts per, eLutrical phor screens.
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TABLE 3-15. PHOSPHOR DATA

LUMINOUS EQUIVALENT, POWER EFFICIENCY POWER FACTOR;
PHOSPIQO!: lumen/radiated watt w/w lumen/w

P-! 521 0.06 31.3
P-2 462 0.07 32.3
P-3 381 0.041 15.
P-4 291 0.016 4.7
P-5 88 0.025 2.2
P-11 137 0.101 13.8
P-15 253 0.051 12.9
P-16 25 0.049 1.2
P-19 387 0.0002 0.8
P-20 482 0.135
P-22B 44 0.15 6.6
P-22G 526 0.06 31.6
P-22R 104 0.043 4.5
P-24 363 0.02,6 9.4

P-25 319 0.0125 4.0
P-28 500 0.08 40
P-31 230 0.22 50.6

(For 10 kV potential and average beam currents)

C

* ~200 D

V __

10 -PHOSPHORS

S60 B-A. ZnS = Ag (10 ua cm
-2

B. ZnS = Ag (550 pa cm")
o . Z i 2)
,z 20 A2c. Zn2,Si4"4 -n (5 ca crm"

- 10 D. ZnS-Yn '10 ua cm
S6

- 2

200 600 2000 110,000

?000 6000

..NODE POTENTIAL (V)

FIOURE 3-176. Varitiron cf Luminous .'rt',iry With Anode Potental
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FIGURE 3.117. Variation of Luminous Intensity With Electron Beam Current Density
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TABLE 3-'-8S. ?.'IOSPHOR SCREEN CHART

SRF5ISTEFRED COLOR*
?HOSPO)R FLUOR- PHOSPHOR- PERSISTENCE** GENERAL USE

TYPE ESCENT ESCEN'.,

P-I YG YG M oscillography, radar
P-2 YG YG M oscdlography
P-3 YO YO M projection TV (with blue)
P-4 W W M-S direct view TV
P-4 W W M to M-S theater projection TV

(Sulfide
Silicate
Type)

SP-5 B B M-S photographic applications
P-6 W W S direct view TV
P-7 W Y M-8~ (blue),

L (yelow) adar and oscfllography

P-14 P-B YO M-S (blue) radar and oscillography
M (yellow

orange)
P-1G UVandG G V-S (UV) flyingspot scanning and

S (Green) photography
P-16 B-P B-P V-S flying spot scanning and

photography

P-14 P- YO -S (blue)

P (be)low radar and oscillography
L (yellow)

P-1p. W W M to M-S projection TV
S0 0 L radar
P-20 YG YG N! to M-S osdilpography
P-21 RO RO m radar
P-22 W W M-S (three color TV

phcsphors
R,B, and G)

P-23 W W M-S direct view TV
P-24 G-W G-W S flying spot s.-anning
P-25 0 0 M radar
P-26 0 0 V-L radar
P-27 RO RO M color TV monitors
P-28 YG YG L radar
P-29 W YW M(2-2 +P-25) radar and osciilo-aphy
P-3 I G M-S oscillography
P -'22 PB 'f L radar
P-33 0 0 V-L radar
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"TABLE 3.16. PHOSPHOR SCREEN CHART (Continuo.d- .1

REGISTERED COLOR"
PHOSPHOR FLUOR- PHOSPHOR- PERSISTENCE** GENERAL USE

TYPE ESCENT ESCENT .... _ _

P-34 BG YG V-L oscillography, radar, vi.-ual
information storage

P-35 B B M-S photographic applications

*COLOR CODE **PERSISTENCE CODE

UV Ultra Violet V-L Very long......1 sec or over
P Purple L Long ......... 100 msec to I see
B Blue M Medium ....... I msec to 100 msec
G Green M-S Medium short.. 10 psee- -1 wsec * "
Y Yellow S Short ......... 1usec - lOusee
O Orange V-S Ver-y short. less than I 'isec
R Red
W White

In addition, the brightness per unit area of the where R is the screen radius of curvature, and
CRT display surface is proportional to the Dd is tie screen diameter. The contrast loss due
electron beam dwell time (i.e., the time the to scattered electron. can usually be eliminated .-

electron beam spends in one portion on the in the design of the tube. Typical contrast ratios
screen), regeneration rate of the display, and for a CRT are about 20 to 1, which prrvides a .

persistence of the phosphor. contrast range containing about 8 to 9 gray
levels. Based upon Fechner's Law, an obst-ver

The desired brightness levels for mc,%* displays should theoretically be able to distinguish 400
should be anywhere from 20 to 70 footlamberts brightness increments over a 20 to 1 contrast
for normal ambient brightness. For daylight TV range Thus, limitations are in the quality of
one might reasonably require in excess of 100 gray levels provided by the CRT.
footlamberts, while 1 to 10 footlamoeits L! 3.3 1.4 De/ect.ons
suffice for night operition.

The electcvostatic-deflection sensitivity S of a
cathode-ray tube is defined as the deflection (in

The maximum contrast obtainable in a CRT is meters) on the screen per volt of the deflecting
determined by reflei:tion crf lght, screen cur- deflecting potential'"
vature, and scattered rlectron2. The reflection of
light frorn both surfaces of tne faceplate and the S = - = L
walls of the ',ibe causes a contrast loss of about V- 2B ' n/V (3.176i
9 to 10 percent. The curvature of the screen where
enables light scattered from the point of impact R = length of deflectinn plates, m
of the electron beam to reach other parts of the L = distance from center of plates to
screen and thus piaces a limit on the contrast screen along axis of tube, m
ratio obtainable. An empirical relation for this is B, = separation between plates, in
given as"' V. = anode potential, V

C2 ' 2 Vd = deflection plate potential, V
CR (it) 1250 (3-175) D, = deflection of spot on screen, in
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- Sensitivi:y of the CRT tube is seen to be inde- 3-Z. 1.5 Focus
pendent of both Vj and elm (the electron Electric focusing is ai- -'s used in electri-

j charge to mass ratio) and depends solely upon tally-deflected tubes. This type of focusing
the geometry of the tube (which is a constant) requires little power and is insensitive to power
and the accelerating potential. Typical values of supply variations since the focusing electrode
tube sensitivities are 1.0 to 0.1 mrn/V, corre-
sponding to deflection factors of approximately voltage is obtained frm a bleeder across the
25 to 250 V/in. These values are determined ex_ accelerating voltage supply. Thus, these two
25 eto 250aVn. Thevaes anrthe determinedtexn voltages wvill vary in proportion and the spot will
perimentally and given in the specification remain focused for small variations in the dc
sheets. supply. Magnetic focusing is obtained at more

Sthan one value of the current in the coil. TheIn the case of magnetic deflection we find the st ocs sat theuminis otned aore
deflection per unit magnetic field intensity is average coil, uze the relation
given by

(D,/Brn) - Q L (1 I',m/(Wb/m2 ) = 22C(Vadc/fc) 02 (3-178)
S3.4 X 10 - , where

(3-77) IN = number of .npere turns

V. = anode voltage, kV
where Q, L, V. are as defined in Eq. 3-176, Bm d, = coil mean diamete:
is the magnetic field intensity in Wb/m 2 . Since = coil focal length same units
£ and L are geometrical constants we see that
the sensitivity varies inversely with the square 3-7.3.1.6 Bandwidth
root of the anode potential. The video bandwidth requirement may be

"-ulated from the following general relation-

When operation over a wide range of frequen- shy
cies is desired, an electric deflection CRT is 1 ]\
preferred. The upper frequency limit. (about 10 Bandwidth - nR (3-179)
MHz) is determined by the capacitance oetween' 2 F,

the deflecting plates (a few picofarads) and the where
capacitance of the amplifier and h-ad wires. a = aspect ratio (width-to-

Magnetic deflection has a much smaller band- height ratio)

width (about 10 kHz) due to the inductance of = horizontal resorution, TV
the coils. The same input voltage at dfferent lines/i-i.
frequencies will result in different coil currents .12 = rumber of scarnoi-g
and hence different dr-flections. This limits lines in field
magnetic deflection to applicaticns involving a R = repetition rate, Hz
constant sweep frequency. F, = fraction of scan line used

for information presenta-
Most displays require a ,airly bright screen tion

(about 100 footlamberts) which demands high
beam currents (251.A) at large values (12 kV) of Frequentiy used values are a ý 4:3, H = 60 TV
anode potential V.. Since eletric deflection lines pez inch, n = 500 lines, R = 60 Hz,
varies inverso!y with V. and magnetic deflecti-n F, = 0.3 t. The usuzl bandwidth requirements
varies inversely as V,, as shown in Eq. 3-177, are f-i)m 1 to S MHz.
we set that it becomes more economical to
obtain -_'.:e J, Jlectons with a magnetic-deflec. 3-7.3.2 Storage Type Cathode Re- Tubes
tion tube. The f,.me required for a full scr'-en
magne*tic djý f,_c1.,f is from 15 to 30 microsec These devices are special types of cathode ray
du- !o ihe s-týtirn time of the yoke. The tubes which have the capability to stere irnfor-
standard deflection rates are t0 Hz for vertical mation on the display scr-en and to erase it
a-:o 15,750 liz for horizontal. who, desired.
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This type of tube is particularly iseful for a moderately energetic %riting gun deposits a
display of transient or temporary information positive charge pattern on the tisulating target. .
and narrov, band TV pictures for extended The secondary electrons are cL:lected at the ...
intervals or at controlled persistence rates, and collector. The charge pattern controls the trais-
with higher light output than is available from mission of a bioad, well-collimatdi beam of
long persistence phosphors. This maKes the electrons which floods the target. Where the
display on a direct view atorage tube extremely charge pat.urn is positive, the low-energy flood
useful in infrared systems as a means of pre- electrons pass throuph the holes in the xcreen
senting the information to the observer. Thcse and are accelerated to the phosphor scr2en
tubes are found in sizes from 3 to 21 in. with which is operated at high potential to provide a
display storage time of from AO sec to 3 or mote bright display. The flood beam has low energy,
rain. VarioLs signal levels can be stored so that a but high cur--rt. The storage grid is comprised
full-tone picture can be presented. of a thin deposit of insulating meterial covering

A3 shown in Fig. 3-119 the basic components the side of the fine metal mesh facing the guns.
are a write gun, a flood gun, a deflection system. The collimating system makes all electrons
a collimating system, a storage screen, and a approach perpendicular to the display screen to
display screen. By secondary emission charging, -void shadi..g.

COLLIMATING ALUMINIZED LAYER

SYSTEM I PHOS PHOR

ID

FLOOD r=N 1 /1

*D

DEFLECTION I l
WRITE GUN SYSTEM V

COLLECTOR / \SUPPORTING MESH

INSUIATING TARGET

hLGUE . 19. 'Xzp.ya Storaqg Tue
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The flood electrons do not alter the charge information can he performed simultaneouily or
distribu tioan on the storage s;creen, h -)wever, they sequentmal~y.
do produce positive ions which do alter the The device can 6e iused to convert from one
charge on this g-id. For this reason, the storage
time is limited wo )niy a few minutes. Since the a rqec rsa oet nte si

* production of posit' ve ions znd brightness of wt-onro adit rnmsin n
dispay magearefloh prporioral t th' ~ plan-pos~tion indication tPPI) to TV scan; and

l or data transmission and storae with random,
beam current, a trade-off must be made between iutnosan rpttveces. aloe
storage time and screen brightness. Erasure of
the stored charge pattern is accomplished simiply oeain ~be rnmsino iemlilevel, and Lime dimension informiation. Integra-

* by applying a 5-V negative pulse to the sto-age ting prrpertics of these tubes allow for the
surfdace thofg the straetad meh.Tis owr the tfs buildup of repetitive signals submerged in noise

potnlil o th strag grd blowthecutffso and identification of superimposed information.
the secondary electron emission is less than unity.

Thus, weak signals may be enhanced by a time
Er-sure can bc achieved by application of one epsr rcs oyedahge inlt-os
1.zo,r pkilýe cf several m'illiseconds duration or by epsr rcs oyedahge inlt-osratio. Also, a constantly decaying picture can be
a trair' 01 narrow, hihfeqec ple to -high-requecy ~converted into one of uiniformn brightness andobtain 4 viexv~ng time of variable duration ayhe studied for several minates. These
without the flicker which accempanies a low- features make this an extremely useful device

frequncy easefor presentation of infrared data where signals

Typical output brightness ranges from 1 h5,0 are typically weak. These Lo:bes ca~i also be
to 4000 footlaniherts. A special projec.Io -operated to indicate only moving targets by
model is available with brightness near 20,000 electrically cancelling repetitive signals and re-
footlamberts. At 10 percent saturation bright- tamning only new signals.
ness, the resolution may be about ý.o to 100 The tube has two high-r-soluition, opposed,

line pe in. bu at90 prcet saurai~n on-axis electron guns for the write-in and read-
brigr~tness it reduces t~o near 35 to 40 rines/rn. out functions. These use either the electrostatic
Under general operation conditions. resolutions o antctpso ou n elcin
are from 50 to 70 liresiiii. for these tubes, oeprid uapeoi types mof focu and deamestaon
Writing speeds at 50 percent of saturation delimaendi toupon ac the mode. Th tw basurace
brightness range from 10,000 tc .000o in./soc. cliae oapoc h trg ufc

Vieing~ceeicurens re * 30 + normally at uniform velocities to prevent shad-
at 0 V.Se-ýrl t,ýhl hih lies are ing. The storage surface has a gridwihi

at 1 kV Seeralstale ighcharged to a level corresponding to the input
required, fnor the guns~a anl. mstb modulation on the write-in gun and thus con-

couped nto igh-.'otag c~ruv-trois the transmission of the reading beam to the

'1here- are three types of display storag2 collector grid. A voltLagze variation c'r-responding
tube-tie halftone. blstable, and selective era.3zrp to the original Input signal is generated across a
tubes-which operate in this same manner with Ica i impedance in th:, collector grid Circu~t. RF
minor P&cerations. Some halftone tubes are the senav:)'ion. or vid-~o canco~atiort is required to
latron, Stor-airon, and Tonotron with %lemotron elri'A h riescal rom 'the output when
:ý.d Typotron being the best available t:-pes. simuitaneous writing and reading is performed.
These are dijscussed in more- detail by such Stored inforina~on can be causea to decay at a
manuf'J-turers as I'FT IndUStrial Laboratories controleld rate by varying the coliector to
and Hughes Aircraft Company. storage dielectric potential. Incieasing- "he pos-

itive potential on the collector increases the
electron collection efficiency and the storage

3-7.3.3 Electrical-readout Storage Tubes time is long.

T'his dovice is an electrical input-electrical The stotqge grid is a thin dielectric iayer
outnuit s ~orag'o tube in which information can he evaporate-d upon a thin metal film, suppr.te~kd by
storedr for houri, r-rared in a serond. or eraq.-ed a fine inesh screen (soe Fig. 3-120). The focused,

clalvat a controlled rate and stupersede-d low-enerqy rnad-out beam scans the storag? grid
witlh new information. Write ~nand reaid-out of vwi~ h a co;!szant current bearn to maintain it ati.
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THIN DIElECTRIC LAYER
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READ-OUT GUN
WRITE-IN GUN - (LOW ENERGY)
(HIGH ENERGY)

DEFLECTION PLATES

DEFLECTION

COILS -
SECONDARY

FINE MESH ELECTRON
SCREEN THIN COLLECTOR

METAL
FILM

FIGURE 3-120. Typical Scin-conversion Tube

fLied potential approximately equal to the is the point at which the ratio of secondary te
potential of the collector and about 20 V above primary electrons is equal to unity). These tubes
read gin cathode potential. Electrons penetrat- are capable of resolution near 1000 TV lines.
ing the storage grid, as determined by the charge Manufacturers of electrical-readout storage tubes
levels established on the dielectric surface by should be contacted for additional data.
the write-in beam, are accelerated to the positive
collector grid where they are collected, generat- 3-7.3.4 Character Generation Tubes
ing an output signal across the impedance in the The devices most frequently empl.:nyed in
output grid circuit. The read-out beam does not systems where it is desired to display aiphanu-
disturb the charge pattern on thp negatively meric intormation are described in the para-
charged storage grid. The write-a1 beam bom- grahs which follow.
bards the opposite side with high energy elec- g
trons which pa-ss throuah the metal film and
induce a volume conducti-ity in the target
dielectric partially discharging the uniform gradi- The matricon is an electron beam device
ent established by the secondary, beam. The which generates alphanumeric characters in the
change in potential is proportional to the charlge form of electronic video signals for display on a
supplied by the write-in beam. Intensity mcdiJa- cathode ray tube. Its basic components are an
tion of this beam aJlows a charge p-ttern to be electron gun, horizontal and vertical electro-
placed on the target. The highest secondary static deflection plates, a collector, a shield
emiso~on ratio, and therefore the fastest writing plate, and a target as presented in Fig. 3-121.
speed, is attained typically at a cathode to The target area consists of a matrix pattern of
dielectric potential difference of about 350 V. electrically isolated conducting elements. There
Any area of the target can be crased by are about 50 separate metallic elements which
oprating the write-in gun above the secondary are independently switch-controlled. Thp elec-
emaýsion crossover, and written by operating the tron beam is made to raster scan over the taigat
write-in g-:i below the crossover (the crossover matrix. Application of from 0 to +5 V on these
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TA RGET

SHIELD PLATE

COLLECTOR

DEFLECTION PLATES

ELCRO U

FIGURE 3-121. Matricon Tube

target eht-men's vari- their secondary emission. of secondar.', emission and generates an edcc-
The secondjary elrctronn are collected at the trcn.Ic video signal for display on a cathode ray
colloc(te-,r and form a vid],o -I~nai. By selecting tulbe. The el.,ctron :)eamn in the Luhe naster scans
the aonropricue matrix elements, an alp*hcunu- the selectea arget element, which is one of 64
mcnric charactL r can he produccd as a via alphanumerzic characters of alunninumn on a
sii!nal and clispl;nyed on maother CRT which is carbon-ink background. Doe to the difference in
ri-tei scann .ing ii synchronizatlion with the mu- the secondarv emission ratio between the alumi-
tricon beam. Theý deceulerator mesh and shield num and the ink, a variation is product-d in the
plate serve to conitrol the clectron optics of the cur-rc-nt collected by thie cc!llctor. This current
tube. The matricon character writing speed is variation is transformed into a s-tanidard video
about 50 micros(,c; it is produced by the Sperry signal. This video sigral can he displayed on a
Rand Corporation. ste.ndard CRT which is scanned synchronously

with the monosccpe electron beamn. Standard

3-7a.2 i3,,!vopemonoscopes gýenerate average quality characters
3.73.42 M<osopewi~h Writing, times of approxir'atelly '13 micro-

Another character g,ýneratira tube frequently sec, which is slig-htly slower than shapedhbeamn
e"mrlovrl ei UL .remonoscuope show n in FiJg. '1ibe rates. For more de-tailled inforrmalion. ti-.
3-122. ThK- tube, also operates on teprinciperj( re,,der Fhould contact the A. B. Dick Company.
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VERTICAL DEFLECTION PLATES

ELECTRON GUN

FrGURE 3-122. Mono.cope Tute

3-7.3.4.3 Shaped-beem Tube manner. Selection, reference, and deflection
voltages axe established to display the desired
character at the specified position on the screen;

The shaped (or extruded) electron beam tube the beam is unblenked and then a n:w set of
produces alphanumeric characters on a phosphor values established. The ultimate speed of this
screen for direct viewing. The tube consists of an device is deter,ni,--d by the choice of compo-
electron gun, character selection deflection nents. With magnetic deflection, one can achieve
plates, a character mask. a convergence coil, from 10,000 to 40,000 cha-racters per sec. If
compensation plates, anc! electrostatic deflection electrostatic deflection is used. th' deflection

plates as shown in Fig. 3-123. The mask has 64 voltages car be established in 2-3 microsec. With
character-shaped apertures in it. Th- elect-.on a display time of 8 micro-ec per rtaracter, a

beam is directed through the selected aperture display rate of abour 100,000 chprac;ers per see
to form it into the shape of the desired character is rie cn,-ably achieved. The tuhe i:.- grr:,irlly
which it thern generates on the phosphor screen very long, about 40 in. for a 19-in. screen, dke
The characters can be made from 0.1 to 0.8 in. to the many components involved. They are
high. These are very legible wi, th constant found with screen sizes f`rom 7 to 2; in. In
brightness from character to character. Deflec- a,•,ýAton, a tube may. be obtaioed having an 8.5
tion of the shaped beam to the desired po,-*t".on / 0.5 in. fiber-optic facepiate. This type of tube
on the tube face is accomplished by e!ectrostadic providr. pe,-%vidth printing. These tubes teisd
or electrornagrnctic deflection in a step-like to be very expensive.
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PHOSPHOR
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FIGURE 3-123. S1hap-d-bzam 7Tbe

3-7.3.4.4 Stroke Technique 3-7.3.4.5 Lissjous Techniques

Another t1,chnique for the generzition of Characters are also genetated in a 7athocde ray

characters is the stroke method in which the tube by Uhe Lissajous technique. A Fourier series

characters are ror-ned by a sequence of flne of sine and cosine terms is used to construct a

segments, called strokes, produced on th- scr-2en voltage waveshape which is applied to the

of a cathode ray tubp by the movmernen of the deflection plates for the gencration of the

electron beam. GeneraW!y, fromr .4 to 16 consec- ci:aracter. The specific character dislplayed de-

ai~tve, st-ol.es rnus' b uscd to rodu-e acharacter. pends upon the particular vraveshape. Forex

Ea-cr -,*rcke iS-produ1ced ;)%v chi-,;Yiing t he voltages am pie, to produce the letter "0", a rine and

anplild to tho dle-iection '-latc's. A resistor cosine wave of the sarme frequiency are em-

m-atrix is constructed fo- cac,'i requircd voltage played1. Usually, the first five harmonics of this

changxe ýnd a charactfer -ertrator clock selects frequency will suffice to gener-ate good quallity

th-e mnatrix point whose L-tzltae is to c-pp-ar at cha-racters. If T is ti. character writingq time, the

thý- dt-flpction plate or coil, at each insftant cf is the basic ýgeneration frequeriwy required of
time. AISO. a Z-axis modul.?tion is pcrformned T

svnchranoý,sshv. A scar-e resistor matri:z ex:Llts bPe sinusoidal silgna~s. For the samne b)andwidth,
for each ch~racter. Strc!.e techniqucs haethe this technique products higher qualitiy charac-

highes;t chafacter -vnting speeds. about 5 micro- ters than the strorke technique., but cos*ts much

sec, per- clharactcr. more. The Lissajous tech-rique is capabtle .-f
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writing characters at the rate of 33 microsec should not fall below 15 lhL at the risk of being
each. disturblng to the receiver of a CRT display. The

greater the writing frequency the lower will be
3-17.14.6 Alphanumeric Indicator Tubes the brightness of the characters, The brightness

These tubes are capable of displaying letters, in fnctlamberts is given by the relationship
symbols, and numbers, but only one character at B'fP' (3-181)
a time per tube. By operating several tubes B = (3---'A

simult-neously a multiple character format may

be displayed. The most popular of these devices B'
is the NIXIE tube manufactured by Burroughs
Corporation. This indicator is on inexpensive, phosphor screen as determined by beam curent,
gas-filled, cold-cathode, glow-discharge tube anode voltage, and phosphor type; f is the
having a common anode and ten individual regencration frequency in Hz; P' is the fraction

metallic tathodes which are formed in the shape of time the beam is on; Rr is the character
of numerals. alphabetic charcters, or special writing rate; and A is the character area in ft 2 .

symbols. Wher. a negative voltage, with respect With the highest speed character generators ard
to anode potential, is applied to the selected regeneration frequency of 30 Hz, one can
character it becomes the cathode for a gas reasotably expect character brightness in the

discharge diode. The cathode will be surrounded order of 20 footlamberts.
by the glow of the ionized gas and only that Bandwidth for a raster scan system should be ...

character will be visible. A minimum cathode 150 to 200 times the character writing rate. For
current !s required for a complete glow. Current a stroke character generating te:hnique, a band-
values do not usually exceed from 2 mA to 6 width of 50 to 100 times the writing rate will
mA (depending upon tube size) when used at suffice. In the case of Lissajous character genera-
the rated voltage of 170 V dc. Brightness in the tors, a bandwidth of 10 times the writing rate
order of 200 footlamberts may be expected for will suffice.
each character. Character heights range from 0.3 3-7.3.5 Image-converter Tubes
in., visible at a distance of 11 to 14 ft. to 2.0 in.
which is visible at a distance of 90 to 100 ft. This device, illustrated in Fig. 3-124, converts
Image contrast will depend upon ambient light- an image formed in one wavelength of radiation
ing conditions. Chmacters may be genera-ad at into an image in a different waveiengLh for
rates in excess of 1000 per sec and as high s viewing. The tube contains bot& the sensor and
20,000 per sec. Tube life ;s better than 20,000 display in one unit. The sensor is the photo-
hr. cathode at the front end of the tube which is

held at ground potential. Light incident upon
tht- photocathode causes the emission of eiec-

3-.3.4.7 Compa'ison trons which travel dow :he lube following the
of Cbaracter Generat De'ices pcS'.,ntia] gradient ana J.riking the phosphor

Toe factors to be weighed v'hir. ccniparing screcn at the rear of the tube which is held
thc various character generating devices should several (typically 5 to 1,) kilovolts above
include writing rates, brightness, bandwidth, cathode potential The pLc.zshor screen then
cost, size, quality and type of characters, and emits ¶'jS;ble radiation. So, by proicting an
versatility. Fhi, writing rate is found by the image in orte wavelength on fhe ihotocathode
re!ationship surface, that image is rc. >,'J in a different

wavelength on the phosphce s;!r-eon. Some image
R,= fPf (3-180) converters employ proximity foCdsing of the

electron image onto the phosphor ;cree-l; most,

where RP is the character writing rate, f is the hcwever, use electrostatic focusing by addtiio.-
character regsneratior. frequency, n is the of a.i annular focusing ring to the tube. Dark
numlý,r of sym- ols to be displayed, and Pf is the current is usually below 0.1 ,A. The reso!ving
i'actim of time available for character genera- power of image converter Lubes ranges prom 10
tion, in gpneral, the ,'haricter generation frf- to SC line pairs/mm depen.ing ur:on -he tube
qu, ncy need not he g-reater than 60 Hz, but type and quality. A niapnifying cyeiece is

~3-2C3
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normally employed due to the small screen size. where
The eyepiece should be a good ,quafity achromat
with a field slightly in excess of the useful G = radiant power gain, w/w

-. ' phosphor screen area. A 7-power Hastings triplet o, = photocathode radiant sensitivity,
will suffice for most instances. A/w

For a visual display in which thp human e,,e is V. = aCcelerating voltage, V
to observe the screen directly, a P-20 phosphor
is most suitable since its spectral emissive curve 17 = phosphor screen efficiency, w/w

most closely matches the response curve of the The quanrtiy G will viry with wavelength as
eye (standa-d luminosity curve). The brightness does the phorocathode sensitivities shown in Fig.

* o! the screen may 1:, calculated by using the 3-i26.
, relation,

'7or an S-I photocathode and P-20 phosphor
F (L.E.) X 1 (3-182) combination at screen potential of 16 kV, the

where radiant power gain at 0.8 micron wavelength is
3.8 w/w.

F = luminous flux, lumen
The standard image converter tube has a

L.L. = luminous efficiency, lumen/.,iA magnification iactor less than unity, usually

I = cui-rent, MA about 0.75 or less, which mearns the image is
demagnified electron-optically. The electron

For a rrcreen voltage of 6 kV, the luminous density in the image increases inversely as the
efficiency should be about 0.19 lumen/yA. A square of the magnification, so aa image reduc-
curve of ;uminous efficiency versus screen tion of say 0.20 gives an electron -ensity and
voltage is giv -n in Fig. 3-125. resultant brightness gain of 25 times. This

The total power ra•i ated by the phosphor additional brightness gain, due to demagnifica-

screen is found by tion, must be multipli'ed by the radiant power
gain G, oreviously discussed, to give the net

P V (313 radiant power gain uf the tube. It -hoild be
noted that these gain fA tors are idealized in that

where they do nct take into account any losses in the
tube.

P =radiant power, w

Y7 phosphor sczen radiant efficiency, When evaluating the quality of the image

W pr produced, its distortion is measured. The distor-
tion of the tube is expressed as a percentage

Vý = accelerating voltage, V departure of the radial distance of an image
I= ci-ent, A ~ point on the screen from the product of the

radial distance c- .he -'-res; inding object point

on the photocat.lode and -he paraxial magnifica-about 0066 w/w. r tion. The percentage of distortion is given as a
curve in the image characteristics of the tube.

In addition to the above two mea-ures of Typical curves are shown in Fig. 3-127. As an
output brithtneL-s there ýs another significant example of their utility, an illuminated point 5
quantity to be considered when evaluating an mm from the ce:.9Pr of the photocathode would
image tube for display purposes. This is the theoretically yield a point 3.3 mm from the
radiant powg-r gain which is defined as the ratio center of the screen, out the 4.2 percent
of total exit radiant fMix in watts to total distortion at this radial destrnce causes the point
monochromatic incident radiant flux in watts to appear at a radial 6.utance 3.44 mm-3.3 +
a.id rates the image brightness intensifying 0.042 (3.3) = 3.44-from the center. The curve'
ability of the tube. We may write, for resolving power shows that it falls off with

increased radial distance from the center. For
further discussion of the image tuWe with con-

0 V. 3-18 cern to its ability as a sensor, refEr to par. 3-4.
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FIGURE 3-127. Image QuAI"y of ImOWe Converter Tube in Terms of Distortion

3-7.3.6 Tape Recording is approximately from 5 MHz down to 15 Hz,
Display systensS9  utilize tape recording as a about 18 octaves at a tape speed of 15 in./sec. A

method of stoing and displaying video informa, conventional magnetic recording system is lim-

tion. The two most widely used methods of ited in bandwidth to about 10 octaves with a
recording on tapa are magnetic and thermo- practical signal-to-noise ratio. This limitation is

plastic recording. imposed at high frequencies by the impossibility
of satisfactory reproduction of recorded wave-

3-7.3.6.1 Magaetic Tape lengths shorter than the head gap width. Lower
frequencies on reproduc;ion suffer a 3-dB los in

Magnetic or signal-waveform recorders utilize signal level per octave Jecause of the reduced
magnetic- tape apparatus and are known as tele- rat, of change of flux a_-ross the gap. The signal
vision cape recorders. Recorded tapes are repro- level 10 octaves below a given referenc.e fee-
duced on the same typ" ci equipment; no quency thus has a 60-dB lower signal-to-noise
special reproducer is required. ratio.

The recording of a video waveform on mag- By utilizing the lover sidebands of an FM
netic tape has the advantages of immed'detereproduction of a recording without prove,,sng, system, Vhe video spectrum is contained within a.
fidelity of picture recroduction, era.wabiiitr', and range of three octaves, consistent with a high

degree of signal transfer linearity. The undevi-
reusabil.ty of the recording medium. ated carrier frequency is typically between 5 and

The range of frequencies for video rec )rding 5.5 MHz, corresponding to the blanking level of
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the waveform. A peak white signal deviates the projection lens. Ripples or, the surface of the
carrier to approximately 7, and at the gynchro.. film scatter light through thra bar system. Light
nizing pulse dips to 4.3l MI~z. Picture resolution passing through the projection lens imiges the
is in the runge 350-450 lines, and signal-to-noise ripple as a whitle. pot on Lhe viewing screen. The
ratios of 42 to 48 (1)3 are obtained. During the film generally used is rthe size of 16-mm photo-
reproduction process, the FM signals picked up graphic film. "he film runs at IJ. in./sec (25.4
from the tape are preamplified, sequentially crn/sec) and large size recordings use half the
switched, limited, and demodulated, film width, the images are about 5 mm wide.

A high degree of mechanical accuracy is Commercial thermoplastic systems are avail-
required of the recording head irom angular ab!e at present with resolution of 40 optical
position. An error of 1 degree repre!sents a lines per mm. Others have been demonstrated in
timing error of about 12 rnic~rosec (approx- the laboratory with resolution near 600 optical
imately 1/15 of a TV line). lines per mm. Theor-etically the resolution ob-

~oe ecodin, sandrds tainable is near 2500 optical lines per rim. The
In dgita mageticGeneral Electric Company has already produced

are about 1000 bits/it, for parallel recording.
This can be increased to approximately 24000 acmeca hrolsi ytm
bits/in, under laboratory-con trolled conditions.
For seria recording, packing densities of 4000 ~ ~ htqih
bits/in. may bo achieved with a conventional Photography deals with the perm:.nen-v re-
nonreturn. to zero technique. if ultra-high den- cording of an object by a light-sensitive material
sity methods, employing modulation techniques so that it may be exernined at a later time. The
and bias are used, 10,000 to 20,000 bits/hi. may light-sensitive matcrial employed is a support
be achieved; thus, in the laboratory, rates of 20 substance coated wvith a colloidal suspension of
megabit~s/sec represent the state-of-the-art, silver halide microcrystais immersed in a gelat-

inous mec'ium. This medium is a gelatin emul-
3-7.3.6.2 Thermoplastic Film sion, and its thickness ranges from 0.0002 to

0.V-01,1 in. Support is usually provided by glass,
The thermoplastic recording i3 made in tlie pvrnef, or film.

form of small ripples on the surface of a plastic
film. A scanning electron beam produces the Wien -3 týýeme dimensional acc.:_-ac.y in the
ripples. The electrical input is similar to the photograph is required, the glass support ma-
magnetic case and the imagre is like that on terU-~ is .,Thwen. This material has 'the disadvar.-
photographic film, The film consists of a thin taeofrgity xsivwihaninl-
thermoplastic material coating on top of a ,biiy The glass plates range in thickness from
transparent conductin:4 layer, which in turn is 0.0to31in
adhered to a base like that o 'r a stzndard motion Pa 'per is used as a support material for photo-
picture film base. The surface of the thermo- graphic prints and applications requ.dzing an
plastic is charged by an electron beam in a opaque and highly reflective base. It is strorg,
pattern corresponding to the ripp~e pattern economical, and resistant to photographic solu-
which will form the ima~ge. The film is heated1 as tions. Paper used in making priýnts comes in
it moves past an RF heating element cpu.sing , e thiree wighats referred to as lightweight (less
thermopi-estic to melt. The attraction of t~ie than 0.006 in. thickn~ess), single-weight f0.006
chart-ces to 7,he cn:nductingY base dernresses th~e to 0.010 in. hXk-'sand double-weight
thermoplastic's surface to form the rioples 1,greatrr thaii 0.010 in. thickness).
w.hich are frozen into place by cooling the fliMi. B a h otw~i sdeu~o ae

-he filmi can be used agvain by melting it to a plastic film in sheet or roll form. This substance
high enouah i' mporatuie for the charges to lulk ;'ro-ýdes a tough, strong, transpayecri base wi,4t h
away and the surface will srnootlh b)ack 'o it good dirnersional stabiýity and relativ.e inertnes:-
origi- I~t.Ttpoesmstb nreioti toward common solvents and chemicals. Sheet
vacuum since an eltýctron beamn is fii~olx'ed. The fillm is found in a vareý_y of sizes fronm 2'/ by M,
ripple pattern is illurninat.?i, by a scrifes 1)7 iine in. up to 30 by 40 in.; with 4 by 5 in. being thie
sciJurres imag-ed or. a ~et of bars in front of tiLo most popuilar. Roll film is availabla in 70-. ~35-,
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BTUJE GREEN RED BLUE GREEN RED

* BLUE SENSITIVE PANCHROMATIC TYPE A

l4

ORTHOCHROMATIC PANCHROMATIC TYPE 5

INFRARED PANCHROMATIC TYPE C

FIGURE 3-128. Spectral Senitiyity of Various Types of FI,

and 16-mm widths. Most 8-inm cameras use Aascochrome, Kodacolor, Ektachrome, and
16-mm film and expose ii, uuti-hdif width at a Kodachrome.
time. To be useful as a display device the photo-

Phoographic emulsions in wi'de u e graphic reproduction must provide an accurate
dividedi into six general div'isions: representation of form, and a faithful rendition

of tone. The dimensions of the image arp
1. Ordinary blue sensitive determined by the optics employed in the
2. Orthochromatic recording process. For a discussion of this
3. Panchrcmatic type A problem refer to Chapter 2 in this handbock on
4. Pp-nchromatic type B optical design and to Ref. 90. The tonal qualities
5. Panchromatic type C of the image result from exposure and are
6. Infrared related to the photo-sensitivity of the emulsion.

Perfect repromuction may be defined as one in
The spectral regions of sensitivity of thcse which the amount of light transmitted or reflec-
emulsions are shown in Fig. 3-128. Thase •"mul- ted by its variolis Preas is directly proportional
sions will reproduce the object in black, white, to the brightness of the corresponding areas of
and int-ermediate shades of gray in proportion to the subject. If a negative reproduction is used,
the local Prea brightrness on the object. !n the definition is one in which the amount of
addi.tion to these, color emulsions are also light transmitted by the various areas of the
available which reproduce the object in thý negative image is inverse!y proportional to the
colors which it appeared to the eye. The mo&'. brightness of the conesponding areas of -he
widely used c.,or films are "i.,ed on the t•ipack subject. To understand more about th• quality
subtractive processes prodiced by Eastmsr of the photographic image we must consider the
Kodak Company and Ansc(o. 11"ade names are sensitc-metric chaiacteristic-o of emulsions.

3-214
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VWhen an exposed film is developed, the silver sec.ion (BC) is the linear part of ýhe curve. The
Shalide cystals affected by the exposure are rpp( rmost segment (CD), the "shoulder", is the

converted into particles of metallic silver, while area ot overexposure.
.j those not arfected are removed in tie fixing The BC portioi of the curve indicates a linear

bath. The residual silver grains compose th. relationship between cptical density and log
photogmrhic image by providing a certaiz opn;- r Te r optsure cesponding

ity ,'o iight. This is determined by th" =eiation" tvosu'e. The g aige of exposure corresponding
to w,:-- segrient of the curve represents the

_185) reg!or, of cui-ct exposure. As long as the
=darkest areas of the subject do not fall below B

v', ere 0 -. tne opacity, I is the intensity of light and the brightest areas do not reach bcyond C.
iTr':a-Aent upon the emulsion, and r' is the all gradations of tone within the subject will be
intensity of light transmitted by it. It is custom- faithfully reproduced as proportional density
amy to speak of density rather th, i opacity. The variations in the negative. The slope of this
e, nsity D is given as", straight-line poftion of the curve is called the

gamma (y). If i ., then opacity is directly

D = loglo 0 lcg,0  (3-186) proportional to expor.mire. Tonal gradation in the
negative is determinmev both by the shape of the

An increase in expt,sure of the film Increases the characteristic curve ,:-,d the level of exposure

number of residual silver grains formed, and used to expose the negative. if a level of
hence increases the density. The relationship exposure that places the enri.e brightness range
betwetn density and exposure for a particular of the subject on either the toe or shoulder
film is given by the "Characteristic Curve" of portions of the characteristic curve is choser',
the film (aiso called the H and D curve after the corresponding densi, y gradations within the
Hurter and Driffield). A typical curve is shown negative will b- comprersed, resulting in either
in Fig. 3-.L29 where the density is plott-ed versus under- or over-exposure. Thus, a correctly ex- 4
the logarithm (to the base 10) of the exposure". posed negative results when .he tonal range of
The lower segment (AB) of the curve, the "toe", the subject falls on the linear region of the
is the region of underexposure. The middle curve.

2.4
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I . _
z,
9z 1.2- -

0.3 t
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rP'3JRr 3-130. Typ,*aI VA4a of Gammc. !Wth Oevelapm'?r*.'-! :

Contrast ?v negative is thn~ difference in eic rirlilig ofg. rc individua! 1;zliis As a
d~ensities correspondiog to the~ilghte.- end dqrih.r gew~rPJ r;. ,wrensv*s with inc-reasin
porticus of the negAti-ve. Corntimst in tho rcpro)- sensý'vi'.y .i 'Ix ermmlius.~. wth OL-at.ýrgarc,
ductiout is determined by both the subje t ;:nrl wiLh tli- (Ier.-ity of ti~c image. It. is tnlozt
zontrast ;I:J te -y of the char'acteristiv cur-4. [f e~ident withiý "Irg9 teaýý of i'i~~'exposure
tht' ton-A range of the negativ(- is restticteo t.. a density l.:vi.-s of abC. .i.rainintess thintz
the N-Par region of the cimF t~p c r'tr.st of t~e the sjerCe - vnlaxrýrernt which Cani be attain"'d
subject aywt the reproducticn will be th- lRnie without dsoi.;the unifom, appeFizance of
f-,r y=1. When the gan,.ma exceedis -,inity, the the iiiage !!,'I prý'vpnt, )-c the visual recoisnltion
iieglti.'ep contrast will be greater thain the!;ubjecf. of s-.--zi. .ha low contrast dei~iil. This
comteý%zt. rn'd vice versa. efmeýr can tr reduced by us;rg slower fir-e-grair.

Thec gmy-ria of the curve is fn--ncl to ei xua,:. emnullsi;is ,: covislnati,_n -vvh low-enw'rv deve!-
Ir~s~ .amirag si~eer haj~i-i solvents.Jirtctly w; a function of developrnent t-rrme as tr,!s f

!;h(,wn bv the 1ý!.'t in F'ig. 3-30~. A gr..mrn Wlher. a knife ed i~ edi otc ~ha
reslt ~o~ = nd-rdesveL1uptnet -ind a high rTmi'Mon and the erautsion is expu,;.-e(4 t- light,

garrma fror-l overe6~velopritent. Ext-r.(efi dev0- P6 1-'v'loped im.-ge d,-)n' -,-i end procisýely at
opn-en! res-uý.i ýn tih bujildup cý anl overall fc iý i.snies 'ut ex.,'fnds ir' ýn OIw, Sha0dl
that reciuce~ connro,,A1 and l'onits thc 7rarmo~vti n Lgh' ri~aJhs ~he shielded i'.rhMI;,je

cr~trat oxa~iabe t a .'au~ efiezios em ra Rrains ty tne phvsvia processea, of diffiexti'rj,
irnfiniý,, o~ r-flctisr-, 5-nd r.'ractioti in Lhim ew.uL!on. Trhis

Witt, thf! p-(.reccir-m ,fu~c: 4; ti ensitom- proppnr o: 0 ic emuls~on is called its tut 6ci, y
etry of ernu,:ions urdo',fwt.od. mit- nay 11ýxuss and is lro br , nl: mrit "vere ro<3ible. This

I~i pys.Y 'hr~tet of -;-e d--?*wpJed q, 1ar 1_4v iray -ne expressedi by tht, VCI;atioQ."
Vh..,±u~r ~if.~nasre. Thce imnprtAr.¶ fact-is to

rf-0l-ing nin vor, 'u'd rarnge oil Cont~roAt. dU1cpnu E)

!o,,'.rwspowr rlax~nirl -atsr,, it pxh~ bi .s -u-.-- qY*~X 0 -rt '~t~~''dc iC
A ih~oL!h -zhe sill. graii a '' dý '.'

n;ze, thC'ilm-et appfc:1rame or ýrmun- -:d' n :x~ sd by zli
iness ib isoticeabe Lit tov; magn-fict t)-n d-o t * -
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dD spherical waves divergin'g from. each pointi of the

Sha*Dn"'. oihiect arp made into converging spherica! 'aite'-.
- The cc licction or converging spherical iva',ee

,.where dD'l~l is tniF ot i thanze of iinagtý & t~n-- theii ccire to a focus, forming an imagq 31 the
~ivD with distance x inio ttrio shad~a regi-lti he- object. By L-eans of ht~lography, it is poss.ble tc,

nind a knife, eidg-', eld in con'_-t sK'I thf. o':aui- rt-cormci, in a i'ermarwr-t form, the complex waves
.-_n slirfrce evirinzg exposure. A-' ru,,gh prokieu.t themselves. At any late timn iti ph~rossite
bet'we-er the sharpn~ess andi L~ir t:cdi~y wili to pa.:, light ttý-outgh thte record, or hologram,
-qtual the garurma of the 'film"~ ano oob~i~ a' exactly; like those thait eamc,

from the crigryiiJ, objert (limIted, G" course, by
ni;isce anci nonhli'.iarities in the pue'.It one

1 r (-89) sxamines the wvavzs by eye, ? "see-s t~'c
dx~~ I goiai tbjcct in its original poIrlio~n wi.L-

-espect u, the plo~~ ane, In thret' dimen.
Th.!ý ab~iit of a.1 emu!:io'i to rec-)-c! tine 4ins with all spariaI relationships Vrescried.

datail is cailicd ih,- resolviiig power or re! oiution This is to, be expected, it the originiW waves
of the film. The resnohition of a lypici "itgh- cornilg from the object have beun-i reprcxduced in
sp.,'ed erntFsicia is in the order of 4:) t-^ 0 detaill Tt'.e process or recreat.ina ar imna;ge h or a
lines/mip wh~le positive typ4's mniw reso~lve 90 to holog-an isci&"rft-orstruction".

130 linesojim. Special einuisions c-a.n resc;e U.-
T tn 21-100 lint-i/mm~. R.esolatinn iflcite1s" vith Information is contained in both Lhe- arinli-

sh~xpncs,; inversely wvith graininem and tur.' id- tude and phase t.unctions; uf a cool- 'it octi~cai
ity; invon-cly wilh thie tva-iengith oiT Lhe 'oxoo' wave. Recording t!we arnplitudc '!nt-.zaione is
.qing Light; dire'tiy with et'jntra.4 4 noo-'i the not suifficient to aiow recunstru-t.:o.' of thle
ernt.lsi.wrs ad hc tjt;nd l'isSS Wave. Ftis ,1ece~sarv to- record hoth anmpitude

throgh ~aiinr~ '; xp~~ur mcea-es.and phase. The most widely u!sWJ fle~Jir.fo.
"ITbe rna;tge ~ :i~~tattain~able bly a film 4~ recording hologram-~ is poozph'fihm, wh;..h

6v-tY its laitude which L'. the, ier~gth uf ttw is known riot to fy' Weisitive to phas'>, it
-tratgfit line Portioa (j, the characteristic curve. rnsponds only to the intensi~ty, or souare, of ah,-
If tho difference between R an'd r ý= Fig. 2112U z Phase infori-ation r1iay be req-orded,A
inf tlie iog,n E scal' is 2, u',ei '-om Pq. 3-186 -in however, if a refer.-nce beam is. superirriowsed on
*iten!,;;. range of 100':1 in the ýul-iect :nsv~ b- <.he wave to be recorded., so that the celative

p.re,,±cmL-d by the "!lm ithe 1~r'u t~n ;) phase between the tyio be-ams give., rise .o fringe
rrci- cr~iirast nnges ',f 150: 1 c; tven J~i . p-wt.erin!. Che an~trl~rnd phase dist: ibu tion 07
arp revcordabli. the wave to be reccrded is then represerL*ed Ly

-he amplitude and rposi.;on of the fringic.

3-73.8Hol~ratvT~he way inr which the amplitude and ph:Lse of
A hologinra is a recording of the diffractin': a -o.-Ple1x wiave can be ret.)rcird tiy a di4ectoi-

or scatter~v-g pattern uf an cbject. Wh'-i hi~it svns.itn:- )~r.y mc inteilv4ty, anid the maenner in
rffet '-i'o s ctee by an ubjec; wh~h t-iz wa';o can be r-con~stclicted frcom such

inrfflmratior as to .%v looatiuil. size, 3Y:,:j a n-ý- -ri wij rovw be ciuitbned. L&~ the electric
textur:,' the b;Pj(ct Is ce.ntai,-.-~d in h:,e -,fl- ft t ~*cOP of .b wave f'rom the onwect ir ti1',

ws'e;~'~eedfrom tý ~ i~c.Plane of th, nliate be -epcre-nfid 1hy a rcn-oplez,
f ~nvc't.'inl unies sch .. :tir:,ip F

1 t: I ?t "I,- z~~e;, bearni '
U's~ti~- - ~;ta '~~ a f'or"'on r&,:yel1t:e by the Olnplo-.,. function

Wlwn thes~z two' waves, :nr su'ý,r,-7ipose& :n -ieC)iv! fl rf.!ra(t r-* " uch a v :v hat t,-i
upiutnoýra'uhic pl!ate. tht- r(nI~tL'~~ il s
the s'u .-. n-f the t',) firicuri'jn, E. , mhere the

f~n:tiol or ~cU *h .'eo ~ or 4  ~ ~ Ti i -'"las~i- irnpohrt. The t-atp,
"-,~ 'v~ I>''Sc~ :~,ch!Iii! io~vwver. rro&.:t. bit';t-' -F the- rosu)-.-

i t i naý;r~!,Med. From thni:: r tjffa ýocv,r,-0! reqio- is wtN ave, v hich r; Fiv(en (.'xc(-ut f., .r a v~o1_zt-,ni
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-77
(E, + E)(FE. EtI* .2+ £ 'E*

'Where deno'tes the complex conj~gat a

The film -s exposed in this way vid then
proce~ased. Asvuir.ang, for siL-,ilicity, -hat thim-
Lflphtu~d!± trainsmit-lance of the~ dev'ýIoicped f-im is
a linear function of exposure ene~yj den.,tv. the
transmitcance r as a fiu'ction of x arid y is

A - B (E5E: + !4,.F; + F.,R* X)E'~

where A -&id R evre L-onstans for a -iv-n fihi and
developmenet.

Now -uppoeM tl'c- proc~essiad -iate iz Jlut-
Inr~e wih i ha'117 the s l'r vtl

a~nd phase ýisbu", as the vefeirep.--
The 'distnhutkin cf we .esulting -Aave altor it.
passes through tne pi-iitrR (hi6kIganý ~s

Er=EA - B [,,E*1EF. + kfý'E + E,(~ 4 E*FE,.JX'-2

;f 'he :efertnce; bearn rnas, near7: r-o'starit
amplitude acrz~ss ilhe pia~e, the pr.Aaict L*
zmay be .x'nsidenzJr a scsier coristart V, 1th tL' s in
mind, t'ter-mc of Eq. 3-192 m~v, be eAxnmined.
Vap'i f,,-t and tnii-d terms represent a coniant
timeg ihe Wrear~~cf beam, anid are Pquiva!ýnt to
a z,ýto-orcxer beam, if the holog:7-tm is coz-n:dered
a s diff.-action grating. The secord t~rvri, repre-
senits nosise due to inieraiut~tn of the vi~ ith
itself. rh, fourth t-i-rm b the original -git wave

riedby a coris+ant. 1,11; Genr giv%? ,hv ' r.?
mv-a rhe l;ý,t term ý:ontzains the connfygke of

the ongtinal 61gnal wz-.e, and give-- rise to i -cs
image t.scled the conjugate imagge. TN.- goal of
ho~gnrp'ly is ti control the prc,7pss of making
Nolograins and !ecornstraccingyt' ~~e so thiat
linearit',' is mraintained, e~ndtl . thp-~c
c,ýrl'pspondin4 to wir~ous IPr-rns ol Etý. .- 9~r(-
spatioi. ~er~~dso t"-:'t thcy Or, n"f -ý?iaf

*oel dcgrade th.' dpsired im5,c..

A -vp;,-al optical armna'emnt r;i~n

.noro.-hromatic light ii dh 'idpd inz~c. zw~. ,etm
ý; ?w.-nm FpiJU*7 C> f (11P, h i~s Spreed

-* erý: so thai t 1''o L~rn t9 ' te a~j~.Light
fcfiected anid set ý:? orn 'sc noG:?st fNfl1s on
the plhctngrap~v: plate. At .he -zm ~time, the

3.21,?
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nt~h-r beanm a~ lso diverged and rnade to fail o;,i it should be not'Žd that the viewer does not
.he. pl-:te, prrvidi~ng tk'e rpference beam. It is i',ok along th.2 dirprtion of the illuminating

~>~PtJfor ;)ke !ý!-t 'x be eictosed to bci;.ii t-eaun. The !Lizt. bi that direction is the zero-
* ~ am siu~n~iouy.so theti the plai,.p can order beamn, which. is shown by Pq. 2-.192 to
r'_-rrd the iri-erfwernce .r~nges. conitain no information about the object. 1'ne

* If the p;)ate is proc~.,ý!;-d aiv! re,.aced ir th s~hould also ovcV, idooking into a 'zse; iearn for
opticai s:~,with the e'A~ect removed, the zxifety rea~son~s.) The object Jinformation is con-
!hght diffracted. by the hologram into thview- tamned in the first-orderr diffraction Crom th-,
er's eye plzi e-d ;,t the positior, shown !rn Fig'i hologram. Therr'ý a:*. two firs~t-on-ler diffr-iction
3.):j2. stýeems to (Q, ie '-rorn. a t.-ree-direnmional Lenins, one on each side of the zero-order ce~inn.

~-ietex~.-!4,y i.0~- 0the ong-nal object. The~ Tha beam represented by Lhe fc-.irtl- termr of Eq.
reconrcrctioIn cf the size and shaoi of t±iýe 3-192 forms a true virltua'. mii-ne that can be
objr'z is go '-xact tliat if the ongiiair: OotýCct is vie~wed lf-min tbim position inr~cattA in Fig.
n~tr etdovr :,,t left in tiapce. anel iliiuminated 3-132. The other fiJrst,(nrder dilfrtction beam,
as, before, on tcil inte f-erenre 2:an be observed `1,scr'beci b 'y tha fifth term a. tl,,ý equation,
betwkeen Ut-w reccoisti ~ wave and the e aves forins -ircal image on the ollw'- side of the
scattr-red fro"- :.he i'Ject. Smaill rovemento- or zrrm-order- beam, but 'he iseC .

distort,,Qn of J-~ c'Jjeit .- ::, be mneatured to gcnpw"'' i.e., it k~ rev.ersecd, or turi-,d ins~ile
!Thuiulln ui a Va i.uT b,.: coun~ing the fringes out in a peculia-r way hecaustý it is formT?! ?)v the
due to tc-.: mtp 'ne ire 'se. )r-,P1a., ccnjuF'te of the object W.Ive.
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F GUP. 3-1122. Reconstruction of a botografn

Thoe 5:atial detail in the f'nnges that must be cu -li&ovad co s.or.e extent by Iricks, such af, the
recorded in a holoOgiam is exti1,-tely fine, ap- use of muit hlewnea sulitte.-S to illun~ivatF.e lrg
pro achiz~a, the resolution limit, of the finett- objec,", or eareful matching of path l1irgth!R but,

gr c(d spectroscopic platci. Consequently, in genenal, t~he depth of filid cil .'i hoiugrt-,ni is
small miovements of the plate or the object limited to tb.? 2-oiefence lengtth oi the larer. Fný:
during the exposure czn comolet~y wash1 out typki.il He-Ne las'-rs, used for most . 6~ci-aply
the fringe pattern. In such ca-esi. one doies Inot tt. date, the len-rgth is abovt. 20) cm Tr -ir ;-F little
1et a blurred i 'mage upon recon.;traction, one t.oubt that ;mprov,?d i.--oerpnce of ZaL-rs wl

ý'Ats no unage tit all. The riquhr'p'ncnt for greally broader. the kl~,to~ of holography.
extrtnne rigidity in a holcgraphic recording may
by relic-!ed considerably by th, use. of -a pu.'sed
laser for illumnination. Even the shortest a'ý-iilablt' 3-7.3.9 SpýciaI Purpc-5e Dispfaot
laser pulses, howeve., do not allow eosr-
tion of rapidly moving onjects such as bullpet,. 3-7.29.1 Pr,.jecttion cai-

Another restrictioru on the nresc-ni usef-u~rcss Th,. o.,oit ztioc. tube -4. a :rr.ciai ýý--sicn of a
of holograph;i ~.. the requirF--ment for coherinrre C!-2' i~nd ýperancs (-n thý) sate princiPI-as. brat 'v
of the illtmnnating light thioughout the vol..uiw -catc vallie5 cof bea.,n current awl voltage th;!n
ocrupipd by the ,ýbjert. (P~ePr to par. 3-1S for ii the -,tandar-j, to prodorce higzher output briglat-
discu-ssion of ccýýerence.) This requircr-ent may nes5, T-,, ;ub4 ceaý at anode voita-?es o~f 40

k',, b~i..n cun-Ens of 5iO pLA W~th nrightrp-is of
Sflhr,,.ý,tte~ ~ ~ ~ ~ honnshv ie ae) ,APsi 000 ý.ot:amborts un~.t tvrioaý cond~:tns,

flight. This lar?. has (-l"-ed snm-wn conFrfsicn sin~ce liri hies; lev(vls Fappiroa't -king 40),000 ~r
buflefs travel rs,snv wa;in ,t ý,,4ng an Pe'p. rsur.. 1am-'i'.rt.s We nossibl- with i1'ne of the9' ,
.'4igit re'r-tri r*~rn 61- inovirr, obiect v~asIhes out
comnpletely, and Joes r-ojt ci-ntr.t'ijt to the 'ma-4f Nigrwltic 6-flection :-d fiw'1 ; ?re erpo,ý
However. in tne~o pictures, or.1- the dirfuo- back bt,.au~oL of '.he high beam currroas. :.~'axnuý'
ground c.-t.:?ýy rpconstruct,; and the !iofograri of the
silhouette f-.fa bulet appoa-s in OP ie pilre. deq lections of th? beam are 38 deV.
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( .- • • •Typical projection CRT c~haracter.itic cun.,P's fr.') - aperture (focal length/diameoter) ... ••:ze presented in Fig. 3-133. A special gls- is
T.r'a poecin R -aaceisi cu'e jm aperture fo~ical longt/imtr

r• -d f7r the faceplate to prevent dis.,;,ratio, m - magnification

und&: sui-h intef.sc electron-b•irn bombadrrert. c., I f-ransmission of optical system
The fdreplate Ls opticaliy polished to ha,,e a The resolution of these tubes is 600 TV lines.
curature matching the optical syster.; an.S is A sm.ci4 shielding must be used around the tube ..

usually a.lout 7 in. in diameter. Assum.ing a A4: since X-rays are produced by the high voltages in
awp"ct ratio, the light is concentrated inot an the tube. In addition, a heat exchanger (either
P-rea about 5 in. X 4 irn. If the tube ha= 30,000 or liquid) is required to maintain the
footlar.berts at its face'late, then proper operating temperature
on a largc xcren, say 20 ft X 15 ft, gives a screen p
bright,;css of 10 footianberts. This is ccnsidereed 3.7.3.9.2 Multi-gun CRT
to be satisfactory; 5 footlambierta is the ran- CRT's have been const-eucted with se:verel
r':•.tm acceptable, complete but separate election gupn contained

For a projected display, the illumination on wik.hin a single tube E:•h gun operates on the
= the screen will be given by same pri.cipii as a singlhun CRT, having

independent contrul ever the intensity and
deflection cf its own electron beam. If the
several beams in one tub-c are requized to
Sr,perate indopendp'ntiy, then indspehcdent elec.-

'E .4( .-----(I + t- -p footlambert trostatic def'-!ion and focti are necessary. 'Ihe
main draw'mck t. these tubea is a lack of precise

where. registatior. of tŽ.e beamss; i. is difficult to

F = illuminance of screen, (oodlambert ma!,,dn a registration of two beams closer than
about I prw.cent cf the tube diameter over the

-P = av'ii•ble source b:-.ghtness, fo.'ot total us.eful screen :Area and there is crosstalk
l:mnbert hetween the several dflec.tion sydtems to d-.

'rABLE 3.17. MULTh-GUN TUBES

Factpizae dihnroio, in. .1/4 5-1/4. 5- 5-1/2 5-1/2 5-1/2 11-3/4 X 10-1/2r~er...n, inx 1n4 Ii, •,
-enqui, in, 6-'4 I18-1,1 !8-1/2 !18-1/4 21-,/4

Num r ef uf gi:s 2 3 4 (off-et) 5 (offset) 6 (wit." indepemnd.
ent displays)

I Faceplate radius of flat t fat 40 `J. 49 min
cu.vzture

I! *;st accel V •t- dc 4000 12,GNc 80O0C 4000 ...
A%-*.el. Volt dc 2000 400C, 2500 2000 1 4000

Volt.. esu 400 to ýKXI to 5r0 to 450 to .00 to 1200
684 1300 900 650

Neg. grAl rutoff 45 co 75 160 to 9S 55 to 50 to 90 70 to 120

Deflection D, D: 54 to 66 129 to 30 to 50 68to34 so to 100

( D/ins) D 4 .T, 43 to 53 104 to 50 to 70 27 to 37 37 to 50
esu 1

Us ful Scan D, 92 4.0 4.25 3.5 4.5 8.5
(in.) D, D, 4.0 .4.25 0.84 11.3 2.5
Line Width 0.026 in. 0.015 in. 0.012 in. 0.026 in. at 0.022 in. at

at 25gA at 50uA at 2uA 25MA dc 25,A dc
dc dc dc
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FIGURE 3-134. Exoloded View of AlI-galos -L Resdout Panel and Se•rnnef if,." of Metal-glass Unit
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FIGU'RE 3ý 135. Example of Elecrraurninewcent (EL) P&tilA

grade image quality. In addition to the three-gun 3-135 where one electrod.e is transparint, the

color tubes in prominent uise, there are CRT's other metallic, arnd the entire assembly is her-

available with up to ten guns. The most corn- metically sealed between a pair of flat glass

monly used. are frorn 2, zo 6-gun tubes for which plates for piotection. By applying an alternating

Some typical characteristics are Ilsted in Table potential to the electrodes, an oscillating Aectric

3-17. These tubes are useful for display of field is set lip in the phosphor dielect.:'o iayer

information received from several parallel chan- which causes electrons to become exciteu into

nels simultaneously. higher enerly stakes frorin which they s~ise-
quently decay with the emission of visible

3-Z.29.3 Electro/uminesrcent (EL) Panei,: radiation.

An EL panel cunsists of a phosphor layer and The most L~equently employed phosphor ma-

an insulating lay-ir sandwiched between a pair of terial is Zr.S with Cu or Al activator impurities
electrodes. This -:3 shown in Figs. 3-134 and added. The behavior of the EL layer will depend

3-224
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* very strongly upon the irethod of preparation; Commercially avuilable YL panels provide
• _ however, an empirical relation generally referred brightness levels of up to FJ footlamberts at an

to in calculations of brightness B is given by applied potential of 250 V. 400 Hz. The applied
voltages vary from 100 co 600 V ac, at rates of

b _(3-194) from 100 to 4000 flz. Typical EL phosphorB=Aoexp V" efficiencies are in the range of 0.5 to 2.0

lumen/w. Light is observed from a panel within
where A, and b are constants, and V is the rms 0.2 ;isec after the ek-ctric field is applied, but
applied voltage. This relation attempts to repre- full brightness is not attained until after about
sent the empirical cur es for brightness as a 10 cycles of operation. EL panels offer the
function of voltage, as shown in Fig. 3-1b6. widest viewing -n&le of any display device,

, Brightness of the phosphor also varies with the almost 180 deg. The5 may be used to display
frequency f at which the excitation is applied, as numbers, letters, anakg data, quantitative corn-
shown in Fig. 3-136. EL panels very rarely suffer parisons, and even pktrial data, although they
catastrophic failure, but gradually diminish in do not perform the haiter task as well as desired.
terms of output brightness. The time required Resolution attainable is about 50 lines/in, at this
for a panel to diminish to one-half of its initial time. Contrast ratios ae in the order of 20:1 for
brightness level is directly proportional to the most available devices. It is possible to increase
number of cycles it bar been put through and the contrast by changing the transmission char-
indenendent of the frequency at which it oper- acteristics of the faceplate resulting in a net
ates. Thus, the higher the frequency of applied decrease in panel brightness. By using a 50
voltage the more cycles the panel will pass percent transmission g~ass faceplate, for exam-
through in a given inteival of time and, hence, ple, thip contrast is inceased significantly, but
the sooner it will reach its half-brightness point, only one-half as much light output is available as

50
115 V K11S 1000 800 250 V 1UM I000Nz

j 800
SHz

600
o Hz

* ~3C -

* 3 400

z HHz
o20

200
Hz20

10 1H0

50 L0 5

0 50 100 150 200 250 0 30 1I00 150 200 250

LAMP VOLTAGE (V) LAl•v VOLTAGE (V)

7IGURE 3-136. Brightnes; vs Voltage W;th 60% Trannmission Glta for Both !eWa/-91ass and All-94a EL
Reid jt Panels at 115 a.ad 250 V rmi, Resiecwr-•y
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FIGURE 3-137. Votige-current Curve for Non/hr. Redslor

with a 100 percent transmission facepLte. trode arrangement is applied here, too. This type
of panel suffers less from flicker effects andEL panels3 may be considered in two classes-
offers a gray-scale sufficient for pictorial presen-(1) monostable and (2) bistable. The monostable
tations.must be continually refreshed to maintain a

presentation, while the bistable hzs a memory The bistable configuration is obtained with
and need be addressed only once. In a typical any of three techniques: (1) silicon control
panel the front set of n parallel transparent rectifiers (SCR); (2) cadmium selenide (CdSe);
electrodes is aligned in the X-direction, while the or (3) photoconductor (PC) elements. The SCR
rear set of n parallel electrodes is aligned with serves as a control element for the EL cell. A
the Y-axis. The n2 intersections of these elec- gate voltage is applied to the SCR element to
trodes may then be addressed in an X, Y fashion, open it, applying the excitation voltage to the
By placing one-half the required rms excitation EL layer. When the gate pulse is removed the
voltag', on a given X-electrode, say X1, and the SCR effictively blocks the voltage and turns the
other half on the Y-electrcde, Y1, then the EL call off. The CdSe is a polycrystalline
position Xf, Y1 on the EL panel will lumninesce. material which possesses an abrupt discontinuity

The two prominent methods forig and hysteresis in voltage versus current (Fig.monostable EL panels employ: c(onltructine 3-138). The current rises linearly with applied
resistors (NLR) and (2) ferro-electric material, voltage in the CdSe element until i-aching the
The NLR method consists of an EL phosphor discontinuous value, at which point the imped-
layer in contact wi.t' an NLR layer sandwiched ance decreases abruptly b.r s•,eral orders of
between two or'i:.onal sets of electrodes. The magnitude allowing the passage of current suffi-
NLR layer providi-i electrical isolation between cient to produce lumn-'escmnse in the EL layer.
the EL layer and one set of electrodes. As the By virtue of its hysteresis property, the "dSe
voltage applied to the electrodes is increased, remains in this on-condition until the appliedthe impedance of the NLR layer decreases (Fig. voltage is reduced sufficiently below cut-off
3-137) until reaching a point V0 at wvhich !,he value.
EL layer has enough applied voltage across it to The PC technique uses a photoconductive
humin'esce. In the second type of monostable technique in place of either the SCR of CdSe
panel, ferro-electric n ,•t-r^a, replaces the NLR layer in contact with the EL lpyer. When the EL
layer to provide both an electrical isolaticn and layer luminesces, some of the light produced will
a partial storage c'apability. The cross-grid elec- be scattered into the PC layer rendering it
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FIGURE 3-138. CdSe Hysteresis Cure

conductive at those points. This allows the ted decrease-, as does 1,12 efficiency of the
applied voltage to pass easily through the PC device.
layer at positions where there is already lumines- The radiation emitted peaks at about 665
cence underway and thereby sustain it. All of millimicrons with a narrow spectral distribution
the preced;ng bistable techniques thus possess a as shown in Fig. 3-140. Typially, a forward bias
memory and require no updating signals. of 1.6 V will produce an output brightness

proportional to the current, as shown by the

3-7.29.4 Photo-emitter Diodes characteristic curves in Fig. 3-141. This means
that a brightness of 300 footlamberts is obtained
at 50 mA and 80 mw. The total radiated power

Discrete solid-state vi'.ible light emitters are at this level of operation is about 25 uw. The
available for use individually as indicator or device behaves like a stardard p-n junction
event lights and in array format for presentation diode, in accordance with its characteristic curve
of alphanumeric information. Thee are gallium shown in Fig. 3-142. The spatial distribution of
arsenide phosphide diodes of the diffused mesa the emitted radiation is shown in Fig. 3-143.
structure (Fig, 3-1.39) which emit ;riocoherent These phoko-emitter diodes may be operated in
light in the wavelength range from 500 to 700 either steady-stAte or pulsed mode as desired.
millimicrons (.-n-). With a forward bias voltage The turn-or, and turn-off times are 10 nano'ec
across the p-n junction in the mesz., eiectrons each. Properly prepazed diodes have a very sinall
and holes comi "ne with the emission of rddia- probability of failure and appear to have life-
tion. As the phophide concentration is in- times equal to, or greater than, most other
creased, the wavelength oi peak radiation emit- smail-light sources.
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Pou'sr Rcquiremruvris. Be certain the power *. IR System Tyýpes by Wavelength Response
requzt~~.rv' o 'id diplayarec~-~ipaiblewat Short wavelength (0.72 - 1.2 mnicrons)
the o iJI).vL~i dsig-b. Intermediate wavelength (1.2 ,7 nii-

rmage Qwu'i;j. The i~ccurnacy .vitb which the crofls)
* dr ,'a~ must L'i> :c what. is '-.ýen" by the2 c. Long wavelength (7.- 30 microns)

deti-ctori, in'cludimg the resolut.ion and distor-
tion. o! imag'S. d. Mu;tiphe wavelength, multiph- filters

e. Multiple wavelergth rnonochrometers
Rrightness and Contrast. The brightrzess -c2- f. Wide bandwidth (2 - 10 rmicron wide)

quired Nvill be deterinined by the envirnnment lo
a lie-ge extent (daylight or nighttime use) ae.- g. Nld-row bandwidth (0.1 - inicron wide)
the cor~trast attaiuable is a function of +h:I h. Tanget temnperatu-re
brightntess requirement.

3. IR Sysiems Typos by Fkicid of View
Repeidinn P;:e. H-ow often the informnation "Iro ~ geetco

is refri-shed is (,,eterrnined by c:.-.t of re-freshLinV.' IO~ ehsnledtco
aad flicker tokmrace of~ thce uh~e-ver. b. Widie field, g~ingir det.-e 4or, field lens

Uvdt.2BaCc.Th nul ~ o t~ie~ nw. Wide fie;d,.%:inj;Je detector, s-.anner

information is to be ~'tiudon tlhe iisplaj. d.Wide fleld, Iip~e dr-tctc^r :!Yray, scanner

~.Wile "Ield, detect tr "riatr-7
Rei.absi'ýy. It ..q alwa~s adVise~ble -', guard

against catastrophic faillure by ermp~oy.iti a 4. JIR Systenm Tvpe., Pýy .5-ig-iol P?-c-easirg
d&splav which deteriorates grad~tally.

a. Direct &-an,

3-8 TEFTiNG IR AAID ASSOCIA1 ED b. I!ntorlacd sc~x

%7stinr, o, i R :quipvlent must be to Snat- d v-Trtrating ioic
pirc'lr t~he *)e;?u:-r.zr~ce of each p~
and en t Dý; testing eie-troi,!c and cric-chanmcni'-
w-N as or-tical eqcuipn-n~rt. Stanc~.1rd !.~zL g-cp J~~y

:"ý,~ ,ifMs ai1se'.S.SIC.r. are ihown' i PbT, 3 i8. AYi
A general 11st c~f reast re-4ua-m -ne;-.ts --s -1, bv ~~.Ar
con'sidering thlw followir~g ct~e-t'r:, ;P!"i-j.>; sigra!S
which defin- 1-R &angor sys~enit:i.Tre -rc - fr Js.ta

c~cn

u.~Tm rcyo~-er - e

b.Spcctronit'ten'

o, rget 5grs5 fIj- 'ývtern 7)'p,,'- F.bx5-irh-t

j Taýýgýt t-ackers

t. Ta~get search b. Hm

f. $e~ch-~-ckc. P7-es,;.-e

g. ".APPIng d. _1(x'. and Vri'~ratic.n
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TABLE 3-18. STANDARD SYMBOLS FOR PAR. 3-8

D: ,ncmboln Typcal Units ,

A Area of aperture; area -f blackbody cmn

aperture
D Distance from a suvfice to reference

blackbody cm,
D, Pathlcngth through collimator cmr,
D)2 Fice pathlengýh otidc col:imator cm,
.rn Diameter of beam ýaviating mirror
Db Diameter of collimated beam mrad
F(n•) Modulation transfer funct;on -mp'itude
f/no. Ratio of (focal length)I(ap,..:Aure diamneter) C

H Radiant flux density w cm 2

Radiant flux density of blackbody at
reference temperature w cm2

H, Radiant flux density at a finite distance
from a reference blackbod.• w cm 2

dff Incremental change in flux density w cm 2

k Empirical constants (Elder and SLron•0'3
0 K Absolute temperature degree Kelvin

!nit.ger
;.igure of merit of tuned circuit

S. Displacement of collimated beam i.
S. Cist~ap,,,e from senisor to beam-

deviating mirror
At.mosph.ric transmission
Collimeto: transmittance
Ernpiriema constants (Elder and Strengi"

-Tramittance over a reference distance
'raiwnttance over a measurer-d distance %
;:s..�u.t te .mperature

dT IYVreflental temperature change K
w "recipitation over a giver, pathiength cm
w radiation w

Width cf bar in.

GREEK LEiTTERS

Angle betwievn so rce-point diro,.tionarid b- ackt •.dy Fxi dog
"Emi.iv~tV ratio 0 to 1

0 •, • :ie!e of c,l!iir3.id -eam deviation dog
,A' , Ar.nh. ,'vt dir rror

deg
Nav• , ,r,,. inrai;urvmerrt of light micron
S: leia; c On-37.r nr't 5.67 X 10- 2 w cm -"

UK-4
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V6. Gen,?ral Test Rcyv~rcmente and from the gene~al requireirentj of an WI.
.Sestvtlaboratc-y. Par. 3-2 contaiy,t, a detailed discus-/.,•" a. Sensitivity

" sion of til. optical properties of lenses, spectzal.
b. Resolution filters, reflectance, and image quality.

c. Field of view The collimator is ..sed for simulating an

d. Field distortion object at infinity (or at a lesser Aistance) to
which the LR system under test will be exposed.

e. Speetral response In general, a laboratory model :R collitnator

f. Axes orihogonalitv should have:

g. Tracking rte3 a. All reflective opticz

Sh. Positionirng a .• "? b. Lzi-ge diameter clear aperture relative to

.Sgntal saturution t'.e E stem under test

3. Background discrimnMtion xt m. Lýng focal length relative to the system
Fa -i rtunder test and a zelatively large f/no. (f/10)Sk. Fa•als;&arm rate I

.sd. Preferably, a Herschelian coniiguration1I. Built-in test source calibration !

The image quality of a collimator is a func-
m. Baftle effecvenel tion of surface errors, astigmatism, spherical

n. Mechanical rpferences aberrations, coma, and diffraction. In a setup
where the collimator is larger in d'.smet.-r than

CATEGORIES the IR system under test, resultant diffraction
3-IT#et 1will be due to the diameter of the system

T,.c tývo general categories of tests ar-2identý- aperture and the snheriu-sl aberrations will be
fled as , v.ie 1 and Type 2 and involve t ng., for greatly reduced beca'ise of the resulting higher
de-iations •"om a spediid standard, effective f/no. (The small-diarnetar IR system 1

Type I tests are generaily condtictea in a a sr percure stop for the crilimetor.)

laVbMrory .nAronment using general purpose Coma can be avoiad by using an ,m-axis
S equi:p•-•t of 7.igh :tao~iiy. accuracy, and preci- collimator setup so tha the two critical specifi-S•ctions are sur•face errors and astigniati;-n. When
, Mon. Type 2 tests are generally conducted in the

it is that these be small (i.e., I to 3 SeLfield with s.pcial purpose equipment of accept-
of arc) the collimator wll, for all practicalType 2 equipien.ta ds asociait.ed wiTn it cahijra- purposes, b>ý diffraction-limited when used totion rothier than with any integral retsirence test IR syst.zms whose optical diameter is smaller

stand rwd, than that of Lhe collimator.

The ref'erence for radiation measurements is A large-diaameter collimator will ensure a more
the certif.ed blackbody standard and .afibrated uniform central bundle, and dlso permit transla-
temrn.rature controller. The blackbody, in con- tion and rotaýion of the IR system within the
junction with acc.urte length and angle mess- collimated bundle while avoiding vignetting

Ang instruments, Ls tht" bxsic tool *;,-r the effec.s.
calibration and alignment of all IR optical All refective ocs permit the widest range
ir,•tri mntz. of uniform spectral response, as compard to

3-8.2 LABORATOR'f ?NST'73,F.MNT3 catadioptric or refractive type system•s.
AND TEVC:4M:UE ""'U . four hasic confih,ýv..ations of reflective

3.or,:-.l..AlnrthQ.. are illuitr-ated in par. 3-2. The
three ca-e.s types ha-,e cenrtal obscuration due

A set of gc!ines can be established fcr the to the source havinr, b-en inserted at the focal
Mliection of ,, laboratory IR collimator nr. tle plane, while the off-zxis Herschelian type does
oasis of th,. formation contaiaed in par. 3-2 not.
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Where obscuration does occur, small aperture does not reduce the problem unless Vie shrouds
IR systems should be placed in ..he clear are free of irradiance gradients. At a temperature
aperture area of the collimator. Newtonian of 4°K , the irradiance of a source is P10-9
systems are such that the obscuration can be w/cm2 , several orders above the IR systemi
limited to 1/10 - 1/15 of the beam diameter. sensitivity. Low-emissivity surfaces must be used-
Cassegrainian systems having a large central with care to ensure that no gradients such as the
obscuration are really suitable only for Testing edges of the collimator structure. room corners,
other Cassegrainian systems of equal diameter or ýond the sensor under test are reflected from
systems very much smaller since the obscuration these surfaces as targets of interest.
ranges generally from 1/2 to 1/4 of the hearn
diameter. The lower limit of a ,.kt 'ackground ternpera-

ture can be set at 4.2°K since •!is is the lowest
The Herschelian collimator will provide a temperature background within wi ch the IR

clear aperture at the expense of a smaller system will operate; however, this limit need not
effective f/no. since the aberrations are deter- be realized to provide an accurate test. Since IR
mined by the full lens dian.Ater f/no., while the censor systems are spatially and temporally
u•abie diameter determines the diffractiun limit. seilctive for maximum resporcve to small size
The special testing problems associated with targets, discrihrinatki n against a low frequency,
long wavelength systems are reduced by using uniform beckground will occur.
the Herschelian collimator. Since ambient tem-
perature objects are targets of considerable A target source mounted on a two-axis
irradiance in the long wavelength spectral region cross-slide can be moved readily over a desired
(including the IR system under test) the use of a field of vie. and focus range. Since the focusing
Herschelian collimator will place the system sensitivity of a collimator is the square of the
under test such that it does not re-image onto ratio of the collimator focal length to the focal
itself as would be the case with on-axis colli- length of the system under test, the optimum
mators. Re-imaging in an on-axis collimator focus position of the IR sensor can be tested by
occurs when a point is placed at the radius of defocusing the collimator. For example, if the
curvature of a reflective lens thereby causing the focal length of the collimator is 100 in. and the
point to be re-imaged onto itself. Thus, for a sensor 110i
typical 100-in. focal length collmator, a system sensor focal length is 10 in., then 100 in'
under test placed on-axis at 200 in. from the lens (10)2 = 100, which means that a 1-in. change
would be re-imaged back onto itself forming iS of focus in the collimator is exactly equivalent
own ta,'mt. Furthermore, because of the large to a 0.01-in. change itn focus of the sensor.
depth of focus, a sensible return image would Thus, when it is nov possible to refocus the
result for large variations of this distance and sensor physically, the coijirnator can be re-
would interfere with the test tanget of inttrest, focused for best spatral resolution and com-
Under test situatioits whcre the effectiveness of pared to the sensor rPspcf.",'! measured at an
IR sensor optical baffles are measured by illumi- infinity focris position. A ny raspo.se better than
nating the baffles at various off-axis angles, the the collimator response at infinity focus would
baffle reflections would become an on-axis indicate an improperly focused sensor. The
source of far greater intensity than a low-level exact amount of refocusing required would be
target of interest. The Herschelian, off-axis determined by the collimator focus change times
collimhr or serves to image the sensor onto the the squared focal-length ratio, An increase in the
target Vx-here it can be properly "light-trapped" collimator focal distance from its infinity focus
and thus not bc returned as a signal. position would indicate a shorter-than-infinity

focal distance for the lens under test and vice
In testing long wavelength wide field-of-view versa. With suitable spatial resolution targets,

systems, the facility or enclosure housing the Positioning accracy _0.001 in. is readily
collimator and sensor is critical with respect to achivable.
the uniformity of iiradiance since part of the
facility will be within the field of view of the Wide field-of-view systems can be tested-one
system. The use of low-temperature shrouds and channel at a time-with a narrow field colli-
highly reflective, i.e., low emissivity, surfaces mator by rotating the IR sensor about its
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- entrance aperture, using a precision rotary table placem-nt of the beam is Sd S. tAnl 9 b where•/for angle readout. When the scanning mode of S, = dis~ance of the sensor to the beam t'evia-
the IR sensor requires continuous rotation, a Lng mirror. The beam deviating mirror is, of

beam deviating mirror placid in the collimated course, !arger than the collimated beam due to
bundle can be pivoted to change the directior of its inclination, tierefore, its maximum dimen-
the collimated beam relative to the sensor. (See sion in the direction of rota-Lion of the beam
Fig. 3-144.) The angle of beam deviation b deviating mirror is D.. w e
is twice the angle of mirror rotation A0, since dcot , where0D is

beam position is a reflection of the collimator, the diameter of the collinated beam. This
For moderate field angles (less than 20 dLg) the arrangement will cause the sensor to "walk
IR sensor can simply be rotated. This applies across" the collimated beam dua to the beam
provided the aperture diameter of the sensor is translation. Consequently, nonuniformity of the
less than two-thirds that of the collimator beam, collimated beam . affect the relative response
since rotation of the beam-deviating mirror will of the sens,)r fcr tho same input target source.
traislate the beam over the field so that the full
beam diameter is only usable at one angular A beam uniformity of ±_2 percent can be
position. AX illusirated in Fig. 5-144 the dis- expected %ith a high image quauity collimator

COLLIt!ATED BEAM DEVIATING MIXROR D//
- ~m2 I

PORTION OF BEAM USED IN POSITION 1 M-

Sd = DISPLACEMENT OF USABLE BEAM

b Sdd

S DISTANCE FROM SENSOR TO BEAME

DEVIATING MIRROR (PIVOT POINT)

m2 I

~POSITIONI

DEVIATED
hEAM

FIGURE 3-144. 8esrn-deviating Mirror Schematl Diagram
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using a pinhole target less than 0.1 mrad in aperture will generate a new radiation circle
adiameter. With narrow-field paraboloidal colli- while, at the same time, reducing the
mators, the beam uniformity is very sensitive tri Lambertian radiation angle according to Now far
target diameter while for wide-field collimatori, the aperture is from the cavity.
beam uniformity is a cbaracteristic of the design.
Consequently, for some collimator designs, Since the blackbody is most often used with
highly accurate measurements require that the metering apertures or" spatial resolution -argets,
collimator transmission be determined for each the cavity merely serves as an extended source
size of metering aperture. A change in target for uniformly "illuminating" the legar spaces
diameter of 10 times, i.e., from a 0.1 to 1.0 against which the pin-hole or target is a "silhou-
mrad pin-hole may introduce a 20 pe.rcent e'tp". A larger expanse of uniform backg"jund
relative error in collimated beam flux demsity. ,-ll permit larger targets to be used without
Where the wide field of view of a sensor makes vignetting the Lambertian cone angle.
it impractical to use a simple rotating beam
deviator, the beam deviator car, also be trans- The high level radiant energy from the black-
lated to minimize "walking across" the beam Thd city tend todat theg pn-hole apertures
whieachie vnaubody cavity tends to heat thed
wnnto the point of sensible self-emission, therefore,

3•42.2 Blackbody precautions should be taken to cool the aper-
ture. This may consist of circulating water,

The laboratory blackbody is the i-rradiance making the aperture surface highly reflective, or
standard for iR systern measurements. It consists shuttering the cavity to block the heat during
of a heited cavity that is temperature-controlled standby periods.
by means of a servo loop which senses the error
signal between a monitoring thermometer and a
craibrated temperature control potentiometer. The f/no. cf the coiAiirato- used with the
The cavity is a passive element which, as a blackbody will deterf[AAne the minimum
consequence of its shape factor (cone or sphere), Lambertian cone angle c-quired to fill the
can 9chie% a an emissivity - 0.99 when the cavity collimator aperture. Fcr exampl'2, an f/10 colli-
walls have an emissivity as low as 0.85. The mator with 100-in. focal length and 10-in.
choice of shape factor is as much dependent diameter requires a 13'0 rad (6-<ieg) cone angle
upon ;hi' manufacturer's experieice as upon while an f/2 collimator requires a cone angle ot
person'a, .r.-;'rences. Proportional controllers about 30 deg. The radiant flu! .ensity H. of the
.re t-'.gt to be superior to the SCR type of blackbody is deterenined by its temperature
control b--cause of the tighter control loop and from Eq. 3-195
freedom from electromagnetic intV.rference
(EMI).

* Laboratory blackbodies are availa'le over a
temperature range from 200 above ambient to where
3000'C and down to -10°C with ,he use of an
auxiliary self-contained cooler. The standard e = emissivity
cavity apertures are 1/2 and I in. in diameter u = Stefan-Boltzmann constant,
with a Lambertian radiation over a cone angle of 5.6697 X 10"` w cm"2 -K-4
30 deg. T temperature, °K

Fig. 3-145 is a plot of the iso-flux density
c' irves for a Lambertian radiator which is a cir-le
of unit radius with the radiat.ion target tangent Thus, for a 1°K source temperature and an
to the circumference of this ciucle. In particular, emissivity of 1, the inadiance is H,, = 5.7 X 10"1
it should be roted that equal d'stances from the Iv cm .Wher the size of a metering aperture A
blackbody, over the 30-deg field, do not fall on is included in the calculation
the iso-flux density curve since the blackbody
exit aperture is on the circumference of the
radiation circle, not at its cent,,r. A pin-hole W =ecAT', w (3-196)
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where W ist he total radiation and A is the where
aperture area in cm 2 .

W total rdiation, w
The radiant flux density H, at some point a= angle between the source-pointdistant from the blackoody source is calculated direcioa with the blackbody axis,as i.e., off-axis conditionS... W Cos. a 

W •
j H, W W cm"2  (3-197) For on-axis condition, a = 0, H, =

BLACKBODY CAVITY

".FTI'RING AERTU',U #1 1

LOCUS OF ISO-FLUX
DEW!SITY

CENTER OF
ILAMBERT L N

INTENSITY RADIATIONFLUX DEZIS!TY - AEAREA

I I PRACTICAL LAMBERTIAN
RADIATION ANGLE (300)

METERING APFIr±RJE #2

I, I

LOCUS UF IZ0-FLUX
DENSITY FROM/METERING APERTURE #2

CEN'TER OF "
RADIATION
CIRCLE #!2

RESTRICTED L,ýlERT IAN
RADIATION ANGc;LE (30)

FIGURE 3-145. Laribertian R~di•trion
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D = distance .f ine point from source, i.e., a 100 K dhwge in blackbody temperature
Scm = will re&dlt in a cange of 7.3 X i04 w cnf•.

cj As an example, for T = 1000"K, A = 1 cm',
D"1000 cm, i = 0, ande = 1: *w-si&atr

S10-u )A mechacical chopper is normally used toH -, (1)(b.7 X 0× )(1)(1000" )/[T(lOOO=)]
Eq..0,t -th emodulate the blwkbody energy thereby permit-' = 1.8 X 10"' W cm-1 ting ae ampliimon of tiie detector output or

Eq. 3-196 indicates that the metering aperture allowing th,' .ent& frequency of the IR system
has a direct influence *):, the flux density under test to ue matched. Placing the chopper
according to its area or hi proportion to the between che blaetbody and the metering aper-

* diameter squared. Thus, relative flux densities ture will:
c--i be established in steps of 4X by doubling a:,'a. Provide the ptiper reference for different
the diameter of successive metering aperti.'es. aperture sizes by making the angle s- btended by
For example, starting with a 0.CO1-in. diameter
pin.hole aperture, the ir:adian.e of a 0.002-in. the chopper idcnu.,ca to the angle btended bydiamter perure oul be our ime gre r; the a,,erture. Particular attention should be paid

diameter aperture would be four times geater; to this geometry when testing '-)rq wavelength
0.004-in. diameter aperture ,wuld be 16 atmester p haced be paid
greater; a 0.008-in. diameter aperture would be s
256 times gzaater, etc. system and the aperture may ra~liate mcre

power than tha received through t':e aperture.
Fowever, wheu; !isr - at the focal plane of a Placing the chopper behind t3e aperture will

collimator, this relationship may not hold for result in a flux difference p~rý .)rtional only to
large apernures due to the off-axis aberrations of the relative temperature :4nd t,.ý-is ivity of the
the collimator, therefore, the rtiative flux den- chopper and blac ody.
sity must be calib=•ated. b. Prevent i•dvertent ch.,n, es in the in-

The ideas conveyed by Eqs. 3-197 and c-198 tenoed signal waveshape since a cioprer placed
-- are addition significan'. calibration co.: midera- in front of t- pin hole (located at the focal

tions. noint of the calimator) may result in partial
vignetting of the pin-hole image during the

For sma; temperature differences it is some-
times convenient to calculate the change , coIpix cle
density by uti.g the implicit derivative of Eq. c. The chopper can rerve to shutter and cool
3-195, H = aT". Emissivity e of 1.0 car. be the aperture from the radiatect heat of the
Sass ,*-d, blackbody cav-ty.

4dg 4eaT'aT (3-198) The use of a frequency pick-off on the

TI- -s, for dT = 10IK at T= 1000'K chopper moduLator in conjunction with a
synchronous demodulator serves effectively to

dH- 4 X 5.7 X 10-12 X (101), X 10 increase signal-to-noise ratios. This is a highly
= 0.23 w cm - effective technique for rejecting transients

signals such as po-oer-li.,e ripple. It ai.o permits
dH = 2.3 X I0-' w cm-2  varying the bandwiath from 1000 tn 0.001 Hz

The incremental flux density from an aperture A without changing the Q of t!-* tuizd circuit ur

at a distance D is obtained f:om the derivative of altering the s-i4m level. Thus. 'itr..mely low
Eq. 3-196 as level signals which would otherwise t.e maskýýd

by noise may be recuvered by narrowing the
dil = 4eAA (F 3 ) dT (3-199) bandwidth.

which for T = 1000'K. t = 1, A = 1 cm', 3-.2.4 BIckbodv Usage
D 1000 em, and dT = l(K The standard blackbody in an IR laboratory

dH = 4(1)(5.7 X 10-l')(1)(i0601)(10)/",r(10002 )] facility serves as a standari source of radiation
a:id as P stable unon.. backgrou-d fcr spatial

- 7.3 X i0- w cm-2 frequency measurements.
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As a standard source of radiation, corn- iom , 0
pkiemnted by a set of precision meteing aper 100m0.09
tures, the blackbody establishes a specified fl',x
dar.iMy at a known distmace. The iiradiance cm b. From Table 2-19 k - 12.1 and t. 72.5,
the optical test equipment must be corrected to Therefore, Eq. 3-199 takes the value:
compensate for the effect of the aunospher• t = -13.1 logO0.009 + 72.5
over the pathlength. t=-13.1(- 2.0458) + 72.5

Over the relatL'-ly short p.Jl: :-d, in a
laburatory setup, H2 0 Is the pnr,;rr'J attenua- t 91.3%
ting constituent of Cie atmosphe.i. The c:,"rcc- c. The average percentage of irradiance in the
tion factor discussed in Chapter 2 must be spectral band using a blackbody slide rule as
applied. In correcting for the pathleng~h atten- described in Chapt r 2 is 13.5% - 2.6% 10.9% of
uation by the H3 0 content, the water vapc the totai blackbo,ýy irradiance.
concentration is the measured variabla and the
transflissicl is determikied as d. Thus, the combined spectral and atmospher-

ic effects will result in an effective irradiance that
t - -klogaw + t,, (3-200) is 0.109 X 0.993 = 0.108 ofthe total irradiance.

where The transmittance obtained by these calcula-
tions is an average ratio of irradiance absorbed to

wth precipitable centimeters of water over the irrsdiance emitted over the entire spectral
the pathlength interval -nd is not uniform for each wavelength

k, t. - .!mpirical numerical constants that vary in t:.at spectral band. 'See Chapter 2 for spectra.
with the selective spectral band listed trensmittance data.)

in 
TABLE 3-19. WINDOW REGIONS

The orecipitable centimeters of water can be
derived from Fig. 3-14 -when the atmr'spheric IN THE INFRARED 93

room pressure 6 1 atm and SPECTRAL BAND, k t"
(saturated precipitable wattr vapor cra/km) 0.72- 0.92 15.1 106.3
X (pathlength) X (relative humidity)

Since the equivalent pathlength i- approximately 0.92-1.1 16.5 106.3

inversely proportional to .ie square of the 1.1 -1.4 17.1 96.3
pressure ratio, the data provided in Fig. 3-146 1.4 -1.9 13.1 81.0
can be corrected as required. The corrections are
generally small for distances involved urler 1.9 -2.7 13.1 72.5
!aboratory ci, nditions since at a 1000-ft altitude 2.7 - 4 3 12.5 72.3
the transmittance over a 20-m pathlength, when
the relative humidity is 50 percent, will be 4.3 -5.9 21.2 51.2
reduced by approximately 0.1 percent of the 5.9 -14 ,
transmrnttanL - at zero elevation. - 1 be

For example, determine the radiance of - 'A cm In ".e. 9- !4p bao.nd, sas:zficr1ly be-vod 13i, COI
Fjur',.e 600C blackbody under the foilving beconma a sivfic.trt a3•Jrne' water v3por ,nas"

S ,plat~velv littue absorpi on from 8 - I 1,i as discusSed
conditions: in Chapter 2.

Pathlength: 10 in in 1.9-
to 2.7-micron band For example, de~ermine the irradi-nce of 3

Relative humidity: 45% 1 cm' 600'C blackbdy source under the

Temperature 23Co following cornditions:

Pressure: 1 atm Pathlength: 20 m
Relative humidity: 45•

a. The precipi'abie crn.t.rreters -3f water (from Temperature: 2.
Fig. 3-116, is Pres.ure: 1 atm
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IR

A. Spectral band of interest: 1.9 to 2.7 p Spec"rw bando( interes.t:, . to 27

b. Cm of prxipita.l" water: From Fig. 3-1 4 Temper'.ure: 2.C
I-'.. the precipitable watervapor for 23°C temperature

is fourd to be 2 cm/ku,. For a 20 m pathlength Relative humidity: 45%

and 45% relative humidity, the precipitable water Pressure: I atm

1 20 m •From Fig. 3-146, Table 3-19. and Eq. 3-200, the

2 20 m 0.45 - 0.0108 cm aansmittance r, - 82.26%.
POO M) The blackbody is removed from the cclimator

c. k - 13.1 and r, - 72.5 [from Table 3.191 and the radiometer distance is adjusted so that
the same signal level is measured. If this free-path

d. Pathlength transmittance - 82.5% - [Eq, distance is 2150cm, the collimator bramisivity
3-200] is determined by,

e. Radiance in the band of interest - 0.111
[from radiation slide rule]. t' lgD2 I\L

Thus, the combined spectral and atmosphenic where
effects result in an effective irradiance of
0.111 X 0.825 - 0.0916 of the total radiance D, = patllen4gth through the collimator
of the 1 cm2 600°C source. = 2000 cm

D2 - free pathlength outside the collimator
The transmittance thus obtained represents an f 2150 cm

average over the ent.t-e spectral interval and is no'.
uniform for each wt.-elength in the band, as f, - transmittance over the A, estance
dimc ssed in ChVPter 2. - 82.26%

t2 - transmittance overt the D. distanre *

A blackbodv source located at the focal plane = 81.8%
i of a collimator will be Rtteruated by the reflec.

tivity or transmissivity of the collimator optics. = collimator transmittance
The extent of attenuation can be determined by
direct measurement with a double-beam IR spec- Thus
rl.,ihotometer or alternately by means of a 1

stable radiometer, spectrally band-passed over 6 .2150 26 81.8%
the region of interest. When using a radiometer,
the irradiance level in the collimated beam is first This transmittance of 86.8% for the collimator
meqsured and recorded. Then-without changing indicates an average reflectivity of 95.6% for each
the blackbody metering aperture, spectral filter- of the two collimator surfaces and a cohimated
ing, or temperature-the blackbody is removed blackbody irradiane of t, X t= 82.23 X 86.8
from the collimator allowing the radicmeter to 71.3% of the unattenuated available energy.
be placed at a free-path distance from the black-
body so that the same signal level can be measured Where extreme accuracy is required in a chang-
with the radiometer. ing atrmospheric environment, it may be ;ieessary

t. replace the ambient atmosphere with dry air
As an example, the averrge transmission of a or nitrogen to --as'.re stable an(' repeatable meas-

collimato:- is determined here, assuzding the fol- urements.
lowing conditions:

3-8.2.5 6Midulation Tramtr Function NMTF)Collimator focal length: 300 cm
Mem.rements

Total patl-.length from black- In visual-region optics, MTF can be rmeasured
body to Ir. sensor: 2000 cm by using spatial sinewave radiance targets pro-

Nuaiber of cc limator reflec- duced on a film transparency where the variabiU-
tion surfaces of unknown ity in transmnission over each spatial cyc'e is
r eflectivity; 2 sinuslidal. To perri t -.e measurement of fre-
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%.,erdes approaching the grain size of the slits and IR microscopes. Because of these
trmnsparency, )ptical minification is used such constraints, clear-space bar reticles are u.ed for
t•at the imag3 contains the spatial radiance infrared MTP targets. The reticles are generally
amplitude of the aspect at these frequencies. etched from I mrt-thick beryllium-copper stock.

Film and substrate materials being opaque for The three basic methods of making MTF
most of the long wavelengths of int,.,rest in I measurements in the IR entail the use of (1) a 4
measurements, dictate that particular considera- nonperiodic target (Method 1), (2) a contin-
tion be given to the spatial frequency targets uously varying square-wave spatial frequency
used in the iR. target (Method 2), or (3) a discrete square-wave

In the recording of MTF measurements, the spatial frequency target (Method 3).
irradiance at the image plane is incident on a °
photomultiplier through a narrow slit. Gener- 3..2.5.1 Method 1 4
ally, the slit should be in the order of one-fourth
the diameter of the Airy disc of the system Method 1 is implemented by placing a knife-

under test. Where the rcquired dniension of the edge object in the focal plane of a collimator
slit is impractical, the image is magnified by
tuicroscope optics so that a practical size slit can optics. It can be shown that the recorded raw

be used. data from a knife-edge object and a wide
detector are the double integral of the optical

The relatively low sensitivity of IR detectors line spread-function. Consequently, the second
compared to phot multipliers makes the use of derivative of the raw data is required for
ultra-narrow slits impractical, notwithstanding determining the line spread function. Unfortu-
the practical difficulties of fabricating narrow nately, it has been found impractical to compute

S CONSTAN
SLOPE
DETECTOR
SECTION

CONSTANT
SLOPE
BASELINESECTION •••

STRA IC1T EXrVE ,
CONSTRUCT ION

i?'A-^ E SIZE

FIG-UR 3-141. &oý--or' of jrofe-,evep Crctv'ris Canvp
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these derivatives directly because of the extrxzme using Method 1. The region of interest is the
sensitivity of the second derivative to rainute curved portion of the data (X) which represents

) fluctuations in the slope of the raw data which the minimum circle of confusion of the optical
can be easily distorted by noise. If the ",ourier system under test. The size of the image is
transforms are used however, the MTF can be determined by the scale of the recorded X
computed directly by calculating the transform dimension multiplied by the ratio of collimator-
of the second derivative. The Fourier integral is to.test-lens focal lengths.
less sensitive to noise amplitudes in the raw data
than direct differentiation, thereby, providing a Fig. 3-148 illustrates a typical set of record-•'practical computational procedure for Method 1 Fi.318lusrtsaypcleto cr-

paratia com Wheatio ngl p fmethod 1 ings for five different focal positions at 0.002-in.
S measure-ments. When using t.his method it is focus change intervals. Curve No. 3 represents

recommended that at least 200 data points be the best focus position, as indicated by having
recorded to ensuire an accurate representation of the smallest dimension in X. This curve can be

Sthe optical high-frequency response. used to compute the lens transfer function and
Fig. 3-147 is an illustration of a raw data plot line spread function.

No.1

No. 2

No. 3

No. 4

* a

No. 5

FIGURE 34143. Typicai Knif-ede Rtecfrd for OW~~tr Focus Posif;ons
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-P1

3-.2.*2 MtdW 2 Is mr)portional to the target modulation which.

This method requlz a continuously variable , be o- n an x-y-plotter and/or a
spatial frequiincy target 3canned acrosm the dip-W data acquisition syrtem.

sensor field of Oew. The target, which is "back Since. the target hipix signal is a train of
lighted" by a blacirbody cavity, serves to mod- square -4,,A. wid the optical transfer function is
ulate the irradiance o! the blacikbody spatially. arnalyad ac z sine wave modul•ticn transfer
To ensure that the sideiwsnds generated by this function (YTF), the waveform should be filter-
modulation are below the cutoff region of the ed so that only the sinewave fundamental of the
electronic amplifiera and the response of an moduL-tion is recorded. This can be accompish-
x-y-plotting recorder, the fleid should be ed by a post-rectifier low-pass filter. Several
scanned by the target at a r-latively constant off-the-shelf synchronous-demodulator ampli.
time-rate for each spatial frequency. This implies fiers are available with a wide range of post-
that the physical scan rate should decrease in rectifier filter time constants that can be manu-
proportion to the increasing spatial frequency ally selected to perform the required filtering.
and, to accrmmodate and x-y-plotter of 1 Hz The envelope of the resulting analog r-ecord of
(full- scale) response, the constant time-rate the target modulation will be the MTF of the IR
should be I Hz or slower, system.

This requirement can be met by a target Wnen it is desirable to determine the MTF of'
whose bar and space width decrease at a the IR optics only, the effect of the system's
constant rate, e.g.; with the rate being 5 percent finite width detector must be removed from the
and the first space 1.0 in. wide, the following recorded data, Since the detector function atten-
equation gives the width of the successive bars: uates the F(12) amplitude of the optics MTF ih a

known manner, the data can be readily correct-

1_ ed geometrically on the analog record or by
(10)" means of the computer. Since the detector

where represents a !-- furction, the envelope must beXI
W, width of each bar, in. accordingly corrected.

n = an -integer 34.253 Medwod 3

The second bar, for example, will be The spatial response of an IR systern can be
= 0.94detenrnined simply and dL-ectly when the spec-,

1.05 ified performance is expressed s a percent•ge of
modulatior, at a particular spatial Iffequency.

The third oar will be This met'od requires th, usp of a target having
1 six. rwr-space pzirs co~responding to thes pec•,-d

W3 Yj•-Y5-2 0.9073 in. sti,, f.equency and a wide space correspond-

ing to a zrro mratial frequency'. 'The wide space
wii': pr.'duce 100 percert r'~''.l~ataion and tive

A!.! so on t a -nratic2.i fabrica"cr: limit or txo a -duee 100 p d the r-
limt bvor t:•,h, '-' .. :, -, ,.. .peci fi"I bai .kzpai- pahxg wii! produce the per-

limit beyor;ý; uh-' !,ns cut )To "-2*` A target pc ar. i3oo i, . .-. b . • -. ,,, y A target f. j , .xlu!a nor•. For eaxIa . if the RpP.i-

fiair2ýi.At.' tb.at 75 pervient. rt'odulI,.ion islin~r rate potentioimeter to L.'ieve the desirs.d
P(,-s,'ant teemporal frequency. r_--uircd for a I mrad tawget, then the diynmr-

siois ,,;! each bar And space should cuitend i
7! order for the low-L-equ-ncv elýcctrical mrao at the ('vh..iimator focal piaie; whije the

- to pass through the IP. systpni smpliriers, refearence wkd.. space. i.e., 100 perceMt mcdula-
a constant-speed chopper is required to serve as tion, shoýuld be censidE-rbL±v la~rg- However,
a f-.tit: (reqjer.cy for the spatial target rnod;uia- bcmise in a(Atuai prnm rice, the reference -pace
tion. The chopp'er speed which deternlin.- t•hAs cannot. be -tiAt'ici•'rtly wide to provi`e 100
• mer is se' at some nominal frequerncy withmn pr,,.ent modulaitior•. a sx'ace ",,ih at ttawt fout
tihe ps~bard of the system electronizo-. 7he rir.ws greater cha:t Uhc speci'ned spatial fre, en-
rectfied ,_-.irr1r signal will produce a signal that cy c.;a be utsed and tfe moroul'tion levei o F.he
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Ieference space can be determined from. the lens There ars two caibrkation. mezhuod: (Ii radi-
Sdesign MTF. 1, in the above ezamp"e, the leni orne source and (2) "tr d ý F
were to have %%--n diffractizr.-Umited, then signal. - ..

-Where 1 mrad prcuiuced 75 percenr modulation,
"• 4 nrad woud have produced 95 peaicut rnodna- 3-.3 R oi.• $e€•

.*1 Uation. A,3 a result, the relative amplitude be- a a. ýt I Iiv ih ,i,,
: tween the reference space and the "x bar-spacepairs would be 75/95 = 79 percent provided the The princple of operaton for usming a radi-

detector width did not attenuate the F (02) am- ometric source is that the target flux incident on
S plitud.i, which is not the case for the illustrative the detectors can be cjm•ared witS the incident

example where the detector width is assumed to flux from a precision source. Since the detector
be 1 mrad. responsivity is measured in

Since F(92) vanishes at I/Z mrad and at 1/4 output, V

mind, at 1 mrad the modulation level is only 70 input irradiance, w
percent instead of 75 percent (because of the
detector effect) and 93 percent instead of 95 radiation which produces the same output volt-
9o'rcent at 4 mrad. Thus, with a 4-mrad space age must have the same input power. Once

4.-leeence and l-mrad bars and spaces, the re- having determined by calibration the power and
"ctded modulation would be 7C193 or 75 stability of a test source, detector responsivity
percent. By selecting the reference spatial could be ascertained at will by irradiating the
dimension judiciously, the analog record c detectors with the calibrated source.
provide a direct indication of the specified
modulation. It is also apparent from the exam- 3-8.3 12 Ouhatiiw Ca•j:,%don
pie that m..e should be taken not to pecify Under conditions here it is necessary to
modulation level for 3patial frequencies clos t ense con at the it is tonr -Sensure p-riodeit-yi tha the IR syst-em is func-
the vanishing point of F(P.), i.e., at even) multiples of the detector width. Since the .gpw realrt ie

-' resolut-fo, of an .R syVem is generally limited .Tent and s..lived, a luilt-i tt souxce
by *the detector width. ir A deTrable to ( C erniord.. -
-ze the dimeryiop: cf the bar and spa.e target to a target n Thi permits tand-by .no'ckwat

equal the derettov width (Le., a bar-tktace poir of the sy'tem. Surve radiation waveform andi,
twice as wide a• tbe detector) rA. to .pec.ay che. spectral content are not as entical, thprefc.re, a
reference Ftmce at four times the %-_dth of the stable source 1il permit a one-point u•'ntita.

tive calibrtion. :
QuaLitative calibr ofion o g-w&velcngh sys-

3-8.2 '.A-8OARD CAU.SRATION tows ,an often be lupie.,ntec by viewing
trl.e cl:ratrzn mukps oomibie Me per- pertions of the sensor mowmt or vehicle struc-:,~~~tr andb>•,' siai,.urdings, rbvi.tig posil need Ler- a

"fcrnance evalution of arŽ 111 systemr- during tByre snd .b'batin• the need 1.-p a
O-•ual operation and n'm.y he qualitative or

qut•.alt e ipdepending tn the s.pr..fc inisa&n
qtuirement of the IR systeam.

Quwti.ative aiibration ?. used wht.n preci- A W.ah:e ectronic •.naI of The
1 00 c. can b.,, used to d&enrmine utzi n.-Sian ea inl detectivity suc rang for det-udto. W haie

e:,pected radiometric staýi~ity of the zys:n det

less than the required i:dsicm of measurement'.. the same wavefc.rm. F, ••an .neazr-meni,an or. -6,d signal of 'nkgh-sttability ,can be us,.!d alia tjve information .',n be inferred ;hortmlanor:.hrtrd the radi of.me v rebponsi'ty of tbes the reative de'.•ctiv~ty a -i ruporlse o•, the.
s,-to-a:h p, tedicaely. " dIetecto.r. o Wijce rhanges in detector

day'k-n',ise cunnot be acmirmteld rejat,-d fo •.her

£u•A:::a•ve calibration p-md.es s.d.-to-er.J tetectivity izr rspo;.,*vity for smifl chrnge in
test'.ng re i.cer-.z'*, whether oa not -ta'•Kaem- noibe, t'he ret, hwl •erv. only to judge ItIa
hlic.; are func'.rg, rnlative change --f o:re det.ector to another i a
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m,.,tiple array and to susp,.ct data from detec- The phyrical design of the lamp tilament is
6wh,-4• :I,• exribit large noise varinces. In systems crucial to its use as a test source. The most.
S where 6everl detectors of an array scan the stable design consists of a single coil since It
Mine real target, knowing the actu, 1 amplficr does not exbhhit physical dfisp'acempnt wheini
gain of each cha1nnel will permit data correction heated and it survives greater sh.,-k 'nd vibra-
ard thereby detector calibration. For example, tion loads than does the flat ribbitn or strand
through a cross-comparison of levels, the average filament types.
level of target irradiance can 'be determined The single disadvantage cf zne coiled filament
more accurately than from a single measure- Ty e sinple that the filamentu
ir!en e p i. that the filament ,must be imaged ,ment directly onto a detector or reticle which is
3-8.3.3 Types of BIT' smaller than a group of coils since very small

displacements will change the i'cident Lrradiance
SI I 3-& Lamps of the lamp. Where no practical design can

overcome this condition, a ribbon or stri.id
Tungsten lamps are stable graybody som-ces ilament must be used. In this intance, the

of IA" irradiance spectrally limited by the enve- filament mhould be specially designed as a single

lope material or window material of specially element, coiled at each end of the straight
built lamps. The usable dynamic range of irradi- imaged section to minimize sag and provide
ance is approximately three orders of magnitude isolation from mechanical shock and vibration.
when the !amp is operated from 10 percert to A
130 percent of its nominal rated voltage. Two A controlled, constant--cirrent power supply
magnitudes of the dynamic range are over +- scuree is required to ensure that the lamp
range of 10 percent to 50 percent of the irradiance achicies the highest potential accura-
nomi.nal voltae rating. The lower limit of cy. The irradiance intensity can be varied uy
dyr:arnic range is determined by the required adjusting a referer.,:e putentiometer in the comn-
stitbility since at low voltage/filament tempera- parator circuit of the s!,,pply. In this manner, the I
lures, the ambient enmronment will have a lamp irradiance can be made rclatively independ-
greater effect on the apparent irradiance. (Thus, ent of the environment and the precision of
a stabla, cooled, 'amp housing could achieve irradiance may be expected to be in the order of
another magnitude of lower level irradiance.) I oercent at medium and high levels, decreasing
The upper level is limited by lamp life; however, lje 10 percent at low levels. Where the environ-
since the voltage range from 50 perm-nit o 130 ment is expected to be sufficiently stable to
per.enf of the norinal rating only accouints for ensure the required calibration accuracy, the use
ab•" one-half the magnitude of high-level irra- of low resistance (large conductor cable) and a
dhan e, lamp life is shortened more rapidly then well regu-Liated power supply will be adequate.
iri&idance is increased. Thus an upper long-life
limit of 90 percent of the nominal operating 3 ,-itrs
voltage is recommended foi tunpten lamp Emitter diodes are commonly used. a3 calibra-
.;Ourc, tion sources. Output radiance is preportionai to

Po increze th d- theoed the driving volttge over the specific operating•' n raet e y r.amic raige 'at the iow end n e be o d w ihi t r a h ai g wll rdtcý
Of irradian.-e) neutral ciensity filters, reflectiVe range, beyond which internal heating will r'ducg

diff-_-s, ernh output By reducing the duty cycle, ti-diff,-'•.,%U orIno-l esgd mretering aper-

ture.• :-.-tr be uscA. (Trr J&smissive defuders for output can be increased to the point where the
long w e,1-n. are not practical.ý average heat dissipation is at the operating limit.

Since the frequency response of emitters is in
Th`n glass en,,elopes dG riot greatly attertate the megahertz region. the duty cycle will be

the ,ve ztrai , ce of co-rpner,:ai production lir.ited by the response of the IR system. With
mN•ue ns thi-refore, .;h.ýe &!P 1y far the dc oi sine wave ac voltage, a dynamic range of
most reiiable and Wtiform sour-.. availa-is. two orders of magnitude may be realized,
Who'n a soecial em'ei,•pe is requir.d,, extensive Cooling of the diode will permit doub',ing of the
testing is ece.zary to satisfy the urnifornmiiy- output at the high-level end while lowering the
i.e., interchang.hbity, and reliability desifn dut- cyclo, wil! permit an increase of another
reqyi~Mremerts, one to two orders of magnitude at th, high
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-i.ted by the- peak breakdown voltage of ~which isaprimty30o1)cnb
OWI~ diode. increased at the low-level, end by metering

TX.'Aid~sareparicuarl sutabe werea perturas and neutral density filters. The ýtern-
Tl'a a Aodf are systeums, dtiod bes a phvlde a cp~ esstevltg rpars h

coma~. moulaed oure I reuL'ed.Sine ~ peru t~re Ii controlled by means of a feedback
bmnrdvIdh of the diode response is several hetrlmet
hundred times greter than the usuial eloctrical

Mrid-ast o IRsysemsdioe* an rulide Recen~tly developed miniature blackbodies are
brigttitem with virtually any required modula- much larger than miniature lamps and diodes.
tion waviet-~m at any desired detector amplifier have relatively more complex e~ectronlc control-
conter fr4uency. lers, and require severail minutes to reachr Tyica emtte ewoutpt a 25 rages ambient temperature after having been turned

fro 10to 0 w a a 0~wie bnd olff. They are particularly useful in providing a 1
j: centered at 6650A. Modulation rise-times ar re!s&tively large uniform source of blackbody

can e icresedto 00 wwhe opratd ~ peratures lower than 100C of the set point.
mn the onresdeof1 to 100 w hnnoser.atedk pw data bliyof .1* Thi n is repeadeilyo achievterd -4 low duty cycle of 3 X 10'4. Other emitters a tbrteo .Ccn eraiy civd

f ava~lalble for operation in the 4-micton region. ".-2 Mfdla of 84Ackbody hadistion
Because of the wide variety of emitters -Ad thef rapid advances in emitter technoloky, manufac- Coaitinuous sources of radiance such as lamps

rturers sh' %.;ld be consulted for assistance. and blackbody cavities require mechanical inter-
Be~cause the emitter output is in a narrow freuetin ortohation ofhi thei emletialo bat as

and relativei.' short wavelength JR spectral frqec ht Dsithidte eletisincabandpaeK I ~band, its use as a calibration source must be by of the IR. systeii Doe msso cnb
direct radiation of the detectors to be calibra itritdeeti-ly ntt! rsnsn
ted. i.e.. without having to pass through any spca mehnc\coiertnsneteshr aeegh uoffles purpse of the inoculatior. is the same for all

types of BITS. The specific method usrxAi for
Where the itystem filter also serv--s &s a modulating BITS rn!st be determined by the JR

window -f the cooled detector cryostat, the systemn 'lesign and calibration requirementes;
emitter can be mounted within the cryostat, therefore no single d~ign can be expcct~ed to be

which wlPl then also serve as a total integrator of universally appi~cable.

tie eitte enery. * The principle of operation and~possible appli-I3-&".3.23 Blackbody Sources *cation of several different modulation methods
is described in general tm-ms. In addition, the

The temperature-controlled blackbody cavity rsader is. ieferred to a general discussion ofis an excellent calibration source where space chopper mod-ltr ot~e npr 3-823.
and eigh ca be ccomoda~l.There are three general types of BITS choppers:

Miniature- blackbodies approximately 2 in? in (1) transmissive, (2) reflective, and (3) combined
v volume are comsner..'ially available with compact t7nsi~nilive-reflective.

controllfr, approximately 8 in? in volume. Tpclo h rnmshecopri h
Becase f te smll aviy ~ne. he xitsimple slotted, opaque, rotary disc placed be-

aperture ib limited to 1/16 in. in diameter and tween the BITS and the detector so as to
operating temperature up to 6000 C. Special alenaly pass ttnd block the energy from the
designs can generally be Implemented to accom- BITS. The duty cycle and waveform isamodate special configuration and temiperature function of the~ rela~.ive dimzensions of the slots,

requremets.the opaque area, and tbe size of the BITS. In
K>Because o.' their small mass, blackbody tem- general, a square wave is approached when' the

p.vratutvs can be rapidly changed, requiring no BITS1 is small relative to the slots, and a sine
Smorc than 2 to 3 minvtes to stabilize- for wave is approached when the slots and the BITS

temprature changes from one extreme to the are circles of the sanie diameter. The average
other. The dynamic range of the output flux frequency of the chopper is the speed of disc
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rotation multiplied by the number of slots. calculated values may resul, depending on how
wi•ht, be used also to modulate the BITS modeled and analyzea.. Realistic evaluation of

provided an ancillary oFtical system can be target parameters during lhboratory experiments
devised to image the BITS onto the reticle. entails simulating the target radiance level, spa-

til extension, spectral distortion, etc.
The reflective chopper is a two-sided, mirror-

surface slotted disc so placed as to alternately The factors to be considered in the anaiysis
reflect Mhe target signai and 1dee xITS = on, pend upon the particular calibration require-

the detectors. The slotted segments are generally ment. Thi" may involve knowing one or more of
,ifform in order tc provide symmetry between. th,- fullowing:

7 the two signal sources. Reflective choppers ar, 1. Absolute level of radiance in the spectral
.,. also considered when the BITS is required to band of interest for each level of power input to

scan across the detector so as to approximate the BITS
the scan of an actual target. In this manner, an 2 The a
effort is made to provide an accurate simula- io nm
tion of the real target waveform at various levels the source object
of irradiance. The scanning chopper is generally 3. The transfer fune.!on of the source optics
a cube (or other multi-sided reflector) that 4. The optics transmission
sweeps a reflected image of the BITS across an
imaging calibration lens, or directly across the 5. The t' ismission path losses
detector. The waveform is determined by the 6. The spatial transfer function of the de-
size of the BITS aperture, the focal distance of s lfu n h
the lens, and the line spread function of the lens.
By varying these physical dimensions, a wide 7. The temporal transfer function of the
variety of BITS slopes can be produced. detector amplifier chain

Combined transmissive-re/lective choppers 8. The parameters affecting the characteris-
consist of a mirrored-surfacc slotted disc ar- tics of the data gathering system transfer func-
ranged so that the '1ITS is ah ernately reflected tion
onto the detectors and the target signal is passed 9. The environmental effects on eacit of, these
through the open slots. Gvni.rally, to provide factors
symmetry of the two input signals, the slotted
disc will be uniformly spacsd. This type of The physical method of calibr-t-,n is univer-
chopper can be used in null typae radiometers. sally applicable to all IR ;acems. It entails the

The BITS signal in a null radiometer is varied following proced-:
to mat-h the levei of the ýawet signal. A null 1. The ih system is aligned to a collimated
will res-ilt when the average -ner-gies of the two blackbody.
signals are equal. 2. A system output voltage is recorded for

various levels of blackbody radiance at a fixed
3-8.3.4 Calibration of BWTS aperture size.

In general, reliance on analytical methods to 3. A system output voltage is recorded for
determine the absolute level of irradiance from- arious levels of BITS radiance.
each detector channel of an !R system is
unsatisfactory because of the multiple varirbles 4. '.he BITS calibration is then the known
in the path between the BITS and th-ý detector. radiance of the blackbody stendard for each
Nonetheless, analytical calculations are require,: corresponding output voltag,2 level of the IR
to establish parameters for selection of indi- 3ystem.
vidual components, lenses, chopper-modulator, 5. Each channel of a mnultichannel system
power source, heat loads and source size, and to r-quires an independent calibration for errors
establish parametric levels against whi-.h the dc to:
physical calibration can be che-?ked. Differences
in the order of 10 to 50 percent F the (iO Differences in size of the ta.et
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9- n 7 7 1 i1in enin -1-9- ANCILLARY IR CoMPONENTS ANDeEMI 
REJECTION TECHNIQUES(c) Differences in channel response of a

j) eo mutichannel system 
The material in par. 3-9 concerns the variousk (d) BITS variability electromechanical components associated with

iifounting and aiming IR sensors, monitoringcaiFrom the sensitivity anaaiysis, factors ffectng heir output, and protecting them from direct
1 calibration ~can be evalamted and an estimate of exposure to snih ialteeeto

the calibration accuracy cn be made.nf
•, malefic interference and it3 attendant,

cIth %OUTER 
AZIM.UH

GIMBALi

*OPMACL SYSTEmINSTANTANE OS

FIElD OF VIEW

i " ,I

OPTICAL 
(ARROWS INDICATE

.PACKAGE 
G.MBAL FREEDOM)

INNER

S~ELEVATION

SAXIS

" ~~G IMA•L "
SUPPORT
STRUM~t •.•

FIGURE 
S-Y4O CoUcp~ja Layojr of Two-axis GimbaI ,mm d4y
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,.problems aredi;msed with respect to ;tr effect Threoe asitable mezbod maust be used for

on electrical and elesctronic systems used with IR pointing the IR sensor of such a system with the
equipment. necessary accuracy. The gimbal serves this pur- k

pose by supporting the sensor on whatever
3.9. GIMALSplatform it is mounted and controlling the
3-9.1 IMBALSangular _position of its boresight axis. Some

Nearly all IR. systems for the military are used gimbals used in term-Anal guidance systems may
to perform search, track. or measurement func- be required to operate over a range of only a few
tions or combinations thereof. In each case the dtgrees, while others such uis those used with
field of view of the system is usually small in search sets may be requircad to cover a full
ordei: to achiev~e the high sensitIvity required. 360-deg azimuth.

OUTER AZIMUTH AXIS

OPTICAL SYSTEM

INSTANTANEOUS

0-BALE FREEDOM)

PACKAGE f

STRUCTURE

TRANSIATION AX;IS

FIGUIRE 3- P70. Cor,'..,jrual LaVCoJ, of Three-,exis Gimbial A tvmbty
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, .In the case of the two-axis gimbal (Fig. 34149) .window wle:used to. pr0oide iecs obstructed-•

thre bresight axis of the optical package can coverage of the ,leld of view. Fig. 3-150 illus-
move in either or both directions. Some special ra a g to ha oe l au ctd
requirements may dictate the use of more than two rotational axes. Systems having four degrees
two independent axes (Fig. 3-150). For exam- of freedom (two rotational and two transla-
•le, certain optical systems operating from tional) haive been'built 94 for the,purpose of
"inside an aircraft must track point-source targets minimizing blockage.
through the aircraft windows. Consequently,
when the line-of-sight to the target describes a The design of a gimbal system usually begins
large angle with respect to the center line of the with the definiion of the applicable coordinate
tracker-aircraft window, there is a possibility of system and assocated terminology. The system
"radiation blockage due to the finite size of the requirements--ie., tracking accuracy, trackingSwindow. 1., order to minimize t"i blocking, rate, and acceleration--rust then be estab-

gimbals capable of translating parallel to th3 lished. Next, components are selected and the

z

TARGET1~

B

OB BORESIGC-T AXIS
.•=BORES IGHT AXIS WITH RESPECT ro !NS7'XRU•hNT PLATFORM

e , TARGET ANGLE WITH RESPECT TO INSTRUMENT PLATFORM
AZ jAZIMTH

EL - ELEVATION

FIGURE 3-151. Relationship of Gimbel and Target Coct6fy3t
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system jr a•aulyzed and modified, if required, to gimbal of a tracker, thereby, slavirg the mess-
ersure that the systerm meets the performance urement system to the tracker. The angle rneas-
requirements. urement circuit in the feedback loop provides

the position angle of the boresight axis with
3-9.1.1 Coordinate Systerm respect to the platform. The program and

boresight axis position signals zre compared to
Fig. 3-151 illustrates a typical gimbal coor- orodich ai pos signals T re ompared to

dinatepoduce an error signal The error signal is thenfixaed to .The plat orminatn wshthem is amplified and applied to a motor which drivesfixed to the platform upon which the IR system tebrih xstwr h agt h odo

will be mounted. Line OB rmpresents the bore- the boresight axis toward the target. The load on
the motor consists of the 'optics, detector(s),

sight axis of the IR sensor (usually the center of co nsist s of theo, d eteor
the field of view). Angle 0 denotes angles of OB cooling system if required, and usually part of
with respect to the platform and 8 denotes the electronics. These components are describedin pars. 3-2 through 3-05. Often, the search
angular coordinates of the target with respect to pars 3- o ug 3-si oftent search

the latorm.Thesubsnpt AZ nd L deote pattern in one axis is a constant angular rate,azmthe pandr elevan s spctively. A d dent and a rate feedback is used as illustrated in Fig.azimuth and elevation, respectively. 3-153. Here, a constant angular rate 0 is gen-

3.9.1.2 Servo Loop erated by a constant command input.

Fig. 3-152 is a diagram of a typical servo loop Fig. 3-154 is a diagram of a typical servo loop
used for poeidoning the gimbal used with a used with a tracking system. The reference input
typical IR search or measurement system. The is the target angle 0 and thl output 0 is stiil the
program source ger.erates a signal which the boresight Pxis. The processing portion of the
boresight axis is to follow. In the case of a 'tracker generates signals which correspond to
search system, the program signal would de- ths position of the target in the field of view. As
scribe a search pattern. In a measurement before, these signals are used to drive the
system, the program signal might come from the boresight axis toward the target.

G IMBALr - - - ... . . . .- '
PROGRAM ERi&OR TRU

I ANGLU
--- -- -- -- --

FIGURE 2- 52. Servo Loop for Searh or Measurement Syrtem
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FIGURE 3-154. Servo Loop for Tracker
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3.9.1.3 Specdfirvtlons Solving for E(s)

The purpose of a gimba' is to cause the P.
boresight axis of the instrument mounted ther- E(s) (3-204)
on to conform as closely as possible to the i+G(s) (....4)

direction provided by a zommnnd signal input. Using the final value theorem"
The performa,,ce criterion of thL gimbal is
usually specified in terms of the error between s R(s)
the boresight axis and the command signal. lir e(t) = lir sE(s) li 1 + G(s)
Because the input and output of the servo are t-- s-.0 s-0 1

time varying, tCe error is also a time varying
quantity; consequently, the error specification (3-205)

" usually includes a transient specification ana a .. °

steady-state error limit. Eq. 3.2n5 d.scribes the xteady-state error
which rernains aftPr all the transients have be.

3-9.1.1 1 Steady-sutp Errors come negligibly small.

For the simple servo Io. p illustrated it, Fig. The inputs R(s) normally used to specify the

3-155, the ransfer function is given as the system performance are
Laplace trai' forn, of the response of the system 1. unit step R(s) = 1
to a unit impulse function (6 function). The
following equations describe the system: 2. unit rap R(s)

1
3. unit parabolic function R(s) s=

E(s) R(s) - C(s) (3-201)

C(s) E(,)G(s) ',3-202) For mrast &ibals the input and output signals
represent ar.gular positions such that: the unit

where step input -orresponds to a sudder, shift in the
) = place transform of the input angular command; the unit ramp is a sud-

Estn appli,-ation of a constant angular rate or
Laplaertrans fm o velocity -;mma•d; and, the unit parabolic func-

R(s) = Laplace transform of the tion is Lhe sudden appication of a constant
input signalinpu: ignalangular acceleration.

C(s) = Laplace transform of the
output signal Sub'stitutinj the unit step for R(s) in Eq.

G(s) = transfer function of the 3-205
system

Solving for C(s) lim sE(s) = lim 1 + G(s)- + limG(s)
S -•J s'*O

G(s)R(s) s-3C
1 + G(s) (3.206)

R~s) E(s) [ C(s)

G [ (s)

FIGURE 3.155. Servo Looo Diagram
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Substituting the unit ramp K- lim . G(s) acceleration constant

im "8) m - lir"m 1 The transfer function can be written in gen-
8-.0 0 1+ G(s) G(s) eral fact.red form as follows:

"(3,207) G('s) -z)(s zP)s
($ + PZ )(a Z2 )(s + ; 3 )...

Substituting the uni' "'z'u" lic function ( -209)
(:'-209)

8=, The value of n in Eq. 3-209 reveals a Ljrat dealV lir SEW lir of information about the steady state charcter-
, 80 2,-0 1 + G(s) nim s' G(s) istics of the sy. tem. For example, ifs-• 0

(3-208)
The values derived in Eqs. 3-206 through K,' lim G(s) Z1= Z3 (3-210)

3-208 are defined as error constants- P-0 P P3p...

K4 - limr G(s) - position constant and K, has a finit', non-r-ero value. A system in I
Ss-*0 which n - 0 is known as a T-,pe 0 system. For

a Type 0 system the steady-state error is givenY, - lira s G(s) v'elocity constant by Eq. 3-206 and results in a finite non-zero
s-0 v,,ue.

OUTPUT C7. MT OUTPUT• K~ v a FOR UNIT FOR UNIT FOR UNIT
P STEP IN RAMP IN ACCEL. IN

0 K 0 0 ..

1-K

KK 
_ _

a /

FIGURE 3.-56. Error Can. rants and Retponsre of Type 0., 1, nd /Ser.vos
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Calculating K, for a Type 0 system constant rate. The search rate is usually impor-
tant in determining the spectrum of the detector
output which in turn determines the filtering

tK, - irm s G(s) 0 (3-211) required. Thus, the servo specification is often
8 -0 expressed in terms of a maximum error allow-

able while the gimbal moves at a constant rate.
For a Type 0 system, Eq. 3-207 shows that the This describes the role of a Type I servo system
steady-state error for a unit ramp input is in- and also determines the velocity constant re-
i finite. quired. As indicated in Fig. 3-156 the output

rate is not equal to the input rate for a Type 0
Systems whose transfer function (Eq. 3-209) system.

show n - I and n = 2 are known as Type I and N
systmsrespctiely.Theerro ctnistntsand The specifications governing lIR systems used! ~~~~systems, respect.-,;ely. The error cunstants and fotrcigoenmpsacntntoiin

steady-state errors for Type 0, I, and II systems for tracking often impose a constant position

are illustrated in Fig. 3-156 to permit direct error with a constant input rote. Here again a
compa~ison among the different types of sys- Type I servo system would be appropriate.

tems for various inputs. However, there may be additional considerations
involved. For example, if the tracker has a very

IR sensors used with search systems often are small field of view, the signal-to-noise ratio may
required to perform a search pattern at a be seriously degraded when the target is even

* II

1.8 --.. .

- - - 0.10

S=0.25

/ 0. 50

0 1
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 3 9 10

W t
n

2

FIGURE 3. '57. Servo Resoonse of - +2 U to Unit Steo

Input for Various Damping Fa "Iors
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slightly off center. Thus, it may be desirable to
use a Type II servo in order for the tracker to
operate at a constant velocity wih zero steady-

S• ' state-error.

IR systems used with measurement equip-
ment may vary considerably in the performance

,• required. For a simple IR camera, a Type 0

system may be sufficient if its function is merely
to position the camera and if tracking of moving
targets is not required. Many measurement
systems may be slaved to a tracker which is
tracking a mov.ng target. These usually re-iuire a
finite position error with an input rate. Still i *
others which have an extremely small field of

view may req:cie a Type II servo for the same
reason as in tracker operations.

, 3.9.1.3.2 Transient Respons e 7

SUsually the response of a servo system is
largely controlled by a few poles which deter-
mine the low-frequency characteristics of the
transfer function. Thus, servos are often speci- I
fied by natural frequency and damping ratio.
The closed-loop response of the system is

calculated by solving Eqs. 3-201 and 3-202:

C (s) G(a) (3-212)
R(s) 1 + G(s)

If is assumed to be represented by a
R(s)

second-order equation, it is convenient to write
it in the form

C(s) . + (3-213)SR(S) 82 + 2tw.s + w2,

* -where

= damping factor

,, - resonant frequency

Then the response of the system to a unit step
function input is expressed as

s((s + 2 :w (3-214)

Tn. output signal C(t) is obtained by taking the
inverse trrnsform of Eq. 3-214

SI1

C(t I--- + "sin V t - Tan' (3-215)

n .ich is plotted in Fig. 3-157 for various values
of the damping factor .
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FIGURE 3- IS& Ovenfhoot vs Darmping Fjoctor for S•cond-ord• Systimn

It can easily be seen from Fig. 3-157 that for A typical specrication requirement for a I
small values of t the output response reaches the servo system might be for a maximum of 10
input value of unity much faster but it also percent overshoot and may also require that the
overshoots more. The overshoot, versus damping output be within 10 percent of :ts bteady-state
factor is plotted in Fig. 3-158. Thus, a com- value when a unit step-input within I sec is
promise must be made between a fast initial applied. Fig. 3-158 illustrates that a dampingresponse and more oveGrhoot. A v5Oue ofot f factor of -0.6 wil meet the overshoot specifi-

gretter than 0.8 usually results in a loop gain cation. Insrpolation in Fig, e-15e7 shows that
which is lower than required while values less for 0.6 the amplitude f r achm u 0.9 a1
than about 0.5 usually make a system excessively pcet o2.3 Thus for t = 1 seo, the resonant
oscillatory and subject to instabiity. Thus a c m- quency whn = 2.3 rad/secp
value of e of a ro t 0.6 or 0.7 represent ft a

satisfactory cor-'.or,•ise. From Eq. 3-215 it can 3-9.1.4 Design Considerations
be seen that the first maximum in the response Usually the servo design and the procurement

isat w, t - of certain components must be started before
7777 a =the IR system dcsign is complete. Thus, certair
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estimat .s must be made on which to base the - ccordine to Ref. 96 the moment of inertia
° servo design. T hese estimates generally include: J., of a thin-walled hollow cylinder is
) 1. The moment of inertia of the gimballed Q2/ _

.... package J, - + -- slug-ft2  (3.216)S) / ckage (.. .o 2 12 • , .. .

!/ 2. The maxiraum acceleration required where

SyOther system performance specifications m mass, siug
which are required in the servo design and which
are usualiy available from the system specifica- r - radius, ft
tions include: 2 = length, ft

1. Angular accuracy
The volume of the hollow cylinder is approx-

2. Maximum angular rate imarely V,, - 2vrtie where t, is the thicknes'.
3. Accuracy at a tracking rate The density of aluminum is 169 lb/ft3 (Ref. 97).

WoThus, the cylinder would weigh 7.35 lb and irsWhether the IR system is to be usadi in perform- aswudb023sg.Sstuintee

Sing a searmh, track, or measurement function values into P4I 3-216, J,,j - 0.032 ft-lb-sec'.

the target motion usually determines these three The moment of inertia of the 2-lb load& at the
system specifications. If the potential target is ends is 0.0313 ft-lb-sec2 . Thus, the total moment

stationary, the information which satisfies spec- ax inertia is 0.0633 ft-lb-sec2 . Since this is only
ifications 1 and 2 may be sufficient. For systems w es-imate, a value of J = 0.1 ft-lb-sec2 will be
-which are required to track moving targets, data used.
for all three are reqviired.

3-9.1.4.1.2 Acceleration

3.9.1.4.1 Example Design Problem In general, the maximum acceleration must be

SIn the, paragraphs which follow, a typical sufficient to satisfy all of the requirements
design problem consisting of a dc torquer wit-h imposed on the system. The requirement of 100

tach generator feedback will be solved to illus- mrad/sec in 0.05 sec requires an accelerationS.....rate of 2 radlsec2.
trate the application of some of the design and r
analysis techniques. The specifications selected 3-9.1.4.1.3 Component Selection
include a tracking accuracy of 2 mind while,
tracking at 100 mrad/sec, and the ability to The main consideration in the selection of a
attain a rate of 100 mrad/sec in 0.05 sec. torque motor is the maximumn to:que required.

For the system with a maximum acceleration of
3-9.1.4. 1. 1 Moment of Iner'tia 2 rad/sec' and a moment of inertia of 0.1

9.-.b-s.2 ,o o a maximum torque of 0.2 ft-lb is
The moment of inertia estimate is based on a -ea•uired. However, it is usually desirable to

simple tracker having a 6-in. diameter aperture select a motor whose torqu, capability is several
optics and consisting of an 8-in. diameter 1/4-in. times the maximum required. One reason being
thick, 1-ft long aluminum cylinder with 2 lb of that, in the Pez17 stages of design, it is very
"•quipment at each end. The 2-lb weight at eactt difficult to predict accurately the nioment of
end is intended to keen the gaimbafcu. l pazkage rert-a which is a factor that can easily increase

balanced. Mass unbalance is so unde'-rable chat substantia~ly. Also sysems with a high-velocity
provisions are usually made for adding small constant usually require wide bandwidth opera-
weights to thhe gimballed package after the tion in order to achiev-e high gain while still
construction is completed in order to achieve maintaining the ;equired system stability. Since
precise balance Any mass unbalance will appear bandwidth is relatwd to the torque-to-inertia
to the servo loop as a torque disturbance, ratio, it is desirable tr select a motor with the
thereby, causing errors in the loop. Further- necessary high torque rating. For these reasons,
more, the tornue disturbance input to the servo a motor rated at I ft-lb vould be used.
loop is directiy proportioral to any g loads According to Ref. 93 the spe:ifications of a
imposed upon the system. typical motor are as foUowF:
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S7 ... . . .~~~~17. .... ... .. .. . ......... .

Maximum torque 1 ft-lb T ]
Torque constant KT 0.23 ft-lb/A AJL

G(s) R(3K218)"Backemf Ka 0.31 V/rad/sec A8s - +3
Winding resistance R 4.3 ohm L. + J,
Winding inductance L 0.01 H (henry)
Weight 1.6 lb This is ossible if-o- which is true for
Moment of inertia J.oT 0.27 X 10-3 ft-lb-sec2 l JR
Friction torque 0.02 ft-lb most dc motors.

The first block of the diagram shown as Fig. For purposes of the example problem, spatial
3-159 represents the electrical circuit of the rate is not involved; therefore, a tachcxnr.tpr
motor. The term RT is the sum of the resist- generator will be used in the analysis. A typical
&aices of the motor and the output resistance of tachometer generator has the following spec-
the munplifier. Since the output resistance of a ificat'ns:
typical amplifier is about 0.2 ohm, RT - 4.5
ohms. The term I, represents the motor induct-
ance. The next block represenis the conversion Voltage sensitivity K0  1 V/rad/sec
of motor current into torque. The summing Generator resistance RG 215 ohms
junction allows the application of a disturbance Generator inductance LC 0.28 H
torque. The next block represents the conversion Weight 13.5 oz
of torque into output angle. The term in the Moment of inertia Jrc 0.028 oz-in.-sec'
feedback path is the application of the back emf Friction 2 oz-in.
to the voltage input to the motor.

The equivalent circuit of a tachometer generator
The complete transfer function of the motor is shown in Fig. 3-160. The block diagram of

is calculated Fig. 3-161 shows the tachometer generator in

K ~r Laplace transform notation. The load resistance
0 JL (2) R1 presented to the tachometer generator is
e + R8JL KTJ (- 7 usually made large in order that the electrical'

L JL pole RL, +R 0 will be very largc and most -if thOý
L

where 0 =fi output torque angle, rad voltagc K0 (r )will appear at the output. !'or

the example, if RL = 50 kohm, tho electrical
e = input voltage disturbance, V pole u- the tachometer generator will be

It is convenient to factor Eq. 3.217 into the 17&,000 rad/sec, which is well beyond the range
following form 'Df the other poles in the system.

u

e T (TRUEs2 (NLE

(VOLTAGE) ________________
Bi

FIGURE 3.159. Block Dia,-,mn of dc Torque Motor
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FIGUIE 3-161. 81ock Diagram of 7-whormmr Genwraror
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I
3-9.1.4. 1.4 Anolysis

In order to illustrate some of the analysis
methods, the system shown in Fig. 3-162 will be
analyzed, and the gains K, and K1,. will be set
for proper operation using the root locus
method.

3-9.1.4.1.4.1 Rate Loop

The system represented in Fig. 3-162 has two
loops. The inner (rate) loop is such that for a
constant input R., a constant output rate c(t)
will be obtained. This loop can also be used to
obtain a constant-velocity search pattern. In this
analysis C(s) is the Laplace transform of c(t), the.,
two terms conventionally used for frequency
domain and time domain, respectively, in elec- A
trical engineering.

The first step in the analysis is to set the gain
K2. The closed-loop response for the inner (rate)
loop is

C(s) K 2 G(s)
ZR2 (s) 1 + K 2 G(s)K0 s 3

Now substituting Eq. 3-218 into Eq. 3-219,
we have

C(s) K, K -Kr/(JL)

R2 (s) s{(s+ R/L)[s+ KeKT/(JR)] + KKTKG /(JL)}

Now substitute the values, previously given,
for the motor and tachometer generator, and the
moment of inertia from par. 3-9.1.4.1..

RR

FIGURE 3-162. 8. "c:k Diagram o'f System in Example Problem
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0.23K7
C(S) 1 0.1(0.01)

R 8 8 + ' 1-3 s+ 0.31(0.23) 0.23(1)KI
h (s 0.001 0.1 (4.3) 0.1 (0..01)

- 230K 2
s(s + 430)(s + 20K.1) 4 230K2

"- • 230K,

W = s~ + 430s+ 71,3 + 230K2 )

"The-root locus is shown in Fig. 3-163. If we
assume a damping factor of • = 0.707, the corn-
plex conjugate poles are at a --215 ± j215. in
thi. case the -nc st direct way to solve for K2 is
to note that the denominator of the right-hand
side of Eq. 3-219 is of the form ;tfs 4- 01) + 3)]
with a- 215, 0 = 215 which gives a value of

k K, = 405.
S• ~~Thus "

h•us 230(405) (3-220)

R 2 (8) s[(s + (215)2 (3')21''

9.3 X 1i0S: = 7[(s + 215T ''1 (215)' ]

0 •" In order to get an ioaa of the transient response

- ot Le rate loop, let R2 (s) --. This is a step

J function whose amphitude wilt command an out-
put rate of 100 mrad/sec.

C s = (0.1)(9.3 X 104 )
f s (s + 215)' + (215)' (3-221)

It is more illustrative if the output rate 6(t) rather
than the output is plotted. Since sC(sl is the
transform of 6(t) then Eq. 3-221 can be written

asi ~(0.1)(9.3 x 104,

sft(s + 215)2 + (215)2] (3-222)

'• aking the inverse transform

d(t) =0.1[1 + 1.41e-21 sin (215t - 135°):

(3-223)

Eq. 3-223 is plotted in Fig. 3-164.

It is also important to know the transient
response of the motor torque. Since torque is
Jd'(t),therefore, from Eq. 3-222 we find
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f, £[T~t)] A M) (t)) 2.1
= (0.1)(0.1)(9.3 X 10)

( 2 15) + (2 15)' (3-224)

j. The inverse transform ' is o

71t) - 4.32e-21 sin (215t) (3-225)

Eq. 3-225 is plotted in Fig. 3-164. The maximum
torque is 1.4 ft-lb, indicating that a s'tep function

*, input of 100 mrad/sec saturates the system
slightly.
3.9. , 4.1.4.2 Position Loop

Next, the root locus of the o,, cr position !oop

is drawn (Fig. 3-16.5). The polF.s of - become

the open loop poles of the ovter loop.

In crder to obtain reasonabiy high gain with
reasonable stability, the value of • 0.607 is
selected, resulting in poles a. v ='-130 ±jT70.
The closed-loop response for the outer loop

S~C(S)
is-using the value of R2• from Eq. 3-220 since

R2 (S)
the rate loop has already been analyzed-

{_ [- 9.3 X 10 4IK,
C(s) = s(s2 + 430s + 9.3 X 10W)

R, (s) + 9.3 X 10 4'K.

A'+430s +9.3 X 10 4 )!: 93000K,

=s + 430 + 93060s + 93000K,

(3-226)

In order to obtain a reasonably high gain with
reasonable stability, a value of • = 0.707 is
selected which results in complex poles at
s - 130 ± j170; therefore, it can be writen

(a + a)[(s + 130)' + (170)' 1 = (s + a)(s' + 260s + 45900)

Then, by dividing s` *- 260s + 45900 into
s3 + 430s' + 93000s-4. 930C0K1 = s + 170. Also,
93000K, = (45900)(170) and K, = 84. Now the
total closed-loop response can be written as

C(S)_ 7.9 X 106
RC (s) (5 + 170)[(s + 130)1 + (10)(3-227)

from which velocity corstanm of the system i .
calculated as

K.. JimsK, C(s) - 84

s-2 O 1 3(s) G

i-•
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The result is better than the value of 50 required
. by the specification of 2 mrad accuracy while

trackimg at a rate of 100 mnrad/sec.

Note that for a tracker, the gain component K,
would conpist of the errer processing or that
part of the optics, optical filtering, detectors,
and 2lectronics that converts the angular error
into voltage. In general, this part of the system
will include at least one pole which is likely to
be closer to the origin than the'complex poles of

Although this could affect the design
A2 (a) "
cunsiderably, the principles would remain the
same. The poles of the error processing in a
tracker are usually made as close to the origin as
pohsible to minimize the bandwidth and, there-
fore, maximize the signal-to-noise ratio. But for

the servo design, it would be convenient to place
the poles out as far possible. It is likely that for
a tracker the servo design would require compen-
sation" - 103.

For a step function input'R (s) = 10"- and
from Eq. 3-227 S

c(s)c~t) £ •[c(t)J

(10-)7.8 X 106 (3-228)s(s + 170)[(s + 130)2 + (170)2]

c(t) 10" I - 1.5e"'- + 1.23e" t sin (170t - 2040) (3-22i)

Eq. 3-229 is n!onted in Fig. 3-166.

The torque respon.e for the step input is

£[T(tl =J

(10-)7.8 X 106 s (3-230)
(s + 170)((s + 130)2 + (170)

The ;nverse transforn is

T(t) = -4.48e-It + 5.71e- t sin (170t + 51) (3-231)

When plotted in Fig. 3-166, Eq. 3-231 illustrates
that a step-function input of 0.1 mrad is as largt
as the system will tolerate without becoming
saturated.

3-9.1.4.1,4.3 Response to Torque Disturbant e

In any servo loop, the output respconse to an
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input d&surbance is given by the C(s)R(s) rlou

divided by the forward transfer function Lom R
to the disturbance LT. From Figs. 3-159 and 3-162

C8s _ ____ 1 C(J)
U(s) 1.)(405)(0.23)(100) 1R (s)

L. s+ 430 I
is40 C(s)• • 'I a.-430 __

"\7.8X 10s R,(s)
•C( ) 10(s + 43u)

U(s) (s + 170)[(s + 130)2 + ("70) 11

The output reoponst to a toraue step functicn
of 1 ft-lb magnitude is,

10(8 + 4,30l)(32)

£400t)] -(s + 170)[Os + 30)a + tl7O)r (3-233)

Taking the inverre tranaform

c(t) - 5.52 X 10-"- 5.1 X 10' e- 7t + 5.1 X 10"e'in (170t- 174.6*) (3-234)

According to 1his equation the stetdy-state
_ response it defined by 5.52 X 10- rad, the first

term in the rigk t-hand side.

In most systems, mass unbalznce can be mtade
about as small as the friction torqie. Referring
to the motor and tachomet r generator specifica.
tiorns, the sum of their friction torques is 0.04
ft-lb. Even if this were doabled to take into
account electrical connections, adverse environ
mer.ntl onditions, and a g load of 10, the torque
disturbance input would be 0.8 ft-lb. Substituting
this ".alue in Eq. 3-232 and using the final value
theorem, the steady-state error in the output
would be 0.44 mrad.

Several other considerations are appropriate
,o the complete analysis of the servo. These
include an error analysis and a nonlinear analysis
which are beyond the scope of this handbook
but are mentioned here for the sake of complete-
ness.

There are many components in the servo
whose characteristics can vary with environ-
mental conditions or aging, and many vary in-
dividually. An example of individual component
variations is the inductance of the motor which
is 0.01 H ±30%. This could cause a variation of
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II(• •approximately 30 percent in the electrical pole of 3-9.1.&? Sastiii

Since IR systems usually are required to be
the motor and in the forward gain of the - highly accurate, precision ball- or roller-bearings

8 4 . are used. Only the pertinent facts'relative to the
b.L use of bearings in servo designs are mentioned
block of Fig. 3-159. These variations must be here since a vast store of information is avail-taken into account and, to be safe, the system able.'10'6•"on bearings in general.
should be designed to meet the performance
specifications even at the extreme limits of the The loads to be supported by the bearings
component variations. should be analyzed to ensure reliability in the

operational environment. Bearings are designed
As illustrated in Fig. 3-166, a step-function to support radial as well as axial loads, and some

input of 0.1 mrad is about as large as can be will support both in different relative amounts.
tolerated by the system without experiencing
saturation. Larger inputs would cause the system The bearing friction must be low. Bearing

K to saturate. A common method of protecting all friction or viscous damping will appear in the
applicable component. is to include a crent- servo ioop as rate feedback. Rate feedback is
limiting function in the power amplifier. Tn the often desirable, but usually friction is not
example design problem, the only significant desirable for two reasons. FirT, mechanical

nonlinearity is saturation. The describing func- friction is difficult to control. V'i:cous compo-
tion method" shows that the system will be nents are usually sensitive to temperature,
stable under saturation. Also there is negative bearing load, state of lubrication, and other
rate feedback both when the system is linear and variables. Secondly, viscous damping requires
when it is saturated. When linear, the rate the dissipation of energy which, in turn, imposes
feedback is prouyided primarily by the tachom- a load on the power supply, requires a higher
eter generator and, when saturated, by the back capacity amplifier, and results in heated
emf of the moter. However, saturation will vary bearings.
the transient response considerably and the I;
effect in this case is to slow the system down. A For a complete discussion on the design,
phase-plane analysis" or a direct-transient e- specifications, and use of bearings, refer to Refs.

sponse analysis will p•ovide complete informsa- 1 0
tion on the stability and transient response of
the system. 3.9.1.52 Motos

The most common types of drives used with I
m te IR systems are the two-phase ac servo motor and

Or.e final servo analysis technique mentioned the dc torquer.
involves the emerg'mg development and use of
image-forming systems such as vidicons and large The ac motor is usually rated for high speed
IR detector arrays for search and track. Sampled and low torque. A gear train i used between the
-dta techniques will probably be required. motor and load to match speed and torque

characteristics. The motor has two windings, one
3-9.1.5 Comets connected to the ac line source and the other to

an amplifier. About half the power required is
An important part of any servo design is the generally supplied to each winding. Motors are

selection of suitable components. This generally commonly available for operating from 28
starts with some knowledge of the required V rms to 130 V rms sources, and at frequencies
closed-loop response followed by a review of the frcm 60 to 400 Hz. These represent the most
components available. Some of the comporents common voltage and frequency ranges, however,
commonly used in IR systems are discussed, others are available. Ac servo motors are corn-
Some of the advantages and disadvantages of monly available in sizes ranging from 1/2 to
various types are mentioned. Ahrendt and Sa- 100 w. Larger ac motors are usuaily less effi-
vant have compiled an outstanding book on cient and experience larger temperature in-
components tor use in servo systems"°4. creases.
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Dc torque motors tre available to satisfy most rated by the ripple, thereby causing heating of
requirements imposed upon IR ystterms. Since the motor and amplifier.
dc mot-ors apply torque directly to the load, For maximum power transfer from the ampi-
.. .many problems associated with gear trais (par- fier to the zrotor, the output impedance of the
ticularly backlash) are eliminated. The dc Lim- amplifier must match the input impedance of
plifier associated with this type motor must be the motor. This is usually impractical b-icause
ccrefully considered, as discussed in par. the back emf causes an apparent change in the
3-9.1.5.4. input impedance of the motor with speed. In dc

motors, the input impedance of the motor is
inductive, thereby causing an electrical frequen-

Gears are used for matching the motor speed cy response problem. Both effects are undesr-
and torque characteristics to those of the load to able, adding to th. complexity of the werfo
he driven. As with bearings, gears can cause a analysis. Thus, the output impedance of the
dead zone and viscous damping due to static and amplifier is generally made as low as prac&icab'.,.
dynamic friction, respectively. .M3-9.1.6 Gimbel A=istW.a*e Meamrsments

Probably the most difficult design problem
involving gears is '.... associated with backlash. 3-9.1.6.1 Argle Meaurement
Anti-backlash gears are commercially available;
however, these are generally used for instrument The two most common methods of obtaining
applications and ire not suitable for trans- angular measurements require tne use of potenti-
mission of high torque. ometers and differential transformers. Both

measure the relative angle between the platform
Many of the consideratioas associated with on which the instrument is mounted and the

bearings are also aplirable to gears. These gimbal. In certain applications, a gyro system is
include high-precision design and manufacture"'0 , Used on the gimbal to measure the spatial
lub.-ication, foreign materrJ contamination, and coordinates of the gimbal.
reliability. A wide variety of potentiometers is available.

3.9.1.5.4 Arpfie, Some of the more important characteristics of

The object of an. amplifier L, a servo system is potentiometers include friction, resolution,
to increase the power level of th, :-: -, signal !or noise, and lineaity.
application to the motor at thae ,• :rrer volt~ge. In measuring very small angles, the resolutionSome of the desirable characteristics cJ a good of a potentiometer can be the limiting factor.
servo amplifier include high-gain, stability, suit- This is particularly true of wire-wound potenti-

Sable frequency respn,•se, low noise-level, andIa r cslow noise-levela and ometem where the resolution is generally limited
by the number of ýurns of wire. HowT,;er,

In achieving high gain, careful design is wire-wound components offer advantages such
required to minimize noise. Noise Rppearing at as stability and accuracy of total resistance.
the output will cause the boresight axis to Some manufacturers use a continuous resistance
"jitter" or move about in random fashion. White element in potentiometers for which they claim
noise generated in the early stages of an amplifi- infinite resolution.
er can contribute to the noise. More commnonly,
several types of pickup and feedthrough can be The other angular measurement component in
troublesome. Spurious radiation can be coupled common use is the differential transformer.
to low-level input wires routed close to high Many variations of the technique (e.g., synchro,
magnetic or elect'ostatic fields. Also, carr- must induction potentiometer, microsyn, etc.) oper-
be taken to filter the ripple from signals which ate on the general principle of generating an ac
have been converted to dc and from power signal which corresponds to the relative position
supplies. One technique, sometimes helrful here, of on• cr more windings of a transformer with
is the use of an ac frequency which .s outside respect to the others. Another variation, the
the frequency response of the servo. Ho-ver, variable reluctance pickup, makes use of the
even in this case, the amplifier couid be satu- motion in part' of the magnetic circuit of a
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I I7i
transformer to produce an output h-aich cohre. sors used in spacecraft where components can-

sponds to the input angular position, not be replaced readily and where degradation)c of component performance can occur due toAll of these magnetic devices recuire ac rigorous environmental conditions. Undptected
excitation and produce an ac output. They am changes in system performance due to degrada-
usually relatively free of the friction problems b•.tion or variation in component nerformancear
associated with potentiometers; also, they offer highly undesirable. Only critical components
infinite resolution and low noise, while some used in IR systems installed in aircraft, helicop-
units can measure angles within a few seconds 0? ters, or on ships are monitored since periodic

system checkout can be performed using ground
.7 M wequipment at scheduled maintenance intervals.S~3,9.1.5.2 Rant Measuremenlt

Monitoring devices include tomperatuxe sen-The two most common components used for sors on critical components, and voltage and
Smeasuring angular rates are the tachometer current monitors on the electrical system. Tem-

generator and the rate gyroWS"IW. Sometimes asugenertoa d positioe sgal can° be oiferentiated a porary devices can be used during development• s-t*able position signal can be differentiated; tests and operatiotial checkout; conversely, mon-
however, since this method often results in tts an o_,erat cou;onersely, mon-Sexcessive noise on the rate signal, the rate is i formusen c.

usually measured directly.

Tachometer generators are commercially 3-92.2 Thermocouples
V. available in a great many varieties. They caa Thermocoples are used for measuring the

provide either an ac or dc output, and a large operating ten.np;'ture of system components.
range of input rates, sizes, and accuracy ratings. The major advantage in using thermocouples is

The rate gyro provides the most accurate rate that they can be readily installed on the surface
measurement. It measures the spatial rate of the to be measured by soldering, spot welding, or
gimbal and is capal'e of measuring extremely peening. The thermocouple generates an emf
low rates. The rate gyro consists of a rotor when a ,tandard cold-junction reference is used,
which is capable of very high speeds up to thereby, providing a direct indication of the
20,000 rpm. With an angular input rate in an surface temperature. Direct readout temperature
"axis perpendicular to the spin axis of the rotor, indicators are used for visual monitoring where
the rotor axis tries to precess in an axis normal the number of readings is rmall. An examrle of
to both the rotor axis and the input axis. It this application is the monitoring of component
deflects the retaining spring an amourt propor- temnerature levels on an aircraft-mounted IR
tional to the input rate. This dr4!iction is system during operational checkout. Fig. 3-167
measured with an accurate position pick off. is a schematic of a thermocouple circuit.
This signal becomes the output and is propor- The accuracy of thermocouples falls off at
tional to the input rate. The gyro is usually lower temperatures due to the weaker emf signal
mounted in a liquid to make it insensitive to generated and the nonlinearity of the signal.
accelerations; the movable part is balanced to an Thermocouples spould be calibrated in place if
extreme accuracy, and the temperature is often they are soldered or spot welded to account for
controlled' 0",` the effect of the i-stal.ation method. In addi-

tior., an accurate reference junction must be
3-9.2 IR SYSTEM MONITORS provided such as an ice bath or an electronic

reference junction. The thermocouple itself re-
3-9.2.1 Requirements for Monitor Devices quires no external power, zlthough the weak

Various methods of monitoring IR systems signals are often amplified, especia'lly when
are used to provide periodic indications of their detecting low temperatures.
operational behavior in a system. This becomes Thermopiles, consisting of a group of thermo-
necessary in order to acr'ount for operational couples placed in series, provile higher output
changes in a system and, thereby, correct the IR signals; however, thermistors are now being used
system's outpit data accordingly. Such devices in most cases where greater signal power is
are especially n,,:essary for monitoring IR sen- required for accurate measurement.
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3-9.2.2 Thermistors &ad Resristnce Themometers are being reported. Calibration consilts essen-
Reitnc . .t. .adte.. tr ae tially of applying a known signal voltage to the

eesistance arermometgrs anth eer a e .a actal
J passjye senscrs which require a bridge circuit and dvoiles. a

a controlled input voltage for recording the voltages

*reistance ofr the element. A schematic of a
resistance thermometer circuit is shown in Fig. 3.9.2.4 Voltage and Current Monitors
3-168. Thermistors contain semiconductor or
carbon elements while resistance thermometers Voltage and current are conventionally meas-
have platinum, tungsten, or nickel wire ele- ured with somewhat identical methods. Direct-

ments. Resistance thermometers and thermistors reading voltmeters and ammeters operate on the
* are available both in cartridge and sheet form. principle that a current flow will produce a

They are secured on a surface by cementing, voltage indication in nne sheme and current in
stranping, or they may be held by screws. Good another. Conventional metern can be used for
thermal contact between the temperature- direct monitoring cf ground or airborne instru-
measuring sensor and the surface to be measured mejta. However, for •sp-•cC=t syst"ems, the
is required especially when transient conditions telemetering requi'.ement dictates that voltage
are involved. These elements have essentially a and current signals be converted generally to
linear resistance variation with temperature. frequency or pulse signals for transmission. This

Whon the sensor element is uniformly heated or is accomplished by means of an oscillator used
cooled, the resissanoe changes. This, in turn, in the setup illustrated in "Fig. 3-169. The
causes the bridge to change the output-signal conversion of data to this form permits multi-
v, oltage. The basic equation for the platinum plexing, whereby a number of monitor signals
resistance thermometer is can be processed in sequence through the same

transmitting channel.

t R100 +)6(t _1.) t.L (3-235) ofRSnor

A reference or calibration source can usually

where be designed into an IR system from which
tp thighly reliable data are required. The calibration

St - temperaturp source must provwie a nearly constant level of
Rf - resistance oi sensor at temperature radiation to which the detector can be exposed.

rst A chopper or rotating mirror may be used

• periodically as a means of exposing the detectorSR. = resistance of sensor at reference
r a s a eto the calibration source. A simple tungsten-:. temperature t,
tprtetfilament lamp, provided with a controlled power

R, resistance of sensor at reference input, can serve as a reference of known
temperature t. constant temperature. The actual temperature
c t f slevel in the calibration source lamp usually

ranges from 15000 to 20000K. It is extremely
important to keep the temperature variation

To process the readings from a group of along the active filament length at a minimum.

resistance thermometers wh'..h are monitoring Two typical IR sensor calibration arrange-
an IR system, a specific volta'-e range is selected ments are illustrated in Fig. 3-170. In one setup,
and the signals from the thermistors are adjusted a calibration source is exposed to a nulti-
by amplifiers or voltage dividers to fall within element array through a single mirror which is
• the selected range. The signals from all the rotated at required intervals for periodc calibra-
thermistors can then be processed by multiplex- tion. In the other setup, a detector is exposed to
ing through the same system used for recording seecId wavelen ths b use of filters located on

orlete tavelengthg dat toe oft fromer aoae saelneSor telemetering data to earth from a satellite. a chopper wheel. A mirror located on the wheel
Resistance thermometers must also be call- reflects the beam from the calibration limp to

brated period.cally to ensure that accurate data tha detector once each revolution.
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CURRJETY .. . ... OUTPUTVOLTAGE-°SI A ' ...SOURCE VOLTAGE ] CONTROLLED

CURRENT AM?LIFIERVOTE-UT-I-- OSCILLATOR

CURRENT MEASUREýIENT

AC SOURCE WAVE

,I•.-......

FROM BRIDGE CIRCUIT VOLTAGE- SIGNAL
VOLTAGECONTROLLED

THROUGH AMPLIFIER OSCILLATOR
SWITCH & TRANSFORM:ER J

VOLTAGE .!.ASUREMENT

FIGURE 3.169. Bl•ck Oiagrmm of Voltage and Current Monitors

3-9.3 SUN SHUTTERS the path of the solar energy. A method that may

SIR sensors, particularly those in spacecraft be applicable for one design may not be suitable
for another.

applications, must be protected from "_,xposure
to direct illumination from the sun. SoIl• energy
incident on - surface one astronomical unit One of the various techniques makes use of an
(92,897 X 10i m') from the sun is h'gh., 127 iris type solar shutter at the entrance to the
w/ft2 . This intensity increases proportionate!y optical system. This type, normally used with
with optical magnification; consequently, some cameras, may be mechvnically or electric'1ly
means of obscuring the s:in must be provided for actuated. A mechanically actuated unit may be
the prote-tion of mirrors, lenses, and aetector as shown in Fig. 3-111; its application here is for
arrays since these are easily distorted and dam- a Cassegrainian optical system. This consists of a
aged by heat. Various means of preventing (by bi-metaiDic actuator heated by the sun. As the
obscuring or interrupting) solar energy from sun begins to illuminate the aperture, energy is
impinging upon, the detector arrays are outlined concentrated on a bi-metallic shutter, thereby
in Table 3-20 along with the estimated complex- closing the aPerture. Extreme care must be
ity of the mechanisms, the desi' problems, and taken to maximize the actuation speed to
actuating mechani:sms. Most devices are electri- prevent damage to the detectors. The electrical
cally actuated up-on command from a sun counterpart of this method, shown in Fig.
senso-. The listing in Table 3-20, although by no 'i-172, has the advantage chat the sun sensor can
means R.ll-inclusive, may encourage the desianer be placed almost anywhere and, most important,
to devise other improved methods of obscuring 'he actuation mechanism is rapid.
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FIGURE 3-170. Diagrams of Typical IR CMibrWtton Systams
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I 9 ~ ~TABLE 3.20. METHODS OF PROTECTING IR DETCTORS, iMIRRORS. AND LENS..' FROM DIRF.CT

SOLAR ILLUMI!".TION

r.DESCRIPTION - REMARKS

1. Iris type shutter at entry May be all mechanical or electrically

actuated (Figs. 3-171 and 3-172)
2. Window shade at entry Fig. 3-173
3. Actuated hood at entry Fig. 3-174
4. Leap/trap closure Fig. 3-175
5. Swivel closure inside sun shade Fig. 3-176
6. "Venetian blinds" direc dy

above mirror
7. Movable "isor for detector array Fig. .- 177 ..
8. Closure utilizing focal plane Fig. 3-178S~support structure
9. Light sens,.t~ve glass window Required energy may not pass

in sun shade through glass* - - I i-
10. Electro-optic light mudulator Required energy may not pass

in optical system through*
11. Tilt entrance lens to avoid Possible realgament problems*S~focusing

.2. Tilt mirror to avoid focus.ng Possible realignment problems*S_ on detector array

S 13. Tlt detector a.=ay to avoid Possible realignment problems*

*Sun sensor electrically actuated

w Another method similar to the first, except sun shutter. During normal operation, the damp-

for the shutter, is the type normally used in a er is oriented along the optical axis and when
Sfocal plane shutter camerra, i.e., a window-shade. solar protection is required, the drive mechanism
This method, which is electrically actuated, i. rotates the damper 90 deg thereby sealing the
illustrated in Fig. 3-173. Another type of ridch- aperture.

S~anism is illustrated in Fig. 3-174. Here the
3-174 Her the A Venetian-blind arrangement can also behood is normally open:. however, when the sun AVnta-ln ragmn a lobsensrhcd weeh wheand a - used to obscure the solar energy as illustrated in

senor ctutesthedrie, helatches an asso
ciated hood close, preventing energy from enter- Figs. 3-177 and 3-178. This mechanism is
ing the optical system. located at the detector array, at which point in

the optical system it interrupts the solar energy.
A slightly more complex method is illustrated

in Fig. 3.175. The two or more leaf closures, Teme ave fo user o ons ofa'• ~~~normally open, close the entrance aperture of ssesaalbefrue n osssonheor ally ope on, losemthemenance alight-sensitive glass placed ahead of the sensors.
t l nThis gla.ss will darken upon exposure to intense

Fig. 3-176 illustrates a rotary damper-type light, thereby obscuring the impinging solar

(3-281
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energy. When the soLtr eneia is removed, the In brief, these ensil moviug one of the optical
glass becomes transpau.nt ago-in. Ancther deviie elements in the system to prement the energy
consizts of electro-optical light modulators. Both from focusing upon the detector arrays. It may
methodi present potential problems in not even help to fold the energy, in a Cassegrainian,
permitting all the energy to pass; however, in Gregorian, Neiwtaian, or Maksutov system at .
some systems they may be adequate. the detector anay. This folding optic could be

electrically rotsate to reflect the solar energy
Ther. are othar methods of preventing solar back out )f the optical system, thus reducing

energy from impinging upon the detector arrays. the heating effectL
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394 INTERFERENCE Wires and cables are common sources of
Electromagnetic energy refers to the total interference and are susceptible to interference

electrostatic and magnetic fields set up by the 'from other sources. Electrostatic coupling is a
movement of electrons on a conductor. Interfer- function of distributed capacitance while elec-
ence as defined by MIL-6181D, Interference tzromagnetic coupling is a function of the mutual
Control Requirements, Aircraft Equipment, is inductance between the wires. Wire lengths
"any electrical or electromagnetic disturbance should be made as short as possible. They should
phenomenon, signal or emission, man-made or be shielded if carrying high voltage, current, and
"natural, which causes or can cause undesired frequency signals; and separated as much as
response, malfunctioning or degradation of per- possible since induced voltage drops expo- fl

& formance of electrical and electronic equip- nentially with distance. Lines should cross other
ment.. .". The use of dense packaging tech- lines at right angles if possible to reduce induced
niques, large voltage and current de•ices, and current. Lines carrying alternating current
high-frequency and fast-switching circuits in- should consist of twisted pairs. For a discussion
crew the probability of interference. Some of EMR interference and protective methods,
devices such as semiconductors may be damaged the reader is referred to AMCP 706-13r, Hard-
by high-level transient interference. enLsg Weapon Systems Against RF Energy.

The approximate safe level of radiation for The following equation is used to determine
humans is below 10 mw cm-'at any frequency. teapoiaevleo lcrwgeiSensitive areas such as the eyes can tolerate less coupling.
radiation than other parts of the body. '1

E, =3.19x 13-5 fLi, 9n D2

3-6.4.1 Sounme of Electromagnetic Radiation D V
Some of the common sources of interference

are current-carrying conductors such as wires, ('1-238)
' plate, chassi., and other hardware; motors, both
ac and de; relays, inductors, transformers, where
switches, semiconductors such as silicon con-
trolled rectifiers; and transmitters. The extent of Er = induced electromagnetic
the interference depends on the voltage, current, voltage, V
and frequency of the source; line impedance and f = frequency, Hz
length and proximity to other lines; and the t h
ground plane of the receiving equipment. L the length of the receiving wire,

in.
3-9.4.2 Elimination and Rejwecton = current of the source, A

Interference can be in some cases reduced or D, and D2  distance of the receiving wire
eliminated at the source by using shields on from the source according to
wires, arc suppressors on relays, and electrostatic Fig. 3-179
shields between the primary and secondary of
transformers. Other interference sources, such as
transmitters, cannot be shielded at the source The induced voltage E, can also b- determined
and perforce all other eauipment must be by the equation
shielded from them.

The military have established design require- E, X R3
ments and interference test procedures for their XE + R3  V (3-237)

equipmant. These are specified primarily in
M•1.I-6181D and MIL-E-6051D, Electrical- where
Electronic 2ystem Compatibility and Interfer.
ence Contn)l Requirements for Aeronautical
Weapon Systems, Assoc.ated Subsystems and R, X R 2
Aircraft. R3 = R1 + R2

3-237
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E, = source voltage, V h•dite should be used instead of anodize. This
will also permit the required RF bondhg.

R, and R2 = the generator and load im-
Alodine may a!so be used •'.Ithough not asp•dances, respectively of the satisfactorily as iridite. For information on the

receiving wirc, ohm treatment of metal surfaces and bonding, the

X• = the distributed capacitive re- reader is referred to .•MCP 706-235, Hardening
Sactance be•.weon the source Weapon Systems Against RF Energy and AMCP
! and receiver, ohm 706-100, Design Guidance for Producibilf:y.

i:; •9.4.Z 1 Methods Bonding requirements on mfliia.,-y equipment
are specified in MIL-B-5087B, Bonding, Elec-

3-9.42.1.1 Bondfng ,.rical, and Lightning Protection, for Aerospace
jj . Chas.•is, racks, and other enclosures should be Systems.

•.- bonded to the ground plane, or airframe in the 3-9.•.2.1.2 Grounding 4
c,•e of an aircraft. The low-impedance path to
the [•ound plm:e would thereby prevent the .• unifonm grounding, shielding, and cabling

fcrn',•a•ion of sta:;ic charges and stray RF poten- arrangen•ent is necessary within a system and
tia! This also provides proteci.•on to personnel betw•n all interconnecting systems, in order to
and equipment from high-potentiM lines faulted pre';en• :edundancy and provide proper inVer-
se the enclosure. Permanont type bonds may be facing between a•sembl':es of an equipment.

achieved by welding, brazing, sweating, swaging, In a properly grounded system, the inter-
an.d other meta!-flow techniques, The semi- connection lines between the n'ansmittgng and
pe ,rm.an•n: bonds include clamps, rivets, jura?- receiving devices at the low-frequency circuit are
e•, and straps. Jumpe• and straps ere common- kept near •ne same potential,
ly used; however, theLr ]onh-to-width rat•omusv not exceed 5:1. Use of di.•':m•lar metals Electrometer.eric fields can be reduc•l by
should be ave:led to min;mize c•:rosion. If g•'ounding the electrical system •',t a s•ngle point
•heLr uoe i• ir..e'ri•able, means must. be taken •o usually at the power supply. The pos.;ibfli•y of a

ground loop causing nolle pickuc on the lines is
exclude mo;s•.:•te from the bonded areas.

thereby deere•eci..4.t higher 7requencies, a
For protective treating of metal suda::es, common-point g•ound become,,• impr•c•'cal
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because long lines become interference scurces. Shields Used on wires can be thought of as
In this case, the secondary power should be extensions of the enclosures from which thegenerated at the circuit and grounded there. wires are going or coming. Shields on wires

. Grounding isolation should be provided, carrying low-frequency signals should be ground.
between this circuit and the circuit receiving the ed at one end only to avoid ground loops. if
signal, through common mode rejection circuits high-level signals are involved, the shield ground
or transformers with electrostatic shields should be at the sending end to avoid high-level
between the primary and secondary. All lines signals on the shield. In the case of low-level
should be kept as short as possible. signals, the shield ground should be at the

receiving end to protect the receiving-end cir-3..4.2 1.3 Sh,.hding cults. When a signal shie'd is passed through a
Proper shielding prevents noise energy from connector, separate pins should be used for each

radiating to other equipment and keeps radiated shield. All shields should live an insulatingenergy from entering low signal and noise cover to prevent accidental gVounding. A shieldequipment e on a low-frequency signal pair or three lipes

should be grounded to the chassis or airframe atChassis, racks, and other enclosures con- both ends and at all breaks in the lines.[ taining interference sources or interference-suscptile crcuts houl bemadeof ood Shields on lines carrying high-frequency Sig-
susceptible circuits should ba mnade of good
shielding material. Materials having low electrical nals should be grounded at both ends to prevent
resistivity, such as copper and aluminum, should the shield from becoming a radiator as these
be used for high-frequency applications; mate- frequencies. If a coaxial cable cannot be chassis-
rials of high pNrmeability should be used for pounded at both ends, a tri-axial cable should
low-frequeaicy applications. These enclosures be used, grounding the outer shield to the
should be bonded to the pround plane or chassis or airframe at both ends and at all breaks
airframe if motuated in an aircraft. If the in the line.
enclosure is on vibration isolators, a bonding For information on cable construction, thestrap should be used around the iholators, making reader is referred to AMCP 706-125, Electrical
sure that the strap does not disturb the isolators. Wire and Cable.

3
fI
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CHAPTER 4

"IR SYSTEMS DESCRIPTION* L

Even a cursory jurvey of the various infrared understood in terms of a relatively few func-
systems that have been produced, delivered, or tional parameters. These parameters will be

propoFed leaves the uninitiated with the impres- identified and used to describe and categorize
sion of a bewildering array of different uses and the sys-Lems. The following chapter, Chapter 5,

techn~ques. In this chapter it will be shown that will expand the discussion into specific system
a coherent set of underlying principles exist analyses and design methods. Table 4-1 defines
which .fllow IR systems to be described and the terms ust'd.

TABLE 4-1. INFRARED SYSTEM DEFINITlONS

j SYMBOL TERM DEFINITION UNITS

Ad Detector area Area of sensitive surface cm2

of a dete-.tor

Ar Target area Cross-sectional area of a cm 2

"target
Airy disc Central bright portion

of the diffraction
pattern

c Speed of light 2.997925 X 10°" cm sec-'

D* Detectivity Detector figure of merit cm Hz" w-'

Do Optical diameter Diameter of a cir-ular cm
entrance aperture of an
optical system

F f/number (f/no.) Ratio of focal length to dimensionless
optical diameter

$ 4 Noise equivalert Bandwidth of white noise Hz
bandwidth which has the same inte-

grated noise power as the
total power of the actual

noise

Sofe Electrical bandwidth Bnrdwidth between the Hz
two half-power pointse of
the amplitude rE3ponsr of

Written by S. J. Halasz the network
t For a white noise and an ideal bandpass filter, the The noise spectrum of most IR detecto)rs and

fiiter bandwidth and r- se eq uivalent bandwidth are 3y:.tP-rs are white or clo-e to white (with the excep-
the same. However for nonwh-;e noise or practical tion of the low frequency band below 10 or 20 Hz).
fiiter, the filter bandwidt. and noise equivalent band- The filter banawidth and noise eqivalent bandwidth
width are different. have therefore. olmost the samc values.
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S-. TABLE 41. INFRARD SYSTEM O1, INITIO$ fContdnued)

SYMBOL TERM DEFINITION IUNITS

*A 41 Optimum electrical - Hz

bandwidth

4 Scanaer spin rate Rate of spin of arotating revoli.tions
mechanical scamner per second

,. ~(rps), rpm.

fi Focal length Effective focal length of cm
an optical systemSHIrradiance -- w cm -2

• AH Chane in spectral Variation in in•ac w cm"
Sirradiance caused by variatio in

E scene temperature or
emissivity

H Spectrafirradiance Irradiance per unit wave- wc- -
length interval

h Planck's constant 6.62554 X 10' er see

h Aircraft height ft

hcw -P - Photon energy Energy of a quantum erg
of radiation

J Rtdiant intensity Radiant power w w sr"
unit solid angle from
a source

K. Velocity constant sec-'

KE ,K. ,K3  Proportionality
constants

N Cycles per revolution Eq. 4-35 rev-f
of spinnrng reticle

Nd Number of detectors Number of detector dimenisionless
elements that are em-
ployed to scan the total
field of vnew

Nf Number of prism faces Number of individual sides dimensionless
on the rotating prism
mirror of a down-looking
!ine scanner

0 For a white noise and an ideal bandpass filter, the The noie soectrum of most IR detectors and
filter bandwidth and noise equivalent baniwidth rar systems are white or close to white (with the excep-
the same. However for nonwhile noise or practical tion of the lcw frequency band below 10 or 20 Hz).
filter, the filter bandwidth and noise equivalent band- The filter bandwidth and noise equivalent bandwidth
width are different, have therefore, almost the same values.
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TABLE 4-1. INFRARED SYSTEM DEFINITIONS (ContinuEd)

SYMBOL TERM DEFINITION UNITS

NEFD Noise equivalent flux Eq. 4-3 w 2

densit" 

w cm

NEP Noie equivalent power Eq. 4-2 w
NET NoiT! equivalent AT within scene element OK, °C

temperature (at constant emissivity and
at some scene temperature,
usualJy 3000K) which pro-
duces a change in electrical
signal level that is numericallyequal to the rms electrical

noise
PT iransmitted power Radiant power generated by w

an illuminator
R Range Distance to target cm
6? Reflection efficiency Ratio of incident flux to sr-1

reflected radiant energy
from an illuminated target.
A product ol surface reflec-
tivity and geometric losses

T Temperature Temperature in absolute OK
or Kelvin scale

S T Sample period Pulse-width of a transmitted sec[ 
pulse of illumination for

ranging purposes
t Dwell time Time duration of a point in sec

the image plane un a
detector scanning across
the point

tf Frame time, rotation Time in which Q2 is scanned see, minr period of reticle
VAZ Instantaneous voltage Eq. 4-28 V

of scan drive in azimuth
VFL Instantaneous voltage Eq. 4-28 V

of scan drive in eleva-
lion

V. Reference voltage Voltage genexited by an V
analog pickoff frorn tfe
scanner drive

V Au'craft velocity ft sec'

4-3
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TABLE 4-1. INFRARED SYSTEM DEFINITIONS (Continued)

SYMBOL TERM DEFINITION UNITS

u/h Velocity-to-height ratio E.atio of the forward ground sr sec
velocity to the altitude of

S~ an aircraft

W. Signal power Product of irradiance and w
collecting apertmue

W ASpectral radiant Radiant emittance per unit w cm"2 
p-

emittance wavelength interval

WX Average radiant power Average spectral power in a w
very narrow bandwidth

IWO Differential radiant Differential blackbody w cm-2 K "
emittance radiant density within

I> a spectral bandwidth,
for a small change in
temperaturec 1

a W nns radiant Integral of Wx for all w
powez wavelengths ..
Emissivity Ratio of radiant power dimensionless

emitted by a body to that
emitted by a blackbody
at the same temperature

"Change in dimensionless
amissivity

6,, Optical efficiency Fraction of n-ident dimensionless
irradiance actually trans-
mitted by an optical sys-
tem after losses to absorn-
tion, reflection, blocking,
etc.

es Scan efficiency FActor deecribing the ratio dimersionles"
of dwellt tme of an ieal
scanner to the dwell time
of a given scanner

EX Emissivity for a dimeasionless
particular X
Overall optical Factor that combines dimensicnless
efficiency all optical losses in a

system

44
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"TABLE 4-1. IN4FRARED SYSTEM DEFINrr,ONS (Continued)

SYMBOL TERM DEFINITION UNITS

17.\d Qant'am efficiency Ratio of number of dimensionlessof detector photons that are effec-
tive in generating carriers
in the detector to the to!.
number of photons Lnci.
dent at the detector

17B Average number of
background photo- dimensionless
electrons per 5ample
period 6 T

* ••=Average 
number of

pulse-return photoelec. dimensionless
trons per sample period6 8T
Ir sta,ýaneous angular Angular positionI of a rad
praition scanning optical axis

with reference to its
mid positionB! _ 0' Full c-ne angle of EQ. 4-11

cold shield for " nd
detector

OA? Azimuth angular posi- Eq. 4-27 rad
tion of detector with
:espect to center of P.

0E Error angle of scanner, Eq. 4-25 rad
instant angular dis-
placement error

9E•mox Maximum error angle E. 4-39 red
of scanner

0 z Elevation a.:.gular Eq. 4-27 rad
position cf detector
with respect to center

0Z Constant reference Eq. 4-27 rad

0s Anoular position of Eq. 4-25 7.a.,
optica' axis (cpnter

of field of v-e;,)
Target zngulax Eq..4-25 radpo siJtio nraDirection of missile Eq. 4-26 rad sec'

Sveloci ad
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TABLIE4.. INFRAREDISYS'EMDEFPN4TIONS'(.COnti,nW) C

SYMBOL TERM DEFINITION UNITS

Rate of output rad sec-

S~ment

Maximum rteady Eq. 4-3V rad sec",
stt trackingt' • ~rate available-•o

from servo

6" Output acceira- - rad sec"
tion

Line of sight Eq. 4-26 rad sec"1r ~~angular rate in '~

inertial coor-
dinates
Down-looiang Angular coverage perpen- rad

scan angle dicular to the line of
sight of a down-looking

linj scanner

X Wavelength Electromagnetic wave cm: interval

A• Spectral band Half-power .pectral cm
r bandwidth

S)., Longest signifi- cm
cant wavelength
in an expre-sion for
diffraction limited
operation

Frequency sec-

TA Atmospheric Fraction of radiance dimensionless
transmission transmitted by the

interrcing atmosphere
between source and
"srurrent

Beam angle Half-power subtended tad
angle of a beam

Total field Solid angle that is repet- sr, mrad2
of view itively sampled or scanned

by one or more detector
elements
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TABLE 4-1. INFRARED SYSTEM DEFINITIONS (Continuud)

SYMBOL TERM DEFINITION UNITS

Instan*aneous Small solid angle sub- sr
solid ingle field tended by a detector
of v.e%" element in the focal

plane of = optical
system

W Solid angle Eqs. 4-9, 4-9a s7
through which
ambient rediation

"enters detector

4-1 PASSIVE SYSTEMS screen are widely used for sights and viewing
devices. These form a separate category which is

For purposes of parametric description, it L& doscribed in par. 4-1.1.2.*)
convenient to separate passive IR systems into
two broad categories: (1) scanning systems such I he major portion of the IR scene radiance is
as search, track, and imaging systems, and (2) in the 10-micron regiou, and sensitive detector
measurement systems such as spectrometers, elements and arrays as well as efficient op,;ical
radiometers, and interferometers. Terms used in components and detector cooling mechanisms
the discussicai of passive sy,.tems are identified are now available for this spectral region. Thus,
in Table 4-1. it is possible to obtain maximum sensitivity to

thermal variations in the structure of the scene.
Scanning systems scan and samrle the radiant

2 intensity distribution within a designated field.
"Their output may be a linear analog of this A block diagram for a typical imaging system
distribution for imaging purposes, or a simple is shown in Fig. 4-1. The b-sic elements are a
indication of the presence of a target and its scanner which scans the scene (an object plane
location as in search-track applications, which can be assumed for a!! practical purposes

to be locaLed at infinity) with a sensor which
Measurement systems are intended for per- responds to the IR radiance level, within the

foaming a measure on the irrad~ance directed at instantaneous field of view of each detector
the system. The measure may be a&- simple as element; amplification and filtering to convert
intensfty level within some fixed radiation band- the detector outputs into electrical signals tc
width, or a sequential measure of intensity modula*e "orresponding light sources: and a
wi;hin a vanable center radiation bandwidth, or display scan that moves the light sources in
a simultaneous measure of inten-ity over a anzu1a svnchrn•-)in with the sensor scan in
number of center bandwidths, order tc "paint out" a visible radiance distribu-

tion that is analogous to the scanned scene. The
display scan may be the electron beam deflec-

4-1.1 IMAGING SYSTEMS tion on a CRT, or the optical deflection of a

At the present state-of-the-art in infrared
imaging technology, the most frequent emphasis Othrii:•'.geconversion devices such as the Abse.:p ion
is on thermal imaging wth systems using me- EdOe !maee Converter, the Evaposraph, And the

chanical scanning in the 10-rcrzn region, ard Themrc.sensitive Phosphor i' ,aiini! ,ystem rely onsome phvsicaý change in state with tern erature thatsomewhat less frequently in the 3- to 5-micron can he obser-ed optically' - T.hey tiave had !imited
region. (Image tubes using electron focus-ng of 3plicability to prdctical milil.,Ir, sy',ternm. Baird-

Atonmc, Inc., Cambridge, . has deei•oped the
near-IR photo-emissive cathode onto a phosphor Evapograph into a commercial nstrumrnt.
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light beam focused on a strip of film. If the scan ditions similar to the conditions to be encoun-
St - rate is rapid enough to scan an entire designated tered by the de+Actor when it is installed within
* scene repeatedly at a rate higher than the flicker the scanner. The. other approach which is suit-

frequency of the human eye, then an integrating able only for BLIP detectors, regards the ran-
display surface such as film or long-persistence dom arrival rate of photons from the back.
phosphor is not needed. The display plane can ground as being the ultimate source of detector
be simply the focal plane onto which scanning noise. (Refer to par. 3-4 for definition of BLIP
modulated light source: such as diode emitters or background-limited operation.) tlere the de-
are focused. To the human observer the visible teetor noise-power-density is calculated on the
image will appear to reside in that plane. basis of photon rate and detector quantumSefficienicy. For situations where the number

Supporting systen. f-unctions consist of the IR r of
signal photons is small in comparison to thescanning mechanisn, detector cooling mech- number of background photons, the two

anism (if needed), and a multiplexing subsystem approaches are equivalent since BLIP D* is
for communating the outputs of many detectors determined by background photon rate. For

Sinto one CRT (if reeded). In some systems it situations where the number of signal photons is
may be desirable to transmit the scanner output
signals to a remote recording and/or display l h an the aorse numbe ofnbackgroind

staion Ths f curs rquies tansittr- photorj, the noise due to the random arrivalstation. This of course requires a transmitter- tine of the signal photons predominates and D* '
receiver data link to be included in the loop but tis o te sigulpion , p om es and s

doesnotchane te gneraityof he aproch. has no meaning. This situation, however, is less
does not change the generality of the approach likely to occur in imaging systems than in
4-1.1.1 Mechanical Scanners systems where bright objects are located against

dark backgrounds, as for example, in star
For slow scanners, the simplest scan tech- tracke. s.

nique might be to move the optical telescope As
Sassembly on its gimbals through some pro- After deriving the sensitivity equations the

grammed raster scan, spiral scan, or any path optical parameters will be analyzed, then the
which avoids redundant scan and gaps in the effect of scan rate on system bandwidth will be
, field. This is adcquate where many scon-ids or described. Finally the sensitivity equation will
minutes are available for the scan of one frrame, be prisnted in parametric form, showing the
For higher speed scanning, schemes mut be trade-offs among operallonal parameters such asI dev~~Fr ige herespeeds phsicanningschs e mes e

dscan rate, field of view and resolution; and
Common techniques are to direct the optical instrumentation parameters such as optical ccl-
viewing path of the sensor at oscillating plane- lector diameter, number of detector elements,
mirrors located outside the collector aprrt,:re, or and optical efficienries.
through ccincerrotating prisms as described in
Chapter 3. Down-looking line scanners that 4-1.1.1.1 Scanner Parametarr
operate from aircraft utiiize the aircraft's mo- 4-4..1,1.I ,1Ao."se EquivFent Ternrerature
tion to achieve scan in the forward direction, ($cr.sitiv;ryi
and a spinnirg four-sided mirror whose rotation Customarily. i.age forming scanners ae not
axis is paralle! to the direction of motio~n for desianed to respond to the absolute radiance
scanning in the dire~tion perpendicular to the
line of flight. level of a scene element, i.e., they are not

designed for dc iesoonse They are, however,
In this chapter scanning imaging systems will designed to follow the changes in scene radianne

be 4escribed in terms of functionil parameters. as the scene is being scanned, down to very low
First *he sensitivity equations wil' be derived. requencies corresponding to a gradiial change in
There a'e two basic approaches to describing .he level over a azig• portion of the -can. Dc
sensitivity of the detector vithin the scanner. restoration may be used in t~he circuitry to
One approach is bý.-ed on ;tilizing the detector restore tie average scene !evel to some arbit.arv
figure of merit D* which v"as describec in oar. average intensity level at the display oucput.
3-4. This approach regards the detector as a There are two major reasons for not designing
source of nois, of a fixed level, the level being for absolute level or dc response. The first is that
determined from measurements under "on- the possible range of radiance 'avels in a scene
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spans a far greater range of levels than that 41
which can be reproduced in a practical display
s:'stem. Frequent periods3 of no brightness or
complete saturation of t.he display output could
result if absolute levels were maintained. The
second reason is that both detectors -ind high
gain dc amplifiers exhibit drift and high 1/f
noise near zero frequency. (In cases where
absolvte radiance level measurement is a require-
ment, reference blackbody sources are supplied
within the system, and provisionm are made to
allow the scanner to periodically scan them and
Spresent a reference output.)

The signal in the scene that is of significance

to the imaging sensor is therefore the variation in
irradiance H caused by variation, in scene tern- c
perpture or emissivity. This is expressed by

AH (A T fi W•'L" dX + f -"! Wd , w -2 e (4-1)

where

w = instantaneous field of view, sr

T = temperature, 'K

e = emissivity I
WA - spectral radiant emittamce, w cm"2 9-1

If the system noise .s mainly detector noise,
it can be expressed in terms of "noise equiv=dent
flux density". This is the minimum signal irra-

Sproduce a peak signal-to-rms-dicetawilnoise ratio of one.

The system noise equivalent power (NEP), in

watts, is obtaLed from the figure of merit for
the detector, denoted as D* THls relatioish'p
can be expressed as

SNEP = 7 ,v (4-2)D'

where

,tAd = area of senisitive surface of dete:tor,
am 2

cAf = system noise bandwidth, Hz

D* = detector figure of merit, cm Hz"' w-'

The signal power on th," detec'or is equal to
the optical collector area times Aie signal flux
density. lherefore the system noise equivalent
flux densiLt (NEFD) is

4-10
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NEFD atmosphere. Generally, the integrals ir Eq. 4-1
NEED wDD w cr- (4-) should asho contain these factors as multiplying

where elements. 'n practice, however, sufficient ac-
curacy c'm usuAlly be achieved by ipplying

D, - diameter of aperture of optical averaged transmisnon values to these factors and
system, cm retaining tftern Ps constant multipliers or as .
otaefi ysingle constant outsie the integrals.Se,, - optical efficiency

3 and other terms as previously defined. The sensitivity of an image fo.ming scanncr is

Both AT and Ac contribute to the diiferential expressed by "noise equivalent temperature", and
radiant emittance AH of a thermal scene. How- is abbreviated as NET. It refers to that AT Twithin
ever. by convention only the A T term in Eq. 4-1 the scene element (at constant emissivty and at
is considejed in sensitivity calculations. If the some average scene temperature, usually 300°K)
first integral in this equation is abbreviated to which produces a change in electrical s-gnal level
WO then Eq. 4-1 can 6e reduced to that is numerically equal to the rm. electrical

wPc system noise. In a well-designed syst am, the sys-
AH - ATW, w cm- (4-4) tern noise is mostly due to detectc,r noise. The

NET is determined by solving for A T in Eq. 4-7
The instantaneous field of view w is defined by for P signal-to-noise ratio equal to one. By incor-
the area of the detecto- A, and the optical focal pc,,ating the atmospheric 'rannmission rA in
length fl Eq. 4-7, NET is obtained ;a

Ad-sr (4-5) NET= 0K (4-8)i (fl}• ' N&"D,,D* eo r, V,"10

Substituting Eq. 4-5 i-.to Eq. 4 3 gives
In the derivatic-i oi Ec: 4-8, it- was assumed that.

ND=4F., =, fSNEFD= O w cm (4-6) the value of the seoord ta,-r Li ,he right-hand

where F is the ffno. of the optics. side of Eq. 4-1 f " W-,d' is negligible.
T i - i / g d y Given a particular imaginz iyst.m whose pararn-nThe signal-to- riise o eters are known, ito. 4-3 will expresr the ten.

I: scanner is given by the ratio of aH to NEFD perature sensitivity of the syste'n. Implicit as-
,A TWDD /sumpltions are that ti-e scene area over which theY SIN t 4a-- (--7) temperature differenti:d A T occurs is significantly4FA( larger than the instant, meous field of view, and

where all terms previously have Lien defined, the detector D* refers to• the detector i. :ide the

It should be noted that the spectral distribu- instrument under its normal operating conditions.
The D* of a particular detector type will vary

tion of L is not the same as that for W;. For considerably from the generally published data

example, a 300'K blackbody, or a scene at this owing to such factors as manufacturing process
average temperature, will have its peak spectral contrcl for unusual sizes, cold-shielding effi-
c..ergy density at approximately 10 microns, ciency, nonoptimum electrical bias and loading
whereas the partial derivative with respect to conditions, aging effectls, bzckvrornd radiance
temperature at an average 'trmperature of 300'K effects, and aerodynamically heated cptical win-
will have a peak -pectral energy density at dow radiance.
approximately 9 mictons. The difference is im-
portant w'>.n optica. transmitting elements, fill- In Eq. 4-ý the system nois. was derived oa
ters, a;_d detectcr- responses -are under considera- the basis of detector D* . -'or BLIP operat'oa

it is sometimes more use.al to derive the rms.
noise va!.ie on the basis of thc random fiuctua-

The •,H actually seen by the sensor is modified tion in arri.'ai rate of incident pnotons on the
by the spectral transmission of :te optical corn- detector. To obtain this photon noise, Poisson
ponents and by the spectral transmission of the statistics are useful"y i:,vol-en, which state that
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the mean square value of the number of pho- As previously Indicated, in Eq. 4-9, wB is not
tons in a sample time period is equal to the the solid angle subtended by the detector at the
average number of photons in that sample inter- optical focal length, but the solid angle through
val. If the average radiant power in a narrow which ambient radiation enters thc detector.
spectral bandwidth is W,,, the average number For a detector without cold shielding this angle
of photons per period is k• ST/(h,)where6T is effectively ,r steradians. I1: a cold shield with a
is the samp!e period. The rrs variation in the round aperture is employed, the value of Bs is
power is, therefore, 1jV_.w/(6T), w. Similarly,
if the detector scOs an average background spec- wB =7 sin' 0'/2 (4-10)
tral irradiance HA, it will see a random varia-
tion whose rmis value is given by

•-2A )D,, R" dl w

where 0' is the full cone angle of the shield.
(4-9) The lower limit to this angle is set by the nu-

where w8 is not the solid angle subteaded by merical aperture of the collector optics.
the detector at the optical focal length, but
the solid angle through which ambient radia- in(4-1•i) I
tion enters the detector. The term ilkj represents "in "] \/- '
the quantum efficiency of the detector. It is the
ratio of the number of photons that are effective
in generating carriers in the detector to the and wa(minimum) 7r (4-12)
total number of photons incident at the de- and +5 mnmm I~--- (-2

j *Actor. The bandwidth 0f represents the effec-
tive noise bandwidth of the system, and the The Aignal power W, is the product of the
factor 2 is a conequence of the negative fre- irradiance (Eq. 4-1) und collecting aperture:
quencies in the pcwer spectrum of the noise.
For photoconductive detectors, where both
generation and recombination of carriers occur, W, f TD2 f d d,, w...
an additional factor of 2 shouid be included 4 ".d

under the radical. Eq. 4-9 when applied to a (4-13)
photoconductor can Le simplified to

&W- SfWBD26 f d Hh<c. d in To obtain NET find the case where W," fd w AW, Le., the signal power is equal to back-ground noise power. From Eqs. 4-9 and 4-13

(4-9a) we obtain

,.ATD e 2
2 C'.1\d .df a, f Hxc'&), "i2

NET ora T is, therefore, A2  (h " in
4 AfWB f h --d X N)d

L ,(4-14)
_ f> law 21) dX
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S4-.1.7.1.2 Opbcal & in and Reso'ution - (4-15)
V From a viewpoint of system analysi.;, how- D,

) ever, the pafameters in Eq. 1-8 are not all
independenL. In the first place, the optical
diameter D, has to be sufficiently large to make where X,, is the longest significant wavelength in
diffraction effects compatible w'.th the optical an expresrion for diffraction limited operation.
resolution requirements. The the NET of a diffraction limited imaging

The central br:ght portion of the diffraction .F
pattern, the Airy disc, contains 84 percent of NET 1..Fv..
the energy of an imaged point source. in a D*E O
diffraction limited system this Aiky disc should where .[ in noise equivalent bandwidth. Thus
not be larger than the size of an individual the sensitivity of a diffraction limited system is
detector e!ement. independent of optical diameter. The trade-off is

A classipal Airy disc is proiuced only by only between optical diameter and resolution.
monochromatic radiation, but an IR impging
system will be sensitive to the entire ava~'atle 4-7.1.1.1.3 Scan Rate and Bandwidth
spectral bandwidth, typically the 8.6- to 14- The electrical bandwidth af. is determined
micron atmospheric window or the 3.2- to by the scan rate. It is proportional to the
5.0-micron window. Therefore, the intensity reciprocal of the dwell time of an image point
distribution within the diffraction pattern will on the scanning detector. The electrical filter
be a superposition of the weighted values of all can be optimized, in principle, to maximize theSof the incoming wavelen,4ths. The contribution signal-to-noise ratio, if the characteristics of the
from the edges of thy, window will le less signal and noise can be co)mpletely described.
significtnt than that fr',im the central portion of This process is describ-d in Chapter 3 and in
the window. This intensitv distribution is far- Ref. 3. In practice, however, the optimum filter
ther modified by resiJual optical acerrations and is usually not realizable physically, and in an
imperfections. This intensity distribution or spot imaging system utilizing many detectors and
spread function is, therefore, not readily predict- amplifiers, even a piecewise approximation to
Sable analytically, the optimum filter for each detector channel

The focal plane image is a convolution of the might require an excessive number of electronic
object scene with this spread function. The components. A relatively simple bandpass filter
scanning o" this image plane by the detector consiting of a Oat response with low- ard
representr, in effect, a second convolution be. high-frequency cutoff is often adequate and
tween thie detector area and the irre;,. F-ch provides a signal-to-noise ratio very nearly equal
convolution ol course degrades the impge 'ual- to the theoretical oFtimum. A few decibels of
ity tr some extent peaking near the high frequency end of the filter

will result in improved definition of small detai!s
A basis for a rigorous relationship between in the scene, at the expenise of a slight incmease

'iptical spread function and detector area cannot in noise.
be provided. An optimum error budget and cost At this point in the filter design, many design
"budget exists if the spread function is approx- trade-offs are possible. Most of thesi mlade-offs

imately equal to the detector area. This crite-
rioncanbe oriulaed pprximtel byreqir- will relate to the aesthetic appeal of the dis-Srion can be forrnulated approximatel1y by rsquir- played scene or 4x compensating for systemn

ing that the Airy disc diameter formed by the sa
longest significant wavelength in the window, component characteristics. For example, high

frequency enhancement, which is analogous to
e.g., the one-half power point on the atmos- differentiation, will enhance the edgcs of objects
pheric transmission curve, be equal to or less withi the scene by causing light and darkthan the size of h detrctor, ih.• cn ycuiglgtaddr

banding hi the direction of scan. In the extreme,

If the detector L:ea is squre, and it subtendc the .g:ene can he reduced very nearly to a stick
an instantaneous solid angle field of view w., drawing over a uniform int.ensity background
then accozdicr g to Rayleigh criteria: level. Cr, contrast can be traded for fine-detail
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[ definition by adjusting the slope of the high. : tH e (4-18) H
frequency cutoff. Compression end expansion 4w tr (1

/ can be implemented to compensate for non- In reality this refers to the upper cutoff -

lineerities and dynamic range in the display qec
element. If bandwidth compress .on is an impor- frequency because it is impractical to design forrantco~deraion th stais:ica contrants dc response. However, the lower cutoff frequency

among picture samples and th.ie properties of is tpically very low--of the order of a few
a Hertz--in order to allow the scanner to ac- c

h aorder of visio a reduction in todachi 4 curately reproduce the low frequency featuresSmag,•debandidth within the scene. The upper cutoff frequency is
"' iIn most instances, however, the desire is for a typically of the order of tens of kHz so that it is

displayed output s.ae v.hose inreinsity distribu- numerically very nearly equal to the total
tion is a reasonably linear ,;,log of the thermal bandwidth If a number Nd of detectors are u-edS~~~~intensity distribution in thfe scan.,ed scene, and tofutaoutsanteied•,tnte

to o~n niswit maxm=ecoomy Ifan to simultaneoualy scan the field 92, then the
.to obtain tnii with maxium economy. If a required bandwidth Af. is proportionately
simple low-pass filter were used, its optimum reduced.
electric.4 bandwidth Af, for best peak signal-
vo!'•age-to.rms-neise ratio would be approx- The equivalent noise bandwidth Af win gen
imatelysaely be c-)mewhat larger than Af• owing to

(4.17) excessu 1/f noise, ampl~ier ncise, and the gradual
P .1,z (4-17) cutoff of simple R-C filters. The equivalent noise

bandwidth is obtained by integrating the noise
The constant of proporionality of 3/4 be- power spectrum in Af." and equating it to the

tween the bandwidth cnd the reciprocal of integration of an ideal white noise power
dwell-time t is not rigorous because the assumed spectrum.
signal pulse does not have zero rise time andSbecause the bandwidth does not have a math- 4-.1.1.1.4 f Requiements and 3
ematically sharp cut ff. But an important factor I m aon Pwametw,
to be kept in mind for this type of analysis is s a

that the constant of proportionality is not at al: Expressed in terms of scan rate, the NET of a
critical in value. Goldman' has shown, for scanning system is 3

* example, that, if tae bandwidth is reduced by a
factor of one-third (to a proportionality con-

stant of 1/2), tl!e peak signal-to-noise ratio is NET
reduced only by 6.6 percent and, if the band-

* width is increased by one-third (to a propor- k \ F )2ŽF•Vi)
tionality constant of 1), the signal-to-noise rado t. DDWO
is reduced only by 3 percent. Thereform the
approximation of Eq. 4-15 is well within the (4-19)
accuracy requirements of a system trade-off
study. The terms in Eq. 4-19 have been separated

siito three groups by the use of parentheses in
"If a total field of view of P steradians is order to illustrnzt the nature and effect of the

scanned at a constant rate, without redundancy, different parameters involved.
by an instan aneous field of view of w steradians
and the ,can is completed in a frame time period a. First Group of Terms:
tf, the dwell time t of a point on the detector is The ftst group, 4,n, and tf-which are
t, X wfi,. Because of mern•himai scan rate instantaneous field*, total field, and frame time,
limitationm, a linear scan rate is usually difficult respectively-represent;s the system performance
tr achieve!, with the result that •he dwell time in requirements. These parameters are governed by
:•me parts of the field will be reduced by a
factor e i called scan efficiency. Th~s require.. an • Instantaneous field is also commonly referred to as the"resolution" of the .system since it relates to theincreased electrical filter bandwidth, and is resolvable detail wi-.Jn the scene. It is important to

commonly expressed as scan efficiency or scan note that this is not the saame definition of reuolution
as the Rayleigh -:.';ion, or those definitions thut

overshoot. The required bandwidth is then ielate to nhotograpýic or television resolutions.
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-j the opei-aaional or tactical demands on the significantly less than f/1.5 ae very difficult and
I • system and are derived from a larger system costly to achieve, and the cost trade-off is poor.

S-•analysis such as that for an integrated flire For narrow field of view, high-resolution sys-
•;}....• control-navigation system, weapon delivery sys tem:4 analogous to telephoto lens cameras, a

tern, etc. longer focal length rnd, therefore, a higher
f/number is necensary. A practical lower limit to"• ~b. Second Group of Terms:

J thb. size of detectrr elements that can be
The terms in the second set of parentheses iabncated is of the order of a few thousandths

represenit the instrumentation parameters, or of an inch. Therefore, a limit is reached where
tools, which the designer has at his disposal 'jr decreased instantaneous field can only be

.t synthesizing an IR imaging system to me'," the achieved by increasing the focal length.
* requirements. Actually, he will find t.nat the

flexibility and range of values at his lsposai are The selection of the detector type to be used
quite restricted and that he cannot design for is one of the most critical steps in the design
any arbitrary set of performance specifications. process. The choice depends not only on the
Similarly, the system analyst who defines the wavelength band of operation and available D"
performance requirements soon becomes aware but also on cooling requirements, cost and
that he cannot request any arbitrary set of availability in the specific configuration called
performance specifications. Re, thcrefore, must for, reliability and aging characteristics, and
perform judicious trade-offs among the perform- particular characteristics such as time constant,
"ance parameters in order to constrain the net responsivity, sensitivity contours and uniform-
demands to the state-of-tht-art in instrumenta- ity, spectral filterinj requirements, etc.
tion. For example, Eq. 4-19 (first parentheses) The last parameter in this group, W,,, is the
shows that sensitivity or NET trades off as the differential radiant emittance from the scene. In
square root of scan rate, and inversely as the 3- to 5-micron sindow for an average scene
resolution or instantaneous field of view. Thus if temperature of 2400K, Wp has a value of
high resolution is important, then it may be approximately 1.5 X 10' wcm" *K-1,depend-
necessary to relax scan rate. If frame time ing considerably on atmospheric and meteoro-
cannot be increasied, then the total field of view logical conditions. In the 8.5- to 14-micron
that is to be scan-, ied might be decreased. Or, the window, the value is approximately 2.1 X 10"'
NET specification may have to be relaxed. w cm-2 °K-", agrin depending on the atmos-

Among the instrumentation parameters in the pheric absoiption path and meteorological con-
second set of parentheses, the number of detec- ditions. Thus, the available energy is consid-
......-tar elements N is probably the o! parameter ebly higher in the 10-micron region; however,
that allows for a wide range of values. The cooing requirements are u-ually mere severe for

number of detectors used in imaging systems detectors operating in this region than forv those
vary from one to a few hundred. The other operating in the 3- to 5-micron widjrw. The
parameters are less flexible, optical diffraction limit is worse for the longer

wavelhngth region, and optical materials such a3-J • Optical diameter D, is typically of the orer refractors and filters tend to be significantly
of a few inches to a foot. Weight and cost more costly for the longer wavelengths.
increase much more rapidly than gains in sen-
sitivity for sizes larger than this range. On the c. Thfr",, 'roup of Terms:

. other hand, for optical sizes much smaller than The tern-as in the last set of im.- ntheses
this range, system sensitivity and resolution .'epreent specific engineering ".eig'• .;. iency
decze-Lse much more rapidly +han overall system par-neters. Optica, t,.ansmission effic~ency e,
cost or weight. Therefoye, practical considera- and s-cr efficiency Es are parmeters that have
tion constra'ns ý,ptics diamet~r to this range of • be maxmized during the detailed design
sizes. The optimum diameter depends on a close layout phase. Optii transmission in particular
analysis of the overall instrume;,tation approach. cScan betome a cr:it.ical or pacing it:?m, especially

The f/number for s-isitive systems is simileaty in the longer waxelenth system. Optical mate-
constrained to a nar:cw range of value3, Syp- rials such as germanium or zinc sulfide have very
ically between f/1.5 and f/3.0. Again, values high indexes of refraction, resulting in high
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reflection losses at each surface. For example, if for w - 1 mrad', n - 100 X 100. or 0.03 sr; and
a fast, high-resolution optical system design t, - 17 min. Instruments similar to the thermo-
requires four air-spaced refractive elements and graph are als produced by Servo Corporation o

if a transmiasion loss of 50 percent were suffered America and Radiation Electronics Corporation.
at each two surfaces, the net transmission would fl
be reduced to (0.5)1 or 0.0625 owing to this . Dow,-/ooking Line Scanners
effect alope. To make up for this loss by
increasing the optical diameter %otdd require an For air-to-grournd IR reconnaissance mapping,

increase of D. by a factor of 2lmost 16 wh.ch, a down-looking line scanner is a configuration
of course, would be absurd. A multi-!aye'_ei that utilizes the ýorward motion of the aircraft
anti-reflection coating can reduce the reflection as one dimensi- of scan. The instantaneous
loss to about 2 percent at each surface, depend- field w is caused to scan through an angle 8 , at

tg onle the thedightoo motion. Typi-ing on the specific material to be coated and the right ageto hedrcinfmto.Typi

width of the spectral band that is to be cally, 8. is made large enough to provide nearly
subtended. A 2 percent reflection lose per horizon-to-horizon coverage. The rute of Ecan is
surface would result in a net transmission of adjusted to the forward speed of the aircraft so
0.92 percent. that successive scans cover adjacent strips on the

The atmospheric transmission TA is actually ground.

beyond the control of the system designer. It is To provide the scan pattern, a rotating mirror
merely a factor to be considered in the analysis in the form of a prism with a number of faces is

S, and selection of the wavelength band of opera- placed in front of the imaging optics. As each

tion. face rotates past the opti-cs, the optical line of
sight is deviated along with it. Two basic

4-1.1.1.2 Thwmographs configurations are: (1) faces at 45 deg to the

A thermograph is essentially a scanning radi- optics, and (2) a folded system where the faces

ometer. (See par. 4-1.4 for a description of othe prism are parallel to the direction of
tyepial cnfiuradtion prod d motion, t nd the receiving optics are separated

radiometers.) A typical configuration produced intc two halves to receive the reflection from
by the Barnes Engineering Compan: utilizes an two sides of the rotating pris:•.
oscillating plane mirror mounted at 45 deg in a
front of the 8-in. diameter radiometer optics. The scan rate for this conflgnation is eguiva-
The mirror is cam-driven in a horizontal scan lent to
with a quick return. D'ring the return, the OaU
mirror tilts up one linewidth, thus generating a schn rate P - , sr sec (4-20)
line-by-line scan of the scene. The back of the
same plane mirror scans a light spot from a glow where u and h are aircraft velocity and height,
modulator -,.i-be over photographic film. The respectively, and 8 . is expressed in ranians. The
light spot is made proportional in size to the dwell time on the detector is approximately
instantaneous field of the radiometer, and is
intensity modulated by the radiometer output. = (-1
Since the same mrrror scans both the IR scene n, 'ec
and the light output, exce'!ent synchronization

is mintsnedbet~eenthe woand the spin rate of the mirror th'it is required isis maint-iinedx betveen the two.

The dynamic range and average intensi-y lev,. 6(2
of the output can be varied by electroni., ! WNh ,(4-22)
controls. The radiometer measures the ievel of
the scene radiance by comparing it to a builtin ,Yshere Nf is the number -- 'sides on hae ro~tatng
reference blackbody source. It also supplies a set
of reference signal levels which register a prism mirror. For low-alt,t-ude, high-speed flight,reference gayscale levels on the fim, the work load imposd on the scanner isr c gy srelatively severe. For example, for a v/h ratio of

By utilizing an immersed thermistor bolome- one steradian per second (i.e., 1000-ft altitude
ter, characteristic performance isaNETofO.04°C and 1000-ft sec- velocity) ard an instantaneous
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field of I mrad 2, the scan 'ate is approximately i increases the dLtort-On and scene rnctification
". se -, the dwell time t is approxiLately 3 X problem.

" "" •)_ x~rro10"q sec, •and= 4thei spin rate f,..for a four-aided9 zrrr (N, ' 4) is 15,000 rpm. Using more than Fig. 4-2 Wllustrates one part of the ditortion.one detector Aelieves some of the work load, but The angular resultion of the dete* ¢ V

,lop

.i I

1.

FIGUE• 4-2 End of .aJ, Oi• ,r.*,
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but itz projected area nn the ground is not. It vertical linear array ;nd to scan the =--ay back
increases in the direction of travel as a secant and forth in the horizontal direction. Since the 3
law of the viewhng angle, and in the direction of dwell time on each detect -r element is relatively
scan as a secant squared law. Thus, toward the long in this approach, narrow bandwidths and ..
end of the scan, two effects become pronounced: high sensitivity (low NET) car. be achieved.
there is overlap or crosstalk from line-to-line,
and foreshortening occurs in the direction of wo
scar.. Objects having a third dimension up from scene. In one, a CRT tube is the display element.

the plane of the arth ff ddital dist The signa;i from N, detectors are sampled ini th plne f th eath uffe e~ditonaldiso,- sequence at a high enough rate so that the entire

tions. With a linear array of detectors these sqne at a ig enoughore othat the e
effects become more aggravated. linear array is sampled before it has moved one

array width. The CRT beam is deflected verti-
The line scanner display is produced by cally .n synchronism with the sampling multi-

scanning a light spot across a strip of film. The plexer and horizontally in synchronism with the j
film moves at a rate corresponding ýo the scanning motion of the detector array. The
lor.vard velocity .)f the az•i=ait, and the lig;t beam in. rnity is modulated in response to the
spot scanner is mechanically coupled to the multiplexer output levels.

finfrared scan 2've for synchronization. Th, The second approach is to couple each detec-
l'.ght spot is formed by a glow modulator tube or tot into indiviual emitter4 tor-amlifier inoan iniinllightemtr
a solid state diode emitter and is modulated by such as a solid state diode emitter. The e.-.ters
the detector signal. The j-zojiction scheme of

are arranged in a linear arzay in proportion to
the light spot and its scanner maj be configured the arr ay, and t tray in

"* I!in ways to cancel or ýectify some of the scan scanned back and forth in synchronism with thescaned batck andfrthy ind tvhe e imite wyith th

distortion. IR scan. At the present ctate of the art, the solid
atate diode emitters are relatively inefficient in

4-1.1.1.4 Forward-lodking Infrsred Systems the visible spectrum and carnot directly form a

Forward-looking infrared systems, or FLIR, bright dikplay. However, th,. image can be
is a term applied to an IR imaging system used intensified by conducting it to the face of an
on aircraat. FUR systems le-k in the forwaz-d image inrtnsifier tube or a seisitive vidicon.
direction of Aight and produce a flicker-free
display in real-time for target idenification and Econorn:y in detector and amplifier channeL
iiavigation purposes. can be tradei off against increased scan com-

plexity and some loss in sensitivity by using
In this ,situation a fair• large total field of fewer detectors and increasing the scan rate, T? e

view hu to be scanned at frame rats above the 6etectors in the linear array can be arrartged
S.flicker frequency of the human eye. The for- with spaces between them. The spacing rorre-

ward motion of the aircraft cannot be used as a sponds to some integral number ot detector
part of tne scan because the equinment is widths. The scan motion then has to 'nclude a
.g~neraL~y gimbal-mounted to allow viewing in vertica, step after each horizontal sc. until t*.e
various directions within the forward hemi. g'"gaps are tilled in, and the scan inc Ion must he

sphere. speeded up correspondingly to cover the frame

Implementation of a scan technique presents in the same amount of time.
engineering problemns in 'his case. For gcod
quaiity imagery, a few hundred scan lines within

-- ýr4-1.1.2 image Tubes
tl-e frame P-e desirable. At a framd +,4 of 15 to
20 frames p_,r sec, this implies a few thous2nd Photoemnissive image forming systems use an
line scans per second. It would be impractical to er,-porated semi-transparent p,.iotoe-nissive sur-
attempt this kind of scan with a single detector face as th, infrared sensitive element. This
because of the complex, high-speed mechanical surface converts the infrared L-nage into an
scan motions that would be rquired. Therefore, electr,n emission pattern. Thb.! e'.?ctrons are
FUR system. generally use many detector accelerated and focuseI on a phosphor layer.
elements. One straightforward approach is to The phosphor screen thei, convej s the electron
arrdngi a few hundred detector elementr ir a irmiage into a virible pattern.
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The image tube that •erforms th's conversionr analogous to th..t of 'a scanning IR imaging'
'Is used with objective optics to image the scene syste-r. A major difference is in the spectral
onto the photoemissive cathode surface anc an region of resporve. in this case, the structure of
eyepiece to observe the phosphor imzge. Solid tne background is of no particular interast and
state power supplies for converting a battery represents noise. Therefore, by appropriate spec-
voltage to the high-voltage accelerating potential tral, spatial, and temporal filtering the contrast
have been developed in extremely smndl and between the point t.riget and the background is
efficient configurations. The entire a-sembly of enhancea as much as possible, and the remaining
optics, image tube, battery, and power supply clutter signal is blocked by thresho!ding. Usually
can be packaged into a small instrument not the operator is provided with a control to adjust
much larger than a simple mor.ocular or ,;mall the threshold level to prevailing backgrcund
Stelesccpe. clutter conditions. It is evident that the range

Ssurface hsensitivity of the search unit will be directly
Potoemissive surface have ben used inlevel.

devices designed to receive ultraviolet. visible, er
and near-'nfrared images. The deviccs are ele- The irradiance (or flux density) on a scanner
gant'y simpie and of relatively low cost. They from a target at a range R is
dre used as weapon sights, map readers, night
driving aids, tank periscope viewers, e...

H ), W CM-2  (4-23)Their major drawback is caused by ýne photo- H \ ,
emission process which at present requires rela- where
tively high-energy photons. Their lEmait of sensiti-
vity in the infrare-1 is only slight!ý beyond one J radiant intensity, w s-'
micron wavelength. Therefore, a phutoemissive 2canner --ystam noise limited detection range is
system, in practically all cases, rn:trt be used in thenr n
conjunction with a source of illinination. To
obtain security from visual det**ction, a sharp D D, eoJr
cutoff filter is used to eliminate "ny sensible R = 'cm (4-24)
visible radiation below 0.8 5 1 frim ý'e illumi- F " (--

nator. The metascope is a smalli ghtweight Nd N,
dpvice developed for reading maps and signs at
night and for detecting enemy use of near IR
sources. (The World War II snip'rszope was a where the signal-to-noise ratio threshold (S/N) is
combination image tube viewing d~wice and near determined by the specified false-alarm rate and
infrared illuminator mounted on a -ifle. It was a probability of detection. This relationship ap.
somewhat heavy and bulky configuration which plies only if clutter noise is less than system
zcquired a back-pack for the power supplies.) noise, and when the same operational and

instrumentation parameters apply as those for
i 4-1.2 SEARCH EQUIPMENT imaging systems as shown ir, Eq. 4-19.

However, since some backgrot.nd clutter
Infrared search equipments (FIg. 4-3) arexit ne l elstaincutri hSmechanical scan systems which scan a total field exists under all real situations, clutter is the

mechnicl scn sstem whch san totl feld ultimate limit to sensitivity and range. With the
of view f2 with instantaneous field of view w in
a frame time tr. Generally the objective is to present state-cf-the-art in search systems, the
detect the location of a target which constitutes major portion of dE sign and development efforts

are being applied to clutter reJection. Some ofa hot point, sich as the tailpipe of a jet aircraft, the methods of approach will be mentioned in
against a lower-temperature background clutter order to illustrate the key system parameers
such as sky-and-cloud thermal gradients or that are operative.
terrain clutter.

The location of the detection event is dis- This equation is derived from Eqs. 4-19 and 4-23, with
played on a visual screen such as the fact of a the approximation that a numerical proportionality
CRT or an array of light sources. Thus, the factor / e s

operation of a search system is completely 2VI equals one.
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"4.1.2.1 Specral Fi'P.. speed or increased rumberi of detect:rs or both
This is te fir-st and simplest technique to are required. In systems where oconomy orSimplement. The backfround radiant intensity other considerations make a small w impractical,

implmen. Th bakgrund adint itenity reticle,; can be used to some advantage. The• ~~~will typically neak around 10 microns owing to rtce an eusdtsoedvtg.Th!
ill typically sef n around 1t0.5 microns owing to ret-cle is fixed in the focal plane in- front of the

thermar seif-emissi'on, and at 0.5_ micron owing dteoran asridorcckrdrnsto reflected solar spectrum. Around 3 microns, a mission an i iped on itester ene
mission pattern is impressed on it. As the sneneregion of miinimum radiance exists.
is scanned, the reticle causes a modulation on

The hot target will have a peak spectral the radiant signals from the scene. The scale size
radiant intensity somewhere between the two of the reticle pattern is designed to just produce
background peaks. The simplest approach is to 100 percent ,nodulation of the optical image of
use a spectral bandpas filter that mmaximizes the a point object. The larger background features
target-to-background signal while maintaining a then receive relatively less modulation as a result
usable signal level. A more sophisticated ap- of the transfer function of the reticle. The
proach, called color discrimination, senses the electrical filter is then tuned to tae modulation
energy in two adjacent spectral bandwitiths. The frequency.
ratio of the energy in the two will be different
for different temperature objects. Azceptance of
a signal ir then based on a measurement of this filter analogous to an electrical tuned filter but
ratio, with a large response around zero spatial fre-

quency. The specific design details of reticles are
4-1.2.2 Spatial Filterin often based on intuition and insight rather than ,

rigorous mathematicas analysis, owing both to
As the instantaneous field of view w scans the complexity of the analysis and the difficulty

across a background, a quasi-random signal is of obtaining accurate and complete ba,:kground
generated. The power spectrum of this signal statistical data.
will depend on the shape and size of w and on
the spatial distribution of the scene radiance. 4-1.23 Temporal F&itering
This analytical problem can be treated formally The spatial frequencies produce a time signal
with the aid of two-dimensional Fourier trans- havg a freouency content that is equal to the
form principles, in a manner quite analogous to spatial frequency uimes the angular scan rate.
electrical filter theory. The two-dimensional
spatial structure of the background is regarded (Dimensionally, it is cycles per angle tires

angles per second.) Tnus elect-ical filtering, such
heqs . iesn c porswavenumbeps.tAumore detatal as low frequency rejection and high-frequencyfzequt ncies or wavenumbers. A more det~ailededpeaking, can be used to re~ect some of the
treatmf nt of this approach can be found in Refs. bakg, cantte us. tre-ome o te

background clutter signalsi. Trade-offs have to he3 ti s ad a summary is given ib Chapter 3 of made between the ability to resolve closely
this handbook, adjacent signal peaks in the pre-cnce of over-

Briefly, a point target has a spatial frequency shoot and signal amplitude neaking. Addition-
spectrum out to high wavenumbers, analogous ally, if the target and background sigrals can be
to a narrow-pulse electrical signal. Background adequately described, the combined sratial-
clutter, however, appears to have a decreasing electrical filter can be optimized in a foanal
power spectrum with wavenumber, somewhat manner to maximize the ratio of target signal to
analogously with 11f electrical noise. Therefore, background signal.
it is desirable tc use an instantaneous field with Again, as in multi-element imaging systems,
high wavenumber response, which imnplie *a mul•.element search systems that use larga
narrow spatial or angular size. Conceptually this nun-ers of detectors and corresponding ampli-
may be better described by saying that, as w s fiers will usually implement relatively simple and
made smaller to approach the angular size of the economical filtering techniques. The instanta-
target, more clutter is rejected without sacrific. eons fildeis tad esm as pra talthe
ing targe~t signal. neous field is made as smnall as practical. Trhe

upper frequency cutoff in the electrical filter is

However, if w is decreased while f2 and tf are made to correspond to the dwell time of a point
held constant, increascd mechanical scanning on the detector and the low frequency cutoff
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"is placed at 1/3 or 1/4 of the upper cutoff The accuracy and rapidity with which a target
frequency to block !ow frequency background can be tracked will depend on the quality of the
noise without imposirg severe overasoot of the scanner as an optical position transducer, servo
target signal. loop transfer function and stability constraints,

SSearch equipments are Used in ground-based signal-to-noise ratio, and local conditions such as

and airborne applications and will probably be platiorm stability.

used in spaceborne vehicles as well as for For guidance of homing missiles the tracking
rendezvous and doclking purposes. Often, they loop prov-ides attitude control and steuring
are coupled with tracking systems, and auto- information. The most common guidance law
matic acquisition and track modes are imple- utilized in air-to-air missiles is known as propor-
mented to maintain track on a ta.,-get after it is t•ional navigation. If two vehicles move at con-

detected by a search system. A single scanner stant velocities and are on a collision course, ,he
may be designed to perform the combined line of sight angle between them is constant. In
functions of search, acquisition, and track, proportional navigation the tracking loop is used

for the purpose of measring the angular rate of
A somewhat unique background problem will the line of sight between the target and the

exist for spaceborne search equipment in that missile. The missile is steered in response to a
the sky background clutter will consist of measured line of sight rate to bring the measured
discr-te point objects similar in anguiar size and rate to zero. If the line of sighi angn'ar rate in
spectral radiant intensity to the target being inertial coordinates is T-,, and the direction of
sought. The discrete point objects are, of course, missile velocity is OM, then the missile tu'n
planets and stars, whose spectra are similar to rate is made proportional to the target line of
the thermal self-emission and reflected sunlight sight of rate A

from a satellite target. Other differential signa-
tures, such as angular rate and intensity rate, car. M ekeT (4-26)
be fmplemented in this case.

This guidance law implements corrections early
4-1.3 TRACKERS in the trajectory and causes the missile to steer

to a collision course. It requires considt rably lese.i
In tracking aprlications the infrared scanner tora cllsio n t r ere in al ph selateral acceleratinns in the terminal phase ofserves basically as an optical transducer whose flight than the pursuit type of guidance laws.

output is a voltage corresponding to the position
othe target image with respct to the center of (Ref. 7 is recommended as an introduction to

the kinematics of the more common guidance
the field of view of the scanner. If the target
angolar position with respect to an arbitrary schemes .uch as proportional navigation, beam
reference is ST, and the angular position of the r.adng, pmr pursuit, deviated pursuit, etc.). To

obtain the vertical angular rate measurement aoptical axis !ý-nter of the field of view) is Os,
then the error angle 0,. s rate gyro, or an integrating gyro captured in a

rate Icap. is attached to each axis of the tracker
f = 0T - (is (4-25) gimbal. This gyro is also utilized to rate stabilize

the tracker loop to inertial coordinatns. The
Usually the error angle is requiredi along two tracking loop then may serve as an .nertia!
orthogonal axes such as azimuth and elevation, reference for vehicle attitude control.
Fig. 4-4 shows a simplifi.d block diagram of one
axis of a tracking loop. In other tUarker applications--rich as weapoi-

The scanner is mounted on gimbals, and the orientation, optical instrument pointi!.:, star
voltage output corresponding to OE is fed to a tracking, etc.-the information of Hterest is
torquer which -novws the scanner in the proper accurate target angular position ins~ead of angu-
direction to red uce or eliminati: 0 E. If the target lar rate. In these applicaticns, rata gyros or
should movc and change its angular pcsition 0r, tachometers may still be utilized for the purpose
a new error signal is generated and the tracker of tracker servo loop stabilization. However .in
will move to cancel the error-in other words the additional element, an accurate gimbal position
tracking loop "tracks" the target. pickoff, is -equired. Scme applications may
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demand angular tolerances of the order of a instentaneous field reticle scanning. Both types
second of arc, which of course implies corre, perform the same function, but with differentsponding accuracy in the scanner. levels of mechanical and signal procesising effi- *'

The discussion of trackers will be divided into ciency. '-
two major areas. The frst area is the Because of the small frame time requirement,
ccnsideration of the scanner as an optical scan modes that allow high mechanical speeds
position transduce-, and to show that the same are a prerequisite. Generally, the approach is to
sensitivity parameters apply as for any scanner, spin some optical element or elements to gener-
The second area is to consider the scanner Ete a motion of the IR image in the focal plane,
parameters in the way they affect the perform- or to move a reticle with respect to a stationary
ance of the tracking loop, and to identify the image. Only a few commor, examples will be
parametric trade-offs for tracker opLmization. given here. Some additional ei:ampies will be
The art of servo design is naturally of paramount found in the clacaitfed literature and Refs. 6 and
importance to a t-acking system. Some of the 8. i i
basic servo approaches will be introduced, how-

ever an extensive treatment of this technology is 4-1.- 1.1 Small lnsitanmeous Field-of-view Scanning
beyond the scope of this handbook. This approach consists generally of causing

the small instantaneous field of view w to scan4-1.3.1 Th. IR Scarnt As an Optical and sample fi in some orderly manner such as a
Angl Transd r spiral pattern or a Lissajous pattern. Motion in

The target must first be localized ty some two coordinates, of course, implies the existence
means, Le. visually, or by some other sensor of two orthogonal scan drive signals. The driving
such as ratiar or infrared search set. It will be voltages then have some known or predictable
shown that it is desirable to keep the field of relationship to the actual angular position of the
view of the tracking scanner small. Therefore, a scanning element W.
common system design problem encountered is
that (,f target acquisition by the tracker--i.e., to The signal pulse that results from the presence
rapidly orient the tracker into a position where of a target on co is used to gate "or sample thethe target appears in its field of view. amplitude of the scan drive voltage. The level of

The traiking scanner scans iomne field of view the sampled voltage then discloses the position of
92, which is typically of the order of a few the target. Usually it is transformed by peak
square degrees or a fraction of a square degree, holding circuitry into a dc level that is propor-
with some smaller view of view w. The scanning tional to target displacement from the optical
is performed in such a .x.4y that the output axis along each separate gimbal axis.
contmins the position information of the target A cruciform tracker is an example of this
within f'. The rate at which S2 is scanned, the method. As shown in Fig. 4-5(A) and (B), a pairframe rate, is governed by the information rate of long thin detectors (or focal plane apertures)
demanded by the tracking servo. Typically, to are crossed, and each of the two memters oi the
prcvent additional phase lags from being intro- cross has its own signal processing. The focalduced, the frame rate should be. a •actor of 3 plane image is caused to "nutate", or to describe
10 times the frequency respor.se of the closed a circular motion with respect to the detector
loop. cruciform_ This motion is Linposed by a spinning

tilted secondary mirror or a ,pinning opticaiThe opportunity for ivertion and innovation wedge. Functionally. this is the sane as if the
hs been thoroughly exp~loited in IR trackers,
and many scanning schemes exist in practice and cruciform were nucatirag wth respect to thc
theory. A wide range of trade-offs exists be- focal plane image,
tween mechanical-optical complexity and ele- If the detectors are longer than the focal
gance, and signal processitig and spatial filtering plane field stop dimensions of S1, then only
optimizations. Fcr purposes of description, they mrtion perperdicular +o the detector long di.
may be categorized into two functional types- mension is significant. This component of mo-
small instantaneous field scanning and wide tion for each detector is descr.bed 3s
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.0  . + , Sn 2xf~t, - (427 Situaticri may arise where the, target is more

If' cos 21fd tif (4-27) than a point image. It may be a line, or edge, or
a resolved two-dimensional image. In theso ae, cams,
some special processing is called for in (,rder to

dAz azimuth angular position of detec- define and track the appropriate pr.ts of these
tor with respect to center of ý2, rad extended objects. The appropriate part may be

an intensity centroid, a preferred orientation
EL felevation angular position of detec- edge, the end of a line, etc. The associated signal

tor with respect to center of fR, tad processing will require various levels of complex-

eo = constant reference anglt, rad ity depending on the specific problem. For
example, simple differentiation of the detector

fd = scanner spin rate, rps signal can mark leading and trailing edges of
t - dwell time, sec extended targets. On the other hand, elaborate

digital logic may be required in difficult situa-
Simultaneously a pair of reference voltages is tions.

extracted from the scan drive which is spinning A
at fd rps. After proper phasig they are ex- 4-1.3.1.2 LarWe insomaneous Field-of-view

V ~ z V ~ si ~ rfdt~Reticle Scannng
VAz V0 sin 2 xfd t •n this approach the detector filUL or nearly
VeL - V,, cos, 2v tf (4-2" fills the entire field of view f2. A reticle in front

where V0, is a constant reference voltage, and of the detector scans or modulates the field in
VAz and VEL are the instantaneous voltages of order to locate a point target. The reticle A

the scan drive in azimuth and elevation, respec- modulation may be AM, FM, random, pulse, or
tively. some combination of these.

From Eqs. 4-27 and 4-28, it is readily seen The simplest examl.e of a tracking reticle is 'I
that ,perhaps the rudimentary "half-moon" configura-

SandV\ (4-29) tion. As it sp4ns in front of the detector, the
O .Eo-}and V = o•.•-•-o }VL (4-29) time that its edge crosses the target image is anmeasure of the target's position in one angulqx

Thus the extracted drive voltages VAz, VE.L are coordinate. (See Fig. 4-5(C).) This reticle has a
linearly proportional to the instanta.2ous posi- number of cerious drawbacks. it modulates large
tions of the detector OAz, tEL, respectively. amounts of hackground clutter; it does not
Then if a target crosses the detectors and causes reveal the distance of the target from the center;
the drive voltages to be :atapled, the output is and it produces no signal if the target is on
linearly proportional to the AZ-EL-co ordinates center.
of the target.o tThe eihtire circular field is n2, and the trans- i

The foregoing has been just one sample of the mitting portion of the reticle is cw in this case, or
manner in which Q2 is scanned by one or more w = 42/2. One-half of the detector is blocked at
smaller fields o to find the p )sition of the target all times. Therefore, the detector area is larger
and to produce an output signal proportional to, than w, which has the effect of generating
or at least some usable function of, the target additional detector noise.
position. The reticle is improvcd by inposing a modu-

The considerations relating to background lated transmission pattern in place of thE opacue
clutter suppression by vaioum fhaltering tech- section. (See Fig. 4-5(D):) This decrep..es the
niques--as discussed in par. 4-1.2 for search response to tne large low spatial freouencies in
equipment--apply equally well for tracking the b.ckground clutter, and the modulation
scanners, and the same operaiional and instru- pattern can be arranged to prodr:ce a ccde on
mentation parameters apply since the problem is the modulation of a point impge such that the
still basically one of scanning f2 with cw within value of the code corresponds to the distance of
som. period tf in order to locate a target. the pcint image from the center. This scheme is
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simple and economical to instrument since it N (4-30-ý.:requ ires only one detector, v, spinning reticle, . , :-N E F-D . - ° ... ( - 0 . 'o .

2 and relatively simple signal processing. It is D*eo 1 -

adequate for economical trackiug systems that where Kt is a proportionality constant. This
are required te operate against targets with good equation is used for all of the scanning mode3
target-to-background-clutter contrast.

more-op-isaicago tedrapproachris to hold the discussed for tracker operation. If the tracking
A Amore s~ophisticatedapproach is to hold the scanner utilizes a small instantaneous field of

reticle stationary with respect to the detector view w to scan .2 in a period t, then
and to nutate the focal plane image. One
immediate benefit from this is the removal of Ad W(fl)2  (4-31)
spurious noises that may be introduced from a
moving object such as a reticle in the immediate where fl is the effective focal length of the op-
vicinity o& a detector. This problem can be tical system
particularly sierious in long-wavelength IR sensi-
tive systems, since any moving item :an intro- 'if . (4-32)
duce spurious reflections, emissions, qnd uni-
form background modulaticn signals i~to the
detector, and Af = (flW)x/T (4-33)

With an FM reticle the target image is nu%&ted
around a constant diameter circular path. If tbe Substituting this into Eq. 4-3 results in Eq. 4-30.

circle is concentric -,ith the stationary retikle
pattrn, a steady carrier frequency is Venerabe. If the scanner utilizes a detector large enough
This is the on-center situation. (See Fig. 4-5(E).) to cover E2, and a spinning reticle with a carrier
If the target moves off-center, the carrier is frequency N cycles/revolution and amplitude
frequency-modulated at the nutation frequency. modulation on the carrier, then
T'he modulation, amplitude is proportnral to
displacement, and the phase of the mQ-dulation Ad P (fl)2  (4-34)
is proportional to the direction of the displace-
aizit. Thus the modulaticn on the carrier
represenii the polar coordinates (p, 9 coor-
dinates) of the taipt position. = (g+ 1) - (N- 1)] X (rps)

Th>. use of largcf disks on whizh modulation 2 x (nimber of revulutionr
codes are impressed offers another sct of poss:- per second)
ble approaches. One example is shown in Fig. 2
4-5(F) where the frequency of the carrier (4-35)
d,&pends on the elevation position of the poinc
irmage, and the phase of an ampht-,ude modula- where rps number of revolutions per second is
tion on the carrier depends on the ,,irnuth the rotation rate of the reticle and 4 is the rota-

,' poiticni of the target.ittion period of the reticle.

0..3.2 Trae<ing Scanner Sensitivity Then

The scariner sensi vity is expressed, as before - (4-36)
in pals. 41.1 arJ 4-1.2, in terms of noise If ,-.ne retir•ie is FM-mo.lulated instead of AM-
eluivele•t flux d~r, sity (NEFD)) modulate&, the required oandwidth w-I, be pro-

portione.i to the deviation of the carrier !requency
4FF/A= 5ftimes the revolution rate of the reticle9 , which

A, =- - is agon similar to Eq. 4-32.

The important relationship tc, be ,oted is that
tr, a firrt-order calculation the scanner sensitivity

IL will te sitown that this reduces to the form tiepends on t'he totAl field Q2 that i, Ceanned, and
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c/

the time within 'hich it is o"wered and is disdvantae that aS reltively low d,.tector SINindependent of tim instantane Us field w or the tio, sa$ in the 'icity of 3 to 1, he 'ervo S/N ,nunber of cydles P of the retfAe. ratio tart to deticrate to the point; of lovng
SHowevsr, NEFJ refers to the s -to-nois4 track, owing to the inefficier.cy ol the demod-

ratio'in the bandwidth that iJrmodiately fo~lows o prc. In the example cited the l~oad-*i • the detector. "fhi; bandwid'.J is typically mnuch banda detector sipa would consist of narrowS.... wider than the arvo bandq.dth which follows pukes occurring once ,er frame tiae, but with a
the electronics. For a tracker, it is the sin-to- puhte spacing mtat depends on tahget or trackernoise ratio in the servo ba.ndwidth that is of motion beiween frames. The plrget position on
significance. After the detec ;or signal is demod- informaion s contained in the pulse position onulated and narrow-banded around zero frequency the time r,"S, and the demodulation processfor the servo, the S/N rai;io increases by a factor consists of convering pulse .oikition to analogproportional to the squaire root of the ratio oý voltage !evel. f the frequency of occurrence of
detection bandwidth to iervo bandwidth randomu noise p'.ses becomer comparable to

t/M ruW),W K2 •-,] analog voltage becomaes erratic P7id causes track-/Af, / f("/A')d'co? er jitter. The reticle mod'•tdion scheme gen-

"e -cate conviwao. :4.gis which are n'io az cat-
(4-37) astrophically affected after low SIN ratiodemodulatiun. Some rudimentary reticlea suchwhere K is a prcp)rtionality constant. The as the half moon reticle described in par.proportionality constant depends on the type ol 4-1.3.3.2 do not generate a carrier signal, anddemodulation, i.e., iquere law, synchronous, etc. therefore the demodulation consists simply ofFor low S/N ratiot, the proportionality constant se.•arating the signal into orthogonal (eeva-.is nonlinear. (Ref. 5 is a more detailed introduc. v .on-azimuth) components without a change in, 'tory oext on modulation theory.) However for frecuency. With reticle scanners it ir usuallyhigh-precision trackers, or for homing tnrcker; in possible to maintain track on a stationary targetterminal flight, relatively high signal-to-nose with S/N ratios of one.

ratios will obtain and the proportionality is
valid. This relationship along with Eq. 4-30 leads
to the interesting result that for max-:mum S/N 413, Triking Lop v Para rsratio in tthe servo bandwidth, the tracker sci-.- Trackers are usually designed with Type I orning mode utilized shoutd be one that codes the Typc II servo loops. Briefly, a Type I servo istarget signal into the widest possible bandwidth. defin-d by an open loop response with a singleFor example if the smiul instantaneous fleld-of- poie at the origin and a Type II with a doubleview scanncr described in par. 4-1.3.1.1 is utifized, pole at the origin (Refer to par. 3-9). Since athen Eq. 4-37 becomes, using Eq. 4-32 recug- physical system cannot have infinite gain at zeronizing the relationship that S/N - (2/tf) frequency, real trackers are close approxin.a-

1/2 ticns to these types.
(S/N)..,wo = K3 (. n !,7 (4;8

yn1 ) Functionally, .haa closed loop respo=-Ze of a
K 3 Type I servo is such that the rate of the outputangular displacement , is proportional to thewhere K 3 is a constant coefP,,ient, since for a input angular displacement error OE. Conversely,

given target the detector S/N ratio is inversely in order to generate a constant output rate, aproportional r, the NEFD of the scanner. Thus constant eATor er must exist. Thus a Type Imaking w ad small as possible provides the servo tracks with an error that is proportional tomaximum SIN ratio for trackiLig, in addition to the steady rate at which the target is moving.minimizing b:ackground clutter. The velocity constant K. is the steady state ratio
This approach is valid for situations where the of ds/8'F

detector SVN ratio is expected to be relatively
high durxr~g opezation, and where maiximurn If the scanner generates a linear error functionstatic trschbng accuracy is sought. It has the over some range .Yzemax)--.e., if tho voltage
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output is linearly peoportional to the disp'.ce- not be 2.s important as some other consilera-
ment of thi target image, over this angle-then tions such as ease of target acquisition, mecian-
the maxim am steady state tracking rati.evailable ital ruggedness and simp!ic'ty, cost, etc. On tLe
from the fervomis other hand, fcr applications where great ac-

curcy, is to be. obtained ia an ':ndisturbed
""S. �environwert, as for example a ground-based

j. The maxmum K& that can be attained in a servo satellite tracker or satellite basec! star tracker,

is limiti-i by gimbal-traclcer inertia and the the maximum S/N r tio that can be obtained

o frequentiy responses of actuators. Vz.ues o± the within the state of the art may be ca!led for.

order of 100 (deg/sec)/deg are typical limits for
infrared trackers. This factor %rings up one of 4-1.4 RADIOMETERS

the ma'or trade-offs in IR tracker desigý.. On the
one hand, it is desirable tc keep the total field of A radiometer x an instrument for measuring
view r of the scanner as small as possible in thermal radiation, especially infrared. Histor-
So•rder to dcrase background clutt~er or suscep- ically, the name has been applied to a number of

tibility to deroys. Hows:ver the maximum jinear r.evices. The firt was Crookes' Radiometr
0O that can be , .;nerate' is one half of the width which works on the principle of thermal fran-

of the total field. Thers fore, a small field implies spiration of gas molecules from the polished rade
to the blackened side of vanes to cause rotation

a low maximum rat tracking capability of a lightweight paddlewheel. C. V. Boys'
accrane it E. 3.Radiomicrometer used a sensitiv'. gal','neteter

A Type J servo will produce a steadily 1,o measure a Seebeck current. It was reported to
increising error for & steadily accelerating target have sufficient sensitivity t0) detect a candle at
until the error angle exceeds OE,,..) and the 2 miles'4 .
target is lost. The response of the tracker to
noise input is a rindom jitter. Its effect is to is In thmom sen the term s radioter1 ~s~o trk beore he sead tas an cptical instrument which collects radiation

e o trc befay s error from a narrow field of view and converts it into
,_ reaches O. a calibrated electrical signal. Typical commercial

The closed loo.p response of a Tvpe II servo is radiometers are the Barnes Engineering Com-
such that the output acceleration k,. is propor- pany's Optitherm radiometer and the Servo
tional to the displacement error OR. Thus a Corporation of America's Servotherm radiom-
steadily accelerating target is tiacKed rith con- eter.
sant error, and a steadily moving target is
tracked with zero error. Modern designa M-ey on the use of an accurate

blackbody radiation reference built into the
In practic-3 a typical .racker is made to ins•rument. (See Fig. 4-6.) in operation, the

approximate a Type Ui system by means of a collecting optics fox.us an imege of the object
relat"vely lcng-term intega'tor in the forward whose temperature is to be measured onto a
loop plus the use of a tachometer or rate gyro in detector. Within the instrument the reference
*he feedback loop. The specific deign must take blackbody source is al.-o focused on Lie

into account not only the basic stability and detector, and a reflecting chopping wheel al-
frequency response criteria, uut must include ternate-iy allows the external and internal radiant
detailed consideration of tt. , transient and signal to fall on thp detector. Thus the detector
steady state responses to targer %notions, and to sees an alternating radcwit signal whinh corre-
physical and electrical noise inputs or disturb- sponds to the radiant difference between the
ances, target source and the reference source. If high

In practice, a high signal-to-noise ratio from accuracy, independent of amplifier gain, is

the infrared scanner is often masked or degraded desired, a nulling tec-niquce is used where the
by other noise inputs, such as aerodynamic temperature of the refe.'ence blackbody is ad-
buffeting and physical vibrations in an airborne jisted until the difference signal becomes zero.
guided missile. Therefore, ;n this type of tracker A more econcmical but less accurate
application, designhig for maximum rervo band- approach does not use a blackt4ody refere;'ce
w7idth signal-to-noise ratio from the scanner may source. Instead, the incoming radiation is
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chopped by a blawk'ned or highly emissive function of wavelength. Historiially, the t+erm
chopping wheel. In this case the blades of the referred to a spectroscope that was provided
chopping wheel act as the retfreixcc temperature with a graduated circle for measuring angular
source. Or the blades may be. made highly deviithtlns of the dispersed spectrum. A spec-
reflective, in which case the detecmc.: itself (or troscope is a viewing instmunert where a radia-
more hccurately the image of the detector in die tion source is -ollimated. The cvUimated beam is
polished blade) becomf s the reference tempera- •assed through dispersive elements such as Vrat-

ture source. ings or prisms, and the dispsed beam -is viewed '

Commercial radiometvr instruments are gen- through a telescope. -
erally designed for uniform response over a T,.'oday the term spectrometer is applied to
broad band of infrared wavelengths in order to practically any instrumxat that me.isures the
optimize the accuracy of remote temperature spectral components of a radiation source. The
measurements In military applications, how- instrument may uge a dispersive element plus a
ever, special designs are often called for to scan drive to sample the various portions of thf;

measure and record radiation from specific spectrum, or it may use a number of detector,
source3, often under special operational cor- with different transmission filters to sample a
ditions. In thase designs, a broad spectral re- number of wavelengths simv.taneously, or At
sponse is usually not as important as high may nse a rotatin- color wheel which holds a.; t
sensitivity f.nd speed of response, within al- of discrete filters. The OCLI Corporation "has
located hounds on instrument size and cost. recently developed a rotation tunable filter,
Here again, backgcound clutter problems have to vihich is a narrow-band interference filter whose
be faced when the radiant sources .re remote ccnter wavelength varies linearly with angular
objezts that cannot fill the field of view of the position arounu a mieel.
instrument.

A common military application is to mevasure
4-1.5 SPECTROMETERS the spectral content cl radiation souices of

A spectrometer is an instrument for 'neasur- interest, such ps airborn- or land-based vehicles
ing the relative amountr of radiant energy as a operating under typical conditions. In these
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situations, the target radiation qources often modulations are superim'posed ana can be elec-
have to be viewed at long r'anges against oack- tronically sepm-ated to reconstruct the spe--trum.
gjround clutter. Batkground supp~ession tech-

fields-of-view (as described in pars. 4-1.2 and eter is tLe Fabry-Perot"'. Wavelengths can be

4-1.3), have to be cemployed bi these situations, measured- to thoasandths, or even ten thou-
Boresighted infrared tta'ýkers may be emrployed sane.,hs of an Algptroni. The instrument -s usedd
to hold the spectrome-ter on target, in which almost exclusivelý for ultra-high resolution and
case the system is referred to er a "tracking requires a high-dispersion, high-re solution spec-

apectrometer". trograo)h toaodoverlapping ores

4-1.7 HYBRID SYSTEMS

4-1.6 INTERFEROMETERS
C obain4.1.7.1 TncI while-scan

Wave interference phenomena can he utilized in situat~oiv where more than one target
tobanhigh spectral resolution in a spectrom- exists in the total field of view, the results of the

etror to recora spectral intensity, details scan of each frame can be stored in the memory
ov'~ a ideban. Fr eam ie, oi a small special pu~rpose computer, and predic-

the Block Asmociates' interferometer spectrom- tion techniques can be used to kee~p track of
eter is an adaptation of 6ie Michelson inter- each ta'-get. The name of this technique, bar-
farometer" prinLAple. One of the mirrors in the rwdfo aa ytm emnlgiI interterometer is inoved at a lin~ear rate, which "track-while.-scan". It a-u~d v basically new
causes an alternue brightening and daitke'iing of or different approaches sifrared technology,
the central fringe pattern. The frequency of the but capitalizes on th~e state-of-the-art in signal
cyclic changes is inversely proportik,-al to tho and data processing.
wavelength of the incomring radiation. An in!'-,A
red d~tector placed aý the centrai fringe converts' 4-1 7.2 Scanning Radiometer/Spectrometers

) the cyclic inte:1sity erian ges -zinto an ac signal. If Typical seaich and track equipments utilUe
ore hano~i ~w~enth i prsen inthe target intensity information oniy to establissh the

~ th deectr ot~~t cnsits f a presence or absence of a fair6et; iLe., on-N a
su:;erpo-ition of the corresponding ac signals. target appears over a decision threshold. the

The utpt i tae r.~odedandpiaeo ac~ informafion of primary interest is the coordinate
throilgh a wave analyzer to recover the infrared position of the target. Other target inforrnaation

spectrum.such as intensity, oe spectral eccatent is dis-
-l earded. Howeve-, in cases where it is of interest,

Anoh-~ a~~oan t itereroetr fo spc- this information can be retained and *'func.
rrometry application is Aerojet's "color coding tions of search or Lrack can be combined with
reticl?'" approach. A pencil of rays from the tefntoso aimtyc pcrrer
collector optics is passed throi~ga a disk having This re-uires simply t.ýat dual electronic signal
good transmission in the wavelen'gth region of roesgbe--tilized.
irterest. If the optical tbickness (if the disk is
e~i'lal to odd multiples of a quartef wavelength, For example, while a tracker is locked onto
transn,*-ion through .he disk is a minimump and trackini: a target, Lac broadlband detect-or
owing to bLterfe-ence. Transmission i.; a maxi- signal cbiA be channell1~d into circuitry for
mum for an opý-i'al thickness equal to ý-niltiple,, measuring absolute amplitude of the signal. Thi5,
ot -a hzalf wavelf-ngL!'. Tne color codingy retici,; in effect, is a radion'etric function. Or, the
has a Lw'er of germaniun' whcse thickness varies scainner could be~ configured to receive radiation
linearly vv',h angle about It,,- center of the disk. from a target In a number of discrete spect-Al
Therefore, if -'Ie reticle ib rotait-c4, a transmitted bandwidths. Thebe signaiý, coulid be summ,-'l for
pencil or mon'ý. hr-'ristic rays is mcdulated at a maxLn'um -ign~a:-t'L-noise ratio to periOLi th
rate pronsrtiona! to 1-h ,pin frequeý-!v and detection or tracking fu-ictior, and extracted
inversely propo-tiora. to 9v.7elength. In effa'-c±- it separately to plot, the spectral characteristics of
acts like a spoke reticle. For I-;x.,id light, thn the '3xget.
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4-2 ACTIVE SYSTEMS The infrared security filter of an lumi-ator
obscures visible radiation to prevent visible
detection. Tne criteria for infrared filter ef~ec-

4•2.1 ILLUMINATORS =tiveness are: (1) no transmission at wavelengfts

less than 0 8 micron and optimum transmission
Presently, only searchlights and laser systems in the IR region, (2) minimal white-iight

operate as infrared illuminators. In this hand- rene.ration (pinholes) through the filter, (3)
book, searchlights are distinguished from laser ab"Ity to withstand thermal shock of exposure
systems due to the vast differences in tUeir to high temperatures and then quick cooling to
design requirements and parameters, as de- reduce afterglow, and (4) abiity to withstand
scribed in the paragraphs which follow, prolonged exposure to high-intensity radiation

without dewrioratiois.

4-2.1.1 Seariuhliihtu

A searchlight is an optical oystem which TypicJ earchlights presently in use include
consists, Lbasicall:,, of a rmdiation source, a power 18-in., 2500-w incandekct lamps, 23-in.,
suppiy, and a reflector or refractor. Additional 2200-w xenon arc lamps, and 30-in.. 16-kw
components may consist of beam-spreading op- carbon arc lamps. The 23-in. xenon arc search-
tics and infrared security fiters. The searchlight light, which will replace the 18-in. searchlight,
systerz is designed to direct a powerful artificial provide.; a narrow or wide beam cf h;,h-
source of visible and near-infrared illumination intensity visible or infrared radiation. The
at a predetermined position with a minimum of searchlight contains hard-*re for use in mount-
dispersion. Searchlights rarge in size from 60-ir. ing on tanks and helicopter and with a univer-
diameter down to flashlights. sa.. mount for use on trucks, towers, etc. A new

30-in. xenon arc searchlight is being developed
The radiation sources for searchlights are for ground and airborne use to replace the 30-in.

tungsten filament, carbon arc, and gaseous arc carbon arc searchlight '. Table 1-2 lists the
lamps--discussed in par. 3-3. Tungsten fhament chamacteristics of the 23-in xenon arc, 30-in.
and carbon arc lamps in use are being replaced rarbon arc, and 30-in. xenon arc searchlights for
with xenon arc lamps which are simpler to comparison.
operate, more efficient, and proidde a light
output which consists nf usually more than 10 4-2.1.2 Lasers
percent infrared.

Normally, reflective optics are used for A laer illumination system consists of a laser
searchlights duc to their freedom from chromat- source (see par. 3-3.1.3j, power supply, control
ic aberrations and decreased lose of energy. electronics, and collimating optics. It is not
Moreover, if the reflecting surface is parabolic in intenilded to replace the searchlight as a source of
fcc--i, spherical abe-rations may be climinated cortinuous wide area lumination. Lasers have
and a much large: collmctine angle is obtained'. features not provided by searchlight sources,

thereby, making them ideally suited for use as
illuminators in applicatic,ns such as mis'.'Ie

The reflector colle-ts the radiant energy from hunatog i applieaings suchtas dis~la
the lamp, determirs the beam pattern and, n hming. pulse-gated viewing, and target d ga-conjun-tin with the lamp intc-sity, determines tion (see Chapter 6). These features include
the beam inttn',ty. The beam candlepower of a operatron at wavelengths ranging from the
searchlight i' d*fined as the candlepower of a visible to the far infrared, high spectra! radiancesearhliht -drine asthecandepoer f a in a narrow beam, noparly-mnwochromatic out-
bare sourc:e which, if placed at the same distance
away fxom a given poirt, wouliJ podv!e the same put, and pulsed operation.
"riminance at that point. The peak beam candle-
power is determined frc,.n a bear intensity dis- Reflective and retractive telescopes can be
tribution curve. This curve represents data ob- used to collimate the laser output into beams as
.ained by using a calii)rated photocell to measure narrow as 1 microrad. The optical design of laser
the intensity across the beam at a convenient systems is simplified because chromatic aberra-
distance (1,000 ft). tioti is ihot a problem. Greater efficiency can be
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TABLE 4.2. COMPARISON OF 23-SNXENON ARC, 30.IN. CARBON ARC% AND-
30-iN. XENON PRC SEARCHLIGHTS

-.. ... 23-IN. . 30-1N, 0 40.1N... ,
ITEM XENON ARC CARBON ARC XENON ARC

Power, w 2200 16,000 20,000

Reflector Diameter, in. 30 30
Reflector Focal Length, in. 6.9 9.75 9.75

Reflector CoP!ecting Angle, deg - 150 150 j

Beam Candlepower 100 X 106 420 X 106 1.2 X 109
Beam Spread - Narrow, leg 0.75 3.0 2.0

-- Wide. de - 7.0 i0.0 -

Beam Lumens 310,000 500,000
Flicker "none oslight none t

Operation Tine 200 hr must be shut 750 hr
continuous do-, n every continuous

8 hr to
change neg-
ative electrode

tAftrglow 2 sec 3 sec 3 se,
. (vwith black- (with dowser) (no dowser)

out shield) 1 mn

(rio dows-r)

achieved in thw optical system by use of high- Repetition Rate: 10 pulses per sec
efficiency, narrow-band optical coatings. How- Average Output Power: 1 w
ever, coatings selected must withstand the op- Beam Spread: 0.057 deg
tical power densities from high-power Lasers. Dimensions: 13 X 4 X 4 in.
Chapter 3 discusses some optical design p;ob- Descptions of neodymium-doped yttrium
lems pecuiar to lasers. aluminum garnet (YAG:Nd) and gallium arsenide

Sensitive detection systems. optimiz:ed for the (Ga:As) hlser illuminators are giver, in AMCP
laser wavelength in conjunct•orl with the high 706-128.
sprctral radiance of the source, allow 'he use of
low-power laser ifluminators. These iDluminators, 4-2.2 RANGEFINDERS
which are usually pulsed, can be mad: into a Two kinds of optical rugefinders a-re present-
compact, lightweight, man-portable sy ten•. The
physical and performance characteristics of a ly in use; cve is active, while the other is passive
typical laser illuminator are: operating only in the visible region. The ac-

curacy of a passive syste4m, used to measure
distances by triangulation, is den!!ndent upon

Material: neodymium glass the length of the base. A !ase: rangefinder
Wavelength: 1.06 microns (active) measures the tirn" recv"red for ar
Peak Power Output: 2.5 Mw optical pulse to travel from the laser transmitter
Pulse Width: 40 na.osec to a selected target and back to a rec-iý,-r. A
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sight is used for aiming the rangeindre at the important to emphasize- that the effect of laser
target. The transmitter consists of a Q-switched irradiance directly on the human eye may result ,.

ruby or neodymium laser and a collimatiag tele- in permanent eye damage. This damcge becomes (fk
scope. The receiver consists of a photomultiplier more severe as the lZr -pmw increases. Upon
or solid-state photodetector, receiving telescope, energizing the fire command, the ra ge comput-
and range-computing electronics. The receiver ing unit (RCU) is rpset and held at zero. At 'he
and aiming s'ght typically share a common same time, the laser trigger is set to fire th - laser
objective lens. A dichreic mirror in the optical as soon as the pulse-forming network (PFN) is

goes to the detector, from the visiale scene light pulse passe; through a collimating telescope that

which goes to the aiming eyepiece. narrows the energy of the beam to less than 1

The theory of operation of a typical laser mrad. As it is transmitted, a photodiode detects
rangefinder is summarized by describing in the pulse and energizes the RCU. The receiving
sequence the stages illustrated in Fig. 4-7. It is optics whose axis is aligned to the tronsmitter

PULSE- -ER4.
POWER FORMING LASER COLLIMATING
SUPPLY NETWORK TELESCOPE "

PHOTO
DIODE = 1 - _

FIRE RIGGER

RESETSTRJ

CLOCK RANGE STOP
COMPUIL NG , DETECT,:ROSC ILLATOR iUI
UNIT

DISPLAY AIMING COLLT.I^. TTNG
SIGHT I' TELESCCPE

FIGURE 4-7. Typical Lawr Rangafinocr ',Imk Diegrom
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directs the reflected energy pulse to a sensitive primary source 'of noise in a receiver is generated
detector which terminates the range computa- by the random variation about this average. For

: tion. Th7. optical filter in front of the detector most purposes, it is valid to assume Poitssn
,can be made very narrow-band in order to statistics for photoelectron generation rate, where
reduce background and photon noie. the mean-square variation is equal to the average.

T'he maximum range detection is linitedi to a Thus, the root-mean-square background noise is
distance where the return pul'3e signal amplitude rms n,;;:e = HAAX1-(1- 29 7
is sufficiently large to allow its unambiguous ...4

detection in the presence of noise. It is con- (4-41)
6;" • • venient to express both noise and signal in terms The received signal should be larger than Vr,--?of tha average number of photoelectrons ý, per

averageby some factor SIN in order to assure accaunta
,ample period A T because their levelf tend to be
S very low. This average number of pulse-return detection. The required tranamitted power then
photoelectrons can be calculated in a straight- is, from Eqs. 4-40 and 4-41,
formard manner as follows: PT = (S/N)', 2 R4 i[:HLA)k,)rtV P (4-42)

~- b7~~Vifr'iL1~9~ [~TJ,7  (4-40) AD6
irý R h J(440 if the beata is larger than the target., or

where pT R. 2 N HxAXwh, ](-
2D,, [ (67)7 , (4-43) ISPT - tr-ansmitted power, w

i pif the target is larger than the beam.

Ar = crc-s-sectional target area, cm'
.The accuracy of a laser rangefinder depends

S- reflection efficiency, sfr upon the transmitted pulse shape and the clock

"D= optical diameter of system, cm oscillator accuracy. A recently-developed range-
finder, using a pulsed YAG:Nd laser• produces

6 T - sample period, see 20-nanosec-wide pulses with a peak power of

4> - beam angle, rad 750 kw at a rqte of 6 pulses per min. The
r o ,asurement range is 9,990 ft ia clear weather,

I R = range to target, cm. and 5,700 f in haze, with an accuracy of ±10 ft.
Shi., = photon energy, erg Thq tripod mount can be positioned aligned to

o a i i c ttrue north within ±1 min of arc, by means of a
iT = overall optical etficiency (optical, sensitive magnetic compass. Azimuth and eleva-

transmittanc-e, quant:im, etc.) tior accruracy is within ±0.1 &-g.

The transmitted power P1 resides more or less
uniformly in some finite beam angle P. There- 4-2.3 COMMUjNICATIONS AND DATA
fore, the first bracketed term in Eq. 4-40 is the TRANSMISSION
transmitted beam power dersity in w sr'. The Laser communication systems are partic.
second bracke. ;a the solid angle subtended by .0arly useful due to their narrow bean-width,
the target times its reflection efficiency in the hiah-spectral radiance I nd morachromacity. Ah,

direction of the receiver. The product of the narrow beam enables a system to tie highly
first two brackets thus gives an s,:pateni trxget resistant to eavesdropping but req-uires precise
radiam intensity in w sr". The thrd bracket is alignment of transmitting an'd receiving el-
the solid angle subtended by the receiving ements. The narrow optical bandwidth enables
optics. The fourth bracket is a factor for the background to be filtered out very effi-
converting the received power into a number of ciently. Disadvaitages of earthbound systems
quanta. are the adverse effects of atmosphere and

Within the sample period 6 T. an average n-im- weather, line-of-sight restrictions, beam align-
ber of background photoelectrons i will be ment difficulties, and danger to human vision.
generated by the naturally illuminated back- The effects of atmospheric absorpticn and
ground see.n by tl.2 receiver. Typically, this scattering can be overcome by the use of optical
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ta L .-isiwssion s.rasctures, such as pipes or optical An unusual form of optical pulse code mod-
vw~veqides ir, which the environment is con- ulation/polarized light (PCM/rL) is being devel-

* trolled, or by t.-ansmitting over only short path oped -'or transmission of wide-bund video infor- -

lengths through the atmosphere. mation in earth and space applicationsl. In this
scheme, the output from a cw laser is polariza-

Short-ra:,r optical communication lhil:s taon modulated; a digital "one" is transmitted as
(several experimental systems have been pro- right-circular polarizaion; and, a digital "zero"
duced) may have v.duable tactical applications, is sent as left-cirmlar polaization. At the
Amplitude modulation ot c.'v laser radiation iz receiving end, the beam passes through a
distorted by the atmosphere, particularly in the Wollaston prism which has the property of
low a-f (audio frequency) range up to 250 Hz. deflecting polarized light in either of two direc- .

PNlse code modulation (PCM) is the most ticns, depending upon the poarization. The two
promising of tie many modulation techniques polarized components of the beam are thus
tried. PCM systems quantize and convert the separated and db-ected to separate photo-
analog signal to a digital code for transmission in multipliers. Redundancy is pr,'Aided because
pulse form.. This system i3 idea~ly suited for each photomultiplier circuit can produce the
short-range communication using pulsed room- original signal. PCM/PL is about 3 dB more
tnmrpature injection lasers operating at 12 to efficient than other techniques and cancels out
20 xdz'• common mode noise.

4-3
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""-CHAPTER 5

IR SYSTEM DESIGN*

5-1 SYSTEM APPROACH Cost effectiveness is the zLission performance
TO INFRARED DESIGN achieved at a given cost for one system ap-

proach. This determination must be made in theThe yste appoachto fr•'d deignen- broadest possible s-m.w; i.a., the mp.asur~s) of l

gi.ieering is a technique whereby all aspects of braesti osbe st ie te and arl thohe total system ae considered in the design ofall the
hscosts, amortized over the sensible life of the

each individual subsystem and component. This system, must be included. The question of
* systematic approach entails defining of the total whether increased effectiveness at increased cost

mission obljectives; the priority rankings and should be provided depends on the alloci.tion of
relative weightings of each indhvidual mission resources between qualitatively different sys-
objective; the operational environment in which ternsoans beyond qtativel fferen nysi

the system must fusction; the target, back- tems and is beyond the scope of the aealysig to

ground, and transmission caractkristics" the
measures of effectiveness against which alternate Following the delineation nf functional re-
designs and requirements can be evaiuated; and, quirements, a set of baseline eensor paranmeters
finally, a methodology by which a final system ur-e established to -:aitrfy the performanc•e re-
design can be synthesized. For the system to quirements. These parameters include optical
perform effectively in the operational envi- diameter, optical speed (fjno.), number of dtec-
roninent, detailed consideration -,ist be given tors, detector size and aspect radtc, detector
to reliability, maintainability, logistics, end type, the operating spectral region, electrical
grouzvd Lupport equipment. bandwidth, and the desired output display or

The first tA-k in the evolution ot system format. Since most of these parameters are
S design involves tne identification of 7-he.sto interrelated and are functions of the perform-

ance parameters, the actual selection ,of nnme*-
objectives and subsequent transration of tLese ical values must fol!.'w a detriled parametric
objectives into a set of functiona'l requirements rade-off analysis in which the possible con-
to be satisfied in the design of the sensor system. a'. stzaints of .aize, weight, power, and cost, effec-
For example, the functional requirements for an tiv~ness considerations are evaluated. The out-
IR search system might include threat warning, put; of this phase of analysis will bo a baseline
threat identification, and threat priority assign- orelim

* ment. Eac'h may have different (and perhaps d
conflicting) implications on ýhe performance At -his poi~i the mission objectives should be
parameters of the sensor system. The output of re-examined, several alternative seta of func-
the funct-.oral requirement analysis includes tional requirements established, and a set of
characteristics arsociated with the operational sensor parameters developed for each require-
performance of the system such as deection men,. The optimum set cf performance parmn-
range, detection probability, vninimum signal- eters and sensor sararrnteri can then be resolved
to-noise ratio, sensitivity, false alarmt rate, through the synthesis and development of a cost
frame time, totaW field of view, resolution, and effectivenes; mc<lez that can relate sensor ard
trackinR rats. It should always be remembered performancet parameters to raission effectiveness
that this baselino set of opry.a'ionaJ parameters and cost. The end result will then be the
must be continuously re-evaluated in light of perfor-aanco? and design spe-ification which de-
cost effectivenrss considerations. fines the final system,.

Written by S. Braunheim and K. Seyrafi 5.- RECAJIREMENTS
t When a signal waveform rm a i;•;.ude~ eceeds a p.•eset Sseai ,dalno iso eue

threshold leael d o oise, ts exceds of thr.hod Systemac evluation of mission reque-
cal!ed tise alarm. ments, functional requirements, targets, back-
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ogrunds, and the efects of atmospheric trads- 5-2 1.1 O0pertional viro.ment.- •-, i sion •tabiishes 'he basic framnework within -S- the bThe operational environment delineaies the
which systems re Cesigned and optimized. The mission chara-eri~tics and objectives in such a
interrelationships a.iong t!-e various sensor -pa- manner as to permit the devalopmert of the
rameters and perfoi.-Lance parameters, and the functional requirements. Thus, it is at this point
constraints and nbjeztives of the mission consti- that mWsion profiles and overall obipctivee

Stute-the analytical ana quantitative base for should be established.
establishing cost efft.ctiveness relationships.

The- geometric and kinematic relationships5.1 SYSTEM ANALYSIS between the sensor platform and the target:: • 'The paragraphs which follow describe the Provide thý2 initial clues into the requirzements i
met.,odology +hrough which functional require- for detection range, field of view, tracking rates,

ments are established. A specific example is and frame times. For example, assume 0hat the -
assumed through,, it the remaining paragraph3 to mission of the sample SAM ig to provide point
pro',de a few concrete sitdations in what must defznse capability for such target as bridges,

be an otherwise fairly-gener•-! discussion. For command posts, supply dumps, etc., against
thJs purpose, the design of an IR sarmple-data low-altitude attack jet aircraft armea with Qon-
trac-er for use on an inexpensive surface-to-air ventional low-drag ordnance. An analysis of the
missile (SAM) was selcted. Tabl2 5-1 lists and ordnance ballistics aiid other characteristics
defines the symbols used. would show t1hat, for a given drop altititde and

TABLE G-1. LIST OF SYMWOLS

SYMBOL DEFINITION UNITS "

A Maximum amplitude of angular scan rad

.A A. Background area in receiver field of view

J4d Detector area cmi

Ai Inherent availability
Ai. Area of illumirated spot m2  j
A,, Optics collecting area cm n

A, Receiver area 1112

A, Finite area of target m2

B Background radiance w cn" sr"1

B(,) Background spectral radiance w sr-'"

B. Radiance of the intervening atmosphere at
amnbient temperature

C Co.trast cf targct and background

c Speed of light cm sec" or
m sece

D* Detector specific detectivity cm Hzx/ 2 w-'

Detectivity of detector before roll-cff w cm-2

&,2
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TABLE 5-1. LIST OF SYMBOLS (cont'd) •

SYMBOL DEFINITION UNITS

D, Optical diameter cm

Aperture diameter cm

Minimum object dimension m

D. (max) Maximum diameter constraint cm

DL Diffraction limit rad

d Detector linear dimension cm

dmip. Minimum lnear dimension of element

E Acquisition threshold level Hz

e Chttr-e on t.e electron 1.602 X 10-19 C

f Frequaency Hz

f/no. Optical spesd

I' Lower cutoff frequcncy Hz

f4 Upper cutoff frequency of filter Hz

fe Filter center frequency Hz

At Noise equivalent bandwidth Hz

.' ' Electrical (filter) bandwidth Hz

fr Natural frequency of servo Hz

f, Detector aspect ratio (height-to-width)
Sampling rate of servo --

G Electron multiplier gain

H Irradiance at the collecting aperture w cm-;

H8  Apparent background irradiance w cm-2

Total background radiant intensity w cm-

Back~ound radiant intensity wcmr nj-i srt

Target irradiar.ze w crr.

H4 Spectral irradiance on ground w m-1"-

h Planck's constant 6.625 X 10-1 w sec"•2

or 6.J25 x 10-J-sec

,hla Threshold-to-rms noise ratio

Moment of inertia of rotating seeker components
about the spin axis it -oz sec,

ibkd Background induced current A

id Photormultiplier dark current A

5-3
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TABLE 5-1 LIST OF SYMBOLS (ront'd)

SYMBCV L DEFINITION UNITS

"Signalcurrent: .. -1

J Radiant intensity w sr-

SJ(),) Spectral radiant intensity of target w sr' A

Spectral radiant intensity from target w ar' #-1

"J0 () Apparent saectral radiant intensity from target w sr-' '•

K,, KI Proportiorality contants

K Number of linear resolution elements required
for identification

Kd Scan efficiency

k Boltzmann's constant 1.38 X 10 2 3 J/°K"1

- N Radiance of illuminated spot on the ground w m -2

Rms system noise Aw cm

NEI Noise equivalent input (sensor sensitivity) w cm

Nfo False alarm rate crossings per sec

-7- .. nb Number of bars

nd Number of detectors

fn., Required number of detectors

ni Number of resolution elements in the acceptance gate -

n Number of looks required for detection

tot Total number of resolution elements in the field of view -

P~bd Background power level w

Pd Reflected power impinging upon detector w

PLaser p:ower w

p Probability that a noise pulse exceeds the threshold
in any given resolution element

Probability of an initiating noise pulse occurring -

P Probability thiý at least one noise pulse will exceed
threshold in acceptance box

Pd Detection probability

P, Probability of a false alarm

p, Probpbility tl'at any one of r, lroks exceeds the threshold

p(U) Probability distribution function of noise

QB Incident photon flux density phot cm "sec'
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TABLE 5-1. LIST OF SYMIBOLS (co tedl

SYMBOL DEFPNITION UNTS

R Range cm I "

R, Visible detection range oi target due .-o cloud cover Ir

Rd Weapon releawe range to target m

4 . R Load resistor ohm

', Rmi. Minimum acceptable detection range I

,R Safety margin range m

r. Scan rate radsec-

S/B Signal-to-background noise ratio
:•;';•SIN Signal-to. noise zatio

:: S Amplitude of signi.l

T Toreshol,. level of systemTorque .o

Time sec
Tempexature *K

a T Effective temperature contrast b :twee- target
and background .1

: T1 Number of levels the threshold level is above the
1,oise level

td Dwell tir..Ž of an individua! detector sec
Time -eqaired for a point image to cross a detector sec

tf. Mean time between false alarms sec
Time period sec

St Time of flight of missile sec

i t. F-r•arne time that wc'"ld produce the roll-off knee
frequency (3 dB point) for a riven size detector sec

St,. Reaction time prior to launching the SAM sec

t, Frame time see
Frame (scan) time sec

t,Copt) Optimum scan time sec

t,(max) Maximum frame time sec

t5(max) Maximum scan time sec

V. MWssfle velocity I sec
Vt Attacking aircraft velocity m sec-'

Velocity of target m sec-1
Target speed M ,C;
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TABLE &1. LIST OF -YMBOLS (=ot',d)

'SYMBOL DEFINITION UNITS

V Instantancous noise voltage . V

X Detector linear dimension cm
Detector height cm

Y Detector linear dimension cm
D.tector width cm

:, : E~mpirically% determined number - I '

a ' Peiver field of view red
instantaneous fieid of view sr

*mian Limiting field of view tr

a, Angular resolution required of system rad

Se, Coefficient which relates the peak or rms value

of the signal output to the input irradiance

"�0  Optical efficiency -

C(3') Error for a ramp input

Peak value of error

17 Quantum efficiency of lerector
Photocathode quantum efficiency

8 Angle between laser beam and normal to surface tad

98,., (mir) Minimum angular dimension of an individual detector rtd

Detector angular resolution in direction of scan rad
Detector's angular dimension rad
Detector width red

a y Detector's angular dimension rad

Sinusoida. scan angle red

Angular scan rate rad see-'

U Angular rate rad sec-'

Long-wavelength cutoff cm

Short-wavelength cutoff cm

A2  Long-wa'emingth cutoff cm

Ax Spectral bandpass p
Spectral bandwidth cf receiver oitical filter p

p Reflectance

,0.1 Minimum signal-to-noi,;e requiremr.nt

rg Signal. to-background plus noise ratio

PN Signal-to-noise ratio SIN
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TABLE 5.1. LIST OF SYMBOLU, (oold)

_..... /- ...... . . ,-

SYMBOL DEFINIIPON UNITS

a Rms value of noi,e V "

T Transmittance

r~t.) Atmospheric transnmisriorn for target

rB(X) Atmospheric transmi.ssion for background

ra A'Amosphenc tra,,smission

7,9 Iaransmission of the atmospheric path between
the optical system and the backgr "und

T(..R) Atmospheric transmission as a function of -

wavelength and pathlength i
"tio Transmission factor of illuminator optics

ro Transmission factor of receiver optics

Field of view in the direction of scan rad

Total field of view mrad or sr

Angular precession velocity about output axs rad sec-

Scan rate of wystent md secv-
Angular velocity o: scanner rad sec-'

-.2 ' aAngular subtense cf detector am

,mnz MIPimum angular scanning rate of field of view rad se'.-I

a, Seeker spin velocity mad sec-'

speed, the weapons must be. e'eased some R.,. Vt(tm + t,) (5-2)
distance Rd prior to reaching the target in order
for the weapon to hit the target and for the Analogous expressions can be developed for the
attacking aircraft to safr'ly clear the area. It is ;earch field frame time and other sensor per-
necessary for the defense missile to intercept the formance parameters. For an infrared instru-
airc.ft with some safety margin prior to the ment, the minimum signal-to-noise ratio is detei,
aircraft reach'ing thE r-ngp Rd. If we represent mined by thci required detection probability and
the safety margin range as R, and the missile the false alarm rate. If the false alarm rate
velocity as V.,, the time cf flight t,, cf the requirement is very stringent, the system must
missile may be calculated as (it is implicitly operate at a high threshold level which would be
assumed that the aircraft altitude relative to significantly b•gher than the rms noise velues of
range is small) the system. This i-nplies that the peak signal

t R(5,) must be -.t least equal to the hresholl level. If
Vm, the detection probability requirement is 99

percent and the .ystem r'oise i3 Gaussian whita
If the ieaction time prior to launching the SAM noise (normal), then the mninimum signal must
is t, and the attacking aircraft velocity is V•, be at liast 2.33 times noise standard deviatiuns
then the miiimum acceptable detection range (usually expres.ed as root mean square-r.-s-
may be calculated by noise) Pbove the threshold in orcer mto assv-e this

6-7
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probability of de*eUticn. If the threshold setting case, the volume weight or power conttra•nta of
based on false alarm rate consideratiors must be the missile nose will not permit the insLallation

6 times rrr.s noise, then the minimum signal-to- o: a seexer which provid-s the full desired '
noise ratio for 99 per:en. detection probability mission capability. As a cronsequenca, the de- -

w ould be 8.33:1. In this manler (clearly simpli- signers of both the IR seeker and tre mounting
fied at this point), the misqion requ.ro.nentr and patfcr r m ast determine whether the missi ,n
operation&i environment determine the func- performanLe can be res)lved if the powertional rquirements. recuired can be reducel; or whether more

power, weight, or volume an be allocated to the
5.2.1.2 Functions seeker.

'lae mission objectives ard requirements d e It can now be seen that the missiun objec-
iterrnine the sensor parameters and sequence of tives, operational environm-nt, and the func-

fur.c' ions tl'a. the setusor must perform, thereby, tional requiremprntq have begun to yield aIdictating the functior2 of the subsystems avý preliminary set of performance specifications
components within the overall system. A def- Jrom which ýhe sensor characteristics can be
inite delineation of these generic functions is developed.
imperative if reasonable and realistic requLre-
ments are to be allocated. Agaki consider the IR 6-2.1.3 W Atutsir

seeker on the SAM. Prior to initiation of 'he
SAM launch sequence it is necessary to detect
and acquire lie target. This requires prior Following the definition of the functional
acquisition. of the target by some other element requi-'ements, the system designer can Wiegn to
of the SAM system (e. g., infraeO or radar formulate the sensor system parameters. In
acquisition system' ard then a transfer of this geneial, these amr derived analytically from the
acquisition information 'o the IR seeket. The system sensitivity equations; the considerations
pointing accuracy of the initial acquisition sys- of optical, mczhanical, and electrical design;
tern det•rmines, in forge measwro, the field of cooling requirements and power constraints; and
view requirements of the IR seeker. If tarot size and weight constraints. (
Sacquisition is also a requirement of the IR Assume a target of radiant intensity J in w
seeker, it must be capable of reje'cting beck- sr-' at a given range R in cm through an
ground clutter .nd providing the sensitivity nc•,atmosp;here that prov-ides tranrnittancer. The
necessary to dete.t and lock on a target at the irradianc' at the collecting apertwre is expressed
desired range. Thus, the acquisition function in
conjunction with the operational ersvirenment

* • will establish the ground rnlr.s governing the
field of view, bactground clu•-er rejection, and F. Jr w 2

sensitivity requirerr ents. -,wc(-

Th,. second function of the seeker is to track
the target and to provide guidance error signals. based on the inverse-square law. The sensor
In this mode of operation, the seeker must reject sensitivity oi noise equivaicit input (NEI) is
the conntermeast re response of the target and given by Eq. 5-4, which is discussed further in
•rovirie data "ý tle rate and resolution required par. 5-3.3.1.
tc achieve the desired kill probability. It must
possess the neces.;ary gimbal freedom for main- A:! - " (5-4)
tOining the target in the field of view d-spite EoEAoD* w cm-(
target maneuvers. A sufficiertly-higi, angular
tracking rate cap ibility must be provided to whee
m.•intain a small :niss-distance at the intercept
point. In order t) est.ablish numerical require- A m aotector area, cm2

ments for These functions, thc missile and target If = noise equivalent b. nd" idth, Hz
motion usually undergo dynamic simulation on
an analog computer. However, as is often the eo = optical etfLcicncy
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e, = coefficient which relates the peak expressed as follows in terms a optica! speed,
or rms value of the signal output t0 aperture, and field of view.
the ;nput irradiance (a unique func-
tion of the tilter characteristics and Ad = (f/no.)2D,1a (5-8)
input wave~ornis)

vhere
A,, = optcs coillecting area, cm

D* - d:tect.,r specific detectivity, cm f/no. = optical speed
iz`'2 w W

a = in.stantzneous field of view, sr

If the minimum sign-l-to-noise requirement is D0  = optical diameter, cm
p, then thv noise e-juivalent input can be
rewritten as: The backgound clutter rejection capability of

Jr Ad (5) a senser is otf.en expressed in terms of the
NJrH- e2 EA _- (5-5) signal-to-backgo:.,tr noise ratin. This reflects

Np,, 0 the fact tnat the higher the rati %the higher the

t'Vxeshold can be set (given adequate sensitvity)
It is thus sliown (for this exar pie) how the and, thn 5, ýhe more backgroui.dciutter that car.,
functional requiremEnt for detection at range R bý eli- •jinated. Since backgmoun radiance is a
is related to the sensor parameters of Eq. 5-4. It complete ranaom function, a fraquenUy-used

is also epparent that there is no unique soh:tion crite:-ion is a "worst case" oT peak baci:ground
&ý. Eq. 5-5 sincE an infinite combination of racdianLe. The signal-to-backgromnd noise ratio
numerical values will satisfy the equation. S/b may be computed as

Assume the need to scan the total field of
view a2 stcradians once per t, seconds, and nd Jr
detectors of insra.ntaneous field of view S/B a" (59)
steradians to scan the field at 100 percent duty
cycle, then the dwell time td of an individual where
detecter is erprtsed as

B = background radianm, w cm sr-

rd t1E2 = , sec (5-6)
Eq. -5-9 applies when the target is a point source
and the backgroun 4 is an externded source such

The filter (electrical) bandwidth AI' for scanning as a cloud. Both the signaI-oakground and
systems is often giver: as g signal-to-noise ratios can be improved by making

the instantaneous 2-eld t'f view , small in the
equation. This is done at the ex~nese of cost ar.j

At'' = __.. rH.(5-7) =omnlexity compared to a system of equal size
2t, and performance, since the number of sca-ned

elements in a fram'e time is 12 'a. The frame time
in which case the system rcsponse will be can be achieved by using additional detectors.
reduced by a factor of 0.60 to 0.70 of its There are also physical cor,!trantz on the
maximum amplitude. Theoretically, one would minimum dimension a•,- of c.rrent state-of-
like to have.t(= -[ so that there would be re the-ait dtect6Ais wh-ich can be fabricated to
digre6ation in system response. Howevcer, be- form large arrays. Thus, tie constraint imposed
cause of the increase in noise power with dictates that
bandwidth, Af should bL 'imited. Practically, the
selection of .ýf' as iL'dicaed by the relationship d,,n < '/no. DOO,,(min) (5-10)
of Eq. 5-7 is a comprc.mise bet.';Fen system
response and noise. fr. this care the respr'r.se has where ./y. (min) is the ininim'um anguLr di-en-
b-'en reduced by a factor cf 0.6-0.7, deperding sion in radians of an inlividual detector. Since
on its application. The detector area A,, can be tctal package size, weight, and volume Pre
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strongly influenced by f/no. and diameter; Also it can be shown that the signal-to-noise
severe penalties can result from using small ratio S/N required for any given detection
detectors. probability pj when S > N, is

For sensors wherein the limiting source of c. - 1
noise is the internal system noise-provided this S T+ T 2n (
noise is Gaussian distributed with a flat ýunph- N N + 1- (pO (1

Vtde (white) spectrum-the ratio of threshold to
the rms noise required for any prescribed false

W rmate is Given a signal of amplitude S, a threshold value
T, and noise N, all the same units (volts, for

-••• - -example), and a detrction rule of n, looks; .
TnAnt.nh~' (-1 the detection probabil *ity can be derived in the

N nt -manner which follows. First, the pobabi ity p5
that any one of the a, looks exceeds the thresh-

where hold is expressed as

threshold level of thesystem P. - xp - (5.5)
SN - rms noise

Assuming that an overall Jetctiort probability

n, number of looks required for detec- of p is required, then
So, •tion

-n - number of detectors p', (p,)"V (5-16)

4f - noise equivalent bandwidth, Hz or

t, - mean time between false alarms, sec p8 = (pd'- (5-17)
Sn. - number of -'esolution elenterts in the

acceptance gate Substituting Eq. 5-15 into Eq. 5-17 gives

The proof of Eq. 5-11 (see Eqs. A-1 through S- (sri
A-12 in the Appendix to this chapter) assumes (Pd) = 1 - exp \a/--)2 (5-18)2 -a
Rayleigh-distributed white noise such that the
probability density functions p(v) can be written and

eap I- ffi 1-{a•(-9
exp (5-12) 1(P

p(v) = a or

where

p(v) probability distribution function of 'T 22 (5-20)
noise a [1- (pd)' (V

v = instantaneous noise voltage, V

a - rms value of noise, V Substituting N for a and rearranging terms,
rcsultr in Eq. 5-14.

and the probability that a noise pulse exceeds
any given threshold '1 is Fcr example, assume the target analysis as

p(f uT) = eO d(u. having shown that, in the spectral band of
a 2 2 a interest (3.3 to 4.8 microns for instance), the

1/Tý\2 radiant intensity of the target is 7 w sr-', and
= exp1- 2-J (5-13) the mission analysis as Living indicated a detzc-tion range of 9 km through an atmosphere that

Eq. 5-11 is the result of a being defined as the provides 0.3 transmittance. From Eq. 5-3 the
rms value of the noise which is denoted as N, irradiance will then be
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(9 , 1w) 2.6 X10-12 c-

,.C Ad (f/;W.) 2D~a [Eq. 5-8]
,' Let us also assume the background alvdy3is as

having shown the effective peak-baccground- and

radiance in the band to b,3X 10'T w cm' 2 sr' A. =Q•OJ
aud that a signsln--background noire ratio of
2.0 is necessarj for background clutter rejection. (representing the detector and collector aea,
The.i from Eq. 5-9 respectively), NEI can be expressed a;

S0 T2._ X 10-12

a X 3 X 10-! NEI " . (5-21)

The instantaneous field of view a must be or
approximately 4.4 X 10" sr rgh.c, implies a 4f/no. , -
dc-tector instantaneous field of view of D(.o D)
2,1X 10"4 rad. assuminga 1:1 aspect ratio. With
a total field of view fl of 10'( 10 mrad dictated By further assuming au f/ro. of 3.0 for purposes
by pointing accuracy requirements and a need to of optiral resolution and packla-ing and an
search the field with a sing]-bar linear array, the optical efficiency e. of 0.5,
required numbur of detectars would be

lox 10 D"

4X 3X 1f4.4X I0-• X 7"10
3.14 X 0.5 X 0.65 X 4 X 1010 X 2.74 X 10-13

Let it also be assum-ad that in order to provide
an adequate information r3te, the system must 5.8 cm, 2.3 in.
scan the complete field 30 times per sec; then
from Eq. 5-6

S48 X 0.033 X 4.4 X •0 -e Next, a check is made to verify that neither the
48- 0.0 33 7 X 10-' sec Rayleigh diffraction limit criterion or tht- P"e!!

1 size limit have been exceeded. The required

and from Eq. 5-7 resolution was 2.1 X 10 rad. The diffraction
1 limit equation is

2 x 7 X 10iY =710Hz
DL = 2.44.. • (5-23)

If a detection probability requirement of 0.99 D0
is required, an average false alarm rate of one per
hour is acc2ptable, and a single-look detection A limiting wavelength to be 4.8
criterion is used, a thrr:shold setting of 6.4 (Eq. microns, then
5-11) and signal-to-noise ratio of 9.5 (Eq. 5-14) DL 2.44 X 4.8 X 10-4

will be required. From Eq. 5-5 the required 5.2
sensitivity is determined to be

2.6 X 10-" and thus the diffraction limit ;s not exceeded.
NE! = - 2.74 X 10 w cm Assume next that the mininum linear dimension

9d.,, of a PbSe element is 0.001 in. or

it is now assumed that an analysis has shown 2.5 X 10-' cm. From Eq. 5-10 it is shown that
lead se]enide (PbSe) to be potent.aily the most the detector dime.,,, on
suitable detector material and that an average
.D* of 4 X 10"° cm H-" 2 w-' can be expected d = 5.8X 3.0X 2.1X 10' = 3.65X 10- cm
when the detector is cooled to -80°C. By
replacing A,, and A, of Eq. 54 by their which is greater than the assumed dq,, of
iespective terms, 2.5 X 10- cm.
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S-2.1.4 Black Diagran -fsimple pictorisi diagrains. This technique is,
of course, wellksuited for illustrathig the overall

On e of the most effective methods of describ. scope, mnt.-rnal functions, and interfacings of
ing aU manner of complex systems is by means typical IR systeris (see Fig. 5-1). "

C ~C

22

ccI
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5.2.2 TARGET DEF;NITIO1 . ating feature of the taiget desczption. As a
The mison objectives and the g~eneric =a of result, spectral optimization hs Ixbcome a highly

oeffective tool in providing increased background.
targets of interest in any given appication
determine the funct:.3nal role of the IR sensor. resection. Thus, I
Troasystem designer to have, or to be able to
The target characteristics or intermst in a recon- generafe, an accurate spectrat representation of a!.• naissmnce or mapping rn:sion are in most cases

(minimum) target under the operating ccn-
distinctly different from taoos of interest in a ditioris expected to be encountered in the field. .
threat warning application. .he srectral, spatial,
temporal, and amplitude ch.uract-ristics of the For example, the spectral signature of a jet
surrounding backgroind, in larje measure, deter- aircraft at side aspect is significantly different
mine the overall effectiveness cf the syatem. If from that of the same aircraft. viewed from the
no significant distinguishable t~i'Yet characteris- tail. In the first case, the signa tuv is character-
tics exist relative to its background, the target is ized by emission bands of H2 0 and C2O.
essentially camouflaged. In general, there w.il combustion products at 2.7 and 4.4 microns.
always be some distinguishable aspects of the while in the second case, the signature is
target. The question is then relattie to the type characterized by the blackbody emission of the
of detection system required and to itn cost. Par. hot tailpipe. Fig. 5-2 shows the various aspect
2-6.2 and AMCP 706-128 discuss in detail some emissions. VWhen viewed from the nose aspect,
of the salient characteristics of military targets. the signature may be dominated hy graybody
The following two paragraphs describe the man- emission from the relatively cool surface of the
ner in which the system dr-signer makes use of aircraft.
this information. Ground targets, which exhibit relatively little

energy compared to airborne targets, are gener-
ally characterized by small temperature differ-

The spectral characteristics of many military ences between the target and the surrounding
±narzts are often the most dominant differenti- background.

TAIL ASPECT

SIDE

ASPECT

NOSE ASPECT

WAVELENGTH (p)

FIGURE 5-2. Spocrr'W Charcrerisrcs of Aimrcrft Wvewvlng Awe.r
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522.2 Ra.sanra G~aieoti - -min aton at night. In the logrwkeets

Vrully all infzre ,.r operate on the (above 4 microns) the spectral characteristics are -'

modulated gradin .. . . . e .te n . oraeaT, ed by graybody emLision at or near
•, modulated gradipt between the target and its ambient Lernpe Since most natural objects "
surrounding background. Thus, from a signal tend to have ,.high - i,- saivities in the .long

,standpoint, the effective signal is the difference wavelengths the spectral sgnatures approach
between the target and the background. 7'1's, that of a blackbody. These subji- :1, are discussed

foeag t a 300iK blackbody greater detail in par. 2-6.1. The spectral
otrsted against a 300WK blackbody background a ndrthe ropemiss of the ate ope re in

would not produce a discernible gradient. att3rptive properties of the nterrening atMos-
pharee-emission ofthe amosphere in

many cases it is not required that the contrast be the absorpton bands tend to modify he spec-
positive because negati-e gradients can also be tral characteristics of the background in a "
processed. In the case. of thermal imaging •- fashion which in many cases is to the advantage
tems, targets are often specified in terms of the of the designei In many cases. terrain back-
effectivegrounds will be at a rge greater tan or equal

get and background. For example, a sampan on to the target range, hich greans than the

Sa river might he said to°have a ATgradier~t' It background will be attei'uated as much as or
should be noted that this temperature gradient is more than the target. It shold also be noted
the result of both emissivity and temperature that the relative position of the sun, the type
differences. In the 8- to 14-micron region a ±5 and amount of cloud cover, and the type of
Spercent em~csivit difference around ei 0.95 is terrain also affect the amplitude rcnd spectral
equivalent to approximately a 7VC temperature signature of backgrounds.
difference at 300° K ambient.

The spatial characteristics of te raiin are usu-
-2.3 BACKGROUND DEFINITION ally dominated by a large low-frequency corn-

The spectral and sratial characteristics of the ponent and rol-off at abot I/fl beginning at
background relative to the target determine the relatively low spatia !requencies. Many targets
degree of background clutter that must be of interest may be characterized by point
Sprocessed and the rsulting false alarm rate ff objects with corresponding high-frequency com-

background is Jhe dominant source of noise. To ponents. This t.ids o improve the b~ckgrcund !
Sthis date there has been no satisfactorj statis- clttE.- problem if the proper spatial and electri,

tical rezresentation of the under!ying 3tochastic cil filters are used. in genera!, these filters lit
process of background noise. Weiner spectra t~e low-frequency :esponse of the system. This
representations of backgrounds have never been reduces signal energy, but at a much slower rate

found to adequately represent the spatial distri- than background energy, and thus improves the
bution of backgrounds. As a result, the system signal-to-backgrund ratic.
desigiier must generally utilize concepts such as
the signal-to-background ratio which cn tie 5-2.3.-2 CIouds
quantitatively translated into false alarm rates & C

only through complete knowedge of the prob- Clouds, or more exactly cloud edges, have
ability distribution functC.n. However, if the been the traditiona: eniemy of IR system design-
signal-to-background ratio ih defined in terms of era because of the large radiance gradient be-
the minimum signal-to-maximum background tween blue sky and a cloud edge. There are few
and the ratio is significantly greater than unit,, analogous situations in the case of terrain
then in most cases the background can be backgrounds that produce p-udients of this
adequately thresholded to a point where the magntude. As a result, systems that are designed
false alarm rate will be within tolerable limits, to operate in a cloud enuironment must be

carefully designed, with respect to their spectral
5-2.3.1 Terrain, Sea anc spatial fitering properties.

The spectral signature of most ground back- As in the case of terrain, the spectral sngnature
grovuds are characterized by dbffusely reflected o' clouds are dominated by emitted energy in
solar energy in the short wavelengths duinng tihe long wavelengtzis and reflected energy in the
daylight hours; and lunar, stellar, and air glow shorter wavclenýthA as illust7.ted in Fig. 5-3.
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I ICE CLOUD

Z WJATER CLOUD

ICE CLOUD

WAVELENGTH (0 h

FcIG JRE 5-3. Typical Sunlit Cloud Radiances vs Wavelength

(Refer to par. 2-6 for more detailed infornia- second source of stellar radiation is The noise
tion.) The spectral radiance of clouds in the emission from wany unresolved stars. Ikn some
reflected region is strongly affected by the solar long-wavelength applicationq this may be the
scattering angle and the cloud altitude. High- limiting noise source.
altitude ice clouds tend to be better reflectors in
the short wavelengths b'it, becausc of their 5-2.4 TRANSMISSION
co~oler i'nrempatureq. have lo-ver rrdiance than

the ow-ltitde ~ terclo'ds n te loger The selective absorption of radiated infrared
wave lengaths, -frcosi helne energy by the int~rvening atmosphere iniluence.s

both the spectral characteristics and amplitude
of the received target signal. As a consequence, a

5-2.3.2 Stellar 9a.olc~roejnds comrprehensive understanding of absorptioni

The stellar bac':ground provides two sources phenomena is mandathry for successful system
of background radiation. The first comes from design. The primary constituents that absoirb
the bright stars that are resolved or detected by :nfrared energy are the vibration and rotation
the sensor. The number and position of resolv- bands of water vapor and carbon dioxide.
able stars can often be predicted in advance Secondary' absorption sources include nitrous
th~rough the use ýf star tapt~s and ephemeris oxide, ozone, methane, and other minor atmnos-
cataloi;-ies. Wlhen :his information is stored in pheric cases. Particulate matter causes scattering
proceegP'rg cunlip.ý.. ýrs, these faise targets car, be of the infrared energy. The plienumenology of
elimin Ited. A noc ther technique of stellar discrim- this subject is discussed in par. 2-4.

ination is baced on t:'ie spectral signatuire of
stars. Sincea most stzrs radiate as 5000o - 600o K -.. 1A-orto
blpckbodioes, al. instrument operating in two 5241Aireo
spectral regions has a potenticl for rejecting The dominant absorption bands in the infr.a-
these objects relative to much cooler targets. In red are the 2.7-micron band of IH2 0 and GO2 ,
the regcdorq of high-stellar density such as the the 6.3-mi'cron band of H-2 0, and the 15-micron
galaclic eqwator it is offtcn impossible to process band of CO, . Because of these absorption bands
the information in real-time and as a conse- an(] the spectrrl characteristics of target radia-
quence there regions are often avoided. A tion, the. traditional operating bands which have
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"erolved include: 1.8.- to2.7 mircns,-3 ta 5 infrared enirgy. This is often characterized by 3
WoIroni, ana 3- to 14 microns It shou/d be probability unrves of cloud free lne-of-sig~ht as -

notL-ed that, sinne t,. atmaczphere absorbs in the shown qualitatively in Fie. 5-5. The point A %-I
mine rands where hot-gts plumes eni*t, only r the curve indicattes that at an altitude ol about
small fraction of these strong emission bands is 20 kft and an observer-*arjet distance cl 5 mi
trans~itted even through relatively short atmcs- there is So percent pzc babihity of a clkud-free7

pheric paths. Howve-, temperature ,-nd pressure line of sight. While at the same altitude but for a
broadening 3f the plume emission bands rcselts 6 - mi observer-target distance, pcin+ B on thk.

* in a small residual skirt of energy that is curve, tk-ere iL 70 percent probability of a
transmitited as shown in Fig. 5-4. It is apparent cloud-free line of sight. Curves such as those ir
from Fig. 5-4 that unless both the spectral Fig. a-5 are nspecially useful in cost effectiveness
characteristics of the target and transm*'ions studies. For e-amnple, frcm the point of view of
are well undertood, the estimation of the aircraft detection it may be desiraile to have a
transmitted target energy can be significantly in detection range of 20 km. If, however, there is
error. It should also be routd that nornhomoge- only a 1 percent chance of having a cloud-free
neities in the atmosphere in the absorption line of sight to ths.i altitude, it may not ue
regions can be a significant source of external economical to provide that range capability. In
scanning noise. addition, the relationships of Fig. 5-5 are useful

Model atmospheres have been developed to i determining .e expected range at which
repres~nt the differing climatological environ- targets may emerge from cloud cover. ThisS~information is often reaui:.?d in determining
ments in z:hich an infrared system may operate. frmato irefen Fou e , in t i

frame rate requirements. For example, if aFor exampl-, a model temperate atmcephere
system must detect a target by some minimum
range RM and the cloud data indicate thattemperattre, and pressure for mid-latitude re- there is a high probability that the target not

glans. Similar models exist for tropical aud visible until some other range R, and the
arctic regions. In addition, transmission models velocity of he target .s V•, then the maximun
by such authors as Thomas Altshuler1 greatly frame time is is , t

facilitate the calculation of slant path transmis- .-
:.. • ~~sion. •-..,

.: , ~t.• • V sec R , > R ,,j,• (5 -4 4)

5-2.4.2 Obsuration'

In addition to be-ng a background problem, Cloud cover data are also often required for
clouds are also L source of obseuration of airborne and satellite reconnaissance systems in

E. •RELATIVi TARG4cT ENERGY

z z TRANSMISS ION

k1,.VELFNGT'I (i)

FIGURE 5-4. Rplative Targer Ene-rgy aid Transmision vos Wavelonqth for PI -me Emission
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determining the percentage of time that ground thrke dominant suppressing techniques for mis
targets will be visibkL. .. le and aircraft targete are shielding, coolinr

J and additives.

5-Z5 COUNTETMSEAURES Shzielding is a technique whereby the hot
Ti yengine parts of an aircraft, helicopter, or any

•. a. aT* designer faif infrared systems must be other potential target are shieldc-d from all tut a
very narrow range of aspect angles, usu-'ly only

i motleat ca n Lt soed cases. this a few degrees directly around the exhaust
kn~owledge can it, some cases permit the h1cu nozzie. Shielding ard cooling are oftep lsea
s!Omi of counter-;cuntermeasures in tie initial simultanelusly in order to improve tverallsel
system design. In almost all cases the details of sfxecileneos i orer timpre the over

effectiveness. Fuel additii'e3 are sometimes used
countermeasure techniquej and their perform- in order to reduce plume radiation. These
S ance are hWghly zassified and, as a r~ult, the additives can be quenching in nature, such as
discussion must be general in nature. IR counter- w&~er, which tends to reduce the temperature
measures are divided into two general groups and thus the radiation of the plume emission, 'r
l representing twu functional modes of opeiation: they ;an be inhibiting in nature such as certain
passive countermeasures and active counter. chemical aitives,chemcal dditves

51c u5-Z25.2 Active Countrmeasures• -2.5.1 Pzai,'e Utinteneasures

e can be broady d- Active countermeasures are those counter-
measures that either confuse or destroy the

fined is that class of countermeasures which are 3ttaeker's guidance system. Flares, decoys,
* employed continuously and are noi activated as

a result of the presence of an attacker. Passive areuall ionsid ered t iv ec term e r es.
are all considered active countermeastures.

countermeasures exclude the deployment or
ejection of pl~ysiac objects from the defended The infrared flare is one of the most common
platfotmn The most generally employed counter- countermeasures used to reduce the eftective-

Smeasure agahust IR systemr is a reduction in ness of air-to-air missiles. If the radiant intensity
target signature. The primnry objective oi these of the ejected flare is slightly greater than that
techniques is to reduce or supprens the level GE of the intended target and its trajectorý is not a
IR radiation from the def,:nded platform to a too' radical departure from that of th; intended
level so low that the attacker cannot detect his target, the missile will tend to follow the flare
target until it i# too kte to mount an attack. The and not the aircraft. The intent is to use a

,40
4. 90% 80% 7 G 60%

S30

A B

OBSERVEP-TARGET HORIZONTAL DISTANCE

(s5"-ute mil~e)

FIGUeHE 5-5. Estima• of PRobadbifi~ of Cicud-frpe L ,e- ,fsiglhr frm (or to) Surfae Lf.eel
(Washir;gco 1, 2. 7. - Summer)
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smfficient number of flares deployed at the right concept prior to the firm ddiineation of the
time so that when the last Rare has burned out, performance requirements: howeve-, it must be
the rcraft is outf fthe missile's field of view. remembered that cost and schedule constraints
Tra missile i then rendered harmless b.zause may require revision of the performance
the remaihiing time is insufficient for reacquiring specifications if the uade-off analyses of die
the target. It should be realized that since the 5aseline design and the alternative concepts
flare is sign~fican-ly bmailer than the target, it indicate that the specifications cannot be satis-
must be substantially hotter in order to emit as fled. Thus, the baseline design is part of the
much oi more energy hii any given spectral band. repeated cost effectiveness aaalysi,.
As a result, if the air-to-air missile were to have a
two-color tracker (t. counter-countermeasure) it
could discriminate against the flare and reject it -3 E O
This, of course, would force the defense into the The selection of the oprimunm spectral Iand
deployment of a two-color flare (a counter- and the choice of detector are the most critical j
coLnter-countermeasure), and so on. decisions made in designing an infrared sensor.

The optimum spectral region musc be selected in
TheoptdDecoy are ohc tt simulate the spectral the context of the operational mission, theS~~and sp'atial characterist.ics of tha target but are ;targets, background, and transmission character-

dispersed in such large numbers that it becomes istics; and size, weight, power, and cost con-
uneconomical for the attacker to fix, at all of•:: ~strahits imposed on the system. The two dora- "
them in an attempt to hit the real target(s). As inant factors invoived in spectral selecuon are
in the case of the flare, the attacker mn.y try to system sensitivity and background rjection.
• find a discriminant which the dcoy does not Both of these fpctors affect the spectral location
simulate and use this to reject them in favor of and the spectr-! bandwidth, and are always inthe true target... Iopposron. The maximum target-to-background

ratio is achieved by selecting an infinitesimally
Modulation jamming is a techniq.,e whereby small bandwidth at the soectral location ,^i

flashin• or blinking lights are used to introduce maximum target-to-backgroumd contrast as /

spurious tracking signals into the missile tracker shorn in Fig. 5-6. However, since the bandwidth (
in an attempt to either completely confuse it or is infinitesimally small, the signal-to-noise ratio

* to introduce a significantly large mi-sdistance so ;s ssentir y zero. In order to increase the
as to render it ineffective. s,gnal-to-system-noise ratio, the spectral band

must be widened which reduces the signal-to-
Potentially, lasers (directed energy beam) background ratio since the background is in-

could be used as a defensive technique ) creasing faster ihan the target as the optimum
destroy either the optical coatings, filter, or the point is the cfnter wavelength. The rnsolution of
sensing element of the threatening IR seeker. this problem iL generally found in minimizing
Achievement of these objectives requires high- the number of detectors required for a series of
power ievels not always compatible with air- fixed-aperture diameters, then developing a
borne platforms. In addition, efficien'. use of philosophy of making aperture/detector trade-
these lasers requires precise pointing mecha- offs.
nisms.

5-3 BASELINE DESIGN CONCEPT 5-31.1 Trade-offs

The baseline design concept is a technique The instantaneous f-.- of view and the
wsed to focus the analysis once :.. firm set of detector material, in addition to sensitivity
p-rformance requiiements have to be estab- requirements, must be considered in selecting
liski-d. The sensor system is then optimized by the optimum spectral region. The optimum
performing hariware and sersor pararon•tric spectral region can be defined as the one that
tradc-offs about the baseline design point to maximizes the signal-to-background-plus-noise
determine the most economical way to achieve ratio pý and simultaneously satisfies the mini-
the performance requirements. It is almost mum signal-to-noise constraint p.N. These can be
always premature to establish a baseline design defiLed oy the following expressions
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BACKGROUND
RADIANCE AND
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TARrGET

WAVELENGTH (.)"-

FIGURE 5.6 Example Spectrd Sackground #.?d Target Radant Intvynh

1 fJPx)r(, )Era? 5-25 and 5-26 are baeed on (he target,

R-______ , J___)r(___d _ bac 'o,ind, t-ansmission spectral chnrarteris-(O f2 D(L7Q)i)~Nj12 tics, anel the detector noise charcteristicT.

Assume the target aad backgound fadiance

(5-25) and the transmission coefficient to be as shown

and in Figg. 547 and 5-8, and a misaic-a dseýction
range of 7 lrn in a temperate atmospbere. Also

I x ,X assume the field of vicw of the sensor to be "ery
PN < (5-26) small so thati ali backgrounds wiUl be at a range

i N equal to or greater than the target. The appj-ent
tarCet and background (as seen tlhrcugh the

where atmoephere) w-J then be as shown in Fig. 5-9. It
is apparent that transmisridn has significantly

p= signal-to-background plus noise aItered the spectral characteristics of both target
rardo andi background.

S-=signal-to-noise rati.,-
"i -n rixt, asum.e an instantaneous field of view

J(X) spectral iadian. ir.tensity of target, of 1V" sr selectcd on the basis of reE )Aut:on and
w sr-11 -I number of detectors. It should be noted that

7 =X) atmospheric transmission for target this is an extremely ;ignificant design selection,
therefore, &everal itelations may be reouired to

= atmospheric tra:IsmisF:ion for back- determine the optimum detector subtense. The
ground cimnulative target and background irradiation

r 1nge, crn curves are shov'n in Fig. 5-10. These curves show
the amount of energy up to the long-wavelength

= instantineous field oi view, sr cutoff X,2 on the abscissa. The plateau region is
B,,) = background spectral radiance, the result of the strong absorption at 4.4

Sskro smicrons. The signal-to-background-plus-noise

ratio pa is illustrated in Fig. 5-11 for several

N = rms system noise, w cm ( (Eq. 5-4] short-wavelength cutoffs ). . The curves with the
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AIGURE 5-11. Signal.t'-bakground Pfus Noise Ratio for Vorious Upoer and Lawer Wat.ength
Cutoft

larger values of p• represpnt narrow spectral this paragraph. For example, the trade-off of
bands, detector instantaneous field oi view was rct

At this point the s to-noise constrint examined. Hcwever, even before this paragraph

must be invoked. Assume that a minimum S/N can be completed, a discussion on the final
choice between detector materials must beratio of 6 has beer, determined based on an inld .

P'iaiysis of Eqs. b-11 and 5-14. Also keep in
mind tha., size constraints limit the collecting

erture to some fixed maximum. :n the sp3=- 55-3.1.2 Dwtuctor 3election
al region of interest, the two potenti.dly usefu, The availability of detector materials for
etector materials are Pb3e and InSb. Fig. 5-12, Specific spectral regions, their physical prop-
vhich illustrates the cumulative S/N ratios pN rts, sensitivities, and cost are some of the

for these two decector tdaterials, indicates that
InSb is more sensitive than PbSe. For any given more significant considerations in selecting a
detector material, the optimum band is the inost spectral region and the desigi c' an infrared
narrow band that satisfi-s the constraint of sensor. The most signiieant detec.or paramcters

which influence the choice rof detector materials
dIfeNt combisaisouns. Syiteratince ly ismore are spectral response, detectivity D*, responsiv-S•different combinations. Since InSb is more ar

sensitive, it can satisfy the requirement with a ity, cooling requirements, minimum size con-
n rband than an PbSe (in this example, straints, cell-.o-cell uniormity, long-term stabili-

narrower microns vs 3 .50 to 5.00 microns), ty, manufacturing tolerances, array technology,
3.75 to 4.50mirnvs35to50mcos)
The implications for the signal-to-background and costs.

ratio are illustrated in Fig. 5-1l. The system The spectral response of "most detector mate-
using PbSe would cperate at position A of this rials is relatively narrow in that their sensitivities
graph while thc system using InSb woulk oper- outside of the limit4ng band are usually not
ate at position B. It is apparent then that the sati,•factory for weapon system applications. As
most sensitive dete.ctor ?Is, provides the better a result, there are few examples in which more
background rejection capability. It should be than two or possibly three detertor materials a'e
noted that only a few aspects of the spectral serious candidates for a specific application. uf
region seicction prcblern have been illustrated in these candidates, the secnd consideration is the
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FIGURE 5- a Cumula;ve signsi.ro-noise Ratios for "Two Dotsctor TV. n

intrinsic sensitivity of the detector material area -s relathd to the field of view by Eq. 5-8 and
under tle system operating conditions. it is clear the linear dimensions X and Y are given by
tnat detector sensitivity has a significant impact
on both system size and system perfornaance. X = Do (0 /no.)8,, (5-27)

In order to achieve maximum sensitivity,
most detector materials must be cooled to Y=Do(flno.)Q, (5-28)
cryogenic temperatures. The electrical power
required to provide this cooling is often the a - 9xyv (sr) (5-29'
most significart portion of the sensor's power
budget, and in many applications i., often the where 98, 9 y are the detector's angular dimen-
parameter that determines the ,,hoite of detec- siors. The state-cf-.he-art usually limits the
tor raterial. For example, merzury-doped- n vinim'-n physical d!mension at which a given

germanium Ge:Hg can operate in the 3- to detector material can be manufactured. For
5-micron region, but must %)e cooled to or below scz.-e dtectors thiis may be 0.001 in. while for
300 K. On the other hand, indiuri-antimonide others it may be 0.004 in. Thus, if ver7 small
InSb also operates in the 3- to 5-rricrcr region; instantaneous fields of view are required for
however, it must be cooled to oriy 77°K. For bac.6gourd rejection, and the optical diameter
equivalent heat innuts, the C-:Hg system will D. urd optical speed f/no. are limiting the
require approximately thiree times the input pacl-agV size, it may not be possible to use a

power js wili the LiSb 3enscr, c) nsequently, a partcular detector material due to its size

substential system Lradc-ofýi could be made limi.-atiOns.3
relative to size (due to -coling requirements) VWren large ar. iys are required for specific
before selecting the detector material. applications, the existence of array technology

and the ur iformity of the detectors in the array
Detector cll size is also an important pranm- also mnflueice the choice of detector materials.

eter in the selpctioi of a d•t•.c-.or material. It For example, there are only two detector
was shown that the instantaneot-,u field of ,sew mateija.s !PbS and Ge:Hg) for which large array
of a detector was a significant paramete, in (greater than 100 detectors) technology cur-
eliminating 1h.iclground crufter. The detector rintly exists. The long-I• -stability of detector
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Be-'sitity and responsivity also- must be con- A linear array of detectors is assumed to c
sidered in the choice of a detector material, the elevation field of view. 71,a electrical (filt•) ,

bandwidth of the filter .If' is approximated by .
-53.2 FRAME-TIME OPTIMIZATION 1 c

Inmanycases the frame time canb•e derived 2 =.
and optimized based on thrget geowetry and where t

d ;s the time it takes a point image to
kinematic considerations. For example, consider cross a detector. If the detector is of width Ox
the problem p&.oed in par. 5-2.1.1 in which and the system is scanning at a rate w rad/sec,
detection and acquisition are required by some then
range R,., as defined by Eq. 5-2. The optimum j.

scan rate wViM be defined as the rate that ox_
min@mize the aperture diameter D, while assur- td W (5.32)
ing target detection at a hniiimum range R,,m
which provides -n Pcceptable signal-to-back- and
ground-noise ratio SIB. As shown in Eq. 5-9 a, (5-33)

20x
SIB

If the field of view in '.he direction of sczn is
The following simplified relationship for atmos- 0 and the frame (scan) time is t,, then -

pheric transmission r. is used to arrive at an =

analytic solution of the optimum frame time: (5-34)

a = 7 X >* 0 (5-30) and

which is an approximation for a negative expo- (5-35)
nential, where x is determined empirically in the
spectral region of h.terest for the ranges of Substituting Eqs. 5-30, 5-31, and 5-35 into
interest. NEI Eq. 5-21, and solving for S/N, we obtair

For many detector materials (e.g., PbS) thedetectivity D* term in Eq. 5-21 is a fu,,ction of Jr f- 7rD C e• D Dt

the frame time t, as a result of its high-fre- RxN 2-

quency time-constant roll-off past sone knee R -7 (
frequency (5436)

D 0 (5-31)
\ tof t • to If the signal-to-noise ratio for a particular

where detector is to be constant, independent of range,
it is required, therefore, from Eq. 5-9 that

detectivity of the detector before
roll-off", w cm -" a = KR 2  (5-37)

t= frame time that would produce the
roll-off knee frequency (3 dB point) where K, is a constant mutipia.r.
for a given s;ize detector, sec For square detectors

t, = frame time, sec
Y = number which is empirically (5-38)

determined OY = ex =V/a- (5-39)

By substituting Fq. 5-39 into Eq. 5-36, thet" Frequency roll-off is defined as a frequency beyond following relationship is obtained between D0
which the output signal relative to input signal begins
to be attenuated. and R
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R" (R X /54) ,min [t.(opt) or t.(max)J (5-43i

K. or the minimum of the wm inum determined by

environmental considerations and the optimum
where K 2 is another proportionality constant. determined by sensor considerations.

Rapge R is equal to the minimum range plus
the distance which the target cow'd have traveled 5-3.3 PARAMETRIC DESIGN
in a frame time prior to detection, having just
be* n missed during the previous frame (the I he parametric relationships between sensor
target is assumed to be traveling away from the and mission variables dtermine, in a large
observer). We, therefore, have measure, the trade-off opportunities available to

the system designer. As a result, a perceptive
R Rrn + nV V~t, (5-41) understanding of the basic mathematical and

physical relationships is a mandatory require-
where ment for the system analys;. The relationships

n= number of looks required for between optical size, number of detectors, cool-
detection ing requirements, scan methods, displays, and

other system co'asiderations are investigated in
V Vt target speed the paragraphs which follow.

t, = scan time

Thus from Eq. 5-40 5-3.3.1 Collening Apertt Ewn.ameter

The size of the collecting aperture D0 is a
K• (R,•,+ n, Vt .,])2.5*x dominant variable in determining the weight,

size, and volume of the entire IR sensor unit. As
a consequence, it is the system parameter that
often requires the most attention.

Differentiating with respect to t, and setting
to zero yields the iollowing optimum value of t, Eq. 5-4 is the basic system equation for a

detector-noise-limited system and the geometry
for a simple optical system is illustrated in Fig.t.(Opt)(0. 5 + Y) Rm (5-42) 5-13.

r,, V,(2.5 + X) - (0.5 + Y 4)3
Tbe detector area A•j is, of course, the

For example, assuine that tyansmi-sion -- inverse- Th dectraeA 4 iocuste
Fy proportex onale tosrane +1) an that Dnsi nve product of its dimensions in height X and width
ly proportional to range (X = +1) and that Do Y (there is no relationship between these X andis inv-ersely proportional to UnE igruare root of Y, and those shown in Eq&. 5-40 and 5-41)
the frame time (Y= +0.5). Also assu-n, a mini-
mum detection range R,,,, oi 2 kin, a target
speed V, of 0.3 kmisec (1000 ft/sec), and a Ad =XY, cm' (5-44)

two-look (n = 2) detection criterion. From Fig. S-13 it is apparent that the angular
subtense of the detector can be given as

to(opt) (0.5+ 0.5)2 X
2 X 0.3 [(2.5 4- 1)- (0.5 + 0.5)] f

t,(opt) -' 1.33 see. I r =-, tad

ueThe instantaneous field-of-view aY of the
It must be. rerni-nbered ;hat other system etco steaglrvlm ftedtco
considerations have been neglected in this detector is the angular volu-e of "he detector
optimization. If cloud and tcrrain masking make subtense and is given by Eq. 5-29 as

it likely for the target to approach .he defended a - Ox oY, sr
point unobserved prior to the -'onge dictated by
t,(opt), then a faster f:.ime-tina may be re- As disc.:.rd previously, it is frequently as-
quired as illustrated tl Eq. 5-28. Thu:, the sumed that ttoe electrical barnwidth should be
frame time is calcu!-ted as the inverse of tvice the tim.--, it takes a point
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image to traverse the er/tor 2in the d tion of
man lor 12 ( IN) .D 4 (a) V ~

where J

tj dwell time, sec 1R2 (S/N) 4(f/no.) - (
J7 r - 1(c)Assume the total volume of Q steradians is to be c. " D' --T t.-

searched in time t, by nd detectors, then: (5-48)

td = [Eq. &6] :•...
92 Ty .pically for search/track systlems "

Substituting Eqs. 5-6 an-d 5-7 into Eq. 5-21,
yields the system sensitivity equation e, e. 0.2

" fino. >1.5

rE T6c*D0 D-, 2 ldt. 55 SIN >7

The following two additional inequalities are -

There d system sensitivity is determined required to completely specify the optical di-
by the radiant intensity J(w sr" ) of the target, ameter D,,:
the atmospheric transmission r%, the detectizn
range R (cm), and the desired signal-to-noise
rr.tio d•,

D (flno,) ox (5-49) ,
where

SIN = (5-46) 2.4,-
R 2 NEI 2.44N,

orD. > ex-"• (X,• in cm) (5-50)

NEI r (5-47)
R; (S IN; The same expressions can be writtc-n for 0 -.

Eqs. 5-4, 5-21, 5-45, and 5-47 can be com- The first inequality refers to the fact that
bined to yield three altczrnaive methods for detectors can be made only so small (d,,,,,) after
calculating the optical diameter which either costs or physical constraints render

ICOLLECTING LENS

DETECTOR

FiGuRE 5-t3. Optkaa Oir"gm
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impossible further size reductions. The second detector element requires its own ieparate proc-
inequality refers to !he Ray!eigh diffraction cssing network including preamplifier, filter,
"criterion in which the long-wavelength cutoff X, thresholding, and other electronic processing
and the optical diameter determine the mini- functions. Each detector processing channel
mum spot-size for a point object. currently costs in the neighborhood of $100 to

An example of the type of parametic dta $500, thus, a system with 1000 detector chan-
that cn be generated by means of Eqs. 5-48, nels wculd cost at least $100,000. On the other

5-49, and 5-50 is illustrated in Fig. 5-14. '!he hand, if the numoer of detectors is too small,
curves illustrate that for an- given instantaneous the resultant false ala-m rate and loss of resolu-

field of view a, the diameter increases as the tion may require additonal computei' processing
square of the required range. Fig. 5-14 i-ustrates which, in the long run, ea, cost n cl e than
a situation where the diffraction criterion ,, adding additional detector channels.
determines the minimum detector size criterion Three basic factom that determine the de-
di,, . A maximum diameter constraint Do (max) tector size and detector number art- background
is imposed to reflect the possibility of linmited level, sensitivity, and resolution. Most natural
size or volume available to the sensor. The background clutter, with the exce- tion of stellar
signal-to-background-ratio line S/B, Fig. 5-14, sources, tends to be extended in nature and is
also places a limit on the possible combination thus larger than the detector element. In these
of a and R. As a ccrsequence of the underlying cases, the apparent background irradiance !1's is
system equations and the severe physical and expressed as
environmental constraints piaced on the system,
only the small region shown in the graph H13= a -BB+a(1- _)B. (5-51)

remains to satisfy all the restrictions and limita- where
tions. 7, transmission of the atmospher-

ic path between the optical sys-
tem and the background5-3.3.2 1umbr of Detetrs B = radiance of the background

In many cases the number of detectors is the B. = radiance of the intervening at-
dominant variable in determining the senscr mosphere at ambient tempera-
cost. The reason for this is the fact that each ture

S/B

a a

I xcI

Ii

a2 0

dC

A A.

CL >a
0

RAN GE R

,7lt 3- U:• 14. C,'straints or' System Apeture SeI,..-tion
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In most casen B. is assumed to be negligible and then thc desired SB ratio could be achieved
thus - z with a' instantaneous fheld of view 4 x 10- sr.

-:.= a iob (5-52) :Consider, next, a rectangular scan field of '

dimension 0 X 0 in which 0 B the angular field
It is apparent that the background radiance of view in the direction normal to the scan

-can be made as small as desired by reducing tIe direction and 0 is the angular field of view along
instantaneous field of view a if the background the direction of scan. A single linear array used 4

is composed of extended sources. However, for scanning Le entire field would have to be
several limiting conditions exist. First, even if comprised of the number of uetectcrs nd calCU-
assumed to be a point sourcc. the target has in lated as follows:
reality some finite area At. Thus, once the
instantaneous field of view a begins tc approach )1d -(5-55)
the target subtense, further reductions will re- "f~a 4

duce both target and background with no Te- where f, is the detector aspect ratio (height-to-
sultant gain in the signal-to-background rat:o. width)*. In order to search the scan field by nb
Thus the limiting field of view a 1, is bars or a linear array, the following number of

detectors will be required
S~At

-,sr (5-3) = (5-56)

The qualitative degree of background clutter As shown in Eq. 5-21, system se.:sitivity is pr>-
rejection capability is often expressed in terns portional to the square root of 1-he product of
of the signal-to-background ratio the detector field of view and the equivalent

noise bandwidth; i.e.,
J% At (55) NEI oc vl-T (5-57),SIB= *aRr ifa; (5--54)

SRiBbut by Eq. 5-7

Co•sider, for example, the problem of detecting 1
a helicopter (At = 10 m') at a range of 5 km. ,=
Assume that the target radiates 2 w sr• in the 3-
to 5-micron region, the atmospheric tr-ns- T,
mission for both target and background is 0.33, .-

the background radiance is 10-" w cm-' sr-, and
that a signal-to-background ratio of 3:1 is where r, is the scan rate, rad/see.
desired. By Eq. 5-54 Therefore

3 X 0.33 NEI
3X (5X 10 )2 X 0.33X 10 -4

= 4 X 10-' sr
Thus, from number of detecturs, it is highly

However, the limiting field of view is expressed desirable that the detectors be long and thin;
as (Eq. 5-53) however, this is undesirable from a sensitivity

10 standpoint. The conflict must be resolved by
(5X 103)7 examining Cie sensitivity and cost constiaints

and making the required trade-off decision, as
illustrated in Fig. 5-15. The mission require-

X 10 -sr ments establish some maxifmtm noise level NEIo
Thus, the maximum achievable signa]-to.*bak- that will just satisfy the detection requirement.
grournd ratio is only 0.3 since ,irther reductions
in the instantaneous field of ",lew reduces the
signal and background energy equally. If, how-
ever, the effective target area were only I m2 , The deteotor height is arsurned to be in the e direction.
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This, in turn, determines the -ncximum allow- The requirement for one full image quality is
able aspect ratio, thereby establishing the re- usually ignored when the detector size ap-
quired number of detectors n1dO. proaches the ditfraction spot size.

Detec+or overlap is another factor to be FTq. 5-48 iiustrates the fact that for any given
considered in determining the number of detec- set -ýf cnditic, s, the required optical diameter
tors. Because of the finite Zize of Lhe optical is inversely proprtional to the square root cf
image, a certain amount of ovpriv, i' tweca the number of dete,-tors.
adjacent detectors *- required to preven. !argets
from passing across the focal plane without all (1
of its energy having irradiated at ieast one V(559)
detector (see Fig. 5-16). For a dete'2tior. system,
an overlap equal tc. the size of one image Thus, in addition to being an effective back-
quality, i.e., the aia.ncel of a circle which "ound-clutter rejection technique, the use of
cuntaias abcIt 90 percent of the ý.ar,;. energy, sm•!l detec,:ýrs in large arrays also is a significant
is u1jally recofnmended. In this caise. the num.- factor in increasing ...- ,'i, thu-; yielding
ber of dotector- is expressed as longer deteclion ranges for the same equipment

size. In maki-ig the final deternination regarding
n- (5.58) the number of detectors, cost and mninimal

_lV " ;..'"*;/D 1.] dete'tcr size must alAays be considered
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5 -3 Cooling Roquirsramnu power difference is very often more significant

Most detectors must be cooled to c than the size and weight difference. It is thus J
tepera norder to achieve c nic clear that the cooling requirements can affecttemperatures in ore oaheemaximum

sensitivity. In addition, detector materiqls which the entire system design significantly, depending
ae bckground photon ne n , BLIP, on the application. The following data illustrateoaten require cooling of the inmite optiLP, the cooling requiremants and spectral range of

the more popular detector materials:
system to achieve the maximum sensitivity. The t
electrical power necessary to proviae this cool- Material Temperature Spectral Range, 4
ing is often the most significant "orhon of the
sensor's power budget. For open-loop systems PbS +250 to -140 0 C 2- 3.5
op'rating with a fixed supply of cryogen, the PbSe +25c to -140°C 2- 5
cooling requirement can practically omit the InSb 770 K 2- 5
operating life of the sensor. As a consequence, Ge:Hg 300 K 2 - 14
the cooling requirement often dictates the Ge:Cu 10 0 K 2-25
choice of detector materials.

Fei a is apparent from these data that the !ong-For example, Ir.dium antimcnide InSb as well wavelength --eponqe increases as the c~ooling
ss mercury-doped germanium Ge:Hg can be used
in imaging system:, that provide thermal maps of requirement becomes mire stringent.
the surrounding environment. A Ge:Hg system is Both mercury- and copper-doped germanium
approximately twice as sensitive as one using detectors are BLIP and thus their ,ensitivibies
InSb and thus could be corsiderably smaller, improve inversely as the squaie root ot the
However, Ge:Hg must be cooled to 28"K (liquid incident photon noise (assuming negligible pre-
helium) while InSh op-rates at ?77K (liq'xid amplifier noite).
nitrogen). For equal heat inputs, tlhe Ge:Hg
system would "equire approximately 3 to 4 D - ), C. 1nz-W-
times more cooling power than does the InSb hc QS
Rystem which requires approximately 300 w o;
cooling powcr for a 1-w heat input. If the seni.or 5

is to op,,rae from a large aircraft, the diferenca where
between 300 w and 900 to 1200 w may not va""er. .,
outweigOh the advantagcs of the smaller package
which is possible with Ge:Hg. If the system is to h - Plwcl:'s coubtan; 6.625 X 10'"*
operate on battery powe- from an armored w secJ
peronnel carrier with i• engine turned off, the c - speed of iijit 2.9979 X 10 c;n sec"
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FIGURE 5- 1Z B~a.s Scan Modes

S= quantum ficiency of the detector 5-3.3,4 Sranning Sysrem

QB = incident photon flux density The scanning method to be used determines
= phot cm "^ sec to a large extent the mechanical configuration of

an infrared sensor. Six basic scan methods are

In some applications (e. g., when the sensor , illustrated in Fig. 5-17. Each has its ownapplications, advantages, and disadvantages. Theoperating in a space environment against a space methoe" to be used must be selected-on the basic

background) the photon flux from an uncooled

optical system would be the dominant source of of a critical examination of the particular
problem at hand.

photun noise. As a result, when Ge:Hg or Ge:Cu
systems are operated in such an environment, In the past, reticle scanning was uý.ed almost
their optical systems are often cooled to tem- exclusively as the primary method of providing
peratures approaching those of the detectors. modulation for ,'acking systems and for back-
Since at some -oint detectors cease being ground rejection in search/track systems. How-
BLIP and become limited by some other noise evei, the advent of multi-element arrays has
source (e.g., prearnolifier noi-e), the L.rnperature increasingly suppla•ted the reticle to the point
to which the opt.cal system is cooled mu-t where linear arrays are used in most advanced
b6 carefully computed to avoid cooling beyond track, search, and imaging IR systems.
that which can affect the Fystem sensitivi~y.
As an example, consider the use of Ge:Hg Where a single detector element is used:
in a thermal imaging system operating at sea scanning is usitally provided by means of a prism
levei against 300°K ambient backgroond-. In or mirrcr as is typical of most 'he-scanning
this case, there is ?.asclutely nothing to L- intscing systems for reconnaissance. This type of
gained by cocling the optical system since the scan is ilLastratcd in Fig. 5-18. The scan speed of
external thermal backýound noise will dotai- the rotating pri:'m is synchronized with the
nate the internal thermal no;se. velocity-to-hei)nt ratio (v/h) of the aircraft
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whereon the instrument is mounted, in order to Numerous other scan patter is and scan tech-

provide continuous line coverage. The output of niques can be developed, the exact technique
the detector modulates a smail emitter whose depends upon the application and upon cost and
output is recorded on film. Data processing engineering trade-offs. Hybrid scans such as a
entails placing the individual lines side by side to spiral scan with a linear array, nutating mosaics,
form a complete picture. As k.dicated by the and others, all offer the system designex wi•:h an
simple diagram, the scanring prism is quite large almost infinitc number of possible techniques.
telati-e to the collecting lens.

5-4 SAMPLE IR SYSTEM DESIGNS
Linear arreys have the advantage of permit- SER

ting significantly smaller mechanical packaging.: 5.4.1 MISSILE SEEKER
For example, r. linear array wherever the scar.
ning motion is provided by two (counter-rotating Infrared seekers are used to guide missiles by
wedges as iliustrated in Fig. 5-19, would be quito homing in on the iR emission from the target.
small and its output could be viewed in real time IR seekers provide the guided missile's steering
(i.e., directly on a CRT). Of course, the elec- system with information on the target's line of
-rical comnlexity is considerably greater than sigh+, angular rate, and/or ang-lar position rela-
that required for a simpie-line scanner and, tive t0 the missile velocity vector. The missile's
dependi-ng on the application, may ir may not steering system closes -a feedback loop which
be warranted. controls the missile flight-path kinematics. The

COLLECTING
LENS LINEAR ARRAY

WEDGES PROCESSING CRT

ELECTRONICS

FIGURE 5- 19. Scanni.g Image System
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targt's line of sight angular rate or position is acquisitiý,a and identification caii be performed
kept sufficiently near zero or constant to ensure by the pilot using visual meuns. The pilot's viaua

) a bit (Fig. 5-20(A)). When the angular position target identification range of 3 n mi determirnes
cf the line of sight is constant, the missile flight the ,eeker-s maximum target acquisition rarge.
path describes a pursuit coarse. The angular The varhead safe-arming distance oi 1/3 n mi
position of zero describes a pure pursuit missile from launch aircraf determines the minimum

flight-path trajectory, and if a fixed angle ia range.
maintained by the missile's steering system
between the missile's velocity vector and the line System simulation studies involving the

launch aircraft and target are asauined to haveof sight to the target, a deviated pursuit course resultEd in the following operational require-
will result. ments:

A constant bearing (collisicn) course (rig.
5-20 (B)) exists when the linr. :f sigL.t from the Gimbal angle freedom t40 deg
ms.ile to th• target is constant. The proportion- IR dome (max dia) 3.5 in.
a •l-navigation course is an approximation of Zhe Line of sight tracking rate i

constant bearing course wherein the missile's (max) 20 deg/sec

steering system commands an angular rate of Gimbal drift rate (max) 0 ? deg/sec e
change of the missile velocity vector which is Target acquisition time (max) 0.5 sec
directly proportinal to the target sightline rate Target acquisition range
of change. 8max) 3 n mi

The guidance mode selected (parsuit, propor- Target acquisition rangein mi
tional navigation, etc.) wul have a significant T tin c 113

Target .racking accuracy I mrad
effect on the time history of the missile trajec- Probabilit of target
tory and on the requirements for maximum acquisition 0.9
lateral accleration, control system bandwidth, Minimum operational ime 2 hr.

- cost, and weight. The optimum factors regarding Target maximum maneuver-

airframe, propulsion, warhead, control system, ability 6 g at 1000 fDS

and guidance mode for the missile are deter-
mined by means of a preliminary design analysis The pilot will acquire the target by aiming hM
and .imulation or the complete weapon system. aircraft at the target using a fixed gunsight
Epecific missile seeker performance require- reticle. HIS aiming error, combined with the
ments are determined at that time. It will be aircraft s'ructural defection between his sight
assumed that, for the following missile seeker and the seeker, will be assumed to represent a
design example, such an overal' weapon system circular normal distribution having a CEP of . 2
study and computer simulation has resul.ed in mrad (a standard deviation of 1U mrad in each
the selection of a propotional-navigation seeker of two orthogonal directions).
design. It is recogrvized that Ehe examtple
chosen-an ai--to-air-missile-is not the U. S. For purposes of this exemple, the missile will
Arm-y's respo.sibility. However, this example is be pylon mounted to the aircraft's wing. It will
presented in order to adequately illustrate the be exposed to altitudes ranging from sea level to
theory previously presented. 50.000 ft at aircraft flight velocities of Mach 2

This design example follows the procedure of maximum under all wcather conditions.

establishing the mission objectives which yield 3-4.1.1.2 Seeker Fe'ntons
the fanctional and performanze requirements. A
baseline design concept is formulated wit', the The pilot wil: "nt •he seeker in the "rez.'.y"
selection of fixed reeker char2cteristics. mnode which rw.l result in tiie detector bting

5-4.1.1 Missi~e Seler Requirements. cooled down to it, Dperatnp.g temperature. Up )n
acquiring and positioning a target within h*s

5-4. 1. 1. 1 OperationalEnvirv,7mert fixcd-gight aim-ing circle, the pilot will manuail,"
sele-t the seeker target- cquisition mode. rhih

't is assumed that the seeker will be designed will cause the seeker to: (1) search the required
for use with an air-to-aLr missile such that target acqu'sition field of view, (2) lock on anl track a
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target in the search field of Aiew, riiA 13) presient target and in the ,,pectral bandpass of interest is
Cie piiot witn a visutl or audible sigi.-.l indica- assurred to ba 74.3 X 10 -' w cm- sr-' U
t i of the ssaktr tracking a target. The p ti ok bckrcr
cri tlh cr !aunth tý. e missile. If target acquissition leeshodbeteeprplyasnstto-
floes not occur or if the pilot decides not to leeshodbetae, rpxy snntti-
launch the missile, the pilot will restore the ar randcm process-es. In practice, consezvL.-sm,

aoid often. lack of detailed information concern-seeker to the "ready" mode which will place the lgareitcbcgon oelast h
a ek..~in te '~esiht ositon.assump~tioxi r a model wherein t~ie va iation in

5-4..1. Fuctioal ~-,k~iapparent ba.'tground radiance is the niaxirrum
fcr a given ,pectral region. As wi.R! )e seen, th?

A generalized seeker block diagranm which seeker must be designei to minimiza the proha-
illustrates the various functions of a seeker such bility of false acquisinioncli backgrounds of "his
asq described is show-n in Fig. 5-1. As .;hown, '-he intensity.

* pilot wouldi have commaand of the aircraft fire
control system, allom:ig him, to; ccntrol (11) 5-4.1.2 Baseline Design Concert
cooling of the detectors, and (2) a.ctivatiun of Byueothvaeselcdtusf, h
sc~anning, signal processing, and Leexer position- t~e rain~H nte43 o47mco pc
ing functions. In addition, the a~rcraft fire Pt 1-fl mrday. btinte 4.3- u~tod as-ir pc
control system would prnvide him with an4
indication of target iock-orn.rx

The seeker control loop makes it possible to H-)dl
conduct a programmed seaf-'h of the acquisiciaai
field of view, and to detect ane track a target. A
typicci seeker servo block diagram is shown in ~ f 2 ") dc 2  (-1
Fig. 5-21. (Also see par. 3-9.1 for a discussion of R2 d, hm

* servo systems.) Proportional navigation is
acheved by closing the missile control loop

around the angular rate of target ' ine of sight. If J(?X) -spectral radiant intensity from tar-
the seeker is provided with angular inertial get, w s-,

stailiatinthei'~ice a~itde scllaion ~J,(X) = apparent spectral radiant intensity
not affect the detected target angular position. fontrews
Such stabilization may be acCOLlplished byfrmtgews j-

either a seeker design comprising a free gyro, or r(X, R) atmospheric transmission as a func-
a design using seeke'--head-mount-ed ro'te gyros in tion of wavelength wid pathlength
conjunction with a high-gain servo loo?. R =range, cm

3-4.1.1.4 Apparent Rad.`ant Inest of ragt X, and N~2 taLrg-t spectral cutoffs (4 3 and 4.7
and Backgrounds mnicrons, respectively), cm

Apparent spectril radiant intensity J,,ýX) data negrating J0,(Xl) ovpr the 4.3- Lc 4.7-micron
[J., (N) =J9X)7(X)I, repesenting the maximum spectral passbani, as shown in Fig. 5-22, gives

rang' trge uner he -~os seereatmsphric 19 w/Isr as the target apparent radi-4nt intensity.
and *-arget signature conditions, are generally At a range of 3 n mi, the target irradiance is
available to the seeker designer in the form
shown in Fig. 5-22. Similar apparent target -19

radiant intensity plot;3 are obtained from n eas-H, X.8
urements which have :)Pen extrapolated to the C
dlesired tariget range conditions by comhbin'ng
themn with measured and calculated atmospheric ~ ''-

transmission data. 6X 10!! wcr -,-

The peak Pprsien, back~ground radiance (3 X 1.35 X 10' cm =1 nrni). The background
7--diel--ts at an argular subtense simiiar to the irradiance level HB is calculated as
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T(X) - TROPICAL ATMOSPHERE TRAýNSMISSION

100
S'RANCE TO TARGET 3 n mi

80
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• 40 -

20-
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WAVELENGTH (ri)

FIGURE 5-22- Aparent Targpt Inre'ity

H8 = H(X),)X•wa (5-62) 6 X 10-1
wete 4X< 0.75X 10-4X0.4 5X 10-sr

where 
1 -

H = total background radiant intýnsity, since HA(N) is given as 0.75 X 10- and If = 0.4
-ckru (i.e., 4.7 - 4.3 = 0.4). Thus, the maximum de-

tector angular subkense is established at a value

H,(X) = background radiant intensity, which minimizes the likelihood of false back-
w cm- 2 I sr-1 giound acquisition.

Aý = spe'7tral bandpass, micron

w, = angular subtense of detector, sr The seeker tooal acquisition field of view is
calculated from the system acquisition require-

il target-to-background ratio of greater than 4 ment.s. Assuming a 0.9 target acquisition prob-
is require-l -n order to nminimize the likelihood ability requirement, the baseli-e desig-n con-
of the seeker locking onto background gradients. cept will allocate a 0.95 probability for the
i.e., target being in the seeker acquisition ficld of

lit (5-63) view and a 0.95 probability for detection when
H B >_ in the acquisition field of view. 'the seekc-r

aiming error is specified as being normally
Solving Eq. 5-63 for the angular subtense of the distrbuted in each direction with a 1 a-value of
detector 10 mrad. On the as.sumnption of an independence
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S of the errors in the two orthogonal axee, the size

of a square acquisition field, having a 0.95 "
probability of including the target, will be 45
o mrad by 45 mnrad. For purposes of this example,
this value 'is rounded off to a 50 mrad by 50
mrad square. ,1\,

This acquisition field size is calculated as
follows: Assuming normally distributed inde-
pendent errors in X- and Y-directions, and a
square field of view of 2 n.rad on a side, the
probability of the target falling within the
square is

P(IXI < a, IY1 < 0) j I (_2 dx ey
f a/o J-LAx .

4 4erf( IJa-\if

for P(X, Y) 0.95, erf 0.4875. From the

error function table we find: _ = 2.25 which

gives a - 22.5 mmnd.

Also, assuming a frame time requirement of
1/2 sec, the square 50 by 50 mrnrd target acquisi-
tion field of view can be readily searched in a
five-bar raster-type scan using a sinusoidal bar
with a 50 percent duty cycle. Bar.to-bar move-
muent of the scan occurs during the 50 percent

tVrraround time. The detector dwell time is
given t.y

td= -x ,sec (Eq. 5-32]

wh~re

Ox- det,!ýctor angular resolution in direc-
tion of scan, red

= maximum angular scanning rate of
field of view, i ad sec

As-uming smi.are de)ectors, 6 =
= - --5 -6 = 7 X 10-4 rad = 0.7 rad.

Assuming a five-bar scan-since tLe acquisitiox,
fied was assumed *-o be 50 mrad X .O mrad--it
requires 10 mrad coverage per bar in the eleva-
tion direction. This, in turn, requires 14 detec-
tors--lO mxad0,7 mrad - 14-earh subtendiing
5 X i0' sr as required for suppressing the
background.
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The maximum angular scanning rate of the For a scanning system of this type, the signal j

field of view is: - processLng center frequency f, is expressed as

5(bars) X 50(mrad in azimuth scan 1 ) 740 z (5-66)
1/2(frame time) X 1/2(duty cycle) 2 t.d 2(7 X 10-)

1000 mrad sec 1 rad sec Thus, for a per-channel false alarm rate of one
per hour, the threshold level is set at

Eq. 5-32 gives the detector dwell time: h / 2 Qn 5.45 (5-67)
tn=7X 10-4 = ×1-sca ENt.)]

= 7 X 10-'see1
To determine the threshold settings at the The difference between the target and the

signal processing system in terms of system rrms background signals must, therefore, exceed the
noise units, the specification for 0.95 target seeker noise level by a factor of 5.45 (threshold
detection probability requires che threshold to level) plus 1.65 (allowance for 0.95 detection
be s&t at 1.65 noise units below the predicted probability) = 7.1.
sign.l for the target at 3 n mi (Eq. 5-12). The The required NEI is thus
threshold setting in noise units above the maxi- H -H
mum background signal will determine the false 7.1
alarm rate.

The acquisition threshold level is established Since HB is constrained by the seeker Besign at

by considering the false alarm rate requirements H = H1./4 (Eq. 5-63)
of the system. It has been shown* that the 0.75x 6× I0"
expected number of positive slope crossings of a NEI =

threshold per second, assuming wh:te Gaussian 7.1

noise is given by = 6.3 X 10-' 2 w cm-2

3 3 2 5-4.1.3 Seeker Design
3 (fbf) exp 2(70

5-4.1.1• Optical and Mechanical
(5-64) The example optical system design is said to

include all optical elements which must be
placed within the zpace allocated in the mechan-

where ical primary design. It is assumed that refractive
=false alarm rate, crossings per sec and folded catadioptric candidate systems were

Nr f acompared and that the catadioptric system was
fb = upper cutoff frequency of filter, Hz selected on the basis of cost and performance.

Empirically, diffraction-limited optical system
f= lowet cutoff frequency, Hz for f/no. of 3 to 4 will provide a blur circle

theshold-to-rms-noise ratio diameter equal to the Airy disc on the optical

axis providing essentially a linear increase in blur
teeuto circle diameter with off-axis agular -pcýition. At

For - > , 0.5 mrad off-axis, the diameter of the blur circle
reduces to is assumed to be 5 X 10"- cm. A 10 mrad field

I [ 1' h N2 of view is adequate for target tracking. The
SN. - f exp - 2 (5-65, optica!-mechanical design permits the utilization

of a linear array of detectors which will search
where f, is the filter center frequency, Hz. the acquisition field by means of a 5-bar raster

scan. When a target is detected, the seeker will
go into t.'e track mode. The optical-mechanical

Selected Ppers on Noise anei Stochastic, Procews,,s, scanner will provide a single-bar scan of the
Dorver Publications, Inc., p. 193. tracking field of view of 10 X 10 mind.
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The catadioptric system has 25 percent block- The inertia of .he free gyro wheel for a seeker
age and consists of the following elements with of this type is approximately 0.01 in.-oz sec 2 ,
their respective transmission for the 4.3- to and a realistic spin velocity without encoun- Q.
4.7-micron spectral passband: tering bearing problems is 500 rad/sec. The

___ torque requiremen., for precessing the seeker in
Element Material Transmission elevation during the acquisition mode with 12

IR Dome - IRTRAN 2 0.95 given as 0.2 mrad/sec is
Primary Mirror - 0.98
Secondary Mirror - 0.98 T
Corrective Lens Silicon 0.95 = 1 in.-oz
Cell Window Silicon 0.95
Spectral Filter - 0.65 Similarly, a peak torque of 5.5 in.-oz is

required in order to achieve the 1.1 rad/sec scan
0.95 X 0.98 X 6.98 ' O.95 X 0.95 X 0.65 rate.

= 0.53 Transmission 5.4.1.3.4 Track-loop-mode Servo

A Type II se-vo .zacking loop would be

54. 1..12 Detector utilized in this seeker design due to its small
"field of view and to the tendency of such a servo

As was mentioned in the previous subpara- to compensate for gimbal unbalance and drift
graph, a linear detector array of 14 square without incurring a static boresight error. In
detectors, which subtends a total of 10 mrad in addition, under certain circumstances, the sys-
elevation and 0.7 mnrad in azimuth, would be tern may be designed to operate with a lower
l-sed. Each detector would have an instants- tracking loop bandwidth, resulting in improved
neous field of view of 5 X 10-'sr. The detectors tracking at lower signal-to-noise ratios and ir-
would be lead 2Aenid:-cc-aled to 193°K to proved tracking (rejection) of intermittent dis-
provide a J •f 4 X Y"'0 cm Hz" w - in the turbances in error signal cqused by decoy flares
4.;j- to 4.7-;ng:ron reg&i. and backgrounds.

5dThe maximum angular rate was specified as54.1.1Z3 Acquisitico-wode Programmer
20 deg/sec. This resulted from the intercept

The acquisition-mr-ode programmer will cause kinematics and the desire to maintain target
the seeker to scan the square 50 X 50 mrad track to within a "time to go" distance to target
target acquisition fild in a 50 percent duty impact which is less than the response time of

cycle sinusoidal five-bar scan in 1/2 sec. This the closed loop missile system.
requires a 5 Hz azimuth scanning rate -withrelievationstepping o5 10 aimuh ca ring dwinn Maximum angular line of sight rate to a 600
thevturnarioundste ting of 0.05d socurritg an fps velocity target at the winimum launch rangethe tuna-around tirre of 0.05 wec. A•ith a •
free-gyro girnbal systecn, an elevation precession of 2000 ft results in an 18 deg/sec launch initial
rate of 0.2 mrad/sec mu•st be achieved during the tracking rate. Missile body pitching motions will
stepping period. A first approximation of the be compensated for by the free gyro gimbal and,

Trequired to produce this precession to a first approximation, need not be accounted
eobtained by for in track loop design. For baseline design

purposes it will be assumed that the missile will
T •, in.-oz (5.) be initially directed at the target, and the input

initial conditions will be approximated by zero

where target position error, with an initial angular line
I = moment of inerta of the rotating seeker of sight rate of 18 deg/sec. This initial angular

rate requires a servo transient response time
small enough to keep the target within the 10

sec mmrad field of view.

w,= seeker spin velocty, rad/sec For purposes of preliminary transient re-

f =, = angular precession velocity about output sponse analysis, the linenxized block diagram
axis, rad/sec (Fig. 5-21) may be approximated as
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l:.. • .. . _______... _____________,___________ -

A

G(S) S + 1) where f. is the sampling rate, and fn is the
G S) (rS+ I) natural frequency of the servo. For purposes of1where this simplified analysis, f. = was selected.

wee4

* • K, K 2 KAK Therefore
b= ,a• Fig. 5-21 and

H K= = 3  2

where the ri correspond to the lccation of the 4 2-r IT

pole or zero of the network. L. is assumed For an initial velocity of 18 deg'sec (314 mrad/
r 2 and r4 are small for purposes of this calcula- sec) and a maximum error of 5 mrad,

' tion.
The error for a ramp input may be written f 40 sarnples/se minimum

2/1e(S) =e im5-70)

S 2 [1 G(S)] it higher value would be required to maintain

the target well within the seeker 'ield of view.

S2 (rS+ 1) + K)(rS+ 1) Consequently, a 30/sec frame iate (60 samples/
f(sec at the center of the field) would be selected.Sfor relatively large T3 (0.2 sec) and relatively

Shrge K,, (> 100 sec• ')i

•S-+ 1 The size of the entrance a.perte.e necessary
c(S)- -(5-71) for attaining the required NEI (Eq. 5-4) is

(s + [S3 + + KaT3  determined as follows. The initial optical trans-
a ve of the er bmission value c of 0.53 war determined to be

SFinding the peak value of the error by taking 0.4 due to the 25 percent blockage factor (see
the maximum of the inverse transform of e(S) par. 5-4.1.3.1). Ek~ctrical efficiencies of approx-

imately 0.65 were assumed wherein the band-

(5-72) width was inversely proportional to twice the
Kar3  detector dwell time. A small detector area is

desired for maximum sensitivity and from ar.
(Note that K~r3 is jst the velocity constant c' optical design standpoint, a 5 X 10 ` cm linepr
the equivalent high-frequency response of a dimension detector Ls required to match the
Type I servo.) maximum blur cir-ie at the edge of the track

By imposing the constra~nt based on &he field of view. The detector instantaneous field of

oscillatory roots of 1 + G(S) havyng a per-unit view 5 X 10-sr required for background dis-
c,ýitical damping of 0.5, the result is expressed as crimination dictates a focai length of 7 cm.

K.73 = ± (5-73) The 780-Hz bandwidth of the processing
electronics ,as selected for the acquisition

Thus, the natural frequency of these roots is mode. The bandwidth for the tracking mode is
given as the result of the following considerations. As-

suming a sinusoidal scan Rngle of
(2,rf, -- = (F4 )3 (5-74)r, 6. - A sin ,T, rad (5-76)

". reaiity, this analysis must be ultimatelyh
perr.d ,.Iusing tranmforms due to lie discrete
s'unolirnc, natlire of th- silgnal procesiing system. A maximum amplitude of aig•....
Thro'ugh such an a,,alysis, it would b,! found that scan, fad
the se-vo will operate with oscillat)ry roots in
vicinity of ,.o angular velocity of scanner. rad/sec

T = time, secfs- < f, <_f(-5)4

6 3 Amplitude A is related to the field of view-; (fo-')
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,° . fov ... w. entrance aperture
AU (5-77)7

1.8

.,where Kd is the scan efficiency. 3.9

From Eq. b'-t6 the angular sca rate 4 is calcu- -4. Si~ 1 PrOCeSirZSflated as
The signal processing system for a typicalS0, - A w co.-T (5-78) pulse-position track-while-scan seeker, such as

which has a maximum value of the example treated herein, is illustrated in the
block diagram of Fig. 5-23. As shown, each

U, Aw detector will have an amplifier followed by a

With a total field of view of 10 mrad, a sinus- threshold circuit. The thre,•old output .•f each
oidal scan rate of .10 Hz, and a 50 percent scan detector comprises one input to an "and" gate

Sefficiency whose other input consists of an analog voltage
,• ~proportional to the azimuth s=a position from

, C.005 X 30 the optical axis. The output of this channel is an
".X 30X ) error signal to the tracker azimuth servo. The

2si•- 0.5) elevation signal is derived from a similar anmlog

"and" gate whose tw-i inputs consist of tha
1.33 ral/sec detector threshold signal and the analog voltage

proportional to the detector position. The out-

The detector dwell time is calcnla*+d as put of this channel is an error signal to the

" 103 5.25 X 10-0 tracker elevation servo.

The seeker elevation field of view array,
(5-79) determined by the length of the detector aru

target elevation angular position, is indicated by
The noise-equivalent bandwidth for a s observing the detector which is above threshold.
detector is expressed a The asimuth target position is determined by

the scanner position at which die target isAf fi detected.

9.5 X102 HZ
2X 5.25 64 524 AC71VE IMAGING SYSTEMS

The NEI is directly proportional to t"he square 5-4.2.1 Sample Design of Active IR Imaging
root of the signal processing bandwidth. The Syitems

small t~ifference in the bandwidths of the acqui- T
sition and tracking modes causes their respective This paragraph describes the deelopment of
NEItobewi-hin10percent ofoneanother. The sample design of a spot scan Nd:YAG laser

entrarce 3.,rture arra Ls determined for the illuminator and a single S-1 photomultiplier with

tracking modi, by solving for A, in Eq. 5-4. a synchronized, television-type display. The de-
sign requirements dictate that the systim allow
an airborne cbserver to identify a truck at night

A = Awhile presenting a contrast ratio of 25 percent
A O (NE-D between the target and background at a range o..

275 m. The geometry of the field of view oi. the

S ,/(5X I 0-3),X 9.5X × .yE:em, which will be 5 X 5 deg, is as illustrated
0, 404X0.65X IX10' 0 X6XX0 IV" Rio. 5-24.

A= 2.5 cml 5-4.2- 1.1 Spatial Resolution and Field of View

= 1.8cm Assume that an observer requires 10 linear

The f/no. of the seeker would be determined resolution elements in order to identify a truck
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SI - .ii

N R

FIGURE 5-24. System? Geomatvy

at 27b m with a contrast ratio of 25 percent, For a field of view vf 5 X 5deg (0.087 X C.087
and that itz dimensions are 2 X 2 X 4 La. The rad), the total number of resolution element N
anguflar resolution a, required of the system is within the field of vHiew is

predas ~area fov__-

DV'~ aea reolution elemen~s

Ot = DOVc ra 58)ae e

KR , a 58) = (0.087)(0.087)
* wnere36X 10--)(3.6 X 10-')

D,, = minimum object dimension, m 1-8. 1,)-)2(3.6 X TV
* ~C = contrast of iLarget and background

5.8 X I G

* ~~K = number of linear resolutioni elements -5.X 0
t5-4.2.2 Data Rate and System Bandwidth

R range, ma f a frame rteof 30 frames per0 ecund is

2 vn t0.25 itdselected for the system, the number of resolu-
=a10(275) tion elements scanned per second would be 30

X 5.8 X 10'= 1.7 X 106. Consider a

Do=mnmmojctdmnin 3.6 X 10--')r d

6resolution element as a pair of black and white

Tri number o f resolution elemhnts required o detec- i
tion, orienuation, and identification of varion*s military bea to sweep across a resolution element is the

,bjects is given in Ref. 33. inverse of the number of elements scanned per
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second or 0.576 microsec. The bandwidth re- h = Planck's constant, 6,6256 X 10' J,
cqrired to resolve each black line separated by a j-sec
.. wM line wou=d e c speed oflight, 3 X lO8 m/sec

1 e - charge on the electron, 1.602 X> 1.74 X 106 Hz (5-81) 0C)t' 10 ""9 C

Combining Eqs. 5-84 and 5-85, the signal cur-
5.4.2.1.3 Laser Power and Signal-to-noise rent equation becomes

Characteristics Pk r2 rio 1rTArp77\Xecos 8

if the reflection from the ground is diffuse, i rR c (5-86)
the radiance N of the illuminated spot on the T he signal-to-noise ratio for ihis case is ex-
ground can be written as prssed as

N = ,w m- (5-82) S/N = kTS/ 2e i. + iw+ i)Lf) +
wereGR

Pt - :'ser power, w (5-87)

S= atmplieric transmission where

transmision factor of illumirnator e = charge on the electron, 1.602 X 10" C
optics ibr = backgrowuxd induced current, A

p reflectance id = photomultiplier dark ci:rrent, A

A1, - area of illuminated spot, m' Af = noise equivalent bandwidth, Hz

The reflected power Pd impinging upon the k = Boltziann's co,,stant, 1.38 X 10-J/°K
detector is expressed as T = temperd.ire, OK

NA;,A,7r,o r G = electron multiplier gainSPd =Cos 0, w (5-83)
R2  

R" = load resistor, ohm
where

The first term under the radical is the shot noise
A, - receiver area, m2  due to the tota! photocathode current, while thf;
r = transmission factor of receiver optics second term is th- thermal or Johnson noisc cf
R - range, m the load resistor divided by the electzon mulAi-
8 = angle between the laser beam and plier gain. Then •.u-an-t due to the background

normal to surface can be expressed as

Substituting Eq. 5-82 into Eq. 7.-83 ibkd = PbXe , A (5-88)
11c? 1• = 7, r i. 7r oA ~ p c o s 0

7.R, w (5-84) where
Pbkd kPAXAdAr-., cos (5-89

The signai current i4 from the photocathode of
the photomultiplier can be written as and

Hx = spectral irradiance on round,
, = A,'k A (5-85) wm- 2

brc
where AX = spectral bandwidth of receiver

optical filter, .
= photocathode quantum effciency 4 = background area _n receiver field of

A = wavelength, m view, n:
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The backgrounarea for this case is inverse of the number of looks and the r.ms noise
is reduced by the nverse of the sque rot of . - cc

- - 4______ c-0 the number o. looks. Thus, with si% looks, the .
4 effective voltage signal-to-noise ratio is 7.5 when

Swneic the framne-to-frame signal-m-noise ratio is 3. The
rciefedoverdprobability of any noise palm- exceeding
receiver field of view, rod. threshold of 7.5 is approximately 10 ", corse-

quently, randm noise is essentially eliminated
Sustituting Eq. 5-90 into Eq. 5-89, at a frame-to-frame voltage sipnal-to-noise ratio
P H JA= 4 (5-91) o3

If the signal-to-noise reuairement were set at
Eq. 5-91 implies that Pkd is independent of the 2 rather than 3, the effective signal-to-noise ratio
angle 0 as long as a urif -,m background fills the would be 5 and approximately two noise sam-
receiver field of view. ples would be expect-ed tc exceed the 3:1

S Sever~l assumptions can be made to simplify threshold during each visual integration period.
enHcwver, even two false targets per visual

Eq. 5-87: (1) the spectral ba~d',idth AX in Eq. -
-' b-91 can be made narrow enough such that adintegratin pignalo,.-noisee)is probablyof 3 shou ieb

SPb.l < < Pd and, thds, ibkd can be neglecteiad aS~maintained.
* cf-inpared to io; (2) in a photomultiplier, id is I '
* sufficiently small to be neglected; and (3) the For a system in which the S/N voltage - 3,

electron multiplier gain G is sufficiently large Af= 1.74 -X IG0 Hz, R - 25G m, 7. - 0.9,

hTAf c 0.8, ?,g =0.4, A, - 60.1 m", p -0.1,
such that the Johnson noise term, - ,can be q =10-',X Af- 1.06p, and 9 = / 5 deg; the required
neglected. Eq. 5-87 Cl b~e rewritten aslaser power would be 0,67 w (Eq. 5-93). 'ig.

5-25 is a block diagram representing suci a
S/Ns= ste.= sySIN

(5-92) 5-5 TRADE-OFF ANALYSES

Combiring Eqs. 5-86 and 5-92 the following &5S.1 GENERAL PRINCIPLES
expression is obtained for the laser power n the process of analyzing, designing, -

Zx(S/N) 2 AfR'hc (593) ting, deploying, operating, and logisticary sup-
70r rrorroAP77xcoso porting an infrared sensor system; s major

milestone is the so-c•a•ed critical desigrn review.
Consider a voltage signal-to-noise ratio of 3 At this point all major decisions Pre made

without eye integration. In oie frame there are regarding the system design. These deesions will
approximately 5.8 X 10" resolution elements, determine the eventual functional utility of the :1
each of which has an equal probability of system, whether the sensor can be produced on
containing a noise aignal. Assuming a Gaussian schedule and with the fundx allorited, whether
distribution for the noise, the'e is a 1.3 X 10-3 the system will eventually operate r-liably with
probability (- a noise pulse exceedirg a level of reasonable meintenance cycles and logistic sup-
three times the rms in any resolution element, port, the extent to which future technological
Therefore, on the average, there would be 75 advancements can be retrofitt•d into the system
resolution elements containing noise pulses as (i.e., growth potential), and oth-r decisive ques-
large as the signal. It would be virtually impos- tions. Each decision made at the ciftical design
sible wvihout visual integration to detect the review will have been the result of considering
true target from among 75 false sigrais. How- many alternalives from which sehctions had to
ever, the human eye integrates over a priod of be made. These selections must be based on the
0.2 sec. Thus, at 30 frames/sec, the eye takes six admittedly difficult balance between perform-
separate "looks" integrating (averaging) the re- ance, cost, maintainability, reliability, support-
suits. The noisc variaice is reduced b7 the ability, and use.

s-4e
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No exact rules can 'me provided as a guide in only in tersr s of futu:e growth potentzkl for the 1
selecting the design characterisbics in the face .-f sensor system and o design the sensor in such a
conflicting benefits. What can be done is to way as to permit latar incorporation into the
examine in detail the implications of each of the sensor should stch incorporation prove war-
irn,)ortsnt sensor system design decisions. It is ,-rnted.
the intent of this paragraph to revir3w some of
the basic principles which affect design decisions 5-6.3 COST, SPACE, WEIGHT, AND POWER
in the areas of human engineering, reliability, TRADE-OFFS
maintainability, producibility, aerospace ground In perforning cost effeciveness analyses, it is
equipment., and logistics, relatively straightforward (although frequently

It is not possible to crrive at a suitable difficult) to deternine the complete dollar costs
infrared sensor system design if careful analysis of a inf'ared sensor system over so-..e assumed
is not provided in each of these areas and design operational lifetime. It is much more difficult to
implications identified and traded off. determine an equitable cost to assign to pen.

alties such as weight, power, and ,pace require-

E-52 USE OF ADVANCED COMONENTS ments. Frequently, these ere system-reiated
* AND CONCEPTS quest4.ons: systems in the sense in which the IR

sensor is a subsystem. In performing trade-off
In striving for maximum performance, the analyses for the purpose of selecting design

sen -r system designer has to consider the use of parameters, the IR sensor designer must make sa
advanced optical, electronic, ant mechanical attempt to view weight, space, and power
components and concepts. However, before p2nalties from the ultimate user's point of view,
doing so, he must consider all the cost elements As an example, in the design of satellite-bo.-ne
to determine whether or not the increased sensors, space and power can be converted 'o
performance is in fact worth the added cost. weight through the 3tructure and solar ceLs
Specifically-unceitainties in reliability, produc- required. These equivalent weights can be con.
ibility, maintainability, ground equipment re- verted tc dollars based on launcher and ground
quirements, and logistics can represent hidden support costs and, thus, all costs can be ex-
costs that manifest themselves only aftpr the pressed as dollars in performing cost trade-offs.
initial sensors are fabricated and tested. Fre- In most IR sensor missions, however, the equiva-
quently, it is desirable to ýonsider those ad- lent cost relationship: are subtle, difficult to
vanced components which may :ntail high risk evolve, and amreement is difficult to reach.
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"AHOMANFACTORSi~iformation is related primarily to the definitio~n

lit recent years, much research has been of the infrar&d display2 . I - ..

iperfoxtWed with the objectives of influencingý -'5.4.1 ,iib~e Spec'rm
designs' in such a manner that tLe resultant The visible spectrum extends from aboutI product !,in be used with maximum effect:re- 380C to 1200 Angstroms (A) with variations in f

ness and of defining environments suitable for waw!qth manifested by .hanges in color; the
the human condition. This field of endeavor has violets being an ssout 4000 A, b: edidng into the

come to be known as "human factors" or blues at about 1500, greers at around 500fl,
" "human engineen> ig", yellow-orange at 6000, arid reds at 700,O and

The precision performance and highi output above. The peak response of the human eP ,.
demardi. created .y sophisticated military space occurs in the green band; a fact which should be
and electronic &ystems indicate the direction and considered when selecting a phosphor colo: and
focus of much currnnt and future iesearch It i6 type of illumination'. This is not to say,
essential to obtain the most efficient outp,.t of however, that uptimri phosphors would neces-
the human operator with a minimum overioad sarily be in the green.
to his senses. Thus, fo! example, where the sense The use of color to identify categories of

of vision is inmolved, a small saving in the time information is well known. Proner use of color
necessary to rePd a displzy coupled with the makes it possible for the operator to discrimi-
accuracy re-quired may--in addition to saving an nate items within a category more rapidly. The
operator's life as its prime result-be the most individual colors used must be sufficiently dif-
efficient method of executirg a mission. ferent to allow immediate perception. In terms

of information flow rates, it has been found that

Man has many capabilities which may be numerically-coded data are superior to color-

exploited to enhance effi-ctiveness of the man- coded data, and color.coded-rumeric data are
machine system. For exarmple, because of his best3 -

ability to disc.iminate sigi•li in a changing fie'd, 5-5.4.2 Visual Awiiiity
man provides a flexible meins of controlling Visu i which is a measure of the
retrieval me~.hods for infrared •arget information smallest visual angle that the eye can resolve, hras
which otherwise may possibly go undetected in a dirfi-t influence on the establishment of
a strictly automated syst an. HB can vary thresh- resolution parameters for displays. There are
lds and search pat-terns to ft.; :nticipated data different kinds of visual acuity measurements,

rates and target discriminabilily. He may react each of which is important in design develop-
to emergencies or the untu,,ial by Taking adaptive merit.
or corrective measures sz',±h as selecting alternate
modes of operation, liýating and repairing Minimum separable acuity is the smallest gap

falts, or solving unfor-,-een pro;Alems. Man's which the eve can detect or the smallest space

ability to contend with unexpected aspects of between the parts of a target. Acuity is highly

displayed data patterns, together with his cogni- dependent upon illumination and the amo-Int of

tive capacity, increases an infraued syjstem's contrast between a test target and background

reliability and significan,;y improves its fleni.- brig.tness. As rule of thumb, it can be stated

bility. Being able to di-criminate the useful from that the eye can detect a gap which subtends a
the irrelevant, he minimize:; the data collection visual angle of about 1 minute of arc at ordinaiy
effort and, in the -ole of data evaluat)r, edits indoor-light levels (20 to 50 footlamberts) when
the collected information such that only per#i- the target has a high brightness contrast2 . kt
nent and meaningful data are snord or trans- illumination levels below 0.1 mlainbert, the eye

mitted. will no longer have the 1 minute of arc
resolution and visual performance capability

When specifying man's role hi the infxared begins to deteriorate'.

system, various physical ard psychological pa- Mnimum perceptible acuity is a measurement
rameters must be considered to optimize his of the capability of the eye to detect a spot
usefulness. Examples oi this type o0 data are set which is either darker or lighte.r than its back-
forth in the paragraphs which follow. This ground. The size of the spot which the eye can
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detect depends upon the brightness level and can identify letters of the alphabi t which

brighta-ess contrast. There is no lower detect- subtend a visual angle st leLst 5 mmin arc. In
able-size limit for spots which are brighter than fact, it is this capabaity which dlefri's 20.20 4
their backgrounds. The eye etai detect a bright' vision. Hiowever, it has been demonstratei.l that :
spot no rnýtter how smnall It is as long as it i. when the visual angle subtended. by r. target is
bright enough. For example, the star Mira can be less than 12 mmi of are, search time an d error 3 in
s~een, although it subtends a v;isual angle of only identification increasse- Rebults of rfiserchl .'n-
0.0586 ýc of atc. Lines and squares 3qre also very dicat.' that 12 min of arc is a reasonable valLe
visible against bright backgrounds. M.easure- for accurate identificatanr.
ment~s indicate the eye man usually see a wire 1 Movemen~t is an additonal variable that af
deg long and 0.43 sec w~ide against a bright; sky fcamnsaiiyt aevsa iciia
backgrounid. These numbers, for all practical tions. M ~vement 'of targets on a display may
purposes, represent the lower limits of minimum

percptiie cuiy ~occur when the obserrr is moving, when the

The eye responds to levels of illumination when only the target is movin'g. The capability

over a total dynamic range of ten billion to of humans t0 discriminate tOvgets under these
o,,e-from 1071 to 101 mlamberts. Visual acuity circumstances is tenmed *dynamic visual
is best when th~e eye is adapted to about the acuity". THis is usually a measure of acuity
same brightness level as the taxget and the dleterioration !n terms of targ'ýt movement in
immediately surrounding areAs. In general, the degiees per secor'd. These visual discriminationi
adaptAtior mechanism of the eye permits us to are also a function af target size and viewing I
discriminete within a dynamic brightness range tiiae. For example, a subiect can achieve 100
ox -about 1000 to 1 without requiring time to percent recognitior, of a target subtending an
adapt to light or dark'. If possible, the display angleo 9m, rvn vriadj at an angular

* should be at least 0.01 as bright as the pre- velocity of 40 deg per 3ec, when the viewing
exposure field. For fine discrimingtion of detail, aperture subtends a v~s:LW angle of 15 deg. This

- , the display should be operated at a scene angulAr rate deteriorats to 33 deg per sec when
brightness above 0.01 mlambert". This permits th:o size of~ the vievwing aperture 6 reduced to 7.6
the use of cone v'j-ion and its corrnesoondingly d~g7 .

the interaction between visual variables, when
"bet3ther visual s a fetn cuity. nawl*konsl yCb n os* 5.4.3Othe Fztor~Affctin Acitytwo or more are used in combination, was

Such ',ariables as brightness contrast, ilr -mina- plotted. Visuial acuity was mpasured under .sary-
tion ava±ilable, time to view the object or display, ing conditons of brightness contrast, time, and
brightness ratio, mn)';rement, and glare influence illumination. Acuity -,w expressed in terms of
visual discrimination. tile visual angle of the smadest target thaz could

be discriminated.~. Resul*s of the study are
Brightness contva.t is de-fined in var. 3.3 In iflustratd in Fig. 5-26. As an example of the use

general, the gieater the contrast b:?tweer.i an of this figure, traoe the 130-mlambert level on
object arni the background, th.% greater the visual the 0 300-see expisure tim.e curve. Note that,
discrimination; high contrast permits smaller for a smnall test target (0.7 mL., of arc), a contrast

&tais t bedistr~gshe. Th logerthe of 50 percent is required; whernas, for a re~a-
viewing 'time, within reason. the greater is the tively largo target (.5 min of arc), a centrast of
disqcriminability. only 2 per-cent perm.,t discriminationS .

The brightness ratio is the ratio of illumina-
tion on the objeci being, viewed to the illuminia- 5-6.4.4 Flicker
'-ion of the 3ujrrounding area. In general, this

rati shuldbe owandtheiilmin~in ofthe Perceptible flicker. which varies with indi-
srrtounigae should bnolw ad th be mitin ofthed viduals, has been found to be a function of
csnrrostnwith treprnar sh suldno area. are r,,ariy factors such as tl~e age of the individual,

contast ith he pimar visal aea.color oi the- displayed ;igaht, location of the dis-
Of interest to the display de-signer is the played data in the field of view of the observer,

ability of humans to ident~fy targets. The eye b~r4,ghtness, and the ratio of light to da-rk 9 . its
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adverse effects upon a display monitoring task display operator. Usually, these two channe;s are
are well knzwn and vary from mild distraction vitua. and auditory. Auditory displays should be
to annoyance, fatigue, and nausea. To avoid provided where redundancy in the presentation
flicker, a display must be operated at a suffi. of information will facilitate display operator
ciently high refresh rate so tl~at fusion occuis performance, particularly under conditions ol
and the eye can no longer perceive the on-off reduced operator alertness. There is virtually no
cycles. Fig. E.27 illustrates the critical flicker question 3 about the increased probability of
frequency at var.ous brightness'levels" 0 . receiving information more effectively when

•: presented simultaneously visually and aurally
If a CRT display is to be used, the designer psee sig5 ltAn isall an aurally

must take into consideration the flicker data tor (e e Fg mbinan exatpe ute efective-
the phosphor used in the particular rbe.the use of an aio
Var io us ia ty e phosphorare warning signal which indicates a condition re-S~Various commercial types of phosphor are avail
at ri oquiring immediaf e attention or action on the
Sable and tlse vary mainly in terms of per- prt of the operator who may have failed to
sistence. If r display is to bp operated at high note the condition on the visuaz display. The
brightness leels, the refresh rate must be higher major concetration of energy in such an audio
than foe a display which is to b,- operated uaider alerting devi'e should be between 250 and 2500
dim conditio~ns. Extensive studies "ere per- Hz, and the signal should be readily identifiable
formed by the television induistry in arriving at a on thie batih of components below 2000 Hz. The
flicker-free refresh rate of 60 fields (30 full on pres of aunh¢ b low si0 nals

sound pressure level of audic. alerting signals
fran-es) per sec. These rates must be tailored to should be at Ie-st 10 dB above the maximum

meet the specific requirements for each system ambient noise level, but should not exceed a
as detenwined by the human engineering data. maximum intensity level of 110 dB (0.0002

5-5.4.5 Supplementary Auditory Displays dyne/cml )I"

"55.4.6 Human Rection Time
Two or more ensory channels can be corn-

bined in the transmission of input data to the The time required for the human to respond
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FIGURE 5-27. Critk4i Flicker Frequericy As a Function -F 8rightnes

to a sig.aI :_ a function of the comp!e-,ity of the 0.20 sec, depending upon the senses usfd. A
re.,•one Pnd of the bcdy member being used. man can push a button in response to a light
Very •imple responses involve a few hundredths signal in about 0.18 sec. His reaction time to an
of a second (e. g., pushing a button), but more auditory stimulu., wili he sotaewhat less than
complex responses such as positioning move- this 2 .
ments may require a few tenths of a secund.
With the simp!est tasks, where decision time is
not requirfd, the minimum reaction time to Decision time will vary coi•-iderab!y, depend-
sense and respond is on the order of 0.15 to ing upon the complexity of the decision to be
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FIGURE 5.2a Perform.r,*e on a Visua, Auditory, and Cominded Visual-auditry
VIdlilance Task

made. As a rule of thumb, it can be stated that On a recently developed (classified) IR missile
decision time is proportional to the logarithm of system it was necessary to establish the re-.

the number of alternative choices'. -. quency and intensity of an audible target ac-
quisition signal. The signal was to be clearly
audible to the operator under battlefield noise5-6.4.7 Human Engineering conditions. Human engineering tests were con-

There are many additional aspects of human ducted using human subjects to ascertain the
performance which must be considered when effectiveness of various auditory signals and
defining the overall man-machine interface, techniques for penetrating high ambient noise.
I'hus, the human factor engineer frequently One approach to the problem entailed conduct-
employs the systems approach to solving design ing sound through bone, thereby bypassing the
problems. This appr-,ach bicludes systematic middle e4r in the event of temporary deafness.
attention to both engineermng and human factor
considerations erd the objective f develop- Additional problems encountered with the
ing integrated systems that consist of optimum same system involved determining the intensity,
combinations of physical and human corn- color, and location of a visual target-acquisition
ponents. A human factcr engineer typically signal. The visual indicator had to be bright
analyzes system con:Igurat-.L'ns to identify and enough to be dicerned by the operator under
define human performance requirements and both day and night conditions, yet not so bright
system simulation techniques. Results of such as to imntrf r his visual dark adartation or
analyses may be used to establish system re- interfere wilh his visual search for targets.
quirements for communications, measurements, Human factor engineering w&s a•so applied to
controls, and displays. the unique design and irrangement of the
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I]
yrstern controls, protectiozi from blast of a a. Reliability is the probability that an item

-rocket engine, handL'g and carrying require- will perform its intended function for a specified
, ments, personnel requirements. training require- interval under stated conditions.Sments, and many other aspects of system devel-mofb. A failure is defined as the inability of an

! opment, item to perform within previously specified
"limits. The failue can either be a catastrophic

5-5.5 RELIABILITY faibwe resulting in total loss of operational
capability, or tolerance failure whereby the

5Z8.5.1 The Importance of Reliability equipment fails to meet its operational toler-
S The reliability of a system a-id associated ances. Tolerance fahlures may be intermittent or

equipment is probably the second most-impel- ccnstant and may •e ca--sed by maladjustment

tant factor in judging system effectiveness, pre- as wcll as component fedure. Failures are also
ceded only by system performance. Further- divided into early fai.'ures. wearout failures, and

more, as the complexity of modem-day military random failures. Early failures are usually cata-

systems increases, the importance of reliability strophic failues that occur during the initialSinteases, stages of operation, in most cases due to poor
manufacturing and quality control techniques.

• :.VYearout failures are tusutly tolerance faiures
The importance of reliability varies with the that occur as the result of component aiins andtype of system. The highest reliability require- poor maintenance practices. Random failures are

ments are imposed on those systems which are those that, unlike early failures and wear.ut
presently considered nonrepairable, such as failures, are unpredictable and cannot be eimi-
spacecraft-installed systems. Higbh reliability re- nated by using good quality control and main-
quirements are also inposed upon one-shot tenance practices. Therefore. the inherent design
systems, such as missiles, and upon repairable must be such that the effect. of random failure
equipments that are not easily accessible. A

-i _ reasonably high requirement is even justified on are not criical to system performance.
repairable items that are easily accessible, in c. Probability is the frequeucy of occurrence
"order to reduce maintenance costs, especially of an event in a specified numner of trials. The
logistic support costs, probability figure used in reliability predictions

is a value less than 1 with the 1 representing 100
5-5.5.2 Rejiability Proram percent chance of satisfactory optration.

d. Failure rate is the numbs,' of failures of an
Reliability programs are established and main- de Fer at es oie (cyes, of fiu es ftame asspeifie byconracual equremnts item per unit measure of life (cyc'es, tmc, miles,rained as specified by contractual requirements events, etc., as applicable for the item).

and probably in accordance with the require-
ments of MIL-STD-785, Requirements for Reli- e. Mean-time-between-failures (MTBF) is, for
ability Program (for Systems and Equip- a particular interval, the total functioning life of
ments)'". The task of setting up a reliability a population of an item divided by the total
program should be performed by a reliability number of failures within the population during
engineer. In order to be effective, timely, and the measurement interval. The definition holds
economical, the program must be integrated for time, cycles, miles, events, or other measure
with the design engineering program and other of life units. If the item is nonrepairable, the
product control and system engineering equivalent interval may be more accurately
programs. termed mean-time-to-failure (MTTF).

5-5.0.4 Reliability Prediction
5-5.5.3 Definitions

General reliability prediction methods are
Terms used in the field of reliability are specified in MIL-STD-756, Reliability Pre-

defined in MIL-STD-721, Defiitzons of Effec- diction" . Detailed prediction methods for mil;-
tiveness Terms for Reliability, Alaintainability, tary e0ectronic equipment are specified in
Human Factors, and Safety'". The most si%,ifi- MIL-HDBK-217, Reliability Stress and Failure
cant of these terms are defined as follows: Rate Data for Electronic Equipment". Other
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•-I I
sources of detailed reliability prediction data for use in the equipment being designed, borrow
incude Refs. 10 and 17. the circuits. ....l /

5 at De E r d b. If a unit in a specialiwed design area such asS5-6.5-.5 What the IR Design Engineer Should Know

A t lalta power supply is required, investigate commer-
Thebout designeie cial sources and buy the un.t from a reliableThe IR design engineer shou'd know: (1) the source rather than designing a new unit.

basic concepts of reliability, (2) the degree of urin
reliability required for a given program plan, (3) c. Investigate the design of similar equip-

ments and borrow designs that have provendesign practices for achieving high reliability, elty Updaterthe designs usin pa, date
and (4) the form of design reporting required by reliability. Update the deigns using up-to-date
the reliability engineers. The basic concepts of parts, packaging techniques, and advanced de-
reliability are dscribed in Ref. 18, Secs. I-I sign principles. If the service is available, have a
through 11-1. The degree of reliability required document search conducted to obtain up-ta-date
in *,ie program plan and t~he form of design design information that can be borrowed and
reporting will vary according to specific con- adapted for use in a particular design area.
tractual requirements. The recommendation to borrow or buy a

design is not meant to discourage state-of-the-art
5.6.5.6 Design Practices for Achieving High advancement. Designing to advance the state-of-

Reliability the-art will becorie i.ecessary due to function,

The following general design practices should size, weight, power, thermal, environmental, and
be kept in mind to achieve high inherent maybe even reliability requirements. The
i reliability: chances are, however, that a new design w11 be

unreliable until it has been checked out and
a. Borrowing and buying analyzed for reliability, and then changed to

b. Simplification meet the reliability requirements.

c. Selection of reliable parts 55.&6.2 Simplification

d. Derating (ur• of a part at a stress level A major factor in designing for reliability is
lower than its rated level) simplification. Some specific design practices

e. Redundancy through which simplicity is achievk I entail:
a. Minimize the number of parts within the

properties fconfines of ensuring full operational capability
properties and adequate safety margins

g. Mechanical strength and statdli-ty
b. Avoid the incorporation of nonesserdialh. Formulating alternative designs functions

i. Miscellaneous considerations (human fac- .
tors, maintainability, special environments) c. Minimize adjustments

d. Eliminate complex fabricat.*,n require-
mernts (complex machining, assembly)5-5.5.6.1 Borrowing and Buying

e. Avoid design for appearance only. (Ap-The first practice that should avoided with pearance is a '~ctor in human engineering and
respect to desigring for reliatV' ,is the duplica- mumst bn this a n.
tion of design efforts. Some reliability analysis b
.has probably been used in acnieN ing the existing
design and this effort should not be wasted. The -5.5.6.3 Selection of Reliable Part Types
following are some specific recommendations: The factors to be considered when selecting

a. When bu-. ing a special part such as a part types, with respect to reliability, are:
detector or thermoelectric cooler, investigate the a. Use of MIL-STD and Federal Standard
biash.,g or power circuits recommended by the parts, or other parts that have been previously
manuftcturer. If these circuits can be adapted tested and deterriined to have a high reliability.
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All specifications and standards for MIL-STD decreased maintainability"'", it should be used
and Federal Standard parts are listed in the judiciously.
Department of Defense Index of Specifications A e.iscussion of redundancy as a design
and Standards. A guide for selection of parts for approach is contained in Ref. 18, Change 1, Sec.
electronic equipment is contained in IMuL- 111-2. The basic rules of applying redundancy are
STD-242, Electronic Equipment Parts"•. This as follows:
document in turn references such useful docu-
ments as MIL-STD-701, Lists of Standard Semi. a. Usc active redundancy, simultaneous oper-
conductor Devices20 . ation of redundant components, only at the part

b. identify parts that do not have a high level

reliability or have unknown Meliability. (Use b. If the dominant mode of failure of a part
manufacturer's data as guides only. Avoid un- is an open circuit, use active parallel redun-
known parts that would require extensive reli- dancy. When active redund ncy is used, the

ability testing.) redundant parts operate simultanecusly.

c. Identify limited-life parts, including those c. If the dominant mode o! failure of a part is
that have a specified shelf life. a short circuit, ube active series redundancy.

d. Select parts that have a reliability rating d. If either mode of failure of a part is
that is commensurate with total system design significant, use paraiel.-.ries redundancy.
considerations, including cost, weight, and e. Use standby redundancy-which is ie
power d , switching of a parallel duplicate circuit into

5-5.5.6&4 Derafng operation--at the stage, equipment, or system
level.

Parts are rated for operation at certain stress
levels under given environmental conditions f. Use voting redundancy, which uses a series

(primarily temperahtre). These ratings are given decision-making circuit to ascertain that the
in specifications as maximum stress levels or combination of operation of several parallel
may be given in the form of deratirg curves. A circuits is adequate, only at the stage or equip-
derating curve indicates the ratio of operating ment level. Because of its complezity, redun-
level to rated level (operating power to rated daicy should not be used unless other methods
power, for example,) as a function ot a variable are not adequate.
that will affect the stress 1e'el (operating tem-
perature, for example). 5-5.5.6.6 Providing for Satisfactory

The following design rales pertain to derating: Heatransfer Properties
One of the prime reasons for equipment

a. Do not exceed mrximum stress levels. failure is excessive heat buildup. Thermal designI
b. Derate from an overall design point of iL of special significance iLn ýR system design

view rather than derating uniformly. This tech- since the heat absorbed by optical components
nique is described in Ref. 18, Sec. Ill-1. and detectors must be dissipated in order to

avoid adverse effects on spectral transrmission
c. Consider redundancy as an alternative to and syserseesisir ta si

and system sensitiv4.'y.
severe deracing.

A detailed discussion of thermrd design and
&55.5.6.5 Redundancy evaluation for electrc-,ie equipaienta is con-

tained in Ref. 18, Sec. 11-2. Some generrlRedudany i use asan ~heratie ~ the.,,-ai d•. sign pract:'ces tor electrical equi;pment
optimized sinmolification, parts selectiou, and

derating if a cost, weight, volume, or power are-

s.sving can be achieved; or is used to achieve "a a. Use ow-power Cxcu :ts. If weasible fro-m the
required level of .eliability other-wise not -.ttain- standpoint of other tradioff restrictioiis, use
able wi~hin th2 curren÷ state o.f the a•t of parts microeiectronics. Then'n-A desi-. wiLh respect 1o
design""'. Since redundancy "involves a penalty microelectronics is diiu.Zýsd in ReL' 18, Sec.
of in.-reased weight, space, cost, and usually IV-4.
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b. Design for minimum use of high-ieat-pro- I1, Selecteld Standards for Electro Mechanical
ducing components. -Parts.

c. Derate •tomponents sufficintly to avoidSI•5-.5.6.8 Formulati*ng Altermadve Deevsi,•
extensive heating at one location, hot-spots. 1

d dt p nl hh c p n Unless there is one design that is obviously•: i ~d. Identify potentiz-l Ngh-heat components ..
S to assist packaging engiieers and thermal engi- superior to others in a particular design area,
n t y cp alternatives should be formulated and presentedneers in the layout of components, equipments,
:or sstems for evaluation. Often these alternatives may

consist of minor varintions of a basic design
Some mechanical desi'a considerations perti- appr.i.ch rather than an entirely new design

7 nent to thermal control are: approach. In whatever form, realistic alternatives i

a. Provide specific heat flow paths for heat- should be considered and presented for systemengine~erirg aralysis. Altirnatives that are con- :
producing components by using insulation tech- e r gal bt ysich alteetha areicon-sidered but which fail to meet a particularniques, heat sinks, and thermal -adiation tech- orerational requirement should be mentioned,
niques. -znd the cause for rejection given, in order to

b. Select th? location of parts, stagre, .,nd avoid duplication of effort at a later date.
equip-nentc to avoid hot-spots and to provide Alternatives designed strictly for the sake nf
for adequate air flow. prmenting alternatives should be avoided. f

c. Provide fLr active thermal control vsing 5
forced -air cooling, liquid cooling, evap,,ratve &5.5. 9 MiWeaneo.s Considerations
cooling, thermoelectric cooling, or refr-geratiOz The fe
as necessary to achieve adequate ceroling and when imotnt or sol
within the limitations of cost, weight, size, and considered when designing for reliability:

power that are contractually imposed. a Humrew Factors. Reliability may Ie im-
proved during the process -f h,.unan engineering

-5.54&7 M-chanica Strength and$&ability by reducing stress on the equipment due to 3,
"The mechrnical reliability iI an equipment is operational misjudgments. However, reliability "

rated in terms of it- ability tro withstand shock, will generally be decreased due to addld equip-
vibration, and thermal variations. To meet the ment complexity. Therefore, a trade-off will
demands of today's militar:y environments, IR probably have to he made betwe-n optimum
systems must have high mecnanizal strength and reliability and optimum human engineering de-
stabiuity. sign. Human engineering as a complement to

reliability is discussed in Ref. 18, Sec. V-5.
Whenever optical components are used in a

system, as in Cie case of IR systems, mechanical
structures take on added importance. Optical tainability may have an effect on reliability
components must be zealously protected from because of added complexity. Improving reli-
mechanical stress; their mountings must include abi:ity may, howwver, reduce maintainability

*i provision for precise alignment; and the optical requirement. An optimum configuration for
both reliability and maintainability will requirei components must hold the~ir alignment for ex-

tended periods of time when exposed to varyhng tde-offs.

external environments. c. Special Environments. The reliability of an
equipment in a special enrivonment !, always an

Conventional mechanical desifn-, techniques important consideration. An example is the
for reiiahihty are discussed in Ref. 18, Sec. V-1. reliability of eqnipm2nt in specified cosmic and
Encapsulation, embedding, and potting tech- nuclear radiation environments. In these cases,
niques are discussed in Ref. 18, Sec. IV-2. Use cf designing for reliability is stated L. te.ns of the
printed wiring boards to ruggedize a design is equipment being hardened to withstand a speci-
described in Ref. 18, Sec. IV-3. Selected stand- fied :'adiation level for a given time interval.
ard mounting components, such xs terminals and Alternative designs for hardening to a specified
fuseholders, are listed in MIL-STD-2z.2, 19, Pnrt level (or levels) should be generated, and the
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decision as to which alternative is selected must control inspection operatiora to be performed
be made with many trade-off considerations in during system development. Because reliability
mind. tests are costly and time consuming, the I.

rei qVstem engineer should carefully evalapte the
In addition to a working knowledge of rli- -

ability design, the JR systems engineer should degree of testing called for in the reliability
S knew: (1) the relationship of the iliability program plan to verify that the test require-

merts are consistent with other syste..i develop-
program to the overall sy~tem/equpment pro. m-nt requirements. In order to make valid

4. gmrm plan, (2) how to in.:rpret reliability trade-off recommendations, the IR system
diagrams and formulas, (3) trade-off and opti-
mization considerations, and (4) reiiability test- engineer must have considerble knowledge of

Srelial-ility engineering techr:dques.
ing and verification methods.

In order to interpret reliability diagrams and 5-5.6 MAINTAINABILITY
formulas, reliabili~y prediction methods must be
unive-stood. Reliability prediction methods are
" described in MIL-lIDBK-217. 5-5.6.1 The Importance of Maintairabilitydecie in NIIL-HDBK. 1,"Te oss217upor

Reliability is always an important trade-off As stated in Ref. 21, "The costs of support

$ consideration. Achieving high reliability will for present (1966) milit, ry systems involve

normally increase cost, developmint time, from 3 to 20 times the original procurement

weight, size, power, and may decrease produc- costs. Much of this high cost is due to lack of

Sibility. Aithough increasing reliability may de- reognition and control of relbility, maintain-

Screase the ,maintenance requirement, designing ability, and support factors during the successive

tor g )od maintainabiiity will probably reduce stages of development, production, and service

inherent reliability by increasing the number of use."

pa: ýs. Designing for good operability (human Although maintainability is very important
engineering) or for added mobility, or for use in for long-life repairable equipments, it is also
a special environment, will also tend to decrease important for one-shot items, such as missiles, or
reliability, for items which are presently considered mini-

A rule-of-thumb approach for reliability rally repairable, such as spacecraft. Al catego-
trade-offs is to establish which design factors are ries of equipment 'nust undergo intensive testing

to be considered unalterable and then optimize and evaluation before being put into use, and

reliability without compromising the design in during this development phase considerable time
these areas. For example, if the s'stem perform- and money can be wasted if adequate considera-thps•o areas nor exaene give tho s-,intamnabifoty
ance requirement is unalterable and th-?re are tion has net been given to maintainability

design.
fixed ceilings on cost, time. weight, and power;

the system hqu;pment reliability would be opti- 5-5.6.2 Maintainability Program
mized within thcse confines. Trade-offs would
then be3 made with the other trade-off faztors The maintainabil~ty program will be estab-

(maintainability, producibiity. etc.) to achieve lished and maintaLted as specified by contrac-

specific goals without sriously degrading reli- tual requirements and probably in accordance

ability. If a high enough reliability cannot be with the requirements of MIL-STD-470, Main-
achieved within the confines of the "unalter- tainability Program Requirements (for Systems
able" factcrs, certain compromises may have to and Fquipments)22 . The task of istablishing a

be made in order to guarari.ee system effective- maintainability program should be performed by
ness. a maintainability engineer. The prog'pm must be

integrated with the design engineering pregram
The contractual statement of work andl the and other product control and system engineer-

system de-irn specification will usually contain ing programs.
descriptio:is of specific inspectior and test oper-
ations that are required to demcnstrate system The detailed requirements for implementing
reliability. From these statements, reliability a maL-,tainibility program are specified in MIL-
quality control, arid test personnel will specify STD-470. Of special interest to IR design engi-
thle enviro:-mental tests, life tests, and quality neers and IR system engineers i. Sec. 5.4,
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"Establish Maintainability Design Criteria", of which of these or other methods vii!] be used for
MM Kn idD-470. a given system or equipment. As stated in

MIL-HDBK-472, "maintainability predito
&5..3 Definitions methods are dependcnt upon at least two basic

Terms used in the field of maintainability are parameters:
defined in Ref. 13. The most significant of these a. Failure rates of components at the specif-
terms are defines as: ic assembly level of interst

a. Maintainability is a characteristic of de- b. Repair time required ,#. the rmaintcaance
sign and installation which is expressed as the level involved"
probability that an item will be retained in or Fab
restored to a specified (optrable) condition Failure rates have been fairly w(11 estab".shed
within a given period of time (down time) when as d pArt of reliability st:aics' 5l Repair timethe maintenance is performed in accordance cannot be established v.kh much acctracy until
with paicnibena procedures and resources, trial procedures havs been performeed. A detailedmethod of estirmating repair timi is provided in

b. Down time is that element of time during Procedure I of MIL-HDBK-472. This procedure
which the item is not in condition to perform its subdivides active repair time into times for

intended function, preparation, malfunction verification, fault isola-
c. Active repair time or imaintenance time is tion, part procurement, repair, and final real-that po.tion of time during which active is function tests. Each of these categories is further

operations are being performed or the systemp divided into repair activitis, to whici timeincrements and weighting factors are allotted.
d. Delay time is that portion of down time A orocwadure which may place more emph, ::

during whi h no maintenance is being accorn- on designing each ite~a tc achieve a certain level
plibhed on the itemr because of either :iupply of maintainabilty i the scor'ng technique de-
delay (logistic time) or administrative rrasons. scrioed in Procedure the. This technique dcores

c Mean-time-to-repair is the total corrective each equipment at the level of interest with a
maintenance 'time divided by the total number rating of from 0 to 4 according to whether a
of corrective maintenance actions during a given certain maintainability factor has been givei• no
period of time. consideration (0), below average consideration

(1), average consideration (2), above averageL. Repairability is the probability that Fin

inoperable system %il] be restored to operrAble consideration (3) or optimum consideration (4).

condition within a specified active repair time. 5-5.6.5 What the |R Design Engineer Should Know

g. Serviceabilit, ib the degree of ease or About Mairtainability
difficulty with which a system can be repaired. The IR der.gn engineer should know: ý1)

h. Availability is the probability that a sys- what maintainf bility is, (2) the degree of main-
tem or equipment vvill be operating satisfactorily tainability required by a given program plan, and
at any given tiire when the total time considered (3) design practices for achieving good maintain-
is operating time and total down tim.. ability. All ,f these factors are described in

i. Inherent (or intrinsic) avciLebility is the genc.al and iemi-detail in MIL-STD-470. Detail-
ed design practices for achieving gocd maintain-probability that a system or equipment will be abltardecie inRf21Thgnrlability are described in Ref. 21. The general

operating satisfactorily at any given time when cafegories aze repeated here to stress their
the total time considered includes only opera-
ting time and a-tihe repair time. importance.

The considerations for ge1ieral design applica-
tion are:

F 5.8.4 Maintainability Predictions

Four methods of maintainability predictions a. Accessibility
are provided in MIL-HDBK-472, Maintainability b. Idxirtification of parts, assembties, equip-
Prediction . The program plan will specify ments, and special features
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c. Interchangeabiliti;' This results in a value less than 1 with optimum
d. Safety provisions altyo.avilabili ty of aprahn altenaie o! ys.em prob

aiiyo*availability aprochf avluenaie osy1.them prob
e. LwaricL;4 provision3 such ar ease of lubrica- then related to the cost of each system to arrive

tion, filling and drainingý, cleaning and preserv- at an initial decision. The best alternative or
big, and adjusting and aligning alternatives must then be analyzed with respect

f. Simpification to the other trade-jif fac-,.ors (human factors, 1

Standrdiztionmass properties, mobility and/or transport-
g. Sadriainability, special envi-orm.2ints, oroducihility,

h. Unitization and modularizat'on power limitations, and schedule) to arrive at a
final decision. .

i. RdundncySome very important trade-off decisions must
j. Fastening techniques be mal~e to arrive at effective testing mnethods

k. Ue o beting an saiisand reasonable test equipment requirements, for
a given system/equipment. The major trade-offs

Other factors that affect maintainability and irvolve (1) the le'el of testing, (2) use of
which should be considered when designing for automatic vs manual test equipment, and (3) use
Food maintainability are: of built-in vs portable test equipment. A valu-

trade-offs is included in Ref. 21,Ch~pter 5.
b. Maintenance personnel skill and availa-

hi~t- In order to evaluate maintainability design
'I. results, the IR system engineer must be cogni-

c. Basic human factors zant of maintainability demonstration methods.
d. Gograhicl-eniromentl cnditons These are~ described in MIL..STD-471, Waintain-

e. Maintenance facilities and equipment aiiyDmntain 4

f. Maintenance documentation 5-5.7 PRODUCISILITY

5-5.7.1 Definition &Wd Importance
in addition, dihe infr-ared design engineer Producibility is the ease with which a part or

should be awire of (1) the '-eiationships of thle sytmeup ntcnb brcedadse'1
maintainability program to tli-e overall system bled. It could be considered a facet of Waile
equipment program plan, (2) the meanings Of Engineering since the ultimate purpose of im-
maintainability prediction results, (3) main'- proving producibility is almost always to reduce
tainability review and trade-off techniques, and costs. However, producibility analysis is the
(4) maintainability demonstration methods. responsibililty of production or manufacturing

engineers who have detailed knowiettge of fabri-
Main~tainability prediction re-sults are de- cation techniques (automated or an~inial), pack-

scribed in M1L-Ht)BX-472. Review and trad --off aging design and assembly techniques (auto-
techniciues are discussed in Ref. 21, Cnapter 5, mated oi' manual) and mass nproducition or unit
including an extensive review checklist. The production. T~ie real importance of producibil-
trade-off criterion reccmmz-nded in Ref. 21 is ity is that it is a factor to be considered duiring
inhezent availability, which uses the formula: the aesign phase, rather than a factor such as,

A! TBF proaduction effliciency which is only consid~ered~
A, MTBF + 31TTR? after dessign and which, unfortunately, may

consist of making the best use of a poor design.
where Producibility is, of cou-se, most important for
Ai in~erant -availability system equipments that are to be mass pro-

MITBF = mean time between fail- iuced. For mass-produced system. enulpmerits
ures with a high initi-al cost vs maintenance cost,

M7TR = mean time to repair producibillity may be weighted highý?r than
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mafitainability as a trade-off factor. Producibil- used with microelectronic su'assemblies, such as

ity is of least consideration in system/equip- connectors and mounting c)mponents, -- ]I in- -

kind, systemsl hoeer producibility is he ppor-ments which will be produced in very 1ir'Mted creasingly be standarclized, sc the princple of

'quantities, unless there is considerable redundan- standardization remains valie.

cy within the system itself. Even in orne-of-a- d. Use of the Widest Possible Tolerances.il ~ ~~~kind systems, however, producibility is impor- Nelsl o oeacso iesoso

tantbecase ay sipliaion hatNeedlessly- low tolerances on dimensions or" ran beauseanysimpifi~tio th• ca be surface finishes can increasi, costs at a draictic

contributed from the stadpoint of producibil- rate. This is especially true if a more difficult
ity will probably result in a better design process must be used to achieve the tolerance.

55.7.2 Producibility Program The process must, therefore, be kepi in mind
when selecting a tolerance (or material, or

Although producibility is normally not part overall design). Any tolerance less than 0.005 ii.
of the initial design and developrrent effort, the should be very carefully examined because the
high cost of incorporating producibility after the cost curve increases rapidly for lower tolerance..
fact suggests the advisability o' such a program. Tolerancer should also be selected with ýt..±ndard
The producibility progr-.i would be organized totl sizes in mind.
as a Droduct con*rol function and woula have to
be intem*mtd with other product control and e. Selection of Matorials. While maintaining
Ssystem engineering functions. strictuxal suppo1,t and thermal properties,

materials should be selected for economy of

5.&.7.3 What tfe lr Des•g• Engineer Should Know producsioa of a part. The cost of production

About ity Kno includes both the cost of the material itself and
thc cost of m;achining, casting, molding, welding,

The IR design engineer should knew what forming, or otherwise fabricating the part.
emphasis &hould, or can, be placed on pro- Therefore, even though a material such is an
ducibility at the initial design level, and design aluminum alloy may be .. ore expensive than

practices for achieving good producibility. The steel, the reduced cost of machining the alumi-
defimition of producibility and what its num alloy may override the ini't.ol cost.

weighting should be for different system/equip-
ments were discussed; design practices for f. Economy of Material. Thb wnount of
achieving good producibility are: material used in a part should bf kept in mind

and be held to a minimum while maintaining
a. Simplification. In the case of producibility, structural integrity.

simplification means not only the reduction in
the number of na~rts or assemblies, but also the g. Selection of the Best Production Process

separating of a complex part into simpler, easier (Adaptabiity to Assenb'y-line Production or
to produce parts. Adaptability to assembly-line Automation). Each par:. and assembly should be

or automated production must always be con- analyzed as to the process that can be useC for

sidered. its production before it is incorporated into the
final design. If the item is to be mass produced,

b. Reduction in the Number of Steps Re- its adaptability to automated production or
quired to P. duce a Part or Complete an r.sermbiy line production is critical.
Assembly. Probably the geatest savings in time
and cost can be achieved in this area if a hi Design for Ease of Handling, Installation,
thorough analysis of the design is within the Transfer, and Storage. Any improy'mint that

scope of "e con t iact. will facilitate locating, orienting, holding, se-
curing, moving, or storing parts or assemblies

c. Standardization and Interchangeability. will lcwer costs. Adapting parts for mechanical
The savings achieved by use of standard stock handling is especially valuable for mass-p;-oduced
items, u.se of as few poart types as possible, and parts. Tooling costs can , Iso be reduced by
use of interchangeable assemblies are boviou.. proper design.
These savi.gs can be considcrable. Use of new
techniques such as miniaturization may make i. Drawings and Specifications. The avsylabil-
standardization not feasible or desirable in cer- ity of adequate, up-to-date drawings and speci-
tain circumstances. However, the accessories If.-ations is a major factor in producibility. It is
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sound bcsic design praztice to assure that gocd Mobility ir most important when system
drawings and specifications are deve]oped during performance is directly affected, as is the case

1' the initial design phase and then kept up to date when the equipment is directly man supported
throughout the program. or vehicle supnorted during field use. The

Mechanical fabrication techniques a mobiiity consideration is not so important for
c n i . e litems such as test equipment (a radiometer, forS• : ~cussed in detzil in Ref. 25 o~ aubehns example), but it is still a havor t•i be considered.

for mechanical design of'parts for producibility
are contained in Ref. 26 and AMCP 706-100, 5-5.8 2 Transportability De Program
Design Guidcnce for Producibility. 5

In addition to tne producb'ity desgn con- A program which can be instituted to specifi-
cally design for the transportability is described

cepts outlined. the IR system engineer should in Ref. 27. In a large number of cases, however,
knuw: (1) how producibility is weighted with transportability design will be considered a
respedt to other systems engineering programs, normal mechanical and packaging design func-
and (2) trade-cff considerations involving pro-
ducibility.

Because prodccibility is not felt in a program 5-5.8.3 What the IR Design Engineer Should Know
until the initial design and development phases About Mobility
have been completed, it is often ignored during Tr
these phases. This can be a costly mistake. It is The IR design engineer should know: (1) the

the responsibility of the IR system engineer to different facets of mobility design, (2) the
see that producibility is taken into consideration mobility requirements oi the system/equipment

seetha . rodciiliy i taen nt cosidraton being designed, ar-a (3) design practices f~or
during initial phases and is properly weighted. aeing good ol. The factscof m ob" ~achieving good mobility. The facets of mobility

design are self-propulsion, transportability, the
When producibility is considered as a trade- ease of mounting, and the ease of logistical

off factor, a distinction must be made between si=pport. Self-propulsion will normally not be a
optimizing and improving producibility. Opti eonsideration with IR equipments aecause of
mizing producibility will probably be detrimen- size and application. The other facets are impor-
tal to system performance, reliability, human tant and preferably these should be considersf
factors, and maintainability. An example of this during initial design by a mobility engineer
is the fabrication of a vehicle. It is well known rather than by mechanical or packaging engi-
that hand-tooled cars are usually superior to neers. Since these facpts are also critical to
mass-produced cars. Improving (not optimizing) maintainability, the design should be analyzed
producibility, howeer, will almost always ir- from the mobility standpoint by both the
prove reliability and maintainability and will not maintainability and mobility engineers.
necessarily be detrimental to perfcrmance or
human factors. If optimization of cost and
schedule is of primary importance, however, Desigr practices "or achieving good transport-
producibility should be optimized and sacrifices ability are:
may have to be madc in system effectiveness.

a. Minimum weight

5-5.8 MOBILITY b. Minimum size

c. Compact shape
5-93.1 Definitions and Importance d. Ade(-_,abe ha-idling Nitures

Mobility is the ease with which a system/ e. Ability to withstand transportaticn shock
equipment can move or bo moved from one ,rnd vibration levels
location to another under given conditions, and
be installed and logistically supported at the new f. Ability to withstand transportation orien-

location. Transportability is one facet of mobil- tation and environments

ity having to do only with the case of movement g. Minimum imposition of specia environ-
of equipment. mental requirements
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h. Convenient shipping breakdown weighted high enough for a mobillity engineer to
be consulted, even though it might be advisable

i. Design for the type of =nsportation that i cert i
will ordinarily be used (ground, sea, dr) n

j. Design for minimum handling steps, all of The primary trade-off consideration will prob-
ably be mobitty analysis versus initial cost andweschedule. The amount of mcbility analysis iLapt

Design practices 7for achieving satisfactory to suffer as a result. This may prove tu ")e false
meconomy when the syst1-n/equipment is put
mutgaeinto um. but it may be a contra,.Lual fact of life 1

a. Matching the mounting method to mee~t during the initial design phase. Mobility analysis
• the mour.,ing requiremrntst on qr nwill probably benefiL system performance, hu-

b. Ease of installa+ion and removal. Fastenih!; man factors, reliability, maintainability, produc-
components should be accessible and easy to ibiiy, weight and size reduction, other mass
remove or operate. property ccnsiderations (center of grav-ity and

moments of inertia), and adaptability to :;pecial
csenviroitmeats. It will probably have no effect on

The mounting structure must be able tc .upport power requirements or other fctors.
the unit, with a haavy safety1 factor, under all
corditions of operation or transport incl'uding 5 INTEGRATED LorvsT SUPPORT
all environmental conditions that night be
encountcred. Integrmted Logistic Support (ILS) is a corn-

.posite of the elements required for the effective
d. Adequate shock mountLung. Because I ani economical support of a syItm or equip-

syrtems include optical components as well as ment at all levels of maintenance for its pro-
electrical components, shock mounting should grammed life cycle. It is characterized by the
be used whenever possible. If not ponible, a gamond lif cy ce wtischaerize bytw

ver hih eve o shckandvibaton esstace harmony and conerence which exist betweoen
very high level of sock and vibration resistance each of its elements"3 . The intent of this par-

mut ircorporated in the design. agraph is to emphasize the importance of ILS in (
e. Compact shape and low center of Crsvizy. achieving t', total system design objectives,

If eqvipment is to be gimbal mounted, shape tather than to treat ILS in its entirety since this
and center of gravity become very important. has already been done in Refs. 28 through 31.

* Either the center of gmvity or the mounting
points must be jocated so as to prevent imbal- Cthe-art achievements of the many modeim-day •
ance. A center of gravity as m.ose as possible to he-artdachieems of the many ardenay
the mounting interface is generally desirable. bemsasten the m iitr arenale i

becomes apparent that some guiding principle
In iddlition to these mobility conriderr.iorns, must be, employed to assure that a system will

the IR system engineer should know mobility fulfill operationq] readiness objectives. If the:,e
design concepts plus; in addition he should objectives are not considered in proper perspec-
know (1) the detailed strategical, tactical, and tiv. during the deveiopment of a system, their
logistical requirements of the rystem/equipment; attainment will undoubtedly be something less
(2) the weighting of mobility with respect to tLan optimum. Design and support requirements r

other program '.equirements; and (3) trade-off expressed in terms of fini.te numbers that meas-
considerations involving mobility design. ure gross system availability, utilzation, down-

misits of sdtim, turnaround, crew requirements, main-
Discussions ostrategical, tactical, and logs- tenanze man-hours per operating hour, con-

tical mobiiyare .ontaed in ef. 2, p. 7-2. sants, etc., provide quaintified data that can be
The detailed significa,ce of each factor varies -evaluated against operitional rea~diness objet>w:'th each equipment. The operations analyst tives.and system engineer must cooperate to &-rive at
the required mobility objectives. The princip!es of ILS are directed toward the

The weighting of mobility varies widely with reduction of .upport, requirements to an opti-
the type of system, as discussed in the paragraph mum level consistent with operational readiness
on importance. For IR systems, it will seldom be requiremnents. These objectives will not be real-
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ized by chance or by superficial analysis of shooting, testing, appraising, gaging, measuring,
, support requirements. Rather, systematic evalua- adjusting, and calibming. Test stands, meters,

.. ) tions of all suppore and design ch&-acteristics by gages, calibrating equipmer-• rrd similar types
qualified engineers and support technicians will of equipmenm may be coizidered as typical
be required in the following areas to assess the examples of the equipment used.
probable impact which the dezign will have on
specific performance and support requirements: 5-5.10.3 Ground Support Equipmemn Design 'actors

Maintainability and Technical data The following fact-ora wii iniluence the design

reliability of ground support equipment in varying degrees:

Maintenance planning Facilities Perfoanance Packageability

Support and test Personnel and Maintainability ProducibilityS equipment training
eProcurability Interchangeability

Supply support FundingfVuinorabiliky Seiviceability

Transportation and Management data Reliability Durability
handling

Coordinated participation of ILS specialists
responsible for the various support elements Growth potential Reversibility
throughout a system design event sequance will C~imatic environment Compatibility
result in the systematic identificatiou of re-
quired support activities, a prerequisit.i to the Cost Transportability
a'hievement of mission readiness and ccost ef- Human factors Replaceability
fectiveness.

S, ogisric support Sinplicity
6-5.•C GROUND SUPPORT EQUIPMENT Syttem integration

5-6.10.1 The Importance of Ground
Support Equipment u55.10A4 Selectiona oa Aerospace Ground Equipment

Modern airborne systems, often of exception- It is the contractor's responsibility to furnish
al capabiLity and corresponding sophistication, the

are alulessunlss roun su.~rtequpme th procuring activity withi a description of theare valueless unless ground supio~rlt equipment dachractersýtcs of equipment by functional areas(GSE) functions are performed expeditiously for all levels of 'ise, .e., tcst phase, organiw-and accurately when required, tional, direct support, general support, and

The role of ground suipport eq ipment has depot.
become increasingly important as the complex-
ity of airborne systems hz increased. The usThe followlng source categeries and priorities

must be conmidered in dete~mining or selecting
philosophy of self-containment, although allevia- can item of ground suppoe, equipment; to fulfil'.
ting the complications of ground based support a item fun sp e m tu
equipment to a degree, is necessarily tempered
by trade-offs relating to weiglht of thc aixborne a. Category I. An item of equipment de-
equipment. Many functioe. are delegated to scribed by an approved Goveraune•t -.pecifica-
ground equipment on that basis aJone. Develop- tion and quaiifi ýd to that specification.
ment of the ground support equipment must, b. Category 1L An off-the-shelf .cme ta
therefore, occur concurrently with the develop- item that is curnitly in the DOD invEntory.
ment of the airborne system.

e. Category IIL Off-the-shelf commercial or
55.10.2 Grxund S:apport Equipment Functions modified commercal equipment not currertly

Functions performed on both airborne and hi the DOD invcntorj.

other aystems and components by ground 4un- d. Category IV. Equipment being developed
port equipment include inspection, trouble- by an Army contractor or by the Army.
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54:-1.F Applicability of Govemmt Equiment complete and individually self-contained systeirs
on a single chassis-is of limited value. On theThe contractor is responsible for invetigatinguse of an adapter to extend the

current Army equipment, whether standard or ra hage , th usefulness of an article generally results

( in development, or that of other Government in complet-uelnato of duplicate reSin complet•.? elimination of duplicate p.Jrme
Sapncies to determine if it meets functional devices. The advantages accruing indirect!y from
requirements. If the equipment can be adapted the improved versatility in such a situation are
or modified to meet these requirements, infer-

Riation as to tlrý nature of the required modifi- readily appLrent.

cations or adaptions •i submitted to the pro- 1. Compatibility. Delegiting the respcnsibil-
curing agency. Data on any particular type of ity for the design of sevezal of the supporting
equipirment will normally be released to the systems to a single subcontractor may be ex-
contractor having the necessar:z clearance and pected to provide improved system compatibil-
need-to-lnow. rty and inttgration into the ovczalU system.

. Mu coc. Cost. Properly applied, the multi-function
concept should reduce equipment costs. Avoid-

S5.5.10.6. 1 Genea ance of redundancy contributes to cost reduc-
tion.

S• Where more than one function is to be serv,-d
Wher moe tan ne uncionis o b sev~d d. Logi~stic Support. Reduced logistic support

by a single piece cf equipment, certain advan- re e ogistivereduied qatis, suppr
tages as well as disadvantages accrue. AlthoughSmanpower. -and highx equipment utiization
not new, the multi-functiou concept has recent- mate.
ly been the object of considerable emphasis
while at the same time, provoking controversial 5 10.6 Disadvan es
opinions as a result of service use. Because there
is only one compromise of the two extremes- The following are-a few of the disadvantages

* single or muiti-function---and that ,-ly at addi. asscciated with the multi-function concept:
tional cost, a decisive conclu-ion is frequently a':• ~a Excesaivc Downtime. Multi-function equip-
difficult tn make. While there is no routine ment ma have to be removed from service '•

solution to analysis of multi-purpose versus often
~ equpment guidng prnciolstan and fo7 extensive peri.rds for maintenancesingle-purpose equipment, guiding principles and

evaluation factors for the guidance of deigne or design modification due to its complexity.
are available to serve as bases for the adopticn of b Cost. Cost reduction potential is frequently
one of the several altern•tives. The advantoges not achieved in practice.
and disadvantages are outlined in Uie paragraphs c Maintaiability. the added design complex-
which follow. ity which results from integrating several func-

tions ",itc a single unit can exceed the capabil-
sw5. 10.6.2 Advanta!,es ities of operating anL servicing personnel.

Better known advantages of multi-purpose d Performarce. The design of multi-function
eqaipmer', appear to be a frnction of prod-c- cquipment may compromise individual system
tion, logstics: and other phases of procurement, performance faztors excessively by imposing
while the disadvantages stem primarily froro impossible or unduly restrictive conditions on
operational use. More specific advantages of the equipment.
multi-function ground support equiment in-
clude: 5 5 10.6.4 Unitized Multi-purp-ne Equipment

a. Versatility. Achieved simply for the sake A compromise between the single function
of comb-ning rrere that ane function, versatility and multi-function equ'ipments offers moie of
offers no practical reward. Conversely, if'vewed the advantages and fewer of the disardvanrtges of
as a means of eccomplishirng some end of either JIternative. Unlike n y&nv aspects of davei-
hitrinsic value, it may be considered an advan- opinent engineering, there is fundamentally oniy
tage. Imp-ovement by the budlding blcck nmeth- one alternative available to designers. Assembil
od--for example, the simple addition of E-veral of sevcra! uniti-ed syster-s on a cummon ci'assis
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wo fo-.m a single piece of multi-ftinction eqt'ip f. Environment. Man-made conditions as we~ll
- Ment provides an acceptable compromise of as the natural or climatic envir imments must be)aelvar~rag"s and disadvantages. To maximize picivided for.

benefits, the identity and self-sufficiency of each

of the subsystems must be maintained with each g.acgebiy.Dinfoeaenpck
&ytmreadily removable and easily trnpr- aigofteinsdiem

5-5.10.8 Commerciai Counterparts

5-6107 GulityThe use bý the mil'tary of readily available
and completel'y developed commercial items of

52 5.5.10. 7. 1 Criteria equipmen'.. is desirable froin many standpoints.
The ualiy ofan tem s mesure by Ccmmercial equipmnent is developed to civil
The ualty f a itm ismeaure byits specifications, in one form or another, in the

aiblity to ineet all pertin'nt specification re- absence of detailed Government. specifications
quirements. Functional quality pertains to fac- aid drawings.
tars. involved pximarily hi the design, engineer-
ing, and develcpment of equipment. Logistical The precise slimulation o;T mititary require-
quality ,pplies to factors involved in the pro- ments; is not necessarily a pre-requisite in the
curemetit, production, maintenance, and supply cnieaino nie sacmeca

4 of equipment. However, in practice, functional counterpart. In many cases, m~odification of
and logistical requirements overlap, (e.g., pro either the item or the tentative minlitary require-
ducibility and maintp inability, important con- m:?nts may be made prior to protmu-ement.
siderations during, the basic or functional design
stages of an item, are classed as iogistical
requirements). 5-5.10.9 System Safety

Maximum safety mnust be pruvided for person-
5-5.1a.7.2 Evaluation Factors nel and equipment during fthe insrtalleition, opera-

- ' Other factors, in addition to those noted tosoae rnprain n aneacof all equipment. There tr.-ist be no built-inearlier, must be considered to ensure requisite inuyptnaLohrta oewicae
* quality. They are: absolutely unavoidable. If injury potenti.,ls do

a. Strlngth. Materials ancL m ust be exist, adequate warning placards must be lprovifd-
strong cnough *.o ensure saf dlity, an-i ed. Safety engiiiee-ing of system-s, associated

* depe'mdability. subsystems, and equipment is covered in
MIL-S-38 130. In addition to the normal hazards

b. WVeight. The lighmtest po vei. wght com- prevalent Arith any item of equipment, the
mensmat wi~t sfet anT. erfomane i ot designer is cautioned in regard to the following:

prime importance for all Army equipment.
a. Reversibility. items should be designed to

c. Life. Long life reduces cost by minimizing prevent backward or upsidte-down installation,
replacement and increasing the number of mis- where such instuldlation would cause a malfunc-

sion. Hwevr, povii~nforlongz lfe han tion and possibly result in an accident.
may reasonably be demnanded frequently in-
crease-, costs. Endurance must permit repetitive b. Fail-safe Design and ln.-tallation. Fad-safe
oper.ýion over the life s-,;ar without fattigue or features should he incorpcor~tled into equipment
failure that will affect accuricy, life, or perfo~m- design and installation where the fail-sre or
ance. Equipment mnust be able to withstand the malfunction of the equipment may injure 'he
wea: of handling and of operational use. operator or damage the prime eqiiipmnert. relat-

d. Mzterials. Use '9niy materials having the ed equipment. or adjacent equipment. Deviation
requrpd trenth ad Cuabilty.fromn specificod quir:titativ, "fail-safe" require-
requred trenth ad cuabilty.melits noinnifly will he Prah ted oi'ly after it has

P_ Servicing. Equipmnent must be rapidly and been deti-rminrd that trade-off value-s justify
easily s--'iced uilder adverse conditions, such action.
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3-.10.10 General Military Documer., (3) Controls. Arrangement, coding, preven-
•:• : tion of acci.'dental activation, and specific design

Following is a list of gncral documents which standards. O t at
are a pplicable to the design, develI-pment, and 0(4) La~eing.

production of ground support equipment along b. 3ity, familiarity, and use of abbreviations;
with a bri(.f 3xplar)"tion of their scope and legibility, style, and dimensions of characters;
intended use. labeling of assemblies; and labeling of controls

'•i, and displays.
a. MWL-T-21200 covers the general require- n p

ments for the design and manufacture 7 (5) Work Space Characteristics. Wcrk
equipment used in testing electronic equipment. space dimensions, ýtanding operations, seated
The detail requiremeLts for a particular test set operations, clearanve dimensions, standard con-
are covered in the individual product or procure- sole design, special purpose console considera-
ment specification for that item. tions, and equipment color.

b. MIL-E-4158 covers the general require- (6) Design for Maintainability. Characteris-
ments for the design and manufanture of ground tics of units, conductors, connectors, fasteners,
electronic equipment. It furnishes the general test points and test equipment, and fuses; and
requirements applicable to most ground elec- gas and fluid line identification.
tronic equipment. •(7) Design of Equipment for Remote

c. MIL-STD-810 and MIL-T-5422 establish Handling. Remote-handling devices, tools, and
uniform procedures for testing aeronautical and remote-viewing equipment.
associated equipment under simulated and accel-erated climatic and environmental conditions.(8OprtoaanMiteacVhcls

Driver considerations and equipment considera-

d. MIL-I-6181 covers electromagnetic inter- tions.
ference control requirements and test methods
for electrical and electronic equipment asso- (8) Hazards and Safety

ciated with aerospace ground equipment and
systems. 5-5.10.11 What the IR Engineer Should Know

About Ground Support Equipment

e. MIL-D-1000 covers the preparation of The designer of ground support equipment,
drawings and data lists for special equipment should comprehend fully the interdependence of
designed according to MIL-S-8512, for use in the each element of the system. It is only in this
maintenance and overhaul of end items. way that sufficient application of individual

effort will be exerted to produce the superiorf. MIL-STD-1472 is applicable to systems items demanded in each of the subsystems. The
where human engineering is requiredc in accord- itmdeaednechotesuyte.Techecklist which follows discloses the availability,ance with MIL-H-27894, or where otherwise condition, and suitability of the ground support
specified by the przcuring activity. It establishes equipment and tools required to perform main-
design criteria for all types of ground equip- tenance. This area constitutes the major contri-
ment, inclucing command andi control system bution of the support system designer. All listed
equipment, training equipment, operating items must be considered when selecting the
ground equipment, and maintenance grcund maintenance concept. The IR engineer, in turn,
equipment for all tyJT.s of systems. It includes should design the prime equipment to minimize
specific human enginceeLng design criteria and the requirements for ground support equipment
requiremernts a•pplicabl ? to the following:r n tand tools and to make possible the use of

(1) Visual Displays. Visibiliry and reada- standard items.
bility, codhig, arrangement, designation of func Aa. Availability (Ben&, Type). The availability
tional area, transilluminated indicators, CRT of the required bei,,ch test equipment and
displays, me'-hanical displays, plottirs, and flags. iccessories needed to perform a maintenance

(2) Auditory Displays. Warning devices task must he determined. The support system
and communication systems. designer shouNd specify standard test e,4uipment
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S whenever possible, and the required equipment portable equipment should be provided with a
"should be identified as early as possible in the dolly.

.. procurement cycle to insure availability in the j. Calibration. The calibration controls on the
Sfield, required test equipment must be physically

b. Ava:lability (Portable Type). Same as par. separaiod from the controls used for oper-Ation.
a. except as applicable to pertabie equipment. If new teiit equipment is designed for -- system,

the calibration controls must be separated from
c. Operating Condition. The required test the operation controls so that the calibration

equipment must be determined to be in good will not be accidentally upset during tests.
operating condition and wit'- n its calibration
period. Reduction in the number of different k. Presentations. The test equipment indica-
items of equipment :equired will increase the tions wust be easily read by the technician
prubability that the equipment will be main- performing the maintenance task. Test equip-
tained m rood operating condition. ment indications should be clear, definite, and

be easily visible to the technician performing thed. Pt.eparation. The amount of setup time for test.
the required test equipment must be deter-
mPed. If new test equipment is designed for a L. Conversion Factor. The necessity to con-
pritcular system, one design goal should be vert test equipment indications must be deter-
minimum setup and warmup time. miaed. Test equipment should be provided

which may be read directly in units that aree. Tools (Standard). This concerns availa- n,.nfu tohees hgpromd.I
and coditionof th requied stadard to the test being performed. Ifbiiy and condition of the required standard conversion is recessary, charts which permit

tools. Reduction in the number of different
tools reqaired will increase the probability that quick conversion of the test data should be

they will be on hand and in good condition permanently attached to the test equipment.

when needed. m. Automatic Operation. This concerns the
nuiaber of operational adjustments necessary to

f. Tools (Special Type). Specia.l tools must be utilize the required test equipment. Test equip-
availabie and in proper operating condition. The ment should be provided which requires no
requirement for speci.l tools should be 'iept to a

minmum Thy houd b orerd wth he operational adjustment. Adjustments, if neces-minimum. They should be ordered with the

equipment whenever ý -ssible to ensure availa- sary, should be kept to a minimum.
bility. 5-6 TEST REQUIREMENTS

g. Test Equipment Capabilities. It must be
determined whether the test equwpment is capa- 5-6.1 QUAL:TY CONTROL AND INSPECTION
b;' of providing all the irformation necessary ;o
per.orrn a maintenance task. It ;s important that Quality control is defined as a systembtic
the test equipment specified be capable of method by Which the full potenLial of a product
performing a!• needed task, to maintain :he design is approached to the extent that anprime equipment. The equipment desigher acceptable level of user satisfaction is achieved.

should design the prime equi;pment to utilize the This implies that absolute perfection can omy be

capabilities of stnidard test e-quipment. approached, ,nd that less than perfection *s
acceptable in terms of a cost/performance

h. Documents. Manupis. handbooks, and!oc trade-off. The reaoer is referred to MIL-Q-9%58,
instructions for the rn!quired t:st. equipment Quality Program Requirements, and MIL-!-
mo.ist be available. .'lthough not within the 45208, ,?c,-?ctioas System Requirements for
purview of the eq,.mment or support system comprehernive coverage of this subject.
designer, it shou:` be notedý that such insrrac-
tio~ir are required 5-6.2 INSP-1.0T!ON AND TESTING

i. Handtinc. The designcr mus: determi- e The objectives of a test proogrm ate to
whether pcrtable test rquipmpnt is hand port- provide cor-fidence, assistance. ,,Ad proof--
able or "i, p~ovided with a art. Portable test ct-Ifideiice to the system engineer that the
equipment should be as light a. possible. Heavy system meets operational objectives, assurance
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to the designer that his design is fabricated in 5-8.2.2 Inspection and Testing of Infrared
accordance with his instructions, and proof to Components and Systems
ghe customer that the delivered article meets his eTh^ theory and practice of testing infrared

L requirements. • •systems ýand system components are extensively
treated in other paragraphs of this Handbook. It

5-8.2.1 Test and Inspection Planning remains, however, to discuss the practical and
Toa cselective application of these tcchniques in a testSThe heart of the test and inspection plan is a program which progresses from the start of

definition of the flow of material, pa',.ts, sub- porm wih rgessfomtesatodevelopment through to production. In the
, assemblies, and assembl-s through a succession discussion which follows, the testing of typical
of inspection and test operations to tho final components is discussed with the emphasis on ;
assembly and acceptance of the end item, and a the selection (f techniques in practical cases,
description of each inspection and test operation and with comments on some typical pitfalls that '

performed. The complete inspection and test have been experienced in the par. The treat-
program must span the entire process fx,,m ment i by no mea
breadboard development through prototy-pe emphasi by eacomplete buet. is intended to

manufacture to field evaluation, and then t• emphasize, by n xample, the begefits of careful

production quality assurance, tetpa.ig

For convenience of discussion, testing can be OS• 5-6.2.2.I Optical Elements, Lenses, Prismns,
divided into development testing, acceptance and Mirrois
testing, qualification testing, and field evalua-
tion. In brief, the scope of these categories is The major considerations in the inspection
characterized by the following: and test of individual ontfr' elements Lre

material quality, surface quaiL.. tinish), surface
a. Development testing is exploratory in na- accuracy (curvature), and overall geometry. P-11

ture and is performed to demonstrate feasibility of which should be specified on the faorication
of a concept and to evaluate the basic design drawing for the element.
attributes.•: 5-6".2.22 Optical Materials •

b. Acceptance testing is performed to deter-
mine whether an article or group of articles In general, optical materials for lenses, prisms,
mpets ý. specified level of acceptability and is mirrors, and other elements are procured in
suitable for subsequent use. Acceptance testing rough blanks for fabrication into the required
is performed on all items manufactured either forms. The establishment of acceptrince criteria
by 100% testing or by controlled sampling, and test techniques presents a most difficult

quality covtrol problem. While gross inclusionsc. Qualification testing is performed to deter- and flaws are easily detectable in tranr•arent
mine that a prcduct dcsign meets all specified material, they may well be hidden in opaque
requirements, and is suitable for quantity man- materials such as germanium and 'iicon cam-

ufacture. Qua,'ficaticn testing is normally per- monly used for infrar-d refractive elements.
formed on a small, representative sample, fr Other qualities-such as variations in spectral
cuent!y one unit or system, and emphasizes the transmittance, order of refraction, and low-angle
capability of the article to survive in a simulated scattering-require tests of specially-prepared
environment. Qualification testing is also per- samples and frequently yield inconclusive resu,.
formed for the purpose of oiialifying a manu- due to variations between and within batches.
facturer to produce zn existing design. Frequently the presence of some defect is not

d. Field evaluation involves the evaluation of detected until the complete opt:cal instrument is
representative samples of a product in a real assembled and tested; and, consequently, rou-
environment. Field evaluations normally ir.cl'lde tine acceptance testing should not Ze entered
not only r test of the primary end item, but also into withodt due consideration of the diffi-
an evaluation of the instruction manuals, special culties and costs involved. The most practical
test equipment, and maintenance and repair and economic course in many circumstances
procedures. may be to procure premium grade optical
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materials from a recognized supplier, and be him gresa'•r latitude in using existing tooling.
prepared to reject a small percentage of corn- This method is particularly desirable when

j piated elements at an optical system test level. aspheric optics, such as a Cassegrainian system,
Surface quality is generally specified by a is required. The test techniques used are the

t samie as those used for a complete system,
"scratch and dig" number in accordance with

although a special mointing may be used.
MIL-D-13830. The inspection being performed
usually with a low-power microscope. 5-5.2.2.30Odcal CoaSng and Fiit.rs

Surface accuracy is conventionally specified The typical infrared optical sys.em requires
in terms of the number of rings, and distortion the use of elements which are c.oated for
of the rings, in an interferometric comparison of
the element in close contact with a standard test lense and mirro n ormally btated

lenses and mirror. cannot normally be te~ted
plate in the presence of a standard r-,orochro- conveniently for t-ansmittance or reflectance
matic light source such as a sodium or r-ercury because of curvaturc and size. It is general
vapor lamp. The test is simple, but is dependent practice, therefore, to select "witness" ,amr.!es
on the accuracy of the test plate whi.ch s for coating which are then subjected to testing
determined by direcr. opto-mechanica! measure- with a spectrophotometer. The typical spectral
men• under laboratoryi conditions. filter, on the other hand, is deposited on a flat

An alternate approach to the quality control substiate and can be directly measured. Special
of optical elements which can be used by the precautions shou.d be observed in specifying and
optical instrument designer is to specify a testing filters having critical bandpass or cutoff
complete set of elements, in terms of nominal characteristics to ensure that shifts in spectral
geometry, aperture, focal lengths, and image properties with temperatilre a•.: considered. This
quality. This transfers the detail design responsi. i particularly true when the end item is to be
bility to the optical fabr-ator but does permit used at extreme temperatures.
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CHAPTER 5 ! K
APPENDIX

PROOF OF EQ. 5-11 FOR CALCULATING T'HE RATIO OF THRESHOLD
TO RMS NOISE FOR A GIVEN FALSE ALARM RATE.

If a number of looks n, is required to satisfy = •f' -' (A-5)
the detection criterion, an acceptance box or t(

region of given azimuth and elevation dimensions Substituting Eqs. A-2 and A-4 into Eq. A-5
must be setected such that the targets observed results in a false alarm probability of
therein can be designated as true targets. A ntotr, "• -'g'n• (A-I) PA

The probability F that at least one noise pulse However, since
will exceed the threshold in the acceptance boxtfe [ T\2l
is stated as P aj ~ I(-i

=n (A-1)8nS= 1- (1 -p)f- (A-i) {
where 2P anexp-2\c . -

a, numfer of independent resolution where
elements in the acceptance gate (n. T threshold level
is the product of the number of tr dv
resolution elements in azimuth and a= rms value of noise
evaluation)p e=poabluatyn thatTT _ number of levels the threshold level

p probability that a noise pulse ex- a is above the noise level
ceeds the threshold in any given
resolution element. When made equal to ine and solved for T/o,

If p is small (which will be the --ase for all Eq. A-8 wil! yield the threshold setting required
practical applicationz), it is approximated by to limit the false alarm rate to an average oi one

n per tf seconds.

The first or initiating noise pulse could occur n T
anywhere in the field ofview. The total number 1= n,,rn,•-' exp- •-( 7 f|A-9)
of resolution elements nj,, in the field of view

during time period tf= (assumin& 100 rercent e[p -- on
scan efficiency) is expressed as 2  a/

=tt Affldtfa (A-3) it L 2 nnInt
whe-e

Af = independent noise bandwidtno T_= 2 'nt 1

nd=number of detectors fln cr 2 ~
The probability of an iitiating noise " puls4. (A-l0

occuring is however

p 1 - (1 -Ip)"to (A-4) ni., Afnftr" A-1A1)

. Pn,o, (p < 0.05) therefore

The probability of a false alarm pf is ihe prob- T- n2 [ Lftf -
ability of an initiator times the probability of "0 fl= 1n At "
subsequent looks. If the total numbe- of looks is
n , then (A-12)
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